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I. INTRODUCTION

This is a report by the Federal Communications Commission on
the effect on communications of the power failure in the Northeastern
United States in November, 1965. The largest commercial electric power
failure in history began at approximately 5:16 p.m. on November 9, 1965,
and extended into November 10, 1965. The effect encompassed momentary
power interruptions in some areas to a complete loss of electric power
in other areas for varying periods up to 13 hours. New York City and
much of the Northeastern United States and the Province of Ontario,-
Canada, were blacked out, affecting some 30 million people in an 80,000
square mile area. The states of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, New York, Rhode Island, Vermont and several small pockets in
Maine, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania were affected. The communications
industry, which depends upon commercial electric power sources, was
affected by the electric power failure in varying degrees.

Early on November 10, 1965, the Federal Communications Com-
mission initiated an investigation of the effect on communications of
this widespread power failure. A questionnaire was sent to all Broad-
cast Service licensees in a nine-state area. Similar information was
requested of the Radio Press/Wire Services, the Radio and Television
Networks, the Common Carrier Communications Services (domestic and in-
ternational), and the Safety and Special Radio Services.

A Special National Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC) Work-
ing Group was formed to work with the FCC staff in compiling and
analyzing the voluminous data and preparing a report of the facts
pertaining to this emergency.

Preliminary reports began coming to the Commission at once,
and, on November 18, 1965, Chairman Henry of the FCC gave a short report
to Senator John 0. Pastore, Chairman of the Communications Subcommittee
of the Commerce Committee.

The National Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC) report was
submitted to the Federal Communications Commission on January 6, 1966.
Copies of the NIAC Report were forwarded to the White House and to the
Congress shortly thereafter. The NIAC Report sets out the basic facts
and many details of the power failure effect on communications, and the
Commission herewith adopts the factual parts of that report.

Continuing study has been made of this matter by both the
communications industry and the FCC staff and will continue into the
future in view of the licensee's and industry's responsibilities and
reactions to localized emergencies and also in connection with the
Commission's emergency preparedness responsibilities set forth in Ex-
ecutive Order 11092. Corrective action has been VOLUNTARILY initiated

jby most segments of the communications industry to remedy deficiencies
disclosed by this emergency. Details are set forth in the Appendix to

this report.
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II. COMMUNICATIONS FACILITIES OF THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

The Federal Communications Commission maintains a communications
network which serves to interconnect its 18 monitoring stations and its
headquarters office in Washington, D. C. Recognizing that its monitoring
and direction finding operations frequently involve matters of a critical
nature, the Commission has, as a long-standing procedure, equipped each
monitoring station with an auxiliary power generator for use in emergencies.
In connection with the Northeast Power Failure of November 9th and 10th,
the only Commission monitoring station located in the affected area is at
Canandaigua, New York. When commercial power failed, the emergency gen-
erator at this station was started almost immediately and in approximately
30 seconds was supplying the full power needs of the installation. Thus,
an outage of approximately 30 seconds was experienced at Canandaigua.

Since the Washington buildings in which the Commission's offices
are located do not have emergency auxiliary power generators, a failure
of the commercial power supply could "blackout" the Washington, D. C.,
Headquarters Office of the Commission's radio monitoring and direction
finding stations. In this eventuality,.Network Control Operations would
automatically be shifted to the monitoring stations at Chillicothe, Ohio,
(ist Alternate) or Laurel, Maryland (2nd Alternate).

With these auxiliary facilities and alternate procedures, the
Commission is well prepared to continue its required functions in any
emergency arising from failures in commercial power sources.

It should be pointed out that in the event of a power failure
in Washington, D. C., the sole adverse impact which the Commission might
experience in the area of communications concerns its telephone system
and the need for a power source to supply the indicator lights on its
switchboard and telephones. When these lights cease to function, it is
impossible to determine when an outgoing call is being attempted or
which line an incoming call may be on at a particular phone. The latter
may not be too critical, since any particular phone will have relatively
few lines to sample before locating the active one. The problem with
outgoing calls, however, is formidable as the FCC utilizes a manually
operated switchboard. The operators on duty rely upon signal lamps for
an indication that any particular extension wishes to originate a call.
This matter is being given appropriate attention.

209-528 0 - 66 - 2
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III. BROADCAST

A. Introduction

A detailed analysis of data received indicates that 121
Standard Broadcast Stations within the six-state blackout area were
in operation at various times providing service to the public throughout
the area affected. Seventy-four unlimited time stations resumed
operation with emergency power generators, 48 of which resumed operation
within 15 minutes. Thirteen daytime only stations resumed extended-
hours operation with emergency power. Television and FM broadcast service
was generally available in major population centers, again because of
emergency power sources.

Commercial Radio Network operations either continued as normal
or were switched to other cities. Generally speaking, network tele-
vision facilities in the blackout area were impaired to the greatest
extent. ABC, NBC and CBS report switching control of their television
operations to other cities not affected by the blackout.

By and large, the operations undertaken by broadcast licensees
during the November 9-10, 1965, power blackout were efficiently geared
to the efforts of government officials and public service organizations
to maintain order, provide reassurance, and restore vital services.
Many lessons were learned.

Many suggestions have been received from the broadcast industry
and others bearing on the Commission's contingency planning for emergency
communications. These suggestions, many of which appear meritorious, are
under active study. However, certain conclusions are already evident:

1. The capability of the industry to respond to an emergency
of this magnitude was demonstrated.

2. The character of that response was technically and other-
wise satisfactory to that portion of the public having
battery-operated receivers.

3. A broadcast license is granted upon a finding that the
public interest, convenience and necessity will be served.
To prepare for and to operate in an emergency, in co-
ordination with appropriate authorities in his community,
and with other broadcast licensees, is the duty and
responsibility of the individual broadcaster.

4. Each broadcast station should establish Standing Operating
Procedures for emergencies. This involves training its
staff and establishing channels of communications with local
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and state officials and with news sources. This is of
the utmost importance, particularly, for those stations
holding National Defense Emergency Authorizations (NDEA).

5. Further effort is needed to provide for the use of
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) facilities and systems
(which were not activated in this case) in day-to-day
peacetime emergencies. In recognition of this need, a
Special National Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC)
Working Group was appointed on June 30, 1965, with the
objective of developing recommended detailed guidance
for the voluntary use of EBS facilities and systems during
peacetime large area and local emergencies. This will be
actively pursued.

6. Further effort is needed to complete the DETAILED STATE EBS
OPERATIONAL PLANS adequately to fulfill the emergency
communications requirements of state and local authorities
and organizations responsible for the public well-being.
INTERIM State EBS plans were approved and issued by the
Commission on October 26, 1965.

B. Standard Broadcast

i. General. The wisdom of placing primary reliance upon standard
broadcast stations (535 kc/s-1605 kc/s) for providing emergency broad-
cast service to the general public was clearly demonstrated. The standard
broadcast facilities and personnel and the large number of pocket-sized
battery-operated standard broadcast receivers and battery-operated auto-
mobile receivers supplied the basic systems providing the general public
with almost immediate access to vital information concerning the scope and
nature of the blackout emergency. The facilities and personnel of the
interconnecting commercial radio networks and radio press/wire services
also were demonstrated to be an essential element of the basic emergency
system.

2. Specific. The reaction of the standard broadcast stations in
the six-state area based upon responses to the FCC questionnaire as of
January 3, 1966, may be summarized as follows:

Summary Table

(Excluding Maine, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey)
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STANDARD BROADCAST
UNLIMITED TIME STATIONS

1
34
64
48

station
stations
stations
stations

10 stations -

7 stations -

9 stations -

did not respond to questionnaire
reported no power failure
disabled for the duration of the power failure
resumed operation within 15 minutes with emer-
gency power
resumed operation within 30 minutes with emer-
gency power
resumed operation within one hour with emergency
power
resumed operation within two or more hours with
emergency power

1 station - not in operation for other reasons

174 Total

STANDARD BROADCAST
DAYTIME ONLY STATIONS

4 stations - did not respond to questionnaire
100 stations - had signed off for the day

5 stations - disabled for the duration of the power failure,
then resumed extended-hours operation

13 stations - resumed extended-hours operation with emer-
gency power

2 stations - not in operation for other reasons

124 Total

In the six states that were blacked out, 34 standard broad-
cast stations reported no commercial power outage and continued un-
interrupted operations.

An additional 48 standard broadcast stations resumed opera-
tions with emergency auxiliary power within 15 minutes of the com-
mercial electric power failure.

Within two or more hours, an additional 39 standard broad-
cast stations had resumed operations with emergency auxiliary power.

During the blackout, the area was thus completely covered
within approximately two hours with 121 standard broadcast signals pro-
viding reassuring information and instructions from government officials
and public utility officials concerning the commercial power blackout.

Vital services performed by those stations that were able to
remain on the air or to resume broadcasting included contacting electric
and power officials, telephone company officials, mayors, police and
fire departments, the offices of governors, civil defense organizations,
water commissioners, school superintendent, Red Cross and other services.
Special news roundups were prepared and aired on traffic and travel
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conditions, ways and means to avoid losses stemming from the power
failure, and other public service messages. Many stations, particularly
daytimers which had closed down at local sunset, retained their staffs
and relayed news to the public by answering telephone inquiries. Remote
pickup facilities were mobilized and dispatched to key locations through-
out service areas, relaying back to the station vital information for
immediate broadcast (where the station was on the air) or for taping
for broadcast later when the station returned to the air.

C. FM Broadcast

1. General. FM broadcast stations perform an important function
in providing an emergency broadcast service to the general'public.
Highly flexible statewide STATE DEFENSE NETWORKS (FM) have been formed
for the purpose of providing emergency intercity relay of program
material for reception and rebroadcast by standard broadcast stations.
FM broadcast stations also provide for highly flexible local emergency
program distribution. The general public can utilize battery-operated
FM broadcast receivers for direct reception of emergency information.

2. Specific. The reaction of the FM broadcast stations in the
six-state area based upon responses to the FCC questionnaire as of
January 3, 1966, may be summarized as follows:

FM Broadcast

(Excluding Maine, New Jersey and Pennsylvania)

17 stations - did not respond to questionnaire
18 stations - reported no power failure
96 stations - disabled for the duration of the power failure
18 stations - resumed operations within 15 minutes with

emergency power
2 stations - resumed operation within 30 minutes with

emergency power
5 stations - resumed operation within one hour with emergency

power.
4 stations - resumed operation within two or more hours with

emergency power
8 stations - not in operation for other reasons

168 Total

D. Television Broadcast

1. General. Television broadcast stations also perform an important
function in providing an emergency broadcast link for standard and FM
broadcast stations. The aural portion of television broadcast stations
have been substituted for FM broadcast stations as primary and alternate
facilities in the formation of STATE DEFENSE NETWORKS (FM). Special
(sound only) receivers are required for this purpose.
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Generally speaking, despite many technological advancements,
the electric power requirements for television broadcast studio op-
erations remains at a relatively high order of magnitude.

As pointed out by many of the television broadcast station
licensees in the blackout area, the commercial electric power failure
that affected the television broadcast stations also caused a blackout
of virtually all television receivers of the general public. It is
recognized that battery-operated television receivers exist, however,
the total number is of a relatively low order of magnitude.

A factor limiting the use of television in an emergency, such
as a power failure, is the fact that it is necessary to broadcast the
video (picture) transmission in order to permit reception of the audio
(sound) because of limitations in the design of television receivers
which do not provide for reception of the sound without a picture signal.
One television station lost commercial power at the studio but continued
broadcasting from its transmitter site with the video transmissions being
made in the "black," that is, with no picture intelligence. Audio trans-
missions were originated with auxiliary equipment at the transmitter
site in order to be able to continue to provide some emergency service.
Continuous operation in "black" over long periods of time is not a
recommended practice since transmission of a black picture drives the
transmitter at, or near, maximum power, which rapidly ages components.

2. Specific. The reaction of television broadcast stations in the
six-state area based upon responses to the FCC questionnaire as of
January 3, 1966 may be summarized as follows:

TV Broadcast

2 stations - did not respond to questionnaire
3 stations - reported no power failure

30 stations - disabled for the duration of the power failure
12 stations - resumed operation within 15 minutes with

emergency power
2 stations - resumed operation within one hour with emergency

power
2 stations - resumed operation within two or more hours with

emergency power

51 Total

E. Emergency Broadcast System

I.' General

a. BASIC Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) Plan. (FG-E-4.1):

209-528 0 - 66 - 3
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This plan was prepared as a joint industry-government

effort under the provisions of Section 3(b) of Execu-
tive Order 11092. It is based upon all known require-

ments for emergency communications with the general

public under national emergency conditions, and contains

approved policy guidelines for the development of
DETAILED OPERATIONAL PLANS, SYSTEMS, and PROCEDURES to

fulfill detailed national, regional, state, and local

emergency broadcast requirements. The BASIC EBS PLAN

was approved by the FCC on December 4, 1963, and

concurred in by the DOD(OCD) and the OEP on December 12

and 13, 1963, respectively.

A Special NIAC Working Group was appointed on July 21,

1965, for the purpose of conducting a joint industry -

government review and updating of the BASIC EBS PLAN.
The White House statement of requirements was re-
validated by letter dated November 24, 1965. Revised

Department of the Army (Office of Civil Defense) re-

quirements were received on November 22, 1965. Con-

sistent with these statements of requirements the work

of this group is rapidly proceeding.

b. DETAILED STATE EBS OPERATIONAL PLANS have been prepared

for the 50 states, District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. These were prepared as

a joint cooperative effort among the broadcast industry, 0
government, and state and local authorities within each
state and territory. These were approved as INTERIM PLANS

by the FCC on October 26, 1965.

Meetings of State Industry Advisory Committees have been

held throughout the country for the past several months,
looking toward clearing up all obvious deficiencies, and

making further voluntary improvements in technical

arrangements and programming procedures for the DETAILED

STATE EBS OPERATIONAL PLANS.

The DETAILED STATE EBS PLANS contain the following:

a. Subdivision of each state into geographical OPERATIONAL

AREAS.

b. Emergency LOCAL program origination points and program

circuits and program distribution arrangements for all

EBS stations within each Operational Area within each

state.
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c. Emergency STATE program origination points and program
distribution arrangements for all EBS stations within
each state.

d. Detailed interconnection arrangements for receipt of
Presidential Messages, National Programming, and News by
means of the combined facilities of the commercial radio
networks (ABC, CBS, MBS, NBC, Yankee, and Intermountain)
and television aural networks (ABC-TV, CBS-TV, and NBC-TV).

e. Detailed arrangements for receipt of the EBS EMERGENCY
ACTION NOTIFICATION via:

(1) The AP/UPI Radio Press/Wire Networks.

(2) The internal alerting facilities of the commercial
radio and television networks.

(3) Off-the-air reception from other broadcast stations.

2. Specific

a. EBS Activation

The EMERGENCY BROADCAST SYSTEM (EBS) was not activated
during the blackout emergency. EBS can be activated only
by order of the President or his delegate and is intended
for use in the event of an actual or threatened attack
upon the United States. There was no occasion to consider
activation of EBS during the period of the power failure.

Detailed facilities and procedures (classified) have been
developed and implemented to achieve activation of EBS in
appropriate circumstances on a voluntary basis within the
five-minute time limitation specified in the White House
statement of requirements.

b. Adaptation of EBS Facilities to Day-to-day Emergencies

The Commission and the National Industry Advisory Committee
have continued to encourage the broadcast industry in the
adaptation of applicable EBS facilities and systems to
statewide and local area emergencies involving the safety
of life and property. Many have responded to this en-
couragement and are voluntarily cooperating in the operation
of their EBS STATE DEFENSE NETWORKS (FM), and other related
broadcast facilities under the names of "State Governor's
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Network," "State Association of Broadcasters Network,"
and "State Weather Network ," etc. The same facilities are
utilized, only the points of program origination, program
content, and network title are changed. Others have res-
ponded by leasing and maintaining a special statewide
interconnecting land-line program distribution net-
work for this purpose.

A Special NIAC Working Group under the Chairmanship of
Mr. Lester G. Spencer, Radio Station WKBV, Richmond,
Indiana, was appointed on June 30, 1965, for the purpose
of developing detailed guidance for the voluntary use of
STATE EBS systems and procedures in peacetime state and
local emergencies. A study of FCC's peacetime emergency
broadcast rules and regulations will be included in this
activity. This detailed work is proceeding. Completion
of this study in the near future is anticipated.

c. Radio Station Protection Program

The Department of the Army (Office of Civil Defense)
(DOA-OCD) Radio Station Protection Program is proceeding
in cooperation with the FCC. Standard broadcast stations
holding a valid National Defense Emergency Authorization
(NDEA) and participating in the Detailed State EBS Plans
are selected by DOA(OCD) for contracts to install, at
Federal expense, radiological fallout shelters, emergency
power generating equipment and fuel storage facilities,
emergency programming equipment for shelters, and radio
communications circuits between the shelter and a local
Emergency Operating Center where state or local authorities
are to be located. Five hundred forty-one stations are
presently under contract. The DOA(OCD) expects to terminate
the program in FY 1967 with a total of 658 "hardened"
stations.

d. Public Information

A Special NIAC Working Group was appointed on July 20, 1965,
to assist the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the
Office of Emergency Planning (OEP), and the Department of
the Army (Office of Civil Defense) (DOA-OCD) in defining problems
and providing guidance to the public about the tunctioning
of the Emergency Broadcast System, and the information to
be provided to the public in time of emergency via EBS
facilities.
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A series of spot announcements has been distributed by
the DOA(OCD) to over 5,000 broadcast stations under the
title "Production Series '65." In addition, more than
2000 stations have been provided with a musical series
call "Stars for Defense." In the latter are one-minute
spots describing the Emergency Broadcast System. All of
this material was prepared as a joint effort among the
industry, DOA(OCD) and the OEP (Government Readiness Office).
Additional material and guidance is in process of preparation.

e. Emergency Alerting of the General Public.

Section 73.961 of the FCC Rules and Regulations presently
provides as follows:

"Sec. 73.961 Emergency Weather Warnings.

"Upon receipt of notification from the United
States Weather Bureau of an Emergency Weather
Warning of a condition of immediate danger to
life and property, all standard, commercial
FM, and television broadcast stations may, at
their option, during authorized hours of
operation only, transmit the Emergency Action
Notification Signal, as set forth in Section
73.921(b)(2), prior to broadcasting the
Emergency Weather Warning, as provided in
Sections 73.90, 73.296, and 73.632, respect-
ively. Nothing in this section shall be
construed as permitting a standard broadcast
station licensed to operate daytime only or
limited time to operate during unauthorized
hours."

Early in 1963, a Special NIAC Working Group was appointed to
study and recommend techniques whereby standard, FM, and
television broadcast stations could be utilized to provide
an emergency alerting capability for the Emergency Broad-
cast System (EBS) and the general public. Three subgroups
were appointed to study and make recommendations in the related
areas of transmitters, receivers and interconnecting facilities.
These groups jointly examined some 13 alerting system proposals.
Through the appointment of three Ad Hoc committees, a systems
analyses was completed narrowing the number of systems to four,
which were then field tested on AM, FM and TV. The most recent
step has been the appointment of a Transmission Standards
Committee commissioned to examine all work thus far accomplished
and reduce the system proposals to one. This step has been
completed. Performance specifications for test receivers have
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been completed and forwarded to the Office of Civil Defense.
OCD will issue invitations to receiver manufacturers to bid
on approximately 350 receivers for the purpose of conducting
systems reliability tests. It is anticipated that sufficient
tests can and will be completed in time to issue a Notice of
Proposed Rule Making looking toward establishing technical
transmission standards for this purpose prior to the end of
this calendar year.

3. Proposed Action

a. Promotional Campaign on AM/FM Battery-Operated Receivers.

It is apparent that small, battery-operated transistor
radio receivers and battery-operated automobile radio receivers
were the principal means of informing the public during the
period of the power failure, and that they served an invaluable
purpose. In the present state of our technical knowledge we
will necessarily rely on such receiving sets in any similar
future emergency for means of mass communication. In view of
these facts it has been urged that the broadcasters and the
Commission engage in a campaign to persuade the public of the
desirability of possessing such sets and to promote the sale
and distribution of such sets. The Commission believes that
this is a proper and useful activity for the broadcasters to
engage in but that it would be inappropriate for the Commission,
as a government agency, to engage in such a campaign. Accord-
ingly, the Commission will make the facts public and advise
the broadcasters of its position on this proposal.

b. Comparative Cases Involving Standard Broadcast and FM
Broadcast Licenses.

On July 28, 1965, the Commission issued a Policy Statement
on Comparative Broadcast Hearings (FCC 65-689), which
indicates the factors of decisional significance which will
be considered in comparative broadcast proceedings. On the
basis of the experience gained in the northeast power failure,
where it was clearly demonstrated that the broadcast services
alleviated many potential problems during such an emergency,
the Commission will supplement its Policy Statement to in-
clude the acquisition and proposed use of auxiliary power
equipment as an additional factor of decisional significance
in comparative cases involving applications for AM and FM
station licenses.
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IV. COMMON CARRIER

&. Introduction

The ability of the common carriers to maintain service during
the blackout depended upon the availability of emergency or alternate
power sources, and the switching or transferring of certain traffic
loads to unaffected areas.

I. Telephone

Telephone companies for many years have equipped central
offices and communications centers with emergency power arrangements.
Larger offices have permanent emergency power plants which can be

quickly switched into service. Some smaller telephone offices have

arrangements for portable plants. Microwave radio relay stations and
cable repeater locations are similarly equipped with emergency power

supplies.

In spite of abnormally heavy loads, the telephone companies
handled all emergency business and most of the offered regular calls.
During the peak of the emergency, when great numbers of people wanted
to use the telephone to report their whereabouts, line-load control was
used in some offices to protect emergency services. Very little trouble

was experienced in maintaining government services.

Long distance and overseas services were unimpaired, as was
local service, except for the problems of providing service to equip-
mentwhich depended upon local power sources for operation of the
customers' communication equipment such as teletypewriters and other
printing equipment. Private branch exchanges or other service depend-

ing upon commercial electric power to operate signalling and other.
controls caused impairment of incoming service.

2. Telegraph

Most of the telegraph company main offices and radio relay points

have emergency power systems and in addition a small number of portable
power generating units are strategically located for coverage of smaller

offices in limited emergencies.

In New York City, the main Western Union office, one of thousands
of buildings in that city affected by the lack of power, was out of service
due to loss of both AC and DC commercial power sources. This office is
equipped for emergency power protection from a failure of either AC or DC
by means of converters, but was not prepared for loss of both sources.

3. International Record Carriers

The international record common carriers operating in
New York City did not have sufficient independent emergency auxiliary

power at the time of the failure to provide for normal operations.

209-528 0 - 66 - 4
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Public service was interrupted in varying degrees with some traffic being

handled by rerouting and by arrangements with voice carriers. Normally
these carriers depend upon electric power being fed to their main
operating offices from separate points of the New York commercial power
system. However, some emergency power units with limited capacity, on
location or obtained elsewhere, were pressed into service at varying
times after power was lost.

B. Domestic Services

Telephone calling volumes reached new highs, which indicated the
value of this communications medium to help control panic during this
unprecedented emergency. Telephone company planning for emergencies, in
addition to providing emergency power sources, includes training of
employees who responded almost automatically to the unusual situation
which resulted from the power failure.

Many telephone people who were not on duty returned to the job
and helped handle the heavy calling load as well as being of service to
others. In the Bell System exchanges, for example, over 14,000 people
were on duty during the blackout, compared to about 9,000 on a normal
night. Portable power equipment was loaned to hospitals to maintain
service on their vital private branch exchanges. Telephone people were
located at other hospitals, police and fire departments during the duration
of the emergency.

Employees of the telegraph industry responded to meet the unusual
emergency requirements. They worked long hours of overtime without question
and used considerable ingenuity in delivering messages as detailed later.

I. Telephone

In the case of local service, all operator positions were covered
to handle the extraordinary number of calls requiring operator assistance.
Heavy calling caused delays in some cases. Line-load control equipment
which maintains adequate originating service for essential agencies and
coin-operated telephone stations, maintains incoming service to all lines
and allocates the remaining originating capacity among other users was
employed. In downstate New York, where local calling loads were heaviest,
60% of the central offices of the New York Telephone Company utilized this
control feature for short periods of time, and in the other affected areas
fewer than 10% of the offices required its use.

Private branch exchange switchboards (PBX) require a power supply
for operation of signals and controls. A number of PBXs do have auxiliary
power supplies which are furnished by the common carriers in some cases,
and by the customer in other situations. While trunk lines and station
equipment operated for PBXs which did not have emergency power supplies,
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the failure of the signals handicapped the customer in answering calls.
Fortunately, the hours of the blackout were mostly in the period when
businesses are closed for the night. Teletypewriters require commercial
power for operation of the machines, and where the customer had no
emergency power source, this equipment was not in service.

In the case of long distance service, network management action
made the best use of long distance telephone facilities, by arranging
call-routing patterns through the system to protect service to non-
affected areas. Special instructions were given to operators to use
special practices to improve service on calls to the affected area.
Preference was given to calls from the blackout area by establishing or
augmenting outgoing circuit groups to key cities. Recorded announcements
were used to inform customers when all circuits were busy, which reduced
repeated ineffective calling attempts.

The Long Lines Department of the AT&T Company reported that with the
exception of New York, there were only minor problems in maintaining long
distance circuits. Minutes after the power failed, 122 Long Lines
emergency power units were in operation in the affected states. Failures
in the broadband long distance services were for varying periods of time,
ranging from the shortest outage of 15 minutes to the longest outage of
195 minutes. None of these outages was serious or extensive enough to
cause any service problems, due to the rerouting arrangements.

While the emergency power plants are tested frequently, the
unusual loads and other circumstances caused some temporary failures in
diesel and gasoline emergency generators. The most serious problem
occurred in the New York offices, where a variety of troubles such as diesel
engine overheating, failure of valves in fuel supplies, and problems in
air pressure required to start some engines, caused failures for short
periods. A couple of the overheating problems were caused by low pressure
in the city water system. A portable generator was brought to the New
York office as a standby. In general, the interrupted operation of diesel
generators caused no service problem, except for temporary circuit outages
caused by voltage variations.

Independent companies operating in the blackout area total 141.
Many of these were located in areas where the power failure was of short
duration. Local service, through the use of emergency power generating
equipment, was well maintained by this segment of the domestic common
carrier industry. In the larger cities in the affected area, heavy
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traffic loads were noted. In Rochester, New York, for example, slow
dial tone was experienced for the first 1/2 to 3/4 hour, after which
it levelled off. Information boards and dial service assistance op-
erators in this city had about 30% increase over normal traffic load.
Direct distance dialing operations were 30% above normal for a short
period, then levelled off. Some toll circuits were lost by this company
due to lack of power for AC carrier circuits. However, only portions
of routes were affected and there was no serious effect on service.

The domestic telephone companies, while their services
generally were maintained through the use of emergency generating
equipment, experienced a very few failures of valves, fuses and other
devices. These problems are included in the correction plans, which
will be based on a complete review of the auxiliary power supplies.
Fuel supplies, changes in arrangements for starting emergency generators
where trouble was experienced, improvement in training employees in the
use of emergency equipment, will all be reviewed to avoid any failures
or delays should subsequent commercial power failures occur.

2. Telegraph.

New York City received the most paralyzing effect from the
power failure. The main Western Union office, one of thousands of
buildings involved, was out of service due to loss of both AC and DC
commercial power sources. The history of commercial power supply to
the Western Union building for more than two decades has never shown a
similar situation where both sources failed concurrently, nor has either
supply failed for such a prolonged period of time.

The tradition that Western Union people have established for
service restorations in emergencies, was again confirmed by their
actions during this major power blackout. Personnel throughout the
stricken area either stayed on.,their jobs, or returned to their as-
signments where possible. Many were still on the job 18 hours after
the emergency started, rerouting circuits and assisting in clearing
backlogs. In New York, the day force was augmented by those of the
night force who could find means of transportation back into the city,
despite prostration of subways, tubes and other electrically-operated
transportation.

Service over the public message system reflected the widespread
effect of the power interruption. Tributary offices in New England and
New York State were out of operation primarily due to loss of commercial
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power at the towns not escaping the creeping power paralysis. Those
that were affected were out of service, varying from one hour and 20
minutes to five or more hours. Those unaffected and connected to re-
perforator centers by intact facilities continued to operate with the
announced "subject to possible delay" -here traffic was destined to
points within the northeastern section. Since message loads fall off
considerably after the business day, the traffic into the Boston and
Syracuse reperforator offices was such as to prevent overloads.
Traffic trunks, interrupted by power failures at intermediate points,
were restored by emergency reroutes. The greatest "backlog" of
traffic was, of course, for New York City.

While emergency power proved its worth at those locations where
it was available, it did not insure service. This was illustrated
at ;3oston, where the absence of power at branches and customers'
offices precluded operation beyond the central office until commercial
power was restored.

Many private wire users had closed operations for the day when
the power disruption occurred. Of those operating on a 24-hour basis,
most commercial and several government subscribers did not have power
available on their own premises. Service to these subscribers was not
restored until commercial electric power became available.

The alternate restoration control at Western Union's Danville,
Illinois, relocation center began to function immediately after the
power failure, enabling restoration of essential commercial and govern-
ment circuits whose terminals were not affected by the loss of com-
mercial power.

Since the Northeast Power Failure, Western Union has taken
steps to correct deficiencies disclosed and preserve service continuity
in the event of future power failures. Direct measures taken include
the installation of an automatic start diesel engine generator plant
with automatic load transfer at the company's main office in New York,
a program to install emergency power plants in other Western Union
offices through which critical military circuits are routed, and re-
location of carrier terminal equipment used for certain military
circuits to "on base" locations where emergency power is available.

As a result of its experience during and immediately following
the power failure, Western Union is also improving its priority circuit
restoration procedures, and rerouting of essential services to effect
greater diversification. Additional spare circuit groups are being
established on its microwave system,and additional facilities leased
from the telephone company to improve "make-good" capabilities.

Western Union's January, 1966, status report on steps taken to
preserve service continuity in the event of future power failures is in-
cluded as one of the appendices to this report.
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C. Overseas and International Services.

The power failure clearly indicated the weak points in the
overseas and international communications services. Except for the
delays caused by overloading of domestic facilities, there were no
interruptions of overseas telephone services because reasonably
adequate emergency power was available at all important communication
centers.

The picture was different with respect to overseas record
services. The main operating offices in the New York City area were
able to handle only a relatively small amount of traffic during most
of the blackout period because of the lack of satisfactory emergency
power. Radio and submarine cable stations in the vicinity of New York
City did have emergency power installations in operation but, of course,
were unable to exchange traffic with their respective operating offices
in metropolitan New York.

Another major difficulty in the record services, as provided
independently or jointly by both the domestic and international tele-
graph and telephone carriers, was the need for power at customer
premises to operate equipment such as teleprinters and equipment as-
sociated with data transmission. In other words, even if the carriers'
facilities were operating with emergency power, the equipment in the
customers' offices could not transmit or receive communications without
power being available.

The affected international record communications common carriers
main operating offices are all located in the mid-downtown area of
Manhattan in New York City. All are dependent on commercial power
supplied by Consolidated Edison Company. Each company has multiple
power feeders to their central office and the record of reliability
over the years had been excellent. In most cases power was fed from
two separate substations with one station serving automatically as
backup for the other. Several years ago an investigation of the
reliability of commercial power in lower Manhattan resulted in the
power company advising that the average expectancy of an outage for
any individual customer is once in fifty years.

The initial effect of the loss of commercial power was a
momentary immediate blackout of public service which was dependent
upon this source. This is primarily because customer connecting
facilities terminate in teletype, data or facsimile machines on the
customers premises which require normal in-house power. Carriers
having emergency power supplies immediately made these operational.
Thus, key service was supported. However, normal public service could
not be served. Had generators been available in the central offices
such would not have been of assistance to tie-line customers because
the lack of power in the customers' offices would have precluded service.
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All carriers responded at once despite the totality of the
backout. Immediate reaction was a call for generators. The Defense
Communications Agency supported the carriers by making available
mobile generators from reserve and active units. This permitted some
priority services to be honored.

Each carrier established rerouting services with overseas
points via their gateways in Washington and San Francisco as well as
via Canada and various overseas Communication Centers. Although
limited by comparison to the normal structure, the alternate reroutes
established illustrated the versatility and adaptability of the systems.

These record carriers report that a complete review of emer-
gency plans was made by all carriers and programs have been prepared
for additional emergency power supplies to permit service beyond the
priority requirements. Defense support plans for mobile facilities
have been prepared. Carriers will conduct tests on emergency facilities.

The biggest problem is that of costs for the purchase, instal-
lation and maintenance of such items as large generators. A basic unit
necessitates a second or third backup unit. Reroute and alternate
lines and secondary technical control centers which would be most
desirable are costly and may be used rarely.

Communications companies should improve their emergency power
to protect a reasonable amount of service in an emergency. Of necessity,
each should be prepared to meet its own priority obligations.

Reports received thus far from the record carriers indicate
that they are proceeding as rapidly as possible with the installation
of adequate emergency power systems at each of the primary communica-
tion centers. It should be recognized that 100% backup with emergency
power at all of the record carriers' operating locations such as all
branch offices, would be very expensive and in the end such expenses
would have to be born by the using public in the form of possible in -
creases in charges for services.

The Commission will request regular reports from the carriers
as to the progress being made toward installation of emergency power
systems at their strategic communication centers. With respect to
emergency power at customer premises, it appears advisable to inform
the using public of the need for providing on its own emergency supply
units as insurance toward continuity of service, if such is desired by
the customer. These power supply units may be provided by the customers
or, if there is sufficient demand, the carriers might provide such units
in accordance with appropriate tariffs filed with the Commission. It
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appears that the carriers recognize their responsibility to provide
emergency power at those weak points made apparent by the blackout
and they are proceeding on a voluntary basis with corrective measures.
Reports as to the present status of these corrective measures, from
the major international communication carriers, is attached to this re
report. However, in order to reach desired objectives the Commission,
if necessary, will take steps by appropriate action to require the
carriers to provide emergency power systems at important locations
such as main operating centers and radio station sites.
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IV. SAFETY AND SPECIAL RADIO SERVICES

A. Introduction

The Safety and Special Radio Services constitute a highly

diverse grouping of radio station licensees and radio communications
systems integrated into the day-to-day operations of State and local
governments, and the nation's industrial complex. Hobby and personal
use of radio communications is also provided within the Safety and
Special Radio Services.

Specifically, the Safety and Special Radio Services are
subdivided into the following categories:

I. AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE
2. AVIATION RADIO SERVICE

3. CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE
4. INDUSTRIAL RADIO SERVICES

a. Power Radio Service
b. Petroleum Radio Service
c. Forest Products Radio Service
d. Motion Picture Radio Service
e. Relay Press Radio Service
f. Special Industrial Radio Service
g. Business Radio Service
h. Industrial Radiolocation Service
i. Manufacturers Radio Service
j. Telephone Maintenance Radio Service

5. LAND TRANSPORTATION RADIO SERVICES

a. Motor Carrier Radio Service
b. Railroad Radio Service
c. Taxicab Radio Service
d. Automobile Emergency Radio Service

6. STATIONS ON LAND IN THE MARITIME SERVICES
7. STATIONS ON SHIPBOARD IN THE MARITIME SERVICES
8. PUBLIC SAFETY RADIO SERVICES

a. Local Government Radio Services
b. Police Radio Service

c. Fire Radio Service
d. Highway Maintenance Radio Service
e. Forestry-Conservation Radio Service
f. Special Emergency Radio Service
g. State Guard Radio Service
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Approximately 500,000 licensees in the Safety and Special
Radio Services are located within the six-state area affected by the
commercial electric power failure of November 9-10, 1965. Because of
the very nature of the Safety and Special Radio Services, particularly
those services directly related to the safety of life and property,
i.e., the Aviation Service, Public Safety Radio Services, and the
Maritime Radio Services, very few communications problems were en-
countered during the blackout because of their inherent flexibility
of operations and their advanced state of day-to-day emergency pre-
paredness.

As a result of the large number of licensees involved and
the relatively limited time within which to collect necessary data,
the amount of information for each of the various radio services
varies considerably; in no case is there comprehensive data avail-
able for the whole service but sufficient data have been collected
from which useful general conclusions may be drawn.

B. AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE

1. General

An Amateur Radio Emergency Corps (AREC) is in operation on
a daily basis. These peacetime amateur radio networks are organized
to function in an emergency on a National (Sectional), Regional, State
and local basis.

Apart from the peacetime AREC, a Radio Amateur Civil Emer-
gency Service (RACES) is organized primarily for the purpose of pro-
viding emergency communications in the event of a national defense
emergency. This service utilizes specifically authorized radio
amateur facilities under the direction of civil defense officials.
The assistance of RACES is also available in other emergency situations.

2. Specific

The emergency networks and organizations of the Amateur
Radio Service, both inside and outside the blackout area, were alerted
and operational to handle local and regional emergency communications.
Countless other amateurs placed their stations in operation. Fixed
stations operating with emergency power, and mobile stations were
active throughout the area. Little emergency traffic was handled,
however, because the telephone circuits continued to operate with but
few interruptions.

C. AVIATION RADIO SERVICE

The problems encountered by the Aviation •=cvices were not
serious. Scheduled air carrier operations continued and sufficient
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reliable communications between the aircraft and supporting ground
facilities were available.

Public telephone and land lines remained in operation making
voice communications available although record communication (tele-
type) was lost in locations where local power was unavailable for
periods varying from 13 minutes to 16 hours.

High frequency facilities at the New York aeronautical gate-
way stations were inoperative because of the power failure for a period
of about an hour. During this period international air operations in
the North Atlantic area and to the south were dependent on V.H.F.
facilities. Those aircraft outside V.H.F. range of New York were
dependent upon the facilities at Miami, San Juan, Bermuda, and Gander
for communications.

Many types of support land-line facilities used by the air
transport service were inoperative where dependent upon public source
of power. This had no adverse effect on air safety although it sub-
stantially affected the efficiency of certain ground support functions.

D. CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE

Individual Citizens Radio Service licensees functioned in key
positions -- as auxiliary units for local police and fire departments;
arranging for emergency transportation and assisting in traffic control.
These were strictly voluntary efforts.

The mobile units in automobiles and the battery-operated
walkie-talkie units, being unaffected by the power failure, were
important to the overall communications during the blackout.

E. INDUSTRIAL RADIO SERVICES

The power failure caused some communications interruptions to
the majority of licensees in the Industrial Radio Services.

Most advised their telephone communications were not affected.
Some had difficulty. Most users reported teletype failure for private
line, TWX and Telex. One reported its entire Eastern United States and
Western European teletype communications network went out.

Many users reported their base radio stations, which depend
upon commercial power, were out. Thirteen users reported they have
auxiliary power capable of remaining in operation from four hours to
extensive periods of time. General information from the licensees in-
dicated that some in-plant radio communications could always be main-
tained by individually-powered mobile units.
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Microwave radio systems were not affected since these are
almost entirely equipped with emergency generators or battery power.

A cross-sampling of the Industrial Radio Services indicates
that approximately one-third of the licensees are not equipped with
auxiliary emergency power plants. Generally, the larger systems or
those which cover a large geographical area are equipped with auxiliary
emergency power. The smaller systems, in most cases, indicated the
desirability of standby power for their communications facilities but
could not economically justify the procurement. Some systems without
auxiliary power for their base stations used mobile stations to serve
as base stations. In these cases normal coverage was achieved by
strategically locating other mobile units and using them as repeating
stations.

While few industrial systems had teletype operations, many
of them use telemetry for remote reading of gauges and meters. These,
as in the case of teletypewriters, required commercial power and i.;.re
therefore inoperative even though auxiliary power was available at the
distribution stations and the common carrier circuits used to carry the
telemetry were operative.

F. LAND TRANSPORTATION RADIO SERVICES

In the Land Transportation Radio Services inquiries were made
to Automobile Emergency, Bus, Rail and Trucking licensees. The general
response indicates that the impact of the power blackout on these groups'
communications needs was minimal. In a number of instances, some form
of emergency power source was available or mobile units were placed in
service to replace the radio base station that was inoperative. The
majority of the Land Transportation licensees depend on remote trans-
mitter sites to cover their communications area and in many instances
these sites are leased from others with no emergency power facility
available. The time of the power failure was at a time such that minimum
impact resulted, particularly in the trucking industry, where most of
the business for the day had been completed, and with the exception of
New York City the power was restored by the next day. Certain features
of private line systems were inoperative but the circuits themselves
functioned almost normally, creating very little inconvenience to the user.

The power blackout caused failure of approximately one-third
of the railroad base stations in "point-to-train" and "yard" service
in the affected area for the duration of the power interruptions.
However, in many cases, mobile units were placed in service to serve
in lieu of the inoperative base stations. Only a few "key" locations
of the major railroads are provided with emergency auxiliary power
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supplies. Nearly all railroad microwave radio stations are provided
with emergency auxiliary power supplies and normally, in such cases,
the railroad land mobile base stations are at the same locations and
are powered from the same sources. Cases were reported where remotely-
controlled base stations were operative but could not be used because
the control equipment was dependent on commercial power. In other
cases, the base stations were inoperative even though the remote-
control equipment was operative on local battery.

In general, common carrier and railroad telephone circuits
remained operative except in cases where local repeaters in railroad
lines rely upon commercial power and hence had to be bypassed. Tele-
printer, data arid similar circuits were rendered inoperative due to
commercial power requirements.

Nearly all railroad track signal systems operate from bat-
teries on "trrckle charge" as primary power, hence very few, if any,
signal systems, crossing gates, etc. were inoperative. Train dis-
patcher telephone and telegraph circuits also operate on local battery
and were un,,.ffcted. In general, the communication facilities of the
railroads which remained operative were adequate to continue railroad
operation on a limited basis during the emergency.

The Motor Truck Transportation, Bus and Automobile Emergency
communications were less affected by the power blackout than the rail-
roads. A few licensees reported loss of base station service due to
lack of standby power and loss of teleprinter service due to lack of
power at the terminating locations, but in general these services were
not seriously affected.

Those of the Land Transportation users who have a great element
of safety involved in their use of radio are making plans to reduce the
possible impact of a future power failure.

G. MARITIME SERVICES

There were no adverse effects on actual ship operations be-
cause all ships generate their own power. Some delays in loading and
unloading were experienced during the power blackout and a few cases of
personnel delays holding up a ship sailing were noted, but overall there
were no serious consequences.
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In some cases, communications with docks were maintained
with battery-powered portable sets used by tow boat companies. Tow
boats were useful in serving as communications relay points.

Common Carrier coast telegraph stations continued to
function through the use of emergency power generators. Teletype
service was interrupted, however, telephone service continued and
important message traffic was delivered by telephone wherever possible
and warranted.

Similarly, the power failure had but minor effect in the
common carrier marine telephone service. Public coast stations
operated by the common carriers within the affected area utilize
several receiver locations for each station which gives an overlapping
coverage of the service area. Thus, although a small number of the
receiver locations were without power the service was continued with
but minor effect. All transmitting stations have adequate auxiliary
power and continued to function. Studies are underway with the common
carriers to determine the desirability of equipping the remaining
receiver locations with auxiliary power.

H. PUBLIC SAFETY RADIO SERVICES

Police and fire departments were generally not adversely
affected by the power blackout. Since the nature of their operation
requires continuous uninterrupted communications, almost 90% of those
replying to the questionnaire are equipped with auxiliary emergency
power plants. Those that do not have auxiliary power plants have
made plans to use mobile radio facilities to handle the communications
function.

Many police and fire departments are planning for and pro-
curing either larger auxiliary power plants and/or automatic start power
plants to decrease the time required to change over from commercial to
auxiliary emergency power.

A number of fire departments pointed out the loss of fire
alarms due either to 220 Volt operation requirement or inability for
other reasons to operate it from the auxiliary power plant. The home
alerting systems for firemen were also inoperative due to the commercial
power operational requirement.

A major complaint of police and fire departments was the
initial unreliability of the telephone systems due to overload. Since
most fire reports are initiated by telephone it is imperative that the
telephone systems be reliable. In an emergency such as this the broad-
cast stations could render a great service by advising people to only
use the telephone for calls of an emergency nature.
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1. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. As a general matter, it does not appear that the power
blackout seriously impeded the continuation of needed emergency com-
munications in the services covered herein. As a matter of fact,
the Safety and Special Radio Services were generally in a position to
meet their emergency needs and render assistance to public authorities.
It must be recognized, however, that the time at which the blackout
occurred made a major difference. General communications serving all
Licensees and business were seriously impeded, but the time of the
blackout prevented serious repercussions from the communications out-
ages. If the blackout had occurred between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,
the problems would have been much more acute.

2. The suggestions contained in the responses respecting
improvements that may be desirable in order to meet future emergencies
included reference to such matters as a need for additional frequencies
in some instances and the possibility of more flexible provision in the
Commission's Rules for intersystem use of facilities during time of
emergency. However, the thrust of the comments received was in the
words of one respondent: "If this emergency pointed out any requisites
for continued communications in time of emergency, it pointed to the
necessity of having auxiliary power."

3. The problem, thus presented, however, is a difficult one.
The Commission, in cooperation with licensee groups is expediting its
study looking toward a more precise determination of which services
must be maintained in an operational posture during time of emergency.
The question that must be answered is which services are so important
to the public safety and welfare as to justify the imposition on them
by legal requirement of the expense of maintaining independent power
sources for the infrequent periods of power failure. Answers to this
question demand a series of economic and social judgements that the
Commission has not yet made.
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VI. A P P E N D I X

Reports from various communications

carriers regarding action taken since

the power failure to insure the con-

tinuity of service in the event of

another power failure.



APPENDIX VI (A)

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY

PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING - 425 13TH STREET N.W.

WASHINGTON 4. D. C.
G. W. SH'AFýE February 7, 1966

Hon. Lee Loevinger
Federal Communications Commission

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Commissioner:

In the Western Union report on the Northeast Power

Failure of November 9, 1965, which we submitted to your office

by way of letter of December 8, 1965 to Mr. Elmer Pothen, Chair-

man of Domestic Communications, Common Carrier Subcommittee,

you were informed that subsequent reports would follow dealing

with recommendations or further corrective action.

Attached is the January 1966 status report dealing with

short term recommendations and the status of the steps our

Company has taken to preserve service continuity in the event of

future power failures, which will supplement our preliminary report

of November 16, 1965 and the detailed report of December 1, 1965.

It is expected that another report on the long-range application of

our recommendations will be available later this month.

As suggested by Mr. Kenneth Miller I am addressing this

transmittal directly to you and sending a copy to Mr. Elmer Pothen.

Very truly yours,

L
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'his supplements the preliminary report of November 16, 1965,
zrd detailed report of' December 1, 1965 and covers steps taken leading
cc corrective nction to preserve service continuity in the event of
•L-ol.her disaster caused by massive power failure.

E. -;Y POICE,¢R AT INEW YORK

.- n Autorratic Start Diesel Engine Generator Plant with automatic
load transfer has been installed at 60 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y., to
nrolec., , ll Western Union Communication facilities through Iew Y oAK. City,
plus essential local services which have their own back-up power at the
iributary S Lations.

P..OVD .....C.CY POWER AT CRITICAL OFFICES

We have started a phased program to install emergency power
plants i n Western Union offices through which critical military circuits
are routed.

E!Engineering is now underway to produce the installation
specifications for Automatic Start, Automatic Load Transfer, engine
gencrator plants for these offices.

RELOCATI.O. OF CIRCUIT DERIVATIONI EQUIWENT FOR GOVEME,.fT SERVICES AT
SiLECT'ED "0I VASE2" LOCATIO'NS

When circumstances warrant, Western Union will provide to the
militaxr, locations at which "on base" installation of circuit derivation
equipment should be made for greater protection of service.

ALTE•ATE S" OF ?ROTEC'_••,1G PIORIII'Y SERVICES

Additional spare base grtoups have been established on the
Microwave network, and more are being authorized.

Additional off-beam leased facilities to improve "M,4ake-Good"
capabilities are being provided.

Western Union restoration control offices (dispatching) are
reviewin,7 the requirements to determine all possible pre-planned restorations.
The conflict of diversity with ability to make good a limited amount of
services must be resolved as to what will best serve national interests.
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?xCO7ILC'LIO:' O ' ?IF R OMJ11ER C0T1CUITS

The order circuits involved in the protection of -overrurjental
Cervices are ,eiin, re-routed to effect greater diversification from
:-dio eearm facilities.

!,e are proceedin.7 with the installation of a HiE'h Freouency
&adio J,,et.orkWestern Union noint to point,to coordinate circuit
rstoratiors &,uring emer,:encies. This is subject only to the assiLn7Ment
of freouercies by the military for use on this emergency radio.

P01CV.STO• 0f' ,T'OVA'ED OR SE'•I-ATrTOMATED RECORDS AT RESTOIATION CONT.ROL

C (DISPATCHDQG)

A field trial will be initiated at Switchman by mid-February
which will simulate the type of automation later required in the more
complicated system control functions.

Dased on the firdinjgs during this field trial we will then
move the trial into the New York Gencral Dispatching office and expand
the application. This will probably be by mid-stmimer.

After we make the adjustments and changes necessitated by
our cixpericince with semi-automation at the New York Restoration Control
Office (Gencral Dispatching), we will then evaluate tile use of a computer
center for the restoration control relocation point (Danville, Ill.).

It is our plan that automation of records will include its'
use in field test rooms. This could not only provide an input to the
final conouter installation, but will also provide, on a local basis as
,.Tell as fcr outside usc, the quick ability to bring out in display the
pi-ioritv services involved in that office. We expect that this should
result in improved ability to provide attention to all services and, in
particula', those which are vital to the national interests.
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TVS TE7RN UION ITERNATIOVAL, INC.

521-12TH STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20004
H. G. CATUCCI 

Area 202

Vice President Telephone: 638-6724

February 9, 1966

Honorable Lee Loevinger
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C.

Dear Commissioner Loevingers

On Friday, February 4, your staff requested a
follow-up report on our emergency power program.
You will note we outlined in our original report
Western Union International immediately following

DC) the power failure incident in New York City took
immediate steps to provide emergency power on both
a temporary and permanent basis at all Western
Union International operating offices.

In our New York operation center, the temporary
power unit is still on hand and is capable of
providing full protection for all government lease
circuits. The permanent emergency power installation
at our New York center was started about a month ago
properly upon delivery of the emergency gas driven
generator equipment. This installation is well under-
way and hopefully will be completed by February 19,
but no later than March 1, 1966.

The permanent emergency power installation at
Western Union International's Honolulu operation center
was completed on November 19, 1965, and has already
automatically protected our operations without inter-
ruption on at least two occasions of subsequent power
failure in Honolulu.

A similar emergency power installation has been on
order for several months for our San Francisco operation
center, but delivery of the equipment cannot be made until
the middle of March. The complete activation of the
San Francisco unit is, therefore, forecasted for no later
than April 1, 1966.
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Honorable Lee Loevinger
Page 2
February 9# 1966

Western Union International installations, such as,
our standby cable station at Hammel Long Island, and at
the Miami Beach gateway center, as well as our northern
station in Canada, have for some years been equipped with
emergency power facilities.

If there is any other specific information you
desire, please feel free to call on me.

Warm personal regards.

Sincerely yours,

Henry (. Catucci
Vice President
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'RUA UD~1Yl2TUIVCATIDN89 INC.

A. ^fCRVI4H1 OW DIADO 9ORPORAVIbON 0V AM8 ERCA ~*~7
66 BROAD STREET

NEW YORK 4. X. Y.

H. D. BECRENI
.ý-cm February 10, 1966 TLPRON-

AMD.•r CHIlEF MMlOl•iNMM

Mr. Lee Loevinger 212-363-4060

Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554

Dear Mr. Loevinger:

In accordance with the verbal request from Mr. K. Miller on
February 4th, I am pleased to submit the following report on the present
status of additional emergency power installations in the New York area
since the November 9-10, 1965 power failure. If we can furnish any
additional information, please let us know.

Central Telegraph Office, 66 Broad Street, New York, N.Y.

Immediately after the November 9-10, 1965 power failure, a 30 KW diesel
engine generator set was obtained and installed on a temporary basis. In
addition, a 300 KW diesel engine generator plant was purchased and this
installation is in the final stages of implementation. It is expected that this
300 KW plant will be available for operation beginning this Saturday,
February 12, 1966. It will supply sufficient power to carry all leased
channels, telex and a significant portion of the regular message service at
the New York central telegraph office. It will also provide power for
program, radiophoto and TV service.

Microwave Relay Station, ZO Exchange Place, New York, N.Y.

A 10 KW diesel engine generator has beeta purchased for emergency power
supply for the microwave relay facilities in 20 Exchange Place and installa-
tion will begin as soon as the city permits are received which is expected
shortly. This microwave system carries a portion of the control channels
between the New York central telegraph office and the high frequency radio
stations at Rocky Point and Riverhead, Long Island, New York. New York

Telephone lines are utilized also for carrying a substantial portion of the

channels to Rocky Point and Riverhead.

Sincerely yours,

EB.7
EDB:hg .B
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ITT World Communications Inc. subsidiary of International Te/ephone and Telegraph Corporation

1707 1 St N' W Washington 0 C 20036

Joseph J. Ganide vice President

February 11, 1966

The Honorable
Lee Loevinger.
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Commissioner Loevinger:

In compliance with Mr. Miller's request for a status report on
actions subsequent to the power outage, we submit the following.

A. ITT Worldeom was equipped to meet high priority circuit response
by means of a generator which was installed several years ago. A

ý# tine monthly test by running the generator continuously for eight
, Irs has been adjusted for more frequent checks. This permits in-

Setion of items such as gaskets which may decay and not show up on
m' monthly check.

B. Backing up the main generator are two smailler self-contained
units that have been placed in ready storage. These may be used for
lighting purposes as well.

C. An intensive engineering study has been completed with the object
in mind of improving emergency power capabilities at the main central
office in New York.

D. Lesser items such as emergency lights and battery supplies have
been installed and inspection procedures have been implemented.

E. A personnel utilization plan has been established on the basis
of accommodating on-duty staffs to cover positions which would have
no reliefs due to transportation problems in a power failure.

F. Emergency plans have been thoroughly worked out with defense
agencies for top-priority circuits. This includes the use of mobile
military and reserve generators as were utilized during the blackout.
This company sponsors an affiliated Signal Corps Reserve unit and
talks have been held with authorities to utilize employee-reservists
and equipment in absolute emergencies.

-I
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G. The New York power failure has served as a catalyst to review
plans in all key areas served by ITT and especially attracted attention
to Washington, D. C., where we are also negotiating to install emergency
generators.

We will report progress or new plans as such develop.

JJG:drs

S
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UNITED STATES
ENT INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
W 438 PENNSYLVANIA BUILDING. WASHINGTON. D. C.. 20004

AREA CODE 202

628-6512

February 11, 1966

Honorable Lee Loevinger
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C.

Dear Commissioner Loevinger:

The following information is furnished in response to a request
from Kenneth Miller for a report on any actions being taken by the
Independent telephone companies involved as a result of lessons learned
during the recent power blackout in the Northeastern United States.

As our earlier reports have indicated the Independent industry was
not seriously affected in the New England area due to (1) the small
number of Independent telephone companies involved and (2) the short
duration of the blackout, 30 minutes to an hour, in the areas served
by Independents in Vermont and New Hampshire. There were no reported
failures of communications by companies in this area and the short
duration of time under which they used emergency power apparently did
not result in aggravated situations requiring any change in present
procedures.

In the state of New York the Independent companies involved reported
little or no difficulties in maintaining communications during the black-
out. Again the time factor varied but under no circumstances was it any-
where near as long as that which affected the New York City area. I have
requested comment from three of our larger companies in the area: Rochester
Telephone Corporation, Rochester, New York; Chenango & Unadilla Telephone
Corporation,with headquarters at Norwich, New York; and General Telephone
Company of Upstate New York, with headquarters at Johnstown, New York. I
am enclosing the comments received from the presidents of Rochester Telephone
Corporation and Chenango & Unadilla Telephone Corporation and will forward
any comments from General Telephone Company of Upstate New York, as soon
as received.

You will note that Chenango & Unadilla did not encounter difficulties
which would warrant any changes in their present procedures to cover such
emergencies. Rochester Telephone Corporation service during the power
blackout lasting from approximately 5:20 p.m. until shortly after 9 p.m.
suffered no major interruptions. Mr. Beinetti's letter indicates actions
under consideration to tighten up certain areas within the telephone
company's operations.
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Within the United States Independent Telephone Association the
subject of emergency operations is being reviewed by our Engineering,
Plant and Traffic Committees with a view towards the publication of
updated general information and guide lines for our members through-
out the country.

Yours very truly,

THOMAS R. WARNER
Technical Director

tL

TRW: elc

Enclosures



CENTRAL
NEw YORK STATE

C&UTELEPHONE CORPORATION
NORWICH, NEW YORK 13815

AREA CODE 407 334-5511

February 8, 1966

Mr. Thomas R. Warner
Technical Director
United States Tndependent Telephone Assoc.
438 Pennsylvania Building
Washington, D. C.

Re: Northeast Blackout

Dear Tom:

Our regular checking of emergency generating equipment paid off
in this instance. All of our emergency equipment came on automatically at
the time of the blackout and we had no unusual troubles whatsoever.

As a result, I can think of no change we should make in our procedure
to cover such emergencies.

Sincerely,

William S. Kin man
President

WSK:dl



100 MIDTOWN PLAZA

ROCHESTER. NEW YORK 14604

ROCHESTER TELEPHONE AREA CODE 716
325-9851

CORPORATION
GEORGE S. BEINETTI

PRESIDENT

February 8, 1966

Mr. Thomas R. Warner
Technical Director
United States Independent Telephone Association
438 Pennsylvania Building
Washington, D. C. 2000h

Dear Tom:

As discussed during our telephone conversation yesterday,
Rochester Telephone survived the blackout of November 9, 1965,
without any major service interruptions. A review of events during
the blackout suggests that to further improve the reliability of
service during such emergencies we take action as indicated in the
following paragraphs of this letter.

A program presently under way to convert all carrier
terminals to DC operation will be completed.

The Engineering Department is studying the feasibility of
providing a continuous AC supply to our North Fitzhugh Street Micro-
wave transmitters, receivers and certain of the Multiplex channels.
Other Multiplex channels are being engineered for battery operation
because of their connection to certain carrier systems.

The feasibility of, and the reliability of self-contained,
water-cooled, diesel engines for two of our central offices is being
studied in the event municipal water pumps should fail due to lack of
power.

The Service Consultants in our Traffic Department are
reviewing emergency operating procedures during the course of their
routine visits to PBX operator locations.

Essential emergency lighting is being reinforced in several
of our central office locations.
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A plan is presently being implemented whereby a minimum of
one bell will be permanently installed directly across the first line
of all Hand Illuminated Key Telephone Systems which are AC powered,
and which employ common ringing.

The provision of a continuous AC supply to the computers in
our Corporate Services Department is being considered.

Si cerely,1//

G. S Beinetti
PreSident
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AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

1730 K STREET, NORTHWEST

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20006

AREA CODE 202

W. ELMER POTHEN 392-5155
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

February 14, 1966

The Honorable Lee Loevinger
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Commissioner Loevinger:

Mr. Kenneth Miller of your staff asked the communi-
cations common-carriers for a report indicating what steps
have been taken by the common-carriers to remedy deficiencies
disclosed in the recent power failure in northeastern United
States. This letter is intended to respond to that request and
will, therefore, supplement the report already submitted in be-
half of the Bell System, through the National Industry Advisory
Committee, to the FCC.

Shortly after the resumption of commercial power,
we in the Bell System undertook a review of our performance
during the blackout in order to draw lessons for our improved
performance in future emergencies. We felt that, although
service failures during this outage were few, we should make
every reasonable effort to eliminate these entirely in any future
emergency that might befall us. The Bell Companies are still
engaged in this effort, and probably will be similarly engaged
almost indefinitely into the future. In general, our efforts fall
into two rather distinct areas:

1. Efforts to assure continuity of power at telephone
company central operational locations.

2. Efforts to improve the continuity of communications
service at outlying stations which normally de-
pend upon commercial power (usually customer -

furnished) for their operation.
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The solution to neither of these problems is simple.
However, the central office problem appears to be a straight-
forward operating matter, the blackout experience having con-
firmed the soundness of our planning to provide emergency
power to protect against such situations. The few failures
that did occur have stimulated a further review to improve
our arrangements for emergency power.

At outlying stations a wide variety of circumstances
may be found and these require individual study to see what
needs to be done. We are, therefore, undertaking a review of
individual problems and specific locations. I would like to cite
a couple of examples of these activities.

We have launched a program of inspections of major
central office locations, aimed particularly at the power supply
which makes these locations operate. The inspections call for
a visual review of more than 70 items in each location which
could significantly affect the ability of the office to continue
operations when power has failed. Any deficiencies noted in
this visual inspection are remedied as rapidly as possible.
Following this, emergency measures are implemented in order
actually to test our capability to operate. First, the entire
communications load is thrown on the emergency battery supply
to test its continued operation for a reasonable period of time.
Of course, in most locations, the battery is provided as a
stabilizer and engineered to carry the communications load
only for whatever short time might be required until the emergency
generator can be put into operation, either automatically or
manually. At that time the generator carries the load with the
battery acting as a stabilizer of the power s~upply. In the test after
the battery, unaided, has carried the load for a reasonable period
of time, the emergency generator is run with the full communica -

tions load for a prolonged period of time. The objective here is
to disclose any deficiencies in the starting capability of the
generator and its ability to continue operation under load. De-
ficiencies are, of course, remedied as rapidly as possible. This
program is under way, and while initially our most important
offices are selected for this treatment, the program will expand
to virtually every important office we operate.
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The second area of effort is a joint activity with our
most critical customers. In general our customer-located
equipment depends on local commercial power for its operation.
Some of our customers have emergency power sources of their
own for their own purposes. When this situation prevails, the
problem is one of reviewing the situation with our customer to
make sure that our communications equipment on his premises
can quickly be switched to the customer's emergency power
source when the need arises. Where no customer-owned
emergency power source exists other arrangements can be
provided by the telephone company if communication service
in a power failure is urgently needed. Again we are reviewing
with our most essential customers what needs to be done to
insure continuity of their most important services. This will
be a continuing function and will extend indefinitely into the
future.

Thus both of the foregoing areas of activity represent
merely a renewed emphasis on measures that we have always
felt were good business and a proper part of our responsibility
as common-carriers. I am sure that the power failure has
provided a useful stimulus to increased effort to improve the
reliability of our services.

Sincerely yours,
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AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANIES, INC.

7 WEST 0662 STREET - NEW YORK 23. N. Y. SUS•OUEHANNA 7-5000

MORTIMER WEINBACH

ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL

VICE PRESIDENT

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY Februar-y 11, 1S66

Honorable Lee Loevinger,
Defense Commissioner
Federal Co;mmunications Commission
Washington, D, C. 20535!

Dear Commissioner Loevingcr:

Tfiis will confir*' that the following wire was sent to the Comrmis-
sion today:

".Ml. BEIT F. W'APLE, SECRETARY

FEDERAL CO!E1UillICATIONS CgOi.NISSION
'TNIEW POST OFFIICE. BUILDING
WASHiL.GTO:T, D.C. 20554

ATTENTION : jlM. I*ENNETH MILLER

REFERENCE IS MADE TO YOUR RE-,UEST FOR A PROGRESS REPORT F,70M,
TrfE ABC RADIO NETWORK CONCERNIG EIU-RGEN4CY PROVISIONS RELATIVE
TO THE NORTHEAST POWER BIACKOUT. ALL AREAS HAVE BEEN SURVEYED
AND lNIH•.. L OPERAT Il.G 1REQ7UIIREI.NIITS ARE BEING DLETRMIiTED. AS
PREVIOUSLY ADVISED, Ail 8 Ki. EiRGEiICY GEN1ERA1TOR IS I.L%NITAINED
AT THIL KEW YORIK NETWORK STUDIOS AND ETMRGENCY GENEFRATOIIS ARE
1.iAlI.TAITED AT THREE OF THE SE: OX'fl'ED AMD OPERATED RLADIO STA-
TIONS. SINCE THE BLACKOUT, COPPER-TO-COPPER TELCO CIRCUITS
HAVE BEEl'! ESTALLISiED AROUNID THE INTWORK 'ROUNiD ROBIN' CIRCUIT,
AS WELL AS DETWEEN, TIlE NELTWORK STUDIOS AND WABC STUDIOS AND
BETWEEN THE WA-BC STUDIOS AND THE WADC TRANSMITTER, WthIC11 WOULD
PERU.iIT T71A'ISMISSION DURING POWER FAILURE*. BATTERY POWER SUP-
PLIES hI'A7VE )jIEE PROVIDED FOR LIVE STUDIO OPERATION BY WABC.
PLANS ARE BEING llADE FOR A LARGER EERG1ENICY GENERATOR AT WABC
WHICH WILL PERMIT THE EMERGENTCY OPERATION OF THE MAINL TRANS-
IHITTER. THESE PLANS H]AVE BEElI RECOII.-ND-D BY THE NEW YORK
STATE INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMflIITTEE AS WABC HAS BEEN DESIGNATED
AS THE IFFY' STATION FOR AREA C. IN] CONNECTION WITH THE IN-
STALLIATION OF NEW STUDIOS AT STATION tADBC, LOS ANGELES, TH11E
PLANS IICLUDE POWER SUPPLY FACILITIES FOR HER-I.LL OPERATION
DURING,• AN EM.ERGENCY.

AIIERICAN BROADCASTING COI.PAINY
13Y: IsIORTI.ER WEINBACH, VICE PRESIDE) T "

Very truly yours,
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AM-fE R ICAN- BROADCASTING COMPANIES, INC.

7 1W'EST 6'r STREET - NEW YORK 23, N. . SUSOUEHANNA 7-5000

MORTIMER WEINBACH

ASSISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL

VICE PRESIDENT

AMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPANY

February 11, 1966

Honorable Lee Loevinger,
Defense Commissioner
federal Comrmunications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Cormraissioner Loevinger:

This will confir-r that the following wire was sent to the Comimis-
sion today:

"IR. BEII F. VAPLE, SECRETARY
FEDERAL COZ..fl2IICATIONS COM41IISSION
NEW POST OFFICE BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20554

ATTENTION: 1.11. *E 1,TETH MILLER

REFEREN4CE IS i'LADE TO YOUR REIU•LFEST FOR A PROGRESS REPORT FROM
THE ABC TELEVISION NETWORK CONCERNING EIMERGENCY PROVISIONS
RELrfTIVE TO TH.•E NORTTHEAST POWER 3L-%CKOUT. ALL PERTIN.1ENT
AREAS 11YVE BEL-, SURVEYED AND I.il17II.1AL OPERATIN'•G REQýIUIREHENTS
ARE N T'HE PROCESS OF BEING DETJ=,!.TED. AS PREVIOUSLY ADVISED,
Al EI-ZRGENTCY TELEVISION STUDIO IS IIAINTAINED AT THE E.IPIRE
STATE BUILDING, ALSO AN EI.flRGENCY NOBILE UNIT WITH SELF-
CONTAINED POWER PAINT, AS WELL AS MICROWAVE AND RADIO COM-
M'fIICATIOI]S, IS I.I2,A TAfliED. S I1CE THE BLACKOUT, PROVISIONS
H-AVE IBEEN IlADE FOR AN EIRGEUCY LIVE AND FIUd1 STUDIO AT UNION
CITY, NEW J-ERSEY, INCLUDING A MICROWAVE CIRCUIT TO THE EMPIRE
STATE BUILDING, V.iiICH WOULD DE A BACKUP TO TELCO CIRCUITS. IL
COOPETIO! WIT-,-- rE N'I YORK, TELEPHOE COMPANY, THE SPAR-
COAKIAL CABLE "EETIWEE THE 66T!: STREET STUDIOS AND TELCO NIR IS
ROUTED VIA T--E C11 TENTH AVENUE TELEP-0TE BUILD-iG WHERE \IACKJUP
.ICROWAVE CLICUITS TO H..R ARE AVAIL4BLE. THIE APPLICATIONi. FILED
WIT1: TiE E C0!14-ISSION `." THE AlMERICAN BROADCASTING COMPAlNY FOR A
COI-ERiUN ICATIO11S SATELLITE WOULD, IF APPROVED, PROVIDE TELEVISION

=ETWORK CIRCUITS iDEPENDET OF T21E T'ELEPHONE COMPAlY CIRCUITS.

AMERICAN BROADCASTDIG CONPAIY
BY: MORTIMER WEIINACH, VICE PRESIDENT"

Very truly yours,
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Columbia Broadcasting System. Inc.
51 West 52 Street
New York. New York 10019
(212) 765-4321

Leon R. Brooks
Vice President and General Counsel

The Honorable Lee Loevinger
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Cormnission
Washington, D.C. 20554

Reference: 2500

Dear Commissioner Loevinger:

Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. is pleased to furnish the follow-
ing information concerning review and improvement of its emergency
facilities which have taken place since the November 9th Northeast
power failure, as requested by your office.

As noted in our response to your letters of November 10, 1965, most
CBS radio facilities were only slightly affected by the power black-
out. One exception occurred in Boston, where station WEEI had
emergency power at its AM transmitter, but not at its studios where
the transmitter remote control equipment is located. This caused
WEEI to remain off the air for just over an hour followiiig the
power failure, until station personnel could be sent to the trans-
mitter to activate it manually. The WEEI studios are about to be
moved to a new location in Boston; pending this move, temporary
provisions are being made to supply emergency power to remote
control apparatus at the present studios. In addition to the CBS
Radio emergency facilities noted earlier, such facilities are now
available at stations KCBS, San Francisco, KMOX, St. Louis, and
KNX, Los Angeles.

As noted in our prior response, the CBS Television Network would have
been able to continue originations of programs from New York had not
the emergency power source for a repeater maintained by the New York
Telephone Company failed to operate. This failure has been the sub-
ject of discussions between CBS and New York Telephone Company, with
the goal of preventing a similar failure should another power blackout
occur. In addition, CBS is currently investigating the feasibility
of installing an emergency power generator at the WCBS-TV auxiliary
transmitter location.
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Our earlier response noted that, while telephone service continued
during the emergency period, telephone ringing equipment and indi-
cating lights generally did not operate. Most of this equipment
is supplied with power from commercial lines. CBS is investigating
methods by which this equipment may be connected to auxiliary power
sources in an emergency, insuring that essentially normal telephone
service will continue.

In New York, a private telephone line system operable from emergency
power provides communication between the CBS Broadcast Center, main
and auxiliary television transmitter locations, and the AT&T New York
Television Operating Center. Additional outlets will be added at
other New York facilities of CBS. A similar private line system,
also operable from emergency power, is available at CBS facilities
in the Los Angeles area. A new and larger emergency power source
is planned for that location.

The foregoing examples illustrate the extent to which CBS is reviewing
its emergency procedures and, where necessary, providing additional
equipment to increase the capacity and reliability of its facilities.

Very truly yours, 0

Leon R. Brooks

February 15, 1966
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.

A SERVICE OF RADlIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N.Y.

CIRCL.E 7-R3I00

WI.L[AM I,. TREVART IfEN February 16, 1966
vILC PRE.*I •ENT

The Honorable Lee Loevinger
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C., 20554

Dear Commissioner Loevinger:

This is in reply to the oral request of Mr. Kenneth Miller
on February llth, 1966, for a progress report supplementing our
letters of November 22nd, 1965, to you concerning the effect on
the NBC Radio and Television Networks of the power blackout in
the Northeastern United States (your Ref. No. 2500).

We are studying our technical requirements in the event of
a similar blackout for operation of the NBC Radio Network ori-
gination facilities in New York and for Television Network ori-
gination of a basic news service since Television Network enter-
tainment can be alternatively originated from West Coast or New
York centers. An engineering firm has been retained to supply
to our management a proposal for the installation in Radio City,
New York, of emergency generating equipment necessary to accom-
plish this objective which would be subject to the approval of the
owners of the building and of course must comply with the Rules
and Regulations of the City of New York. Heretofore, the install-
ation of emergency generators requiring fuel storage has been
prohibited in our premises.

Because of the power failure, we are hopeful that the City
of New York may relax its prior rulings and permit the installation
of such equipment.

Very truly yours,

c M.e t MlWilliam H. Trevarthen
cc: Mr. Kenneth Miller Vice-President
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M.UTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
3 •MCOM 135 WEST S0TH STREET - NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10019 . TEL. LT 1.6100

JOSEPM F. KEATING February 11, 1966
VICE PRESIDENT

The Honorable Lee Loevinger
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D. C. 20554

Dear Commissioner Loevinger:

As our report to you of November 12, 1965, indicated
the complete radio network schedule was aired without interruption
and our previously worked out emergency procedures functioned very
efficiently. Based on this experience we did, however, determine 0
that additional emergency lighting was reqtiired in the operating
areas of both New York and Washington. This equipment has been
provided.

As a further precaution, we are also providing additional
self-powered speech input and recording equipment to increase our
flexibility under emergency conditions. In addition, our emergency
capabilities and procedures will be a matter of continuing study
and review so that our readiness to meet these conditions will be
assured.

cerely yours

h F. Keating

e President
Programs and Operations

SUBSIDIARY OF MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
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THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GENERAL OFFICE

50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK. N. Y. 10020

February 14, 1966

Mr. Lee Loevinger
Defense Commissioner
Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Loevinger:

We are advised that you seek informa-

tion on steps taken by The Associated Press to remove any

deficiencies in emergency preparedness revealed by the

November 9th power blackout.

As previously reported, the principal
handicap was a lack of immediately available auxiliary power.

Various proposals for power backup currently are under active

consideration.

Sincerely, 
j C.

DLB/fbw

DAVID L. BOWEN

GENERAL EXECUTIVE
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GENERAL OFFICES

NEWS eUILDING, 220 EAST 42',9 STREET

NEW YORK 17, N.Y.

JAMES F. DARR
GtNERAL MANAGER

O0 COMMUNICATIONS February 23, 1966

T lHonorable Lee Loevinger, Commissioner

Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

This will comply with your request for a letter regarding
UPI's plans for emergency power in case of future blackouts
such as was recently experienced on the East Coast.

We have urged the foreign carriers involved with the trans-
mission of our foreign news and picture reports via radio
and cable to take steps to assure availability of emergency
power in case of any future emergency. I have been advised
that these steps are being taken.

UPI is exploring the possibility of setting up emergency
centers in Washington, Chicago, Boston, Atlanta, Pittsburgh,
Dallas, Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Los Angeles and New
York City in locations that already have emergency power
equipment available. It would be our plan to install tele-
type news and newspicture transmitting facilities at such
locations. Our New York bureau is equipped with limited
emergency power and we are studying the feasibility of
providing power at other UPI bureaus throughout the country.

Cordially,

LJames F. Darr

JFD:jmc
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February -- 1966
CHAIRMEN AND VICE CHAIRMEN

STATE INDUSTRY ADVISORY COMMITTEES

ALABAMA Address Telephone No.

205-236-7545James A. Hudson (Chairman) Radio Station WHMA
1330 Noble Street
Anniston, Alabama 36201

William P. Hannigan (Vice-Chairman) Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co.
1706 Second Avenue, North
Birmingham, Alabama 35903 205-328-2797

ALASKA

Alvin 0. Bramstedt (Chairman)

John Griffin (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KENI
P. 0. Box 1160
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

Television Station KTVF
P. 0. Box 509
Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

Radio Station KALF
P. 0. Box 1510
Mesa, Arizona 85202

FA-2- 1270

GL-2-3636

ARIZONA

Sheldon A. Engel (Chairman)

Harold B. Klaiber (Vice-Chairman)

602-964-5641

Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.
16 W. McDowell Road 602-258-3611
Phoenix, Arizona 85003

ARKANSAS

Sam Anderson (Chairman)

Riussell M. McKinney (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KFFA
Helena National Bank Building

Helena, Arkansas 72342

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.

900 West Capitol Street

Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

501-HI-4-2361

501-FR-2-1701

:4
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CALIFORNIA 2 -

Philip G. Lasky (Co-Chairman - Northern)

Loyd Sigmon (Cd-Chairman - Southern)

S. E. Henderson (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KPIX

2655 Van Ness Avenue

San Francisco, California 94109

Radio Station KTIPC
5939 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood, California 90028

Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.

116 New Montgomery Street
Room 804

San Francisco, California

Radio Station KRDO

P.O. Box 1457

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

415-393-7334

213-468-1037

415-968-5216

COLORADO

Harry W. Hoth (Chairman)

Joseph 0. Bean (Vice-Chairman)

303-632-1515

Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph 303-266-4211
Company

931 - 14th Street
Ist Floor
Denver, Colorado 80202

CONNECTICUT

Fred G. Edwards Chairman)

Donald B. Henderson (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WTIC
3 Constitution Blaza
Hartford, Connecticut 06115

Southern New England Telephone Co.
227 Church Street
New Haven, Connecticut 06506;

203-632-1515

203-771-3351

DELAWARE

Ewing B. Hawkins (Chairman) Radio Station WILM
920 King Street
Wilmington,,Delaware 19801

302-OL-4-7771

S
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DELAWARE (Con't)

Thomas D. Callahan (Vice-Chairman) Bell Telephone Co. of Pa.
One Parkway
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

215-466-3874

19102

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Granville Klink, Jr. (Chairman)

Allen Powley (Vice-Chairman)

John G. Rogers (Alternate Vice-Chairman)

FLORIDA

William J. Ryan (Chairman)

Charles L. Wentworth (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WTOP

40th & Brandywine Streets, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Radio Station WMAL

4461 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20008

Radio Station WRC

4001 Nebraska Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20016

Radio Station WNOG

P.O. Box 1128
Naples, Florida 33940

Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company

P.O. Box 390
Jacksonville, Florida 32201

202-244-5678

202-KE-7-1100

202-EM-2-4000

305-MI-2-5127

904-353-2131

GEORGIA

James W. Woodruff (Chairman)

Harry F. Whitney (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WRBL
1350 13th Avenue
Columbus, Georgia 31902

Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company

805 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30308

404-324-2441

404-529-8611

- 3 -
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HAWAII

William 0. Paine, (Chairman)

Louis W. Robello (Vice-Chairman)

IDAHO

James A. Johntz, Jr. (Chairman)

Carroll Valentine (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KGU
P.O. Box 3110
Honolulu, Hawaii 96802

Hawaiian Telephone Company
1130 Alakea Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96805

Radio Station KBOI
P.O. Box 2600
Boise, Idaho 83701

Mountain States Telephone and
Telegraph Co.

619 Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83702

Station WREX-TV
Auburn & Winnebago Roads
Rockford, Illinois 61105

Illinois Bell Telephone Co.
219 S. 4th Street
Springfield, Illinois 62701

Radio Station WKBV
2301 West Main Street
Richmond, Indiana 47375

Indiana Bell Telephone Co.
240 N. Meridian Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

208-342-9331

208-343-7581

563-626

577-833

ILLINOIS

Joe M. Baisch (Chairman) 815-331-1096

Charles J. Stadtman (Vice-Chairman) 217-544-9981

INDIANA

Lester G. Spencer (Chairman) 317-962-6533

317-ME-5-9811C. A. Anthony (Vice-Chairman)

- - -_ _
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IOWA

Paul A. Loyet (Chairman)

John E. Van Ninwegen (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WHO
1100 Walnut Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50307

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
909 High Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

515-288-6511

515-244-6161

KANSAS

Paul A. Winders (Chairman) Radio Station WIBW
P.O. Box 119
Topeka, Kansas 66601

913-323-6151

913-CE-4-9911Marion M. Christensen (Vice-Chairman)

KENTUCKY

James M. Caldwell (Chairman)

Walter D. Bales (Vice-Chairman)

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
823 Quincy Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

Radio Station WAVE
725 S. Floyd Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40203

Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company

P.O. Box 538
Louisville, Kentucky 40201

Radio Station KNOE
P.O. Box 1472
Monroe, Louisiana 71205

Southern Bell Telephone and
Telegraph Company

1215 Prytania Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130

502-895-2201

502-584-9011

LOUISIANA

Raymond Boyd (Chairman)

Arnold L. Taylor (Vice-Chairman)

318-325-2240

504-529-9011

-5 -
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MAINE

Carleton Brown (Chairman)

Robert L. Catell (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WTVL
36 Silver Street
Waterville, Maine 04901

New England Telephone & Telegraph
Company

139 State Street
Augusta, Maine 04330

207-873-3311

207-623-9930

MARYLAND

John T. Wilner (Chairman) Radio Station WBAL

3800 Hooper Avenue
Baltimore, Maryland 21211

C & P Telephone Company
320 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

301-467-3000

301-539-9900Richard H. Green (Vice-Chairman)

MASSACHUSETTS

Wilmer C. Swartley, Jr. (Chairman)

Victor P. McDavitt (Vice-Chairman)i

Radio Station WBZ

1170 Soldiers Field Road

Boston, Massachusetts 02134

New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company

185 Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts

617-AL-4-5670

617-743-9800

MICHIGAN

Charles Kocher (Chairman) Radio Station WXYZ

Broadcast House
20777 West Ten Mile Road
Detroit, Michigan 48219

313-KE-4-7000

Lee M. Augustus (Vice-Chairman) Michigan Bell Telephone Company
23500 Northwestern Highway
Southfield, Michigan 48076

313-544-9900

LfTNNrrcnTA
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MINNESOTA

John M. Sherman (Chairman) Radio Station WCCO
625 Second Avenue, South
Minneapolis, Minnestoa 55402

612-FE-2-1202

(VACANT)

MISSISSIPPI

Granville Walters (Chairman)

George T. Sheffield (Vice-Chairman)

MISSOURI

G. Pearson Ward (Chairman)

Radio Station WNSL
P.O. Box 2336
Laurel, Mississippi 39441

Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph
Company

P.O. Box 811
Jackson, Mississippi

Radio Station KTTS
P.O. Box 1716
Springfield, Missouri 65805

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
1010 Pine Street, Room 508
St. Louis, Missouri 63101

601-425-1491

601-948-0911

417-865-6614

314-CH-1-9800Michael A. Carroll (Vice-Chairman)

MONTANA

Richard S.. Kober (Chairman)

Elias M. Willis (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KGHL
P. 0. Box 1746
Billings, Montana 59101

406- 252-4641

Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph
560 North Park Avenue
Helena, Montana 59601

406-442-7050

-7 -
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Charles J. Raffensperger (Vice-Chairman) Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
100 South 19th Street
Omaha, Nebraska

402-341-6000

NEVADA

Lee D. Hirshland (Chairman)

Carl E. Ernest (Vice-Chairman)

Station KOLO-TV
P.O. Box 2610
Reno, Nevada 89505

Bell Telephone of Nevada
12 State Street
Reno, Nevada

702-358-0132

702-323-2211

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Parker H. Vincent (Chairman)

William M. Cott (Vice-Chairman)

NEW JERSEY

John Struckell (Chairman)

(VACANT)

MPWJ MPY•r

Mt. Washington TV, Inc. (PO Box
Jack son, New Hampshire 161)

New England Telephone & Telegraph
P.O. Box 527
Laconia, New Hampshire

Station WFPG
Steel Pier
Atlantic City, New Jersey

Co. 603-524-9911

609-345-2188

207-SP-3-5664
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NEW MEXICO

George S. Johnson (Chairman)

William G. Dale (Vice-Chairman)

NEW YORK

E. R. Vadeboncoeur (Chairman)

Alan Burgess (Co-Vice-Chairman)

Vincent P. Herzog (Vice-Chairman)

NORTH CAROLINA

Radio Station KOB
P. 0. Box 1351
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87103

Mt. States Tel. & Tel. Company
625 Silver, S. W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87102

Radio Station WSYR
1030 James Street
Syracuse, New York 13203

Radio Station WSYR
1030 James Street
Syracuse, New York 13203

New York Telephone Company
158 State Street
Room 906-A
Albany, New York 12207

Radio Station WOHS
P. 0. Box 1401
Shelby, North Carolina 28150

Southern Bell Tel. & Tel. Co.
P. 0. Box 240
Charlotte, North Carolina 28201

Radio Station KFYR
Fourth at Broadway
Bismarck, North Dakota 58502

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Forum Building
Fargo, North Dakota 58102

505-243-4411

505-765-6611

315-GR-4-3911

315-GR-4-3911

518-463-9971

Robert M. Wallace (Chairman)

Eddie M. Veale (Vice Chairman)

704-487-6313

704-372-2515

701-CA-3-0900

701-235- 1141

NORTH DAKOTA

William A. Eckberg (Chairman)

James C. Jackson (Vice- Chairman)

- 9 -
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OHIO

Mrs. Jeanette Heinze (Chairman)

George E. Melvin (Vice-Chairman)

(9 t) U. (9 9O
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Radio Station WCKY
501 Carew Tower,
Cincinnati, Ohio

Ohio Bell Telephone Company
221 North Front Street
Room 504
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Radio Station KSPI
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
705 South Elgin Street
Tulsa, Oklahoma 74120

513-577-1666

614-227-9911

OKLAHOMA

J. R. Bellatti, (Chairman) 405-FR-2-7800

918-LU-5-6911Robert L. Christian (Vice-Chairman)

OREGON

Rodney

Richar

PENNSYLV

John S

Thomas

F. Johnson (Chairman)

d C. Chamberlin (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KWJJ
931 S. W. King Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97205

503-228-4393

Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Co. 503-224-6261
509 Southwest Oak Street
Portland, Oregon 97204

AN IA

Booth (Chairman)

D. Callahan (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WCHA
Professional Arts Building
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17201

717-CO-4-7121

Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania 215-466-3874
One Parkway
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

0
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RHODE ISLAND

H. William Koster (Chairman)

Charles P. Hughes (Vice-Chairman)

SOUTH CAROLINA

Harry C. Weaver (Chairman)

James M. Calvert (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WEAN
75 Fountain Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02902

New England Telephone and Tele-
graph Company

234 Washington Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

Radio Station KOKE
P.O. Box 183
Charleston, South Carolina 29402

Southern Bell Telephone Company
Room 812
Owen Building
Columbia, South Carolina

Radio Station KIJV
1726 Dakota Avenue, South
Huron, South Dakota 57350

Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
132 South Dakota Avenue
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57102

WMC Stations
1960 Union Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38104

Southern Bell Telephone Company
Green Hills Office Building
Nashville, Tennessee 37215

401-DE-1-0600

401-525-9950

803-RA-3-1643

803-256-9092

SOUTH DAKOTA

Max F. Staley (Chairman)

Howard M. Scott (Vice-Chairman)

605-352-8621

605-336-2120

TENNESSEE

Henry W. Slavick (Chairman)

Chester A. Jones (Vice-Chairman)

901-274-8515

615-244-9011

- 11 -
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TEXAS

Durward J. Tucker (Chairman)

John T. Mayfield, Jr. (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WRR

Fair Park
Dallas, Texas 75226

Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
702 Life Building
Dallas, Texas 75202

214-TA-3-6101

214-RII-7-5311

UTAH

Reed Bullen (Chairman) Station KVNU 801-752-5141
P.O. Box 264
Logan, Utah 84321

Willard H. Morton (Vice-Chairman)

VERMONT

E. Dean Finney (Chairman)

Cedric A. Lavalla (Vice-Chairman)

Mountain States Telephone and Tele-
graph Company

70 South State Street
Room 504
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Radio Station WTWN
Concord Avenue
St. Johnsbury, Vermont 05819'

New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company

260 College Street
Burlington, Vermont 05404

801-524-7200

802-748-2344

802-862-9964

VIRGINIA

Frank Soden (Chairman) Radio Station WRNL
P.O. Box 6792
Richmond, Virginia 23230

C & P Telephone Company
703 E. Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219

703-282-9731

Hunter W. Hughes (Vice-Chairman) 703-648-9121
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James C. Upthegrove (Chairman)

Stewart S. James (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KIRO 206-AT-3-9800
1530 Queen Anne Avenue, North
Seattle, Washington 98109

Pacific Northwest Bell Telephone Co. 206-MU-2-9000
1915 Terry Street
Seattle, Washington 98101

WEST VIRGINIA

John Shott (Chairman)

Richard H. Ayre (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WHIS
Municipal Building
Bluefield, West Virginia

304-327-7115

24701

WISCONSIN

Paul J. Mueller (Chairman)

Donald R. Bye (Vice-Chairman)

C & P Telephone Company
816 Lee Street
Charleston, West Virginia 25301

Radio Station WBKV
P. 0. Box 60
West Bend, Wisconsin 53095

Wisconsin Bell Telephone Company
722 North Broadway
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202

414-334-2344

414-393-9300

304-343-9911

WYOM ING

Jack Rosenthal (Chairman)

Bill G. Lloyd (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KTWO
4200 East Second Street
Casper, Wyoming 82602

307-237-3711

307-235-2541Mountain States Tel. & Tel. Co.

155 North Wolcott
Casper, Wyoming 82601

- 13 -
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PUERTO RICO

Hector Reichard (Chairman)

Luis Romero (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station WABA
P.O. Box 188

Aguadilla, Puerto Rico 00603

Puerto Rico Telephone Company
P.O. Box 4275

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00905

891-0840

GUAM

William E. Nielsen (Chairman)

John Driver (Vice-Chairman)

Radio Station KUAM
P. 0. Box 368
Agana, Guam, M.I.

Phone: 7961

Radio Corp. of American (RCA)
P.O. Box 577
Agana, Guam

Iq
0

VIRGIN ISLANDS

Raymond E. Higdon (Chairman) Radio Station WIVI 773-0390 or 773-0490
P.O. Box 931
Christiansted, Virgin Islands 00821

(VACANT)
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STATE OF NEW YORK EXECUTIVE DEPARINENT
OFFICE OF GENERAL SERVICES

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X

In the Matter of Compliance

wit h
CERTIFICATE

the condition in Letters Patent to
Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc., dated October 27, 1959, Hudson
River, Town of Cortiandt, County of
Westchester.
- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - X.

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, -INC-,-has-app.lied-7for - -

a certificate pursuant to the provisions of Section 14 of the

Public Lands Law, certifying that compliance has been had with the

conditions contained in the letters patent issued to it for a

beneficial enjoyment grant of the land under the waters of the

Hudson River, Town of Cortland, County of Westchester,*dated Ocroberl

27, 1959 and recorded in the Department of State in Book 75 of

Patents at page 181.

The letters patent contain the condition that the land'should

be improved within five years by the filling in of the land under

water.

A report of ex8mi.ari.n ad, by the Department of Public Works

on February 23, 1965 states that:

"The following structures have been erected on the grant:."

1. Intake-, Tunnel
2. Screen Well
3. A portion of the-Main

Generating Plant
4. Outlet Tunnel
5. Storage Building
6. Sand Filter Pit
7., Loading and Unloading Dock

A portion of the grant has been,.
filled in to provide parking,
and working areas,"

The Attorney General has submitted a report dated January 5,

1966 advising that the Commissioner of General Services may issue
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certificate acknowledging compliance with the conditions respect-

in g improvement if he is satisfied that the conditions respecting

improvement-have been substantially complied with.

I find that the conditions respecting improvement in the lette-s

patent have been substant ially complied with.

THEREFORE, pursuant to Section 14, subdivision I of the Public

Lands Law, it is

CERTIFIED, that the Commissioner of General Services hereby

cknowledges compliance with the conditions contained in letters

patent issued to Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.,

dated October 27, 1959 and recorded in the Department of State in

Book 75,of Patents a t page 181.

Datedi January 1966

Robert D. Stone
Deputy Commissioner of General Services

STATE OF NEW YORK
SS.:

COUNTY OF ALBANY

On this 16 day of January, 1966,before me the subscriber pers

ally came Robert D. Stone, to me known and known to me to be the

Deputy Commissioner of General Services of the Office cfGeneral Ser-

vic'es, in the Executive Department of the State of lieu York, and

known to me to be the same person described in and who executed the

foregoing instrument, and be duly acknowledged to me that he executed

the same as such Deputy Commissioner of General Services, for and oi

behalf of the said Office of General Services as the act and deed oE

The People of the State of New York pursuant to the statutes and orier

recited in the said instrument.

-2
_C NC9

VARCESP. X4ý
Nojary Puý!ic 1966125

S.,ate Qf 4,yj Vork
Qyai!tied in -e. , 'Ch 20. 19ACamrnl-sion Eyiwes M3
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ZI)c V_ cople of t1je ,ýýtatc of Prw Vorti, bV tbc Orace of Oolb,
ffree mb 1(tibconibent,

TO ALL TO V'HONI THESE PRESENTS SHALL COýTE, GREETING:

h-110W le, Tb.1 pursuant to subdivision,7 of Section 75 of the -Publi-c

Lands Law, a delegation of authority b%- the Conznissioner of,

General. Services in the Executive Department o": our State to the

Dep,-,t%, Commissioner of General Services, 6ated November 3, 1960,

A and Findings made by the Deýputy Commissioner of General- Services

dated April al, 1966, and in consideration of the sum of

T'n"rty-One Thousand Two Hundred Twenty Three Dollars,($31,223.00),

lawful mcr.ev of the United States of America, Paid to us bV

CONSOLTDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK,.I1,Cacorporq.tion

organ`.-ýed and existing under the laws of our State, hPving-its.:-_-r--

principal office and place of business at No. 4 Irving Place in

the Borough of Manhattan, City, County and State of New York,.-

WE, THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF.NFW YORK,.have granced. and

relc-asiec and by these presents do grant and release, upon the-

covenants, terms and conditions hereinafter expressed, unto the

said CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC.,.the.owner. of-

the lend adjacent to the land hereinafter described,ýIts grantees

and successors, he re4 nafter referred.to as the Patentee all those

two parcels of land now or formierly under ýhe waters of Lent 's.-

Cove; an estuary of the Hudson River, in the City of Peekskill_

Countv of 'Westchester, State of New York, bounded and described

as follows:

Parcel "A"

Beginning at a point on the westerly boundary of a.grant
of land to Standard Brands Incorporated-dated July 2_1954
said point being distant eighty-six and.thirty-eight hun-...
dredchs feet on a bearing of.north-fifty-four-degrees

.:i.
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nineteen' minutes, fiFtv seconds west i! a cross cut-ol
the easte-rlv curb of.Broadway, said point being also distar.?-
four hundred forty-five and.three hundredths -feet on-e
bearing of south twenty-eight degrees, nineteen mtnuý-es,
five ' seconds west from an iron bolL.set: in concrete near
the westerly edge of .- s .aid Br- -oadwiy on the southerly line
of grant of land to Standards Brands Incornoratej dated
December 27, 195ý-; thence along the westerl-v line of sýid
grant south ýhirLy-six degrees, forty-nLne minutes, Lwency
seconds west eighty-feet to the original shore line of
Lent's Cove and the Corporation Line between the City of
Peekskill and the Villaize of Buchananý Lhence alonp 'said
shore line and the Corporation Line the following courses
and-distances* north.-lortv-sevendegrees west sixtv-two
andrine hundredths feet: due west ninetv feet; sou'th'
sixty-five degreeý, _fifty-six minutes, thirty seconds -west
one hundred twenty-two andsixty-five hundredths feez;
north eighty-,three degrees, thirty-one minutes west
eighty-eight and.fifty-seven hundredths feet; north forty-
one degrees, fif.r-ý-eigýt minutes westtwenty-six and nine
tenths feet; north _Hve--d-6grees, eighteen minutes east
one hundred forryand six tenths feet; north forty-twc
degrees, twenty-six minutes vest forty-seven and forty-t'wc
hundredths feet; south eighty.-one degrees, twenty7one minutes
west thirty-three and thirty-eight hundredths.feet; north

eightY7five d.egrees., twenty-five minutes west one hundred
ýnd_ t-hiir-ty--two hUndi;iad I th§ .feet;' noýtlý_t',.-ýirty five- degr-'e-es ,
fourteen.minuteswesL*twenty and eig', - one. hundredths
feet; north thirteer. degrees west eighty and five hundredths
feet; north fourteen degrees, nine minuLes.easL one hundred
twentv-twe'and seventy-two hundredths feet; north twenty-
five degrees, twentv-eigl-it minutes vest. twe.nty. t-1hree and
twentv-sly hundredths feet; north eight degrees, ff-ftv-
three-minutes -east 'thirty'and nine-hu-ndredths feet to a
point;'Chence -across the waters of Lent's Cove south
fifty-f6ur degrees, nineteen minutes, fifty seconds east
six hundred eighty seven and seventv-three hundredths
feet to the point or place of beginrino,.contairing one
hundred ten thousand five hundred thirty-six square feet:
of lanýd more or less,

Parcel "B"

Beginning at across. cut on ledge-rock. on-the original
shore line of T e.nt's Cove and the Corporation Line berween
the.Cityof ýPeekskillland the Village of Buchanan, sa-id
p .Pint beina distant One thousand one hundred seventv-fcur
feer on a-hearing of north fifty ' -four degrees, ni-ne'tee ' n
minutes, fifty seconds. west from nrevlouslv descr4.bedpoint
0 ;ýegj.nning for Parcel '_'A'ý; thence across the waters of
said Lent's Cove south fiftv-four degrees, nineteen minutes
filcy seconds cast four hundred Lwentv-five and seventy-
four hundredths feet.,to a point on said shore line and
Corporation Line; thence along said shore 11ine and Corpor-
ti*on Lne the follo-, :ing courses and distances; souýh, eighLv-

7/
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degrees, seventeen minutes west f ifty- one and flifty-nine_.:ý_--

hundredths feet; south nineteen de'grees, twenty-six

minutes west thirty-six and.,five hu.ndredths feet; South

ýýight degrees, eight minutes east seventy and seventy-one d
hundredths feet; south thirt-y-nine degrees, fifty-eight

in inuCes west forty-eight; and Cwent , y-eight hundredths feet-

south nineteen degrees, Cwenty-four minutes east fifty-seven

ýild twenty-five hundredths feet-, due south one hundred

thfrLv-six feet; south thirty-two degrees, fifty-four

minutes east eighty andninety-nine hundredths feet; due

south forty-five feet; north Seventy degrees, forty-three

minutes west twenty-one and nineteen hundredths feet; south

seventy-one degrees, twe ' nty-one minutes west one hundred

sixty-eight and eighty-seven hundredths feet; north

seventy-nine degrees, thirty-four minutes west thirtv-

eight and sixty-nine hundredths feet; due nort'n one hun'!*ý

dred fifty feet; north forty degree ' s, three minutes east

chirty-.two and sixty-six hu*ndredths feet; north nine

degrees; forty minutes west forty-.seven ýýd sixty-eight

hundredths feet; north sixty-five degrees, fifty-t-wo

minutes- west. thirty:- on-e. and sev.enry-nine hu.ndredths, feet;
north sixteen degreýq, twenty-six minutes .west two hundred

eight and fifty-two hundredths feet; due north forty feet;
north eleven degrees; forty-four mlnutes west one * hundred

thirty-two and seventy-seven hundredths feet, north seven-

t6en degrees, twenty-one minutes east thirty-three and

fiftY7three hundred.ths feet; north eighteen degrees, four

minutes west forty-eigbt and four t'en'ths:'Ifeet,-' dUe`n'6rth
fifty-seven feet to the' point orplace 6f beginning,-
containing one hundýý ' ed forty th ousand three.hundred five

square feet of land more7 or less.

All bearinzs are referred to the true meridian.

These Letters Patent are issued, however,:and this grant i's

made and accepted upon the expre.ss condition that 'if, at the end

of five years frovi the date of these pre-ents,'cr at anytime

thereafter, t:he said land hereby granted is not improved by having

been filled in, behind Substantial bulkheads erected and to be

maintained by the Patentee, its grantees and successors, along

all off-sýore Iiiies of the fill and within the a I r , ea hereby granted,

then these Letters PaLent and this grant become null and .oid

as to the part not so improved; and -no right, title or interest

in and to the land hereinabovc described, not so improved, shall

qAZ
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vest in the said Patentee or acc-rue by virtue of thes,

and we may thereupon re-enter into and become possessed of the

land hereinabove described or any part thereof wl-)ich has not

been or which is not then so improved, w-ithout any liability.

THERE IS RESERVED to us the full and free right, libertyand

privilege of entering upon and using all. and every part of the

above described land which has not been improved as aforesaid,

as we might have done bad this grant not been made.-

THIS GRANT*IS SUBJECT TO the presently existing riparian

rights of owners along the streams and brooks which flow into the

above described Parcels A and B, with respect to navigation,

drainage and water rights, and all other riparian rights affect-

ing those streams and brooks and., through those streams and

brooks, affecting the above described Parcels A and B..

IT IS UNDERSTOOD, AGREED AND COVENANTED, by the Patentee, for

itself and its grantees and successors, that our title in and

to land under water outside of the above described Parcels A and

15 shall not be diminished or affected by any accretion, accumu-

lation or addition of sail to any upland of the Patentee, its

grantees and successors, occurring as a result of the aforesaid

fill, erection of the aforesaid bulkheads or their effect on

water currents, and any and all such resulting accretion, accumu-

lation or addition to upland shall be our property.

*1~*~~~~
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A NEW LOOK AT NUCLEAR POWERt

By DR. GLENN T. SEABORG*

I am honored by this third invitation to speak to the
Commonwealth Club of California, an organization that
has been addressed by so many distinguished speakers.
When I last had the pleasure of speaking to you, in June
1965, my topic-"The International Atom: Peril or Prom-
ise?"-was broad and had a few harsh overtones. Today
I would like to both narrow my subject matter and place
my emphasis on a most promising aspect of the atom. I
believe it is fairly easy to do both since so much has hap-
pened in the field of nuclear power in the United States
during the past two years that is encouraging and merits
discussion.

Why iS2hs -ain appropriate time for a new look at nu-
clear power in the U.S.? Primarily because the electric
utilities in this country are accepting the large nuclear
power reactor as a reliable and an ýconomically compe-
itive means to generate electricity and are putting a good 7
deal of their money where their conviction is.

I was not sure that this situation would ever ar-se
when I spoke to the Commonwealth Club ten years ago.
This is what I stated on August 9, 1957: "It is too soon
to say-coming back to the question of cost-whether nu-

* Chairman, U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.

t Address at Commonwealth Club of California, May 12, 1967.
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clear energy will be able to compete with other forms
of energy such as coal. In order to be competitive in this
country, on the average, the overall cost will have to be
of the order of 6 to 7 mils per kilowatt hour. That's
usually the unit of energy that is used to describe this.
Now, there have been some estimates by competent engi-
neers that this will be possible. But on the other hand
a number of equally competent engineers have expressed
grave doubts. However, the present cost of electrical
energy is greater in some areas, and in some places in the
world the cost is much greater than in the United States,
so that nuclear energy will in any event be competitive
in such situations beginning almost immediately. It
should be emphasized that nuclear energy will be impor-
tant regardless of the eventual outcome of the cost situa-
tion because of its concentrated form, and hence of its
possibility of doing things that no other form of energy
can do at any price, and hence you can't put a cost value
in dollars and cents on it."

That is what I said ten years ago. Today I am happy
to say that those "equally competent" but more conserva-
tive engineers were wrong. The cost of electricity from
the large water cooled nuclear power plants being con-
structed today is projected to be on the order of 4 to 5
mils per kilowatt hour. In addition to the economic fac-
tors promoting nuclear power is the fact that the general
public is now accepting nuclear power as a safe, clean
source of the electricity which every year in growing
amounts becomes more essential to our way of life.

The growth of nuclear power within the past two
years has been nothing short of remarkable. To explain
why, let me go back a little farther in our nuclear history.
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As you may recall, by the end of 1962 private industry
and the electric utilities working closely with the AEC
had placed in operation around the country several rel-
atively small light water reactors to demonstrate the re-
liability of nuclear power to generate electricity. But as
reliable as these reactors proved to be they were not eco-
nomically competitive with conventional power plants,
and therefore utilities were in no hurry to contract for nu-
clear plants on their own. A turning point began, how-
ever, late in 1963 with the announcement by the Jersey
Central Power and Light Company that it had contracted
for a 515,000 kilowatt nuclear plant at Oyster Creek
which, according to the company's economic evaluation,
would be competitive with a fossil fuel plant. This was
the first case where a utility had selected a nuclear power
plant on purely economic grounds, without Government
assistance, in direct competition with a fossil fuel plant.

But perhaps more important from the standpoint of
the nuclear industry, it was the beginning of the realiza-
tion that the key to the economic success of nuclear
plants was their size. Units ranging from 500,000 up to
and exceeding 1,000,000 kilowatts could compete with
fossil fuel plants, and in some cases would later compete
successfully even in areas where these fuels were natu-
rally abundant, Although other nuclear plants were an-
nounced in 1963 it took about a year for nuclear power
to start growing significantly, and that it is now doing
in an almost snowballing fashion.

In 1965 orders for ten nuclear plants with a combined
capacity of more than 5,000,000 kilowatts were an-
nounced. In 1966 orders for another 29 nuclear plants
with a combined capacity of more than 23,000,000 kilo-
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watts were announced. As of May 1 of this year - al-
though we expected orders to taper off-we have already
had 14 new nuclear plant announcements for a total of
more than 11,000,000 kilowatts. I should add that these
new orders include second and third orders of nuclear
plants by the same utilities. And in some cases nuclear
plants are being planned essentially in the heart of coal-
producing areas.

As of May 1, the U.S. had 14 nuclear plants in opera-
tion, 16 under construction, and plans had been an-
nounced for the construction of 43 additional nuclear
power plants. The total capacity of these 73 plants will
be about 44,000,000 kilowatts. And this is enough elec-
tricity to take care of all the electric power needs of more
than 30 million people.

What is perhaps even more indicative of the sudden
success of nuclear power is the fact that the 29 nuclear
power plants announced last year represented 55 per cent
of the steam-electric generating capacity announced by
the utility industry in 1966.

At this point let me inject the thought that while eco-
nomics played a major role in the surge of nuclear power,
another advantage of nuclear power has recently been
getting its fair share of attention, and rightfully so. There
has been a growing awareness that nuclear plants are
clean sources of power which do not contribute to the
current burden of air pollution.

All this has given some trouble to those of us whose
business involves projecting the growth of nuclear power.
We have had to continue updating our projections. For
example, when I spoke to this organization in 1965 1 was
enthused about the fact that we were predicting about
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6,000,000 kilowatts of nuclear power in operation by
1970. Today, only two years later, we are confident that
we will reach 10,000,000 kilowatts by 1970. I also stated
two years ago that we might have 70,000,00 kilowatts of
nuclear power installed by 1980. Today the AEC is pre-
dicting more than 100,000,000 kilowatts by that date.
And some analysts are already calling our current fore-
cast far too conservative.

This remarkable growth of nuclear power has not
been the result of an interest in the atom alone. Our use
of all energy sources is growing, and particularly our de-
mand for electricity which has for some time been dou-
bling every decade. Many of us feel that the growing
economic competitiveness of nuclear power is only a first
step in a process which will see the atom dramatically
affecting our ability to produce electric power at an in-
creasingly lower cost. As the cost of nuclear power comes
down through the introduction of more efficient and
larger nuclear systems, so will the competitive cost of
other power resources be reduced. The results of these
reductions could mean substantial savings to the con-
sumer. It has been projected that sometime within the
coming decades, on a saving of as little as 1 mil per kilo-
watt hour, the power-consuming public in the U.S. could
begin to profit by savings of more than a billion dollars
a year!

This type of reward and perhaps even far greater
benefits could be possible through the use of large breed-
er reactors. The breeder reactor creates new fissionable
material for refueling itself and other reactors while pro-
ducing power. The extensive use of large breeder re-
actor systems (and we are at work today developing
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these) could offer electric power cheap enough to revolu-
tionize much of our industry from both a technological
and economical standpoint. One can see very low-cost
nuclear electricity and process heat radically affecting
the way we obtain our water, grow our food, control and
recycle our waste, process our raw materials and produce
our new products.

During the past year or so I have, on several oc-
casions, projected some thoughts on a highly automated,
nuclear-powered industrial complex that would desalt
seawater, process natural resources, recycle old materials,
and turn out new products while also supplying elec-
tricity to distant cities and transportation systems. Such
complexes, many parts of which might even be under-
ground, many someday allow us to live in a junkless, un-
polluted world where our cities and our countryside can
be relatively independent of our heavy industry. Ad-
mittedly, all this is not just around the corner, but based
on developments taking place today and the type of en-
vironmental thinking engaged in by many of our leading
scientists, engineers and social planners, the potential is
there. And the current acceptance of nuclear power to-
day is an important step toward this kind of goal.

Now, having established the present status and fu-
ture promise of nuclear energy in the U.S. in general,
let me address myself specifically to its impact upon
this great State of California. California has been ac-
customed to being first among the states in many things-
or, if not first in each and every category, at least having
the near-term potential of being first. California is the
state which has had, in the last five years, a net increase
of 300,000 people per year. It is a state in which the
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population has grown from 7,000,000 in 1940 to 20,000,-
000 today-a figure which makes it the most populous
state in the Union. Its Gross State Product has risen from
approximately $7.2 billion in 1940 until today it has
reached more than $85 billion, while its Gross Personal
Income rose from a 1940 level of about $6 billion to the
point today where it exceeds $65 billion. California's
dynamism has almost reached the category of a house-
hold word throughout the nation. Even the would-be
detractors of the state stand a bit in awe at times of its
past accomplishments and future potential.

If I were to stop here, I might well qualify as a mem-
ber in good standing of the Chamber of Commerce. Un-
fortunately, there is a darkening cloud which looms over
all this, one which is of concern to me as a Californian
and to other Californians. This great social, cultural, in-
dustrial complex that has blossomed here on the West
Coast is in the real sense of the word a "High Energy
Society." I have used that term over the past several
years to describe a truly modern technological culture
whose measure of advancement can almost be equated
to its consumption of energy and particularly energy in
its most useable form, electricity-electricity to power
industry, electricity to help produce and process a plenti-
ful harvest, electricity to air-condition the home.

Up until the past few years, California has been
blessed with nearby resources of hydro power, supple-
mented by efficient electricity generating steam plants.
Unfortunately, with the advent of the air pollution prob-
lem, it has been necessary to place certain restrictions on
the fuels that electricity generating steam plants could
burn-restrictions which generally require cleaner burn-
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ing, higher cost fuel. Coincidentally with this, most of
the potential hydroelectric sources have now been tap-
ped.

Today, the State of California and its citizens are
faced with momentous questions. There are demands for
increased energy now, and even greater demands can be
-foreseen tomorrow. Some of these may spring from es-
sentially new developments. For example, it has recently
been estimated by the Federal Power Commission that by
1985 electric automobiles in the U.S. might require ap-
proximately 50 billion kilowatt hours of electricity an-
nually. Since California has more than ten per cent of
all the automobiles registered in the U.S.-and its share
seems to be increasing every year-at least another five
billion kilowatt hours of electricity could be added to this
State's annual demand for electricity by that time, if these
non-polluting cars are in common use by then. And the
current interest in them seems to make at least a good
portion of that a good possibility.

If California were to proceed along the path that it
has in the past, relying on the traditional sources of elec-
tric energy, there is no doubt that the cost of energy
would increase substantially in the coming years. This
is directly related to the fact that the new increments
of electric energy required would have to be supplied by
electricity generating -steam plants fueled with cleaner
burning, higher cost fuel.

If there were no alternative source of electric energy
available to California, I could predict some rather dire
economic consequences for its future. For after all, Cal-
ifornia is not the only high energy sector in our country.
The East Coast, the Midwest, and the South are all
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burgeoning and growing. California may be a step ahead
in the race at this point, but the race is not over. If Cal-
ifornia had to make do with significantly higher cost elec-
tric energy than other areas of our great Nation, Cal-
ifornia might well find itself falling behind in the race
while other high energy sectors of our nation forge ahead
to build the scientific and technological societies of the
70's and 80's.

Now, of course, there is an alternative. As a Cal-
ifornian, I would not have painted this black a picture
if there were not a way out. As Chairman of the U.S.
Atomic Energy Commission, I am happy to suggest as
an alternative the use of nuclear power. As I indicated
earlier in my remarks, nuclear power is here today-it is a
real honest-to-goodness alternative. Utility officials say
it can produce electric energy competitvely, not only as
compared to conventional fuel here, but competitively
with other areas of the country. This latter point arises
from the fact that the cost of producing nuclear energy
is largely independent of geography. No massive
quantities of fossil fuels need to be transported daily,
weekly, or monthly to the generating plants. Instead,
every year or two only small amounts of new nuclear
fuel need to be brought in and the safely packaged waste
products taken out for re-processing and disposal else-
where.

A further benefit of nuclear power, and one that I
touched on before, is that it does not contribute to the
air pollution problem. Nuclear plants do not create com-
bustion products. Nuclear energy is a clean source of
power and, in fact, it is possible to construct nuclear
power plants without tall stacks or chimneys. Such a
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power plant is being built in New York State today.
With all of this going for it, the obvious question is

why isn't the California countryside sprinkled with nu-
clear generation stations? One answer to this is that there
have been problems in bringing nuclear power here
which are specific to this area of the country. And I will
discuss these in a moment.

Logically, California should be among the foremost
users of nuclear power. California was an early leader
in the nuclear age, with the pioneering work of Professor
E. 0. Lawrence at the Radiation Laboratory of the Uni-
versity of California, a laboratory with which I was fortu-
nate enough to be associated for some years.

Nuclear power also had an early beginning here with
the Sodium Reactor Experiment generating facility out-
side of Los Angeles and the Vallecitos boiling water re-
actor outside of San Francisco. While both of these ex-
perimental units have now ceased operation, they were
followed by the Humbolt Bay nuclear power plant of
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, which is oper-
ating successfully and reliably today. This nuclear power
plant near Eureka was one of this country's first ventures
in the use of the power of the nucleus to provide electric
power for our homes. Its initial operation in February
1963 followed closely the startup of the pioneer Yankee
and Indian Point reactors on the East Coast and the
Dresden Nuclear Power Station in the Midwest near
Chicago.

Since then a number of problems have clearly slowed
the pace of development of nuclear power in California.
Resolution of these problems will require patience and
understanding. Their solution will require not only the
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best efforts of the AEC but also of the people of Cal-
ifornia, their State and local governments, their utilities
and industries, and their citizen organizations.

As you are all well aware, the safety of nuclear power
reactors is a major responsibility of the Atomic Energy
Commission. Our emphasis has been and will continue
to be based on a conservative approach to this important

I regulatory responsibility, with the public's well-being
considered first and foremost. In our view, reactor loca-

* tion, or siting, is one of the most important considerations
* related to public safety during this present period when

operating experience with nuclear power reactors is being
accumulated.

Thus, we consider it to be vitally important that
locations be selected for large power reactors based upon
a careful, thorough, and objective evaluation of all the
environmental factors which can potentially affect re-
actor safety. Of crucial and unique importance to the
siting of power reactors in California are the geological
and seismological conditions of this part of the country.

The immediate question which then comes to mind
is, are there any sites in California seismically adequate
for the construction of nuclear power reactors? And,
if so, how can they be identified? The answer to the first
question is a resounding yes. In a state approximately
800 miles long and 300 miles wide, there are areas which
are not beset by major active faults and other significant
seismic features. In answer to the second question, the
AEC and its earth science consultants stand ready to
assist prospective applicants in the site selection process
when the relative geological and seismological consid-
erations of alternate sites are being considered.
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In addition, the AEC and the U.S. Geological Survey
have embarked on a related program to gather together
all pertinent information on the history of faulting along
several of the major California fault systems. This in-
formation, even though as yet incomplete, can now
be used by Survey personnel in providing their con-
sultative advice to the AEC on potential seismic effects
at alternate sites which a prospective applicant may
have under consideration. Of course, when this work
is completed, it will be published and publicly available
to all.

Finally, the AEC is supporting a large research and
development program whose purpose is to develop re-
actor design features which can reliably compensate
for some of the geological and seismological conditions
such as those found here in California. This program
is being coordinated by our Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory and will develop conceptual designs of reactor
plants which would accommodate moderately severe
seismic effects, including permanent ground displace-
ment.

Assuming that it is possible to site reactors here in
California which will meet the high safety standards
set by the AEC, there would still remain some real issues
to be resolved. As a Californian myself, I am aware
of the great heritage of natural beauty which we enjoy
in this State. We have been blessed with an environ-
ment that is the envy of the other states. When we
look about us and see the effects of air pollution and
the damage ofttimes wreaked by man upon nature, there
are many of us who would wish to put a stop to it all.
Of course, the extreme is not the answer to this situation.
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We cannot, nor do most of us want to, return to a primi-
tive state in order to retain our planet in a totally un-
spoiled and unsullied form. The needs of man and
society both for creature comforts and basic necessities
require that we make use of our natural resources.

But I sincerely believe, as I know many others do,
that it is possible for civilized man to coexist with nature.
It is not an "either/or" situation. A rational man can
both enjoy and use his environment. There is a con-
structive approach - an approach of reason which must
be applied to the future growth of the State and to
nuclear power plants in it. For if this State is to con-
tinue to grow and prosper and flourish, new nuclear
electric generating facilities will have to be constructed.
By their very nature, these new facilities will require
cooling water, and the general trend is to place them
along the coast or near large rivers, both of which are
scenic and recreational areas. If we proceeded to build
plants randomly along our coast and waterways with
no regard for conservation and scenic beauty, I would
be as much concerned as any other Californian. But,
again, constructive reasonableness would seem to say
that carefully selected sites can be found along our coasts
and waterways for the generating plants needed to meet
the future high energy requirements of the California
area, that it will be possible for natural beauty and
nuclear plants to coexist. In this regard, I am greatly
encouraged by the constructive reasonableness shown
by the members of the Sierra Club in their recent de-
cision concerning the Diablo Canyon site for a nuclear
plant.

A few people may still feel we can always revert to
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more traditional lines and build only fossil fuel gen-
erating plants. But complete reliance on such plants
may not be much of an alternative in the future, when
limited fossil fuels grow more costly and air pollution
restrictions grow more stringent. And, if one pauses
to reflect for a moment, in addition to its other ad-
vantages, a nuclear power plant may be more aesthetic
than a fossil fuel plant. There need be no coal pile or
large fuel storage area at the plant site, nor continuous
rail traffic to and from the site. Nuclear power plants -

without tall stacks - can offer relatively attractive build-
ings designed to blend into the surroundings. They can
be the type of facilities that lend themselves to coexis-
tence with nature.

An example, which may be a bit embarrassing to us
Californians, but nonetheless a good example of what
can be done in the way of coexisting with nature, is
the Turkey Point Nuclear Plant in Florida. Florida Power
and Light Company is working with the Tropical Audu-
bon Society, the .Boy Scouts, the Girl Scouts and other
citizen groups to use the area surrounding and adjacent
to the plant as a wildlife preserve and recreation area.
On the 1700-acre site surrounding the power complex,
which will include two large nuclear plants, there has
already been created a 1500-acre wildlife sanctuary, the
Boy Scout and Girl Scout Camps (discreetly separated),
two nature trails, a new beach and picnic area, and four
miles of canals which will be available for canoeing and
boating. The wildlife preserve, by the way, is the home
of more than 100 kinds of birds, raccoons, foxes, otters,
bobcats, panthers and alligators. Orchids and native
ferns abound in the area. And all this variety of life
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will continue to thrive there while the nuclear plants
quietly go about their necessary job of generating elec-
tricity for the growing communities of Southern Florida.

But enough about Florida! Being an old Californian
and imbued with California's capabilities, I am certain
that this State will be more than a match for any other.
I feel confident that California and its people will con-
tinue to progress and prosper in the High Energy Society
which lies ahead of us in the decades to come. I am also
certain that it will be possible for the people of this State
to enjoy the benefits of an increasingly scientific and
technological society while still protecting and enjoying
their natural heritage.

One benefit of nuclear power that I think California
will be the first to enjoy is that of large scale nuclear
desalting. The dual-purpose nuclear electric and desalt-
ing plant currently being planned for the Los Angeles
area by the Metropolitan Water District, the City of
Los Angeles, the Southern California Edison Company
and the San Diego Gas and Electric Company, the AEC,
and the Office of Saline Water of the Department of
the Interior will be the world's largest nuclear desalting
plant. It will generate 1,800,000 kilowatts of electricity
and desalt 150 million gallons of water per day. (I often
point out that this is enough water to supply the needs
of a city the size of San Francisco, but then some wag
usually asks, "How come you're building it in Los
Angeles!")

As Chairman of the AEC, one of the most interesting
phenomena I have observed in recent years and often
commented on is our growing awareness that modern
science and technology must serve and not dominate
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man. In a democratic society this can happen only
when all men try to understand something of the forces
of science and technology, their environment, and their
common goals. With some understanding of these, some
patience, and some imaginative leadership, plans can
be laid, rational decisions made, and real progress can
take place.

Nuclear energy today is a force that lends itself to
such progress. And the fullest use of its enormous po-
tential will not depend solely on the work of a few
scientists, or the AEC, or the power industry, or the
electric utilities. It may depend to a great extent on
the understanding and cooperation of the power-con-
suming public. I hope you will help us in our efforts
to use this great new source of power widely and wisely
so that the promise which it is beginning to fulfill today
can be more fully realized in that rapidly approaching
tomorrow.
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ATOMIC POWER DEVELOPMENT IN
NEW YORK STATEt

By OLIVER TOWNSEND*

It is indeed a pleasure for me, whose education and
experience has been primarily in the field of political
science, to have this opportunity to participate in this
occasion acknowledging scholarly achievement in the
field of the natural sciences.

It is a particular pleasure to be able to do this here
at Manhattan College, whose leadership in nuclear tech-
nological education is such a valuable component of this
state's nuclear resources.

I congratulate those of you whose excellence in sci-
ence is being recognized today by your induction into
Sigma Xi, and I wish you every continued success in the
pursuit of your well chosen careers.

You are in fact involving yourselves in careers in
science at a most exciting point in time-when the re-
sults of the work of scientists and technologists are tum-
bling out of the laboratories at such an impressive rate
that one of the principal challenges of our era is that
of determining how these results can most effectively
and fairly be absorbed into the overall socio-economic
scheme of things, with minimum disruptive effect and
maximum realization of their almost limitless potential
for good.

It is here, I think-in this need to meld the products
of the scientific revolution with the tested essence of the
American political and economic system, innovating

* Chairman, New York State Atomic and Space Development Authority.
t Address at Eleventh Annual Sigma Xi meeting, Manhattan College,

N .Y., May 10, 1967.
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where necessary but not at the expense of doing violence
to the system-that the aims of the natural scientist and
of the political scientist begin to converge, with the result
that a good natural scientist, if he wants to see the fullest
and best use made of the products of his work, should
probably now consider becoming just a little bit of a
political scientist too, and, of course, vice versa.

It was on last March 28th that Brother Gabriel Kane
invited me to speak here tonight on the subject of atomic
power development in New York State.

To me, this is a most appropriate subject, not only
because New York State currently leads the nation in
the construction of atomic electric generating capacity,
but also because of the very close inherent relationship
that exists between atomic power and science.

Atomic power, more than any other source of energy,
is a product of the scientific revolution. It is also a very
good example of the kind of scientific development that-
because of its origins, its striking success and enormous
future significance-is not automatically capable of be-
ing absorbed into the socio-economic scheme of things
without at least some disruptive effect.

This absorption problem is essentially one of political
philosophy. In other words, it is a problem primarily
of determining, under the American political and eco-
nomic system, the degree to which the device of direct
government ownership and management should be em-
ployed to protect the public's obviously vital interest
in the use that is made of commercially significant prod-
ucts emerging from scientific programs, often sponsored
in large part by the government itself.

Atomic power is not the only product of the scientific
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revolution that has provoked national soul-searching and
debate with respect to this problem. Another example
is the communications satellite, where we have seen, as
part of the national effort to solve the problem, the crea-
tion by Congress of the organizational innovation known
as Comsat, which is a federally chartered private corpo-
ration seeking-in the international communications
field-to combine the advantages of the private enterprise
system with a carefully measured accommodation of the
public interest through government participation in the
corporation's policy-making processes.

Not all of the problems of the absorption of the com-
munications satellite have yet been definitely settled,
however, especially as they affect the establishment of
a domestic communications satellite system, and neither
have they been settled with respect to atomic power.

Of all of the manifestations of the government-versus-
private ownership problems, in fact, by. far the most
volatile and emotion-charged occurs in the field of power.
This is because, unlike the communications industry, for
example, the power industry already has government
ownership in it to a substantial degree, so that there is not
only political philosophy involved, but also substantial
vested interests on both sides.

Unfortunately-and I say "unfortunately" because,
as an administrator, I am keenly aware of the inhibiting
effect that controversy almost always has on techno-
logical progress, and most certainly has had in this in-
stance-the New York State atomic development pro-
gram during the closing days of the last session of the
State Legislature became a prime focal point of the con-
tending national pressures that have built up over many
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decades around the virulent government-versus-private
power issue.

We did not seek to be a pressure point on this na-
tional issue, but now that we are -or more accurately
have been made to be, through the working of the na-
tional forces involved -it is important, I feel, that we try
to understand the issue as it affects atomic power devel-
opment in New York State.

The government-versus-private power alignment in
this country breaks down roughly into a little over 20%
government, including municipal systems and govern-
ment-financed cooperatives, and a little under 80%
private.

Historically, government power has for the most part
been produced from falling water, which long ago was
largely taken over by government as a power source
when federal agencies-under a now-generally accepted,
Constitutionally-derived prerogrative-began developing
the navigable rivers of the country for a variety of pur-
poses such as navigation, flood control and irrigation
as well as power generation.

Private power, on the other hand, has for the most
part been produced by thermal means-that is, from the
heat generated by the burning of coal, oil and natural
gas, which were long ago largely taken over by private
enterprise through private development and productive
utilization.

At the risk of some over-simplification, I think it is
fair to say that most of the controversy that has been
provoked by the government-versus-private power issue
in this country, at least in recent decades, has centered
on the question of the degree to which, and the mech-
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anisms through which, government agencies and govern-
ment-supported agencies should be authorized and fund-
ed to engage in the production of power by thermal
means.

To date only one large federal hydroelectric agency
has been so authorized. This is the Tennessee Valley
Authority which was expressly authorized by Congress
to build its first thermal plant in 1940 and its second in
1949. Today, over 80% of the power produced by the
TVA-which has become the largest single power-pro-
ducing organization in the country-is by thermal means.

It is in this type of metamorphosis that the private
sector of the American power economy perceives the
seeds of its ultimate demise. On the other hand, it is in
the possibility of their perpetual confinement to a pri-
marily hydro future that government power advocates
perceive for government a steadily diminishing relative
status in the national power economy.

It is into this situation that the scientists have de-
livered the phenomenon of atomic power.

Atomic power under the current state of its technol-
ogy is produced from atomic energy by thermal means-
that is, through the use of nuclear fuels to generate heat
which is in turn converted into electricity. It is, there-
fore, so far as its source of energy is concerned, more like
coal, oil and natural gas than it is like falling water.

Atomic power, however, unlike power derived from
coal, oil and natural gas, is to a large extent an outgrowth
of governmental research and development programs.
It therefore could be interpreted to be, in that respect
at least, analogous to power derived from falling water.

On the other side of the coin, however, is the fact
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that the governmental research and development ac-
tivity that has produced atomic power was undertaken,
and largely has been carried on, for military rather than
civilian purposes-suggesting that a case might reason-
ably be made for considering atomic power to be simply
the type of technological spin-off that industry regularly
takes from government programs, with government en-
couragement, and absorbs into the commercial world,
such as aviation and computer technology.

It is in this ambiguous derivation and character of
atomic power that one finds much of the source of the
controversy that has surrounded the problem of how this
basic new energy source should be incorporated into the
very taut government-versus-private power alignment
prevailing in this country. And when one considers
that, during the past 18 months, over half of all the new
electric generating capacity ordered in this country was
atomic-and that by 1980 over 25% of all the power gen-
erated in the country is estimated to be atomic-then
one begins to understand the significance of the problem
to the parties involved, as well as to the nation.

Actually this problem has been dealt with more than
once at the national level-most notably in connection
with the adoption in 1954 of legislation, often called the
"'private ownership" law, which made it possible for
others than the federal government to own and operate
atomic power stations. Prior to then, the national atomic
energy program had been a statutorily-imposed federal
monopoly, administered at first by the U.S. Army under
its wartime powers, and subsequently, following World
War II, by the then newly-created U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission.
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During this early period, for national security rea-
sons, private enterprise was effectively excluded from
participating in atomic development except as a con-
tractor to the federal government.

By 1953, the Atomic Energy Commission had con-
cluded, and so informed the Congress, that, in order to
achieve the peaceful potential envisioned for atomic
development, all of the resources of the American econ-
omy, including most especially its private sector, would
have to be made fully available for the task at hand. The
Commission further had concluded, and so informed the
Congress, that, if the resources of the private sector of
the economy were to be made fully available, the rights
of private investors to own the results of their investment
would have to be reasonably provided for.

It was consequently proposed by the Commission
in 1954 that legislation be adopted permitting others
than the Commission to own atomic production facilities,
including atomic power plants, and to possess the atomic
materials that serve as the fuels of such plants, under a
system of federally administered regulatory controls de-
signed to protect the public's interest in national security,
health and safety, and the prevention of the creation of
a private monopoly in the atomic energy field.

By "others than the Commission," the Commission
took pains to make clear that it meant, in addition to
private industry, any other elements of the American
power economy, including municipal power systems and
rural electric cooperatives, that might otherwise be au-
thorized to generate power from atomic energy.

So far as the Commission's own role in the produc-
tion of power was concerned, this continued, under the
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Commission for permission to build an atomic power
plant under the national "private ownership" legislation
of 1954. Such permission was subsequently granted, and
construction of the project was begun at Indian Point,
near Peekskill, on the Hudson River in 1957. The 270,-
000-kilowatt plant was completed in 1962 and it contin-
ues to be in successful operation today.

The Indian Point project was expensive, which is not
surprising considering the still-formative state of atomic
power technology at the time the project was under-
taken. Even so, its cost per kilowatt was considerably
less than the cost of the nation's first demonstration
atomic plant built in the mid-1950's by the Atomic En-
ergy Commission, under its developmental powers, at
Shippingport, Pennsylvania.

The next noteworthy step in the evolvement of atomic
power development in New York State occurred in 1959,
when, upon the recommendation of the then newly-in-
stalled Governor Rockefeller, there was adopted the
state's first atomic energy law, which created an Office
of Atomic Development along with an Atomic Energy
Coordinating Council of governmental officials and a
broadly representative General Advisory Committee,
both appointed by the Governor.

One of the first actions of the then-new Office of
Atomic Development was to prepare, with the advice
and concurrence of the Coordinating Council and Ad-
visory Committee, an "Atomic Development Plan for the
State of New York" which established as its first objec-
tive, and I quote:

"Expansion of the state's atomic power capacity, in-
cluding particularly the construction at the earliest prac-
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ticable date of either an economically competitive full-
scale atomic power plant or a prototype leading directly
toward the construction of an economically competitive
full-scale plant."

Although the concurrence in that objective of the Ad-
visory Committee, including its utility members, was
unanimous, one of the members of the Committee-the
representative of the State Power Authority-proposed
that there be added to the report a recommendation that
legislation be adopted authorizing the Power Authority
to build and operate atomic power plants. Such legisla-
tion would be required if the Power Authority were to en-
ter the atomic power business because-like all federal hy-
droelectric agencies with the exception of the TVA-the
Power Authority's state-issued charter expressly limited
it to the production of power from falling water.

No other member of the Advisory Committee joined
in that proposal, which was submitted without any tech-
nical or economic justification, and I, as Director of the
Office of Atomic Development, did not accept it. This
is because I felt then, as I do now, that the issue of
whether or not government agencies created to produce
power from falling water should be authorized to pro-
duce power by thermal means is an issue that should be
resolved, either frankly and openly on ideological
grounds-and then in a broader arena than simply that
of atomic development-or, if the issue arises because
of a specific need, on the basis of a well-documented
technical and economic case.

Following the completion in late 1959 of the "Atomic
Development Plan for the State of New York," the private
utilities of the state in 1960 created the Empire State
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Atomic Development Associates, a non-profit member-
ship corporation aimed at advancing atomic power tech-
nology through the sponsorship of research and develop-
ment, and one of the members of the association-the
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation-commenced a
program leading toward the construction of the econom-
ically competitive atomic power plant that the Plan's first
recommendation had in mind.

This is the plant-500,000 kilowatts in size-that is
now nearing completion at Nine Mile Point, near Os-
wego, on Lake Ontario.

Since that project was undertaken, and as evidence
of the striking way in which atomic power has taken hold
here in New York State, construction starts have also
been made on an 875,000-kilowatt second unit at Indian
Point and a 420,000-kilowatt facility at Rochester; con-
tracts have been let for a 750,000-kilowatt -plant near
Troy, a third unit of nearly 1,000,000 kilowatts at Indian
Point and 500,000 kilowatts at Shoreham on Long Island,
and plans have been laid for another 500,000 kilowatts
on Long Island and another 1,000,000 kilowatts in the
mid-Hudson Valley.

These are the actions that have brought New York
State to its position of national leadership in the develop-
ment and utilization of atomic power. To give you an
idea of the significance of the thrust of these actions, I
think it is worth noting that, as of now,, there is only
one thermal power generating unit in New York State of
more than 500,000 kilowatts in size-this being the coal-
and-oil-fueled plant at Ravenswood, in New York City.

In the presence of this type of eloquent response to
its atomic power objectives, the government of the state
has concentrated its own efforts and resources, not on
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atomic power generation itself, but on the establishment
and growth within the state of the industries that are
required to support atomic power. These industries,
through their proximity, help to keep atomic power costs
down within the state, and they also, of course, create
employment.

As a result of this emphasis, there has now been cre-
ated within the state the nuclear fuel reprocessing in-
dustry-the industry that periodically treats the nuclear
fuels used in atomic power stations to restore their en-
ergy-producing capability.

This industry has been established in New York-
and thereby for the first time in this nation-at a state-
owned atomic energy reservation, called the Western
New York Nuclear Service Center, at West Valley, south
of Buffalo.

The way in which this new industry was brought into
being constitutes a rather unprecedented mechanism in
itself-not exactly like Comsat in the satellite field, but
with the same objective in mind; that is, an effort to com-
bine the advantages of the private enterprise system
with a carefully measured accommodation of the public's
interest in the development and use of atomic energy
technology.

Specifically, at West Valley, the state owns the site
of the industry, thereby accommodating the public's vital
interest in the acceptability of the locations where atomic
activities are carried on, and also has assumed respon-
sibility for the perpetual care of the radioactive residues
of the industry, thereby accommodating the public's vital
interest in the continued protection of the public health
and safety.

I think it is worth mentioning that there was included
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in the private investment that helped to create the re-
processing industry a substantial research and develop-
ment contribution by the Empire State Atomic Develop-
ment Associates. I also think it is worth mentioning that,
in my opinion, the beginnings of this potentially very
large and important industry would not have been es-
tablished in New York if the utilities of the state had not
taken hold of atomic power development as vigorously
as they did-an action that clearly demonstrated the at-
tractiveness of this part of the country as a market for
reprocessing services.

The instrument that the state has used in its coopera-
tion with private industry in the creation of the nuclear
fuel re-processing industry has been the New York State
Atomic and Space Development Authority, which was
established in 1962 and has largely supplanted the
Office of Atomic Development as the principal mecha-
nism through which the state's atomic development ac-
tivities are carried out.

The Atomic and Space Development Authority is, to
some extent, an organizational innovation itself. Al-
though, as a state-owned corporation, it is in its format
derived from such long-established agencies as the Power
Authority, the Port of New York Authority and the Thru-
way Authority, it is in its mission quite different, in that,
along with private industry, it is trying to develop a
new technology, and find a place for this new technology
-at least at the state level-in the economy.

This mechanism has, in actual practice, turned out
to be entirely workable, in spite of the difficulties inherent
in the application of a financially self-supporting stan-
dard-basic to the concept of an authority-to a develop-
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mental situation. As evidence of this, I am pleased to be
able to point to the fact that the Atomic and Space De-
velopment Authority in 1964 repaid to the State of New
York all of the funds that it had by then drawn down
from the state to initiate its programs, an action that was
made possible by the successful operation, not only of
the Authority's Western New York Nuclear Service Cen-
ter, but also of an aerospace development and test center
also owned by the Authority at Ballston Spa, north of
Schenectady.

In spite of New York State's leadership in the field of
atomic power development, achieved through past ac-
tions by both the state and its utility industry, there have
begun to evolve in recent months a number of signals
suggesting that the state should begin to exercise a
stronger lead over the direction of electric power devel-
opment generally than it has in the past.

There has, for example, been the blackout. There also
has been the conspicuously increasing difficulty-at least
in the metropolitan areas of the state, and this inexorably
must spread-of the utility industry to find sites for power
generating facilities, whether atomic or not, that are ac-
ceptable from the standpoint of those who are respon-
sibly concerned with health, safety, conservation and
esthetics.

There has also recently developed an acute awareness
among the public generally, as well as among responsible
state and municipal officials, of the contribution to air
pollution that electric power generation from coal and oil
produces.

Beyond these immediate problems, there exists the
increasingly widespread belief, totally accurate in my
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opinion, that the principal hope of New York State, which
is a high-cost power area, to bring its power costs into
line with those prevailing generally throughout the na-
tion, is through a major and deliberate commitment to
atomic power, installed in large sizes and located where-
taking into account all of the other public interest factors
involved-such power can be most economically and ef-
ficiently utilized in a state-wide power grid, integrated
into a northeastern power network.

New York State, along with New England, is a high-
cost power area partly because it has no significant de-
posits of coal, oil and natural gas-which therefore must
be imported into the state at considerable expense to
supplement the state's finite hydro resources-and partly
because, for the entirely understandable reason that it
was one of the first utility systems to be developed in this
country, much of the state's electric generating and distri-
bution system is-and let me put it this way-not com-
pletely modern.

Being concerned by such matters, Governor Rockefel-
ler early this year sought the views of the private utility
industry, the State Power Authority and the State Atomic
and Space Development Authority as to what might be
done about them. With the benefit of these views, he
synthesized a New York State power program for the
future that was publicly disclosed last March 1st by,
and with the agreement of, all of the parties involved.

The program was a comprehensive one involving an
$8 billion doubling of the state's power generating and
distribution capability-from about 18 to about 36 million
kilowatts-over the next decade. The program would have
been financed by the private utility industry, except for
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expenditures by the State Power Authority for new hydro
facilities and by the State Atomic and Space Devolpment
Authority for participation in the public interest features
of the atomic energy aspects of the program. Such ex-
penditures by these authorities would have been financed
through the issuance by them of revenue bonds.

Specifically, the program would have affected the
Atomic and Space Development Authority, and there-
fore to a substantial degree the scope and rate of atomic
power development within the state, in a number of im-
portant ways, including, in particular, authorization to
the Authority to do the following things, all pursuant to
further detailed agreement with the utility industry and
all in cooperation with such other agencies of the state as
would be responsibly involved:

First-to find, designate and as necessary acquire and
own the sites, called in the program "atomic energy res-
ervations," that will be needed to accommodate future
atomic power growth within the state.

Second-to provide and own, as responsible opinion
might from time to time suggest, those features of atomic
power plants that have to do with such clearly identifiable
aspects of the public interest as health, safety, conserva-
tion, esthetics and recreation.

Third-to provide and own, to the extent that the
still-restive economics of atomic power might in the
future suggest, the nuclear fuel that is utilized in atomic
power stations, with the objective of thereby holding
down power generating costs on a state-wide basis
through application of the cost advantages of government
ownership, as well as those of a wholesale operation.

And fourth-in addition to the Authority's existing
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research and development powers, to build and own all
or any portion of any future atomic plants undertaken
within the state that demonstrate an advanced design
concept, such as the first one that would incorporate the
so-called breeding technique; that is, the technique that,
because it produces more nuclear fuel than it consumes,
holds the promise of bringing nuclear fuel cycle costs
down to a level approaching zero.

Also under the program, the utilities of the state,
through the Emipre State Atomic Development Associ-
ates, had agreed to expand their atomic research and
development activities, particularly as these relate to the
nuclear fuel cycle, in consultation and cooperation with
the Atomic and Space Development Authority.

The principal effect of the program would have been
to leave primarily in private hands-where it has always
primarily been in New York State and generally through-
out the nation-the production of electric power by ther-
mal means, including from atomic energy. It would,
however, have brought the state into those aspects of the
atomic side of the thermal picture where the public in-
terest is most clearly perceivable.

In this connection, because it apparently has not
always been obvious to those who have reacted to the
program, I would like to make clear that such facilities
and fuels as would be owned by the Atomic and Space
Development Authority under the program would not
be included in the investment upon which the utilities'
allowable return is based under the State Public Service
Law.

I would also like to make clear that there was nothing
in the new program to prevent the Atomic and Space De-
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velopment Authority from participating with any muni-
cipal or rural electric cooperative systems within the
state in the construction of developmental power reactors
built for the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of
producing atomic power in the relatively small quantities
that such systems in New York would require.

All in all, I think it is reasonable to contend, the
proposed program constituted a significant step forward
in the effort to find ways in which atomic power can be
incorporated into the established economic system of
this country without serious disruptive impact.

With respect to hydro power, an important effect of
the program would have been to make it possible for the
State Power Authority to market additional amounts
of its hydroelectric production through the relinquish-
ment or replacement by the private utilities of power
now purchased by the utilities from the Authority, as
well as the provision by the utilities of sufficient "firm-up"
power to assure maximum production from the Author-
ity's hydro facilities.

The Power Authority also, under the program, would
have been authorized, in its upstate marketing areas, to
undertake pump storage projects-a form of hydro power
that makes possible the use of off-peak thermal power
to pump water to a high place from which it is released
in an energy-producing surge during periods of peak
demand. There is a growing body of opinion among
power experts that such pump storage facilities, when
combined with steadily-operating atomic facilities, prom-
ise to provide the most efficient, reliable and clean source
of energy that is currently available to mankind. There
was furthermore nothing in the program that would have
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prevented the Power Authority, when its hydro capacity
became -no longer sufficient to meet its customer's de-
mands, to seek authorization at that time to engage in
other means of power production, including, of course,
atomic energy.

I regret to have to tell you that those parts of this
New York State power program for the future, including
its atomic features, that required statutory authorization
are at present not underway. This is because the bills
that would have granted the authorizations failed to be
adopted by the 1967 session of the State Legislature. Al-
though they passed one house of the Legislature-the
Senate-they were not brought to a vote in the Assembly,
and then died there in that body's Rules Committee.

The reason they died there is because the program
became embroiled in the now-stereotyped though cease-
lessly volatile national issue of government-versus-private
power. Specifically, the program was attacked by gov-
ernment power advocates on grounds that it should have
included authorization for the State Power Authority to
engage, not only in the expanded hydro generation that
the program envisioned, but also in the production of
power from atomic energy.

Once this issue was raised, the legisation was set aside
by the leadership of the Assembly. As a result, atomic
development in New York State is not as dynamic cur-
rently as it might have been.

I hope, as you might expect, that the program will
be revived again next year, and that it can be considered
separately from the quite independent question of
whether, when or to what extent the State Power Au-
thority should be authorized to engage in the production
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of power by any means other than the hydro means for
which it was created. In the meantime, in anticipation
of favorable reconsideration next year, I hope that at
least some of the atomic development features of the
program that do not require statutory authorization can
be carried forward and we in the Atomic and Space
Development Authority intend to do all that we can
within our present authorizations and powers to bring
this about.

In conclusion, I would like to make clear that atomic
power development is going to continue to advance in
New York State. Atomic power is not a national or state
issue because it is unimportant, and I don't think anyone
can say it isn't "where the action is." These are exciting
times, and atomic energy is helping to make them so.
And New York is an exciting and dynamic place in which
to pursue an atomic-oriented career.

I hope that many of you will pursue such careers,
and here in New York. I can assure you from personal
experience that you will not regret it.
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ATOMIC ENERGY DECISION

SPECIFICATIONS MUST. MENTION
BASIS FOR REJECTION OR

CONTRACTOR ENTITLED TO COMPENSATION
FOR REWORK

Appeal of Hansel Phelps Construction Company
Board of Contract Appeals

(May 1, 1967)

Where the weld requirements contained express
provisions for the type of welds and express provisions
for the rejection thereof, a rejection for a different basis
amounted to a construction change and the contractor
is entitled to compensate for any rework.

The contractor is also entitled to reimbursement if
the Government agreed to pay the costs of an investiga-
tion which did not substantiate the alleged charges.
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ATOMIC ENERGY FEDERAL
LEGISLATION

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR AUTHORIZED TO
PARTICIPATE IN CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

OF DESALINATION PLANT

Introduced as S. 270 to authorize the Department of
the Interior to participate in the construction and opera-
tion of the desalination plant to be built in California by
the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California.

It was signed by the President on May 19, 1967, and
became Public Law 90-18.
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Introduction

In November 1962, the Atomic Energy Commission submitted to the
President of the United States a report on the state of the civilian
nuclear power program., That review and assessment of the develop-
ment program was prepared in response to a request by the President,
in March 1962, that the Atomic Energy Commission undertake "a
new and hard look at the role of nuclear power in our economy."

The review concentrated on basic policies. It included examina-
tions of the need for nuclear power, the direction in which the central
station nuclear power program should be headed, the rate at which
the program should proceed and the nature and amount of Govern-
ment participation necessary.

Emphasis was placed on the role of the Commission in exercising
positive and vigorous leadership, both to achieve the technical goals
and to assure growing participation by the equipment manufacturing
and utility industries as nuclear power becomes economic in increasing
areas of this country and the world at large. As stated in the 1962
Report:

•The overall objective of the Commission's nuclear power program should
be to foster and support the growing use of nuclear energy and, importantly.
to guide the program in such directions a. to make possible the exploitation
of the vast energy resources latent in the fertile materials, uranium-238 and
thorium.

A 'Civilian Nuclear Power-A Report to the Prexident-1962, U.S. Atomic
* Energy Commission, Superintendent of Documents, 1'.S. Government Printing

Ofilce, Washington, D.C.
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More specific objectives may be summarized as follows:
1. The demonstration of economic nuclear power by assuring the construe-

tion of plants Incorporating the presently most competitive reactor types;

2. The early establis•ment of a self-suffldent and growing nuclear power
Industry that will assume an increasing share of the development costs;

& The development of Improved converter and, later, breeder reactors to
convert the fertile Isotopes to fissionable ones, thus making available the
fuUl potential of the nuclear fuels.

4. The maintenance of U.S. technological leadership in the world by means
of a vigorons domestic nuclear power program and appropriate coopers-
tion with, and assistance to, our friends abroad."

At the time the 1962 Report was prepared it was felt that light
water I reactors were near the threshold of economic competitiveness
with conventional power, at least in large installations in high fossil
fuel cost areas of the country, and had prospects for later expansion on
a more widespread geographic basis. In the context of that assess-
ment, prospects for industry development were examined in relation
to projections of electrical power need, to improving nuclear power
economics and to the developing state of nuclear technology.

The interactions of these factors clearly suggested three phases of
application for nuclear power. Light water reactors were in an
advanced development stage, but such reactors, as developed for cen-
tral station use, have limitations on their efficient use of resources.
The need for growing amounts of power over the long term indicated
a strong requirement for the development of breeder reactors, which
produce more fissile material than they consume and thus can make
effective use of the vast resources of fertile uranium-238 or thorium- 0
282.

As an intermediate stage between these two phases, it was projected
that there would be a period where converter reactors of an advanced
design would be useful. Research and development efforts on such

C reactors showed promise of early improvement in the unit cost of
power, as well as markedly higher conversion ratios. Some concepts
could have important technical bearing on breeder systems, or offered

-9 potential for other applications such as process heat. The 1962 re-
port accordingly recommended a continuation of work on technology
and an augmentation of programs for development and demonstra-
tion of concepts in the areas of both breeders and converters of ad-
vanced design.

The 1962 Report also considered related problems of a general tech-
nical nature and of a legal and administrative nature, and suggested
courses of action which would be consistent with the developing tech-
nology.

In the four years since the 1962 Report was issued, remarkable ad.
vances have taken place in the promise of nuclear power and in its ac-

ceptance by the U.S. utility industry as a new source of electrical
energy. Continued operating experience with intial demonstration
and experimental nuclear power plants and commitments to larger
size demonstration plants have provided the necessary impetus for
commitments by industry to large scale utility units. The Commis-

'Reference may be made to "Nuclear Term@--A Brief Gloasary," U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission/Division of Technical Information.. revised October 1966.)i for definition of terms used In nuclear science and its applications.
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, ion's power demonstration program, which had been modified in 1962

to encourage support of power reactors above 400 MWe, was expanded
in 1968 and at present includes three new light water projects, the
Connecticut Yankee, Malibu and San Onofre plants. In 1963 com-
mitments for the Oyster Creek and Niagara Mohawk plants provided
a clear indication that economic power was considered by the utility
industry to be near. Numerous additional utility decisions have been
made in 1965 and 1966 for installation of nuclear power.

As of January 1, 1967, there were 13 central station nuclear power
plants in the U.S. and 36 committed or under construction. The
industry, rather than being overcapitalized and under-used, as men-
tioned in the transmittal letter of the earlier study, appears to be
approaching a state where presently available resources will be fully
committed. These developments have come about through engineering
advances, through experience with the earlier plants, through the
manufacturing advantages of repeated orders, and, very importantly,
through an even larger increase in the unit size of power plants than
was anticipated in the earlier report.

The development work for power reactors subsequent to the 1962
Report has been programmed generally as proposed there. Over the
years, the number of potential advanced converter candidates has
thus far been narrowed to three general programs: the high tempera-
ture gas cooled reactor; the heavy water moderated reactor with
emphasis on the organic cooled version; and the seed-blanket reactor,
a system which is expected to be able to achieve breeding in the light

? water medium. Emphasis is being placed on high gain breeders as
recommended in the 1962 Report. In particular, the program for
development of the liquid metal-cooled fast breeder has been sub-
stantially augmented. Work is also being carried out on the molten
salt thermal breeder concept, which uses the thorium fuel cycle.

During the intervening years, there has been a growing recogni-
tion of a matter crucial to the successful development of nuclear pow-

-'er plants, yet not specifically emphasized in the 1962 Report-the
achievement of demonstrated reliability through strong engineering
and through growing experience. Delays, increased costs, and in some
cases cancellation of experimental and demonstration reactor proj-
ects have been at least partly due to inadequate depth in reactor de-
sign and engineering efforts. Such inadequacies can result in an in-
ability to demonstrate the worth of the concept under study. Care-
ful and high standards of design, construction, inspection, and opera-
tion of nuclear power plants are necessary to provide the reliability
and safety needed for utility operation.

In a different engineering sense, it has become clear that the magni-
tude of the cumulative effort invested in a relatively well developed
concept can seriously affect the ability of competing concepts to catch
up with it, regardless of moderate variations in intrinsic merit The
most important case in point derives from the great resources that
have gone into the light water reactors-starting with the naval pro-
pulsion program and the early civilian power experiments, going on
through intensive civilian development effort, through demonstration
projects, and culminating in the large engineering efforts directed to
the design of numerous central station plants. The high state of de-
velopment and production of the light water reactors clearly will make

i3
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the development of competing systems difficult. As fossil fuel was
a moving target for the light water reactors, so now light water re-
actors, as well as fossil fuel, will be a moving target for the advanced
reactor. Rising uranium prices will eventually give an advantage
to reactors making better use of resources, but for utility acceptance
they must compete on their total economics.

Although the program has proceeded essentially as projected in the
1962 Report, with marked success in some areas and with promise in
others, it is prudent to look back after the passage of a number of
years and to assess the course on which the Commission is proceeding
in the light of developments and changes in circumstances. Sug-
gestions have been received for a new examination of the program. In
particular the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy in its report of May
1966 on the Fiscal Year 1967 Authorization Legislation, suggested:

"The civilian nuclear power program Is presently proceeding in accordance
with guidelines eipressed In the Atomic Energy Commission's November 19M
Report to the President. This report has provided the program with sound
objectives for attainment of a virtually limitless supply of energy for this
country. However, the committee believes that developments, particularly
those in the past year, warrant a general updating of the program presented
in this report. The committee urges thin review because of the sharply
increased rate of addition of nuclear generating capacity, changes Io esti-
mates of future growth of nuclear power, the more recent technical develop-
ments which have taken place In certain of the advanced reactor fields, and
the latest Information which has been developed concerning our uranium
resources."

The present report has been prepared as an initial response to this
suggestion and as a result of similar views within the Executive De- 0
partment. It is intended to represent a view of the program andS• prospects as they appear at the start of 1967. It takes note in some
detail of the changes that have taken place since 1962 in the technical,
economic and resources picture and is intended to provide an updated

,., background for further extensive studies.
The further specific studies, already under way, are intended to

provide a new thorough analysis and assessment of civilian power
program prospects and of the optimum course of action for the fu-
ture. In setting up the studies, groups have been established to ex-
amine such topics as specific reactor concepts, systems analysis, fuel
recycle, and utility outlook. The studies will consider in depth the
technical prospects for the reactor concepts under consideration, will
relate these to resource projections and to economic considerations,
and will identify the decisions that must be made in the light of chang-
ing circumstances. It is expected that the individual studies will be

S:..completed at various times during 1967 and that they will provide
the basis for a reduction in the number of concepts currently being
pursued.

The present report is organized in three main sections: an updat-
0• ing of the factors affecting energy resources, requirements, and eco-

nomics that lead to continuing understanding of the potential for
growth in the nuclear power economy; a review of the development
program as of the start of 1967; and, as in the earlier report, an up-
dated section on legal and administrative matters.
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Summary
The 1967 Supplement to the 1962 Report on the Civilian Nuclear
Power Program sets forth the changes that have taken place in the
intervening four years and considers the present AEC program in rela-
tion to the recommendations of the earlier report.

The substantial acceptance by the' utility industry of light water
reactors for electrical power generation provides the prospect of a
large and fully committed nuclear industry and also has an impact
on the basis for development of improved reactor concepts.

The earlier review suggested three phases of application for nuclear
power, with related development effort. It was expected in 1962 that
light water reactors would soon become economical in high power cost
areas and in accordance with industry response to that prospect, the
Commission's research and development programs on light water reac-
tors have been limited in scope and size. Several advanced converters
are being developed, in accordance with the 1962 Report recommenda-
tions, to provide better use of nuclear resources pending full develop-
ment of breeders. Intensive development of the high gain breeder over
the long term has been undertaken as recommended by the 1962 Report.

The objectives expressed in the 1962 Report are still regarded as
valid. The Commission intends to continue to exercise positive and
vigorous leadership in achieving the technical goals and in assuring
growing participation by the nuclear industry as nuclear power be-
comes economic.

The Commission is conducting a series of comprehensive reviews and
assessments of reactor concepts. They will lead to identification of
decisions on future program balance and direction and to a reduction

-: in the number of concepts under development. The present supple-
ment to the 1962 Report is intended to provide an updated description
of circumstances and programs as of January 1967 to serve as back-
ground for the more detailed studies.

Nuclear Power Growth
During the four years since the 1962 Report, the promise shown for
nuclear power in the US. has developed beyond expectations This
development has warranted a review of the energy resources and re-
quirements, nuclear power projections, and the associated economics.

Energy Resources and Requirements
No significant changes have been made in fossil fuel and nuclear

fuel resource estimates since publication of the 1962 Report. Delivered
prices of fossil fuels to steam-electric plants have decreased from an
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average of 26.4 cents per million British Thermal Units (BTU) in
1962 to 25.2 cents in 1965. Local situations will, in the future, dic-

/9k tate delivered prices of fossil fuels, with location of plants, trans-
portation economics, and use of strip mining as the dominant deter-
mining factors.

Known and estimated domestic resources of uranium are adequate
to meet predicted light water reactor requirements for about the
next 25 years pending the development of advanced converter and
breeder reactors. When available commercially, the breeder reactors
will provide a virtually unlimited source of energy with uranium
costa constituting a very small fraction of the energy cost.

Total energy consumption is expected to increase by 50 percent
between 1965 and 1980 and by 150 percent between 1965 and 2000.
The current estimates are essentially unchanged from the 1962 Report
estimates. The proportion of energy consumed in the form of elec-
tricity is currently about 20 percent; it is expected to increase to 30
percent in 1980 and to over 50 percent by the year 2000. Expectation
of such large increases is predicated on the use of low cost electricity
as a substitute for many of the present industrial and transportation
uses of fuel and on large increases in the per capita electricity con-
sumption for residential and commercial use.

Nuclear Power Projedtions and Economics
Whereas less than 1 percent of the electrical generating capacity in

1965 was nuclear, it is estimated that 23 to 30 percent will be nuclear
in 1980 and about 50 percent in 2000. The extent to which nuclear
power will capture the utility market in the post-1980 period appears
to depend largely on the technology and economics of advanced con-
verters and breeder reactors, on developments in mining and trans-
portation of fossil fuel, and on the extent and rate of discovery of low-
cost uranium resources.

The decreasing cost of producing electricity has been due primarily
to improved fossil fueled power plant thermal efficiency and to lower
capital costs per kilowatt of installed generating capacity for fossil
and nuclear fueled plants. The decreasing capital costs are attribut-
able in part to the construction of larger sized generating units. Ac-
ceptance of nuclear power by the public utilities has mainly been due
to improved economics. In 1962 the estimated cost of producing elec-
tricity from a 500 MWe base load nuclear plant was 6.2 mills/KWh,
whereas the current estimate for large size investor financed base load
nuclear plants is 3.5 to 4.2 mills/KWh, and for publicly financed plants
2.6 to 3.0 mills/KWh. These values correspond to a range of 17 to
25 cents per million BTU for delivered coal.

The current substantial backlog of nuclear plants on order, resulting
in a stretchout of plant completion times, may have an effect on
plant pricing. Warranted fuel costs, have been decreasing signifi-
cantly, however, and have led to an over-all reduction in the antici-
pated cost of nuclear energy.
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Development Program
The 1962 Report recommended emphasis on the development of ad-
vanced converters and breeder reactors. The need for improved raw
material utilization to minimize increases in costs for uranium has
become more important because of the success of the light water reac-
tors. However, in view of the utility acceptance of the light water
reactor, the advanced reactors, which can improve the raw material
utilization, face a severe test in competing economically with the light
water reactor.

In exercising the responsibility of developing the advanced convert-
ers and breeders, the Commission intends, in cooperation with indus-
try, to emphasize the improvement of nuclear power plant engineering
standards. This will help to ensure meaningful results from research
and development programs and will promote nuclear power plant
safety, economics, and the reliability and availability necessary for
utility practice.

Light Water Reactors
The design, construction, and operation of U.S. demonstration

plants, joint U.S.-Euratom plants, and other utility operated plants
led to forerunners, Oyster Creek and Nine Mile Point, of the present
large scale light water reactor commitments.

Extrapolation of the operating experience of the larger cooperative
demonstration plants (San Onofre, Connecticut Yankee) will con-
tribute significantly to design and operation of the new large utility
plants. Current utility commitments will lead to experience in the op-
eration of large size units, to statistical experience with large amounts
of fuel at contemplated burnups and to experience with further im-
provements in safety. Technical progress has been encouraging and
further Government assistance to the development of light water con-

* verter reactors under the demonstration program is not planned.
Current support will be continued for the U.S.-Euratom light water

research and development and for plutonium recycle for thermal reac-
tors to about 1970. Work will continue under current cooperative
demonstration plant arrangements.

Advanced Converters and Light Water
Breeder

The Commission effort to develop advanced converters now has been
narrowed to three approaches: the heavy water moderated reactor with
emphasis on the organic-cooled version, the high temperature gas-
cooled concept and the seed-blanket light water breeder concept.
Each of these concepts has promise of higher conversion ratios than
current light water reactors. Studies underway are expected to lead
to a further narrowing of focus.

7
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Heavy Water Moderated
The heavy water moderated systems using either the uranium or

thorium cycle, particularly the uranium cycle, have a potential for
lower cost power and a lower specific inventory than the current light
water reactors. The research and development program has been
directed toward providing a technological and engineering base and
identifying specific technical limitations, particularly as these relate
to the organic coolant concept.

High Temperature Gas Cooled
The initial development efforts on demonstration components and

systems for large High Temperature Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR)
power plants will be provided by the Public Service of Colorado
(PSC) cooperative demonstration project located at Fort St. Vrain,
near Denver, Colorado. The developmental support to be afforded
the PSC project will be dependent upon a technical and economic
assessment to be made following full power operation of the Peach
Bottom reactor.

Light Water Breeder
The seed-blanket Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR) fueled

with thorium-uranium-233 has promise of a conversion ratio high
enough to make available about 50 percent of the potential energy in
the thorium fuel reserves. The LWBR would not require a significant
departure from pressurized light water reactor technology. Major
long-term problems may center on the economics of core fabrication
Lad fuel cycle costs. The Commission plans to determine during
Fiscal Year 1968 whether a breeding demonstration core should be

,27,, built in the existing Shippingport PWR.

High Gain Breeders
When developed commercially, high gain breeders will increase fuel

use to over 50 percent of the uranium or thorium reserves. Their
application will be relatively insensitive to ore prices, and will thus
make large fractions of high cost ores economically usable. They will
also produce excess fissile material in a timely manner to fuel new
reactors.

Fast Breeder
Interest in fast breeders is focused on the Liquid Metal-cooled Fast

Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), which uses sodium as the coolant. Effort
on the steam cooled and gas cooled alternates has been maintained at
a low priority. The sodium cooled fast breeder choice is based on
potential economics, industrial and world wide interest, technological
experience, and its capability to conserve uranium resources.

Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder
The past four years have been productive of information which

enhances the promise of the LMFBR. The U.S. program has been
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highlighted by the operation of the Experimental Breeder Reactor II
(EBR-II), which now is being used as a test reactor to irradiate fuels
and materials for the LMFBR program.

The fuels and materials program is now concentrated on developing
plutonium bearing fuels for the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF)
and the first demonstration plants. The development of fuels and
cladding for advanced cores in these and later plants will use the
capabilities of the FFTF. The construction of the FFTF, about 400
MWt, and its subsequent operation are necessary to provide adequate
and flexible testing space for the many LMFBR fuels and materials
which will be developed for the demonstration and commercial fast
breeders. The successful achievement of high fuel burnup required
for economic operation of the fast breeders will in a large measure be
dependent on the FFTF. Full statistical confirmation of this develop-
ment will be achieved in the demonstration plants. It is expected that
test programs in the Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor
(SEFOR), in the FFTF and in the first demonstration plants will
provide confirmation of predicted characteristics of the various core
configurations selected, and of core physics and associated safety as-
pecta, plant components and systems, plant instrumentation, and the
associated sodium technology.

Though the LMFBR program is placing immediate emphasis on the
design and construction of the FFTF, plans are being developed for
the introduction of a number of sodium cooled fast breeder demonstra-
tion plants to be built during the 1970s. Utility acceptance of the
demonstration plants probably will be motivated by the incentive of
cheaper electricity and will be contingent on developed technology,
on the existence of a competitive and self-sustaining industry, and on
a minimum investment of risk capital. It does not appear that a
prudent commitment to build the first U.S. demonstration plant can be
made prior to 1969, nor can the number of demonstration plants be
predetermined.

Alternate Coolant Fast Breeders
Because sodium has disadvantages associated with its prolonged

radioactivity after reactor shutdown, its chemical reaction with air
and water, and its non-transparency, consideration is being given to
steam and gas as coolants alternate to sodium. Though it is unlikely
that comparisons will show significant advantages in the alternate
coolant concepts to change the high priority assigned to the sodium-
cooled fast breeder reactor, there is need to establish definitely the
emphasis to be placed on alternate coolant fast breeders, and efforts
to do so are underway. Advanced fast reactor systems with coolants
other than sodium are attractive only if they offer significant advan-
tages with respect to economics and efficient use of resources. Pending
results of assessments currently in progress these programs will remain
at about present levels.

Molten Salt Breeder
Preliminary studies show that the Molten Salt Breeder Reactor

(MSBR) shows promise of efficiently using thorium resources. The
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on-site reprocesing concept, by continuous removal of fission products
and protactinum, contributes to a good neutron economy and to a low
total inventory of fuel. Uncertainties include problems with materials,
components, systems, plant maintenance, and effluent and waste man-
agement. Sustained operation of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment,
and out-of-pile analysis and experimentation are being performed as
prerequisites for demonstrating the potential of the MSBR.

Desalting Program
Blased on a favorable asessment of large scale desalting plants, the

President in 1964 instructed the Department of the Interior, which is
responsible for dealting technology and processes, to initiate, in co-
operation with the Commission, an aggressive plan to develop large
wale desalting of nsea water. Planning studies are assessing the magni-
tude and details of the effort required to develop the technology needed
for very large scale plant construction and operation, and for the
coupling of nuclear power and desalting plants.

The Commission will continue to emphasize the development of
reactor technology required for economic large-scale desalting. Based
upon experience gained from study efforts and the Metropolitan Water
-District dwalting project, the Commission will continue present de-
volopment programs and will participate, as authorized, in other
cooperative demonstration plant projects, probably involving larger
and more advanced reactors and improved desalting systems.

Supporting Technical Programs
The Commimion's general reactor technology programs, conducted

in industrial, university and Commission laboratories, comprise those
applied research and development activities needed to generate the
technological base underlying the initiation and accomplishment of
specific reactor programs, to resolve critical problems and to con-
tinually assess programs and projects.

TThe primary objective of the reactor safety program as stated in
the 1062 Report is "to maximize the inherent safety reactor installa-
tions." The achievement of this objective requires the continued
development of safety related technology, criteria, standards and codes
and associated safety research and development facilities, and an inte-
grated procedure by which the programmatic and regulatory interest
can be coordinated. Engineered safety features specifically designed
to prevent accidents or to minimize their consequences are being devel-

in oped on a priority basis. Resolution of siting problems require
emphasis on providing reliable experience with advanced types of
containment structures and other engineered safety features, ezpe-
rience in coping with all operating conditions, and provisions for
designs with a high margin of safety.

Safe and economic management of radioactive waste, essential for
an expanding nuclear power industry, has generally been euccemsful
at coat constituting a minor fraction of the fuel cycle. Radioactive
concentrations in existing nuclear power plant effluents have ranged
from one to three per cent of prescribed limits. The capacity and

/ ý-availability of suitable land burial facilities for solid low radioactivity
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level wastes are more than sufficient for even the most optimistic
growth projections. The long effective life of highly radioactive
wastes and the comparatively short life of storage tanks require that
the Commission pursue a program aimed at developing and demon-
strating, on an engineering scale, systems for the conversion of high
level liquid wastes to stable solids and their subsequent storage in dry
geologic formations.

Waste management in the future will be more oriented to develop-
ment of systems and equipment for advanced reactors and their asso-
ciated chemical processing plants.

Discontinued Programs and Projects
Evaluations since the 1962 Report have shown that some of the

concepts described in the report were only marginally superior to
others whose success was nearer at hand and their development has
been terminated. Other concepts have been discontinued because of
especially difficult research or developmental engineering problems
and the accompanying increased costs, delays, and difficulties asso-
ciated with introducing the concept into the utility environment.

Legal and Administrative Matters

Policies Relating to Nuclear Materials
In 1964 the Private Ownership Act was passed to permit private(if •ownership of special nuclear materials and to provide for toll enrich-

ment. This act constituted an important element in the surge of

orders for nuclear power plants in 1965 and 1966; it has significantly
clarified the near-term outlook for the uranium mining and milling
industry, and is expected to encourage use of nuclear power abroad.
The Commission is also now studying the feasibility and desirability
of transferring gaseous diffusion plants to private operation.

Price-Anderson Indemnity
The Price-Anderson provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954

were amended in 1965 extending the provisions until August 1, 1977,
and reducing the Government indemnity by the amount that the pri-
irate insurance required exceeds $60 million. The Price-Anderson
provisions were further amended in 1966 to provide for emergency
assistance payments to claimants, and to authorize the Commission
to require the waiver of certain defenses in its indemnity agreements
and financial protection policies.

Finding of Practical Value
The Commission determined, in December 1965, that although light

water reactor systems show economic promise as evidenced by utility
orders, the degree of actual experience needed to confirm the status of
these concepts has not yet been obtained; thus, a statutory finding of

tpractical value as defined by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 has not
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been made. This determination was reaffirmed in December 1966.
The Commission has also been studying the 1954 Act to determine if
there is any continued need for the requirement of a formal finding
of "practical value" and is giving consideration to recommending
changes on this subject.

Regulatory
Steps have been taken, since the 1962 Report, to improve and

expedite licensing procedures. These steps include improvements in
the operations of the three-man atomic safety and licensing boards re-
sulting from experience gained since 1962. The issuance of interim
general design criteria for nuclear power plants and the development
of specific design performance criteria for nuclear power plants will
provide guidance and clarification to industry in the licensing process.
Improved technical specifications being developed will focus on those
reactor features vital to safety. Increasing numbers of preliminary
informal reviews are also reducing subsequent licensing time.
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Nuclear Power Growth
The 1962 Report examined the need for nuclear power in our civiliza-
tion taking into account nuclear and fossil fuel resources and prospec-
tive energy needs. It was concluded that there is a clear need for
supplementary sources of energy and that:

"The development and exploitation of nuclear-electric power is clearly In
the near- and long-term national interest and should be vigorously pursued."

During the four years ýince the 1962 Report, the promise shown
then of a near-term place for nuclear power has developed beyond
expectations. The trend in size of installed plants and industry con-
fidence in its ability to construct plants expected to be economically
competitive have led to a remarkable growth in orders for nuclear
plants in 1965 and throughout 1966. The changing near-term circum-
stances provide an impetus for an updated review of the resources and
demand for nuclear power as they interact with the economic factors.

SEnergy Resources

Fossil Fuels
No significant changes have been made in fossil fuel resource esti-

mates since publication of the 1962 Report. The fossil fuel resource
situation has been considered in two major studies ' since 1962 which
throw additional light on the problems but do not call for any major
revision of the resource estimates in the 1962 Report. Another Gov-
ernment study, "Energy R&D and National Progress," 2 considers the
resource situation but it does not reconcile differences between various
estimates.

The 1962 Report recognized the probability of decreases in the
delivered price of fossil fuels resulting from reductions in transporta-
tion costs and from the possibilities inherent in the trend to very large
central station power plants which can in many instances be placed
close to coal supplies. Delivered prices of fossil fuels for steam-
electric plants in the U.S. decreased from an average of 26.4 cents
per million British Thermal Units (BTU) in 1962 to 25.2 cents in
1965.' Price decreases have taken place in all three fuel types-coal,
oil and natural gas. Foesil fuel costs can be minimized by increased
strip mining, location of the power plant at the mine and by the use

'Geological Survey Circular 522, "Resources of 011, Gas, and Natural Gas
Liquids In the United States and the World" by T. A. Hendricks, (1965). "Re-
sources In America's Future" by Landsberg, Fischman, and Fisher. Johns Hop-
kins Press for Resources for the Future, (1963).

Prepared for the Interdepartmental Energy Study by the Energy Study Group,
Published September 190&

'Steam Electric Plant Factors/1966, Sixteenth Edition, October 1966, National
Coal Association.
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of unit trains. Fossil fuel prices may be increased by restrictions
on sulfur content imposed as an air pollution control measure. Local
situations will differ significantly from the average. In some areas,
price increases have recently taken place.

Nuclear Fuels
DOMESTIC RESOURCES

With reactors of current technology, the known and estimated
domestic resources of uranium at prices less then $10 per pound of
uranium oxide (UO) are adequate to meet the requirements of the
projected growth of nuclear electric plant capacity in the U.S. for
about the next 25 years. Before the end of this period, new low cost
domestic resources, low cost foreign uranium, or uranium priced at
$10 to $15 per pound of uranium oxide would be used in order to
maintain production rates to meet continued requirements.

The extent to which uranium prices may rise above the $10 per
pound level and the timing of the potential rise are now difficult to
predict since they will depend on the success of exploration, on the
actual growth of nuclear power, and on the success of advanced
reactors.

The degree of success that is attained with the advanced reactors
under development has an important bearing on use of the resources.
The advanced reactors should be able to make better use of low cost
uranium, and they will be able to use more costly uranium, if neces-
sary, while still producing low cost energy. The power economy
should thus eventually approach a condition where the nuclear fuel
resources provide a virtually unlimited source of energy. The breeder
reactors are especially important in this regard since they will eventu-
ally be capable of providing most or all of the fissile material re-
quired to sustain the nuclear power system, at which time the cost of
uranium becomes a very small fraction of the energy cost

As a result of the decisions in 1964 and 1965 to reduce production
of nuclear weapons material, it is now expected that by the end of

- 1970 the Government will havy accumulated a substantial uranium
inventory in excess of projected AEC needs. On the other hand,
because of the recent spectacular growth in civilian nuclear power,
which is already providing a substantial private uranium market,
the AEC will probably be able to begin the sale of its surplus stocks
during the 1970s without adversely affecting the domestic mining
and milling industry. Commercial orders for several hundred tons
of uranium were placed during 1965 and early 1966 at prices rang-
ing from $4.00 to $5.00 per pound of UAOg. Prices of $6.00 to $7.00
per pound have been stipulated in recent contracts. Under the ex-
panding market indicated by current projections of nuclear power
growth, the price of uranium is expected to increase gradually.

The Commission attaches great importance to renewed uranium
exploration activity. It is important that the tempo be increased to a
level which will maintain reserves in balance with the indicated growth
in requirements. Private exploration can be assisted by increased effort
in support activities of the Government. For example, topographic
and geologic mapping of the type carried out by the U.S. Geological
Survey, if completed in favorable areas on a timely basis, will provide
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a firm base for private exploration. This supporting activity, plus
research on exploration methods sponsored by the AEC at universities
and private institutions, can provide the uranium industry with im-
proved exploration guides and tools and can help to increase the low-
cost uranium resources available for nuclear power.

There has been little prospecting activity specifically for thorium
because of the low demand, but estimated resources are large. The
number of reactors based on the thorium fuel cycle will be limited for
the near-term period, and only as the advanced converter and thermal
breeder technology develops will estimates have clear meaning. A
thorium-based reactor fuel cycle also of course requires natural
uranium to furnish the uranium-235 needed to fuel the reactors
initially.

FOREIGN RESOURCES

It is desirable to examine the world supply and demand situation
since uranium, easily transportable at a very small cost per unit of
energy, is rapidly becoming an international article of commerce in
established world markets.

Table I summarizes AEC estimated availability of uranium re-
sources, for the United States and the rest of the Free world.

TARL3 I.-NATURAL URANIUM RESOURCES'

(In Thommada of Tns MO.)

U.S. FmWarld Hx. Total mWarild
eluding U.S.

Less than $10/lb UaOs:
Reasonably aasured - ----------- 200 485 685
Estimated additional ----------- 325 355 680

Total ----------------------- 525 840 1,365
Lems than 815/lb UsO0: 4

Reasonably assured ------------- 350 1,050 1, 400
Estimated additional ----------- 525 655 1, 180

Total ----------------------- 875 1,705 2,580

AZC I1S ProJeOCtoa.
'DfmnonrstWd reurve.

Ism" an gedogle and ezplatUtm da".
,Incldu mlow tham 810Ib U1a0.

Through 1980, U.S. uranium requirements for civilian power are
estimated at about 170,000 tons UO,, based on an estimated U.S. nu-
clear capacity of 95,000 MWe in 1980.a The requirements for the Free
World, excluding the U.S. are about 240,000 tons (about 135,000 MWe
capacity).

Table 2 compares, on a percentage basis, the requirements through
1980 with the availability data in Table 1. The U.S. requirements
listed assume U.S. requirements are met from U.S. supplies. A similar
assumption is made for the requirements of the Free World excluding
U.S. and for the combined total.

a Uranium requirements are defined as those necessary to sustain the capacity
through the stated date and not necessarily over the lifetime of the plant.
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TASLz 2.-CUMULATIVE NATURAL URANIUM REQUIREMENTS
THROUGH 1980

_f'•U.S. lmearld TmoWotld

" aeldadng U.S. tndudleg U.S.

Nuclear capacity in 1980 (1000 MWe) '95 135 230
Requirements (1000 tons of UaOo)--.- 170 240 410

Requirements an Percent of Indicated
Resource Category

Resources:
Lees than $10/Ib:

Reasonably assured -------- 85 50 60
Reasonably assured, plus

estimated additional ------ 32 29 30
Lee than $15/Ib: I

Reasonably assured -------- 49 23 29
Reasonably assured, plus

estimated additional ------ 19 14 16

'ABC IN6 msm austmsW.
Includnls 3 than $10Ib.

Requirements as a percent of the "reasonably assured" category of
resources are higher in the U.S. than on a Free World basis. Up to
both the $10 and $15 per pound levels, requirements as a percent of
reasonably assured resources in the U.S. are roughly twice as large as
for the Free World excluding the U.S. Based on the "reasonably as-
sured plus estimated additional" categories of resources, the supply to
demand situation is generally similar for the U.S. and for the Free
World excluding the U.S.

Most of the known less than $10 per pound resources outside
the U.S. are divided nearly equally between Canada and South Africa,
both of which are expected to remain exporters of uranium. South
African production capacity, because it is tied to gold production, has

Th limited potential for expansion; it may well be fully committed by early
long-term contracts. The largest single source of uranium at $10
to $15 per pound is in Sweden. On the basis of present information,
the shales of Sweden contain an estimated total of 400,000 tons of
U.O. that could be recovered in this price range.

Many areas of the world have geological environments similar to
those in which uranium and thorium occur in Canada and the United
States, and some should have undiscovered low-cost resources of com-
parable magnitude. Resources of low-cost thorium and of uranium in
the price ranges above $15 per pound are widely distributed through-
out the world and should be more than adequate to supply the world's
requirements for advanced reactor types for the foreseeable future.

Because of greater existing production capacity, U.S. mining and
milling producers may supply a portion of foreign requirements in
the near term 'but in the longer term the U.S. could well be a net
importer.
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*Total Energy Requirements
Since the Commission's analysis of energy growth for the 1962 Report,
several changes have taken place which have caused revisions in the
forecast of future total energy requirements. Specifically, the pattern
of population growth is expected to be different and lower in the next
two decades and the growth of per capita energy consumption is esti-
mated to be slightly lower through the year 2000 than estimated in
1962. This is reflected in the over-all estimated energy growth shown
in Table 3, which presents the current AEC estimates and the 1962
estimates.

TADLD 3.-U.S. ENERGY CONSUMPTION'

(In IO BTU pap yew)

Current mtumbes
Yew 18e2 -ep _ _

4W Medlan HBg

1965 -------------.-------- 54 -------- 54 (actual) .......
1980 --------------------- 82 76 80 84
2000 ----------------- _--- 135 120 130 140
2020------------------------- 207 190 210 230

'AaC lCS 1 oJeelol homsed oan Bureau of Cen populihtionftureeough 2016 and ABC extrapolation
therea.ter and on ABC projections of per capita consunplion. The Bureau of Cenus population swim B
and C wee used for the low and high population projections.

Electrical Energy Requirements

Estimates of the proportion of energy which the nation actually will
use in the form of electricity are subject to progressive uncertainty as
they are projected substantially into the future. Currently, electricity
comprises about 20 percent of the U.S. total energy consumption and
the percentage is increasing. There are substantial opportunities for
growth since, technically, electricity can substitute for many of the
present direct uses of fuel. The increasing standard of living, devel-
opments in transportation, the need to reduce pollution, and the poten-
tial for use of low-cost electricity in industry are considerations which
will determine the extent to which the use of electricity will grow.

The Federal Power Commission (FPC) supplied the basic data for
the electricity generation figures used in the 1962 Report. The FPC
has provided new preliminary estimates, which are shown with previ-
ous estimates in Table 4. The FPC is presently engaged in updating
its National Power Survey and has indicated that the preliminary
estimates may be revised upward.
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TADL3 4.-ANNUAL U.S. ELECTRIC UTILITY GENERATION

(SInloc. of Kilowatt.hour@ (KWh))

1900 low iwo 2M

Actual ' ---------------------------- 753 1,062 --------------
Projected:

Sporn (1959) --------------------.--------.------ 2,800 6, 000
EEl (1959) .--------- _-----------------.-------- 2,800 6-10, 000
AEC Report (1962) .------------- ...------ 1,108 2,900 9, 000
RFF (1963) ' ---------------------------- -------- 2,100 4,500
AEC-Geneva (1964) ------------- -------- ---------------- 8, 000
FPC (1966) - --------------------.--------- -- 2,700 7,100

,FPO data.
'Edison Eleetrl laltituts.
,"Remourm In Amedloss' Future," LUmndbui, leehina, and Fihi.r, Johns Hopkim Prm., I111.

For the purposes of further discussion of the possible market for
nuclear power, low, median, and high estimates for electricity genera-
tion consistent with Table 4 are used in this report (Table 5).

TADLE 5.-PROJECTION OF ELECTRICITY GENERATION IN
THE U.S.'

(Btulons of KWh)

Low medifin High

1980 ------------------------------------------ 2,400 2,700 3,000
2000---------------------------------------- 6,000 8,000 10,000

AMD I AEC 1960 Projectlee.

Electrical energy consumption in 1965 was slightly below values
projected in the 1962 Report. Actual generation by utilities in 1965

5is reported by FPC at 1,052 billion KWh. This compares with the

projected value for 1965 of 1,108 billion KWh in the 1962 Report.
In selecting a figure of 2,700 billion KWh for the year 1980, this

study has relied on the judgments of the FPC and of electric utilities.
as expressed in the National Power Survey. This figure is essentially
the same as independent, estimates of the Edison Electric Institute

tý 7,(EEl).
The use of the 6,000-10,000 billion KWh range in this study for the

year 2000, with a most likely value of 8,000 billion KWh as published
in the 1964 AEC-Geneva paper, is based on the belief that: (1) the
cost of electricity for applications that other fuels can serve will con-
tinue to decline relative to that of direct. use of the other fuels; (2)
there will be a widespread adoption of electric space heating and air
conditioning both in residences and in commercial and industrial es-
tablishments, even in cases where the economics may not be favorable;
(3) there is a trend toward better lighting in cities; (4) there are
trends toward further electrification in industry; and (5) by the year
2000 there will be some significant penetration of the transportation
sector by electricity both in mass transit uses and by means of electric
automobiles. The low end of the range, 6,(000 billion KWh, represents
little more than a doubling in the 20-year period from 1980, much
lower than the historical growth rates if the 1980 figure of 2,700 billion
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7.

KWh is correct, and does not appear to give adequate weight to the
many areas that electricity is now beginning to penetrate.

The high side of the range, 10,000 billion KWh, would constitute
a 64 percent penetration of the total energy market if an average
heat rate of 8,500 BTU per KWh of electricity is assumed; almost
complete electrification of the residential, commercial and industrial
sectors would be required, along with substantial penetration into the
transportation sector of the economy.

Nuclear Power Projections
Nuclear power projections have been made on the basis of installed
generating capacity. Total electric generating capacity estimates
supplied by FPC are shown in Table 6. The table also shows distri-
bution by type of generation based on AEC estimates of nuclear
capacity.

The 1962 Report foresaw a nuclear generating capacity in the
United States of 5,000 MWe by 1970 and 40,000 MWe by 1980. In
1964, with improved prospects for nuclear power, it was predicted
that by 1970 there would be 6,000 to 7,000 MWe of nuclear generating
capacity in the United States. It also was considered likely that there
would be between 60,000 and 90,000 MWe by 1980.

In view of the unexpected surge in 1965 of orders for nuclear power
plants, the Commission further revised its projections of nuclear power
and, in the spring of 1966, made a substantially higher new projection
of over 10,000 MWe generating capacity by 1970-1971 and of 80,000
to 110,000 (mean 95,000) MWe by 1980. Subsequently, utility com-
mitments for nuclear power plants have been made at an even faster
rate than in 1965."

Updated Commission forecasts of nuclear capacity up to 1980 and
beyond are being developed.

TADLE 6.-U.S. ELECTRIC GENERATING CAPACITY PROJECTIONS I
(00i0 MWe)

(Actual)

Steam:
Fossil ----------------------------- 185 311 572
Nuclear ----------------------------------- 2 '95 9734

Subtotal ---------------------------- 187 406 1,306
Other I ---------------------------------------- 48 117 250

Total Capacity, 1000 MWe ----------------- 25 523 1,556
Energy Projection, billion KWh -----------------. 1,052 2,700 8, 000

Steam and other projections beeed on FPC due furnished in ING.
'AEC 1066 mean estimate.

AEC 10 estimate.
Hydro, pumped stomra, Internal combustion.

* A recent projection developed by the Edison E0lectric Institute for Investor-
financed utilities Indicates that by 1980 there will be about 109,000 to 117,000
MWe of Installed nuclear power generating capacity In the U.S. for that type
of utility alone. The General Electric Company has recently estimated 125,000
MWe for total installed nuclear capacity for 1980, and the Westinghouse Elec-
tric Corporation has estimated 150,000 MWe for total Installed nuclear capacity.

1$
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The extent to which nuclear power captures the utility market in the
post-1980 period appears to depend largely upon the technology and
economics of advanced reactors, as well as upon developments in the

I) mining and transportation of fossil fuel, and upon the extent and
rate of discovery of low-cost uranium resources. The growth of nuclear
power in the post-1980 period also will depend upon the growth of total
electricity requirements. If the low forecast of electricity consumption
should be correct, the 1962 forecast of 734,000 MWe of nuclear capacity
in the year 2000 would not be reached since essentially all steam
capacity beyond that now existing or committed would have to be
nuclear. If the high estimate of electricity consumption should be
correct, the opportunities for nuclear power would be greater, and, on
the basis of the assumptions of the 1962 Report, installed nuclear
capacity would be well above 734,000 MWe. The validity of these esti-
mates is being considered in the continuing assessments.

Nuclear Economics
The electric power industry is large enough that opportunity exists for
considerable savings to the U.S. economy through reductions in the
cost of producing electricity. About half of the delivered cost of elec-
trical energy is attributable to the cost of production, the remainder
being transmission and distribution.

Unlike almost all other elements of the cost of living, the cost of
<2 producing electricity has been declining steadily over the years. This

decrease has been due primarily to improving thermal efficiency for the
fossil fueled plants and to lower capital costs per kilowatt electrical
generating capacity for fossil fuel and nuclear plants. The latter
cost improvement is attributable in large part to the distinct trend
towards the construction of larger sized generating units.

At the end of 1966, there were 21 steam-electric generating units of
780 to 1130 MIWe under construction or committed (Table 7). Twelve,
or about 60 percent of these are nuclear fueled. Prior to 1966, nuclear

D, electric plants in service ranged up to 270 MWe (Figure 1), whereas
the nuclear plants presently scheduled to enter service beyond 1966
range up to 1065 MWe. It is expected that the trend towards large
sized units of generating capacity will continue.

The scheduling of nuclear capacity has proceeded at an unexpectedly
high rate in the U.S. At the time that the Commission's 1962 Report
on Civilian Nuclear Power was issued, the total amount of domestic
nuclear electric power operational or contracted for was 1150 MAWe
with an average unit size of 72 MWe. As of the end of 1966, the nu-
clear electric power operational or contracted for had increased to
25,800 MWe. During 1965, 4900 MWe were contracted for, and in
1966 the total was 16,580 MWe. The average size of the nuclear gen-
erating units ordered in 1966 was 790 M"e. As of January 1, 1967
about 1800 MfWe of nuclear electric plant capacity are operable and
24,000 MWe are under construction or contracted for. Table 8 lists
those nuclear power plants which have been operated, are under con-
struction or have been committed.

Until nuclear power comprises more than about one-third of an in-
tegrated utility systems capacity, there is an opportunity for the nu-
clear plants to operate as base-load units. Since nuclear power is not
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TA3LN 7.-ELECTRICAL GENERATING UNITS UNDER CONSTRUC-
TION OR COMMITTED

0MMW* (not) or ImlW)

Unit sin aeedujsd gi T
(M'W) Opwasn

Bull Run No. I ---------------------- 900 1967 Coal
Keystone No. 1 ---------------------- 900 1967 Coal
Keystone No. 2 ---------------------- 900 1968 Coal
Big Sandy No. 2 --------------------- 800 1969 Coal
Indian Point No. 2 ------------------- 873 1969 Nuclear
Paradise No. 3 ----------------------- 1,130 1969 Coal
Mitchell No. I ----------------------- 800 1970 Coal
Conemaugh No. 1 -------------------- 839 1970 coal
Browna Ferry No. 1 ------------------ 1,065 1970 Nuclear
Surry No. 1 -------------------------- 783 1971 Nuclear
Mitchell No. 2 ----------------------- 800 1971 Coal
Oconee No. I ------------------------ 839 1971 Nuclear
Browns Ferry No. 2 ------------------ 1,065 1971 Nuclear
Peach Bottom No. 2 ------------------ 1,065 1971 Nuclear
Burlington -.------------------------ 993 1971 Nuclear
Conemaugh No. 2 -------------------- 900 1971 Coal
Surry No. 2 -------------------------- 783 1972 Nuclear
Oconee No. 2 -----------------.------ 839 1972 Nuclear
Diablo Canyon ---------------------- 1,060 1972 Nuclear
Metropolitan Edison ------------------ 840 1972 Nuclear
Peach Bottom No. 3 ------------------ , 065 1973 Nuclear

expected to reach that level before the post-1980 period, nuclear plants
now being ordered probably will operate at high capacity factors dur-
ing most of their life. Gradually, as nuclear power becomes a larger
fraction of the total installed generating capacity of utility systems,
the nuclear units may be considered on the basis of predicted lower
capacity factor operation. Hence, the fixed costs associated with new
capacity additions may become more important than they are at the
present stage of nuclear growth and may set an economic limit on the
proportion of the capacity that is nuclear.

In 1962 the estimated cost of producing electricity from a base load
500 MWe nuclear plant was 6.2 mills/KWh. The current estimate for
a 500 MWe unit is about 4.4 mills/KWh. Current estimates (1970--
1971 start-up) of the expected economic performance of light water
nuclear electric plants in larger sizes and with investor financing are
in the range of 3.5 to 4.2 mills/KWh for base-load operation. For
those which are publicly financed, the range is 2.6 to 3.0 mills/KWh.
Generally speaking, these current estimates compare with the cost of
electricity from a similar large coal burning plant with delivered fuel
priced at 17 to 25 cents per million BTU. The 1965 U.S. delivered
price of coal ranged from 18.9 to 33.4 cents per million BTU for the
seven FPC regions in which coal supplies over 10 percent of the energy
used to produce electricity, with an average delivered price of 24.4
cents per million BTU. The average delivered price of all fossil fuels
was 25.2 cents per million BTU.,

'Steam Electric Plant Factors/1965, Sixteenth Edition, October 1966, National
Coal Awoeinatloa.
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CENTRAL STATION NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS CONT RACTED FOR
LENTRAL STATION NUCiEAR PO~R ~ACTORS CONTRACTED FOR

Actual or Scheduled Year of OperationShowi Size S
I , I

'57 (Shippingportr

'60 fYankee(Dresden 01

(' Indian Point 01
Big Rock Point

(Hallam
Piqua

'63 Elk River
CVTR
Humboldt Bay

'64 (BONUS

Fermi
'66 Pathfinder

N Reactor/WPPSS

Peach Bottom #1
'67 San Onofre

ILACBWR
Conn. Yankee

Oyster Creek
'68 (Nine Mile Point

Dresden 02
Millstone

'69 Ginna #1
Indian Point 02

(H. B. Robinson
|Palisades
|Dresden 03

'70 Point Beach
Monticello

IQuad Cities 91
Browns Ferry #1

Malibu
Pilgrim
Turkey Point 93
Vermont Yankee
Burlington

'71 Peach Bottom 02
Fort Calhoun
Surry #1
Browns Ferry #2
Quad Cities #2
Oconee #I

'Ft. St. Vrain
[Turkey Point #4
JOconee 92

'72 IDiablo Canyon
iNiagara Mohawk

Surry 02
Metro. Edison

'73 (Peach Bottom 93
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Tstsz 8.-CENTRAL STATION NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

g3
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The recent commitments have included a considerable number of
repeat orders by utilities for nuclear power units, and the size of the
power-producing units has been increasing. Capital costs per kilo-
watt of electrical generating capacity have recently remained fairly
constant for a given size of power producing unit or have increased
slightly. Design innovations of a product improvement nature con-
tinue to be incorporated in succeeding plants, and it probably will be
a few years before plant pricing stabilizes, though there has already
been a move to standard sizes. Currently, there is a substantial back-
log of plants on order. This is stretching out delivery times and pre-
sumably has an effect on plant pricing. However, warranted fuel
cycle costa -have decreased significantly, leading to an over-all reduc-
tion in the anticipated cost of nuclear energy.

Several large light water nuclear power units soon will begin op-
eration. The operational experience to be demonstrated in these
plants, particularly on fuel performance, plant maintenance and plant
reliability, will be of great assistance in better defining the economic
expectations of nuclear power plants.
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Development Program
In making recommendations for the development program, the 1962
Report took note of the fact that light water reactors were relatively
well developed and appeared to be on the verge of being competitive
with conventional systems in high fuel cost areas of the country, with
possible later extension to other areas as nuclear economics improved.
The report recommended a shift in emphasis toward development of
converter reactors of improved design and toward development of
breeders for application in the long term to make available the full
potential of the nuclear fuel resources.

The Commission has strengthened its program on breeders and they
now represent the largest civilian power development area. The chief
emphasis is being placed on fast breeders, in particular on the Liquid
Metal Cooled Fast Breeder (LMFBR).

The continuing program on advanced converters is based on the
rationale set forth in the 1962 Report. This class of reactors shows
promise of economic improvement, and the effective use of resources

Ada could be substantially improved over the current light water reactors
in both fuel inventory and in the requirements for burnup. Success of
one or more of these concepts can provide an alleviation of resource
requirements during a period before high gain breeders are fully de-
veloped. This may be particularly important if technical problems or

•: economic limitations of the high gain breeders develop in such a way as

to delay their progress into widespread utility application.
To some extent, the utility acceptance of the light water reactors has

provided a new context for the advanced reactor projects. One of
the promising features of the more advanced concepts has been the
prospect that they can compete economically with the light water
reactors; but in present circumstances they will face a more severe test
in this regard than could have been predicted. On the other hand,
the need for improved raw material utilization in order to forestall
increases in cost for uranium has become more important because of
the success of the light water reactors. Uncertainties in resource
availability over the next few decades arise from the lack of intensive
uranium prospecting in the U.S. in recent years. To the extent that
renewed exploration may make available additional low cost resources,
the need for higher conversion ratios than can be provided by the
light water reactors will be reduced; if additional low cost resources
should be more limited than expected, there will be greater need for
improved converters, pending the development and commercial ac-
ceptance of breeders.

Although this report is essentially an updating to January 1967 of
the circumstances and status of the Civilian Nuclear Power Program'• within the general context of the plan laid out in the 1962 Report, and
does not reflect new conclusions or fundamental changes in direction,
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brief descriptions are included under the individual concepts on the
prospects for the future -as seen in relation to the planned development
of each particular concept viewed at this time. The series of analyses
and assessments of current development programs now being made may
lead to changes in the apparent promise of the concepts and to re-
sultant changes in emphasis or direction of the program as a whole.
Some of the development programs are approaching a very critical
stage, and meaningful and important information will be available
within the year 1967. It is anticipated that this information will pro-
vide a basis for reducing the number of concepts now being pursued.

Such changes as may result from the studies will be carried out
consistent with the conclusion in the 1962 Report that:

"Thus, the proper role of Government Is to take the lead In developing and
demonstrating the technology in such ways that natural economic forces will
promote Industrial applications and lead to a self-sustaining and growing
nuclear power industry: the program should be guided in such directions
that those economic forces will work toward ends in the public interest, in-
eluding the long-range conservation of both our fossil and our nuclear fuel
resourcem."

In going forward in further fulfillment of this responsibility, the
Commission intends to proceed under arrangements similar to those
made in the past. The Commission will, generally speaking, partic-
ipate in the development of technology directly, working through
its own laboratories and with industrial contractors. Cooperative
programs will be used, if possible, for demonstration reactors, bring-
ing to bear both the developing industrial capability and the utility
interest through direct participation and sharing of the required in-

".Ask vestment and associated risks.
In exercising the role of positive and vigorous leadership recom-

mended in the earlier report, the Commission intends to place par-
ticular emphasis, in cooperation with industry, on the development
and application of a continually improving standard of design, con-
struction and operating practice. Such upgrading-applied to the
Commission's own programs and experimental facilities, to coopera-
tive programs, and throughout the industry--should become an im-
portant factor in insuring meaningful results from experimental and
demonstration programs, in improving the economics, in providing the
high degree of reliability and availability necessary for utility appli-
cation and in continuing with increasing assurance the nuclear indus-
try's excellent record of safety.

Light Water Reactors (LWR)
The Commission's Power Demonstration Reactor Program has pro-
vided assistance for a number of light water nuclear power plants:
Shippingport, Yankee, Elk River, Pathfinder, BONUS, Big Rock
Point, San Onofre, LaCrosse Boiling Water Reactor (LACBWR),
Connecticut Yankee, and the proposed Malibu plant. These plants
have exhibited various levels of technical and economic success, and
are expected to continue to make contributions to water reactor
development and demonstration.

Manufacturers now are able to shop-fabricate pressure vessels andother components for nuclear power plants up to at least a 1500 MWe
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rating, an important factor in the trend to the larger, more economic
plants. Improvements in plant components and reactor control have
resulted in increased reactor power density, leading to reductions in
pressure vessel dimensions and in plant cost for a given power level.
Safety features, including engineered safeguards systems, have been
improved. Though fuel burnup averaged over entire cores has been in
the range of 12,000-15,000 megawatt days per ton (MWD/T) of fuel,
limited quantities of Zircaloy clad uranium oxide fuel have reached
a burnup in excess of 30,000 MWD/T in light water reactors.

Despite the status and projected advances in light water reactors,
there remain some reservations about the state of the technology. No
plants have operated in the sizes which are being committed. There
is no statistical experience with large amounts of fuel at exposures
which are being contemplated for the new commercial plants. There
is continuing concern for safety. The impact of regulatory require-
ments on the economics of committed projects cannot be fully known
until after they have gone through the regulatory process and been
put into operation. While it is not felt that these reservations reflect
on the ;basic promise of the water reactor systems, the Commission has
held that it is not now in a position to make a statutory finding of
practical value within the meaning of the Atomic Energy Act of
1954.

Continued improvement of the pressurized and boiling light water
reactors is being undertaken by industrial suppliers and by. the elec-
tric utilities. Commission support of development will be limited
to activities in the main related to plant safety, including participation
in the development of engineering standards, practices and procedures,
and to the support of improvement of fuel resource utilization in light
water reactors. Further Government assistance to the development of
light water converter reactors under the demonstration program is not

planned.
Current commitments to support the U.S.-Euratom light water

research and development program will be continued until mid-1969.
It is intended that support of Shippingport reactor operations

Z• will be continued. Much of the research and development support
involving the Shippingport operation will be reoriented to the seed-
blanket light water breeder concept which is directed toward demon-
strating the potential for breeding in pressurized light water plants.

The AEC support for plutonium recycle work for thermal reactors
is being decreased with the expectation that the industry will increase
its research and development programs to make plutonium recycle
an effective part of the nuclear power system. Phase-out of the Com-
mission recycle program is planned about 1970.

Current cooperative arrangements will be continued relating to the
participation in examination of fuel from the Yankee reactor and
operational analysis and support for the cooperative demonstration
plants such as Elk River, LaCrosse, Pathfinder, and Big Rock Point.
Support for the thermal reactor superheat program is being limited
to the BONUS and Pathfinder plant cooperative demonstration pro-
gram commitments.
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Advanced Converters and Light Water
Breeder

In 1962 a number of converters of advanced design were under
development because of their promise of better economics and higher
conversion ratios than the pressurized or boiling light water reactors.
Included were the organic-cooled and moderated reactor, heavy water
moderated reactors, the "spectral-shift" reactor combining light and
heavy water in the moderator, the sodium-cooled graphite-moderated
reactor, high temperature gas-cooled reactorsmmoderated by graphite
or beryllium, and the seed-blanket light water concept.

The Commission effort to develop advanced converters now has
been narrowed to three approaches: the heavy water moderated reactor
with emphasis on the organic-cooled version, the high temperature gas-
cooled concept and the seed-blanket light water breeder concept. Cur-
rent studies are excepted to lead to a further narrowing of focus.

Heavy Water Moderated Reactor Program
Heavy water moderated reactor systems in the 1000 MWe range and

above, in addition to the potential for lower cost power and higher
conversion ratios, require less natural uranium to provide the slightly
enriched inventory than do present light water reactors. Very large
unit size reactors can be accommodated by the modular pressure tube
design of the heavy water moderated reactor. These sizes may be
advantageous for dual purpose electrical and desalting plants. The
pressure tube concept also permits refueling while at power to achieve

I. high plant availability.
The heavy water moderated reactors have the flexibility to accept

different fuels and coolants. Although the thorium fuel cycle results
in a higher conversion ratio and consequently better utilization of
fertile fuel resources, the cost of electricity using that cycle in a heavy
water moderated reactor designed for power production is estimated
to be somewhat higher than that of a uranium fuel cycle. The
uranium cycle has therefore been assigned a higher priority. The
reference cycle uses slightly enriched uranium, which has been shown
to have economic advantages in the U.S., but detailed evaluations of
cycles using natural uranium fuels are under way.

Coolants considered for the heavy water moderated systems have
included organics, boiling light water, and heavy water. In proceed-
ing with the present program it has been concluded that the most de-
sirable avenue to follow from the point of view of potential power
generation costs and fuel utilization is one which avoids pressurized
heavy water coolant and the attendant possibility for costly losses.
From a power cost and fuel utilization standpoint, the organics and
boiling light water coolants as alternates can match heavy water and
they have the potential for providing lower power costs. There have
not been sufficient resources available to pursue both programs; in-
dustrial interest and experience and a lesser need for new or modified
experimental facilities were important factors in the decision to em-
phasize the organic route for the present research and development
program.
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The heavy water organic cooled reactor (HWOCR) 1000 MWe
reference design incorporates a low pressure organic coolant and is
moderated by heavy water at low pressure and temperature. Organic
coolant flows through pressure tubes made of sintered aluminumpowder (SAP) or zirconium alloy. The slightly enriched uranium

carbide fuel elements contained in the tubes are clad with SAP. De-
sign features may include refueling while at power, carbon steel
primary systems and provisions for coolant purification.

The research and development program is directed toward provid-
ing the technological and engineering base for an HWOCR demon-
stration plant and toward identifying specific technical limitations,
particularly as these relate to the organic coolant concept. In-pile
tests at HWOCR conditions indicate that organic coolant decomposi-
tion rates are predictable; however, operation of the rebuilt organic
cooled and moderated Piqua reactor is necessary to demonstrate that
organic film formation on the fuel elements can be adequately pre-
dicted and that the buildup of coke I will not occur. Additional
experimental verification that organic film formation on fuel elements
can be controlled within acceptable limits needs to be established; it
is intended that allowance will be made in the fuel element design
to accommodate the predicted organic film formation. Effort is being
directed to identify the limits of this problem and the economic in-
centives or penalties for variation from reference conditions. The
program also includes the determination of uranium carbide fuel
growth characteristics under HWOCR conditions and application of
results to fuel element and core design. It is intended that coolant
purification systems will be operated to demonstrate control of organic
purity within specified limits. A series of in-pile experiments is
being performed to verify the predicted performance of SAP and
zirconium alloy pressure tubes, including their ease of replacement.

Experiments and analyses will also be conducted on physics and re-
actor control, and on interrelated safety considerations associated with
a positive temperature coefficient of reactivity.

The technology for many of the heavy water subsystems and com-
ponents is embodied in reactor experiments and nuclear power plants
in this country and elsewhere that have used pressure tubes, and
heavy water or organic cooling; additionally, the large light water
reactor plants being constructed contribute significantly to the devel-
opment and manufacture of such components and instrumentation.

A valuable source of additional technology for the heavy water pro-
gram is made available through technical exchange arrangements with
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). Use of organic cooled
irradiation facilities in the National Reactor Universal (NRU) at
Chalk River and the Whiteshell Reactor (WR-1) contribute to the
U.S. HWOCR program. The Canadian program on the light water
cooled heavy water moderated reactor concept is also providing in-
formation of use to the U.S. in its assessment of that concept.

Another technical information exchange agreement is being nego-
tiated with Euratom to obtain information on the HWOCR type
ORGanique-EauLourde (ORGEL) reactor. The exchange will also
include the Euratom sponsored ESSai ORgel (ESSOR), a heavy
water moderated and organic cooled reactor rated at about 20 MWt,

Coke-porous solid organic coolant decomposition products.
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with a pressure tube arrangement much like the WR-1, which is ex-
pected to begin operation in 1967.

High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor
The High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR) system is a

helium cooled graphite moderated concept with a potential for lower
power costs and higher conversion ratios than present light water reac-
tors. Large HTGR plant designs use the thorium fuel cycle; the ini-
tial fuel loadings will use urenium-235, but after about seven years
the core loadings will be primarily recycle uranium-233, with only
small additions of uranium-235.

During the period since the 1962 Report, fundamental advances
have been made in the technology of the fuel for the High Tempera-
ture Gas Cooled Reactor concept. The present fuel consists of coated
particles--small thorium-uranium carbide spheres coated with high
density (pyrolytic) carbon-mixed homogeneously with a substantial
amount of graphite. This fuel has much greater proven capacity for
fission product retention than fuels previously under consideration
and should favorably affect reactor design, operation and mainte-
nance. During the past four years a greater understanding of the
problems involved in using graphite as a high temperature reactor
material has been reached. Analytical methods developed for the
reactor physics of high temperature graphite cores have been con-
firmed through the initial criticality operation of the Peach Bottom
reactor and additional physics tests are planned after power operation
is attained. The advent of the prestressed concrete technology for

4ML large reactor vessels provides new possibilities for this concept.9M Operation of the 40 MWe Peach Bottom reactor, and to a less direct
extent of the 3 MWt Ultra High Temperature Reactor Experiment
(UHTREX), located at Los Alamos, and of the 20 MWt Dragon reac-
tor, located in the United Kingdom, will provide information impor-
tant to the development of the HTGR concept. The Peach Bottom
reactor is cooled with helium at 300 pounds per square inch (psi).
Graphite is used for the moderator, cladding, core structure and reflec-
tor. The vented thorium-uranium carbide fuel in Peach Bottom pro-
vides for a three year core life and the plant is designed to produce

7: steam at 1450 psi and 10000 F. Several problems arose during the
construction of Peach Bottom, which started in early 1962. They
resulted in delays for this first-of-a-kind plant with its unique com-
ponents, systems and instrumentation. Initial criticality was achieved
in March 1966 and full power operation is scheduled in 1967.

Plant components for large HTGRs will differ substantially from
those used in Peach Bottom. The important plant and component
design changes are dictated by the use of a prestressed concrete reactor
vessel, increased component size requirements, different safety and
containment concepts, and the required high degree of plant perform-
ance, reliability and maintainability. The new components require
development and testing. Leakages of helium, lubricating fluids and
steam will require careful control, and systems and special instru-
ments to achieve this control will be developed.

The initial development efforts on demonstration components and
systems for large HTGR power plants will be provided by the Public
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Service of Colorado (PSC) cooperative demonstration project-a 330
AMW HTGR to be located at Fort St. Vrain, near Denver, Colorado.
The PSC reactor will use the improved thorium-uranium coated
particles. The reactor will be cooled with 700 psia helium and will be

designed to produce steam at 2400 psi and 10000 F. with a 40 percent
net plant thermal efliciency. A prestressed concrete reactor vessel will
house the entire primary system, including the core, and the steam
driven axial-flow helium circulators and the steam generators, which
are located under the core. Research and development and design were

7) initiated in July 1965. Commercial operation of the plant should be
attained by 1972.

The support to be afforded the PSC project will be dependent upon
a technical and economic assessment to be made following full power
operation of the Peach Bottom reactor. Support of the over-all
HTGR program will depend upon successful and timely operation
of the Peach Bottom reactor, the rate of progress in the design of
the 330 MWe PSC plant and the development of critical HTGR
components.

Two designs of a 1000 MWWe HTGR reactor are being prepared for
assessment. The reference design will incorporate potential improve-
ments in the HTGR concept beyond that of the PSC plant. Refuel-
ing while at power, for example, would increase plant availability
and lower the cost of power produced. A backup design will embody
essentially the features being developed for PSC.

Research and development efforts will continue on nuclear safety
analysis, fuel development, prestressed concrete pressure vessels, con-
tainment and related safety features, and on component development,
including turbine-driven circulators, control rod drives, steam genera-tors and fuel handling machines. Fuel recycle studies will include fuelreprocessing, fabrication, handling and related safety implications.

Light Water Breeder
The thorium-uranium-223 fueled seed-blanket Light Water Breeder

Reactor (LWBR) concept has an expected conversion or breeding
ratio high enough to increase the fuel utilization significantly beyond
that of either present types of light water reactors or advanced con-
verters currently in the AEC program. Successful development of
the LWBR would make available for power production about 50
percent of the potential energy in the thorium fuel resources.

The breeding gain expected in the LWBR concept is not as great as
that potentially obtainable using plutonium fast breeder systems, and
the system would not produce the excess of fissile material over that
consumed which would make possible the fueling of additional re-
actor capacity from bred fissile material. On the other hand, the
LWBR is based on proven pressurized light water reactor technology
and, except for changes in the reactor core, does not require a sig-
nificance departure from the technology on which the growth of the
U.S. nuclear utility industry is at present dependent. The seed-
blanket breeder therefore has few engineering development uncer-
tainties in the plant and can provide a system of proved practicality
and comparable reliability along with its substantial improvement in
fuel utilization over present types of light water reactors With the
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engineering status in a relatively favorable condition, the major long-
term problems on seed-blanket light water breeder acceptance may
center on the economics of core fabrication and fuel cycle costs.

As an initial step, it appears feasible to design a reactor core which
could actually demonstrate breeding using the thorium seed-blanket
concept in an existing pressurized water reactor plant. Successful
completion of such a breeding demonstration would show that it is
technically feasible to install breeder cores in existing and future pres-
surized light water reactor plants.

The Commission is presently proceeding with a program of re-
search and development including large scale physics critical experi-
ments using uranium-233 and thorium, reactor component develop.
ment and engineering tests, and extensive fuel element development,
irradiation testing, and analysis. The Commission plans to determine
during Fiscal Year 1968 whether a breeding demonstration core should
be built for an existing pressurized water reactor plant such as the
Commission owned reactor at Shippingport, Pennsylvania. No major
changes would be required to the plant except those associated with
the changes in the core design.

High Gain Breeders
As stated in the 192 Report:

our supplies of uranium and thorium contain almost unlimited
amounts of latent energy that (an be tapped, provided 'breseder' reactors are
developed . successfully done, this will render relatively unimportant
the cost of nuclear raw materials so that even very low-grade soutres will
become economitlly acceptable."

The development of high gain breeders will increase fuel utilization
from the few percent potentially usable in present day reactors to
over 50 percent. The energy that can be extracted from the low cost
ores will thereby be extended by factors of 10 to 30. The relative in-
sensitivity of high gain breeders to ore prices will also make usable
the large amounts of uranium available from higher cost ores. High
gain breeders will also produce an excess of fissile material over that
initially present, which can be used to fuel new reactors in an expand-

;: Vi• ing power system.

Fast Breeder
The fast breeder, with a potential for a doubling time of 8 to 10

•ý ,years, can most efficiently use the fertile uranium-238 in depleted and
natural uranium.

The fast breeders of major interest are divided into three cate-
gories--sodium cooled, gas cooled and steam cooled. The sodium
cooled fast breeder has been established as the priority program on
the basis of potential economy, reactor manufacturer interest, and
technological experience gained in the U.S. and abroad. Worldwide
interest is concentrated on the sodium cooled breeder. The sodium
cooled and gas cooled breeder have a better economic potential and
capability for conserving uranium resources than the steam cooled
fast breeder. Though sodium possesses certain technical advantages,
use of alternate coolants, gas or steam, would reduce the complexity of
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coolant servicing, and of component and system maintenance. Though
it is not expected that comparisons will show advantages in the alter-
nate coolant concepts sufficient to change the high priority assigned
to the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor, there is a need to establish
definitely the emphasis to be placed on alternate coolant fast breeders,
and such efforts are underway.

LIQUID METAL FAST BREEDER REACTOR
(LMFBR)

The Liquid Metal-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), using
sodium as the coolant, has an extensive background dating from 1945.
Sodium was chosen as the coolant primarily because it has a combina-
tion of advantageous characteristics; good nuclear characteristics
which help in attaining high breeding ratios, with potential doubling
times of 8 to 10 years; a high boiling point which allows for high
temperature and low pressure operation, with resultant high plant
thermal efficiency and thin primary wall structures; excellent capa-
bility for transferring heat; a large heat capacity, which allows for
timely action in the event of a power transient or loss of coolant flow;
low pumping power; and relative freedom from corrosion in the ab-
sence of air and water. Sodium as a coolant has disadvantages-
associated with its prolonged radioactivity after reactor shutdown, its
chemical reaction with air and water, and its nontransparency-which
make maintenance difficult. The chronology of the world's existing
sodium cooled fast breeder program is shown in Table 9. All of the
fast breeder plants in operation, committed or planned are cooled with
sodium except Dounreay, cooled by a sodium-potassium alloy, and
one steam cooled plant (250 MWe) under consideration in Germany.

TA,•E 9.-CHRONOLOGY OF FAST REACTORS

A.hSYm DeaI Pown

Critlaulty Elecirni pow KW* KWM

U.S.:
Clementine ' ---------- Nov. 1946-... (2) 25
EBR-J'I ------------ Aug. 1951 .... Dec. 1951 ---- 250 1,200
LAMPRE I--------- 1961 ---------- () -- 1,000
Fermi --------------- Aug. 1963 _- Aug. 1965.... 67, 000 200, 000
EBR-JJ -------------- Nov. 1963 -.-- Mar. 1965 .... 20,000 62,500

Foreign:
UKAEA Dounreay ..--- Nov. 1959 .... Aug. 1962- 15, 000 60, 000
USSR BR-I .--------- 1955 ------------ ()

BR-21 ----------- 1965 ------------- () ----- 100
BR-5 ------------ 1958 ---------- -() ------ 5,000

CEA Rapsodie -------- Early 1967_..-- () ------ 20, 000

Total Existing ------------------------------- 102, 250 349, 825

rnifta nlow rmt•at•.
'Produmd No R9heetlo Power.

Denonstration and prototype fast reactor plants have been commit-
ted in the U.K. and U.S.S.R. to a total of 600 MWe and have been
planned in France and Germany to a total of 550 to 850 MWe. Dem-
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onstration plants probably larger than 300 MWe are planned for the
U.S. development program.

The past four years have been productive of information which en-
hances the promise of the sodium cooled fast breeder reactor. The
U.S. program has been highlighted by the operation of the Experi-
mental Breeder Reactor II (EBR-II) and the Fermi reactor. Suc-
cessful maintenance of components in a sodium environment has been
demonstrated. The EBR--I, designed for 62.5 MWt, achieved criti-
cality in 1963 and now is being operated at 45 MWt as the only avail-
able fast neutron flux fuels and materials irradiation facility. The
reactor is irradiating on a continuous basis about 235 core length
LMFBR experimental capsules containing samples of plutonium bear-
ing fuels and of structural materials.

The Fermi reactor, designed for 200 MWt, first operated in 1963 and
achieved 100 MWt in 1965. Plans for further operation were inter-
rupted by a major fuel failure in October 1966. Future plans for
Fermi will depend on determining the cause of fuel failure and the
extent of damage. It appears that fuel has melted in one or more fuel
subassemblies,' in total equivalent to about one subassembly. It will
take some months of effort to remove the subassemblies in question,
analyze the failure and determine an appropriate course of action.

Fast reactor operating and irradiation information has been pro-
vided by the United Kingdom as a result of the successful operation
of the Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR). The DFR 60 MWt reactor
has been in operation since the summer of 1963 as a fuels and materials
irradiation facility. Plutonium-uranium oxide fuel in experimental
subassemblies has achieved a burnup in excess of 90,000 MWD/T.
The DFR is presently irradiating about 300 fuel element experiments,
about half of which are for the U.K. fast breeder program.

Concurrently with the EBR-II and DFR operation, reactor physics
experiments have been conducted by the U.S., and U.K. and the Eur-
atom community which have demonstrated that fast reactors fueled
with plutonium-uranium oxide using a slightly softened neutron
energy spectrum can probably be provided with an inherent Doppler
effect that will satisfactorily stabilize power excursions. Further de-
tailed and confirming information on the Doppler effect will be pro-
vided by the 20 MWt Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor
(SEFOR) experiment which is scheduled to operate in 1968. The
capital cost of this reactor is being financed jointly by the Southwest
Atomic Energy Associates, Euratom, and the German Gesellschaft fdr
Kernforschung (GFK). The AEC is providing about half of the total
of capital, operating and research funds, with its support devoted to
research and development and operation of the reactor.

Further manifestations of the confidence of other nations of the
world in the success of fast reactor development include the series of
critical and subcritical test facilities initiated by Euratom in 1964; the
construction of the French Rapsodie, a 20 MWt experimental fast
breeder reactor; the initiation of construction at Dounreay of the 250
MWe Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) in 1966; the initiation of con-
struction of the 350 MWe equivalent power and desalting BN-350 fast
breeder in the Soviet Union; the U.S. initiation in 1965 of the con-

,Fuei subassembly-A collection of fuel elements forming a unit structure) which can be inserted, or removed, from a reactor core.
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ceptual design for the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) of about 400
MWt; and the expression of interest by U.S. industry in participating
in research and development and -in building demonstration plants.

The Commission is continuing to strengthen its research and de-
velopment activities in the LMFBR program. The total program
effort will identify the key research and development problems; pro-
vide conceptual plant designs; determine the role of demonstration
plants in the research and development program; select methods for
developing engineering capability in an industrial complex; determine
the amount and allocation of resources required; and determine the
priorities and schedules for each segment of the program necessary to
develop commercial plants.

Intensive and comprehensive reviews are being made in each
technical area of the LMFBR program to assess its status and to
determine the major needs of the program. Initial reviews have been
completed on fuels and materials, physics, and associated facilities.

The fuels and materials program is concentrated on the plutonium-
uranium oxides, carbides and alloys, with the objective of develop-
ing fuel for the FFTF and the first demonstration plants. Sufficient
development to select and verify the fuel and cladding for the Fast
Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and for the initial loadings of the first
demonstration plants can be performed in existing thermal reactor
irradiation facilities and in EBR-Il.

The development of fuels and cladding for 'advanced cores in these
and later plants will use the capabilities of the Fast Flux Test Facil-
ity. The construction of the FFTF and its subsequent operation
are necessary to provide adequate and flexible testing space for the
many LMFBR fuels and materials which will be developed for the
demonstration and commercial fast breeders. Its power level of
about 400 M`Wt will provide a fast neutron flux, temperature and
coolant environment similar to that of a commercial breeder. The
successful achievement of high fuel burnup required for economic

Aoperation of the fast breeders will, in a large measure, be dependent
on the FFTF. Full statistical confirmation of high fuel burnup will
be achieved in the demonstration plants.

Research and development on physics pertinent to the LMFBR is
being concentrated on acquiring accurate measurements for core criti-
cality and safety studies and for economic analyses of reactor cores.
Understanding and demonstration of the LMFBR behavior will re-
quire accurate prediction of reactivity coefficients. Major additional
facilities, such as the Oak Ridge Linear Electron Accelerator and the
Fast Neutron Generator at Argonne National Laboratory scheduled
for 1968-69 operation, will provide cross section measurements needed
to establish reactivity coefficients. It is expected that test programs in
the Southwest Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR), in the
FFTF and in the first demonstration plants will provide confirmation
of predicted characteristics of the various core configurations selected
and of the core physics and associated safety aspects of the LMFBR.

Several significant factors must be considered in establishing the
safety of the LMFBR: the short neutron lifetime; the small delayed

.... neutron fraction associated with plutonium; the hypothetically possi-
* .ble critical reassembly of the fuel in the event of core meltdown; the

possibility of increased reactivity from void formation in the sodium;
and the possibility of chemical reactions of sodium with air and water.
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The Commission's safety program is being oriented to provide the
resarch and to develop the components and systems necessary to
res6lve the many problems associated with these factors.

The LMFBR program includes operation of fuel, components, sys-
tems and instruments in sodium at temperatures up to 12000 F., in the
gas over the sodium, which is saturated with sodium vapor, and in the
presence of impurities in the sodium and sodium vapor. Sodium com-
ponents will be developed and tested to perform in the LMFBR
environment in a safe and reliable fashion. The role of impurities in
the sodium is being investigated in relation to sodium heat transfer;
fluid dynamics; chemistry; analysis, monitoring, and purification of
sodium; and the effects and control of sodium-air and sodium-water
reactions. Analytical procedures, purification methods, and detection
systems are being developed based on these investigations.

Although the LMFBR program is placing immediate emphasis on
the design and construction of the FFTF, plans are being developed
for the introduction of a number of sodium cooled fast breeder demon-
stration plants to be built during the 1970s. A series of large com-
mercial fast breeder design studies initiated by the Commission is
being undertaken by several industrial firms. These will provide a
basis for the design of demonstration plants which will be essential
in validating the results of the over-all research and development pro-
gram, in strengthening the industrial base and in obtaining acceptance
of the plant types by utilities. The first utility demonstration plants

(to be included in the over-all LMFBR plan probably will have a
capacity greater than 300 MWe, and will demonstrate or prototype as
many features as possible of 1000 MWe, or larger, plants.

The commitments to build the demonstration plants will depend
upon an assessment of the technological and engineering uncertainties;4 the economics; the financial risks; and the willingness of reactor manu-
facturers, utilities and the Commission to participate in and accept the
projects and the risks involved. Utility acceptance probably will be

.f motivated by the incentive of cheaper electricity. The acceptance
will be contingent on developed technology, on the existence of a
competitive and self-sustaining industry, and on a minimum invest-
ment of risk capital. It does not appear that a prudent commitment
to build the first U.S. demonstration plant can be made prior to 1969,
nor can the number of demonstration plants be predetermined. It is
foreseeable that over a period of perhaps 10 years, as many as 3 to 5
demonstration plants of different designs and sizes could be built and
operated.

ALTERNATE COOLANTS FOR FAST BREEDER
REACTORS

Steam and helium are being considered as coolants alternate to so-
dium for fast breeder reactors. Fast reactor systems with coolants
other than sodium are attractive only if they offer significant advan-
tages with respect to economics, efficient use of resources, safety and
timing. An assessment. currently in progress on reactor systems using
the alternate coolants will continue and will include a determination of
the economic and technical potential of each concept.; the research and
development program required to achieve the objectives of each con-
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cept; the resources required for development of potential demon-
stration and commercial plants and the timing of the plants.

Pending the results of these assessments, the alternate coolant fast
breeder programs will remain at about present funding levels, con-
centrating primarily on key development areas, such as fuel, physics
and design concepts.

Gas Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (GCFBR)

The gas (helium) cooled fast breeder has a combination of advan-
tageous characteristics which make it an attractive alternate to the
LMFBR. It has good neutron economy, with doubling times ap-
proaching those of the LMFBR, and high temperature operation with
high plant efficiency. Maintenance is facilitated by low coolant radio-
activity and by the fact that the coolant is transparent and chemically
inert. Coolant void reactivity and materials compatibility problems
are minimal with helium. Its disadvantages include difficulty of emer-
gency cooling, stringent limitations on steam and helium leaks, use of
relatively high pressure, and high pumping power.

The GCFBR differs from the High Temperature Gas Cooled Re-
actor primarily in that no moderator is required and the fuel element
consists of metal clad small diameter ceramic fuel pins. Both oxide
and carbide fuels are of interest. The requirements and provisions for
the emergency cooling system in the event of a loss of coolant accident
are significantly more stringent than for the HTGR, because of the
lower overall heat capacity of the system.0@ In a typical GCFBR the reactor and steam generators are contained
in a prestressed concrete reactor vessel which also serves as the bio-
logical shield. Electricity is generated from a high pressure steam
cycle with a net plant thermal efficiency of about 40 percent. The
steam generators are supplied with 1000 psi high temperature helium
from the reotor.

Conceptual design work was undertaken by the Commission in 1963.
More recently, industry has completed conceptual design studies to
establish the practicality of a 1000 MWe plant. Assessments of this
concept are continuing, and projections based on these assessments will
be used to determine the degree of emphasis to be placed on the
program.

Steam Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (SCFBR)
The steam cooled fast breeder has advantages associated with a

large industrial capability base of useful technology from light water
reactors, the possible use of a direct cycle, and high temperature opera-
tion with high plant thermal efficiency. The fact that the coolant is
transparent and does not react chemically with air facilitates main-
tenance. There are uncertainties affecting feasibility and economic
attractiveness of the SCFBR. These include the magnitude and ef-
fect of steam density and Doppler coefficients; the breeding ratio;
control and safety; corrosion and radiation damage of fuel cladding;
and fission product carry-over from the reactor to other parts of the

7 •system in a direct cycle.
Although study efforts have been carried out in the U. S. and abroad

on the steam concept, with consideration given to both supercritical
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and lower pressure steam conditions, there is little information pres-
ently available upon which to base an economic evaluation. Analysis
and assessments are now in progress on lower pressure steam sytems
to determine the effort to be placed on the SCFBR.

Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR)
The near-term objectives of the MSBR program are the develop-

ment and demonstration, to the extent required for an assessment of
its potential as a commercial power plant, of an experimental breeder
reactor system based on the thorium cycle. Preliminary studies show
that the MSBR promises a low fissile inventory, which, when com-
bined with a potential breeding ratio of about 1.05, may result in a
relatively short doubling time. The MSBR uses a stable molten fluo-
ride salt fuel which permits the use of nickel base structural mate-
rials. The fuel has an ionic structure that resists radiation damage.
It has a low vapor pressure and is relatively inert in air, which amelio-
rates safety problems. Uncertainties with the molten salt breeder
concept include problems with materials, components and systems
needed to contain the fluid fuel and fission products, and plant main-
tenance.

The concept of reprocessing continually at the reactor site achieves
removal of fission products and protactinum, and thus contributes to a
good neutron economy and to the low total inventory of fuel. Such
processing requires control of effluent and waste management appro-
priate to a reprocessing plant at each reactor site.

The Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE) incorporates a single
region, nonbreeding circulating molten fluoride salt fuel, a graphite
moderator and an air-cooled radiator for heat dissipation. The re-
actor attained criticality in June 1965 and since that date has served
to provide information pertinent to the development of molten salt
breeder reactors. It operated 30 percent of the time during 1966 at
power levels up to 7.5 MWt.

The MSBR, a two-region system which has been proposed at the
_2 next step in development of the molten salt reactor concept, incorpo-

rates two separate molten salt regions, one for the core and one for the
c. blanket. Sustained operation of -the MSRE, and out-of-pile analysis

and experimentation are being performed as prerequisit ies for demon-
strating the potential of the MSBR.

The operation of MSRE and other research and development will
be directed to the development of technology for a large breeder re-
actor. The near-term research and development efforts will include
the development of graphite suitable for use as fuel tubes, the improve-
ment of Hastelloy-N structural material, the investigation of fission
product transfer, deposition and decontamination, and the design of
components and instrumentation.

Desalting Program and Other Process
Applications

The Commission's investigations into the potential of nuclear energy
for process applications have identified large scale desalting of sea
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water as a most promising process. A study by the President's Office
of Science and Technology in 1963-64 concluded that large scale de-
salting plants using nuclear energy could produce fresh water from
the sea at costs which could be economic for industrial and municipal
use. Based on this favorable assessment, the President in 1964 in-
structed the Department of the Interior, which is responsible for

desalting technology and processes, to initiate, in cooperation with the
Commission, an aggressive plan to develop large scale desalting of sea
water.

Intermediate and large scale dual purpose desalting plants which
also produce electricity appear to offer the most favorable near-term
approach to desalting water economically. A dual purpose plant with
a single large size reactor, producing electricity and fresh water, has
inherent economic advantages over multiple single purpose plants.
The Commission's present effort in support of the desalting program
depends on the use of light water reactor systems. Assessments have
been made on other reactor concepts, and studies and concept design
are continuing to explore the use of large scale reactors including the
heavy water moderated types.

Planning studies are assessing the magnitude and nature of the
effort required to develop the technology for very large scale plant
construction and operation (up to 10,000 MWt), and for the coupling
of nuclear power and desalting plants. Other important considera-
tions include the determination of optimum timing, sizing and loca-
tion of large dual purpose plants to meet growing water and power
market demands.

A large scale dual purpose nuclear desalting project is being under-
taken by the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) of Southern Cali-
fornia, in cooperation with local power utilities and the Federal
Government (Department of Interior and the AEC). It is expected
that the project will be located on an artificial island off Bolsa Chica
State Beach south of Los Angeles, and will consist of two light water
reactors and a desalting plant. It will have a capacity of 1,800 gross
MWe and ultimately will provide 150 million gallons of water per day.
At design conditions, water is estimated to cost approximately 22 cents
per 1,000 gallons at the plant for power costs estimated to be equal to
or lower than the costs of power now being produced in the Los
Angeles area.

Results of a cooperative Israel-U.S. study have indicated that a light
7 ,water reactor producing in the range of 200 MWe and 100 million

gallons of water per day could contribute to a solution to Israel's
power and water needs. Other cooperative studies are underway with
Greece to assess the potential of nuclear desalting for Athens, and
with Mexico under the auispices of the IAEA to study development of
the arid regions of northern Mexico and the southwestern portion of
the United States.

The Commission will continue to emphasize the development of
reactor technology required for economic large scale desalting. Based
upon experience gained from study efforts and the MWD desalting
project, the Commission will continue present development programs
and will participate, as authorized, in other cooperative demonstration
plant projects, probably involving larger and more advanced reactors
and improved desalting systems.
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The production of chemicals and metals is also being studied under
the Nuclear Desalting and Other Process Applications Program.

JThese studies will include processes requiring large quantities of low-
cost process heat and electricity.

Processes which have been considered include the production of
hydrogen by electrolysis of water for use in ammonia synthesis for
fertilizers, the production of aluminum from alumina ore by electroly-
sis, the reduction of iron ore in an electric furnace, and the production
of magnesium from sea water by electrolysis. Large-scale desaking,
by increasing the concentration of elements and compounds in the
effluent brine, may indirectly benefit the production of these products
for industrial use.

The Commission will continue to assess the potential of other appli-
cations for nuclear power, such as high temperature process heat and
iissio-chemical processes,' and the use of power reactors to provide
isotopes for power, radiation sources, and other uses.

Supporting Technical Programs

The 1962 Report described the supporting technical programs in gen-
eral reactor technology, reactor safety, and waste management as

Th"essential to success and to development of improved systems in the

future."
These activities provide the research, exploratory development, and

advanced technology necessary for accomplishing specific reactor pro-
grams, for assuring the safety of reactor installations and for providing

! ;9safe and efficient methods of handling the fission products and other(3 radioactive waste products resulting from reactor operations. The
success of these supporting technical programs continues to be a vitalfactor in the growth and acceptance of nuclear power.

General Reactor Technology
The Commission's general reactor technology programs, conducted

in industrial, university, and Commission laboratories, comprise those
applied research and development activities needed to generate the
technological base underlying the initiation and accomplishment of
specific reactor programs and projects, to resolve critical problems and
to continually assess programs and projects.

General reactor technology programs are needed to open up new
areas of technology upon which future advances may be based, such
as development of reactor fuels and materials capable of operating
at very high temperatures; and invention of new devices and tech-
niques, including fluid control devices and ultrasonic techniques for
reactor instrumentation. Development of engineering information
is necessary for the design of gas or liquid metal lubricated bearings
in rotating machinery, including gas circulators or liquid metal reactor
coolant pumps. Proof-of-principle experiments must be conducted to
verify the performance of engineering configurations.

Fast breeder reactor fuels now foreseen will operate at higher tem-
peratures and sustain higher burnups than light water reactor fuels.

'Fissio-chemical procesaes-Chemical processes it which the reactions are
Initiated by fission fragments.
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Similarly, the cladding and other structural materials used in fast
breeder reactors will receive neutron dosages much greater than those
sustained in the light water reactors; thus, potentially they will be
subject to greater neutron damage. General reactor technology pro-
grams have identified problems such as fuel swelling and possible loss
of strength and ductility of fast reactor materials, and will provide an
understanding of these problems and a basis for their solution.

The satisfactory status of calculational techniques achieved for
thermal reactors must now be attained for fast reactors and advanced
converters.

Aqueous fuel processing research and development is directed to-
ward providing technology for application to advanced thermal re-
actor and fast reactor fuels. Volatility processing research and de-
velopment is being conducted on fluoride processes to demonstrate eco-
nomic potential for the recovery of power reactor fuels. Partial de-
contamination pyrochemical methods are under development for
longer range application to provide economic fast breeder reactor
fuel recycle systems.

Reactor Safety
The primary objective of the reactor safety program as stated in

the 1962 Report is "to maximize the inherent safety of reactor installa-
tions." The achievement of this objective requires the development
of safety related technology, criteria, standards and codes and associ-

*• ated safety research and development facilities, and an integrated
procedure by which the programmatic and regulatory interest can be
coordinated.

The results of the present light water reactor safety program, involv-
ing the studies of reactor behavior under major power excursions
without loss of coolant and reactor behavior with loss of coolant, are
being applied to the design of light water reactors. The results of
containment experiments now underway will make possible more
efficient containment vessel designs which will maximize safety and
minimize costs.

Engineered safety features specifically designed to prevent accidents
or to minimize their consequences, will be developed on a priority
basis. Examples of engineered safety features now being developed
are: methods of scavenging radioactivity in containment buildings to
reduce leakage effects; detection of incipient cracking in reactor pip-
ing and vessel materials; emergency core cooling (sprays, flooding) to
prevent fuel meltdown; methods of estimating and reducing reactor
containment building leakage; surface coatings that absorb radioactive
fission product iodine; tests to determine plant component and in-
strumentation reliability during operation; improved blast shields to
contain explosion effects; and methods for safely venting fission
products from fuel elements. Development work will include field
tests of engineered safety systems. Other engineered safety features
will be developed as plant operating experience and continuing safety
experiments indicate their needs; these include means for minimizing
effects of potential seismic disturbances.

The question of location of large central station nuclear power
plants is complex. The advent of reactors in the 1000 MWe range and
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the incentive on the part of utilities to locate such plants closer to
load centers have introduced additional important siting questions.
Resolution of siting problems requires emphasis on providing reliable
experience with advanced types of containment structures and other
engineered safety features, experience in coping with all operating
conditions, and provisions for designs with a high margin of safety.

Work in the safety program is being oriented to the advanced re-
actors. Emphasis will be placed on research which will provide the
knowledge necessary for determining the safety problems associated
with these reactors and will provide the base for the developments
which may be necessary to resolve the problems. Developments will
include, where necessary, the demonstration of the course and con-
sequences of abnormal conditions, and the development of counter-
measures for these conditions.

Radioactive Wastes
Safe and economic management of radioactive waste from an ex-

panding nuclear power industry, and the development of methods for
this management are essential. The waste management problem
for the nuclear industry may be considered in two parts (1) the han-
dling, treatment, and disposal at nuclear power plants of liquid,
solid, and gaseous wastes with very low levels of radioactivity, and
(2) the processing and disposal of much smaller volumes of highly
radioactive wastes from commercial fuel reprocessing plants.

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT WASTES
The management of radioactive wastes at nuclear power plants is

not expected to impede the development of the nuclear industry.
Waste systems for power reactors have been constructed which pro-
vide double containment of pipes and tanks in the event of leakage,
and adequate capacity and flexibility for the future.

Waste treatment and storage systems which concentrate and contain
or dilute and disperse the radioactive wastes have been developed for
the light water reactors. In many cases, liquid waste radioactivity is
allowed to decay in storage, and released without further treatment
when the activity is reduced below prescribed limits. The waste vol-
umes handled at power reactor facilities (up to 50,000 gallons per day

"k •for 300 MWe plants) are quite small in comparison with industrial
wastes from many other industries. Radioactivity concentrations in
existing nuclear power plant effluents, with no environmental dilution,
have ranged from one to three per cent of amounts allowed by AEC
radiation protection standards, with are compatible with internation-
ally accepted standards.

Solid wastes are baled and sealed in containers. Liquid non-com-
bustible wastes are fixed in concrete in standard 55-gallon drums. The
waste containers are disposed of in approved commercial burial
grounds. Solid waste volumes for a nuclear plant such as Dresden and
Yankee amount to several thousand cubic feet per year. Commercial
land burial costs at locations in the States of New York, Kentucky,
Nevada and Washington range from $0.65 to $1.50 per cubic foot.
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The capacity and availability of suitable land burial facilities are more
than sufficient for even the most optimistic growth projections.

Radioactive gases are normally produced in water-cooled and mod-
erated reactors through irradiation and radiolytic decomposition of
reactor water, its impurities, and any traces of air in the water. De-
fects in fuel element cladding may also permit small amounts of the
fission gases present in the fuel to be released into the reactor coolant
water. Radioactive particulate matter, present in waste gases after
hold-up for decay, is generally passed through high efficiency filters
which remove 99.9 percent of the particles 0.3 micron in size or larger,
before discharge to the atmosphere. Radioactive gaseous effluents are
continuously monitored on site. Off-site monitoring is provided by
both State and Federal agencies. Nuclear power plant records in-
dicate gaseous discharges only one-tenth of one percent of permissible
limits. On-site waste management processes for light water reactors
developed over many years have been proven adequate for adaptation
to the large plants now under commitment. The increasing emphasis
on breeder reactors and plutonium and uranium-233 fuels requires a
continuing development of waste treatment and disposal technology.

Waste management systems at the reactor power plant are estimated
to account for about 2 percent of the total reactor facility cost, and
operation and maintenance ranges from 5 to 10 percent of the over-all
plant operation and maintenance costs.

FUEL REPROCESSING PLANT WASTES
Chemical reprocessing of irradiated reactor fuel produces highly

radioactive wastes which must be contained and isolated for hundreds
of years. In chemical reprocessing operations on production reactor
fuels, over 65 million gallons of such high activity wastes have been
satisfactorily handled to date.

The growth of nuclear power now is leading to increasing amounts
*• of reprocessing plant wastes. However, improvements in fuels and

in the reprocessing of fuels have served to reduce markedly the vol-
ume of wastes generated per unit of nuclear heat produced. Present
estimates indicate an accumulated volume of wastes from the reproc-
essing of nuclear power fuels by 1980 of less than 4 million gallons
and 40 million gallons (180 ft. cube) by the year 2000.

While more than 20 years' experience with storage of liquid high
activity wastes in tanks has shown it to be a safe and practical means
of interim waste handling, the long effective life of the wastes and the
comparatively short life of storage tanks require that the Commission
pursue a program aimed at developing and demonstrating, on an engi-
neering scale, systems for the conversion of high level liquid wastes
to stable solids and their subsequent storage in a dry geologic forma-
tion such as salt. The resultant volume, about a 60 foot cube by the
year 2000, indicates a possible reduction by a factor of 27 below that
for liquid storage.

Solidification and disposal technology for high-activity waste has
reached the pilot plant and field demonstration phase. Results of
these research and development programs will be made available to

* industry during 1967-69 for use in the commercial reprocessing of
spent reactor fuel.
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Further technical progress in waste management has been the en-
gineering development of hydraulic fracturing-a method for in-
jecting certain types of intermediate level liquid wastes into specific
geologic formations. Research and development on this method at
Oak Ridge has proceeded to the point where it is now being used op-
erationally. The possible use of this technique in other areas will
be investigated during 1967-68.

Methods for removal of the fission product krypton-85, from gase-
ous effluent streams, and from fuel reprocessing operations, are to be

- studied during 1967-69. These techniques could be used to prevent
a long term buildup of this radionuclide in the atmosphere above pre-
scribed limits.

Waste management research, during 1967-72, will emphasize the
development of systems and equipment for advanced reactors and their
associated chemical processing plants, which will prevent the release
of hazardous concentrations of radioactive effluents produced from
these operations.

High activity waste treatment and ultimate storage have been es-
timated to cost between 0.02 to 0.03 mills/KWh. This represents about
one to two percent of the total fuel cycle cost and substantially less
than two percent of the cost of nuclear power in a 4 mills/KWh econ-
omy. Waste management costs will be a minor fraction of nuclear
power costs and should not deter the development of safe and econom-
ical nuclear power.

Discontinued Programs and Projects
The 1962 Report stated of the advanced converters:

"Itoe Commission must continue to evaluate thes systems carefully
againAt the criteria described. Some should be carried to the stage ot
building operating prototypes during the next several years, but only when
significant advantages seem reasonably assured."

Evaluations since the 1962 Report have shown that some of the
concepts described in the report were only maginally superior to others
whose success was nearer at hand, and their development has been
terminated. Other concepts have been discontinued because of espe-
cially difficult research or developmental engineering problems and the

4, accompanying increased costs, delays, and difficulties associated with
introducing the concept into the utility enviroiiment.

The advanced converter reactor development program described in
the 1962 Report was assessed during 1964 in an evaluation of five
promising reactors. The concepts considered were the High Temper-
ature Gas Cooled Reactor (HTGR), the Heavy Water Moderated
Reactor, which included organic and water cooled versions, the Light
Water Seed-Blanket Reactor (LSBR), the Sodium Graphite Reactor
(SGR), and the Spectral Shift Reactor (SSR). The HTGR, the
Heavy Water Moderated Reactor-organic cooled version (HWOCR),
and the LSBR were selected for continued support.

The Sodium Graphite Reactor (SGR) program, initiated in Fiscal
Year 1957, was directed toward the development of a sodium cooled
and graphite moderated reactor. The concept included the design,
construction and operation of the Sodium Reactor Experiment (SRE)
and the Hallam Nuclear Power Facility (HNPF). A principal con-
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sideration influencing the decision to discontinue the SGR concept in
1964 was uncertainty regarding the economic competitiveness of the
concept. This uncertainty, combined with serious technical problems
with the Hallam nuclear reactor core requiring costly modifications,
resulted in the termination in August 1965 of Commission support for
the HNPF. The SRE was terminated in December 1966, because its
support for the SGR was no longer needed and its use in the LMFBR
program was not of sufficient priority to warrant additional expendi-
tures for conversion and operation of this facility.

The Spectral Shift Reactor (SSR) using a thorium fuel cycle con-
cept and a varying mixture of heavy and light water as moderator
and coolant, was given serious consideration as a means for providing
good fuel use and economic nuclear power. Congress, in 1968, au-
thorized $30 million for the development, design, construction and op-
eration of a demonstration plant, and in February 1964 the AEC
invited proposals for the construction of a 150 MWe Spectral Shift
Reactor. However, the 1964 evaluation resulted in a decision not to
support the concept or to construct a demonstration plant, because the
reactor did not offer significantly better economic potential than the
light water reactors.

The Heavy Water Component Test Reactor (HWCTR), placed in
operation in 1962, was used to investigate fuel element designs and to
provide other data pertinent to pressurized heavy water reactors,
Analysis of heavy water moderated systems indicated lower capital
and fuel cycle costs, and a lower heavy water inventory in a system
cooled with either an organic fluid or light water than could be ob-
tained in a system cooled by heavy water. This analysis formed the
basis for concentrating research and development on the Heavy Water
Moderated Organic Cooled Reactor (HWOCR). The HWCTR was
shut down in December 1964 and placed in a standby status.

The Experimental Gas-cooled Reactor (EGCR) project, started in
1957, was terminated in January 1966 before construction was com-
pleted. Construction of the EGCR was begun in 1959 with completion
initially scheduled for 1962. Important factors contributing to the
decision to terminate were continuing design and engineering diffi-
culties with corresponding delays and rising costs, the diminishing
potential of timely and significant contribution of the EGCR project
to commercial development of high temperature gas-cooled reactor
technology, and competing demands for limited funds,

Commission support of the general development of the thermal
reactor superheat program was terminated in 1966, except for coopera-
tive commitments to Bonus and Pathfinder. This decision was a con-
sequence of the development of the current light water reactors which
produce saturated steam, and of the technical status of the superheat
program. At the time of the decision to terminate support of the pro-
gramn commercial vendors were not willing to offer nuclear superheat
reactor plants until additional irradiation experience on nuclear super-

. =heat fuel was obtained. The thermal reactor superheat concept was
designed to produce high temperature steam resulting in a high over-
all nuclear power plant thermal efficiency. Uncertainties included the
design complexity of the reactor, problems associated with the fuel
element materials, and the risk of radioactive contamination of the
steam circuit in a direct cycle reactor.
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The Experimental Beryllium Oxide Reactor (EBOR) project,
started in 1958, was terminated in December 1966. Major contributing
factors to this decision were continuing serious technical problems
with some components, the associated risks of schedule delays and in-
creased costs, and the low priority requirement for beryllium oxide
irradiation date. in view of the favorable progress in the development
of graphite as the reference moderator for high temperature gas
reactors.

The Los Alamos Molten Plutonium Program (LAMPP), started in
1957, was discontinued in mid-1966, and construction of the Fast Re-
actor Core Test Facility (FRCTR) was terminated. The Los Alamnos
Scientific Laboratory research and development effort in the field of
fast reactors is being focused on plutonium bearing ceramic fuels and
on sodium technology, which are areas of technology closer to the
LMFBR effort.

International Programs
Advances in development of the U.S. nuclear power programs have
drawn to a substantial extent on interchanges of information with
foreign programs. A brief review of the status and prospects for the
major Free World reactor programs, other than the U.S., is thus
appropriate.

Belgium
Belgium is substantially involved in many phases of nuclear devel-

opment. Two small power reactor projects have been undertaken;
Vulcain, a 30 to 50 MWt spectral shift reactor at University of Liege,
and BR-3 at Mol, a 10.5 MWe PWR. Two 600 MWe nuclear units
are planned for the early 19709.

Canada
The near-term Canadian power reactor development program is

based on the heavy water moderated and cooled pressure tube reactor
(CANDU) which has the potential for low fuel cycle cost& The heavy
.water moderated-boiling light water cooled reactor (HWBLW), is
being developed on a long-term basis as an evolution of the CANDU
concept. Plans have been announced for construction of a 250 MWe
IHWBLW prototype, to be located in Quebec, and completed in 1971.
Interest is continuing in the organic cooled heavy water moderated
reactor on a low priority basis. This program is linked to the U.S.
HWOCR effort.

The heavy water moderated and cooled commercial nuclear power
plants include the 200 MWe Douglas Point nuclear power plant which
became operational in 1966, and two 500 MWe units under construction
at Pickering, near Toronto, which are expected to be in service in 1970
and 1971. Pickering is being planned to accommodate 4000 MWe in
nuclear capacity by the year 1980.
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Euratom
-The Euratom Community, consisting of Belgium, France, Italy,

West Germany, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg, is responsible for a
considerable portion of the research and development for the civilian
nuclear power programs in the Community.

A light water reactor program, initiated in 1959, has had as its
objective an industrial complex capable of developing designs based
upon U.S. light water reactor concepts. The Euratom program has
included the development of advanced converters such as heavy water
moderated organic cooled ORGEL reactors using natural or slightly
enriched uranium and high temperature gas reactors using enriched
uranium or thorium fuel. Euratom participates in the development
of the West Germany Arbeitsgemeinschaft Versuche Reactor (AVR).
The AVR, a 15 MWe pebble bed reactor located at Juelich, is helium
cooled and graphite moderated and uses enriched uranium or thorium
fuel.

The Euratom fast reactor program, predicated on the introduction
of large fast breeder reactors about 1980, has its main efforts located in
France and Germany. Euratom has arranged for the irradiation of
several fast reactor subassemblies in the Dounreay reactor. Irradia-
tions are also planned in the Fermi reactor assuming resolution of the
Fermi fuel failure.

A joint civilian nuclear power program was initiated by the
European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) and the United
States in 1958. The joint effort has been aimed primarily at improv-0• ing the performance of light water reactor systems as represented by
the three power reactors now operating in the Community under the
U.S.-Euratom joint power reactor program.

The three reactors included under the joint power reactor program
are the 150 MWe plant of the Garigliano Nuclear Power Station
(SENN), operating at Punta Fiume, Italy, the 266 MWe reactor of
the SocietA d'Energie Nucleaire Franco-Belge des Ardennes (SENA)
at Chooz, France, and the 237 M'We power plant of the Kernkraftwerk
RWE-Bayernwerk (KRB), at Gundremmingen, West Germany.

EUROPEAN NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY (ENEA)

The ENEA sponsors Dragon, a 20 MWt high temperature helium
cooled graphite moderated advanced converter reactor, built at Win-
frith Heath in the U.K. This reactor attained criticality in August
1964, reached full power operation in April 1966, was shut down on
schedule at the end of August 1966 for refueling and placed back in
power operation in January 1967. ENEA plans to operate Dragon
until the end of 1967. A three year extension of the program beyond
this date is under consideration. Dragon, built as an international
demonstration plant, has concentrated on the development of fuels
for large HTGR type reactors.

The ENEA also sponsors Halden, a heavy water moderated boil-
ing heavy water cooled reactor located in Norway. The reactor power
level for the third core is 25 MWt. Future work (1967-1969) will
concentrate on experiments with high fuel heat ratings, thorium fuel,
physics of thorium fueled reactors, in-core instruments, on-line com-
puter control, and fuel irradiations.
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France W
Ai -The French Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique (CEA) develop-

ment effort has been concentrated on natural uranium fueled, graphite
moderated, carbon dioxide cooled reactors similar in design to the
UKAEA Magnox reactors. The magnesium alloy clad metal fuel has
performed well and will be used in plants under construction. Im-
provements such as prestressed concrete pressure vessels and an in-
ternally and externally cooled annular (INCA) fuel element with
inner and outer fins, are being introduced for the later large-sized
INCA reactors.

The CEA interest in advanced converters centers on an 80 MWe
heavy water moderated, carbon dioxide cooled reactor now being con-
structed for intended use with a natural uranium fuel cycle. The
CEA has placed in operation a 25-ton per year heavy water pilot plant
as a first step in its heavy water production program.

The CEA fast breeder program has concentrated on the develop-
ment of a sodium cooled concept. Consideration is being given to com-
mitting construction of a 250 MWe demonstration plant in 1969.
Studies related to fast reactors are carried out in the framework of
an association between Euratom and the French CEA and include the
20 MWe sodium cooled Rapsodie reactor and the Harmonie and Ma-
surca air-cooled critical assemblies.

Germany
Germany will rely on light water reactors to supply most of its

anticipated nuclear power capacity (about 10,000 MWe by 1980) until9?w fast breeder reactors are developed. The 237 MWe BWR based on
U.S. designs at Gundremmingen, (KRB), built under the Euratom-
U.S. joint program, was completed in 1986.

A 100 MWe heavy water moderated gas-cooled reactor demonstra-
tion plant scheduled for 1969 operation will provide experience in the

,- use of natural uranium as a fuel.
The German research and development effort is concentrated on fast

breeder reactors, with the effort directed toward achieving the infor-
mation necessary to commit the construction of demonstration plants
for one or both of the two fast breeder types under consideration,
sodium or steam cooled. The Netherlands and Belgium will partici-
pate in this program.

Greece
An April 1966 joint agreement with the U.S. included provision

for studies of water desalting and nuclear power needs. A preliminary
study was completed in December 1966.

India
The development of commercial nuclear power in India to date

has been based on the purchase of the American BWR and the Cana-
dian heavy water moderated and cooled (HWR) reactor types. The
selection of the second Canadian HWR reactor reflects India's interest
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in the possible use of its thorium resources in this type of reactor.
Two 190 MWe BWR reactors are being built at Tarapur for 1968-69
operation, and two 200 MWe HWR reactors are under construction at
the Rajasthan Atomic Power Plant (RAPP) for 1970-71 operation.
Two 200 MWe HWR reactors, planned for the Madras Atomic Power
Plant (MAPP), are scheduled for operation in 1971-72.

A technical exchange program has been initiated between India and
the United States which includes thermal and fast reactor technology.

Israel
A cooperative Israel-U.S. study concluded that a dual purpose light

water reactor desalting plant could contribute to a solution of Israel's
power and water needs. Israel is determining the feasibility of pro-
ceeding with such a project.

Italy
The commercial development of nuclear power in Italy has to date

been based on the purchase of U.K. and U.S. reactors. Italy has
three operating nuclear power plants: a 210 MWe U.K. Magnox type
plant (Latina) ; a 169 MWe American BWR (Garigliano), built under
the Euratom-U.S. joint program and a 300 MWe American PWB
(Fermi Trino). Plans include seven 600 MWe nuclear plants to be
;added in the 1970-75 period.

Italy has under consideration the development of dual purpose de-
salting-nuclear power plants for its arid regions.

Japan
Japan is relying primarily on technical exchanges with United States

and United Kingdom reactor and fuel fabricators for the development
of domestic manufacturing capabilities. Efforts are being made to
establish a domestic nuclear industry based on light water technology
obtained from the United States.

The Japanese are developing a heavy water moderated boiling water
cooled advanced converter. Japanese nationals are also being assigned
to participate in fast breeder projects in other countries.

Japan has in operation two nuclear power plants, an 11.7 MWe
BWR, and a 169 MWe Magnox type plant. A 310 MWe BWR is
being built and plans include an additional 12 nuclear power units for
operation in the 1971-74, period with a capacity of about 4000 MFe.

Mexico
A joint International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) -Mexico-U.S.

agreement in 1965 provided for studies of dual purpose desalting-nu-
clear power plants, now being conducted by a joint team of special-
ists. Mexico is also determining the feasibility of supplying fresh
water to Mexico City by desalting using nuclear energy.
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Norway
Plans are underway to operate a nuclear power plant in Norway

by 1975. Projections indicate 4,500 MWe of nuclear power by 1980.
Norway has a substantial investment in research and development for
nuclear power.

Pakistan
A 132 MWe Canadian heavy water nuclear power plant is being

built at Karachi. Studies of dual purpose desalting-nuclear power
plants are underway.

Portugal
Feasibility studies and discussions are underway between Spain and

Portugal to undertake a 500 MWe nuclear power plant (HUELVA).

South America
Argentina and Brazil are the only two countries in South America

which are considering the development of nuclear power, probably in
-the 1970s, but have reached no decisions to date.

Spain
Spain has two U.S. light water nuclear power plants under con-

struction: a 153 MWe PWR (Zorita) and a 460 MWe BWR (Nu-
clenor) scheduled for completion in 1968 and 1970, respectively. Spain
is also planning the construction of a 30 MWe HWOCR reactor
(DON) and is undertaking a joint venture with France for a 500 MWe
natural uranium gas cooled nuclear plant (Cataluna) near Vandellos
for operation in 1971.

Two other nuclear plants of comparable capacity, but of undefined
type, are being considered for construction, one the Castellon plant
near Peniscola and the other a joint project with Portugal in the
province of Huelva near Ayamonte.

Sweden
Sweden's primary interest in nuclear power has been the develop-

ment of heavy water reactors. In 1963, Sweden placed in operation
a 10 MWe natural uranium heavy water reactor plant (Agesta), and
currently is building a 200 MWe slightly enriched, boiling heavy water
plant (Marviken) for operation in 1969. The interests of the Swed-
ish electric utilities in the U.S. light water reactors have also resulted
in a decision to build a 400 MWe BWR (Simpevarp) near Oskarsham
which is scheduled for operation in 1970.
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*Switzerland
Switzerland has selected two heavy water moderated reactors for

prototype development, one light water cooled, and the other gas
cooled. However, the commercial plants currently planned for opera-
tion utilize the U.S. light water reactor designs. A 350 MWe PWR
(NOK) located at Beznow, is under construction for operation in
1969. In addition a 250 MWe BWR (BKW), located at Berne, and
a 500 MWe PWR or BWR, located in Zurich, are planned for opera-
tion in 1971 and 1972-73, respectively.

United Arab Republic (UAR)
The UAR has under consideration a 150 MWe 5 million gallons of

water per day dual purpose desalting-nuclear power plant at Borg
el-Arab.

United Kingdom (U.K.)
The United Kingdom (U.K.) nuclear power plant capacity consists

primarily of 3000 MWe of graphite moderated, carbon dioxide cooled
Magnox type plants. These plants use natural uranium metal fuel
elements clad with magnesium alloy. The experimental Dounreay
PFast Reactor (DFR) also provides a small electrical output (15
,MWe). The U.K. has no light .water moderated and cooled nuclear
power plants and has indicated no programmatic interest in this type
of reactor.

The Magnox reactors, using on-line refueling, are designed for high
plant availabilities. The 590 MWe Wylfa plant, scheduled for opera-
tion in 1968, uses a pre-stressed concrete pressure vessel containing
the entire primary system. Once-through steam generators are de-
signed to produce steam at about 750 psia and 750°F. The thermal
efficiency is expected to be 31.4 percent, and burnups of 30004000
MWD/T are estimated for the magnesium alloy clad uranium metal
fuels

The present U. K. program is based upon a transition from the
Magnox to the Advanced Gas Reactor (AGR) plants. Improved per-
formance over the Magnox plants is attained by operating at higher
fuel clad temperatures and coolant pressure (maximum 14720 F., 450
psia) than found in the Magnox plants (842° F., 400 psia). Average
burnup of 18,000 MWD/T is predicted for the stainless clad UO0

7 .fuel. High steam pressure and temperature (2315 psia, 10500 F.)
for the 600 MWe Dungeness B plant, the first unit in the AGR pro-
gram, results in a 41.5 percent thermal efficiency as contrasted to 31.4
percent for the Wylfa plant.

Two 600 MWe units, Dungeness B-1 and B-2, are being built for
1970 operation. By 1975 the expected 5,000 MWe capacity from the
Magnox plants will be increased by 8,000 MWe from the AGR plant&

In its future development program, the U. K. has placed the high-
est priority on the liquid metal cooled fast breeder program begun in
1951, and since 1959 it has used the 15 MWe DFR, fueled with a
uranium-molybdemum alloy, for irradiating prototype ceramic fuel
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for the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR). Construction of the 250 MWe
PFR was begun at Dounreay early in 1966 with operation scheduled
for 1971. The PFR is the demonstration plant for the large (about
1000 MWe) fast reactor nuclear power plants which the UKAEA
believes will prove economical for the national grid after 1975. The
demonstration plant will be fueled with plutonium-uranium oxide
and will have its primary components (reactor, pumps, heat exchang-
ers) in a large tank, similar to EBR-II.

The U.K. also is building a 93 MWe steam generating (boiling
water cooled) heavy water moderated reactor (SGHWR) scheduled
for operation in 1967. The SGHWR utilizes Zircaloy pressure tubes
and slightly enriched UO, (about 1.42 percent). This concept, with
its low capital cost, low fuel enrichment and refueling flexibility, is
visualized by the U.K. as a low cost alternative for medium-sized
nuclear plants.

Other
Many of the remaining countries of the Free World such as Aus-

tralia, Denmark, Finland, Korea, and the Philippines, are now plan-
ning for the development of nuclear power in the 1970s.
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Legal and Administrative Matters
7Policies Relating to Nuclear Materials

In the 1962 Report, the Commission indicated that it favored legisla-
tion to permit private ownership of special nuclear materials. The
Private Ownership Act was passed in 1964 and may be considered an
important element in the 1965 and 1966 surge of orders for nuclear
power plants.

A key element of the Private Ownership Act was the provision for
a transition period to private ownership. AEC may continue to dis-
tribute special nuclear materials by lease for power reactor use until
January 1, 1971, and lessees may retain materials on lease until July 1,
1973. It is expected that reactor inventories gradually will be
transferred to private ownership through toll enriching during the
transition period, although a specific provision has been made for in-
stallment payments on cash purchases of such inventories sold before
July 1, 1973. The transition also is being smoothed by a provision that
guarantees a purchase price for plutonium or uranium-233 (if pro-

5duced through the use of special nuclear material leased or sold by0AEC) delivered through December 31, 1970. The guaranteed market
for uranium-233, but not plutonium, may be extended by the AEC
beyond 1970. These prices have been set at the estimated fuel value
of $10 per gram of fissile plutonium and $14 per gram of uranium-233.
The uranium-233 price is subject to discount for uranium-232 content,
which complicates fuel handling because of radioactive daughter
products, and for uranium-238 content. Prices for both materials
are subject to adjustment in proportion to the AEC's charge for
enriched uranium.

The new law also authorized the AEC to provide toll enrichment
services whereby raw materials normally will be purchased on the open
market, rather than from the Government, and will then be processed
to uranium hexafluoride in privately-owned plants, enriched in the
Government-owned gaseous diffusion plants, and further processed
into fuel elements under private auspices. Private commitments for
purchase of uranium concentrate for use as feed under the terms of this
enrichment service, which will start after December 31, 1968, have im-
proved the near-term outlook for the uranium mining and milling in-
dustry, as evidenced by firming prices and the signing of contracts
for the delivery of feed in 1968 and later years. The availability of the
enriching service also is expected to encourage the use of nuclear power
abroad and the foreign sale of U.S.-designed reactor systems using
enriched uranium.

Under Section 161v of the Atomic Energy Act, the AEC on De-
cember 23, 1966, established criteria under which the uranium enrich-
ment services will be provided. The criteria provide that the AEC
will offer to contract to supply separative work for periods up to 30
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years, at a unit charge to be announced, but subject to a ceiling. The
ceiling will be $30 per unit of separative work I plus escalation for
power and labor costs beyond July 1, 1965.

In addition to the toll enriching criteria, a number of related
AEC policies with respect to sale and lease of enriched uranium
during the transition period have been announced in order to help
the nuclear industry estimate the relative economics of sale, lease
and toll enriching. In order to encourage the emergence of a viable
domestic uranium market, the AEC will continue to base its enriched
uranium sale or lease charge schedule on $8 per pound of U.O. through
June 30, 1973. Ownership of leased inventories of enriched uranium
may be acquired after December 31, 1970, by a transaction equivalent
to toll enriching (customer delivers uranium feed and dollars to AEC
and acquires ownership of a corresponding amount of the leased in-
ventory). This process is referred to as "in situ" toll enriching.

Contracts offered by the AEC to implement the enrichment services
criteria may be signed at any time, but the services may not com-
mence before January 1, 1969. The contracts contain a provision
permitting termination by the Government if comparable commer-
cial uranium enriching services become available from another
domestic source on reasonable terms and at reasonable prices within
the AEC ceiling charge. This will permit the Government to be
relieved, as may be judged appropriate, of strictly commercial com-
mitments extending over the life of these contracts.

One possible source of a commercial enriching service could be the
disposition of one or more of the three AEC gaseous diffusion plants
to a privately or publicly financed corporation. The AEC is conduct-
ing an internal study on the feasibility and desirability of transfer
of gaseous diffusion plants to private operation. The Commission is
also discussing with the Atomic Industrial Forum the scope and
ground rules for a proposed Forum study of such transfer.

Price-Anderson Indemnity
The Price-Anderson provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as amended, afford protection to the public and to AEC licensees and
contractors from the risks associated with atomic energy by providing
for a program of private insurance and governmental indemnity
amounting to a maximum of $560 million to cover damages that con-
ceivably could arise from a nuclear incident. The statute provides
for a limitation of liability of all persons indemnified in the event of

S..a nuclear incident resulting in claims which exceed the total amount
7of private insurance and governmental indemnity. By amendment in

1965 (Public Law 89--210), this indemnity program was extended until
August 1, 1977, and the amount of Government indemnity ($500 mil-
lion for licensed rea tors) was reduced by the amount that the private
insurance required ,xceeds $60 million. The present capacity of the
nuclear energy liability pools, and the amount of private insurance
required for large power reactors, is $74 million.

In 1966, the Price-Anderson provisions were further amended
(Public Law 89-645) to provide authority for the Commission and

'Separative work-A measure of energy required to enrich uranium.
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insurers to make emergency assistance payments available to claimants
immediately following a nuclear incident without requiring claimants
to sign a general release. Also, the Commission may require parties to
indemnity agreements or financial protection policies to waive certain
issues or defenses.

Finding of Practical Value
A distinction between developmental and commercial licenses is con-
tained in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Section 102 states that
whenever the Commission finds that any type of production or utiliza-
tion facility has been sufficiently develqped to be of practical value
for industrial or commercial purposes, the Commission may thereafter
issue licenses for such type of facility only pursuant to Section 103
of the Act. Until the time of the finding of practical value, the Com-
mission is to continue its policy of issuing licenses for production and
utilization facilities pursuant to Section 104 of the Act, the develop-
mental section. The original intent of this provision of the Act was
to provide the Commission with discretionary authority over commer-
cial reactor plant construction, based upon determining that there was
sufficient availability of nuclear fuel.

In 1964, the National Coal Policy Conference, the National Coal
Association and the United Mine Workers of America petitioned the
Commission to make a finding of practical value for pressurized and
boiling water reactors.

On December 29, 1965, the Commission said, in denying the peti-
tion from the coal groups, that although the economic prospects for
nuclear power in the United States are very favorable, a statutory
finding of practical value for light water reactors within the meaning
of Section 102 of the Atomic Energy Act must await an adequate ap-
praisal of the economics, based on demonstration of the technology
and performance of large nuclear plants now under construction.

On August 29, 1966, the Commission advised the Joint Committee
of its belief that there is no continued need for the requirement of a
formal finding of "practical value" as embodied in Section 102, or for
the statutory distinction between licenses issued for production and
utilization facilities under Section 103 (commercial licenses) and Sec-
tion 104b (research and development licenses), and that the Commis-
sion is giving consideration to preparing legislation on this subject.

On October 18, 1966, the National Coal Policy Conference, the
National Coal Association and the United Mine Workers of America
again petitioned the Commission to make a finding of practical value
for light water reactors. The petitioners cited the large number of
firm commitments made by utilities during 1966 for nuclear electric
plants, and noted the order by TVA for a nuclear plant in an area
where coal is cheap. On December 23, 1966, the Commission, in
denying the petition, stated:

T'he Commission believes that the basis for its Determination of
December 29, 1965, In equally valid today and that the matters set forth
in the new petition fled on October 18, 1966, do not provide sufficient grounds
to warrant a change in its position. The developments since December 29,
1965, cited by the petitioners, are further strong indications that economic
competitiveness will be achieved. The Commission continues to believe,
however, that it should await a reliable estimate of the economics based
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upon a demonstration of the technology and plant performance. Pending
the completion of sealed-up plants, and the information to be obtained
from their operation, the Commission remains of the view that there has
not yet been sufficient demonstration of the cost of construction and opera-

tw tion of light water, nuclear electric plants to warrant making a statutory
finding that any types of such facilities have been suffieently developed to
be of practical value within the meaning of section 102 of the Act."

Licensing and Regulation
To accommodate the electric power industry's rapidly increasing plans
for nuclear power plants, several major steps have been taken since
1962 to improve and simplify the facility licensing process. Three-
man atomic safety and licensing boards have been established and
mandatory public hearings have been limited to the construction per-
mit stages.

Progress is being made in developing reactor safety standards
General design criteria for nuclear power plant construction permits
are being developed. These criteria, which have evolved from AEC
licensing experience, will be used as a guide for reactor design and
performance. Concurrently, the AEC is working with industry orga-
nizations to develop supplementary specific design performance criteria
for components and systems of the light water reactors.

An improved technical specifications system for reactors was re-
cently issued for comment and interim guidance. The changes in this
system will focus attention of both licensee management and the AEC
on those reactor features which are vital to safety. The proposed
regulation changes also give guidance to applicants on the types of
information needed by the AEC at the cotistruction permit stage and
at the operating license stage.

A guide on the preparation of safety analysis reports has been
issued, specifying more clearly the information needed by the AEC
for its safety evaluation. It is expected that this guide will further
assist applicants and help expedite review of licensing cases

An increasing number of prospective applicants are meeting with
the AEC staff in advance of filing applications to obtain informal
views on siting questions, safety features of projected reactors, and
information on licensing procedures. The regulatory staff also has

77 offered the opportunity to manufacturers to conduct prelicensing
reviews of the reactor systems and components to reduce subsequent
licensing time.
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ATOMIC ENERGY LAW JOURNAL
Volume 10 SPRING, 1968 Number 1

THE ROLE OF POWER IN
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT t

By NEAL L. MOYLAN*

Electric power is the essential ingredient of our in-
dustrial civilization - the sine qua non of the highly pro-
ductive, richly rewarding, American economy. Electric
power is a basic controlling factor in the economic
growth of any area.

Electrical energy can be transported, transmitted,
and transformed. It can be packaged - it can be pro-
duced by any number of mechanical and chemical
means - it can be - and has been - turned to an infinite
number of uses.

Our future, as well as our recent history, is based
on the continuing expansion of sources of electrical
energy and the continuing sophisticated application to
thousands of new devices, products and services - some
not yet on the drawing board.

I ask you to try to conceive of this world of ours
without the present high state of development of the
generation, transmission and packaging of electrical
energy.

I ask you to imagine communications without elec-

Commissioner, New York State Department of Commerce.
t Paper presented at the Inter-Buard Symposium on Power Generation

and Water Resources, Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York, on Friday, Octo-
ber 25, 1968.
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tronics - of automated mass production without electri-
cal energy for motive power and control - of transporta,-
tion and of the home without electric power.

Picture instead huge industrial complexes powered
by coal and oil alone, belching pollutants at a rate which
would make today's air pollution problems insignificant.
We would perhaps still be signalling by semaphore or
heliograph - and depending for lighting on some ineffi-
cient consumption of fossil fuels.

Without electrical energy in its present state of de-
velopment we could never have achieved our present
standard and mode of living - we would not now have
our present leisure - we would, in fact, be economically
somewhere in the limbo of the 1850's.

Despite the many new and revolutionary develop-
ments in science and technology, this is still the "Elec-
tric Age" - and is likely to continue to be so far into the
foreseeable future, as we continue to improve our tech-
niques for its application, transmission and packaging
with increasing innovation, particulary in miniaturiza-
tion.

The development of electronics is a spin-off of elec-
tricity - a new dimension of this all-important power
source.

The development of atomic power - not possible
without electric power - has been turned to the service
of electrical generation - and is almost completely de-
pendent upon its application.

The accomplishments of space - both in direct ex.
ploration and through its byproducts - are inextricably
intertwined with electrical energy.

But what is immediately and basically important
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to us here today - to all of us here in New York State -
is the direct relationship between our capacity to pro-
vide electrical energy and our capacity for economic
growth. This is, perhaps, the most critical equation
governing our future growth and prosperity. We must,
therefore, look closely and carefully at this relationship
and make some highly important decisions concerning
the future of electrical energy generation - and, by the
same token, the future of our economy.

The power picture in New York State, at first glance
- its status today - and next year is not bad, and I say
this advisedly, because our situation is not ideal.

But tomorrow it could be extremely critical - and
it could constitute a strong threat to the upward move-
ment of our economy.

New York State is now experiencing phenomenal
1rowth:

* Our population, which was 16.5 million in 1958,
is now over 18 million. It will reach nearly 19 mil-
lion by 1970 and nearly 21 million by 1980. By 1990,
our electric power capacity will have to serve a mini-
mum of 23.4 million people.

* Business Activity in the State is up 42 per cent
from 1958, with the trend moving steadily upward.

* Nonagricultural jobs increased by one million,
from six to seven million, between 1958 and 1968.
It is expected to grow to about 7.6 million by 1975.

- Between January 1958 and August 1968, we have
received reports of more than 6,200 major new plants
and expansions. Among the fastest growing of our
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manufacturing industries are major consumers of
electric power.

* Total personal income in our State rose from
$41.8 billion to $68.9 billion from 1958 to 1967. In
the same period, our per capita personal income rose
from $2,518 to $3,759. The implications here are of
a higher standard of living and greater consumption
of electrical energy.

In addition, there are certain other factors which
must be taken into consideration in assessing future elec-;
tric power needs:

* The number of households in the State will in-
crease at a faster rate than the population.

* Current and anticipated technological develop.
ments should sharply expand electric power requirei
ments of households, businesses and the publi
sector.

• There will be shifts in population density, with thb
fastest rate of growth in the Nassau-Suffolk and Mici'
Hudson regions. Although New York City's populiý
tion is expected to increase somewhat, its share
the State's total population will fall sharply.

It is obvious, therefore, that not only must our ge
erating capacity be drastically increased, but new genf
ating methods and locations, as well as new distributi;
patterns must be anticipated.

Today, 12 investor-owned electric power compani
the State Power Authority, 45 municipal systems, a ft
eral agency and five rural electric cooperatives serve i
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State's consumers through interconnected systems.
Seven of the major investor-owned utilities with 81 per
cent of total generating capability, plus the State Power
Authority with 17.5 per cent, produce the power to serve
98 per cent of these consumers. The Authority's facili-
ties at Niagara and St. Lawrence provide almost 79 per
cent of the State's hydro capability.

The total capability of the State at this time consists
of over 14,000 megawatts generated by thermal energy
and over 4,000 megawatts generated by hydro sources.
This capability is connected with Ontario and Quebec,
New England and the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Mary-
land group.

But reliable forecasts by the Federal Power Commis-
sion highlight the following needs in New York State:

* 22,000 megawatts by 1975.

* 48,000 megawatts by 1990.

Other projections indicate that, to meet its needs,
New York State must double its present power output
by 1980.

But whatever the projections -from whatever
source- it becomes plainly apparent that to meet fu-
.ure growth, New York State must move quickly and
;urely to expand its electric power generating capability.
Delay could be disastrous to our economy and to all our
)eople.

How can this be done - what are the sources avail-
ble to us?

- Hydro-generated power capacity in our State is se-
verely limited. To all intents and purposes there are
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no new major hydro sources available. Application
of hydro generation through pumped storage offers
a method of meeting peak-load demands- but cre-
ates no new net electrical energy sources.

- Thermal generating plants employing fossil fuels,
are a source of air pollution and are giving way eco-,
nomically to atomic generated power- particularly:
in view of trends in the power industry toward large-
size units. Improvements to reduce the cost of fossili
fuel generation are to be expected, but not to theý
point that such new plants can be expected again to
take, a. competitive lead over atomic generation.

Atomic power generation is generally indicated for
the future. 'Already; the cost-of nuclear generation
in plants being constructed or planned in New York,
State is calculated to be lower than the cost of equiv-,
alent generation by fossil fuels - and it is anticipated
that this cost differential will widen with continuing
research and technological improvement - including
the application of breeder reactor technology to com-
mercial produtiofeaectril powe The public
has largely accepted the operation of atomic power
plants to be without hazard - the need for large coal
piles is eliminated - it creates no air pollution. Its
advantages over conventional thermal generation are
extensive - and as such the nuclear power plant has
been recommended by Governor Rockefeller's Elec-
tric Power Committee as the basis for expanding the
State's generating capacity to meet tomorrow's needs
for economic growth.

Closely related to the whole picture of power sourc.
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in New York State is the need for pure waters -waters
for domestic and industrial consumption, with the de-
mand rising constantly - waters for recreation, with
more people with more leisure time using them for rec-
reation and relaxation.

Water, of course, is essential to electric power gen-
eration - hydro as well as thermal - fossil fuel or nu-
clear. Water used in hydro-electric power plants is not
polluted or changed, of course. But water used for ther-
mal plants - fossil fuel or atomic - is changed when re-
turned. It is much warmer and this change has led to
the term "thermal pollution," which, incidentally, has
caught on in popularity.

Now, whether or not the higher temperature war-
rants the pollution tag is a question of semantics and I'm
not going to get involved with word definitions. It isn't
necessary. What is necessary, though, is to recognize the
fact that it is alleged that this thermal pollution may
cause damage. In short, not enough is known at this
time to make an accurate prediction.

This uncertainty has, in some quarters, developed
into a conflict between the needs of economic growth
and conservation. I have heard it stated as a "choice be-
tween fish and people."

I disagree. There is no choice involved - there is no
basic conflict. What is involved is a solution of this
problem. What is needed is, first, mutual effort to un-
derstand the vital nature of public needs, and, secondly,
time to investigate the thermal effect fully - to assess its
true impact on fresh and salt water marine life - to re-
search and develop means of eradicating or mitigating
any deleterious effects.
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There is no basic conflict between the economic need:
for power and the economic need for conservation. The
highly successful efforts of Governor Rockefeller to solve:
our air and water pollution problems without imposing
excessive costs and restrictions on industrial growth is a
dramatic and successful illustration of this. We in New
York State have made outstanding progress in cleaning
our air and cleaning our water under these programs
while, at the same time, our Governor has initiated a faz-
reaching program for expanding our recreational facili-
ties and opportunities. The latter could not be successful
without the others.

The State of New York has a unique mechanism to
help accomplish this. This is the regional water resources
planning board mechanism and, today, we are meeting
here with three of these boards in an effort to provide
for the future well-being as well as the economic develL
opment of this area. The boards provide the means for
meeting these complex problems and providing alterna-
tive or different ways for meeting their future needs.
This is important because we must be prepared for the
needs before they are upon us. We must, for example,
buy drought insurance against dry times.

In the late summer of 1965, Governor Rockefeller
directed the Water Resources Commission, of which I
am a member, to devise a program that would accelerate
planning and development of the State's water re-
sources. The first step of this Accelerated Water Re-
sources Program was taken with the completion of the
reconnaissance studies. The regional boards are contin-
uing this endeavor, taking the planning to the local
people.

I think that by our very presence at this symposium'
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we all agree that imaginative planning is essential to in-
telligent development.

In fact, our New York State Power Authority has
demonstrated how to combine power generation with
conservation and recreation. One has only to look at the
St. Lawrence and Niagara power projects to see how
beauty, conservation and recreational activities can be
made an integral part of a power facility, whether pub-
lic or private. Our private electric generating companies
are also taking advantage of the sites associated with
nuclear power reactors to provide information centers
of educational value and to incorporate recreational fea-
tures where possible.

I have seen only basic plans for the Power Authori-
ty's Gilboa-Blenheim pumped-storage facility - but this
shapes up to be potentially one of the best recreational
sites in this State. Over two million dollars will be de-
voted to provide a beach, camping, picnic areas and
beautiful waterfall for this area.

The site development requirements of the atomic
power plant differ from those of hydro installations and
do not require extensive redevelopment. I would antici-
pate that these new and needed atomic plants would
make their contribution to conservation in other, but no
less substantial ways:

• First, the alleviation of air pollution.
° Second, by providing the power for economic
growth, a higher standard of living and a greater in-
terest and opportunity for support and participation
in conservation projects.

There is, however, the need to resolve through re-
search and development the problem of thermal effects

9
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- I am convinced that we can and will make substantial
steps in this direction shortly. In the meantime, how-
ever, it is equally important that we keep in mind the
long-range objective of producing sufficient power for
business and domestic use at a competitive price.

Our growing population requires new jobs - and
without enough power at attractive rates we cannot
hope to compete with subsidized power in other states.
Without sufficient power at competitive prices, we run
the risk of losing expansions of existing firms - and there
is always the possibility of losing an entire industry.

This is a risk we cannot afford to take. Whatever
jeopardizes our economy, jeopardizes the benefits our
economy has enabled us to enjoy, including the ability
to support and enhance our recreational facilities and to
conserve the resources of nature. Our path is clear -

we must meet our commitments to our people- we
must meet the needs of industry. We must, in short,
meet the obvious needs for electrical generating capacity
by the most economical means necessary.

But, at the same time, we must take into account the
commitment of Governor Rockefeller not only to meet
this power need - but the commitment as well to curb
air and water pollution and foster the cause of conserva-
tion and recreation. With your help, with the help of
business and industry, we can and will achieve each and
all of these objectives - and in the end, we will achieve
a stronger and more vital economy as a means toward a
better life for all the people of New York State.

I am confident that under the leadership of the
Rockefeller administration, apparent conflicts can be re-
solved and we can accomplish all of our goals.

10
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OPINION BY: OAKES

OPINION

This is an appeal by Consolidated Edison Co. of
New York, Inc. (appellant or Con Edison), and a
cross-appeal by thle United States (appellee or
Government), from a September 20, 1977, judgment of
the United States District Court for the Southern District
of New York, Lawrence W. Pierce, Judge, awarding
damages to the United States in a contract action. After a
two-week bench trial, the [**2] court found that Con
Edison was estopped from denying the existence of a
contract to reimburse the Government for costs which the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) incurred when it
made available 200 megawatts (MW) of electric power to
Con Edison during a serious Con Edison power shortage
in the summer of 1970. The district court further
premised liability on two-quasi-contractual theories - the
"emergency assistance" doctrine and a theory of unjust

enrichment resulting from the AEC's conferral of a
benefit on Con Edison. Damages were awarded in the
sum of $1,576,595, all three theories of liability
producing the same ultimate result. Because we are

satisfied both that liability is properly imposed under the
emergency assistance doctrine and that the AEC would
achieve its maximum damages award under that theory,
we affirm the district court's imposition of liability
without deciding the correctness of its equitable estoppel

or unjust enrichment theories or its dismissal of the
Government's contract claim on statute of frauds grounds.
However, we find the district judge's treatment of the[* 1123] OAKES, Circuit Judge:
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damages issue improper in one respect and accordingly
modify the damages award.

I. Facts

In the [**3] spring of 1970, the Government was
rightfully concerned that the nation's public utilities
might be unable to satisfy peak public demands for
electrical power during the coming summer. An
interagency task force established by the Executive
Office of the President, therefore, adopted a plan of
emergency power assistance (May 5 plan) in which the
AEC was to play a major role. After studying the
problem and considering the impact of a reduction in
power consumption on the operations of the AEC's
gaseous diffusion plants, I that agency [* 1124]
determined that it could reduce consumption of power at
these plants by up to 450 MW if there were critical
shortages of electricity in the commercial sector. In late
June, 1970, the AEC executed modifications of its
requirements contracts then in force with the three
utilities which supplied electricity to these plants to
reduce the AEC's overall power consumption by 450
MW for the duration of the summer. Thereafter, in early
June, 1970, the released power was wheeled from the
supplying utilities to utilities facing anticipated shortages
in Chicago and other areas in the Midwest and East.

I The plants were located in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah,
Kentucky. In 1970 these plants were being used
primarily to enrich uranium for use in commercial
nuclear power plants. The gaseous diffusion
plants convert natural uranium into a gaseous
state. The gas is then passed through hundreds of
processing stages or "cascades" to increase the

concentration of isotope U-235. Since each stage
effects only a slight increase in the concentration
of U-235, large quantities of electrical power are
required to achieve any amount of enrichment.
The unit measure of the amount of enrichment or
"separation" work performed is called a
"separative work unit," or "SWU." By thus
enriching uranium for future power use the
electricity utilized as one step in the enrichment
process is in a real sense "stored." Thus at the
outset the case is different from the usual situation
of one electric utility supplying another with
emergency power in that unless the supplier finds
an outlet for its power the power is forever lost

since energy in the general sense cannot be saved.
Here the supplier (AEC, via its supplying utilities)
is in the business of utilizing power for storage
purposes; it is a manufacturer who uses the energy
for manufacturing purposes. The release of some
of that energy increases the cost per unit not only
of the electricity utilized in the manufacturing
process but of the manufactured product itself.

[**4] On July 21, 1970, Con Edison suffered a

major power crisis with the outage of its Ravenswood
Plant ("Big Allis") resulting in a loss of 1,000 MW. 2

Charles Luce, Con Edison's chairman and chief executive
officer, and his staff immediately began the search for
new sources of electrical power.

2 Previously on May 20, 1970, Con Edison lost
its smaller Indian Point unit, a nuclear power
plant generating 260 MW. Indian Point and Big
Allis together accounted for approximately 14%
of Con Edison's electrical generating capacity.

Concurrently, the gravity of the New York situation
had come to the attention of government officials as well.
On July 22, David Freeman of the Office of Emergency
Preparedness (OEP) in Washington, D.C., telephoned
Con Edison and indicated that the Government might be
of assistance. On July 23, 1970, Luce himself called
Freeman who explained that although the AEC had
already made one power reduction, he believed that a
further power release to Con Edison might still be
possible. Luce indicated [**5) that Con Edison wanted
the power; Freeman directed Luce to get in touch with
George Quinn, then assistant general manager in charge
of production at the AEC, in order to "work out the
details." 452 F. Supp. 638 (S.D.N.Y 1977). The district
judge specifically found that the Luce/Freeman
conversation constituted "only preliminary discussions."

Luce also telephoned Fred Chambers, a Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA) official, to inquire about the
availability of power from TVA and to determine what
TVA knew of the AEC's ability further to reduce its
power from TVA. Chambers was uncertain. After the
phone call, Chambers conferred with his staff to
determine whether TVA could assist; he called the
manager of the AEC's gaseous diffusion plant at Oak
Ridge, who later told Chambers that a further power
reduction would cause the AEC severe efficiency losses -
which could be estimated in the neighborhood of three to
seven mills per kilowatt hour (PKH). Chambers then
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called back Luce, informing him that the TVA could not
assist and that if the AEC ultimately determined that it
could release additional power, the cost would be quite
high. He specified that actual costs of the power [**6]
itself and the efficiency loss surcharge would likely be in
the twelve to fourteen mills PKH range, although a final
determination of the price would have to attend AEC
calculations. 3

3 In the meantime, Quinn had informed OEP
that AEC intended to impose a surcharge upon the
Con Edison power release. The OEP apparently
did not object and then issued the following press
release:

The President announced today
that the Atomic Energy
Commission will take immediate
action to make available several
hundred megawatts of power to the
Consolidated Edison Company
serving New York City.

This action is being taken to

help relieve the critical power
shortage in New York City created
by the failure of its largest
generating unit on July 21.

The release of this power is
pursuant to the contingency plans
previously developed and
announced by the Office of
Emergency Preparedness on May
5.

The power would be available

by reducing the use of electricity at
the AEC's gaseous diffusion plants,
The Consolidated Edison
Company is proceeding with the
necessary arrangements with the
other utility companies involved
and the AEC.

It is expected that the power
will be transmitted to New York
over the interconnected grid
system of the utilities in the
Eastern United States.

The district court found that this release did not

constitute an agreement of the parties but was

simply a press release.

[**7] [* 1125] On July 24, 1977, Quinn spoke with

Luce on the telephone:

Quinn stated that he wanted to discuss
the terms and conditions of the release and
that the AEC was now in the position to
offer 200 MW to Con Edison. Quinn
informed Luce that AEC had made a
previous reduction of some 450 MW, and
that while AEC would prefer not to make
a further reduction, they were willing to do
so. It is undisputed that Quinn informed
Luce that in the event the release was
effected, the AEC would look to Con
Edison for reimbursement of its additional
costs. Luce stated that Con Edison was
still studying their end of the transmission
problem and that he was not yet in a
position to request the power. Apparently
unconcerned with the possibility of a
surcharge, Luce stated that Con Edison
would be willing to pay whatever
surcharge had been paid by the recipients
of the previous 450 MW reduction. Quinn
did not inform Luce that the recipients of
the 450 MW had not been asked to pay
any surcharge.

Quinn stated that the amount of the
surcharge was under study and that he
could not fix a price at that time. However,
Quinn did give Luce examples of the type
of costs the AEC would incur, such [**8]
as the shut down of certain equipment.
Luce testified that Quinn referred to
efficiency losses. On cross-examination..

and in response to questions by the Court
.Charles Luce stated that Quinn had

explained to him that the 200 MW
reduction would result in higher costs to
AEC than did the 450 MW reduction,
since the incremental losses were greater
when the plants were required to reduce
consumption to as low as 1,350 MW. The
conversation ended 4 with Quinn's advice
to Luce that if Con Edison wished to
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receive the power it should make
arrangements with AEC's supplier utilities,
TVA and OVEC.

452 F. Supp. at 645 (citations omitted). This telephone
conversation was the last direct AEC/Con Edison contact
before the 200 MW of released power began to flow on
Monday, July 27, 1970.

4 Luce testified that before the conversation with
Quinn ended he reiterated that it would not be
appropriate for Con Edison to pay a different
surcharge from that paid by the 450 MW utilities.
While Luce's testimony is not explicitly
discounted by the judge, he apparently chose not
to credit it.

What is important is that Luce understood
enough of the AEC's situation to know that the
power release would cost the AEC additionally in
its SWU production.

[**9] By Tuesday, July 28, 1970, the controller's

office of the AEC calculated a surcharge of 5.41 mills,
or.0541 cents PKH on the power released to Con Edison.
Quinn reviewed this calculation and discussed it with his
supervisor who approved it. On July 29, 1970, Quinn
directed officials at the Oak Ridge diffusion facility to
initiate contract modification discussions with the AEC's
supplier utilities. On August 3, 1970, the AEC executed
formal contract modifications with its supplier utilities by
which the AEC released its rights to 200 MW of power
for the remainder of the summer. These agreements
provided for the utilities to collect the 5.41 mills PKH
surcharge from Con Edison through the billing chain.
Con Edison was not specifically informed of the terms of
the modifications.

Con Edison first learned of the magnitude of the
surcharge on August 6, 1970. Luce immediately objected
and directed Louis Roddis, president of Con Edison, to
ascertain the amount of the surcharge paid by the
recipients of the 450 MW reduction. Roddis learned that
the 450 MW utilities had paid no surcharge at all. Roddis
telephoned Quinn to inquire whether the surcharge had
the support of the AEC Commissioners [**10] and to
suggest that the surcharge might cause political
embarrassment for the AEC and the White House. The
district court found that Roddis at no point suggested that
Con Edison might terminate its receipt of AEC released
power.

On August 10, 1970, Bertram Schwartz, then a Con
Edison vice president, met with [*1126] Quinn and
among other things asked why the AEC had imposed no
surcharge upon the recipients of the prior reduction.
Quinn told him that it was an oversight and that the AEC
was seeking to renegotiate the agreements with the 450
MW recipients to include a surcharge. The negotiations
to reopen the written contracts ultimately proved fruitless.

In the meantime, Con Edison continued to assert that
the only payment it would make was a surcharge
equivalent to what the recipients of the 450 MW power
release had paid. This position was reiterated in a meeting
between Quinn and Luce on September 1, 1970. Despite
Con Edison's protestations throughout the summer at
having to pay a surcharge different from what had been
imposed on the 450 MW utilities, no Con Edison official
ever intimated that it preferred not to take the power.

By letter dated September 30, 1970, after
compromise [**I I] attempts had failed, Luce informed
the AEC that Con Edison would not pay the surcharge.
On the next day, October 1, 1970, Con Edison released
the 200 MW of power back to the TVA for return to the
AEC. The district court found:

Defendant never advised the AEC that it
would refuse to pay a surcharge altogether
[until September 30, 1970,] nor did Con
Edison ever state that it would stop
accepting the power. It is clear from the
record that during this period Con Edison
knew that AEC was demanding
compensation for its increased costs;
indeed, it knew as early as August 6, 1970,
only ten days after the power had begun to
flow, the magnitude of the surcharge
sought by AEC.

452 F. Supp. at 650.

The district judge then went on to find that "the July
24, 1970 [oral] conversation between Luce and Quinn
was sufficiently definite to form an agreement," but that
it was unenforceable by virtue of the statute of frauds.
Accordingly, he dismissed the Government's contract
claim. 5 Nevertheless, he upheld the Government's
equitable estoppel and quasi-contract theories. 6

5 If there were an enforceable agreement arising
out of the July 14, 1970, Quinn/Luce telephone
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conversation, it would have to have been on the
terms claimed by the Government. The AEC
offered to make available to Con Edison 200 MW

of power and expected Con Edison to pay AEC's
costs. Luce's reply that Con Edison would pay the
same surcharge as the utilities purchasing the first

450 MW may be treated as a counter-offer. If the
conversation had stopped here, the contract would
have been formed, if at all, on the terms that Con
Edison urges. However, Quinn went on to inform
Luce that the surcharge to Con Edison would be
different from that of the other utilities because
the 200 MW's which Con Edison would receive
were more expensive to the AEC than the 450
MW it had already relinquished. Accordingly,
whether the surcharge to the other utilities was
zero or two mills or four mills would be
irrelevant.

12]
6 In reviewing the district court's decision, we
are of course bound by its findings of fact unless
they are clearly erroneous. Fed. R. Civ. P. 52(a);
see Zenith Radio Corp. v. Hazeltine Research,
Inc., 395 U.S. 100, 123, 23 L. Ed. 2d 129, 89 S.
Ct. 1562 (1969); Rolf v. Blyth, Eastman Dillon &
Co., 570 F.2d 38, slip op. at 889, 896 (2d Cir.
1978); Van Alen v. Dominick & Dominick, Inc.,
560 F.2d 547, 550 (2d Cir. 1977).

I1. Liability

We agree with Judge Pierce that Con Edison is liable
for the AEC's costs under the emergency assistance
doctrine. Recovery on this theory affords the Government
the greatest amount of damages to which it could
rightfully lay claim under any of the theories that it

advances. 7 Accordingly, [' 1127] we see no reason to
decide these other interesting, but unnecessary, issues
which have been presented, and therefore confine our
discussion to Con Edison's liability under the emergency
assistance doctrine.

7 If there were a valid enforceable contract, the
most that the AEC could claim as damages would
be its efficiency-loss costs since that is what the
AEC bargained for during, for example, the July
24, Quinn/Luce telephone call. A similar result
would obtain on the Government's equitable
estoppel claim: to recover on such a claim, the
Government must show reasonable induced

reliance resulting in a detriment to it. Under any
conceivable measure of damages, the AEC's

greatest detriment would be its efficiency-loss

costs. But see note 20 infra. Finally under one of
the Government's two quasi-contractual theories -

that of unjust enrichment - it is hard to see what
type of uncompensated-for benefit Con Edison

has retained which it might disgorge: it has
utilized the power furnished; that power is no
more. Unjust enrichment in the ordinary sense

does not appear to us to be a satisfactory rubric of
analysis for this case.

[**13]

The emergency assistance doctrine is a form of
quasi-contractual relief. As recognized in several cases,
including a recent case of this circuit, 8 the doctrine is

embodied in Section 115 of the Restatement of
Restitution:

A person who has performed the duty of
another by supplying things or services,
although acting without the other's
knowledge or consent, is entitled to
restitution from the other if

(a) he acted unofficiously
and with intent to charge
therefor, and

(b) the things or services

supplied were immediately
necessary to satisfy the
requirements of public
decency, health, or safety.

The basis for recovery in this case is that the AEC
performed Con Edison's duty to acquire and maintain
adequate supplies of electrical power under emergency
conditions with the clear intent that it be reimbursed for
its costs. 9 See Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation

Co. v. Overseas Oil Carriers, Inc., 553 F.2d 830 (2d Cir.)
(liability under Section [**14] 114 of Restatement of
Restitution, the private assistance analogue of Section
11 5's public assistance statement), cert. denied, 434 U.S.
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859, 98 S. Ct. 183, 54 L. Ed. 2d 131, 46 U.S.L. W. 3218
(7977).

8 Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co.
v. Overseas Oil Carriers, Inc., 553 F.2d 830 (2d
Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 859, 98 S. Ct. 183, 54
L. Ed. 2d 131, 46 U.S.L.W. 3218 (1977).
9 Peninsular & Oriental did not require that the
party rendering assistance act "without the other's
knowledge or consent." See Restatement of
Restitution §§ 114, 115. Apparently the court read
this language as impliedly permitting recovery of
costs even when the aided party either had no
knowledge or had not consented to the assistance.
Here, of course, Con Edison knew of the
assistance and consented to it. Indeed, they
eagerly sought it. See post at p. 1129. Perhaps a
closer analytical basis for the imposition of
liability in Peninsular & Oriental, where a benefit
was conferred upon request, but without a bargain
being struck, is the theory set forth in Restatement
of Restitution § 107(2) and Restatement of
Contracts §§ 226-36 and 245-49, but for our
purposes it is sufficient that Peninsular &
Oriental follows the emergency assistance
doctrine.

[**15] Con Edison challenges recovery under this

doctrine on a number of grounds. It asserts that Con
Edison had no absolute duty to supply electricity to its
New York area customers; it challenges the scope of the
doctrine and whether a true emergency in the Section 115
sense existed; and it attempts to distinguish the leading
Second Circuit authority, Peninsular & Oriental, supra,

by limiting that case not only to its admiralty context but
also to its precise facts. We are unpersuaded by Con
Edison's contentions.

Con Edison's claim that it has no absolute duty to
supply electricity to New York area customers
misconceives both the nature of the duty which must be
implicated to fall within the purview of Section 115 and
the nature of the duty which the AEC performed in this

case. Con Edison asserts in this regard that it is liable for
damages to its customers only from intentional wrongful
cutoffs or accidental cutoffs when it has acted with gross
negligence. 10 However, Section 115 of the Restatement
certainly does not require either by its terms or under the
case law interpreting [**16] it, that a duty must be
absolute to fall within its parameters. Duty is a flexible

concept. Its existence depends on calibrating legal
obligations to factual contexts. One may have only a duty
to avoid gross negligence, but [*1128] that is a duty
nonetheless and one potentially cognizable by the
emergency assistance doctrine.

10 Under New York law, Con Edison is not
liable for damages resulting from ordinary
negligence. In July, 1970, the New York State
Public Service Commission approved as part of
Con Edison's rate schedule an exemption for
ordinary negligence in the valid exercise of Con
Edison's powers and also for interruption of
services from causes beyond Con Edison's
control. This exculpation has been upheld by
several New York courts. E.g., Newman v.
Consolidated Edison Co., 79 Misc. 2d 153, 360
N.Y.S.2d 141 (Sup. Ct. 1973); Devers v. Long
Island Lighting Co., 79 Misc. 2d 165, 359
N. Y.S.2d 940 (Sup. Ct. 1974). But see Danna v.
Consolidated Edison Co., 71 Misc. 2d 1029, 337
N. YS.2d 722 (Civ. Ct. 1972).

[** 17] Peninsular & Oriental is a good illustration
of a situation where less than an absolute duty was held
governable by the emergency assistance doctrine. In that
case, a sailor on the Overseas Progress was stricken with
a heart attack. The Overseas Progress did not have a
doctor or the necessary facilities to give the sailor proper
medical attention and therefore sent a radio message
seeking assistance from other ships in the vicinity. The
S.S. Canberra responded, changing course to intercept the
Overseas Progress. The rescuing ship, which had an
on-board hospital, took the heart attack victim on board
and increased its speed and thus its fuel consumption as it
plied toward New York. 11 This court found that when
the seaman took ill the Overseas Progress "became
obligated to make reasonable efforts to provide him with
swift medical care. . . . On vessels that do not carry a
surgical staff, the ship's master has a duty, in the sound
exercise of his judgment and depending on the
circumstances, to have the seaman taken speedily to a
hospital or the nearest port where surgical care may be

obtained. [**181 " Id. at 834. While the Overseas
Progress did not have an absolute duty to provide the
sailor with medical attention, it had a "manifest duty" to
do so. Id. at 835.

11 The sailor ultimately recovered. To effect the
rescue, the S.S. Canberra not only increased its 0
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fuel consumption by increasing speed, but it also
went some 232 miles out of its way. The court
awarded the rescuing ship its increased fuel costs
as damages. See Peninsular & Oriental, supra,
553 F.2dat836-37& n.7.

Similarly, Con Edison had, if not an absolute, at least
a manifest, duty to provide its customers with electricity.
See, e.g., Park Abbott Realty Co. v. Iroquois Natural Gas
Co., 102 Misc. 266, 168 N.Y.S. 673 (Sup. Ct. 1918)
(utility must use best efforts), aff'd, 187 App. Div. 922,
174 N. YS. 914 (4th Dep't 1919). And as the district court
found, based on the testimony of Con Edison's [*'19]
own officials, Con Edison has a general responsibility to
provide electricity, one founded in its monopoly and the
public service nature of its business. See Wolff Packing
Co. v. Industrial Court, 262 US. 522, 535-36, 67 L. Ed.
1103, 43 S. Ct. 630 (1923); Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113,
124-30, 24 L. Ed 77 (1876). Moreover, under the
statutory law of New York Con Edison has a duty to
"furnish and provide such service, instrumentalities and
facilities as shall be safe and adequate and in all respects
just and reasonable. . . ." N. Y. Pub. Serv. Law § 65(1)

(McKinney 1955). Distinguishing its general duty to
provide service from an absolute legal duty to pay
damages to individual customers in particular
circumstances would be hypertechnical and would ignore
Con Edison's overriding responsibilities to the public. See
People ex rel. Cayuga Power Corp. v. Public Service
Commission, 226 N.Y. 527, 532, 124 N.E. 105, 106
(1919) (Cardozo, J.) (emphasizing that "the duty to serve
the public goes hand in hand with the privilege of
exercising a special (**201 franchise. . . ."). Since Con
Edison was willing to pay a surcharge of the magnitude
ultimately imposed by the district judge if the other
utilities had paid an identical surcharge, it is clear that
Con Edison itself believed that incurring such costs was
well within the parameters of its manifest duty to provide
electrical power to its customers.

The nature of Con Edison's duty to its customers
aside, Con Edison also misperceives the nature of the
duty which the AEC actually performed in this case. Con
Edison improperly focuses exclusively on the Con
Edison-customer relationship rather than on the Con
Edison-AEC relationship. While Con Edison may be
liable to its customers for damages from wrongful
intentional cutoffs or accidental cutoffs when it has acted

with gross negligence, that limitation on Con Edison's
duty relates solely to damage claims between Con Edison
and its customers for failure to supply electricity, it does
not foreclose liability arising from a relationship between
Con Edison and its supplier of electricity. The

generalized duty to furnish electricity that flows from
Con [**21] Edison's status as a government-regulated
[*1129] public service company imposes upon it the
additional duty to make reasonable efforts to acquire
additional electricity in time of need. This duty of
acquisition, even if the ultimate object were to fulfill the
separate duty of supplying its individual customers, is an
independent obligation of Con Edison.

Con Edison's actions, moreover, belie its claim of no
duty. Company officials went to significant (and we may
say commendable) efforts to secure additional power.
Luce and Chambers testified that Con Edison actively
explored reactivation of an obsolete, expensive TVA
steam generation system. The district court found: "In
three days of frenzied activity by its highest officers, Con
Edison sought out all possible sources of power and
accepted 200 MW from the federal government in the
face of AEC's clear indication that the AEC would seek
recovery of its costs." 452 F. Supp. at 656.

In sum, then, we conclude that Section 115, with the
gloss of Peninsular & Oriental, is not limited to cases of
absolute duty, that in any event the proper focus here is
on the Con Edison-AEC relationship rather than the Con
Edison-customer [**22] relationship and that Con
Edison had a manifest duty to acquire electrical power.
We, therefore, reject Con Edison's contention that the

AEC did not perform Con Edison's duty. 12

12 It is also clear that the AEC sought to perform
Con Edison's duty with intent to be reimbursed
for its costs. Con Edison emphasizes of course
that no one from the AEC mentioned a surcharge
until the Luce/Quinn telephone call of July 24.
However, Con Edison officials could not have
been so disingenuous to believe that there would
not be at least some surcharge, given the industry
practice of 10 to 20% surcharges for emergency
power supplied by other members of a power
pool. Moreover, Chambers of the TVA told Luce
in a July 23 conversation that power released by
the AEC would be "pretty expensive. . . because
the AEC does have an efficiency factor," and "this
can turn out to cost you 12 or 14 mills a kilowatt
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hour." In addition, Quinn specifically told Luce in
their July 24 conversation that the AEC expected
to be paid a surcharge measured by its lost
efficiency. This conversation raising the surcharge
issue formally occurred less than 72 hours after
the crisis began and more than 48 hours before the
power actually began to flow to Con Edison. In
other words, at about midpoint in the
development of the crisis, the surcharge question
was formally placed on the bargaining table.
Furthermore, the AEC never wavered from its
position that it expected reimbursement, even in
the face of Con Edison's political blustering. Ante
at pp. 1125-1126. It is undeniable therefore that
the AEC acted with intent to be paid its costs. See
note 9 supra.

[**23] Con Edison's second principal objection to

the Government's recovery under the emergency
assistance doctrine is that recovery here improperly
widens the concept of emergency. The thrust of Con
Edison's contention is that while Con Edison confronted a
very serious problem, it was not a problem of emergency
dimensions within the contemplation of Section 115.

Specifically, Con Edison points out that Section 115
requires that the lack of electricity pose a threat to "public
decency, health, or safety." Con Edison faced just such a
threat during the summer of 1970. Even though Con
Edison received 200 MW of AEC-released power which,
as the district court found, constituted three per cent of
Con Edison's peak load requirements, there were still
"fourteen separate days during the summer of 1970"
when "Con Edison reduced voltage by between three and
five per cent." Bertram Schwartz testified in this regard
that "when a voltage reduction goes as far as eight per
cent, Con Edison's contingency plan is to begin load
shedding." 13 On "six separate days between July 27,
1970 and September 28, 1970, Con Edison's reserve
capacity was well under 200 MW. Indeed even with the
200 MW Con Edison was [**24] compelled to engage in
eight per cent voltage reductions on three different days,
and on September 22, 1970, Con Edison did in fact shed
load." An eight per cent voltage reduction is no light
matter. Load shedding is the equivalent of designated
area blackouts.

13 Load shedding is the process of disconnecting
certain customers to ease the strain on the entire
electrical system and to prevent a system-wide

outage such as occurred most recently in the
summer of 1977.

[*1130] Charles Luce testified that the situation

confronting Con Edison was the most serious in his ten
years with the company. The district judge stated:

Indeed, . . . if the situation were not an

emergency, then Con Edison simply could
have disconnected customers. Instead, in
three days of frenzied activity by its

highest officers, Con Edison sought out all
possible sources of power. . . . Had the

matter not been a true emergency to public
welfare and safety, Con Edison could have
simply "shed load." Thus, the Court finds

the arguments [**25] presented on behalf
of defendant to be at odds with the actions
of its officers during the time at issue.

452 F. Supp. at 656. It is easy with the aid of hindsight
to say that nothing serious happened. But this ignores the
fact that Con Edison operated with 200 MW of AEC
released power. When the decision to accept that power
was made all officials concerned recognized that the
situation was grave indeed. Con Edison's argument is a
little like saying that, because the seaman in Peninsular

& Oriental did not die of his heart attack, there was no
need for emergency assistance at the time the request for
aid was made. We therefore conclude that Con Edison
faced an emergency within the meaning of Section 115.
14

14 Con Edison's attempted limitation of the
emergency assistance doctrine to burial of the
dead, repair of public roads, and quarantine of the
insane and contagiously ill takes too myopic a
view. To be sure, these are examples appearing in
comment b to § 115 of the Restatement of

Restitution. But those examples are explanatory,
not delimiting. Con Edison's situation was
certainly more grave and potentially dangerous to
the public welfare than when a fallen tree blocks a
road or when "a dead whale [is] stranded on the
shore close to a town." Restatement of Restitution
§ 115, comment c at 483 (1937).

[**26] Con Edison's attempt to limit the Peninsular

& Oriental rationale to maritime situations and to its facts

is similarly unpersuasive. As Chief Judge Kaufman's
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opinion made clear in that case, it was not applying some
peculiarly maritime rule. On the contrary, the court took a
more general equitable doctrine and applied it to a
maritime context, using the opportunity to overrule
specifically the outdated admiralty rule of "pure life"
salvage.

Distinction of Peninsular & Oriental on a number of
other technical grounds in an attempt to limit the holding
of that case to its facts is also unavailing. Con Edison
asserts that in Peninsular & Oriental the defendant's
vessel had requested assistance from the plaintiffs vessel
and had discussed the matter of reimbursement from the
beginning, 558 F.2d at 833, whereas in this case,
according to Con Edison, the White House made the offer
of power pursuant to its May 5 plan without any mention
of a surcharge. The matter, however, is not as simple as
Con Edison would suggest.

First, it is not made clear why the chronology of who
asked whom makes any difference. Indeed, were a
rescuer to come upon a stricken victim, it [**27] is
anomalous to suggest that the rescuer may be reimbursed
for his costs if the victim speaks first, but not if the
rescuer speaks first or presumably acts without either
party speaking. True, Con Edison has seized upon a
factual difference between Peninsular & Oriental and
this case, but it is one that makes no legal difference.

Nor, for several reasons, do we find it significant that
the question of a surcharge for Con Edison's
efficiency-loss costs was not mentioned by a Government
official to a Con Edison official prior to the Quinn/Luce
telephone call of July 24. It was mentioned at about
midpoint in the developing crisis; considering the rapidity
with which events were unfolding and the magnitude of
the problem, it is hardly surprising that the surcharge was
not specifically mentioned until 2 1/2 days after Big Allis
broke down. Con Edison was formally told of the
surcharge that it would be expected to pay more than two
days before the power began to flow to Con Edison.
Moreover, prior to the Quinn/Luce telephone call, Luce
was informally told by a TVA official - Chambers - that
the AEC would look to Con Edison for its efficiency-loss
costs, and he indicated what he thought [**28] [*1131]
they might be. The Con Edison officials cannot be
considered as naive as they would now have us believe. If
their purpose is to undercut the AEC's demonstrated
intent to be reimbursed for its costs, that effort must fail,
for it is clear from the record, and the district judge

unequivocally so found, that the AEC intended to be
reimbursed for its costs and made that intent
unmistakably clear to Con Edison. See note 12 supra.
Accordingly, we conclude that liability was properly
imposed pursuant to the emergency assistance doctrine.
15

15 Con Edison's other contentions on liability
merit only minimal discussion. Its equal
protection claim is frivolous. Asserting that the
different treatment between the 450 MW
recipients and Con Edison constitutes
unconstitutional invidious discrimination, Con
Edison invokes traditional equal protection
analysis in its effort to defeat the Government's
surcharge claim. But see City of New Orleans v.
Dukes, 427 U.S. 297, 303, 49L. Ed. 2d511, 96S.
Ct. 2513 (1976); Dandridge v. Williams, 397 U.S.
471, 486-87, 25 L. Ed. 2d 491, 90 S. Ct. 1153
(1970); Williamson v. Lee Optical, Inc., 348 U.S.

483, 488-89, 99 L. Ed. 563, 75 S. Ct. 461 (1955);
Image Carrier Corp. v. Beame, 567 F.2d 1197,
1203 (2d Cir. 1977), petition for cert. filed, 46

U.S.L.W. 3723 (U.S. May 23, 1978). Con Edison
argues that the AEC had no rational basis for
imposing a surcharge on it but not on the 450
MW utilities. One rational basis for the AEC's
distinction between Con Edison and the 450 MW
utilities is that the relinquishment of the initial
450 MW was not so costly to the AEC that the
need to seek reimbursement was of obvious
importance. When 200 additional MW were
relinquished, the proportionate increase in the
burden was substantially higher so that the AEC
realized that the efficiency-loss costs were getting
out of hand; it also sought "to renegotiate the
agreements with the recipients of the prior
reduction to include a surcharge." 452 F. Supp. at
649. Finally, we note that Con Edison's reliance
on Morey v. Doud, 354 U.S. 457, 1 L. Ed. 2d
1485, 77 S. Ct. 1344 (1957), the only case in the
last 50 years to invalidate an economic regulation
on equal protection grounds, is totally misplaced;
Morey was expressly overruled in City of New
Orleans v. Dukes, supra, 427 U.S. at 306. See
Image Carrier Corp. v. Beame, supra, 567 F.2d at
1202-03.

Con Edison's unclean hands and estoppel
arguments are also without merit. Both
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arguments fail because the district court
specifically found that the Government
communicated its surcharge demand to Con
Edison in advance of the power release. That Con
Edison was not specifically informed that the 450
MW utilities were not paying a surcharge does not
matter since the district court also found that Con
Edison was informed that it would be paying a
different surcharge anyway. Thus whether the
surcharge imposed on the 450 MW utilities was
two mills, four mills, or zero mills is irrelevant for
purposes of determining the level of Con Edison's
surcharge once it has been determined that Con
Edison knew it was expected to pay a different
surcharge.

[**29] 111. Damages

The proper measure of AEC's damages is the costs it
incurred in assisting Con Edison. 16 We further conclude
that these costs are fairly embodied in Plaintiffs Exhibit
41 (PX 41) as modified herein. 17 The purpose of PX 41
18 is to measure the increased production cost per SWU
which accrued as a result of the power reduction at the
AEC's gaseous diffusion centers. The incremental cost
per SW`U was computed to be $1.9163. Since 822,833
SWU's were produced during the power reduction period,
the total costs incurred as a result of the reduction were
$1,576,795.

16 Peninsular & Oriental makes it clear that in
emergency assistance situations, the proper
measure of damages is the assisting party's costs.
See 553 F.2d at 836-3 7 & n.7. In quasi-contract, it
is appropriate to look to measures of damages
other than the amount by which the defendant is
benefited where that amount is not susceptible of
proof. See Campbell v. Tennessee Valley
Authority, 421 F.2d 293, 296 (5th Cir. 1969).

17 PX 41 is reproduced in part in the appendix.
18 PX 41 was admissible under Rule 1006 of the
Federal Rules of Evidence as a summary of
voluminous writings. Con Edison argues that Rule

803(6), however, precludes admissibility of PX
41. Purportedly, the business records exception to
the hearsay rule prevents the AEC's introduction
into evidence of the business records of the
independent contractors who were operating the
AEC's gaseous diffusion centers. There is no basis
for limiting Rule 803(6)'s operation to

introduction of one's own business records. And

nothing in the record suggests that the

independent contractors' business records could

not qualify under Rule 803(6). See 56 F.R.D. 293,

307-11 (1973).

[**30] The district court found that "despite hours

devoted to cross-examination of plaintiffs witnesses on

PX-41, the defendant did not seriously challenge any of
the [*1132] factual bases of PX-41." We agree with the

district court's findings of fact. However, we consider

that one component of this calculus leads to
overcompensation of the Government and thus is not
warranted by law. See Peninsular & Oriental, supra, 553

F.2d at 836-3 7 & n.7; J. Calamari & J. Perillo, Contracts
§ 15-4, at 475.

PX 41 includes the AEC's own "fixed operating" and
"added factor" costs 19 (as distinguished from the costs

relating to the operation of the three specific gaseous
diffusion centers) in calculating the SWU production cost
actually incurred during the power reduction period and
the cost had there been no power reduction for the benefit
of Con Edison. Because AEC's fixed operating and added
factor costs would have been incurred to the same extent
whether or not the power release to Con Edison had
occurred and since there is no direct relationship between
these costs and the power release, they should not have
been included in the calculation. There is obviously a
direct [**31] relationship, however, between the
incremental cost of SWU production and the overhead
costs at the three plants since the per SWU cost at each
center was directly affected by the power release.
Accordingly, the incremental cost per SWU should be
reduced by recomputing both the actual costs incurred
during the relevant period and the costs that would have
been incurred absent a power release but without taking
into account the AEC's own fixed operating and added
factor costs that appear as Part D of Table I in the
appendix. 20 The Government's damages therefore are
reduced to $1,467,018.00. 21

19 These costs are in the nature of overhead
expense.
20 The calculation is made by reducing the
actual cost of SWU production ($20,938,492) as
well as the hypothetical cost of separative work if
no power reduction had been made ($22,321,164)
by the amount of $828,369, representing the
AEC's fixed operating and added factor costs.
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An alternative measure, or perhaps even an
additional amount to make the AEC fully whole,
might be the replacement cost of the 125,772
SWU's which were not produced at all during the

power reduction. The replacement cost at the time
would have been at the rate of approximately
$23.53 per SWU, or a total of more than
$2,950,000. The amount would be offset by the
benefit which the AEC enjoyed as a result of the
power reduction. See J. Calamari & J. Perillo,
Contracts § 15-4, at 574 (2d ed. 1977). Because
of the reduction, the AEC spent $1,382,672 less
on power than it would have and has therefore
had the use of this money. Accordingly, an offset

of the income from this amount at the legal
interest rate from the date of the power reduction
to the date of judgment would be appropriate if
that measure were adopted. However, since the

Government has never apparently sought to
replace the nonproduced SWU's and has not here
sought additional compensation for them, the
Government's measure of damages is limited to
the incremental cost per SWU actually produced.

21 We find Con Edison's various other defenses
unpersuasive. First, Con Edison raises a
"passing-on" defense. Relying on dictum in
Hanover Shoe, Inc. v. United Shoe Machinery,

392 U.S. 481, 494, 20 L. Ed 2d 1231, 88 S. Ct.
2224 (1968) (rejecting passing on defense), "that
there might be situations - for instance, when an

overcharged buyer has a pre-existing 'cost-plus'
contract, thus making it easy to prove that he has
not been damaged ... ," Con Edison analogizes

the AEC's situation to that in the Hanover Shoe
dictum. However, there is nothing in the record to
show that Con Edison had pre-existing cost-plus
contracts which guaranteed demand. Nor has Con
Edison showed that the AEC sales did not suffer
as a result of its increased costs. In short, the
record does not show the precise effect that the
losses resulting from the reduction had upon the
demand for the AEC's services (here SWU's), see
Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 431 U.S. 720, 736, 52

L. Ed. 2d 707, 97 S. Ct. 2061 (1977),

notwithstanding a statute which requires the AEC
at some point to recover its costs. See 42 U.S.C. §
2201(v)(B). In addition, Con Edison's position
would put the AEC in the difficult situation of

never being able to recover contract or tort

damages since those uncompensated costs might
ultimately be passed on to its customers. Such a
result would remove any incentive for private
parties to adhere to contracts made with
government entities which pass along costs to its
customers. Con Edison's reliance on Plimpton
Mfg. Co. v. United States, 15 Ct. Cl. 14 (1879),
another form of the passing on defense, is
unpersuasive for the same reasons.

Con Edison's contention that the AEC has not
been damaged because it includes a 15%
contingency factor in the price charged for its
uranium enrichment service must also be rejected.
First, Con Edison overlooks the fact that the
Government has incurred real economic loss by
virtue of its power release to Con Edison. The
15% contingency factor argument is merely a
warmed-over version of the passing-on defense
which we find inapposite. And second, the
district court found that the 15% contingency
factor was not intended to "cover the
extraordinary type of losses which occurred
here." 452 F. Supp. at 651 (emphasis added).
While it might cover minor production
interruptions, the court concluded that it was not
supposed to cover a substantial and sustained
interruption of the type at issue here.

[**33] [* 1133] Con Edison has proffered five

alternative measures of damages. We find each of them
unacceptable. Con Edison first puts forth as its measure
of the AEC's costs what it calls power efficiency losses.
This method, presented by Con Edison's expert witness,
Dr. Leonard Geller, was defined as "a surcharge that
would be applicable to recover [a] loss of efficiency
effect in the use of the electricity," on the basis that
power costs increase as a power load decreases by virtue
of less efficient use of the energy involved. Thus, the
method purports to measure costs relating to incremental
power efficiency loss from the power release. Dr. Geller's
calculations indicate a power efficiency decrease of
$0.1520 per SWU. This amount would then be multiplied
by the 822,833 SWU's actually produced during the
power reduction period for total damages of $125,070.
The weakness in the theory, and the reason we reject it, is
that it focuses solely on the AEC's incremental power
efficiency loss and not on its other incremental SWU
costs incurred by the enrichment plants which directly
resulted from the power release program. To make the
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AEC whole the increased cost of SWU production [**34]
must be compensated; to pay only the power component
of that increment would understate the Government's
damages.

Dr. Geller's second theory suggests a power, rather
than a monetary, surcharge. That is, Con Edison would
pay a surcharge of between 10 and 20% of the raw power
cost - the typical surcharge in the industry for emergency
power releases. This approach however overlooks the sui
generis nature of the release here in question.
Presumably, in most power release situations, a 10-20%
surcharge will compensate a releasing utility for special
costs that it incurs in releasing and transmitting power.
But it is precisely because the AEC was Con Edison's
only possible power source during this crisis that makes
the industry-wide practice an inapposite measure of
damages. See Peninsular & Oriental, supra, 553 F.2d at
836. The AEC incurred costs which the typical utility,
which is not in the business of enriching uranium, would
not incur. It is, as we have said, analogous to a
manufacturer rather than an electric utility although its
manufactured product happens to be stored energy for
future generating purposes. See note 1 supra.

Next, Con Edison puts forth [**35] a "threshold
method" of calculating a surcharge. The underlying
theory of this method is to measure the AEC's damages
by the excess of the cost of the 200 MW reduction over
the estimated cost of the 450 MW reduction. Thus, if the
200 MW reduction would cost an additional five mills
PKH and the 450 MW reduction would cost four mills
PKH, Con Edison would pay only the difference of one
mill PKH. Presumably this method would take account
of Con Edison's insistence on equal treatment with the
450 MW utilities, but recognize that the AEC's efficiency
loss was greater for the 200 MW reduction than for the
450 MW reduction. Thus because the 450 MW utilities
did not paý their four mills surcharge, Con Edison need
not pay the first four mills of its five mill surcharge. This
is a clever formulation by Con Edison, but it distorts the
obvious implications of the district judge's finding that
Con Edison would be expected to pay a different
surcharge from that paid by the other utilities. Ante at p.
1125. 22 Thus, even if there were an enforceable contract,
the contract terms would not justify the "threshold"
measure of damages since the fact that the 450 MW
utilities paid no surcharge [**36] would be legally
irrelevant. Moreover, the "threshold" method overlooks
the theory of liability on which we base our [*1134]

opinion - the emergency assistance doctrine which
obligates Con Edison to pay costs. Thus, the threshold
method is really an attempt to premise damages on a
contract theory; as such its application would distort the
district judge's findings of fact.

22 The import of the district judge's finding is to
eviscerate Con Edison's claim that it was only
obligated to pay a surcharge equal to that paid by
the 450 MW utilities.

Con Edison's fourth damages formulation is termed a
"price planning data approach," which attempts to give
effect to the "time" impact upon the losses claimed by the
Government. Con Edison purports to adopt the AEC's
own ten-year pricing methodology whereby the agency
projected costs, SWU production and sales for the
ten-year planning period - fiscal years 1971-1980. The
AEC then discounts to an end-of-fiscal-year-1970
"present worth" all of the projected cumulative [**37]
costs, revenues, SWU sales and so forth. Con Edison
employs a similar "discount" to measure the net
economic impact of the 200 MW reduction expressed in
terms of the 1970 net worth. There are, however, several
problems with this approach which lead us to reject it.

First it borrows a planning and pricing economic
model for the purpose of measuring damages incurred.
While that might be a valid approach in some instances, it
seems highly speculative to us especially since the actual
cost data from the precise period involved are available.
And, second, the figures on which Dr. Geller based his
projections have not withstood the test of time, as the
district court found. 452 F. Supp. at 652. Con Edison
would have us ignore what has transpired since 1970 in
terms of astronomical cost increases in SWU production
23 and measure damages based on hypothetical figures
from the vantage of year end 1970. This approach would
grossly distort the true impact of the power release on the
AEC's gaseous diffusion centers.

23 Per SWU costs have increased from
approximately $23.53 in 1970 to over $60 today.

[**38] Finally, Con Edison suggests a fifth

alternative measure of damages - an "average" surcharge
approach. Thus, Con Edison would pay a surcharge in
which total efficiency-loss costs from both the 450 MW
and the 200 MW reduction would be blended; since the
efficiency losses from the first reduction were less than
those of the second, the effect of this approach is to lower
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Con Edison's damages and to put Con Edison in the
position it would have been if the AEC had agreed that
Con Edison would pay the same costs as the 450 MW
utilities and if those utilities had indeed obligated
themselves to pay a surcharge or found themselves in an
emergency situation similar to that facing Con Edison.
Again, we are unable to accept this approach. The

acceptance of emergency assistance obligated Con
Edison to reimburse the Government for incurred costs.
Those are the costs which flow from the emergency
assistance; any other costs are extraneous to the
incurrence of those emergency assistance costs.

Accordingly, we find none of Con Edison's

approaches to the damages issue acceptable. We therefore
affirm the district court's finding of liability and modify
its damages award as set forth above.

Affirmed [**39] as modified.

[*1135] APPENDIX

PX 41

Increased Cost Due to Relinquishment By The AEC
of Its Contract Rights to 200 MW Of Power To Benefit
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
7/26/70 - 10/1/70

Units of Unit Cost of

Cost Separative Work Separative Work

Actual Unit Cost of

Separative Work

During Period of

Reduced Power

for Consolidated

Edison (Pgs. 2 &

4) $20,938,492 822,833 5.4468

Unit Cost of Separative

Work As-

suming No Reduction Of

Power to

Benefit Consolidated

Edison (Pgs.

3 & 6) 22,321,164 948,605 235

Increased Unit Cost

at Reduced

Power $ 1.9163

Separative Work Units Produced at Reduced Power 822,8831

Increased Total Cost ($1.9163 X 822,833) $1,576,795
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1. Actual Costs Incurred During Period of Power
TABLE I - COSTS Reduction To Benefit Consolidated Edison

1970

July August September October Total

A. ORGDP

Power Cost $ 201,837 1,246,510 1,389,836 10,900 2,849,083

Fixed OperatingIII

Cost 170,004 1,074,238 1,277,969 8,550 2,530,761

Added Factor Cost 95,055 611,445 598,603 3,685 1,308,788

Total ORGDP 466,896 2,932,193 3,266,408 23,135 6,688,632

B. Paducah

Power Cost 326,213 1,867,448 2,848,899 * 41,759 * 5,076,870

Fixed Operating

Cost 154,998 940,679 1,153,627 12,720 2,262,024

Added Factor Cost 10,256 55,050 59,867 751 125,924

Total Paducah 491,467 2,863,177 4,062,393 54,939 7,471,976

C. Portsmouth

Power Cost 199,239 1,057,088 1,027,559 16,025 2,295,547

Fixed Operating Cost 235,861 1,520,765 1,558,976 24,513 3,340,115

Added Factor Cost 28,493 145,423 133,279 2,294 309,489

Total Portsmouth 463,593 2,723,276 2,719,814 42,832 5,949,515

D. AEC

Fixed Operating Cost 3,200 34,524 22,713 255 60,692
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Added Factor Cost 57,493 336,062 369,989 4,133 767,6771

Total AEC 60,693 370,586 392,702 4,388 828,369

I I I I I 1ITotal Costs $1,482,649 8,889,232 10,441,317 125,294 2 0,93 8,4 9:2]

AEC activities....
[**40] * Sic.

2. Cost Assuming No Power Reduction to Benefit
[*1136] NOTE: The above are actual cost incurred Consolidation Edison

by the AEC in the Uranium Enrichment Activity and are
exclusive of cost related to other non-uranium enrichment

1970

July August September October Total

A. ORGDP

Power Cost $ 229,492 $1,423,212 $ 1,562,637 $ 11,495 $ 3,226,836

Fixed Operating Cost 170,004 1,074,238 1,277,969 8,550 2,530,761

Added Factor Cost 95,055 611,445 598,603 3,685 1,308,788

Total ORGDP 494,551 3,108,895 3,439,209 23,730 7,066.385

B. Paducah

Power Cost 377,841 2,190,375 3,165,502 43,633 5,777,351

Fixed Operating Cost 154,998 940,679 1,153,627 12,720 2,262,024

Added Factor Cost 10,256 55,050 59,867 751 125,924

Total Paducah 543,095 3,186,104 4,378,996 57,104 8,165,299

C. Portsmouth

Power Cost 226,521 1,212,281 1,179,686 17,019 2,635,507

Fixed Operating Cost 235,861 1,520,765 1,558,976 24,513 3,340,115

Added Factor Cost 28,493 145,423 133,279 2,294 309,489
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Total Portsmouth 490,875 2,878,469 2,871,941 43,826 6,285,1111

D. AEC

Fixed Operating Cost 3,200 34,524 22,713 255 60,692

Added Factor Cost 57,493 336,062 369,989 4,133 767,6771

Total AEC 60,693 370,586 392,702 4,388 828,369

$1,589,214 $9,544,054 $11,082,848 $129,048 22,345,164

Less Added Maintenance * 24,000]

Total Cost (Page 1) $22,321,164]

[**41]

* Extraordinary maintenance cost resulting from

power changes of this magnitude have been

determined to be $80 per MW change. Total MW
change, both reduction and restoration, was 300
(300 X $80 = $24,000).
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OPINION

[*641] OPINION AND ORDER

PIERCE, District Judge.

This is an action commenced by the United States as
plaintiff pursuant to 28 US.C. § 1345. Plaintiff alleges
that the defendant, Consolidated Edison Company of
New York, Inc. ("Con Edison") entered into an oral
agreement with the plaintiff to reimburse the Atomic
Energy Commission ("AEC") for costs incurred in the
summer of 1970 by reason of a release of 200 megawatts
of electrical power. The power was released to Con
Edison by the AEC in the midst of a New York City area
power crisis resulting from the July 21, 1970 failure of
Con Edison's Ravenswood electrical generating facility,

commonly known as "Big Allis". Plaintiff's complaint
asserts four causes of action. Count One sought to
recover on an oral contract; that claim was dismissed at
the close of plaintiff's case on the ground that the
agreement was barred by the Statute of Frauds. Count
[**2] Two was abandoned by the plaintiff and dismissed
by summary judgment prior to trial. Count Three alleges
contract by estoppel, and Count Four seeks recovery in
quasi-contract. Count Four also asserted an alternative
claim, contract implied in fact; this was dismissed by
summary judgment on August 2, 1976.

The matter was tried before the Court without a jury
for ten days in April and May, 1977. Having heard all the
evidence, and having fully considered the matter, the
Court concludes that judgment should be entered for the
plaintiff on each of its claims asserted in Counts Three
and Four. The following shall constitute the Court's
findings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant to Rule
52(a) Fed.R.Civ.P.

Findings of Fact

In the spring of 1970, certain officers of the federal
government became concerned that unless adequate
contingency plans were developed, the private power
industry might be unable to provide sufficient electrical
power to meet the nation's energy needs in the upcoming
summer. Upon the conclusion that this was a problem7
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deserving of national attention, the Executive Office of
the President established an interagency task force, under
the auspices of the Office [**3] of Emergency
Preparedness ("OEP"), to consider means by which the
various federal agencies could assist in identifying
potential power crises and taking action to prevent power
failures or "brownouts". It became apparent as early as
April 1970 that a key component of the plan would be a
procedure whereby the AEC would reduce its massive
power consumption at its gaseous diffusion uranium
enrichment plants. The AEC participated in the
development of this procedure, and on [*642] May 5,
1970, the OEP released to the public the government's
emergency power assistance program, referred to
hereinafter as the "May 5 Plan". The Plan contained the
following provision concerning the AEC:

"The AEC will make arrangements to
curtail production this summer at the AEC
gaseous diffusion plants, which use large
amounts of electricity. This could release
coal supplies and generating capacity
which could be used to assist in meeting
fuel shortages and peak loads of the
consuming public in parts of the
inter-connected system. The diffusion
plants are being used, in part, to produce
enriched uranium for future use in nuclear
power plants." (PX-2).

The May 5 Plan made no reference to the [**4]
possibility that in the event the AEC were to reduce its
power consumption for the benefit of private industry, it
might seek to impose upon the release of that power a
surcharge to cover its increased costs. However, it is
apparent from the evidence that the document
constituting the May 5 Plan did not at all attempt to set
forth all of the terms and conditions under which power
would be released; the Plan as revealed in PX-2 was in
the nature of a press release. It was not, as defendant
seems to suggest, a commitment binding the United
States to undertake emergency assistance without the
ability to seek reimbursement for its costs.

The nature of the costs incurred by the AEC as a
result of the emergency assistance rendered to Con
Edison is best understood through a discussion of the
function of the gaseous diffusion plants. The AEC plants
were located at Oak Ridge, Tennessee, Paducah,

Kentucky, and Portsmouth, Ohio. Originally constructed
for the production of special nuclear materials to be
employed in national defense, these plants in 1970 were
being used primarily to enrich uranium for use in
commercial nuclear power plants. The plants convert
natural uranium into a gaseous [**5] state; the gas is
then passed through hundreds of processing stages or
"cascades" to increase the concentration of the isotope
U-235. Since each stage works only a slight increase in
the concentration of U-235, large amounts of electrical
power are required to achieve any amount of enrichment.
In the early summer of 1970, the three AEC plants were
consuming 2,000 megawatts ("MW") of power supplied
under requirements contracts in effect with three utilities,
the Tennessee Valley Authority ("TVA"), the Ohio
Valley Electric Corporation ("OVEC") and Electric
Energy, Inc. ("EEl"). The magnitude of the AEC's power
requirements is illustrated by a comparison to Con
Edison's peak load requirements in the same period; AEC
consumed 2,000 MW to operate three plants and Con
Edison transmitted 7,000 MW to supply the metropolitan
New York City area and portions of Westchester County.

Shortly after the implementation of the May 5 Plan,
the AEC received a request from EEl for permission to
cut back on the full 235 MW it was supplying to one of
the three uranium enrichment plants. Shortly thereafter
TVA and OVEC made similar requests for reductions.
George Quinn, then an AEC Assistant General Manager,
[**6] testified that the AEC was reluctant to grant a
substantial reduction, so Quinn sent an inquiry to the
Federal Power Commission to determine whether there
was in fact the likelihood of a power shortage in the area
serviced by these three utilities. Upon confirmation that
power reductions would be appropriate, AEC in late June
1970 entered into contract modifications with TVA,
OVEC and EEl whereby AEC agreed to reduce its power
consumption by 450 MW for the duration of the summer
(PX-6 through PX-9). These contract modifications
concerning the 450 MW reduction contained no mention
of any surcharge to be imposed as a result of the release
of the power. I

I Prior to the development of the May 5 Plan,
the AEC in January of 1970 imposed upon TVA a
10.4% premium on a release of power; however,
the evidence concerning this premium is scant and
there is no reason to conclude that the January
reduction was comparable to the reduction at
issue here.
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[*643] The evidence indicates that it was not until

after this [**7] first power reduction that officers of the
AEC fully realized the increased costs which AEC would
incur through the loss of power. 2 The product of the
diffusion plants is measured in separate work units
("SWUs"); the SWUs are calculated by measurements of
the assay levels of enriched uranium at various stages in
the cascade process. The diffusion plants incur substantial
fixed costs regardless of the number of SWUs produced;
thus the AEC experienced substantial efficiency losses by
operating its plants at levels below the 2,000 MW
capacity. Both plaintiffs and defendant's expert witnesses
agreed that such efficiency losses result from substantial
power reductions. Upon becoming aware of the extent of
its increased costs, the AEC in early July 1970 began
considering whether it should impose a surcharge upon
any further power reductions.

2 George Quinn conceded on cross-examination
that the AEC was aware during the 1960's that
power reductions resulted in efficiency losses;
however, there is no persuasive evidence that
AEC knew prior to June of 1970 the extent of
such losses.

[**8] By July of 1970, Con Edison was already

experiencing problems with its power needs. On May 20,
1970, Con Edison's nuclear plant at Indian Point went
out of service, resulting in a loss of 260 MW of
generating capacity. On July 21, 1970, Con Edison
suffered a major power crisis with the outage of Big
Allis, its 1,000 MW plant at Ravenswood.

Charles Luce, Con Edison's Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer, testified that the failure of Big Allis
constituted the most severe emergency faced by Con
Edison during his ten years with the utility. Luce
immediately met with his production and purchasing
personnel to begin a search for additional electrical
power. At the time, Con Edison was a party to a "pool"
agreement with several other New York State utilities
whereby any member of the pool could purchase from
other members three different types of power (DX-B-8).

The first type, known as "economy power" involved
purchases on an hour-to-hour basis from the most
efficient generating plant available within the system.
This power was priced according to the costs incurred in
generation. Next, "supplemental power" was available to
pool members at a fixed rate when the purchasing utility
did [**9] not have sufficient capacity to meet its load.

Finally, "emergency" power could be purchased during
true crisis situations; such power usually carried a ten
percent surcharge and was available only for short
periods of time. Despite the existence of these emergency
pooling arrangements, and notwithstanding the existence
of similar agreements between the New York State power
pool and other such pools in neighboring states, the Big
Allis power shortage was so severe that Con Edison
immediately looked elsewhere for a long-term purchase
of back-up power.

The magnitude of Con Edison's July 21st power
crisis had not gone unnoticed by the Executive Office of
the President. On July 22, 1970, a representative of the
OEP telephoned the offices of Con Edison to state that
the government could perhaps come to Con Edison's
assistance pursuant to the provisions of the May 5 Plan.
On July 23, 1970, Charles Luce called David Freeman of
the OEP, who explained that the AEC gaseous diffusion
plants had already made one power reduction, but that
there might still be room for a further power release to
Con Edison. Luce stated that Con Edison wanted the
power, subject only to confirmation that it could [**10]
be transmitted to the New York area. Freeman then
informed Luce that he should call George Quinn at the
AEC to work out the details. There was no mention in
this first conversation of any surcharge; however, it is
clear that these talks with the OEP were only preliminary
discussions.

On July 23, 1970, a series of significant
conversations were had between the parties and with
others. George Quinn at AEC was informed by the OEP
of the New York power crisis and of the fact that Con
Edison would be calling Quinn regarding the possibility
of a further power reduction in order [*644] to assist
Con Edison. Quinn reported the situation to E. H. Bloch,
AEC Acting General Manager, and informed him that it
was the opinion of the AEC staff that a surcharge should
be imposed upon any release of power to Con Edison.
Quinn did not discuss with Bloch the amount of the
surcharge or how it could be imposed.

The same day Charles Luce of Con Edison
telephoned Fred Chambers, an officer of TVA, to inquire
about the availability of power from TVA and to ask
Chambers what he knew about the possibility of an AEC
power reduction. Luce also was interested in whether
TVA could assist in the transmission [**I I] of power to
New York. Chambers stated that TVA had no surplus
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power in its system, and in response to a specific inquiry
by Luce, informed Luce that TVA could start up an old
inefficient steam generating plant at Watts Bar, but that it
would take as long as three weeks to wind the plant up to
its full 200 MW capacity. Chambers also told Luce that
starting up Watts Bar would be quite expensive.

The evidence indicates that at the time of this
discussion Luce was more concerned with getting power
quickly than he was with the cost to Con Edison. Luce
asked TVA's Chambers about the availability of power
from the AEC, but Chambers stated that he could not
speak for the government. The conversation ended on this
note and Chambers thereafter telephoned S. R. Sapire,
operations manager at the AEC Oak Ridge plant.

Chambers asked Sapire about the possibility of a
further AEC reduction; Sapire at first stated that the AEC
could not possibly make a further reduction. However,
shortly thereafter Sapire called Chambers to inform him
that the AEC could make a further reduction but that it
would be rather expensive. According to Chambers,
Sapire estimated the additional cost at between 3 and 7
mills [**121 per kilowatt hour (Tr. at 324). Chambers
then called Luce to pass this information on to Con
Edison.

In the course of this second conversation between
Chambers and Luce on July 23, 1970, Chambers stated
that AEC had already made one reduction and that a
further reduction would be "pretty expensive" because
AEC was incurring substantial efficiency costs. Luce
stated that it was no time to be discussing costs.
Chambers then informed Luce that AEC power could
cost Con Edison as much as twelve to fourteen mills per
kilowatt hour; however, Chambers cautioned that the
price could not be determined until the completion of
calculations by the AEC. 3 Later that same day Chambers
spoke with Arthur Hauspurg of Con Edison to confirm
that TVA could assist in the transmission of AEC power
to New York.

3 Luce's recollection of the conversations differs.
According to Luce, Chambers' comment
concerning high costs to AEC was made in
response to an inquiry Luce made in the first
conversation as to whether AEC might agree to
shut down its plants altogether for Con Edison's
benefit. Since the record is otherwise devoid of
any suggestion that anyone contemplated a
complete shutdown of the enrichment plants, the

Court concludes that Chambers, a relatively
disinterested witness, had a more accurate
recollection of the conversations.

[**13] The next contact between the parties

occurred between Louis Roddis, Con Edison's President,
and George Quinn at the AEC. Roddis had previously
been informed by David Freeman of OEP that Con
Edison might be able to obtain between 250 and 300 MW
from the AEC. Following preliminary confirmation that
this power could be transmitted to New York, Roddis
called Quinn to inform him that Con Edison was
interested in the availability of the power. Quinn stated
that AEC had to work out appropriate arrangements with
its supplier utilities and that he would call Roddis back.
Again, there was no mention of a surcharge; however, the
Court finds that this conversation was yet another
preliminary discussion. As the record indicates, Con
Edison was primarily concerned with the availability of
the power and with insuring that it could be transmitted
to the New York area.

On July 23, 1970, representatives of the Executive
Office of the President called Quinn to inform him that
the White House [*645] intended to issue a press release
that afternoon concerning the release of the power. Quinn
testified at trial that he informed both David Freeman of
the OEP and one Mr. Kriegsman, a staff assistant [** 14]
to the President, that the AEC intended to impose a
surcharge upon the release of power to Con Edison. Mr.
Kriegsman informed Quinn that the President had
directed that the power be made available to Con Edison.
There is no indication that anyone at the White House
objected to the imposition of a surcharge. 4 The White
House press release, issued shortly thereafter, read as
follows:

"The President announced today that the
Atomic Energy Commission will make
available several hundred megawatts of
power to the Consolidated Edison
Company serving New York City.

"This action is being taken to help
relieve the critical power shortage in New
York City created by the failure of its
largest generating unit on July 21.

"The release of this power is pursuant
to the contingency plans previously
developed and announced by the Office of
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Emergency Preparedness on May 5.

"The power would be made available

by reducing the use of electricity at the

AEC's gaseous diffusion plants. The

Consolidated Edison Company is
proceeding with the necessary
arrangements with the other utility
companies involved and the AEC.

"It is expected that the power will be
transmitted to New York over the
interconnected [**15] grid system of the
utilities in the eastern United States."
(DX-R-3 at 2.)

4 In his November 21, 1974 deposition, Quinn
stated that he recalled no discussion with Freeman
on July 23, 1970 concerning the surcharge;
however, Quinn testified at trial that his
recollection had since been refreshed; the Court
accordingly finds that the White House was
informed of the intent to seek a surcharge prior to
the issuance of the press release.

Defendant notes that this press release made no
mention of a surcharge; however, the Court finds that this
document was no more than it purported to be - a press
release. The document contained no information about
price; indeed, it did not even set forth the quantity of the
power to be released. It did not constitute an agreement
between the plaintiff and Con Edison.

Nevertheless, the White House announcement did
constitute the first statement by either party that the
release to Con Edison would in fact take place. Louis
Roddis, Con Edison's President, first saw the press [** 16]
release while he was being interviewed on an evening
news program concerning the power crisis. George Quinn
communicated the substance of the press release to S. R.
Sapire, operations manager of the Oak Ridge plant, and
informed Sapire that the decision to release the power
had been taken from AEC's hands by the White House
announcement. Nevertheless, as the Court has found, the
AEC had made it clear to both the White House and to
the OEP that it intended to impose a surcharge on Con
Edison; the following day Quinn also informed a staff
member of the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic
Energy that AEC would seek a surcharge.

On the morning of July 24, 1970, Quinn again spoke
to Sapire to confirm that the power could be transmitted

to New York; the AEC officers also spoke concerning
whether there might be surplus power available in the

American Electric Power system. The details of this
discussion were passed along to AEC Acting General

Manager Bloch.

Quinn then placed a call to Louis Roddis, and spoke
to Charles Luce in Roddis' absence. Quinn stated that he
wanted to discuss the terms and conditions of the release
and that the AEC was now in the position to offer 200
MW to Con [**17] Edison. Quinn informed Luce that
AEC had made a previous reduction of some 450 MW,
and that while AEC would prefer not to make a further
reduction, they were willing to do so. It is undisputed that
Quinn informed Luce that in the event the release was
effected, the AEC would look to Con Edison for
reimbursement of its additional costs. Luce stated that
Con Edison was still studying their end of the
transmission problem [*646] and that he was not yet in a
position to request the power. Apparently unconcerned
with the possibility of a surcharge, Luce stated that Con
Edison would be willing to pay whatever surcharge had
been paid by the recipients of the previous 450 MW
reduction. Quinn did not inform Luce that the recipients
of the 450 MW had not been asked to pay any surcharge.

Quinn stated that the amount of the surcharge was
under study and that he could not fix a price at that time.
However, Quinn did give Luce examples of the type of
costs the AEC would incur, such as the shut down of
certain equipment. Luce testified that Quinn referred to
efficiency losses. On cross-examination (Tr. 808) and in
response to questions by the Court (Tr. 821), Charles
Luce stated that Quinn [**18] had explained to him that
the 200 MW reduction would result in higher costs to
AEC than did the 450 MW reduction, since the
incremental losses were greater when the plants were
required to reduce consumption to as low as 1,350 MW.
The conversation ended with Quinn's advice to Luce that
if Con Edison wished to receive the power, it should
make arrangements with AEC's supplier utilities, TVA
and OVEC.

On the same day, July 24, 1970, AEC Acting
General Manager Bloch sent a memorandum to AEC
Chairman Seaborg and the Commissioners of the AEC.
The memo reads in part as follows:
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"The Oak Ridge Operations Office has
been authorized to proceed to make
available up to 200 MW as it may be
needed by Consolidated Edison and as
arrangements can be made with our power
suppliers and the interconnected utilities
for transmission of this power to the New
York area. In agreements effecting such
reductions, provisions will be included to
recover from the utilities involved AEC
costs and losses which result from the
reductions." (DX-T-3)

As the language of this memorandum indicates, the
AEC intended to recover the surcharge through the
billing chain between itself and Con Edison. As Quinn
[**19] had informed Luce, because of the nature of
AEC's contracts with its suppliers, Con Edison would
have to purchase the power from TVA and OVEC. The
AEC sought to include the surcharge in its contract
modifications with the suppliers, and those suppliers in
turn passed the added charge along the transmission chain
to Con Edison. Defendant would have the Court draw the
inference that AEC's failure to inform Con Edison
directly of the amount of the surcharge, and its attempt to
collect the same through the billing chain, indicate some
underhanded dealing, or at the least ungentlemanly
behavior. The Court can draw no such inference. The
Court finds that the AEC, and in particular George
Quinn, did not directly in from Con Edison of the
surcharge amount because he saw no need to do so. He
had informed Luce that Con Edison would be expected to
pay AEC costs and that Con Edison should obtain the
power through the supplier utilities. He had informed
Luce that AEC was still in the process of calculating the
surcharge. The surcharge was to be collected through the
billing chain.

The evidence also indicates that Con Edison did not
again contact AEC to determine the amount of the
surcharge. Rather, [**20] Con Edison and the AEC
began on July 24, 1970 to deal with each other through
the supplier utilities, particularly TVA. Late in the day on
July 24, 1970, AEC began making preparations to reduce
its power consumption by July 27, 1970, the following
Monday.

At midnight on July 27, 1970, the AEC plants began
the gradual reduction of their power consumption. By

seven o'clock in the morning on the same day, the
diffusion plants had reduced consumption by the full 200
MW. The power was transferred from system to system
across the eastern United States and into New York State.
Now assured of adequate reserves to meet the energy
needs of the metropolitan New York area, Con Edison
had weathered the crisis.

The testimony of Bertram Schwartz, then a Con
Edison assistant vice-president and now senior
vice-president, illustrates how vital this additional 200
MW was to Con Edison's operations. While seeking to
minimize [*647] the extent of the benefit to Con Edison,
Schwartz conceded on cross-examination the following
facts concerning Con Edison's capacity and load
requirements in the summer of 1970.

The 200 MW supplied by AEC constituted three
percent of Con Edison's peak load requirements. [**21]
Despite the availability of this additional power, on
fourteen separate days during the summer of 1970, Con
Edison reduced voltage by between three and five
percent. Schwartz testified that when a voltage reduction
goes as far as eight percent, Con Edison's contingency
plan is to begin disconnecting customers. This procedure
is referred to as "load shedding". The utility must shed
load rather than reduce voltage beyond eight percent
since such a reduction poses a risk of damage to electrical
equipment. As Table V to defendant's additional answers
to plaintiffs 24th interrogatory illustrates, on six separate
days between July 27, 1970 and September 28, 1970, Con
Edison's reserve capacity was well under 200 MW
(PX-48B). Thus, if not for the 200 MW purchased from
AEC, there would probably have been several days in the
summer of 1970 when Con Edison would have been
without any reserve capacity. As Table VI to the same
answer indicates (PX-48B), Con Edison made voltage
reductions of five percent on eighteen different occasions
during the period. Had Con Edison been without the
AEC's 200 MW, it is likely that at least some of those
eighteen reductions would have approached or exceeded
eight [**22] percent, with concomitant load shedding.
Indeed, even with the 200 MW Con Edison was
compelled to engage in eight percent voltage reductions
on three different days, and on September 22, 1970, Con
Edison did in fact shed load. As Mr. Schwartz stated, Con
Edison certainly needed the 200 MW; even with that
additional power, the utility was not able to supply
uninterrupted service. Charles Luce's testimony was to
the same effect. 5 Although Con Edison maintains that it
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is not legally obligated to supply electricity to the public,
Schwartz did concede that Con Edison has a duty to
supply electricity. Luce testified that "we are held
responsible for supplying energy to New York City." (Tr.
798)

5 Luce also testified that the availability of the
200 MW had a beneficial effect upon the
company's goodwill and at least an indirect
beneficial effect for Con Edison shareholders.

The price paid by Con Edison to the supplier utilities
for the AEC power was comparable to Con Edison's own
cost of generating power. Con Edison [**23] paid TVA
and OVEC 7.85 mills per kilowatt hour, including
transmission charges. The cost of the power itself was
5.20 mills or $1,648,275.51. The cost of transmission
was $837,046.26 (PX-48A at 15). The cost to Con Edison
during the summer of 1970 to produce its own electrical
power ranged from 7.70 to 8.96 mills per kilowatt hour
(see PX-48B at 20). Con Edison paid a total of
$2,485,321.77, or 7.85 mills, for the AEC power received
between July and October 1970. As noted, this cost was
comparable to that which Con Edison would have
incurred had it generated the power itself. However since
Con Edison was compelled to use the 200 MW on a
twenty-four hour basis, the 200 MW cost Con Edison
more than certain other power which it could have made
use of during off-peak hours. 6 The evidence concerning
whether Con Edison made a "profit" or a "loss" on the
resale of the 200 MW is equivocal, to say the least. 7

6 As noted previously, Con Edison could often
purchase "economy power" from the New York
State power pool. Con Edison's Arthur Hauspurg

testified that while Con Edison needed "firm",
i.e., readily available, power from the AEC, it
would have preferred to use the power only when
it needed it. However, the gaseous diffusion
plants could not repeatedly increase and then

decrease power consumption to suit Con Edison's
needs; thus, Con Edison was required to use the
200 MW during periods when it could have
turned to cheaper power.

[**24]

7 Hauspurg testified that since the customer pays

only an "average" cost for Con Edison power,
Con Edison had a "gain" to the extent that the 200
MW cost less than Con Edison's average power
costs on any given day and a "loss" to the extent

that the 200 MW cost more than the average cost
for power (Tr. 898). Bertram Schwartz stated that

Con Edison was paid by customers $63 1,000 less
for the 200 MW than Con Edison paid for the
power; however, Schwartz stated that this "loss"
was offset by $595,000 in increased revenues

from the ability to sell the additional power in the
first place (Tr. 933-35). The matter is best
summed up by defendant's answer to plaintiff's
15th interrogatory: "whether the 200 MW... was
sold to Con Edison's customers at a 'profit' or a
'loss' and the magnitude of such 'profit' or 'loss'
cannot be determined." (PX-48B at 18). The
Court is not persuaded by Schwartz' attempt to
distinguish between "engineering" costs and
"accounting" costs.

[*648] Contrary to the state of the record on the

question of Con Edison's "profit" or "loss" resulting from
the receipt of the [**25] AEC 200 MW, it is clear to this
Court that the plaintiff did incur a loss as the result of the
release of the 200 MW. The detriment to the plaintiff is
best understood through an examination of its increased
unit costs of production. At the time of trial, plaintiff
presented evidence concerning what those costs actually
amounted to (see PX-41). However, in July of 1970, the
AEC was able only to develop an estimate of its costs.

On July 28 and 29, 1970, officials at the AEC had
calculated a surcharge based upon an estimate of AEC
additional costs incurred by reason of the 200 MW
reduction. As George Quinn testified, the concept behind
the surcharge was to develop a charge per kilowatt hour
which would insure that the unit cost of producing one
SWU after the reduction would be the same as the unit
cost without the reduction (Tr. 28). Put another way, the
surcharge was designed simply to compensate the AEC
for its increased unit costs incurred by reason of the
substantial efficiency losses flowing from operating the
diffusion plants without the 200 MW.

The AEC's preliminary calculations came to a
surcharge of 5.41 mills per kilowatt hour. This amounted
to approximately 104% of the cost [**26] of the raw
power, and 67% of the total 7.85 mills price paid by Con
Edison. The figure was calculated upon an estimation of
the increased production costs incurred by reducing the
power consumption at the diffusion plants from 1,550
MW (the level of operation following the prior 450 MW
reduction) to 1,350 MW (see PX-13). 9
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8 This data base was later recalculated. See note
11 infra.

George Quinn discussed this surcharge with the AEC
Acting General Manager on July 29, 1970. Quinn stated
that there was no discussion concerning whether AEC
should seek to impose an averaged surcharge, i.e., one
which would take into account the fact that the AEC
plants had already reduced their consumption by 450
MW and which would have averaged AEC's total
increased costs between Con Edison and the recipients of
the previous power reduction. Quinn testified that S. R.
Sapire, the Oak Ridge operations officer, had suggested a
3.00 mill surcharge prior to July 29, 1970; however,
Quinn never saw any data basis for that suggestion.
[**27] Quinn also testified that there was no
consideration given to whether the amount of the
surcharge should be cleared with the White House. On
the same day Quinn sent a telex to the Oak Ridge office
authorizing Sapire to initiate contract modifications with
AEC's suppliers (PX-14). On August 3, 1970, AEC
entered into contract modifications with TVA and OVEC
whereby the AEC released its right to the 200 MW for
the duration of the summer. The agreements (PX-15
through PX-17) also provided that the utilities would
arrange through the billing chain to collect the 5.41 mills
surcharge from Con Edison. The payment of this amount
was to be credited against TVA and OVEC's monthly
bills to AEC. Con Edison was not informed of the terms
of these contract modifications.

According to the testimony of Louis Roddis, Con
Edison first learned of the 5.41 surcharge on August 6,
1970, when it was informed that Philadelphia Electric
Power had billed the first New York state utility in the
chain, Niagara Mohawk, a five mill surcharge. Upon
being informed of the size of the charge, Charles Luce
objected and directed Roddis to determine what amount
of surcharge had been paid by the [*649] recipients
[**281 of the prior 450 MW reduction. 9 Roddis quickly
learned that the recipients of the prior reduction had not
paid any surcharge to the AEC. He then telephoned
Quinn to ask whether this 5.41 mills surcharge had the
backing of the AEC Commissioners. Roddis also
suggested that such a surcharge might cause political
embarrassment to the AEC and to the White House.
However, Roddis, did not state that Con Edison was
going to refuse to take any more AEC power. On August
10, 1970, Con Edison sent to TVA and to the American
Electric Power Company two identical telegrams which

read as follows:

"Loss of production surcharges proposed
by Atomic Energy Commission in
connection with power you are furnishing
to us are to be subject of discussions
between us and AEC. We request that you
do not accept any such inefficiency
surcharge without our consent and that
you refer them to us for advice."
(DX-H-4)

9 Three of Con Edison's officers, Luce,
Hauspurg, and Schwartz, each testified that on
July 24, 1970 an officer of the American Electric
Power Company had informed Con Edison that
the recipients of the 450 MW reduction had paid
to the AEC a 20% surcharge, approximately I
mill per kilowatt hour, However, the record
contains no explanation of the source of this
apparently inaccurate information and it is
uncontroverted that Con Edison never verified
this figure with the AEC.

[**29] Following this telegram, a series of

telephone calls, letters, and meetings ensued between the
parties. Con Edison sought to make a political issue of
the surcharge by bringing it to the attention of the White
House. However, the AEC apparently perceived no
political implications with respect to the surcharge, and
continued to insist upon its payment. On August 10,
1970, Bertram Schwartz of Con Edison met with George
Quinn to discuss the calculations which formed the data
base for the 5.41 mill surcharge. Schwartz suggested
different means of calculating the surcharge, 10 and stated
Con Edison's concern that the charge, in its present form,
would not allow the utility to pass the added costs along
to its customers. When Schwartz asked why AEC had
imposed no surcharge upon the recipients of the 450 MW
reduction, Quinn answered that the AEC had "goofed"
and that they were seeking to renegotiate the agreements
with the recipients of the prior reduction to include a
surcharge. By telex dated August 11, 1970, the AEC
instructed its Oak Ridge office to begin renegotiations for
such a surcharge. However, the telex recognized "that it
may be impractical for the premium to be made
retroactive" [**301 (PX-19). The attempts to impose a
surcharge upon the recipients of the prior reduction
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proved fruitless. sought by AEC.

10 Schwartz indicated to Quinn that PX-13 was
based upon the incorrect assumption that the 200
MW reduction would continue through October;
in fact, the 200 MW was restored to AEC on
October I, 1970. The calculations in PX-13 were
accordingly modified prior to the September 1,
1970 meeting between the parties.

Throughout this period Con Edison asserted that it
would pay only What the recipients of the 450 MW had
paid. At a meeting between Quinn and Luce on
September 1, 1970, Luce stressed that this was what he
had stated in the July 24, 1970 telephone conversation.
However, Luce confirmed that Con Edison had requested
the power from the AEC and he did not state that Con
Edison intended to discontinue its receipt of the power,
even when Quinn informed him that Con Edison was
under no obligation to continue receiving the 200 MW.
At the September 1, 1970 meeting the AEC agreed to
consider the concept of an averaged [**31j surcharge; I I
however, Quinn could not recall at trial whether Luce
stated that Con Edison would pay such a surcharge or if
he stated that Con Edison would pay only if the other
utilities also paid. In any event, since the AEC had been
unsuccessful in imposing any surcharge upon the 450
MW reduction, Con [*650] Edison's position did not
leave much room for negotiation. Following the
September 1, 1970 meeting, the AEC did make certain
recalculations and offers to compromise the matter;
however, Con Edison adhered to its intransigent position
and needless to say the parties failed to come to any
agreement.

II Quinn testified that the AEC surcharge had
been recalculated prior to the meeting to reflect
the return to AEC of 350 of the 450 MW
reduction as of August 30, 1970. The surcharge
was also recalculated to reflect the actual period
of the 200 MW reduction. See note 10, supra.

Con Edison continued to receive the 200 MW until
October 1, 1970. 12 Defendant never advised the AEC
that it would refuse [**32] to pay a surcharge altogether,
nor did Con Edison ever state that it would stop accepting
the power. It is clear from the record that during this
period Con Edison knew that AEC was demanding
compensation for its increased costs: indeed, it knew as
early as August 6, 1970 - only ten days after the power
had begun to flow - the magnitude of the surcharge

12 During the restoration of the 200 MW, TVA
requested that it be allowed to retain 100 MW
instead of fully restoring the power to AEC. The
AEC agreed to this procedure in return for a 14%
premium on the cost of the 100 MW. Quinn
testified that this 14% premium is not comparable
to the 200 MW surcharge, and there is no
evidence to the contrary.

At trial, Charles Luce testified that he was primarily
disturbed by the fact that the AEC had released power
gratuitously to the recipients of the 450 MW and that it
thereafter sought to impose a substantial surcharge upon
Con Edison. Luce stated that had the others paid, Con
Edison would have been willing [**33] to pay an equal
amount. Indeed, said Luce, he would have agreed to a
surcharge of ten mills, twice that sought by the plaintiff,
if the recipients of the prior reduction had paid such a
charge (Tr. 793).

Nearly five trial days were devoted to the question of
what were the AEC's actual losses, if any, which resulted
from the 200 MW reduction. It is uncontroverted that by
reason of the power reduction, the diffusion plants
produced 126,000 fewer separative work units of
enriched uranium than would have been produced had the
plants not experienced this reduction. (PX-41. See Tr.
1160).

In preparation for the trial of this action, plaintiff
developed a calculation of what it maintains were its
actual costs resulting from the 200 MW reduction. This
calculation, PX-41, is based upon a unit cost approach.
The method of its calculation is the same as the AEC

(now the Energy Research and Development
Administration, or "ERDA") employs in the calculation
of the present surcharge which it routinely imposes
whenever there is a power reduction at the diffusion
plants for the purpose of meeting the needs of a utility.

ERDA's present surcharge is a flat fee, recalculated
on a semi-annual basis, [**34] which does not change
depending upon the size of the power reduction (Tr.
556-58). ERDA, and its predecessor agency the AEC,
have since 1972 employed the same method of
calculating its losses in determining the appropriate
amount of the surcharge. Since the present surcharge is
calculated on a prospective basis, it is based primarily on
estimates.
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By comparison, the surcharge calculation contained
in PX-41 is based primarily on actual data. Earl Sullivan,
Chief of the Power Branch at ERDA's Oak Ridge
diffusion plant, testified that PX-41 is based 93% on
actual data and 7% on estimated or extrapolated data (Tr.
580). In Sullivan's opinion, PX-41 is accurate to within
one percent of reality (Tr. 519).

PX-41 is a thirteen-page document; to explain it fully
would require as many pages here. Suffice it to say that
PX-41's ultimate conclusion here is that by reason of the
200 MW drop, the AEC produced 126,000 fewer SWUs,
yet the SWls which it did produce cost it $1.9163 more
per SWU to produce. Multiplying the increased unit cost
per SWU by 822,833, the number of SWUs actually
produced, PX-41 reveals that the AEC's total increased
cost was $1,576,795. This figure translates into a charge
[**35] of approximately 4.79 mills per kilowatt hour,
somewhat lower than the 5.41 figure contained in PX-13.

Tables One and Two to PX-41 reveal that although
the AEC power costs in the relevant period were
substantially lower than would have been the case if AEC
had [*651] received and paid for the 200 MW (see
Table I), the plants produced so many fewer SWUs that
the cost per SWU produced increased. As plaintiffs
witnesses testified, the fixed operating costs of the
diffusion plants remained the same regardless of the level
of production and power consumption. Similarly, the
AEC incurred the same added factor costs despite the
decreased production.

Among the fixed operating costs are expenses
relating to cascade operations, testing programs, uranium
scrap recovery, and power distribution. Since the
enriched uranium is transported from one plant to
another, there are also transportation costs and security
guard expenses. These fixed costs are set forth in
Appendix 2 to PX-41.

Among the added factor costs are items such as
expenses relating to start-up, shutdown and stand-by of
the enrichment process. There were also warehousing
costs, costs relating to analysis of the enrichment [**36]
product, as well as administrative and other costs. See
Appendix 3 to PX-4 1.

As Eugene Schmidt, an ERDA auditor testified,
PX-41 reflects economies of scale. By producing more
SWUs, the unit cost is decreased. The incremental
increased power costs are outweighed by the increased

SWU production.

Despite hours devoted to the cross-examination of
plaintiffs witnesses on PX-41, the defendant did not
seriously challenge any of the factual bases of PX-41.
Rather, the defendant advanced a series of alternative
methods to calculate the AEC costs, and through its
expert witness took issue with certain of the underlying
principles contained in PX-4 1.

Defendant first argues that the AEC has sustained no
loss at all. By statute, the uranium enrichment program is
required to recover its costs. 42 U.S.C. § 2201(v)(B).
Thus, the SWUs sold by the AEC and now ERDA are
priced with an eye to complete recovery of the
government's expenses. In August of 1973, the AEC
adjusted the price of its SWUs upwards to reflect the
increased costs incurred by reason of the 200 MW
reduction. ERDA has designated the period between 1971
and 1980 as a "campaign period" in which it will recover
the added costs incurred. [**37] (Tr. 651-52). Plaintiffs
witnesses testified that in the event there is a recovery in
this action, the ERDA will pass the benefit along to its
customers through adjustments in the price per SWU (Tr.
676-77). Con Edison argues that since the AEC passed
along the increased cost, it has no loss. This is a legal
argument which the Court will address infra.

Con Edison next argues that the plaintiff can suffer
no actual loss until the year comes when ERDA cannot
meet actual demand for enriched uranium and
accordingly experiences the actual loss of the 126,000
SWUs. Con Edison notes that for many years the
production of enriched uranium by the government has
exceeded demand. Thus, argues Con Edison, since ERDA
has extra SWUs in inventory, it can suffer no loss from
the lack of 126,000 SWUs. The Court rejects this
argument as frivolous. It is apparent that ERDA's
inventory is an asset of its operations; further, defendant's

own expert witness testified that demand is increasing for
enriched uranium. It is farfetched to suggest that the
government must wait until it exhausts its supply of
enriched uranium before it can prove a loss flowing from
the lower SWU production.

Con Edison's [**38] expert Dr. Leonard Geller
stated that in his opinion any increased cost to the
government would be covered by a 15% contingency
factor included in ERDA's SWU pricing. However,
George Quinn testified that this contingency factor does
not cover the extraordinary type of losses which occurred
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here; the Court finds Quinn's testimony on this point
more authoritative and more persuasive.

Defendant's expert did not challenge the factual basis
of PX-41, but rather employed the same data in
developing assorted alternative means of calculating a
loss to the plaintiff. In his first alternative, Doctor Geller
posited that "efficiency losses" should include only those
costs directly associated with the less efficient use of
electrical power by the plants. He excluded from this
calculation any fixed operating costs or [*652] added
factor costs which would be applied against the cost of
SWUs (Tr. 1185-87). Under this concededly narrow
definition of "efficiency losses" Geller concluded that the
AEC lost $125,000 (DX-U-9).

Doctor Geller's second approach was to calculate a
surcharge in a manner similar to that which the ERDA
now employs to calculate its flat fee surcharge. Based on
data from [**39] PX-41, Geller calculated the total
increased costs to the AEC as the result of both the 450
MW reduction and the 200 MW reduction. He then
calculated an averaged surcharge of $1,300,000, which
would have been the charge for the 200 MW reduction
(DX-X-9; see Tr. 1112-17).

Doctor Geller described his third alternative
calculation as a "threshold method". This method
proceeds on the assumption that Con Edison would be
required to compensate plaintiff only for those losses
flowing from the 200 MW reduction which exceeded
comparable losses incurred by the prior 450 MW
reduction. Using the costs set forth in PX-41, Doctor
Geller took plaintiffs calculation that the 200 MW drop
caused it a loss of 4.79 mills per kilowatt hour. He then
calculated that the 450 MW drop, under the same
approach, cost the AEC 4.71 mills. The difference, 0.8
mills, would be the cost to Con Edison (see DX-Y-9).
This amounts to $254,000. As Doctor Geller conceded on
cross-examination, this method proceeds from the
assumption that the 450 MW reduction was "free".

The final calculation presented by Con Edison,
DX-W-9, looked to AEC price planning data compiled in
1971 and modified that pricing plan to include costs
[**40] incurred by reason of the 200 MW reduction.
Spreading the increased cost over the ten year "campaign
period" in which AEC has sought to recover its extra
costs, and taking into account inventory levels throughout
that ten-year period, Doctor Geller concluded that the
increased cost to AEC totalled $793,000 (Tr. 1155).

However, on cross-examination, Geller stated that this
calculation was based upon estimates developed in 1971;

he further stated that he was not surprised to learn that the

actual costs in the ten-year period have thus far been
greatly in excess of the 1971 estimates.

Accordingly, the plaintiff has presented a calculation

which sets forth its loss at $1,576,795. Con Edison has
put forth theories setting forth AEC's loss as zero,
$125,000; $254,000; $793,000; and $1,300,000,
depending upon which theory one selects. However, the
Court finds most significant the fact that defendant has
not effectively challenged the data basis of PX-41 and the
fact that Doctor Geller conceded that even if the plaintiff
was today awarded 1.4 or 1.5 million dollars, that amount
of money would be inadequate to produce today the
126,000 SWUs which the AEC lost by reason of the 200
MW reduction [**41] (Tr. 1194). This testimony lends
more weight to plaintiffs calculation than to any of those
presented by the defendant.

Conclusions of Law

The Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant
to 28 U.S.C. § 1345. In the claims which remain, plaintiff
asserts contract by estoppel and quasi-contract or unjust
enrichment. Plaintiff has also asserted a claim for
reimbursement of costs under the doctrine of emergency
assistance.

While no contract law claims remain in the action at
this point, certain of the equitable principles discussed
within require that reference be made to the alleged
contract. Accordingly, based upon the factual findings set
forth above, the Court finds that the July 24, 1970
conversation between Quinn and Luce was sufficiently

definite to constitute an agreement. The parties are
known - Con Edison and the AEC. The amount of the
power was fixed - 200 MW. The parties agreed that Con
Edison would reimburse the AEC for its costs. It was
understood that the costs would be determined by AEC.
Indeed, by reason of his prior conversations with Fred
Chambers of TVA, Con Edison's Charles Luce had a
general awareness of the possible extent of those costs.

The Court [**42] rejects defendant's contention that
the May 5 Plan constituted an obligation on the part of
the plaintiff to render [*653] emergency assistance to

Con Edison without the ability to seek reimbursement for
its costs. The May 5 Plan was too indefinite to constitute
a contract. Further, the Court does not find that David
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Freeman offered Con Edison power free of charge in his
conversation with Luce on July 23, 1970. Nor did the
July 23, 1970 press release constitute an agreement

between Con Edison and the White House whereby the
government agreed to furnish the power free of
surcharge. The Court finds that all these contracts
between the parties were but preliminary discussions;
they clearly were too indefinite to form the basis for an
agreement.

However, the July 24, 1970 oral conversation

between Luce and Quinn was sufficiently definite to form
an agreement. Plaintiff has thus proved that an oral
agreement was made; it has proven the terms of that
agreement, and it has proven that Con Edison has refused
to make payment in accordance with that agreement.
Thus, if not for the fact that the oral agreement is
rendered unenforceable by reason of the Statute of
Frauds, plaintiff would [**43] prevail on its contract
claim.

Contract by Estoppel

In its third cause of action, plaintiff asserts that the
defendant "breached its contract with AEC for the costs
incurred by AEC in relinquishing 200 MW of power to
TVA and OVEC and by its actions and inactions is
estopped from denying the existence of said contract."
(Para. 41). In order to prevail on this claim, plaintiff must
demonstrate that Con Edison, through its words or
conduct, led the plaintiff to change its position in reliance
upon the oral agreement. The plaintiff must further prove
that its reliance resulted in detriment to it. See Dickerson
v. Colgrove, 100 U.S. 578, 580-81, 25 L. Ed. 618 (1880);

The Savage Is Loose Co. v. United Artists Theatre
Circuit, Inc., 413 F. Supp. 555, 559 (S.D.N.Y 1976); 3
Williston, Contracts, Section 692 (3d ed. 1972).

Con Edison first argues that the plaintiff must prove
fraudulent representations by the defendant in order to
overcome the bar of the Statute of Frauds; absent such
fraud, argues defendant, it can continue to invoke the
Statute as a defense to the contract. See Centennial
Estates, Inc. v. Filor, 33 A.D.2d 1042, 308 N. Y.S.2d 732
(2d Dept. 1970). The Court [**44] rejects the notion that
plaintiff must prove actual fraud in order to rely upon the
doctrine of estoppel; it is sufficient if the defendant's
representations led the plaintiff to rely upon Con Edison's
promise that it would pay AEC costs. Here Con Edison
promised to reimburse the AEC for its costs; upon
learning the extent of those costs, Con Edison altered its

position and stated that it would pay only if the recipients
of the 450 MW paid. It is apparent that in the course of
the July 24, 1970 conversation Luce expected that Con
Edison would have to make some payment to the AEC.
Defendant's change of position ignores that agreement to
reimburse plaintiff. Thus, although Con Edison's
representations were not fraudulent in the classic sense,
its conduct was such that it is now estopped from raising
the bar of the Statute of Frauds. Oxley v. Ralston Purina
Co., 349 F.2d 328, 336 (6th Cir. 1965).

Second, Con Edison argues that there can be no
estoppel since it never represented to the AEC that it
would pay AEC costs as assessed by the AEC. It is
settled that an unequivocal representation is a vital aspect
of equitable estoppel. Kearns Coal Corp. v. U.S. Fidelity
& Guaranty Co [**45] ., 118 F.2d 33, 35-36 (2d Cir.),
cert. denied, 313 US. 579, 61 S. Ct. 1099, 85 L. Ed. 1536
(1941). However, the evidence shows that Con Edison
did agree to pay costs as assessed by the AEC. In the July
24, 1970 conversation, Quinn informed Luce that the
AEC was in the process of calculating the surcharge
amount. Although Con Edison was under the mistaken
impression that the recipients of the 450 MW had paid a
twenty percent charge, Con Edison never confirmed that
figure with the AEC. Indeed, the Court rejects the notion
that Luce and Quinn agreed that Con Edison would pay
only what the prior recipients paid, since in [*654] the
July 24 conversation Quinn explained to Luce that the
200 MW reduction would be more expensive than was
the 450 MW reduction. Since Luce was told that the AEC
was calculating the surcharge, he was on notice that the
amount could turn out to be different from any previous
charge to others. Con Edison's acceptance of the power
under these circumstances, without taking any steps to
discuss or to confirm the amount of costs, constituted a
representation to the plaintiff that Con Edison would
indeed pay those costs as calculated by the AEC.

These actions [**46] by the defendant led to
plaintiffs release of the 200 MW. As the factual
discussion indicates, it was reasonable for the plaintiff to
proceed with the release of power in reliance upon the
July 24 oral agreement. The power crisis was very real
and time was of the essence. Each of the contacts
between the parties indicated to the AEC that Con Edison
was primarily concerned with obtaining the power and
transmitting it to New York. The AEC had informed Con
Edison that it would incur costs by making a further
reduction of consumption at the gaseous diffusion plants.
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Thus, plaintiffs reliance upon defendant's representations
was reasonable under the emergency conditions which
prevailed. See Twentieth-Centuty Fox Film Corp. v.

National Publishers, Inc., 294 F. Supp. 10, 12

(S.D.N. Y 1968).

Nor was plaintiffs reliance rendered unreasonable by
its failure to terminate the power flow upon Con Edison's
objection to the 5.41 mills surcharge. Con Edison lodged
its objection as early as August 10, 1970; both parties
knew that Con Edison needed the power for the
remainder of the summer. Con Edison never stated that it
would refuse to pay altogether; nor did it ever seek to
return the power. [**47] Indeed, at the September 1,
1970 meeting, George Quinn reminded Luce that Con
Edison was free to return the power. Con Edison elected
to go forward. Thus the Court rejects defendant's
argument that the plaintiff is estopped from suit on this
claim; rather, it is apparent that the AEC continued to
permit the power reduction in reasonable reliance upon

Con Edison's conduct.

As the factual discussion indicates, plaintiff relied
thereon to its detriment. Even defendant's own expert
witness conceded that the 200 MW reduction resulted in
some loss to the AEC; it is uncontroverted that the AEC
was unable to produce 126,000 SWUs by reason of the
power reduction. Thus, detrimental reliance is present.
See Freedman v. The Concordia Star, 250 F.2d 867 (2d

Cir. 1958).

Quasi-Contract

In order to prevail on its fourth claim for relief,
plaintiff must demonstrate that it rendered a service to the
defendant under circumstances where the defendant had
reason to understand that the service was for Con
Edison's benefit and that it was not rendered gratuitously.
Plaintiff must also show that the defendant was unjustly
enriched by reason of plaintiffs services. See
Bloomgarden v. Coyer [**48] , 156 U.S.App.D.C. 109,
116-119, 479 F.2d 201, 208-11 (1973); Bradkin v.
Leverton, 26 N. Y2d 192, 309 N. Y.S.2d 192, 257 N.E.2d

643 (1970).

The evidence is clear that Con Edison had reason to
understand that the AEC was not acting gratuitously. As
found by the Court above, there was no gratuitous offer
by the White House or by any other agency of the
plaintiff. The July 24, 1970 conversation between Luce
and Quinn placed Con Edison on notice that the AEC was

concerned about its costs and that it would look to Con

Edison for reimbursement.

Defendant first argues that there can be no contract
implied in law since the plaintiff allegedly continued its
performance in the face of Con Edison's repudiation. See
Restatement of Contracts, Section 352. However, the law
is clear that a party cannot assert that it has repudiated the
contract while continuing to accept its benefits. See
Tibbetts Contracting Corp. v. 0 & E Contracting Co., 15
N.Y.2d 324, 338, 258 N.YS.2d 400, 206 N.E.2d 340

(1965). Here the defendant continued to accept the 200
MW even after the AEC made clear [*655] that it could
return the power at any time. Further, the Court finds that
Section 352 of the Restatement [**49] is inapplicable
here since Con Edison never clearly repudiated the
agreement.

Defendant had devoted much effort in attempting to
prove that it was not unjustly enriched by the receipt of
the 200 MW. Con Edison asserts that it paid the fair
market value for the power, and further that it made no
profit on the resale of the 200 MW.

The court rejects these arguments as constituting a
remarkably narrow view of the events which transpired in
the summer of 1970. Charles Luce's testimony makes
clear that Con Edison regarded the Ravenswood crisis as
a most serious emergency. He testified that the 200 MW
had a beneficial impact upon Con Edison's goodwill and
upon the value of its securities. There can be little doubt
that the actions of the plaintiff saved Con Edison from a
major power disaster. That Con Edison might not have
made money on the resale of the power does not mean
that it did not benefit by the release. The Court also
rejects Con Edison's argument that it paid the fair market
value for the 200 MW. The evidence makes abundantly
clear that Con Edison could find no other source to
provide the 200 MW. As this Court observed in its
decision denying summary judgment, the cost of
production [**50] and transmission can hardly be
equated to the fair market value of 200 MW in a market
where there are no such amounts of electricity available
for long-term purchase. Thus, although the enrichment
here is not of the type usually presented, the Court
concludes without difficulty that Con Edison was
benefitted by the release of the 200 MW.

Emergency Assistance

In reliance upon the recent decision of the Circuit
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Court in Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co. v.
Overseas Oil Carriers, Inc., 553 F.2d 830 (2d Cir. 1977),

plaintiff asserts that Con Edison is liable for the AEC's
costs because the AEC fulfilled Con Edison's duty to
provide the New York area with electricity under
emergency conditions and with the clear intent that it be
reimbursed. 13 The Court agrees.

13 Plaintiffs claim based upon the emergency
assistance doctrine is a cause which sounds in
quasi-contract; as such it is within the scope of

Count Four.

Under the doctrine of emergency assistance, plaintiff
must establish that the defendant [**51] had a duty to
provide electricity; that the plaintiff took that duty upon
itself with intent to charge therefor; and that the services
supplied were immediately necessary to satisfy the
requirements of public decency, health, or safety.
Restatement of Restitution, Section 115; see Wyandotte
Transportation Co. v. United States, 389 US. 191, 204,
88S. Ct. 379, 19 L. Ed. 2d 407 (1967).

In Peninsular & Oriental, supra, a seaman on board
the S.T. OVERSEAS PROGRESS fell ill with what
appeared to be a heart attack; the vessel had no doctor
aboard. Following a second apparent heart attack, the
vessel radioed for assistance. The S.S. CANBERRA
answered the call and diverted its course. Since the
CANBERRA was equipped with a hospital and since it
was a much faster vessel, the parties agreed that the
CANBERRA would take the ill seaman aboard and
transport him to New York. In the course of its diversion,
the CANBERRA's captain radioed to the OVERSEAS
PROGRESS that his ship's owners "may look" to the
owner of the OVERSEAS PROGRESS for
"reimbursement of diversion costs, medical and out of
pocket expenses." 553 F.2d at 833. When the owners of
the OVERSEAS PROGRESS thereafter refused to pay,
[**52] the CANBERRA's owners filed suit.

The district court granted summary judgment to the
defendant shipowner on the ground that the law of
admiralty barred recovery for "pure life salvage". The
Circuit reversed, applying principles of quasi-contract
and the doctrine of emergency assistance. Judge
Kaufman's opinion made clear that the court was
applying a landbased principle of equity to a maritime
situation. [*656] Id. 553 F.2d at 835. Since the
OVERSEAS PROGRESS had requested assistance, the
court concluded that it was liable for reimbursement of

the CANBERRA's costs, "regardless of the value of the
benefit actually conferred." Id. at 836. The court directed
that judgment be entered for the plaintiff in the full
amount of its expenses, but the decision made no
provision for interest.

Plaintiff makes a persuasive argument that the
principles set forth in Peninsular & Oriental are
controlling here. The evidence at trial demonstrates that
Con Edison had a duty to provide electricity; the
government undertook to provide electricity in a true
emergency situation with a clear intent to be compensated
for its costs; and the service supplied were necessary for
public health [**53] and safety.

Con Edison argues that the doctrine of emergency
assistance does not apply since it had no legal duty to
provide electricity and since the power crisis was not the
type of emergency required by the emergency assistance
doctrine. The court finds to the contrary. Charles Luce
testified that Con Edison is held responsible for providing
electricity to New York; Bertram Schwartz, while
refusing to admit of a legal duty, conceded that Con
Edison was under a duty to make best efforts to provide
power.

Con Edison, without citation of any direct authority
on the question, seeks to distinguish between a "legal"
duty and the type of duty which it concedes in this case.
The Court finds no such distinction applicable here. Nor
can the Court agree with defendant that the power crisis
was not the type of emergency covered by the equitable
principle recited above. Indeed, if Con Edison had no
duty to its customers, and if the situation were not an
emergency, then Con Edison simply could have
disconnected customers, Instead, in three days of frenzied
activity by its highest officers, Con Edison sought out all
possible sources of power and accepted 200 MW from
the federal government in [**54] the face of the AEC's
clear indication that the AEC would seek recovery of its
costs. Had the matter not been a true emergency to public
welfare and safety, Con Edison could have simply "shcd
load". Thus, the Court finds the arguments presented on
behalf of defendant to be at odds with the actions of its
officers during the time at issue.

The Court also rejects defendant's argument that the
Peninsular & Oriental decision was one limited to the
"highly specialized field of admiralty." (Deft.Memo at 6).
While Judge Kaufman's opinion opens on a maritime
note, it is clear that the Circuit Court was applying a
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land-based equitable principle to a maritime context in
the face of an ancient maritime doctrine which barred
recovery for "life salvage". Finally, defendant argues that
the plaintiff, rather than Con Edison, initiated the plan to
deliver the power to defendant. Again, the evidence is to
the contrary; Con Edison requested the power from the
AEC in the face of Quinn's statement that the AEC would
seek to recover its costs. Indeed, Luce conceded at the
September 1, 1970 meeting that Con Edison had
requested the power.

In sum, the Court concludes that principles of equity
run in [**55] plaintiffs favor. The fact that the recipients
of the 450 MW paid no surcharge does not alter this
result. A person who once renders assistance gratuitously
is not forever barred from seeking compensation for its
costs when it again renders assistance. By reason of the
actions of the federal government, Con Edison was able
to fulfill its admitted obligation to furnish electrical
power to'New York. It was not through the fault of the
plaintiff that Con Edison's largest generator failed;
nevertheless, Con Edison has sought to pass the expense
of that, failure on to the federal government and to the
customers of the government's uranium enrichment
program. As Charles Luce testified, the availability of the
200 MW had a beneficial impact upon Con Edison's
valuable corporate goodwill and upon the financial
holdings of its stockholders. Since the plaintiff offered
assistance with the clear intent to be reimbursed, the
Court concludes [*657] that equitable principles of
quasi-contract require that the plaintiff be made whole.
Accordingly, the Court finds that defendant Con Edison
is liable to the plaintiff in damages on each of plaintiffs
three theories of relief.

Damages

The [**56] Court has already discussed at length the
various damages theories presented by the parties.
Nevertheless, defendant Con Edison argues that since the
plaintiff has passed its increased costs along to its
customers, there can be no damage. Con Edison relies
primarily upon an eighty-year-old decision in the Court
of Claims, Plimpton Manufacturing Co. v. United States,
15 Ci.CI. 14 (1897). In that case the U.S. Postal Service
had counterclaimed against the plaintiff manufacturer for
breach of a contract to supply stamped envelopes and
newspaper wrappers. As the result of the breach, the
government claimed, it was required to purchase similar
goods at a higher price. Observing that federal law

required the Postal Service to purchase letter and
newspaper envelopes and resell them at cost, the court
concluded that the United States suffered no damage by
reason of the manufacturer's alleged breach. 15 CI.CI. at

21.

Like the Postal Service in the Plimpton case, the
plaintiffs uranium enrichment program is required by
statute to recover its costs. 42 USC. § 2201(v)(B).
However, it is apparent that the government can sue and
be sued on contract claims arising out of its uranium
[**57] enrichment program. See Industrial Uranium Co.
v. United States, 376 F.2d 868, 180 Ct. Cl. 50 (1967); Gay
v. United States, 356 F.2d 516, 174 CI.CI. 420, cert.
denied, 385 U.S. 898, 87 S. Ct. 202, 17 L. Ed. 2d 130
(1966); Moran Brothers, Inc. v. United States, 346 F. 2d
590, 171 Ct.Cl. 245 (1965). Under 28 U.S.C. § 1345,
which grants this court jurisdiction to try this action, the
government is to be treated as any other business entity.
See United States v. City National Bank & Trust Co., 491
F.2d 851, 854 (8th Cir. 1974). Certainly the fact that the
defendant Con Edison is able to pass certain costs along
to its electricity customers would not foreclose it from
bringing a lawsuit to recover on a breach of contract. As
noted by counsel for the government, if the uranium
enrichment program could not bring suit upon its
contracts, those contracts would be meaningless. Further,
a recovery here will not constitute a windfall; rather, the
evidence is clear that in the event of a recovery, the
government will be required under statute to pass such
monies on to the customers of its enrichment program, by
adjusting the price charged.

While a defendant on a contract claim [**58] is
normally entitled to take advantage of any events, such as
resale, which have mitigated plaintiffs losses, here the
government is standing in the shoes of its uranium
enrichment customers. Under 42 U.S.C. § 2201, a
recovery in this action will accrue to their benefit. Indeed,
the plaintiff here is in a position comparable to that of a
subrogor who brings a lawsuit in its own name
notwithstanding the fact that it has been compensated by
its insurance carrier. Thus, the Court rejects the notion
that the plaintiff has not suffered any legal loss.

Turning to the amount of damages, defendant argues
that since it received no tangible benefit there can be no
finding of the amount of damages. The Court rejects this
argument. Where the benefit to the defendant is not
capable of exact valuation, the courts have commonly
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measured plaintiffs damages by reference to the value of
the services rendered, or by measurement of the plaintiffs
costs incurred. See Peninsular & Oriental, supra;
Campbell v. Tennessee Valley Authoriiy, 421 F.2d 293
(5th Cir. 1969).

Further, when a plaintiff prevails on an equitable

contract claim, the courts have made reference to the
alleged contract to assess [**59] damages. Here the
promise was to pay the AEC's costs; reference to Con
Edison's promise may be madb for measuring damages
under both contract by estoppel and quasi-contract. See

United States v. Brotherton, 106 F. Supp. 353 (S.D.N. Y.
[*658] 1952); Williston, supra, §§ 1458, 1459.
Accordingly, the Court concludes that the appropriate
measure of damages here is plaintiffs actual costs.

For the reasons stated in the prior section, the Court
concludes that PX-41 represents plaintiffs actual costs.
The loss of 126,000 SWUs is uncontroverted. The
evidence does not support defendant's claim that plaintiff
can suffer no loss until it runs out of SWUs; the claim
that the loss suffered here is covered by the plaintiffs
contingency pricing system is also unsupported by
competent evidence.

Doctor Geller's "efficiency loss" calculation
(DX-U-9) is rejected since Con Edison agreed to pay
more than the costs incurred by the less efficient use of
electrical power. Rather, as stated above, Con Edison
agreed to pay the surcharge as calculated by the AEC.
The averaged surcharge method (DX-X-9) is inadequate
to reflect the AEC's actual costs since it calculates an
averaged charge rather [**60] than actual costs resulting
from the reduction from 1,550 MW to 1,350 MW. Quinn
made it quite clear to Luce in the July 24 conversation
that the drop to the lower megawatt level would be more
expensive.

The "threshold method" (DX-Y-9) is rejected since
the evidence does not support the conclusion that either
the AEC or Con Edison expected the surcharge to be
based on some incremental cost above and beyond the
comparable cost to the AEC by reason of the 450 MW
reduction; it is clear that the AEC was not offering
gratuitous assistance in any respect. Doctor Geller's final
calculation (DX-W-9) is faulty since it is based upon
1971 estimates which have not survived the test of time.

Particularly because the defendant did not effectively
challenge the data basis of PX-41, and in light of the

conceded fact that even 1.5 million dollars would not
now make up the loss of 126,000 separative work units of
enriched uranium, the Court concludes that damages
should be assessed at the amount set forth in plaintiffs
unit cost calculation, PX-41. Accordingly, defendant Con
Edison is liable to the plaintiff for $1,576,795.00 in
damages on each of the three theories of relief alleged.

Interest

[**61] Plaintiff seeks pre-judgment interest on the

ground that the amount sought was sufficiently definite to
place Con Edison on notice of the sum. Plaintiff relies
upon the comments to Section 156(b) of the Restatement
of Restitution, which provide as follows:

"Ordinarily if the sum due is sufficiently
definite so that the transferee would have
reason to know the amount he should pay,
it would be unjust not to allow interest
from the time when it should have been
paid...."

The Court cannot agree that the amount of damages
awarded here was sufficiently definite to put Con Edison
on notice thereof. Plaintiff originally sought a surcharge
of 5.41 mills (PX-13). Following meetings on August 10,
1970 and September 1, 1970, the AEC made
recalculations of PX-13 to correct clear errors in the
surcharge computation. Later the AEC considered the
imposition of an averaged surcharge. When plaintiff filed
its complaint herein, it again sought a 5.41 mills
surcharge. Plaintiffs evidence at trial has demonstrated
that its actual losses were more in the area of a 4.79 mills
surcharge. This sequence indicates that Con Edison
cannot be said to have been on notice of the exact amount
sought.

[**62] Particularly where the recovery is based

upon equitable principles, the court has broad discretion
in fashioning an award of interest if any. As stated by the
Supreme Court in Royal Indemnity Co. v. United States,
313 US. 289, 61 S. Ct. 995, 85 L. Ed. 1361 (1941),

"the rule governing the interest to be
recovered as damages for delayed
payment of a contractual obligation to the

United States is not controlled by state
statute or local common law. In the
absence of an applicable federal statute, it
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is for the federal courts to determine,
according to their own criteria, the
appropriate measure of damage, expressed
in [*659] terms of interest, for
non-payment of the amount found to be
due." ( Id. at 296, 61 S. C1. at 997; see
United States v. Seaboard Surety Co., 339
F.2d I (2d Cir. 1964).

The recent decision of the Circuit Court in
Peninsular & Oriental, supra, indicates that interest is
not routinely awarded on quasi-contract claims. As in
this case, in Peninsular & Oriental the defendant raised
substantial legal defenses to the lawsuit. Here the amount
of AEC losses was not proven until trial; indeed, PX-41
was not developed by the plaintiff [**63] until 1977.
Further, plaintiffs long delay in filing this action militates
against any award of interest. See Redfield v. Ystalyfera
Iron Co., 110 U.S. 174, 3 S. Ct. 570, 28 L. Ed. 109
(7884). The fact that the evidence is equivocal with
respect to whether Con Edison made money on the resale
of the 200 MW also militates against an interest award.

See United States v. Sanborn, 135 U.S. 271, 10 S. Ct.
812, 34 L. Ed. 112 (1890). Finally, it cannot be said that
defendant's resistance to this lawsuit was in bad faith.

Accordingly, due to the factual circumstances
presented in the underlying transaction, and in light of
plaintiffs delay in prosecution, the Court concludes that
the principles of equity do not justify an award of interest
in this action. Accordingly, plaintiffs application for
pre-judgment interest is denied.

For the foregoing reasons, judgment should be
entered for the plaintiff United States of America for
damages against defendant Consolidated Edison
Company of New York, Inc., in the amount of
$1,576,795.00, without interest. Plaintiff shall also
recover its costs. Counsel for the plaintiff is directed to
submit an appropriate order of judgment, on five days
[**64] notice, in accordance with the decision of the
Court.

SO ORDERED.
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MEMORANDUM OF THE CHAIRMAN

To Mfembers of the Senate Committee on lnerfly and Natural ?Resoerces:

Over the past 8 years. Presidential ppeeches and. tnespres on en-
ergy issues have documented the evolutimn of enecrgy policy in three
administraious.

The.first- Presidential energy message to C(o"ngress in 19 71 . siQred
thi dev'elopm nent of domestic energy res,)iree, with priiiu]ar em-
phasis on the development of the fast. tred•k• reýctor. Subsequent mes-
sag(es, front both Presidents Nixon and Ford. continued IIhe theme of
(e\' eCopingf (domestic energy resourcves whi, proposing various weas-
ures to reduce U.I . dependence on oil inports.

President Carter's energy nessages have emnpqasized the intporthoce
of conservation. Tin uationml emiergy program he submitted to Con-
gres's in April. 1977 was designed to achieve cotserv"ation throash such

ieans "as crude oil taxes and reform of utility rate. structures,
Tiis ,ollection of esMdntial energy i esages and statements

briuQ up to date similar compilations -prepared "in 1973 and 1975. 1
have asked that. it be pIblished for the use of tllte comintittee as it sig-
niVfeaM t record of the development of Federal energy policy.

TIEcN!r MI. J ACKSOx. C/kli rman,
tiIn)
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MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS

ON

A PROGRAM TO INSURE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
CLEAN ENERGY IN THE FUTURE

JurE 4, 1971

To M* Oongress of thýe Uqzited States:
For most of our history. a plentiful supply o4 energy is something

t he'Amemrican people have taken very much for granted. In the past
twenty years alone, we have been able to double our consumption of
energy w-ithout exhausting the supply. But the assumption that suffi-
cient energy will alw,ys be readily av:ailable has bfeen brought sharply
into question within the last year. The brownouts that have affected
some areas of our country, the possible shortages of fuel that were
threatened last fall, the sharp increases in certain fuel prices and our
growing awareness of the environmental consequences of energy pro-
duction have all demonstrated that we cannot take our energy supply
for granted aiv longer.

A sufficient supply of clean enerp- is essential if we are to sustain
healthy economic growth and improve the quality of our national life.
I am therefore announcing todav a broad range of actions to ensure
an adequate supply of clean energy for the years ahead. Private in-
ds4f'v, of course, will still pay the ,imjor role in providing aur energy,
Jtmt•,,vernment can do a greaýt deal to help in meeting this challen'ge.

My program includes the following elements:
To Paciiitate Research and Development for Clean Ener!yy:

-A commitment to complete the suq"ressful demonstration of the
liouid metal fast breeder reactor by 1980.

-More than twice as much Federal support. for sulfur oxide con-
trol demonstration projects in Fiscal Year 1972.

-An expanded program to convert coal into a clean gaseous fuel.
-Support for a variety of other energry research projects in fields

.such, as fusion power, magnetohydrodynamic power cycles, and
underground electric transmission.

To Make AOiaable tMe Energy Resources on FederaZ Lands:.
-Acceleration of oil and --as lease sales on the Outer Continental

Shelf. along with stringent controls to protect the environment.
-A leasing program to develop our vast oil shale resources, pro-

(1)
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vided that environmental questions can be satisfactorily resolved.
-Development of a geothermal leasing program beginning this fall.

To Assure a Timely Supply of Nuclear Fuels:
-Begin work to modernize and expand our uranium enrichment

capacity.
To Use Our Energy More Wisely.:

-A New Federal Housing Administration standard requiring addi-
tional insulation in new federally insured home&. .

-Development and publication of additional information on how
consumers can use energy more efficiently.

-Other efforts to encourage energy conservation.
To Balance Environmental and Energy Needs:

-A system of long-range open planning of electric power plant sites
and transmission line routes with approval by a State or regional
agency before construction.

-An incentive charge to reduce sulfur oxide emissions and to sup-
port further research.

To Organize Federal Efforts More Effectively:
-A single structure within the Department of Natural Resourcea

uniting all important energy resource development programs.

THE NATrRE oF THE CURPMXT PROBLEM

A major cause of our recent energy problems has been the sharp
increase in demand that began about 1967. F• or decades, energy con-
sumption had generally grown at a slower rate than the national out-
put of goods and services. But in the last four years it has been grow-

mg at a faster pace and forecasts of energy demand a decade ftom
now have been undergoing significant upward revisions. ýv. , "I

This accelerated growth in demand results partly from the fact that
energy has been relatively inexpensive in this country. During the last
decade, the prices of oil, coal, natural gas and electricity have increased
at a much slower rate than consumer prices as a whole. Energy has
been an attractive bargian in this country-aind demand has responded
accordingly.

In the 'ears ahead, the needs of a growing economy will further
stimulate this demand. And the new emphasis on environmental pro-
tection means that the demand for cleaner fuels will be especially
acute. The primary cause of air pollution, for example, is the burning
of fossil fuels in homes, in cars, in factories and in power plants. If
we are to meet our new national air quality standards, it will be essen-
tial for us to use stack gas cleaning systems in our large power and
other industrial plants and to use cleaner fuels in. virtually all of our
new residential, commercial and industrial facilities, and in some of
our older facilities as well.

Together. these two factors-growing demand for energy and grow-
ing emphasis on cleaner fuels--will create an extraordinary pressure
on our fuel supplies. .

The task of providing sufficient clean energy is made especially diffi-
cult ,by the long lead tuMes required to increase energy supply. To move
from "geological exploration to oil and gas well prodluction now takes

0
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1`o011i 3 to 7 years. ew coal nmies typicIcalIy require,.3 to 5 years to
r:each the production stag• and it takes 5 to 7 years to complete a large
s..tefM povvr plant. The~developrnhent of the new technology required
to minimize environmental damage can further delay the provision of
•dditional..energy.If we are to~take fu-ll advantage;of our enormous
coalfresourcees, for :xample, we will need mining systems'that do not

•"impair the'"health and safety 6C miners or degrade the landscape and
.0eombustioni systenis that do not.•mit harmful quantities of sulfur
oxides, other noxious gases, and'paitticulates into the atinosphere. But
suchf systems maytake several years to reach satisfactory performance.

i..e.That is .why our efforts to expand the supply of clean energy in

I... RESEARCIH AND DEVELOPMENT GOALS OR. GLEAN ENERGY

..Our past research in this critical field has produced many promising
leadls. NýoI we must move quickly to demonstrate the best of these new
concepts on a commercial scale.. Industry should play the major role
in..This area, but government can help by providing technical leader-
shlip and by sharing a portion of the risk for costly demonstration
pla.nts. The time has now home for government arid industry to com-
mit themselves to a joint effort to achieve commercial scale demonstra-
• ions in: the most crucial and: most promising clean energy development
aireas1 the fast, breeder reactor, sulfur oxide .control technology and
ecoal gasification.

Oxd (S'~i0ri~ on~trQ Tceluio~ogy
:'A major bottleneck in our clean energy proram is the fact that we
cannot now burn coal or oil without diseharging its sulfur content
into the air. We need new technology which will make it possible to
crov•:-the sIf ur before it is emitted to :the air.
•Wciking• •o9gether. indiistry and' gov~rnment have developed a

' Ofri Z'of appToache6to tOils problem'. Howev:er, the new air quality
w s1.,1d:rds promulgmat eti.nder the Clean, Air Amendments of 1970 re-

:quirf' in ev•n .more rap'id. developmiient.0of a"suitable range of stack
:.•gas 6leaninmgtechniques• 'for removin'g sulfur oxides. I have therefore
-requested funds in mn 1972 budget to pernit the , iEnronmental Pro-
1t&ct.idYi Agency to dev/to'n addition'al$1•5 million to this area, more
than doubling the level of our previou's 6fforts. This expansion means
that a total of six different techniques can be demonstrated in partner-
ship with industry during the next three or four years.
~b'. 'zw7ear R~'eeder Reacetor
• Our best hope today for meeting the Xatiorns '(rrowing demand for

ýecononical cleaji energy )lies with the, fast breeder reactor. Beeaus.-e
of its .higlo'.• efficient use of nuclear fuel, the breeder reactor could
extend t he.iffe of our natural uranim fiuel •upplv from decades to

'-niutien'ies, ivith far les• imrpact on 'theenvironment than the power
plants which are operatingtodav. '

K For, several years,' the, Atomic Energy Commission has placed the
•high.est prio-rity, on developin, ,, the liqud metal fast, breeder. Now this
project is ready to move out of the laboratory and into the demonstra-

!,tion'phase With a commercial size p)lant.. Butbthre. still are major tech-
nical: .and financial o0bsales to the".'-riILnstnictru m ot a de.monstration
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plant of some 300 to 500 (1eaawtts•i TI an' therefore, lrequestinF7 allad-.,
ditional S27 u•illion in I'iscil Y ir 1072 for the Atomic Ei I zert
C( Onmission s li.uid metal fast breeder. rewtor program-and for re-
lated teehnolof.cal and safety profrarns---so that the necessary engi-
nee]in"r.groundwork for demoistratiion plants can soon be laid.

*¼uht.about t~h environnm(ntdal inkpact (f such plants? It is ea~sur
hm, to know tliit the relelses f radioactivity from current nuiý ear
reactors are well within the ntational s',fitV standards. -evertheless
'we witl make every eforth.to see that thes' new breeder reactors e•mit
even less radioneti'vitv to :th environment thaIn the commercial l1 i .g.
"water reactors which'are now in Ilse.

I am therefore directing the Atonnc 1 noergv Commision to ensure'
that the. new breeder plants be des11ied in a NVav which inherently
prevents discharge to the environment from the plant's. radioactive_
effluent systems. The Atomic Energy Commiission should also take
advatagte of the increas"I efldciencv of these breeder plants. desiining
them to nmmuize waste heati discharges. Thermal pollution from
naclear power plants can be materially reduced in the more efficient
bred.•r: reachors..

We have vety high hopes that the breeder reactor will soon .become
a key element iI the xational 'fi ht against air and 'wa•t pllui66n. In
order further tD inform the, interested agencies and.the• public .about
the opportunities in this area. I have requested the early preparation
and review by all appropriate agencies of a 8lahft' envi'r&vThentaI
impact statement for the breeder demonstration plant in h',-rdanee
with Section 102 of the National Environmental. PolicAct. This
proced(Nre will ensure compliance with all environmental (Iiiality
standards before plant construction. begins.

In a related area, it is also pertinent t6 observe that the safety record
of civilian power reactors in this country is extraordinary in the
history of technological advanCes. For imore than a quarter century--
since tha first nucei7ar chain reaction took place--no member of the
public has been injured by the failfrfn; f a reactor or by an accideintal
release of radioactivity. I am confitti.nt that this record can be inan-"
rained. The Atomic Energy ConiMIissi0in is giving top priority to.
safety considerations in the basic design of the breeder reactor and
this design will also be subject to a thorough review by the independent
Advisory Committee on Reactor S gfirds,:;hich :iiipblish the
results, of its investigation..

I believe it important to the Nation that the commercial demonstra-
tion of a breeder reactor be completed by 1.980. To .help .achieve that
goal, I am requesting an additicnal $50 mill ionin-F06 fuds for.
the demonstration plant. IVe expect industry-the utilities and illi'ul-
facturers--to con~tribute themýfa~jor share ofithe plan~ts total cost, silcc&
they have a large and obvious stake in this new technoloc0.. But wo
also recognize that only if government and industry work closely to,
gether can we maximizeour progzress in this vital field and thus intro--
duce a new era in the production of energy for the people of our land.

C. COO1 aaseifwatitm
As we carry on our search for cleaner fuels, we think immediately

of the cleanest. fossil fuel]-natural gas. But our reserves of natural
gas are quite limited in comparison with our reserves of coaL.
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Fortunately, however, it is technically feasible to convert coal into
a clean gas which can be transported througli pipelllne. The Depart.-
ment of the Interior has been working with the natura 'gas and coal
industries on reearci to advance our coal gasidcation. ejfort, and a
nuimber of poible methods for accomplihing this conversion are
under developmuent. A few, in fact, an, now in ilie pilot. p1ait stage.

We are determined to bring greater focus and urge ncy to this effort.
We have therefore initiated a cooperative program w ith indui-try to
expand the number of pilot. plant'ts, in ting it possible to test nýew
methods more expeditiously ýo that the appropriatu technology Can
soon be selected for a lare.a-scale demonstration plant..

..The Federal expenditure for this cooperative program will be ex-
• panded to $20..million a vear. Industry has agreed to provide $10

million a vear for this effort. In general, we expect that the (Govurn-
ment will continue to finance the larger share of pilot plaut-ý and
that industry will finance the larger share of the demonstrat ion plants.
But again, the important point is that both the Government. ald
industry are now strongly committed to move ahead together as
promply as possible to make coal gasification a, commercial realityv.

... d"Other ese •,h and Deeelopmrenrt 1E2fforts

The fast breeder reactor, sulfur oxide controls and coal gfisification
represent our highest priority research and development projei:ts in
the clean energy field. But they are not our only effort.s. Other ongoing
projects include:

Coal M.ine Health and Safety Hesearch.-in response to a growing
concern for the health and safety of the men who mine the Nation's
coal and in accordance with the Federal Coal Mine Health and Sa fetv
Act of 19(19, the Bureau of Mines research effort has been in"rea."'Id
from a level of $2 million in Fiscal Year 1969 to $30 million in Fi, cl
Year 1972.

Con.trol~ed T7hermanucear Fu.son. Research.-For nearly two dec-
ades the Government has been funding a sizable research effort de-
signed to harness the almost limitless energy of nuclear fusion for
peaceful piurpose. Recent progress suggests that the soienti 6c foasil'.i-
ity of such projects may be. dem onstrated. in the 1970s and we. have
tlierefore reqilý,sted •an adidition:•t S2 million to supplement. the bmdaet
in this field for Fiscal Year 1972. We hope that work in this promisin"
area will continue to be expanded as scientific progress justifies larger
scale programs.

Coal Liqvefartcon.-Tn addition to its coal gaaification work, the
Department of the Interior has mnderwav a major pilot plant program
directed toward converting coal into oleaner liquid fuels.

Maq•netoliydrodynamic Power Oycleg.-MHD is a new and more
efficient method of converting coal and other fossil fuels into edce-
tric energy.- by burning the fuel aaid passing the combustion product-s
through a magnetic field at very high temperatures. In partnership
with the electric power industry, we have been working to develop
this new system of electric power generation.

U.mlerqgro•.iod ELcet fie Transmisgion.-Objections have baen grow-
ing to the overhead placement ofhigh voltage power linoes, espechaly
in ai-eas scenic.Kbeauty or near ceriters of population. Agailn in C.-
operation with" ildustry, the Government is funding a research pro.-
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grain to develop new and less expensive techniques for burying high
voltage electric transmission lines.

Nuclear Reactor Safety and Supporting Technology.-The, gen-
eral research and development:.work for todays' commercial nuclear
reactors were: completed several years ago, but we must continute to
fund safety-related efforts in order to ensure the continuance of the
excellent safety record in this field. An additional 1A3 million has re
cently been requested for this purpose to supplement the budget in
Fiscal Year 1972.

Advanced Reactor Concepts.-The liquid metal fast breeder is the
priority breeder reactor concept under development, but the Atomic
Energy Commission is also supporting limited alternate reactor pro-
grams involving gas cooled reactors, molten salt reactors and light
water breeders.

Solar Energy.-The sun offers an almost unlimited supply of en-
ergy if we can learn to use it economically. The National A•eronau-
tics and Space Administration and the National Science Foundation
are currently re-examining their efforts in this area and we expeceto
give greater attention to solar energy in the future.

The key to meeting our twin goals of supplying adequate energy
and protecting the environment in the decades ahead will be a .bal-
anced and imaginative research and development program. I 'have
therefore asked my Science Adviser, with the cooperation of the
Council on Environmental Quality and the interested agencies, to
make a detailed assessment of all of the technological opportunities
in this area and to recommend additional projects which should re-
ceive priority attention.

2. 'MAKING AVAILABLE THE VNERGY RESOURCES OF FEDER-AL LANDS.

Over half our Nation's remaining oil and gas resources, about
40 percent of our coal and uranium, 80 percent of our oil shale, and
some 60 percent of our geothermal energy sources are now located
on Federal lands. Programs to make these resource available to meet
the growing energy requirements of the Nation are therefore essential
if shortages are to be averted. Through appropriate leasing programs,
the Government should be able to recover the fair market value of
these resources, while requiring developers to comply with r6equireý-
ments that will adequately protect the environment.

To supplement the efforts already underway to develop the fuel
resources of the lower 48 States and Alaska, I am announcing today
the following new programs:

a. Leasinig on the Outer Continental Shelf-An Accelerated Program
The Outer Continental Shelf has proved to be a prolific source of

oil and gas, but it has also been the source of troublesome oil spills
in recent years. Our ability to tap the great potential of offshore are-as
has been seriously hampered by these environmental problems.r."

The Department of the Interior .has significantly strengthened the
environmental protection requirements controlling offshore drilling
and we will continue to enforce these requirements very strictly. As
a prerequisite to Federal lease sales, environmental assessments will be
made in accordance with Section 102 of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969.



Within these cbeii" limits, we will accelerate' our 'efforts to utilize
this rich source of fuel. In or deir to expand productive possibilities as
rapidly as possible, the accelerated program should include the sale
of new leases not 6111y in the highly productive Gulf of Mexico. but
also sorer other pronising areas. I am therefore direc.ting the Seere-
tarv of the Interior to incre.se the offerings of oil and ,aa leawse and
to publish a schedule for lease offerings on the Outer Continental Shelf
during thie next five years beginning with a general lease sale and a
:drainageisale this y'ear.
b. Oil S/e--A Program for Orderly D)velopment

At a time when we are facing possible energ. shortages, it is 1eas-
suring to know that there exists in the. lnite'd States an untapped
shale oil resource. containing some 600 billion barrels in high grade
deposits.. At curren.t consumption rates, this resource represents 1550
years supply. About SO billion barrels of this shale oil are particularly
rich and well situated for early development. This huge resource of
very low sulfur oil is located in the Rocky Mountain area. primarily
on Federal. land.

At present there is no commercial production of shale. oil. A mixture
of problems-environmental, technical and economic--have combined
to thwart past elforts at development.

I believe the time has come to begin the orderly formulation of a
shale oil policy-not by any head-long rusht toward development but
rather by a well considerted program .in which both environmental
protection an(l the recovery of a fair return to the Goverurnent are
cardinal principles under which an- leasing takes place. I. am there-
fore requesting the Secretary of the Interior to expedite the develop-
ment of an oil shale leasing program including the preparation of an

venironmentalimpact statement. If after reviewing this statement and
comments he finds that environmental concerns can be satisfied. he
shall then proceed with the detailed planning. This work would also
involve the States of Wyoming, Colorado and Utah and the first test
lease would be scheduled for next year.

.. Geot/P•nrnal Energy
There is a vast quantity of heat stored in the earth itself. Where

this energy source is close to the surface, as it is in the Western States,
it can readily be tapped to generate electricity, to heat homes, and

.V .to meet other energy retquirements. Again, this resouree is located pri-
marily 6n Federal lands.

Legislation enacted in recent months permits the Federal govern-
ment, for the first time, to prepare for a. leasing program in the field
of geothermal energy. Classification of the lands involved is already
underway in the Department of the Interior. I am requesting the
Secretary of the Interior to expedite a final decision on whether the
first comnpetitive lease sale should be scheduled for this fall-taking
into account, of course, his evaluation of the environmental impact
statement.

3. NATU"TAL GAS SUPPLY

For the past 205 years, natural gas has supplied much of tho incrase
in the energy supply of the I7nifed States. Now this relatively clean
form of energy is in even greater demand to help satisfy air iqwalitv
standards. Our present supply of natural gas is limited, however, and
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we are begin"in to face shortages which could intensify as we move
to implement the air quality standards. Additional supplies of gas will
therefore be one of our most urgent energ.y needs in the next few y'ears.

Federal efforts to augment the available supplies of, natural%,gas
include:

-Accelerated leasing on Federal lands to sple1 dliscovery and de-
velopment of new natural gas fields.

-Moving ahead with a demonstration project to gasify coal.
-Recent actions by the Federal Power Commission providing,

"zreater incentives for industry to increase its search for new
sources of natural gas and to commit its discoveries to the inter-
state market.

-Facilitating imports of both natural and liquefied gas from
Canada and from other nations.

-Progress in nuclear stimulation experiments which seek to pro-
duc natural gas from tight geologic formations which cannot
presently be utilized in ways which are economically and environ-
mentally acceptable.

This administration is keenly aware of the need to take every rea-
sonalIe action to enlarge the supply of clean gaseo us fuels. e ne
to take such action and we expect to get good results.

4. IMPORTS rFo~r CANADA

Over the year's the United States and Canada have steadily in-
creased their trade in energy. The United States exports some coal
to Canada. but the major items of trade are oil and gas which are
surplus to Canadian needs but which find a ready market in the United
States.

The time has come to develop further this mutually advantageous
trading relationship. The United States is therefore prepared to move
Promptly to permit Canadian crude oil to enter this country, free of
any quantitative restraints, upon agreement as to measures needed
to prevent citizen, of both our countries from beinz subjected to oil
short:iges, or threats of shortages. We are ready to proceed with.: iego-
tiations and we look to an early conclusion.

5. TfIIELY SUPPLIES OF NUCLEAR FUELS

The Nation's nuclear fuel supply is in a state of transition. Military
needs are now relatively small but cvilian needs are geowing rapidly
and will bex our dominant need for nuclear fuel in the future. With
the exception of uranium enrichment, the nuclear energy industry is
now in private hands.

I expect that private enterprise will eventually assume the responsi-
bilibtV for uranium enrichment as well. but in the meantime the Gov-
ernment. must; carry out its responsibility to ensure that our enrich-
ment capacity expands at a rate consistent with expected demands.

There is currently no shortage of enriched uraniumn or enriching
capacity. In fact, the Atomic Energy Commission has substantial
stocks of enriched uranium which have already been produced for
later use. HTowever, plant expansions are required so that we can
meet the growing demands for nuclear fuel in the late 1970s--both in
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tBe United M tates and i.n other niations for which tlis country is now
the princilal Supplier. ., :. ..

Itle most, eonomiiical means prei.c-tly available for expandvg, our
capacity in this field appears to Ip the moderniztion of existin. pas-
eous ditffsion plants at Oak hidge, I.'ennesseme Portsmouth, OhAio;
alld Pa1 dw a Kentucky-through a Cascade linprovenient Program.
This progran will take a number of years to complete and we thare-
fore believe that it is prudmet to initiate the program at, this time
rather than run the risk of showitaies at a later daite. I am trherefore
re.leasing Sif; million to start the Casc(:ade Improvement Pi-ogram in
Fiscal Year U172, Tl'he pace of the imtprovenient, program will be tai-
lored to fit the 4eiuands for enriched uranium in the United hkates and
in other comatries.

6. USI.NO OUR ENI2r MOFRE WISELY

We need new sources of energy in this country. but. we also need to
use existing energy as efficientl-as possible. I believe we can achieve
the ends we desire-homes warin in wintur and cool in suimner, rapid
transportation. plentiful ener-g7 for indwstrial prodution and home
appliances--and still place less of a strain on our overtaxed resourcos.

:IiistorieA.lcyi we have converted fucls iato electricity 'rod have used
other sources of energv with ever incieasing etliejenc, Recet., data
su•n.rest. ho6ex er, that this trend nmay be remorsin,--thu• adding to the
drain on available resources. We must get bahk oni the road of inctreas-
ing efiieieney--both at the point, of production and at. the point of
consumption, where the consumer hinmself can do a great deal to
achieve considerable savings in his energy bills.

We believe that part of the answer lies in pricing energy on the
basis of its full costs to society. One reason we use energy so lavishly
today is that the ptaice of energy does not include all of the social costs
of producug it T7he costs incurred in proteetin,_ the environmnwn and
the health and safety of workers. for example. are part of the real
cost of producing enerv'hybut they are not, now 'ill inehlided in te.n
priceeof the 1roduct. If they were atdedto that price, we could expect
that:ýsome of the waste in the use of.energv would be eliminated. At
the same time, by exianding clean fuel supplies, we will be wormng
to keep the overall cost of ener-g as low as possible.

It is also important that the individual consumer be fully awa re of
what his energy will cost if he buys a particular home or aIqpliance.
The efficienev of home heating or eoolina sgstenms and of other enecm.y
intensive equipment. are determined by bmilders aid manuafactu rers
who may be concerned more with the" initial cost of the eqil ,pieLT
than with the operating costs which will come afterward. For exam-
pile, better thernml insulation in a home or office buildingz nav .save
the consumer targre sums in the long r.rin-and connerve enercv as
well-but for the builder it merely represents an added expensi.

To help meet one manifestation'of this problem. I amn dimeotin..'_ the
Secretary of ilotising and U.Trban l.)evelopment to isýsue revised sta ad -
ards for insulation applied in new federally insured home. Tie new
F-deral Housing Admninistration standards will require suffi.ieia in-
sulation to reduce the maximum permissible heat loss by abont onle-
third for a typical 1200 square foot home-and by even more for
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larger homes. It is estimatei d that the fuel savings.• which viill result
each Vear from the application of hlese new standards will. in anl
average climate, equal the cost of the additional insulation required-

While the Federal Government can take some actions to conserve.
(ýnergy through such regulations, the consumer who Seeks th•'im tfor hi's ene11rgy' dollar in the marketplace is the one who can have the-

most. profound influence. I am therefore asking my Special Assistant
for Consumer Afi-airs--n cooperation with industry and abpp'opr'at-
Government agencies--to gather and publish addiiional information
in this field to help consumers focus on the operating costs aswell : as
the initial c.ost of enIeryv intensive equiipment.

In .dditimn, I would note that the Joint Board on Fuel Supply and
Fuel ITransport chaired by the D)irn•etor of the Office of Emie:rgemrw
Preparedness is developing ener-y conservation measures for indus-
try. govexrinunt, and the general public to help reduce energy, use in_
hlne- of particular shortage and during pollution crisis.

7. POWER '1 -iNT SIrTING

If we are to meet growing demands for electricity in the Yea rs ahead,.
we cannot ignore the need for manv new power plants. These plants
aind their associated transmission lines must be. located and built. so as.
to a void major damage to the envi roninent, blýut they must also )e corn-.
pletd on time so as to avoid power, shortages. These demands'a'1-e difib
cult to reconcile--and often they are not. reconciled well. in my judai-
ment the lesson of the recent p:ower shorottizes and of the cont1i1i1ln-L
disputes over Power lpant siting and transmission line routes is that the
existing institutions for making decisions in this area are not adequate,
for the job. In mny Special Message to the Congress on the Environ-.
ment la.st IFehruary, I proposed legislation which would help to allevi--
ate these problems through longer range -'.lanning by the utilities and
through the estalishment of State or regional agencies to license newv
bulk po wer facilities prior to their construction.

H-Iea.rinps are now being ht.-Id by the Interstate, and Forei4gn..7Com-
merce Comumittect of the House of Representatives concerning these,
proposals and other measures which would provide an open planning
and decision-making capacity for dealing with these matters. Under
the administration bill, long-range expansion plans would be pre-
sented b3, the utilities ten years before construction was scheduled to
begin, individual alternative power plants sites would be identified five
years ahead, and detailed design and location of specific plants and
transmission lines would be considered two years in advance of con-
struction. Public h(,arings would be held. far enough ahead of con-
struction so that they could influence the siting decision, helping, to,

SVoid enviranmental problems without caulsing uJimdmhe construction de-
ay 1s. I urgi- the (;ongress to take prompt and favorable action On this

impoirtant le-isl'aive proposail. At the same time steps will be taken
to ensure th-at Federal licenses and permits are handled as expedi-
t iously as p)ossible.

S. THE ROLM, 01' TIlE SULFUR OXIDES EMISSIONS CHARlGE

In 1V ( aii o1ninental message last. Februnary I also proposed: the
establishzment of a sulfur oxides ei.-idssions charge. The emission,
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charge would have the effect of building the cost of sulfur oxide pollu-
tion Into the price, of energy. It would also provide a st.rong economic
incentive for achieving t&e necessary performance to meet sulfur
oxide standards.

The funds generated by the emissions charge would be used b1 the
Federal Government to expand its programs to improve environmen-
tal quality. with special eiiphasis on the development, of adequate sup-
phes of clean energy.

9. GOVEIiSM'ENT REORGANIZATION-AN ENEIMi Y AIMI-NISTR•ATION

But new programs alone will not be enough. We must also consider
how we can make these programs do what we intend them t.o do. One
important way of fostering ffective performance is to place responsi-
bility for energy, questions in a single agency whinh can exeeutc and
modify policies in a comprehensive and unified manner.

The Nation haes b.en without an integrated energy policy in tie
past.. One reason for this' situation is that e.fergv responsibilities are
fragmented among several agencies. Often aluthornity is divided accord-
ing to types and uses of energy. Coal, for example, is handled in one
place, nuclear energy in another-but responsibility for considering
the impact. of one on the other is not assigned to any single authority.
Nor is there any single agency responsible for developing new energy
sources such as solar, energy or new conversion systems such as the
fuel qell. New concerns-such as conserving our fossil fuels for non-
fuel ilSes--c-ainot receive the thorough and tboughtful att•ention they
deserve under present arrangements.

The reason for all these deficiencies is that each existing prog-ram
was set up to meet a specific problem of the past. As a result, our pres-
ent structure is not equipped to handle the relationships between these
problems and the emergence of new concerns.

The need to remedy these problems becomes more pressing every
day. For example, thie energy industries presently account for some
20 -percent of our.investment in new plant and equipment. This means
that inefficiencies resulting' from uncoordinated government programs
can be very costly to our economy. It is also true that energy sourcesare becrnfrng increasingly interchangeable. Coal can be converted to
gas, for example, and even to synthetic crude oil. If the Government
is to perform adequately in the energy field, then it must act through1
an agency which has sufficient strength and breadth of responsibility.

Accordingly, I have proposed that all of our important Federal
energy resource development programs be. consolidated within the new
Department of Natural Resources.

The single energy authority which would thus be created would 1w
better able to clarify, express, and execute Federal energy policy than:
any unit in our present structure. The establishment, of this new enit v
would provide a focal point where energy policy in the execlti-v;e
branch could be harmonized and rationalized.

One of the major advantages of consolidating energ(y, responsibilities
would be the broader scope and greater balance this would give to
research and development work in the energy field. The Atomic
Energy Commission, for instance, has been succes.sful in its mission of
advancing civilian nuclear power, but this field is now intimately in-

24-U2 0 - 76.2
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terrelated with coal, oil and gas and Federal electric power programs
with which the Atomic Energy Cominission now has very little to
do. We believe that the planning and funding of civilian nuclear
energy activities should now be consolidated with other energy efforts
in an agency charged with the mnission of insuring that the tota'l energy
resources of the nation are effectively utilized. The Atomic Energy
(Commission would still remain intact, in order to execute the nuclear
programs and any related energy research which mny be. appropriate
as part of the overall energy program of the Department of Natural
Resources.

Until such time as this new Department comes into being, I will
contlinue to look to the Energy Subcommittee of the Domestic Council
for leadership in analyzing and coordinating overall energy policy
questions for the executive branch.

CoNCLs•ON

The prograam I have set forth today provide-s the basic ingredients
for a new effort to moet our clean energy ineeds in the years ahead.

The. suecess of this effort will require the cooperation of Dhe Congress
and of the State and local governunelts. It will also depend on the
willingness of industry to meet its responsibilities in serving customers
and in making necessary capital investments to meet anticipated
growth. Consumers, too. will have a key vole to play as they learn to
conserve energy and as they come to uniderstand that the cost of en-
viromnnental protection must, to a nmajor extent, be reflected in con-
sumer prices.

I am confident that the various elements of our society will be able
to work togemther to meet -our clean energy needs. And I am confident
that we can therefore continue to -know the blessings of both a high-
energy civilization and a beautiful and healthy environment.

ACIMARD NIxON.
Tii. Wir'a HotosE, Jwfie 4, 1971.



MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS

A-RnM 18, 1973

To the Congress of the United States:
At home and abroad, America is in a time of transition. Old prob-

lems are yielding to new initiatives, but in their place new piroblems are
arising which once again challenge our ingenuity and rekuire vigorous

'action. Nowhere is this more clearly true than in the field of energy.
As America has become more prosperous and more heavily indus-

trialized, our demauds for. energy have soared. Today, with (; percent
of the world's population, we consume almost a third of all the energy
used in the world. Our energy demands have grown so rapidly that
they now outstrip our available supplies, and at our pre, sent rate of
growth, our energy needs a dozen years from now will be nearly double
what they were in 1970.

In the years immediately ahead, we must face up to the possibility
of occasional energy shortages and some increase in energy prices.

Clearly, we are iacing a vitally important energy challenge. If
present trends continue unchecked, we could face a genuine energy
crisis. But that crisis can and should be averted, for we have the
capacity and the resources to meet our energy needs if only we take
the proper st eps-and take theni now.

More than half the world~s total resel-ves of coal are located within
the U7nited States. This resource alone would be enough the provide
for our energy needs for well over a century. We 'have potential
resources of billions of barrels of recoverable oil, similar quantities
of shale oil and more than 2,000 trillion cubic feet of natural gas.
Properly managed, and with more attention on the part of consumers
to the conservation of ener-gy, these supplies can last for as long as
our economy depends on conventional fuels.

In addition to natural fuels, we can draw upon hydroelectric plants
and increasing numbers of nuclear powered facilities. M\oreover,
long before our present energy sources are exhausted. America's vast
capabilities in research and A•evelopment can provide us with new,
clean and virtually unlimited sources of power.

Thus we should not be misled into pessimistic predictions of an
energy disaster. But neither should we he lulled into a false seie
of security'. We must examine our circumstances realistical1y. care-
flily weigh the alternatives-and then move forward decisively.

WEIGHING TlE ALTERNATIVES

Over 90 percent of the energy we consume today in the United States
comes from three sources: natural gas. coal and petroleum. Each
source pre~ents us with a different set of problems.

(13)
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Natural gas is our cleanest fuel and is roost preferred in order to
protect our environment, but ill-considered regulations of natural gas
prices by the Federal Government have produced a serious and increas-
•ug scarcity of this fuel.

We have vast quantities of coal. but the extraction and use of coal
have presented such persistent environmental problems that, today,
less than 20 percent of our energy needs are met lby coal and the
health of the entire coal industry is seriously threatened.

Our third conventional resource is oil, but domestic production of
available oil is no longer able to keel.) pace with demands.

In determining how -Ae should expand and develop these resources.
along with others such as nuclear power, we mnst. taLke into account
not only our economic goals. but also our environmental goals and
our natonal security goals. Eachi of these areas is profoundlY affected
by our decisions concerning energy.

If we are to maintain the vigor of our economy, the health of our
environment, and the security of our energy resources, it is essential
that we strike the right balance aniong these priorities.

The choices are difficult, but we cannot. refuse to act because of this.
We cannot stand still simply because it. is difficult to go forward.
That is the one choice Amerieans must never make.

The energy challenge is one of the great opportunities of our tlime.
ec. have already begun to meet tdiat challenge, and realize its

opportunities.
N.,TTON..IO ENERGY POLICY

I. 1971, 1 sent to the Congress the first message on energy policies
ever submitted by an American President. In that message I proposed
a number of specific steps to meet our projected needs by increasing our
supply of clean energy in Amnerica.

Those steps included expanded research and development to obtain
more clean energy, increased availability of ener-y resourc.&s located
on Federal lands, increased efforts in the development of.: iclear
power, and a new Federal organization to plan and manage our
energn, programs.

In the twenty-two months since I submitted that message, America's
energy research and development efforts have been expanded by 50
percent.

In order to increase domestic production of conventional fuels, sales
of oil and gzas leases on the Outer Continental Shelf have bleen in-
creased. Federal and State standards to protect the marine environ-
ment in which these leases are located are being tightened. We have
dev( loped a more ri-oious surveillancre capability anld an improved
ability to prevent and ehan up oil spills.

"e are planning to proceed with the development of oil shale and
geotherenal energy .sources on Federal lands, so long as an evaluation
Iow underway showNs that our environment can be adequately
protected.

WAe have also taken new steps to expand. our uranium enrichment
capac(ity for the production of fuels for nuclear power plants. to
st'lnidardize nuclear power plant designs, and to ensure the continua-
tion of in already enviable safety record.

We. have issued new standards and guidelines, and have taken other
actions to increase and encourage better conservation of energy.
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In short, ;ve have made a strong beginning in our effort to ensure

that America will always have the power needed to fuel its prosperity.

But what wý have accomplished is only a beginning.
Now we must build on our. increased knowledge, and on the accom-

plishments of the past, twenty-two months, to develop a more compre-

hensive, integrated national energy policy. To carry out this policy

we must:
-increase domestic production of all forms of energy;
-act to conserve energy more effectively;
-strive to meet our energy needs at the lowest cost consistent with

the protection of both our national security and our natural
environment,

-reduce exc-ssive regulatory and administrative impediments
which have delayed or prevented construction of energy-produc-
ing facilities;

-act in concert with other nations to conduct research in the energy
field.and to find ways to prevent serious shortages; and

-apply our vast scientific and technological capacities-both public
and private-so we can utilize our current energy resources more
wisely and develop new sources and new forms of energy.

The actions I am announcing today and the proposals I am sub-
mitting to the Congress are designed to achieve these objectives. They
reflect the fact that we are in a period of transition, in which we must
work to.avoid or at least minimize short-term supply shortages, while
we act to expand and develop our domestic supplies in order to meet
long-term energy needs.

We should not suppose this transition period will be easy. The task
ahead will require the concerted and cooperative efforts of consumers.
inustry, and government.

)FVEI.OPINxC OLnR:DoMEESMc ENEROc" RisoueCES

The effciit to increase domestic energy production iii a manner con-
sistent with our economic, environmental and security interests should
focus on the following areas'

,,Vatu•ral Oa8
Natural gas is America's premium fuel. It is clean-burning and thus

has the least detrimental effect on our environment.
Since 1'966, our consumption of natural gas has increased by over

-one0third. so that today natural gas comprises 32 percent of the" total
,energ. we consume from all sources. During this same period, our
proven and available reserves of natural gas have decreased by a fifth.
Unles- we act responsibly, we will soon encounter increasing short-
ages o0 this vital fuel.

Yet the problem of shortages results less from inadequate resources
than from ill-conceived regulation. Natural gas is the fuel most heavily
regulated by the F'ederal Government-through the Federal Power
"Commission. Not only are the operations of interstate natural gas pipe-
lines regulated, as was originally and property intended by the Con-
gress, but the price of the natural gas supplied to these pipelines by
t'housands of independent producers has also been regulated.

For more than a decade the prices of natural gas supplied to p[i)e--
lines under this extended regulation have been kept artificially low.
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As a result. deniand has been artificially stimulated. but the explora-
lion and dtve lopirient required to proviode nvw supplies to satisfy this
ice:'e 1,ah,• n d. med have Nbeen la%(,ed to wither. This form of govern-
ieit regiln:.tion ]hs ecritributed heavily to the shnroages we have ex-
perienced. a d to the greater sai reity we now antii pate.

As a result of its low reinulated price, more than 50 percent of our
)A11'al La• Is consumed bv industrial users and utilities. many ofwhich minihlt othierwise, b! usin.,. coal or oil While hor,,eownleN' are

beinz forced to turn away froom natural gas and toward more expensive
fiuls. unnecessrily large qu1antites of natural gas are being, used by
1 .d1 strV.

Fmirt'itermorrs because prices within producing States are often high-
er than the interstate prices established by the Federal Power Com-
mission, most newly discovered and newly prodiuceAl natural gas does.
not enter interstate pipelines. Potential consumers in non-producing
Sates thus suff.r the. wol,•t shortages, VWhile the Fed~kral Power Coin-
mission hss tried to alleviate these problems. the regulatory frame-
woIrk and attnidant judicial constl'ahits inhlibit the ability of the Com-

isson to i trespon(l adequately. • '

It is clear that the price paid to producers for natural gas in inter-
state tra.de must inereasA' if there is to be the needed inceentive for in-
creasi ng suppl- and rexducing inefficient usage. Some have siggested
additional reuilation to provide new incentives, but we have, already
seen the pitfalls in this approach. We must regulate less, not more.
At the saime tiune we canrnot remove all natural gas regulations with-
out 'greatly inflatinn the price of gas currently in production and gen-
ertatini windftall profits.

To re-rmlve this issue. I am proposing that gas from new well-, gas
ne. Wh -dedicated to interstate markets, and the continuing production
of natural gas from expired contracts should no longer be subject to
price r(,.ulttion at the wellhead. Enactment of this legislation should
stinulhate new exploration and development. At the same time, because
iflre'•sed priceis on new unregulated gas would be averaged in with
the prices for gas that is still regulated, the consumer should be pro-
tected against precipitous cost increases.

To add further consumer protection against unjustified price in-
creases( I propose that the Secretary of the Interior be given author-
ity to iinpose a ceiling on the price of new natural gas when cirewm-
st'ances warrant. Before exercising this power, the 'Secretary would
consider thw cost of alternative domestic fuels. takingr into account
the superiority of natural gas from an environmental standpoint. He
would also consider the importance of encouraging production and
more efficient use of natural gas.
Outer Continenrtal Shelf

Approximately half of the oil and gas resource-s in this country
are located on public lawks. primarily on the Outer Continental Shelf
(OCS). The sp(.ed at which we can increase our domestic energ" pro-
duction will depemnd in large .nxiasure on how rapidly thes resources
can be developed.

Since 1954, the Department of the Interior has leased to private
developers almost 8 million acres on the Outer Continental Shelf.
But this is only a small percentage of these potentially productive
areas. At a time. when we are being forced to obtain almost 30 perceznt
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of our oil from. foreign sources, this level of development is not,
•.adequalte.

I am therefore directing the Secretary of the Interior to take steps
which would triple the annual acreage leased an the Outer Cont-inen-
tal Shelf by 1971, beginiing with expanded sules in 1974 in tim Gulf
of Mexico and including areas beyond 200 meters in dIepth under
conditions consistent with my oceans policy statement of May, 1970.
By 1985, this accelerated leasinr rate could increase annual energy
production by 'in estimated 1.5 billron barrels of oil (approximately
16 percent of our projected oil re•luirements in that year), and 5
trillion cubic feet of natural gas (approximately 20 percent of ex-
pected demand for natural gas that year).

In the past. a central concern in bringing these, particular resources
::.into production has b.een the threat of environmental damage. Today.
new techniques, new regulations and standards, and new sirveillance
capabilities enable us to reduce and control envirornental dangers
substantiallv. We should now take advantage of this progress. The
resources tinder the Shelf, and on all our public lands, belomg to all
Americans, and the critical needs of all Amrericans for new energy
supplies .require that we develop t~hem.
* If at any time it"is determined that exploration and development
of a specific shelf area can only proceed with inadequate protection
of the environment, we will not commence or continue operations..
This policy was reflected in the suspension of 35 leases in the Santa
Barbara Channel in 197 1. We are continuing the Santa Barbara sus-
pensions, and I again request that the Congress pass legislation that
would provide for appropriate settlement for those who are forced
to relinquish their leases in the area.

At the same time, I am directing the Secretary of the Interior to
proceed with leasing the Outer Continental Shelf beyond the Chan-
nel Islands of California if the reviews now underway show that the
environmental risks are acceptab)e.

I am also askingo.the Chairman of the Council on Environmental
Qdalit.y to work with the Environmental Protection Agency, in con-
sultation with the National Academy of Sciences and app)ropriate
Federal agencies, to study the environmental impact of oil and gas
production on the Atlantic Outer Continental Shelf and in the Gulf
of Alaska. No drilling will be undertaken in these areas until its en-
vironnmental impact is determined... Governors legislators and citizens
of these. areas will be consulted in the process.

Finally, I am asking the Secretary of the Interior to develop a long-
term leasing program for all energy resources on public lands, based
on a thorough analysis of the Nation's energ', environmental, and
economic objectives.'
Alaskan, Pipelirw ...

Anotther important source of domestic oil exists on the North Slope
of Alaska. Although private industry stands ready to develop these
reserves and the Federal Government has spent larte sums on envi ron-
mental analyses, this project is still being delaved. This delay is not
related to any adverse judicial findings concerning environmental im-
pact, but; rather to an outmoded. legal restriction regarding the width
of the4ight of way for the proposed pipeline.
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A~t a time when we are importing growing quantities of oil at great
detriment to our balance of payments, and at a time when we are also
experiencing significant oil shortages, we clearly need the two million
barrels a day wich the North Slope could provide-a supply equal to
fully one-third of our present import levels.

In recent weeks I have proposed legislation to the Congress which
would remove the present restriction on the pipeline. I appeal to the
Congress to act swiftly on this matter so that we can begin construc-
tion of the pipeline with all possible speed.

I oppose any further delay in order to restudy the advisability of
building the pipeline through Canada. Our interest in rapidly increas-
ing our supply of oil is best served by an Alaskan pipeline. I t could be
completed much more quickly than a Canadian pipeline; its entire
capacity would be used to carry domestically owned oil to American
markets where it is needed; and construction of an Alaskan pipe-
line would create a significant number of American jobs both in Alaska
and in the maritime industry.

Sh/ale Oil
Recoverable deposits of shale oil in the continental United States

are estimated at some 600 billion barrels, 80 billion of which are con-
sidered easily accessible.

At the time of my Energy Message of 1971, I requested the Secre-
tary of the Interior to develop an oil shale leasing program on a pilot
basis and to provide me with a thorough evaluation of the environ-
mental impact of such a program. Tie Secretary has prepared this
pilot, project and expects to have a final environmental impact state-
ment soon. If the environmental risks are acceptable, we will pro-
ceed with the program.

To date there has been no commercial production of shale oil in the
United States. Our pilot program will provide us with valuable ex-
perience in using various operational techniques and acting under
various environmental conditions. Under the proposed program, the
costs both of development and environmental protection would be
borne by the private lessee.

Geothenral Leases
At the time of my earlier Energy Message, I also directed the De-

partment of the Interior to prepare a leasing program for the develop-
ment of geothermal energy on Federal lands. The regulations and final
environmental analysis for such a program should be completed by late
spring of this year.

If the analysis indicates that we can proceed in an environmentally
acceptable manner. I expect leasing'of geothermal fields on Federal
lands to begin soon thereafter.

The Ilse of geoth.b-rmal energy could be of signiifieant importance to
ianv of our western areas, and by supplying a-part of the -ýestern

eherty demand, could release other energy resources that would other-
wise have to be used. Today, for instance, power from the Geysers
geothermal field in California furnishes about one-third of the elec-
tric power of the city of San Francisco.

New technologies in locating and producing geothermal energy are
now under development. During the coming fiscal year. the National

0
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Science Foundation and the Geological Suri'ey will intensify their
research and development efforts in this field.

Coal is our most abundant and least costly domestic source of en-
ergy. Nevertheless, at a time when energy shortages loom on the hori-
zofiýc•oal provides less than 20 percent of our energy demands, and
there is serious danger that its use -- ill'be reduced even further. If
this reduction occurs, we would have to-increase our oil imports rap-
idly, with all the trade and security problems this would entail.

Production of coal has been liniited not only by competition from
natural gas-a competition which has been artificially induced by
Federal price regulation-but also by emerging environmental con-
cerns and mine health and safety requirements. In order to meet en-
vironmental standards, utilities have shifted to natural gas and im-
ported low-sulphur fuel oil. The problem is compounded by the fact
that some low-sulphur coal resour6es are not being developed becauseof uncertainty about Federal and Stateimninin regulations.

I.urge thai highest national priority be given to expanded develop.-
ment and utilization of our coal resources. Present 'and potential users
who. are able to choose among energy sources should consider the na-
tionii interest as they make their choice. E ac.h decision against coal
increases petroleum or gas consumption, compromising our national
self sufficien'v and raising the cost of meeting our energy needs.

In my St.ate of the Union 'Message on Natural Resources and the
Environment earlier this year, I called for strong legislation to pro-
tect the environment from abuse caused by mining. I now repeat that
call. Until the coal industry lmows the raining rules under which it.
will have to operate, our vast reserves of low-sulphur coal will not
be developed as rapidly as they should be and the under-utilizatioii
ofs uch coal will persist.

The Clean Air Act of 1970, as amended, -requires that primary air
quality standards-those related to health-,must be met by 1975.
while more stringent secondary standards-those, related to the "gen-
eral welfare"-must be met within a reasonable period. The States
are moving very effectively tonmeet primary standards established by
the Clean Air Act, and 'am encoueraged by their efforts... . . • • .

At t.he same time, our concern for the "4general welfare" or national
inter'est should take into account-considerations of national secur.'ity
and economic prosperity,-as well as our environment.

If we insisted upon meeting both primary and secondary clean al'
standards by 197M, we could. prevent-the use of up to 155 nmillion tons
of coal per year. This would force an increase in demand for oil of
1.6 million barrels per day. This oil would have to be imported, with
an adverse effect on our balance of payments of some $1.5 billion or
more a year. Such a development would also threaten the loss of an
estimated 26,000 coal mining jobs. &

I~f"on the other hand, we carry out the provisions of the Clean Air
Act in a judicious manner, carefully meeting the primary, health-
related standards, but not moving in a precipitous way toward meet-
irn the secondary standards, then we should be able. to use virtually
all of the coal which would otherwise go unused.
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The Environmental Protection Agency has indicatied that the rea-
sonable time allowed by the Clean Air Act for meeting secondary
.standards could extend beyond 1975. Last year, the Administrator of
the En-ironmental Protection Agency sent to all State governors a,
letter explaining that during the current period of shortages in low-
sulphur fuel, fbe States should not require the burning of such fuels
except where necessary to meet the primary standards for the pro-
tection of health. 'his action by the States should permit the desir-
able substitution of coal for low-sulphur fuel in many instances. I
st rong•ly support this policy.

Many State •,vgahtory commissions permit their State utilities to
pass on increased fuel costs to the consumer in the form of higher
rates, burt there are sometimes lags in allowing the costs of environ-m<
mental control equipment to be passed on in a similar way. Such lagsý
discouraze the use of environmental control technology and encourage
the use of low-sulphur fuLels, most of which are imported.

To increase the incentive for using new environmental technology,
I urge all Stuke utility commissions to ensure that utilities receive a
rapid and fair return on pollution control equipment, including stack
gas cleaning devices and coal gasification processes.

As an additional measure to increase the production and use of coal,
I am directing that a new reporting system on national coal produc-
tion be instituted within the Department of the Interior, and I am
asking the Federal Power Commission for regular reports on the use
,of coal by utilities.

I arm aso stepping up our spending for research and development
in coal, with special emphasis on technology for sulphur removal and
the development of low-cost, clean-burning forms of coal.
Nuclear• Einergy

Although our greatest dependence for energy until now has been
on fossil fuels such as coal and oil, we must. not and we need not 'con-
tinue this heavy reliance in the future. The major alternative to fossil
fuel energv for the remainder of this century is nuclear energy.

Our weTli-established nuclear technology already represents an in-
dispensable source of energy for meeting present needs. At present
there are 30 nuclear power plants in operation in the United States ;.
of the new electrical generator capacity contracted for during 1972,
70 percent will be nuclear powered. By 1980, the amount of electricity
generated by nuclear reactors will be ;quivalent to 1.25 billion barrels
of oil, or 8 trillion cubic feet of gas. It is estimated that nuclear power
will provide more than one-quarter of this country's electrical produc-
tion by 1985, and over half by the year 2000.

Most nuclear power plants now in operation utilize light water
reactors. In the near future, some will use high temperature gas-cooled
reactors. These techniques will be supplemented during the next dee,
ade by the fast breeder reactors, which will bring about a 30-fold in-
crease in the efficiency with which we utilize our domestic uraniun
resources. At present, development of the liquid metal fast breeder
reacior is our highest priority target for nuclear research and
development.

Nuclear power generation has an extraordinary safety record. There
has never been a 7_uclear-related fatality in our civilian atomic energy
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program. We intend to maintain that record by hicreasing research
iad dextvkmnent in reactor safety.

The process of determining the safety and environmental accepta-
bility of nuclear power plants is more vrigorous and more opon to pub-
lie participation than for any comparable industrial enterprise. Every
effort must be made by the Government and industry to protect public
health and safety and to provide satisfactory answers to those with
honest concerns About this source, of power.

At the same time, we must seek to avoid unreasonable delays in
developing nuclear power. 1They serve only to impose unnecessary
costs and aggravate our energy shortages. It is discouraging to know
that nuclear facilities capable of generating -7.000 megawatts of elec-
tric power which were expected to be operationOl by 1972 were not coin-
pleted. To replace that generating capacity we would have to use the
equivalent of one-third of the natural gas the country used for generat-
ing electricity in 1972. This situation must not continue.

In my first Energy Special MAessage in 1971, I proposed that utili-
ties prepare and publish long-range plans for the siting of nuclear
power plants and transmission lines. This legislation would provide a
Federal-State framework for licensing individual plawits on the basis
of a full and balanced consideration oM'both environmental and energy
needs. The Congress has not acted on that proposal. I am resubmitting
that legislation this year with a number of new provisions to sinplify
licensinig, including one to require that the Government act on all
completed license applications within 18 months after they are
received.. I would also emphasize that the private sector's role in future nu-
clear developiment must continue to grow. The Atomic Energy Com-
mission is piýesently taking steps to provide greater amounts of en-
riched uranilum fuel for thc Nation's nuclear power plants. However,
this expansion will not fully meet our needs in the 1980's; the Gov-
ernment now looks, to private industry to provide the additional
capacity that will be required.

Ouiil nuclear tochhology is a national asset of inestimable value. It
is essential that we press forward with its developenrit.

Thl increeasing occurrence of unnecessary delays in the developmnct
of energy facilities must be ended if we are to meet our energy needs.
re be sure, reasonable safeguards must be vigorously maintained for
protertion of the public and of our environment. Full public participa-
tion ýtnd questioning mnusti also be allowed as we decide where new
energy facilities are to be built. We need to streamline our govern-
mental procedures for licensing and inspections, reduce overlapping
jurisdictions and eliinate' comfugiion generally by the government.

To achieve these ends I anm takingr several steis. b)urin, the coming
year we will examine vaxious possbilities to assure that alIl public wid
private inrteregts are imupartially and expeditiously weighed in all gov-
ernment proceedings for permits, licensing and inspections.

I am again proposing siting legislation to the Congress for electric
facilities and for the-first time, for deepwater ports. All of my new sit-
ing legislation includes provisions for simplified licensing at both Fed-
eral and State levels. It is vital that the Congress take prompt and
favorable action on these proposals.
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Evcouragivg Domesstic Exploration
Our tax system now provides, needed incentives for mineral eiplo-

rationi in the form of percentage depletion allowances and deductions
for certain drilling expenses. Thlese provisions do not, however, dis-
tinguish between exploration for new reserves and development of
existing reserves.

In order to encourage increased exploration. I ask the Congress
to extend the investment credit; provisions of our present tax l•W
so that a credit will be provided for all exploratory drilling for new
oil and gas fields. Under this proposal, a somewhat higher credit
would apply for successful exploratory wells than for uinsuccessfiiI
ones, in order to put an additional premium on results.

The investment credit has proven itself a powerful stimulus to
industrial activity. . expect it. to be equally effective in the search
for new reserves.

IMI'ORTING To MEET OUR ENERGY NEEDS

Oil Imports
In order to avert a short-term fuel shortage and to keep fuel costs

as low as possible, it will be necessary for us to increase fuel imports.
At the same time, in order to reduce our long-term reliance on imports,
we must encourage the exploration and development of our domestic
oil and the construction of refineries to process it.

The present quota system for oil imports-the Mandatory Oil Im-
port Progra.n--was established at a tiiiie wheni we could pro.lucvi
more oil at. home than we were using. By imposing quantitative
restrictions on imports, the quota system restricted imports of foreign
oil. It. also encouraged the development of our domestic petroleum
industry in the interest of national security.

Today, however. we are not producing as much oil as we are using,
and we must import ever larger amounts to meet our needs.

As a result, the current Mandatory Oil Import Program is of
virtually no benefit any longer. Instead, it has the very real potential
of aggravating our supply problems, and it denies us the flexibility
we need to deal quickly and efficiently with our import requirements.
General dissatisfaction with the program and the apparent need for
change has led to uncertainty. Under these conditions, there can be
little long-range. investment planning for new drilling and, refine•y
Construction.

Effective today, I am removing by proclamation all existing tariffs
on imported crude oil and products. Holders of import licenses will
be able to import petroleum duty free. This action will help hold down,
the cost of energy to the American consumer.

Effective today, I am also suspending direct control over the quan-
tity of crude oil, and refined products which can be imported. In place
of these controls, I am. substituting a license-fee quota system.

Under the new system, present holders of import license, may
import petroleum exempt. fro.)m fees Up to the level of their 1973 quota
allocations. For imports in excess of the. 1973 level, a fee must be paid
by the importer.

This system should achieve several objectives.
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First. it should help to meet our, in.mediat.e.energy needs by en-
couraging. importation of foreign oil. at thelowest cost to.::onsume's.
while also providing incen iýves foreexploration. and development of

kiour donimnstic reiour(ies t o iet our.ong-teif,:. needs. There will be
little paid in fees thiislvlar..all hoigh',al exelli)tion, s from fees will be
p)hased.ut .over several yeears. By gradually.,icrea~ih fes over the
next two and one-half vear';" to a maxinum level .of...one-half cent per
gallor for crude oil and one and&one ialf cents per gallon for all
refined products. we should continýue tol::iieet our eneroy needs while
en eouraaging indlustry to increaseits domrestic production.

'Secnd, this systel should.encourage refinery construction in the
jU nited Staies, because thi fees. are higher for refined products than
-for cride oil. As aui added:, incentive, crude oil in amounts up to three-
fourths of new refining capacity may be imported without being
subject to any fees. This special allowance will be available to an oil
company during. the first five years after it builds or expands its re-
fining capacity. .. .

Third, this system should Provide the flexibility we must have to
meet shorit and. long-term needs efficiently. We will review the fee
J.evel periodically to ensure that we are imposing the lowest fees con-
:istent'with our intention to increase domestic production while keep-
•iig costs to the consumer at the lowest p6`ible level. We will also
mai.ke. f lul use of the Oil Import Appeals:.Board to ensure that the
needs of. all elerient" bf:the. petroleum't industiy.. are met, particularly
those of,. independent Operators who help to iaintainmarket conn-p t e t i t i o n• ., . *..:.*....; •..:.

Fourth, the new system should.contribute.to our national security.
Increased domestic production w'ill;lea'e:.us lessdependent. on foreign
:supplies ,t the same time we will adjiSt the&fees• iin:i manner de-
sned to enc '0urgeto the extent posible, the security of our foreignsupples.lFinally, rm directing the OilPolicy Committee to examune.

in entives aimed at increasing our domestic stoage capacity or shrut-
in.i~r~duction.. In this .wayk we. will provide buffer stocks to insulate
ourselves against a 'temporary lossof foreign supplies.
Diepwate~r Ports . • ..

It is clear that in the foreseeable future, we will have..to import oil
-in' large qiantities We should :dothis as cheaply as we can with mini-
mal damýge to ithe envirbnment. Unfortunately, our present capa-
bi lities ar'e inadeq.atejfor:.these .purposes.
:::'The an{ver to<lthis problem, Iles in deepwater ports which can ac-

commodate those'larger •ships, providing important economic advan-
tages while reducing. the risks 'of collision and grounding. Recent
studies by the' Council on Environmental Quality demonstrate that
we can expect.: c6nsiderably less pollution if we use fewer but larger
.:t~ankei~find deepwater facilities, as opposed to the many small tankers
and conventional facilities which we would otherwise need.

If [ve do inot enlarge'our deepwater port.:capacity, it is clear that
both Amierican and fomign companies will expand oil transshipment
termii'l•. ini) the' Bahamas and the CanadiAn Maritime Provinc eS
Frour. these termilnals, 'oil will be brought to our conventional ports h:bv
growing numbers ofsmall and Tnedlihm size :tra.isl~ipmentr::t..s*s,
ithereby incieasing the risks of pollution fioini;shipping operations nd'
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accidents. At the same time, the United States will. lose the jobs and
calpital that those foreign facilities provide.

Giverr th,.se considerations, I believe we must move'forwaxd with ani
ambi.ious program to creative new deepwater p6`rts."for ric•iving
petroleum imports.

The development of ports hI s usually been a responsibility of State
ar~i loc~al governments and the private sector. However, States cannot

issue licenses i-.oud the three-mile limit. I am therefore. proposing
legisation to pennit the Department of the Interior'.to irsui, such
lk-ulses. Uiconsing would be contingent upon ffll and:::poper•ivalua-
tion of environmental impact, and would'provide for strict navi •iaon
aMd satety, as well as proper land use reqiememn.ts. The proposed egis-
lation specifieally provides for Federal"cooperation with State,•and
local authocit'ies.

CONWEIWNG ENJ5IGW

Tie abundance of America's natural resources has been. one of our
greatest. advantage-s in.th" past. But if this abundance encourage&US,
to take our resources for graiited, then it may well be a detriment:,to
our future.
SCo)mmon sense clearly dictates that as we expand, the. types and

sources o:f energy available to us for the future, we must direct equal
attention•, to conserving the energy available tonus today, and. we. must
ePsilore means to limit future growth in energy demand.

* We as a nation must develop a national. enery conservation ethMk.
Industry can help by designing products which conserve ene .rgy -and
by usinL energy more efficiently. All workers and consumers c.help
by continual•ly saving energy in their day-to-day activities: by tu1iMY
out lights, tuning up automobiles, reducing the use of air conliitioning
and heatinig, and purchasing products wii•ch use energny, efficiently ,

Government at all levels also has an important role to play, bot.1by
couserving energy directly,, and by providing leadership! in energy
(oaservation efforts.

I am direc.ting today that an Office of Energy Conservation. be'
established in the Department of the Interior to coordinate:4jhe energy
conservation programs which are presently scattered throughonra the.
Federal establishment. This, office will conduct researeh ancdiirk with
consumer and environmental groups in their eftort§'W .•.edue'•e co:on
stuners on ways to get the greatest. return on their energy clolla. "

To provide consumers with f•uther information, I am directing
the Department of Commerce, working with the Council On Environ-
mental Quality and the En-ironmental Pritection; Agemi, to develop,
a voluntary system of energy efficiency labels for major home appli-
ances. These labels should ýrovide &ta- on .eney use as...wel s a
rating comparing the product's efficien.hcy to other. simila• .producs;.
In addition, the En vironmental Protetion Agency will 8oon release
the results of its tests of fuel efficien.cv in autbomobiles.

There are other ways, too, in which government•ean exercise leader-
ship in this field. I uigeagiainn fir example. that we a•llow loc1 Officials
to use nioney from Highway Trust Fund for mass: transat purposes.
Greater reliance on mass transit- can do a great deal tpo. help ýusý con-
serve gfsoline.

T'he Federal Government can also lead by example. The General
Services Administration, for instance, is constructing a new Federal
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office building using advanced energy conservation techniqu(s, with a
goal of reducing energy use by 20 percent over typical bndiikg& of
the same size. At the same time, the National Bureau of Standards
is evaluating energy use in a full-size house within its ]aboratorios.
'When this evaluation is complete, analytical techniques will be avail-
•*able to help predict energy use for new dwellings. This information,
toOether with the experience gained in the construction and operation
of tie demonstration Federal building, ANill assist architects and con-
tractors to design and construct energy-efficient buildings.

Sig•ificant steps to upgrade insulation standards on single and
mult i-family dwellings were taken at my direction in 1971 alnid 1972,
helping to reduce heat loss and otherwise, conserve energy in the resi-
deential sector. As soon as the iesults of these important demonstria-
tion projects are available, I will direct the Federal Hiousing Admnii-
istration to update its insulation standards in light of what we have
learned and to consider their possible extension to mobile homes.

Finally, we should recognize that the single most effective means of
encouraging energy conservation is to ensure that energy prices reflect
their true costs. By eliminating regulations such as the current ceiling
on. natural gas prices and by ensuring that the costs of adequate en-
vironmental controls are equitably allocated, we can move toward
more efficient distribution of our resources.

Energy conservation is a national necessity, but I believe that it can
be iunertaken most effectively on a volunta'ry basis, If the challenge
isignored, the result will be a danger of increased shortages, increa'Sed
prices, damage to the environment and the, increased possibility that
conservation will have to be undertaken by compulsory means in the
future. There should be no need for a nation which has always been
rich in energy to have to turn to energy rationing. This is a part of
the energyV challenge which every American can help to meet, and I
call upon every American to do his or her part.

REsEARc A&xD DEvE oieN,'r

If we are to be certain that the forward thrust of our economy will
not be hampered by insufficient energy supplies or by energy supplies
:that are prohibitively expensive, then we must ni't continue to be
dependent on conventional forms of energy. We must instead make
every useful effort through research and develot)ment to provide both
alternative sources of energy and new technologies for producing and
utilizing this energy.

For the short-term futture, our research and d&velopment strategy
will provide technologies to extract and utilize our existing fossil
fuils, in a manner most compatible with a healthy environment.

It the longer run, from 1985 to the beginning of the next century,
we will have more sophisticated development of our fossil fuel re,
sources and on the full development of the Liquid Metal Fast. Breeder
Reactor. Our efforts for the distant future center on the development
of; technologies-ýsuch as nuclear fusion and solar power-that can
provide us with a virtually limitless supply of clean energy.

In.:my 1971 Energy Special Message to the Cong-ress I outlined a
broadly based research and developrenwt program. I proposed the ex-
pansion of cooperative Government-industry efforts to develop the Liq-
uid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor, coal gasification, and sack gas clean-
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in,- svstens, at tile denionstrattion level. These programs are all prn-
gressing well.

My budget for fiscal ve'r 1974 provides for an increase in energy
research and developmn.nt funding of 20 percent over the level of

Mv 1974 budget provides for creation of a new central eneruy fund
ill the Intorior Department to provide additional money for n.on-
inuclear research and development, with the greatest part designated
for coa'l research. This central fund is designed to give us the flexibil-
ity we need for rapid exploitation of new, especially promising energy
technologies wilth near-term payoffs.

One of the most promising programs that will be receiving increased
funding in fiscal year 1974 is the solvent refined coal process, which
will produce low-ash, low-sulphur fuels from coal. Altogether. coal
research and development and proposed funding is increased by 27
percent.

In addition to increased funding for the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor. I am asking for greater research and development on reactor
safety and radioactive waste disposal, and the production of nuclearfuel.

The. waters of the world contain potential fuel-in the form of a
special isotope of hydrogen--sufficient to power fusion reactors for
thomiuands of years. Scientists at the Atomic EImer.v Commission now
predict with increasin" confidence that we can demonstrate, laboratory
feasibility of controlled thermonuclear fusion by magnetic confinement
in the near future. We have also advanced to the point where some
scientists believe the feasibility of laser fusion could be demonstrated
within the next several years. I htave proposed in my 1974 budget a 35
percent increase in funding for our total fusion research and develop-
nient effort to accelerate experimental programs and to initiate pre-
liminaary reactor design studies.

While we look to breeder reactors to meet our mid-term energy
needs. today's commercial power reactors will continue to provide most
of olrl nuclear generating capacity for the balance of this century.
Although nuelear reactors have had a remarkable safety record my
1i74 budget pronides additional funds to assure that our rapidly grow-
inm reliance on nuclear power will not compromise, public health and
safetv This includes work on systems for safe storage of the radio-
active waste which nuclear reactors produce. The Atomic Energy Coin-
mission is working on additional improvements in surface storage
and will continue to explore the possibility of underground burial for
lonig-term containment of these wastes.

Solar energy holds gre at promise as a potentially limitless source
of clean enervy. Mly nevw btdget triples our solar energy research 1ind
develh.pimment eflortt to a level of $12 million. A major portion of these
funds woldl be dev oted to acceleraring the development of commercial
systems for heating alnd 0ooling bitmldinigs.

Research and development funds relating to eln ironmnental control
teclinolooic-. would be increased 24 pereent in my 11)74 budget. TIhis
research}r inclides a variety of puojects related to stack gas cleanin2" hd
includes the construction of a demonstration sulphur diioxide remnoval
plant. in addition, the Atomic Eneruy Commission and the Environ-
mefit.al Protection Agency will cont-inue to conduct research on the
thermal e.ffects of power plants.
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seaclh .is and Slulb I ,OV Ioduted by the p.ha\'it" bo .-.
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im poriline of researchl in meetinr the iaei iv cipid t•1• dl and lor
electrical eie "c.v The reit e'stalidinihw ti oi 1;( v'1 !crtii,. .'owr .1-
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millioni. can a id 1) develop technology to meet. .odh lohad d.emarlds alid
environmnental i'egiiatdiiis emra'ie.nil cliallepnvi, the industry.

1istrially the electric power industrv has allocated a s !lpe r j}-

ton of its evetnues to research than ]i'ave most other technology-
d(,pendent industries. This pattern has been iarl attrilutmhlc to the
reluctance of somte State utility con fi-szo is to i`nleude im ,eased r,-
search and developIneent expenditures in utility rate bases, Recently
the Federal Power ColMnissior instituted a national rule to allow the
recovery of reseavicl and development expenditures in rates. State
regulatoriy agencies have followed the FPC's lead and are libnralizing
their treatment of research and development expenditures eon.sisteit
with our changin- national energy- dermands.

I amn hopeful that this trend "will continue and I urge all State
utility commissions to review their regulations regarding- research and
development expenditures to ensure that the elect ri.c ufilitV industry
can fully cooperate in a national energy research and developieint
efort.

It is foolish and self-defeating to allocate funds more rapidly than
they can be effectively spent. Xt the same time, we must eaiefutlv
monitor our progress and our needs to ensure that our fundlihg is
adequate. When additional funds are found to be essential, I shall do
everything I can to see that. they are provided.

INTERNATIONAL Coo'OAxe1ATIOvN

The energy challenge confronts every nation. Where there is such
a. commutnity of inte;est, there is both a cause and a basis for coopera-
tive action.

To'day, the United States is involved in a m.rnber of cooperative,
international efforts. We have joined with the other 2:. member-na-
tions:.of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment: to produce a comprehensive report on long-term problems aInd
to develop an agreement for sharing oil in times of acute shortages.
The European Econoomic Comnrniniity has already discussed the reced
for cooperative efforts and is preparing recommendations for a Corn-
munitv energy policy. We have expressed a desire to work together
with them in this effort.

We have also ag7reed with the Soviet Union to prrsle joint re-
search in magnet.ohydrodmnamics (MII1D). a hii•lyv emitiei%:t process
for generating electricitv. and to exchanle intrrii.at'ion on f') sioln,
fission, the generation of electricity, tr'insirussion and pollution con-
trol technoloivy. These efforts shouMl be a model for joint researeh
efforts with other countries. Additionally. American conipa~iiks a:e
looking into the possibility of joint projects with the Soviet Union
to develop natural resources for the benefit of beoth nations.

I have also instructed the D.epartment of State. in coordination
with the Atomic Energy Commission, other approp riate Government
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agencies, and the Congress to move rapidly in developing a progral
of international cooperation in research and development on' new
forms of energy and in developing international mechanisms for deal-
ing with energy questions in times of critical shortages.

I believe the energy challenge provides an important opportunity
for nations to pursue vital objectives through peaceful cooperation. .No
chance should be lost to strengthen the structure of peace we are
seeking to build in the world, and few issues provide us with as good
an opportunity to demonstrate that there is more to be gained in pur-
suing our national interests through mutual cooperation than through
destructive competition or dangerous confrontation.
Federal Enewrgy Organization

If we are to meet the energy challenge, the current fragmented
orgtmization of energy3-related activities in the executive branch of
the Government must be overhauled.

In 1971, I proposed legislation to consolidate Federal energy-
related activities within a new Department of Natur'al Resources.
The 92d Congress did not act on this proposal. In the interim I have
created a new post of Counsellor to the President on Natural Re-
sources to assist in the policy coordination in the natural resources
field.

Today I am taking executive action specifically to improve the
Federal organization of energy activities.

I have directed the Secretary of the Interior to strengthen his De-
partment's organization of energy activities in several ways-

-The responsibilities of the new Assistant Secretary for Energy
and Minerals will be expanded to incorporate all "departmental
energy activities;

-The Department is to develop a capacity for gathering and
analysis of energy data;

_:Tn Office of Ene'rgy Conservation is being created to seek means
for reducing demands for energy;

-The Department of the Interior has also strengthened its capa-
bilities for overseeing and coordinating a broader range of energy
research and development.

B3v Executive order, I have placed authority in the Department of
the Treasurv for directing the Oil Policy Committee. That Commiiit-
tee coordinates the oil import progam and makes recommendations, to
me for changes in that program. The Deputy Secretary of the Treas

urv has been designited Chairman of that Committee. .

Throurh a second Executive order, effective today, I am strengtheni
ing the capabilities of the Executive Office of the President to deal
with top level energy policy matters by establishing a special energy.
committee corn)osed of three of my principal advisors. The order also
reallirins the ippointment of a Special Consultant, Nho heads an energy.
staff in the Office of the President.

Additionally, a new division of Energy and Science is being estab-
lished within the Office of Management and Budget.

While these executive actions will hell), more fundamental reorrani-
zation is needed. To meet this ned. I shall propose legislation to estab-
lish a Departmenlt of Energy and Natural Resources (DENR) build-
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ing on the legislation .I submitted in 1.971, xith heightened emphasis
on energy programs.

This new Departinent would provide leadership across the entire
range of national energy,. It -would, in short, be respomsible, for ad-
ministering the national energy policy derailed in this message.

Nations succeed onl, as they are able to respond to challetigo and to
change when circumstances and opportunities require chaIt IIg

When the first, settlers came to America. they found a lanid ol intold
natural wealth, and this becante the cornersitone of the most pros} erius
nation in the world. As we have grown in population, in prospfrityv in
industrial capacity, in all those inld ices that. reflect tihe con•slant up)-
ward thrust in the American standard of living, the demands 01oi our
natural resources have also grown.

Today, the energy resources which haxe fueled so much of oar na-
tional growth are not sufficiently developed to meet the constantly in-
creasing demands which have been placed upon them. The t:imrn has
come to change the way we meet these demands. The challenge faciiig
us represents. one of the great opportunities of our time-au oppor-
tunity tocreate .ani even stronger domestic economny, a cleaner ciiv iro-
ment, and abet te life for all our people.....

The proposals I am submitting rand the actions I will tale can, give
us the tools to do this important job.

The need for action is urgent.. I hope the Congress will act wirhi dis-
patch on the proposals I aml submitting. But in the final analvsis, the
ultimate responsibility does not. rest. merely with the Coniress or with
this Administration. It rests with all of us-with government, with
industry and with the individual citizen.

Wb7henever we have been confronted with great national challengies
in the past. the American people have done their duty. I am confiduit.
we shall do so iiow.

R.ICYirun) NINO."%
Tim- Wvir• HorTsE, AprZl 18, 1973.

SrUMMARY OT-ruLN--FACT SITEET

April 1S, 1971

• ". BACR'G(RO U"ND'.

The President has forwarded to the Congress his second Emnr,'•
Message. This message presents a comprehensive program to providfe
for the Nation's current and future energy needs, The Presiden.ts
program provides for increased domestic production of fuels to mini-
mize risks to the national security of supply .iintlerrIlptions. Tle PI -
gram balances these national security considerations with concern for
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contihited proteetliol of the cenvironment and for providing adequate
supplies of enery art. reasonable prices.

Tle1 enV'.y l:,ctu re has changed significant.ly in the past. several
vears. .)oxnestic production of fossil fuels---crude oil natural gas and

coal-ijas peaked. The United States no longer has excess shut-ia crude
produetion capacity. Environmental concer'ns have resultoid in delavs
in siting of energy f'acilities and greatly increased the need for scarce
low sulplhIIIur fuels, displacing high sulpihur fuels, incliding coal. Un-
less the demand for energy is artificially restricted, significantlv
greater quantitioŽs of foreign crude oil must be imported in the next
few ve irs. There may also be temporary shortages of fuels under
localized conditions.

In the mid-term. there will he increased domestic production of
clean fuels; in the long-er term, the development of new? technologies
for providlin essentially pollution-free energy will be available.

The Preliet has instituted a number of changes and recommended

legislation. to provide for increased domestic supplies in a manner
compatible with the etnvironinent. The Presidernt has already for-
warded several energy-related legislative proposals to the Congress
this year-the Electric Facilities Sit.ingc Act and the Mined Areas
Protection Act. HIe has also already submitted legislative proposals
to remedy the current right-of-way diflieultics with the Alaska pipe,
line (Muiimrital .Leasing Act anmendiments and Bureau of Land Manage-
nIent organic legislation). Today, three additional legislative propos-
als were forwarrded to the Congress. The Natural a-as Supply Act
will enable increased supplies of natural gas to be produced because
of comirpetitive pricing of new production of natural gas and new ded-
icatiors of natural gas to interstate commerce. The Deepwater Port
Facilities Act will enable more environmentally acceptable and more
economical shipment of oil imports to this country through appro-
priately sited and operated deepwater ports. The third bill resubmits
a proposal made to the 92nd Congress to have the Federal Govern-
mrent relmrchase the thirty-five oil leases in the Santa Barbara Chan-
nel. In addition, the P'resideant will soon forward a proposal for the
creation of a Dp artinent of Energy and Natural Resources (DENR),
in order to better focus and. direct the Federal programs. This is a
modification of his previous, proposal for the Department of Natural
lResou rces (DNIZ), placing a greater emphasis on the need for a
comnprehenisive organizational focus on energ-v.

Besides these legislative proposals. the President has also under-
taken a number of executi 'v actions including aimong others, major
cli anges to the l Mandatory Oil Inpox-t Polrlm and accelerated leas-
ing, of the Outer Continerital Shel f.

The President's revised oil import program provides for increasing
the incentive for future domestir produiction of crude oil and refining
capacity thlroughi phased imposition of lieeense fees on imports of crude
oil and p)roducts above the 1973 levels. Drilling of new wells, opening
of new mines and development of domestic refinning Capacit•' will. re-
quire three to five years. In an effort to minimize the imnpa.ct on the
consumer during this period, the President has eliminated current
tariffs on crude oil and produects. Thus, imports at the 1973 level will
enter the country dirty-free; however, these duty-free import rights
will be phased ýut over seven years, and an increasing license fee
imiposed.
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The President's program covers virltally all energy policy areas.
Specific information rergardina the various components are presented
in succeeding sect ions of this fact sheet.

BAsrc U.S. EXrnGV I)DfAND ANX S•rTPLY

Over the years, U.S. gross enervy consumption has increased stead-
ily at a. rate slightly Jess than the growth of our eeonommy. From 19.47
to the eary 196W0s. energy demand grew at an a verae ae. ime rate of
about 31. Durino- the period 1.9f654-971, our total enermg demand has
accelerated rapidly to an average a •nnvil rate of 4 .8." In N972 con-
sumption by major consiuming sectors was fairly evenly divided as
follows: industrial, 28.S% ; electriwitv en(ration 5.6(,; tralsporta-
tion, 25.0% : and household and comm ercial, 20.6%.

Fossil fuels have historically supplied the vast majority of our en-
ergy in the United States. Until 194:7, coal supplied more than half the
fuels consumed. But for the last decade, petroleum and natural gas
have increased( to around 75% of total groas energv consumption. Al-
though nuclear power currently supplies only 1% of current. enery.-,
it is expected to provide a very'large share of future energy growth-
up to 60% of electricity generation and 301% of the total ener_ v by the
end of the century.

The major sources of domestic energy during 1972) were:
Petroleum (lOncurling natural gas liquids)

Million barrels ----------------------------------------------- 5, 9
Trillion Btu ------------------------.--------------------------- 32, 812
Percent ----------------------------------------------------- 46

Natural gas:
B illion cubic feet --------------------------------------------- 22,6x07
Trillion Btu -------------------------------------------------- 23 0S
Percent ------------------------------------------------------ 2

Coal (bituminous, anthracite and lignite) :
.. Thousand.s short tons ----------------------------------------- 17, 0
Trillion Btu ------------------------------------------------- 12,' 428
Percent -----------.----------------------------------------- 17

Hyvdropon er:
"Billion kilowatt-hours ---------------------------------------- 230. 2

Trillion Btu ------------------------------------------------- 2. 7
. P ercen t 4---------------------------------------------------- 4

Nuclear power:
Billion kilowatt-hours ---------------------------------------- 5(. 9
Trillion Btu --------------------------------------------------- 60I
:Percent ----------------------------------------------------- .1

Total gross energy: Trillion.1.Btu ---------------------------- 72 091

Domestic production of fossil fulels has remained relatively constant
for sev.r. Sears and bas not expanded adelluIteiy to meen t ilis,
demaui•i'

New discoveries of natural ans have decreased durini the pas t .v-
eral years, buit• increased slightly in 1972 probably due inl argel
to efforts by the F ederal Power Commission to pro\ ide higher p roduc-
tion pri.es 1and to optiuinism bout filutre, changcs im renuIlAtlion. Hw-'eve,V(I silwo 19(6C proven reserves have decreased. 21rý, whileý consump-
tion has increased 37%. We are now producing and consurming about
twice as much nat"ral gas each year ns'we are finding n.d .iddilng to
proved reserves.
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1 'roduCtinn of domestic crude oil and natural gas liquids peaked in
Novoinlr. 197'0 and decreased in 1972 to an average of 11.6 million
barrels pei dav, down approximately 5% from the peak. Continued
delay of the .. laska pipehne will result in dern4 of additional U.S.
production of up to 2.0 million barrels per day.

In 1.972 tot'l U.S. bituminous coal and lignite production is esti-
mated at 590 million tons, down from 603 million tons in 1970. Thie
use of coal has been greatly hampered by cornpetition from lower cost
and less polluting alternative fuels, priýmarily imported residual fuel
oil in the mid-60's and low priced, regulated natural gas. Production
is currently being rest ricted due to aetual and anticipated constraints
on the production and consumption of coal.

In 19671 imports to the United States exceeded reserve capacity.
thus the U.S. was no longer self -sufficient. In 1972, the U.S. reached
essentially 100% production (no reserve or shut-in capacity) and for-
eign petroleum imports totaled 4.7 million barrels per day, accounting
for 2,1)% of the total oil supply.

The projections are for 1,;rge increases in imported crude oil and
products. particularly during the next three to five years, priimarily
from. the Middle East,. In 1972, only about 1.4 million barrels per day,
or about 30% of total oil imports came from the Eastern Hemisphere.
This amounted to only 8% of the total oil supply. By 1,85, if present
trends were allowed to continue, the U.S. would have to import-from
00 to 60%; of its total oil supply and 30 to 40% of this may have to be

from Eastern Hemisphere sources. The President's energy initiatives
can greatly reduce future foreign imports.

COMPE.TITIVIE ]InCixN OF ';\A'r.!Au GAs

The President announced today that he will submit legislation to
amend the Natural Gas Act so tlhat prices paid by interstate pipelines
to producers for new supplies of domestic natural gas will b( deter-
minird by the competitive forces of the market system rather than bv
the I'/Meral Power Commission. This proposal would stimulate new
exploration and development of domestic gas resources while main-
tainming current prices on present. interstate stipplies'and eliminating
any po~sihilitv of unfair gains at the expense of the consumer. The
It ~l itoion includes provisions for the Secretary of the Interior to
monitor the price of new supplies of natural gas, and impose a ceiling.
if circumnstances should demand such action.

The N.itr il Gas Act of 1938 was passed in order to allow the
Federal tPower Commission to regulate the transportation and sales
for resale of natural gas by the interstate pipelines. The Act specifi-
Cally precludes 1'ederal regulation of the local dist ribution and pro-
duction or miathliring of natural I gas. 1lowever. in 1951, the Supreme
Court. held in the Phillips case that the Natural Gas Act also applied
to sales by producer.s in interstate counmmerce. The Congress twice
passed le~gislation to effectively deregulate natural gas. once in 1950
alld again in 1956, which were vetoed by both President Truman
and President 13isenhower.

After unsuccessful attempts to regulate producer prices on a case-
by-ease basis, in 1960 the Federal Power Commission decided to
establish ceiling prices for natural gas on an area-wide basis. The
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first area rate proceeding, for the Permian Basin area was begun in
1961, completed in 19,5, and affirmed by the Supreme Court1 in 11968.
This proceeding and all subsequent proceedings, was based primarily
cn the rate base and cost of service approach to reg.ulation, whNich had
been developed over the past half century for rate regulation of
monopolistic, low-risk public utilities, such as gas pipelines and ceke-
trical power companies.

Consumption of natural gas in 197J is estimated to be 37% highehr
than in 1.96(i6. Low regulated prices have discouraLgcd devclopment of
a corresponding amount of new reserves. so that proven reserves have
fallen by *21% since 1966. As a result, the ratio of reserves to produe-
tion has fallen by 44%.

(trillion (Irillia n
cubic feet) cubic feel) Rato

1955~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~... ................................... ......... 64:
1960------------------------------------------------------- 1. 8 1.1

1972 - .-- -- --- -.------.-.----------------.--------.----------- --- - 23.8 M38 10.0:1
1973 (estimate) ----------------------------------------------------- 23.0 227 9.2l

A Plu $ 37 percrent:
Minos 21 percent.
Minus 44 percent.

Note: Estimated total potential reserves, 850 to 2.,100 trillion cubic feet

During the past year. 15 of the nation's largest interstate, pipelihes
were forced to curtail their sales of natural gas in an anmount equal to
about -9,7% of their total sales. In many co31nuinaiti(-s' today, ownet- of
new homes and apartments are deprived access to ihis clean burning
and efficient fuel because of inadequate supplies. loreover. an ine reas-
inglv, larger, share of new naural gas supplies is being purchased
within rhe rintrastate market. which is not remulated by the Federal
Power Commission, because interstate pipelines are unmble to oiler
competitive: prices for new supplies. ANell-head prices In thO intrastate
market are up to twice as high as in the FPC re-ul ted interstate.
market. In manv ma rkes today, natural zas. the. monit desi-able fossil
fuel. is selling for less per comýarable heating unit than do alternative
and 'less desirable fuiels. At the same time, costs have increased sig-
nificantl7; It. costs approximately tkn irnes as much to drill a well
in Alaska and six times as much to drill a well offshore as compared
to onshore historical costs.

The increased field price of natirar. gas will result in ver modeAst
inc .i, a~t.::.tlhe. h~ome for the averae eonsumner. Because the piipelines
and local .distribuiorsr will remas.in regnlated and because the new
supplies of. na~tural gas will ixk only a small percentame of the total
supplies of the interstate pipelinestfor several years into the future.
At the current time, the price paid to the producer foo -,as sulpplpies is
approoximately 10-20% of the ultimate price paid by the homeowner
in most areas.

The President's proposed legislation provides thit toe I FPC be,
.granted rate jurisdiction over the direct industr-ial sakle of pipelines.
This action will allow the Federal Power Commnission to assil,, that
induostri I eustomers, who use, nata-ral gas, a re Ptaving a fair ard eq, ,ita-
ble share of the costs of obt-aining this premium fuetl However, the
President's action today does not alter st-ate and loca.l authority over
intrastate pipelines and naturml gas distributors.
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The I "res idt's propo:.d legislation will allow the coninetitive
forces of the ma.rket systeem, throngh armns length nego.iations be-
twe(m prodtieers and pipelines, to determine the price of( new supplies
of natural gas. It will also allow the interstate pipelines to compete
with the intrastate pipelines for new gas supplies and lead to a more
desirable dis-tribution and usage of this premium fuel. On balahce,
the wt.otiyl. taken b1 tho President today. is expected to provide con-
suiers more supplies of natiural gas, da, lower cost than any other
al ternat ive..

OLMrI CONTNE'NTAL SHELP

TIe Pri-sideait ananuine(,.d todav that ie bas direeted flte S-ecretary
of the Interior to take steps to tiuiple the acrage lhased on the Outer
Continental Shelf for drilling for oil rnd gas by 1979.

lIe also announced that hasing. would begin in new frontier areas
including beyond the 200 metr isnoath, and beyond the Channel
Islands in tie Pacific if the enviri anmental impact stateneitis indicate
it can be done sifexy. Ile dilate d the Cotm il on Endmvirmental Qual-
ity, in coopeti tion with tdhe National Academy of Sciences anid other
go{veriiilent agoencies, to complete studies witlin one year on the en-
vironiental suiiitxy of dingllii on the Atlantic OCS and the Gulf
of Alaska. By 1985, th-is i.ceelerated OCS leasing schedule could in-
crease annual production by approximately 15 billionl barrels of oil
(ajproximatelv 16% of out projleted requirements) above what would
be expected if the current lease schedule were maintained.

Thw offshore area'i-s of the United States are estimated to cortain
ISO billim barrels of crude oil and owT 84.4 tillion cubic feet of
naurial osa, restiiiees. which arc recoverable Witlli i-isting tehcnologx-.
Tli snje am(mats e~.resrnt at:iiroxiniately 4090 of the naition's total
undiscovired oil xnd -as resvrxves and offer pirOM ;sing opportunities
s5fiwt uiost onshorei l ar.as have ahleady been explored and devloped.

Th.I Fedeiral Government has lea,.sed OCS l,,rds shwice, 1 954 . Cur-
renh% bowsas in the OCS are pr!dui"ing over 40.(0 million barrels of
oil and abmut A trillion Cel iC feAn of nat"tin gas ammally.

In 1(99 rvigulations of the l epaptment. of the Interiot ;overning
leasiky and operatiois by lossves on the Outer Continemtai Shelf
(OCS) were extensively revisod and strengtheued after the problem
in the >.anta D'aihat-a Chýnnoel. Since tlhemm iitpr,•xement of these
srondar"ds for safety and pollution control has beeti a. .oiitin'nngl effort
Covewn i," a wide rn, .,e if o eratiomis inclumdiin driling procedures,
well alaiindoimnenits, Wexll complet ioin li'ocedures. pollutioia and waste
disposal. anud tprocedures fr tlie insta llation and operat i ons of plat-
forms and piplclines.

lnsp",tion procedures have loon standardized and a statistical basis
for inspection sit rtely has been developed. The OCS field inspection
staff has been t n]h.ld sinci 1969. Six full-time lhlit'olmters are in use
and a iradio enmmulnation system has been installed. The revisions
anid stretnthening of OCS opem-ating staidards and the increase in
snurweillance personniel has rosuited il :a it mrked improveniMilt in. OCS
operations with regard to oil spills. There were no major oil spills in
I p72. Minor oil spills iN. 1972 weret reduced by A percent from 1971.

The l 1 v.rsident has resubmitted legislation m-hieh would authorize
the Specret, v of the Interior to buy back 35 leases in the Santa Barbara
Ciannel where the Admiistratioti suspended drilling.
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ALASRA PIPE'LIANE

Tlhe discover: of oil iiiAlaska. was annon .e'.d ill F1bAr,:, i W I
Cur.,t, estimates are that. there are it) billion. barrels of lwovkal Ve-
serve, on An. ,a .Corth Slope Once costurti Won 2Ayb to

.ars -will be4 reCquited before delivery of.new .rodaiction. lntit l
p od'" t iofl will he 00.0•10 bar( l l b eels dz i'.yj rising to 2 uillion th rrels
pCr day in five Tearm.

After the uihit i discovery, the. Interior Depaitment. establis;led
a wask orwce to study the Witua.tion 'il April of 10 09. A pmipeline aplfiea-
tion Nvas received by the Sreta ryt .of the Intprior in Iine 1o6t99. Aft er
a series of public hearings and the issuance of preulimir'vy alld final
environneentn ii awtsee ,k the Sere a rv of the ] tierior announeed
that he intended to issuie a permit for piieline construtioti in May of
•1972, A series of cou rt af tions resulted in Supreme Conrt rvfitsil to
review 'an earlier Courtt of Appeals decision which enjoined cmiS nri-
timb becuse of an outmoded legal restriction regarding, ri,,lits-of-way.

Ile Administration has submitted two bUlls to (.on.tess relas iMtN to
this issue: S. 10-40 whkkichrnends the minieral leaising laws anad 1. 1041

.ihn lh provides new or'-nnie legrislation for the Bareau i of LIan'd M.in-
aement.l Both of these bills incorporate provisions which allow le
Secret'ry of the Interior to provide for adequate riImht-of.avay for
all pipelines over Federal lands to ensure l)rotectioi, of the
eni ronment.

• Ihe alternative of a pipeline through Canada was thmoroughly
situdied prior to the Secretary's decision to authorihe construction of
the Trans-Alaska, Pipeline (TAPS). The TAPS can be built. much
more.quickly, creating: U.S. jobs and utilized entirely for 17.S. n.eds.
Muelnmore .needs to be done prior to construction of a Trans-Canada
line : detailed engineeringr and environmental studies would be re-
quired, hearrings would be required. and permits prepared. At. least
three to five years delay would be involved for a Tranis-CAnada route
whii.h \Would". probh .cause. greater envi oroinental damage be•cause
of increased distance afrd the greater number of river crossings.

SHALEm OIL

P resident N5ixon's June 4. 1971 Energy m ssage directed tAne inlit in-
tion of a leasing progrram including preparation of an eavironmental
impact statement. On JTune 29, 1971 the Secretary of the Interior
issucd a draft.enxvironmental imptet statement for a proposed proto-
ty pe oil shale leasing pro.rramn which would include the offering of
Six leaIse under competitive bidding of 5,1"20 acres each, two each in
Colorado. I1tah and WVvominr.

The six leases discussed will stpport a combined proiduction level
of no more. than 2501000 barrels per day. A. final en vi roim.elital im-
pacti.taterneat on the proposed pirograin is ilearing comiletioni. I:f
a decisimon is reached to proceed with the proposed prograni muwýed on
the environmental analysis, lease sales can be held during time summer
of 1973. Stringent environmental regulations will be incorporated
into any such program. including provisions to monitor changes in
thekexiýsting environment. Additional ol shale leasing will not. bh (.,on-
sideied until the environmental impact of prototype developument has
been fully evaluated.
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Oil shal•l is the most significant eneroy resour"ce known to exist in
th1 world. w\ith possible resources exceeding 2. trillion barrels of hydro:
carbons (, mtained in the sedinientary foilnations of the Rocky Moan.
tain Slates. ill Colorado, Utah, and Wyoring. An estimated G00 bil.
lion barrels of oil could be commercially produced from oil shale under
technological development already achieved, of which 80 billion bar-
rels nre egsily accessible.

Of the 11 million acres of land containing oil shale deposits con-
sidered to be potentially of commercial value, some 8.3 million aeres
(about 72%) are owned by the Federal (ov rnment. These are pri-
iiarlv "public lands" managed for multiple-use purposes by the
Department of the Interior.

Of the two options to producing oil shale, only surface and sub-
surface mining with retort processing are believeed to have been ad-
vanced to the point where it may be possible to scale up to -oinmercil
production in this decade. In situ. (or in place) processiýn is in the
,:kxperimental phase and commercial application of this technique
cannot be expected prior to 1980.

By the. inid-1980's. oil shale could contribute approximately one
Million barrels of oil per (lay to help meet the nation's growi.ng de-.
mands for energy. The ultimate potential has not. yet geen established,
but could exceed several million barrels per day.

COAL

The President. discussed several factors related to national coal pro-
du(ct.ion and utse- in the Energy Message. including the Clean Air Act,
mining leg-islation, and coal research.

rn ,"7., production of bituminous coal and lig nite is estimateds.at
590 million tons, compared with 603 million tons in 1970. Of the 1972
pr<diuction. about 57 million tons were exported and about. 88 million
tons were used for metallurgical purposes, leaving about 445 million
tons for use as steam coal in domestic boilers. About four-fifths of this
domestic steam coa.l is burned in po-wer plants.

The President is committed to maintaining a stronng industry to
produce our most abundant domestic fossil fuel. At pre-ent rates of
consumpttion, known reserves could supply- the nation's enerr"g needs
for at least 300 years, and vet coal presentlv supplies less than 20%
of our energy demands. Prolduction has remained relatively level over
the. past. several years despite rapidly increasing energg, requtirements.
This stagnmat. ion has been at.tributed to some degmree to health and safety
standards, environmental restrictions on the sulphur content of coal,
pos ible restrictions on strip minina, and until recently., price controls.

Cuirent coal proMuction is split' roughly evenly 'between surface
mined and (leer) mined coal. As of 197-2. 4 million acres of land bad
been disturb(d by surface mining, over half of which was unreclaimed.
(Coal mining may also result in serious damages to water land, and
)uonert.v due to acid mine dra iname

The President etrlier discussed his prolosed Mined Area. Protection
.\ct. in the Natural Resources and Environment Message on February
15, 1.973. That bill would est.ablish Federal requirements and gulide&
lines to regulate the environmental consequences of surface and under-
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ground rininx The bill calls for stringent standards for mininig and
reclamation an-d eiicourage~s reworking and reclam'ation of pni.vionisly
mined areas. In any state that does not enact the necessary, regrulation~s
or enforce. them, the Federal Governmnent, would be authorized o) do so.

The Clean Air Act. affects coal production and utilization because
of Federal and state standards on emissions of sulphur oxides. Under
the Act, EPA set ambient air quality standards to hmit sulphur oxides
as well as other pollutants in the air. Primral" standards are set to
eliminate health daimages from air po)llution uu(1 must be met grnerally
by mid-1975. Secoridarv standards are set to eliminate welfare dans •es
to plants, malterids, arnd propemt and must 1,w met. within a reasonable
tim e '

The states in (omplying -with the Clean Air Adt s-t, regiulations on
the sulphur oxide emissiozns from fuel combustion sources to meet. •.ir
quality standards. Each state, has different regrulat-ions and in about
half the stautes, regulations var from region to region. In many cases
the state plans were desimied to meet both primary and spcondary air
quality standards simultaneously in 1975, 'althou-rh the Act allows for
a reasonable time t.o meet secondlarv standards. Many states set. strin-
gent sulphur oxide emission limitat ions in areas already meeting both
primarY and secondary ambient air quality standards.

If a-ll state re.zmla.tions were put into e tleet by 197-5, roirlthlyv one-
third of.our present steam .oal production eouhl not be burned without
sulphur removal equipment. If all of this coal were to be displaced,
about 26.000 miner.- would be out of work.

Utilities haveseveral alternat ives for complian:,e with the state regu-
lotions, the, most significant of which arc burning low sulfur fuels and
installation of stack gas cleainiur equipinent. Increased low sulfur coal
production can be attained from accelerated production from existing
mines or by opening new mines. The regions where such low sulfur
fuel would be mined include. Appalachia where most current produc-
tionof low sulphur coal exists aind in the states west of the Missis.sippi
which have vast, largely untapped reserves.

Stack gas cleaninih technology is being rapidly developed. Two stack
gas cleaning installations in Japan have shown high efficiency of su!-
phur oxide remova.l and very little lost operating time. Theýe units
were developed by UT.S. mammufac.turers. Nine U.S. stack gas cleaning
units have been installed in this cotuntr, and these are. in various stages
of solving operating problems. Ninete`en additional installations are
currently planned or under construction. This technology should begin
to become available in relatively small quantities to help meet clean
fuel needs in 1975.

The President has urged the states to adopt the policy of thle EPA
Administrator announced last December to delay implement'ition of
state secondary sulfur oxide regulations beyond 1975 where stringent
controls are not: needed to meet primary st an(tards. Rlorgily 40% of
current coal consumption occurs m areas already meeting both the pri-
mary and secondary standards. This action will insure. that limited
supplies of clean, fuels and sulfur removal techiology will be iit.ilized
first in areas which need them to meet health protective standards. It
should also allow continued use of existingr hihm Sulfur Coal suppliehs to
meet ener-gy needs until sulphur removal equiplment is availabli. ill
greater qu(antities.
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GEOTHERMAL EXERGY

(Ge(ot heli:I Inermxv is the natural heat of the earth. Water and seam
serve to transfer the heat to the earth's surface. These areas of heat
concentration may be tapped and utilized as a source of energy.

The present, ustes of geothermal resources include power generation,
spae. heiating and industrial processing. There are a few facilities in
operation w orldwide which utilize geothernal steam for electric
enxergy, p'rtictlarly in Europe. In the. United States. the Geysers area
" Cali foruia, presently has a 298 megawatt (.Aff) electric generation
facility supplying about one-'third of the electric power needs of San
Francisco and plns are being developed for additional facilities of 404
M[W and 51i M.1

About" I.8 Lnillion acres of land in our western states have now been
classified as }eina, within Known Geothermal Resources Areas
(KGRAA's). aecordin,.. to the U.S. Geological Survey. An additional
90 million acres are listed as having prospectiva value for geothermal
resou rces.

Geothermal e nergtv could contribute significantly to our future power
needs at. the local leeerml eniergy will be less si,-
nificaxnt because our resources are located only in thle western states.

It. is anticipated that alxoit 4.000 MW of geothermal electrical capa.-
city will li available by the year 1985, less than 0.1% of our total
energy needs. 1y the year 2000, geothermal energy1 is expected to con-
tribulte as much as 1.5% of our total energyv needs. Technological
hreakthroug-hs may increase the Contribution of geothermal energy to
our total power supply.

The Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 was signed by the President on
Decemnber 24, 1970. This Act provides for the leasing of public lands
for geothermal resomuce development under the management of the
)epartment of the Interior, The Administration's program. as em-

phasized in the President's Energy Message of June 4, 1971., is intended
to provide for the utilization of geothermal resources under environ-
mentally safe conditions and sound resource management practices.,

Tt is expected that the leasing of geothermal resources on public
lands will stimulate development of this resource. The Department of
the Interior is makingr progress in the prepa ration of the environmen-
txl statement for the• geothernial leasing program and the proposed
geothermal development and operating regulations. It is anticipated
that the final environmental statement will he issued in the near future.
If it is decided to proceed with the program, coin I)etitive leases in-
corporatin. environment ally safe operafing and development prac-
tices mnay be offered within, a few months a fter publication of the final
environneital statelnent.

NUtCLE.AR PowA.t

The. wohll's first nuelear reactor achieved initial operation in Chi-
c:mgor on Devembwr 2. 1942. launching a new teehnology.. The Atomic
Energy (ommimssion, organized in 19-46 to direct the nation's ruclear
prog ras, lpromeeded with reactor development and in 1951 an experi-
mental unit produced for the first time a small amount of electric
poNver. Three a ears later, the AEC formally inaugurated a develop-
mental effort looking toward commercial power reactors. In 1957 the

.1
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Shippingport (Pa.) plant began operation as the first reactor produc-
ing power for commercial consumption.

In the 1950's several utilities began building reactors in the 200,0(
kilowatt (KAV) size, range. The next scale up, to 400.000 to 500,0()
KNIT, came in the early 1960)s and by the late 1•"!.W0s. reactors oil order
had advanced to the .O000.000 KIV size as utilities took advantage of
improvements in the economics of larger plants.

A.t present, 30 nuclear power plants are in operation, 60 are under
construction, and 75 others have been ordered.

• A11ith 150.reactor years.of operating experience in the United States,
the safety of nuclear power has been c'early proved.

.Nuclear power, now providing albout 4% of the nation's electricitV,
will account for up to by% b 1985. and up to 605% by the end of the
century. Thus, the current nuclear citpacity of about 14,700,000 KIV is
expected to grow to 1,200.000.000 K by tlhe year 200.

The AEC: has major development'l programs underwray in the
energy field-the fast breeder reactor, which holds the promise of
nlaking reserves of uranium fuel last for centuries, and controlled
thermonuclear fusion which, if harnessed in a reactor. would use the
virtually limitless supplies of deuterium in seawater as fuel.

MANDATORY OIL IMPORT PROGRA..x

A voluntary oil import proram was he.mn in 1P57. Thi M[andatory
Oil Import Program waz initiated in 1959 on the basis of a national
see:niritv finding to limit low priced imports& thus providirg protection
fo0'dexelopment of higher cost U.S. produietion and refininig calilaIty.
If was clear that. -without regulation. market forces would •ncoura'lge
U.S. integrated oil companies to exploit cheaper foreign reserves of
rude oil despite the risk of disruption to supply. This. in turn. could

jeopardize the viability of the U.S. domestic oil. industry. In the 1960Is.
the program did serve a useful pu pose. maintaiiiin2- a healthy domes,
tic petroleun industry which could not have survived in dir'ect coin-
petition with low cost Middle Eastern imports.

Within the industry. the independent refiners, terminal operators,
jobbers and marketers have, historicalh" all received the vreat Maioritv
of their supplies (crude, or products)' from the major'oil compa-uiPFes.
not other independents. Sale of import licenses (tickets) is Ipro, ibited
under the pro --ram. Exehanges of tickets, however. have I een com-
mon. Exchanges of tickets were attractive to both parties, i.e.. inland
independent refiners used domestic, crude produced by dhe miijor oil
Companies and the major oil companies imr:)oted and refwled the
fol-gn cr'ude usin the inland refiners' tickets.

In 1972, prorationing reached the 100% level, U.S. produiction
capacity had peaked and began declining. Between 1909 and 1972
total oil imports rose bv 52% to 4.7 million barrels i.)-r day, Imports
foir-1973 of both crude'oil and produhcts are. projected at (.o.0 million
"barrelsper day. In early 1972. landed foreign crude prices. tere still
lower than domesic prices and the sum of domestic production plus
imports was equal to demand. The ticket still had. value and could be
traded, thus facilitating full operation oe inland, independent re-
fineries and providing ample products for the independe:nt mar'keters.

i•.- •In 1973, lajded foreign. crude and product pri.es rose sigiiificautty.
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This was due to increased OPEC ownership participation in produc-
tion companies, devaluation of the dollar, high tanker rates, and high
spot market prices for scarce low sulphur fuels. With increased ticket
allocations (56% increase in 1973), there is now no shortage. of tickets.
These two factors have made import tickets of little or no value.
Under these circuinstaiices. some major oil companies ha•ve been less
willing to trade tickets. Tihus, many independent refiners and mar-
keters have, had problems obtaining supplies.

To respond to the need for increasing importation of crude oil and
products, the President in 1972 raised the import quota levels twice to
ensure adequate supplies. Quotas were totally lifted on heating oil.
in I)ecember. 197-2, until April 30, 1973. and the 1973 import quota
is 56% higher than in 1972. In addition, in March of this year, the
President removed all limitations on the amount of import licenses
which can be issued by the Oil Import Appeals Board (QIAB).:Tlie
OIAB now issues these licenses to any party, usually a::refiner, ter-
minal operator, or marketer, based on hardship. These actions, coupled
with the longer range actions announced today, are expected to reduce
the possible near term fuel shortages.

The President has instituted the most sweeping changes since the
Prograimu was began in 1959. The Program is being restructured•t6,
meet both the current needs for fuels at the lowest cost to the. consumer
by removing the current tariffs, while at the same time, providing
longer term stability and additional incentives for increased domestic
exploration and production and new refinery construction and expani
sion by providing for license fees to be imposed on imports above:•tAhe,
1973 levels.

Those presently holding tickets under the 1973 program will be able
to trade these valuable, license. fee exempt import licenses for domestic
crude oil or products. This should hell) alleviate some of the current.
distribution robleins affecting primarily the inland independent re-i
finers and marketers. The licensee-fee exempt import rights will be
phased out over seven years, to minimize Federal involvement and
provide for more efficient market operation. The President also
announced specific provisions to stimulate the construction of domestic
refineries and plans to provide for increased storage to minimize the
impact of possible supply interruptions.

DEEPWATER PORTS

There are at least 66 ports or buoy facilities currently in operation
worldwide which are capable of inn1lig ships of 175.000'deadweiggfh
tons (DIWT) or more. Thlese facilities generally have water depths. of
at least ,10 feet. There are no ports in the. United States now capable
of banidling these large ships, consequently, the U.S. is currently
not able to benefit directly from the significant economic savings and
e.nvirormuental be.nefits from the use of offshore ports and supertank-ers.

W7ith a few e'xceptions. the United Stactes has a shallow continental
shelf and no natural dee pwater harbors. Most major U.S. ports are
currently dredged to depths between 35 and 45 feet. It. is generally not
feasible to buiild. deepwater ports in the United States by dredging or
improving exist~ing harbors. Thus, most deepwater ports would have
to be built offshore. beyond state waters in internationar Waters)some-
times at distances of twenty or thirty miles from the shoreline. "
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A\t the end of 197L 1 aore than one-fourthl of t1h world's tptal oil..
Scantring capacity consisted of ships in the 1 1.000 T)VT clhss and
• er o•,..÷to oft.) such. ships were in operat.iion and 32 iore were
on order. New orders represent approximately 50% of existing tanker
toinage, of all registries.

lTot'd tanker ar rivals for the 48 contiguous states in 1971 was 67.770.
with 5.,700 (84'• ) of these in Petrolemn Administration District I
(P AD 1) which is the. Eastern Seaboard. West Coast arrivals totaled

...4.420 and Gulf Coast arrivals wvere 6iC G('. Aost. of flhe shipmentsin were
products from tei Gulf Coast and the Caribbean to PAD I. The aver-
age size of the ships ciiriently carrying- imported cruide is about
29.(.00 DWTA

.B1 19SO. Easutrn S,-aboard (PAD I) imports of foreign oil bv. 'erv
q large crude carriers (VLCC) are expected to average between 1 antd
3.5 million barrels per day. virtually all of which will come froni
A.fiica or the. Persian Gulf. If the U.'. does not rapidly develop deAp-

.watcr port capability. foreign tr'an.shipmient teirinals in tfh, Ba-
halhas arnd tho Can'dian Maritime Provinees will probably be de-
velopedby Ul.S.And foreign companies. The U.S. will thin b,- serviced
bv increasi' nurmbers of small and mnedium sized transshipment ves-
sels, increasinr the risks of pollution from ve(sel casualties and oper-
ations and requiring expansion of conventional port facilities..Siguificant econoiies can he ,chieved from use of larger vessels.

Dollar per ton freigght costs could be reduced nearly 30% by increas-
i ing tanker size from 65.J00 to 2150,000 DAVT. Greater ecorornies can be
realizedutiliziniw bicgger ships.

The enviromnentral advantage of offshore deepwater ports is that
S thev reduce the risks of collision and grounding and minimize the
probability that spilled oil will reach beaches or estuaries. The most
valid environmental concern involves the impact of priimary and see-
onditn i•-vconomic devdelopment, such as refineries and petrochemical
plants. associated with the port. These. risks are recognized and can
• controlled th.rouzh. land use planning antd adequate local zoning.
'Dispersion of facilities versus concentration with only a few ports

0 wou Id probably.: significantly, reduce the environmental impact on
Vii. particular region.

. The President..has proposed legislation. which, will provide author-
ity for the Secretary of the Interior, in consultation with or.her con-
cerned Federal agencies and state governments. to issue a license in
wat es beyond state jurisdiction for the construction and. operation of
dc.ppar'Iter ports. The leg,_islation is intended to simplhv provide a comn-
plete legal regime for licensing" beyond the three mile limit, under
strict environmental safeguards and with provisions for navigation
'nd safety. The President, recognizes the importance of the states in
developing ports and asso×ciated onshore facilities. The levislation does
not preempt state authority. but extends state laws to any deepwater
port. licensed by the Department of the interior, as long as those laws
are not in conflict with Federal laws.

The President's legislation makes provision for issuvance of the neces-
sary license fbr th'e rights-of-way for an associated pip)eline by amend-
ingt.he Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act (OCSLA). Under the
OCSI.LA., the Secretare of the Interior currently grants rights-of-way
for pipelines constructed to bring oil and gas ashore from offshore.
d rilling operations.
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[EN EIY CONSERVATION

Current Federal energy conservation programs are diffised in many
Federal departments and agencies. The President has directed the
establishment of an Office of Energy Conservation within the De-
partment of the Interior. That Office will coordinate Federal energy
conservation prograins, conduct research on issues related to energy
conservation, and work to educate the public on energy efficienxeVdi. .c
costs.

Eilergy demand is growing more rapidly than in the piast4 • ndV at
levels of 4.8% annuall". Some sectors, such as consumption of fuels for
electricity anid transpor;ttation, are growing at signi fieantly faster rates.
Besides the impact of the contmia.lly increasing U.S. standard of liv-
ing and the availabilitt of more labor saving devices to more Anieri-
cans, enivironment il re gulations have si.nific'ntly increased energy
consumption. This is piarticulairl v apparent wvith the automobile, where.
pollution control devices have "reduced engine operating efficiencies.

The President direted the .Departinent of Commerce, in coopera-:.>
tion with the C(ouknil on Environmental Quality and tihe Environ-
mental Protection Agmeiiey, to develop a voluntary labeling program
which would apply to major emiergv-colsuingiI home appliances, auto-
mobiles a.nd auto accessories. Automobiles a'nd home apr)liances ac-
count for approximately -20% of current ener ., demand. Manufac-
turers could voluntarilv display labels providing data on energy use, as
well as a ratino- based on the Produet's efficiency relative to other sin-
ilar projects St aniard testing procedumes for app:liiances would be
developed by thie National Bureau of Standairds -md for autos by the
Environmental Protection Agency. As a first step toward .tjhis goa9'eL
the Environmental Protection Agency will shortly release the results
of its tests of automotive efficiency

In thel last, two years, the President has twice directed the Depart-
ment of H~ousing and TUrban Development t.o strengthen FIHIA insula-
tion requirements for single and multifamily housing. The l.PresideltIt
has now directed HUD to evaluate extension of insulation standards:;,
to mobile homes.

The President directed all Federal agoen iess to develop programs to ..
conserve energy. These programs inelidde building design and con-
struetiol., 1)l'oe01'ellient of energy conserving producets: and through
taking into account the energy impaets of their major actions. 'The new
ofihiee of Energy Conservation will work closely with the Federal
ag'encies t) inmlphment this directive.

The Geoneral Services Adminiistration is constructing a new Federal
office building- in Manchester, New] f rampshire, using advanced energv
conservation techniques. The GtSA. has establisihed a goal of red• •no-

Tergy use by 2 0%, over tx )ical buildings of the same size: The
Nalionah But', ai of S tandards is now evaluating energy use in an
actual full size house in its laboratories in Gaittarsburg, faryland.
When this evax hietion is (!omplete, analytical techniques will ie avail-
able to help predict energy use for new structures. This effort., corn-
bined witt, the experience gained in the construction and operation of
the demonstraition Federal building. will provide guidance forýcon-
struction of Federal huildin s and. assist architects and contractors to
help them conserve energy. .

0
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Em.E GY RESEAARCIH AND DLVEiOiPm.ENT

I ihe Pr•is•(•ent indicated today that fuuding for energy R&)D would
:.t u ".t.iRu to be monitored carefully and wh'vhn additioiul ftmids ZLe'V

essint, l those funds would be provided.
XA detailed summary of the specific progailis is attached. The hi igh"

)lihts of thie Plesidfnt's enneil R&.D pil'am foll:w. .
C oal• .TIli President's fiscal year 1974 bu,;tet includes 2• I

"ireas tLO $120 Milliion for coal R&D--ori al .(10 c in1. Jvxll\ 11i.10 i.
Addirional fund, io be requcsted wvould fui thr ilire1%se tins i' -.
Mqjor programs at.the D)epartmintt of the 1il...rior to Ipand tfli a u-

ofjcoulkinn manner compatible with tle envi rn111rint ire:
l-quefaCtion and precombustion removal of I0polut arns.

. high; 1 coal gasification to produce pipeline quality gas.
low BTt coal gasification forindustl ill and utilty use'.

:Vue h'aIIx q,.hý fisc al year 19,74 budc.,t. provides, tor a 03• inlion:j:nerease for AEC's nuclear fission .RA•) progrim's-.
Highlight's 'tire. .......

I-ak5i million increase to maintain the pace of the Liquid Metal
F ast Breeder Reactor program t.owaird the goal of commr(,ral
.deimonstration0 by 1980.

-alln.1 increase in R&) to further ensure the safety of the cur-
"ent generation of light water reactors.

YUvleairf !mnIoi:-he A.A]C's thermonuclear fusion ProgralM IS
increased 35% to $S8 million: in the fiscal year 197- budzet. This pro-

•giam .reeudes :"
I 19%.1 invreaie to develop controlled thermonuclear fusion reac-

.- a 59% increase to dev(lop the capability, to initiate a thernomi.-
clear reactioin using a high powered lasexr.

Solar. Enri,,7/.--The solar energy program would triple, frorI S1
million in fiscýal vear f973 to ,12 miloion in fiscal year 1 7lý The pro-
gramxi wll be adMAinisterd by the National Science Foundationi and
emnphr.tsti- the development of solar energy for:

"hemiiIng and cooling of buildings.
S p•- iueilng and converting organic materials to fuels.
;g-n--eg(itat'ii iz electricity. o
•tddidtwotnl 2e.'uonmenNta7 Contmol ZicX).-In addition to the Sul-

stonti i• efforts to .develop cleaner fuel froom coal, the fiscal yoeir 1D74
budget.•.ioxides for a 24 percent increase, from $38 to $i7 nolmllion. for
other environnienta. control research with expected nea-tcerm l'cncuts.
This includes a construction of the TVA\.demonstration So., oval
plant :msxwell as continmud R&D aimed at minimizing the thermal ettects
of'power pidints.

Othel, R&D PTo•marm.-Other enero-v R&D progirams inelude
-an acceleratediffort in utilization of geothermal energy.

.,--dexvelopment of m agnetohydrodynaic (MN1tD) (estVI - in co-
operat ion mitlh the Soviet Union, to produce (,lec.tric poum ,r more
eficiencY fromnhti ...h.ea.Ele.•irbi Utiliy Jartic' a patiom-. he, iPresid.ent als, cited .te im-

pbrtancý oft non-Federal energy R&D and noted with pieasume te
formati6n of the4Electric Power Research Institute. Ile indicmtcd that.
this utility R&D organization, with a hudgpt in 1974 exceeding $100

Ana ." 4
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rCli()II, wrid providle additimial I capability to acceleratc and influel::e
(he dewvloprnertt of energy techmolog-Y, lhe President also uriged all
tate. utility Commissions to ois ider. perituttin•r incerctased V*&1) ex.

peadi rv.,s to be included in utility rate bases..
A. INr*'T x o a . .. ... ..... ..

Thi.- P resilent. called for greater cooperation between all nati0ons on
,crgy -ma.iters, tie specificalhl notA d the need for consum ing nations to
ecfO rate to ensure thlat amnle supplies are available to Ill nations

\V.. of the WorMd's oil producing, nations have been.... or.a'Iized into
o, irtelk 1960 called the Oranlization of Petroleum Expnortil ounl-

ies (0 l~ O(E ).' Tihe member nations provide over 90 1,ercen. of the
(Wd) & ui irrentt oil trade and 75 percent of the free wirld oil re',,urves.

1~ev nucs to these, nations ]ii I 9 70 were approxiaey 7 billion, and
a re growing

[" , 'tihl197!2 the exporting states won special price increases from
t•he fomuines to comptpensate for devaluation of the U1.S. dollar and
vill receive Similar increases ill 1973. ilecentlh- the oil companies ac-
epted the host governments as partners in petroleum, operations.

1 'mndtr the agreements worked out for thle Persian Gulf states, govern-
iiwnt .p it-t in the properties will rise in steps from an initial.. ..per...-

u,,n to 1 p)ercent by .9•S2. "'
fTh .. anted S'tates currentil imports appiroxitmatelY 6.0 Million ar-.

,, per day of Crude oil arnd petroleum products. The products, ap-
prox imat(Pev 2-.2 million barrels per day, are niostlv residual fuel oil for
rhe E.asterni Seaboard (2.3 million barrels per day). U.S. iinports"'
so,.irce can be summarized as follows:

Millin barrels
per day Percent

'JS. oil impy)rtn (current, by sourct af origin):
iana --............. ........................................... .12 20
Orther Western Hemisphere ......................................................... 2 3 38

asteio Hemspnhere .... ........................................... .2 5 42

Total ............... ......... .... ..... .... . 0.)

0I percent oa demand.

The nations of WX stern Europe and Japan are hiillh. dependlent on
foreign sources of supply for fuels, particularly the MiddleIX.ast ..

INTERNATIONAL IMPORT SUMMARY

JMitiion barrels per day]
... ~~~~~ ...... ..............

Cuarent.
dependence..

Enlablished Estaolished on oil
.19 2 1973 19i 0 (percent)

U...e .. ......e... ................................ 4.7 . i2 46

West li-ro -.................................... 14,4 15.5 22-26 60
lran ........................................ 5,0 . 5 10"13 75

. T. charter urmbersu were Iran, Iraq, Kuwait. Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela. Joining
rator itere Qatar (19611). Libya aund lndoneLa (1962), Abu Dhabi (1567), Algeria (1969),

anl Nigeria (1971).
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The 'United States meets regularly with these other consuming
nations, including Canada and Austra I'ia, as a member of the Orgraniza:-
tion for Economic cooperation and Development (O)ECD).

The entire world faces ei•n'gv-related problems similar to those
faced by the United States..althoii h this nation is more fortunare than
many with vast reserves of fossil fuels. The. President proposed greater
international cooperation in solving these problems through re~search
and development. lie cited the recent agreements with the Soviet
Union to exchange informniation on fusion, fission, electric generation,
transmission and pollution control technology and to jointly pursue
research in magmetohydrodynamics (MILD).

Esýx c,, Or(o.% NIZATrio

In March 1971. the President proposed legislat ion to- create a Depa rt-
nment of Natural Resources which would have included important
energy policy functions and programs. The 92nd Congress did not act
on that proposal.

The President has announced a numlxbr of changes by executive
action better to focus and implement Federal energy" programs and
coordinate energy matters which affect many agencies and involve both
domestic and internhational considerations. In aiddition, he will propose,
shiortly new organizational arrangements which require Congressional
approval.

Steps taken bv the President include:
-Esta-blished a Special Energy Committee composed of his Assist.-

ants for D)omestic Affairs, Foreign Affairs, and Economic Affairs.
-Appointed a Special Consultant to the President for energy mat-

ters who heads a staff in the Office of the President to support the
Special Enery Committee.

-Issued, today, an Executive Order formalizing the Energy Corn-
* mittpe and reaffirming the appointment and role of his Special

Consultant for Energy.
-Appointed in' January 1973 the Counsellor to the President for

Natural Resources who c-oordinates a broad range of domestic
natural resources. environment and energy matters.

-Direc.t the Secretary of the Interior to streiigthen his Department's
organization for energy" activities. Actions accomplished to date
or planned include creation of n new position with the title of
Assistant Secretary for Energy and Minerals, a new Office of
Energy Conservation, and increased capability for energy data
and ainalvsis. Capabilities for overseeing and coordinating energy
R. & D. aýe being strengthened.

-Placed authority in the Department of Treasury for direction of
the Oil Policy Committee, which committee coordinates the oil
import program and recommends changes in the program t:o the
President,

•These actions will help improve the ability of the Exenutive Branch
to develop, implement and coordinate energy programs, but they are
largely interim steps. More fundamental changes are needed and the
President will submit legislation to the Congress establishing a De-
partment of Energy and Natural Resources (DENR). This legislation
will modify the President's 1971 proposal for DNR to provide more
emphasis for energy policy and management.
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FEDERAL ENERGY R. & D. FUNDING

Fiscal year--

Toe of energy and agency 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Coal resources development --------------------------------- 30.4 49.0 73.5 94.5 119.9

Production and utilization R. & D., including gasification,
litue'acion, and MHD:

DOt-,OCR .----................................... 13.5 18.8 60,3 43.5 52.5
001-BOM ---- --------------------- 1................ 3.2 15.4 14.7 19,8 18.1

Minimg health and safety research: DOl-BOM --- _----_-- 3.7 14.8 28.5 31.2 28.3
Interior central fund (parl): DOI 0 ..--------- -------------------------------------------------- 2.0

Petroleum and naturae gas ---n----------------------------- 8.8 11.5 12.9 12.8 9.1

Petroleant extraction technique: 001-BOM ----.---------- 2.7 2.7 3.2 3.1 3.1
Nuclear gas stimulation: AEC ------------------___.---- 3.7 6.1 7.1 7.2 4.0
Orl shale: DOI-.BOM ------------.-------------- ----- 2.4 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.0

Nuclear fisionn-- ------------------ - ---------- 283.4 295.2 358.0 412.0 475.4

Liquid metal fast breeder reactor:
AEC ........................-- ------------------- 144.3 167.9 236.0 269.0 320.0
TVA ...---------------------------------------------- _ -_-----------..2 3.0 3.0

Other civilian nuclear power: AEC ------------------ _---- 108. 5 96.6 86.8 98.0 90.5
Nuclear materials process development: AEC --- _-_----- 30.6 30.7 35. 0 42.0 61.9

Nuclear fusion -------------------------------------------.. 7. 5 42.2 52.8 65. 5 88. 5

Magneitc conrimemen!; AEC .....------ ------------- 34.3 32,2 33. 3 39.6 47. 3
Lacer% AEC ................................... 3.2 10.0 19.5 25.9 41.2

Slareer: NSF... ................................................ 1.7 4.2 12.2

Geothermal energy ----------------.-------.----------------. .2 .2 1.4 3.4 4.1

NSF ......................................................................... .7 .7 1.4
DO -G -- --- -- --- - - - -- -- --- - - -- .2 .2 .7 2.5 2.5DOI-GS~~~~~~~~~ .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ........7 ......

- ..................................... .... ......................... .2 .2

Electrical generation, :Mansmission and storage ....................... 1.3 2.2 4.9 4.1

NSF .............................................................. .5 1.3 2,4 .9
DOI-t .......................................................... .8 .9 1.0 1.0
AE.................................................... ......... .15 2.2

Contrcl tecinclogy (stationary sources) ..--....................... ........ 28.6 38. 1 47.5

Air Pltrution contrul technzlogy: EPA ........ ......... 19.8 17.4 24.5 29.5 21.5
SON remonv: IVA ...............-------.---------- .-------------- 3,0 18. 0
Thermal effects:

IPA ................................................ .8 .6 .7 1.0 1.0
AEC ..................................... .5 1.8 2.3 4.6 7.0

EX]CU7TIV.E OIZDER

Arur, 1.8,' 1973

Si:l'MCIAL CWr3IrETT1T ON ENT'R(Y AIN-D .NATIONAL ENNEII0Y OFq'ICF

Tics Admrlinstration is determined to contintle, to develop 'I more
con prehensive. ilttegrated national eilergry policy to meet. the einerg-
InL, ene v'rv challenge. Many steps have "ten taken toward that end,

inClullhv Imeasures to increase domestic production of all forms of
C 2. y without viol'ating our natwral en ironnient. to conserve the

er..,1 y t we produce, to utlttr t1n ilize our ctrrerlt, rOsouirlces, and to use.
(ourl svasl. scientific and tedhmologiral capacities to develop new sourees
anid .. ,1w formns of energy. I have now determined that. in order to
protfer.t and promote the interests of the people of the United States
as energy user-, and to coordinate the policies of the executive braneh
in this area, it is neeessarv to establish a Special Comlnittkte on Energy
and a National Ener-gy Offie.
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-Now, therefore, by virtue of the authority w-vsted in roe as iPresi-
,dent of the United States by t'h( Cnst.itut ion and -tatutes of t6wv
United States, it. is hereby ordered as follows:

SPECIAL. 0O.M311E71 O1 "T, 0

SECTION .1. 'Tl'01? .\ssistaMIis to t he P r-esilent. .johno 1). E'lI II lic IIIa .
flrenr A. Kissinger, and George P. S:hohZ. shal] cOusLiiute a1 •peia]I

Committee on Erierg-. 'ihe .liretor of the National Ene.rgy (.)jlie
shall perform his funcitions under this order in accordance with poli.-
cies and guidance provided him by the Special Coimn~iitee.

r.STADLIsHAIMLNT O. THE OFrILE

SEc. 2. There is hereby etalbilhed in the Oxecnti ye ()ili', of -Ciaý
President a National Encr.2 ,y Office. The (.)lice shall be under tl i.m-
mediate sluperv isionl and. direction of a Director who shall ble b I-
nated by the President.. T'Yhe lirehtor shall report to the residelit
through the SI•cia l Committee on Energy.

rLUNCTIONS O011 tlE DIRi:1:0i 0i

SEc. 3. (a1) The Director shall advnie the President. t.hrou''h the
Special Committet on Energy, with respect to all Federal. eaergy
programs, actiVities, and related matters.

(b) The Director shall recommend policies and guidelines l)pertaiti]n
to ener.. matters for all energ9" related programs within the Exec-
utive Branch. To the maxiiinmm extent Ferlitted by law, Federal
officers and Federal departments and agencies shall cooperate with the
Director in carrying out. his flnctions under this Order.

(c) In addition, the Director shall-
(1) assure the development of comprehensive plans and pro-

grams to insure the availability of adequate and dependable Sul)-
plies of energy;

(2) assure that Federal energy policy is properly coordinated:
(3) evaluate all such programs:
(4) advise the. heads of -departments and agencies of his find-

ings and recommendations. when appropriate:
(5) make recommendations to the Director of the Office of Man-

agemrrent and Budget concerning proposed funding of enurgy
prograins and activities;

(6) constitute a clearinghouse for the prompt consideration
of energy problems brought to his attention by Federal depart-
mnents and agencies and by other public and private entities. or-
ganizations. agencies. or intdividuals and

(7) report, through the Special Committee on Energy, from
time to time, to the President concerning the foregoing.

RicuArw NIxoN.
THE Wut= HousE, April18. 1973.



STATEMENT

Jt uNr 29, 1973

One of the most critical problems on America's agenda today is to
meetou r vita I energy needs.

T1wo months ago I announced a comprehensive program to move
us forward in thateffort. Today I am taking the following additional
measures:

First. I am appointing John A. Love, Governor of Colorado, to
direct a new energy office that will be responsible for formulating and
coordinating energy policies at the Presidential level.

Second, I am asking the Congress to create a new Cabinet-level
depa'rtment devoted to energy and natural resources and a new in-
dependent Energy Research and Development Administration.

Third, I am initiating a $10 billion program for research and
development in the energy field, which will extend over the next five
years.

Finally, I am launching a conservation drive to reduce anticipated
personal consumption of energy resources across the Nation by 5
percent over the next twelve months. The Federal Government will
take the lead in this effort. by reducing its anticipated consumption
by 7 percent during this same p eriod.

America faces a serious energy problem. While we have only 6
percent of the world's population, Me consume one-third of the world's
energy output. Thý supply of domestic energy resources available to us
is not keeping pace with our ever-growing demand, and unless we act:
swifty and effectively, we could face a genuine energy crisis in the
foreseeable futu irc.s

]itRoGFnass SrmCEY APRIL

On April 18. I submitted a message to the Congress discussing the
energy challenge and the steps necessary to meet it. That message.
emphasized that as we work to conserve our energy demands, we must.
also underta'ke an intensive effort to expand our ener-N supplies. I am
happy to report that mnariv of these steps are already underway. and
that they are ptroving effective.

-At. least ei,,ht oil companies have made firm decisions to under-
take sicinificant refinery conlstruction projects. Within the next
three years these projects will increase refinery capacity by more
than 1.5 million barrels daily-a 10 percent increas.e ove exist-
ingy capacity.

-IWe have announced and carried out au voluntary oil allocation pro-
gram to help provide farmers and essential government and health
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scoi-ics. as W'elI a- iPdspendelt refiners and marketers, with an
vIl.imable. shlam-, of av(0 dal 'I petroleum.
-A eal of odi. f,',, tm 5 Outer (Continental Shelf and other
,Flcdea1 lands. vhich has tr aditionallv been retained by the pro-
(ulcers., has IWeorl allocatefd to small independent refiners to aug-
mitit rh.ir presi.it suplits. Tiha figure has already reached 100
i sai.J(d b)arres of oil 1p"l day and iwill increase to 1(i0 thousand
by minld-August

-- The Council on. Evi'ronmental Quality has boen a study of the
,i, nVihomuet~al iipact of drilling on the Atlantic Outer Conti-
nintal Sh,,elf mid in the GuCM of Alask. The study is scheduled
for comph tion by inext spring.•

-- The. Seldae (Coinlnitte.e on Interior and Insular Affairs has
reported out hWislation which would finally permit the construc-
tion of an Alaskan pipeline. Iegislation will shortly be relorted.
out in the HIouse of Representatives. Since construction of lthatI..
pipeline would provide two million barrels of domestic oil a d-fv.
I again urge that the Congress give swift. approval to this
legisi'atioa.-Thu Oftice of Energy Conservation and the Office of Energy Data

and Analy .sis have been established at the Department of the
Interior. Although not yet fully staffed, they are now beginning
to provide information we nTust have to proceed with our devel-
Opil L energy policy.

P-The. Comimerce I)epartient has proposed regulations covering the
labeling of household appliances so that consumers can make corn-
par-sons of the efftiiency with which the applances consume,
energy.
T-'.'he Einvironnmntal Protection Agency has published information
on gasoline mileage for 1973 automobiles.

-The Department of State is taking steps to consult with the major
oil-producig mnations to d.eNvelop the cooperative. arrangements
neided to ensure adequate and stable sources of oil in th1 future.
We.arc. also worling closely with the other major oil-consuming
nations in study ing ways of meeting growing world demand for
ea .rgV supplihe he include emergency sharing arrangements.as we~ll as su~e~pie and ratining, prougranis which mig,!ht lead. to
more ,oordinatwd policies for meting oil supply shortaiges should
they V ×X,.ar ill the futur.

Smveral of the stps which I rh i an llnoced in April were in the for-rm
(if legislativn proposals which will help to ince ase energy supplies.

hey callr.d for theU Alaskan Iipeline, competitive pricing, of natural
gais,licensing of deepwater ports, streamlining of tpow-rplait sitimng
and a, rational fraimework for controls over surface mning. Only the
pipeline rilquest has been fiinallv acted on in coM unMtee. I hope the
Conrj.rss will now act quickly and favorably on my other requests.

These steps are a beginning. But they are'only a 'beginning.

REOnGANIZATION-

The aequisihton, distribution, and consumption of energy resources
ha1ve become increasingly complex and increasingly critical t-o the
functioning of our economy and our society. But the organization of
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the Federal Government to meet its respon;ibilitiez for aeurdv a ad
other natural resource policies has not changed to ment the new de-
inands. The Federal Government cannot eilec•tivelY nmi':4 it, obli.a -
tions in these areas under the present organizat.ional strucr.ures, fad
the time has come to change them.
Energfy Policy Ofyl•'

Effective iminediatelv, the duties of the Special Energy Comiiture
and National Energy Office which I set up 2 tmonths a'- to idv ie
and assist in the prelimnary or-anzational phases of the I eeral re-
sponse to the energy challenge wZill be conibined in an expanded Elierg-v
1 ohceyOffice within the Executive Oflice of thef Y're.zident. This oAfcei
will be responsible for the formulation and cooudination of pog -
icies at the Presidential level.

This office will be headed by Governor Love. who will be anAz-
sistant to the President as well as Director of the Energy- 1Pollcy (fie.p
He will spend full time on this a.z-iginent and will ,pmort. directiv
to me. MIy Special Consultant on energrv matters. Charles l)ilona, will
continue in his present advisory capacity working within the. ne.w

D'parnm4?7it of En,'rgy a.nd N.atural te.soutces
Two years ago I sent to the Congress niy proposals for a sweeping

reorganization of executive departments anid independent agencies to
provide an executive branch structure more reýýporisive to the basic
goals of public politt. One of those proposals called for a Departme.ft
of'Nat ral Resources. :

During the time these proposals have been rece iving the considera-
tidn of the.Con.tress, my Administration iihas continued to re fine and
improve them. It has become incvasin'ly obvious that reorganiza-
tidn is imperative, and nowhere more. clearly So than in the ar-eas of
natural resources and related energy matters.

I am therefoie proposing today the establishment of a new Cabinet-
level Department of Energy and Natural :Resourcis, revpon.•ible for
the' balanced utilization and conservation of America s energy and
natural resources,

The Department of Energy and 'ititral Resources would take
charge of all of the present. aetivities of the Department of the Inte-
rior, except, the Office of Coal Research and certain other wenev re-
search and development. programns. which would be. transferred'to a
new Enerz- Research and Deielopment Administration. It would also
assume the responsibilities of the Forest Service and cefrt:in water
resource activities of the Soil. Conservation Service from' the Depart-
ment of Agriculture: the planning and funding of the civil fiue-
tions of the Army Corps of Engaineers: the duties of the -Ntional
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the Department of Comn-
meree. the uranium and thorium assessment functions of the Atomic
Ener.!-r7 Commission. the functions of the interagency Water Resoeures
Council, and gas pipeline safety functions of the Department of
Trimnsportation.
•'nergpy ReIsearch anod Development Admini.strahio-n

I arn further proposing to the Congress that we create afi Energy
Research anid Development Administration.
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The new Administration would have. central responsibility for the
planning, rw'nagernent and conduct of the Government.s energy re-search ind deveop ment and for working with industry so"that

P1o1isIII, new technologies can be developed and put pr omptly.-to
work. The new Administ.ration would be organized to give significant
new emphasis to fossil fuels and potential new forms of energy, while
also asmsrrin continued progress in developing nuclear power.

In order to create the new Administration, the present functions of
the Atomic IE'nerav Commission. except those pertaining to licensing
aml related reufir'tory responsibilities, would be transferred to it as
womld most, of-the enerv•y reseach and development programrs of the
Departnent of Interior '. he scientific and technological'resources of
the AEC should provide a solid foundation for building a well-con-
ceived and well-executed effort.

Udretr my proposal, the five-member organization of the AEC would
be retained to provide direction for a separate and renamed Nuclear
;ner.rg Commission which would carry on. the important licensing and

regula"tory activities now within the AEC. In addition, I have asked
th a comaprehensive study be undertaken, in full consultation with
the Congress. to determine the best way to organize all energy-related
regul-ator3, activities of the Government..

11'.'.SEARCII AND I)DExTLOPM.ENT

Whilh we must rely on conventional forms of fuel to meet, our imme-
diate enery.v needs, it is clear that the answer to our long-term needs
lies !n developing new forms of energy.

Waith this necessity in rnind, I 'un taking three steps immediately to
enlare oil)ur .Federal energy research and development, efforts.

First, I am initiating a Federal energy researcih and development.
effort of $1.0 billion over a five-year period, beginning in fiscal year
I 975 To give impetus to this drixe, I am directing that an additional
$0.Iuu .million iII fiscal year 1974 be devoied to the acceleration of cer-
min existi g projects and the initiation of new projects in a number
of critical research and development areas. At least. one-half of the
I'midinr for the new initiatives for this coming fiseal year will be
devoted to coal research afnd development witn emphasis on producing
cl.urI liquid fuels fronm coa. improvinug nmningnl techniques to increase
coad mining safety and productivity, acelerati.ng our coal gasification
program and develoring impýroved Iconibustion systems. The remainder
of the $100 million will he for research and development projects on
advaiicet energy coversionx systenis, envirormental control. geo-
rhermral steam, conservation. and gas-cooled nuclear reactors. While
it is esvent.ial that we maintain the present budget ceiling for fiscal y ear19`4. these vital programs must and can be funded within that ]eiling

Sucoild, I arr directin- the Chairman of the Atomic Energy" Corn-
umission to undertake an immediate review of Federal and private

energy* v research and development activities, under the general direc-
tion of the Erergv Policy Oflfie, and to recommend an intar'ated
ener.L, research and development, prorraiu for the Nation. This pro-

am should encourace and actively involve industry in cooperative
efforts to develop and (lernolist rate new technoloaies that will permit
blttrvr mse. of our energy resources. I am also directing the Chairman,,
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iii consuiltation with the Department of the Interior and other agelnies.
to recommend by September I of this year specific projects to which
the additional $100 million would be allocated during fiscal year 11'74.
Bv December 1 of this year, I am asking for her recommendations for
elnergy research and development programs which should bto. included
in mv fiscal year 1975 budget.

Iliird., I "an establishing an Energy Research and Development,
Advisory Council reporting to the. Energy Policy Office. to be com-
posed of leading experts in various areas of energy research and de-
velopment from outside the Government.

I feel that these steps will greatly improve and. expand our current
energy research and development effort and will ensure the develop-
ment. of technologies vital to meeting our future energy needs.

CONSERVATION

The Federal Effort
In my Energy Message of April 18, I announced preliminary steps

to conserve America's fuel supplies. I said at that time that while
energy conservation is a national necessity, conservation efforts could
be::ihdertaken on a, voluntary basis. I still believe this.

Iiowev'er, public persuasion alone is not sufficient to the challenge
confronting us. The Federal Government is the largest consumer (o)f
energy fn the country and, as such, it hasi ts own unique role to play
in reducing energy consumption and thus setting an example for all
consumers.

Effective today, I am therefore ordering the Federal Government
to ach•eve a seven percent reduction in its anticipated energy consump-
tion over the next 12 months.

I have directed the heads of all Cabinet departments and other
Federal agencies to report by July 31 on the specific steps they will
take to meet this target. Secretary Morton will be responsible for
monitoring agency efforts and reporting their progress to me.

These:.conservation measures are to be designed to ensure that no
vital services are impaired nor the proper functioning of these depart-
ments: and agencies curtailed. Exceptions will be permitted only in
unique circumstances. such as the program of uranium enrichment at
the A"ERC where a substantial reduction in enerr, consumption would
have - detrimental. effect on our efforts to provide, new forms of energ 'y.

While the precise means of conserving energy will be left to the dis-
eretio6)of Cabinet and ageni:'y heads, I an directing that conservation
efforts include the following measures:

-Reduction in the level of air conditioning of all Federal office
buildinzs throughout the stimmer,

-Rednction in the number of official trips taken by Federal em-
plovees.

-Purchase or leasing of automobiles and other vehicles which pro-
vide <ood gasoline mnileage.

Each department and agency is expected to review all of its activities
to determine how its own demands might be reduced. The Department
of Defense, the largest single consumer of energ7, within the executive
branch, has already examined its activities and has taken steps to
reducel its energy demands by 10 percment over last year-steps which
will iii no way jeopardize our military preparedness.
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Counescvation ;n the Private Sector
T am also directing all departments and agencies to work. closely

with Secretary Morton and the Office of EInergy" Conservation in the
development of long-term energy conservation plans and recomnienda-
tions for both the private and the public sector.

A.t my request., the, Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary of Com-
merce mid Governor Love are to ineet with representatives of American
mdustry to: discuss ways of cutting back on unnecessary consumption
of energy and to urge their active participation in the conservation
effort.

Further, I have directed the Secretary of Transportation to work
with the Nation's airlines, the Civil Aeronautics Board, and the Fed-
eral A vittion Adininist ration to reduce flight, speeds, and, where possi-
ble. the frequenvy of commercial airline flights. This effort is now
unnle.rway. By eflecting only a small reduction in speeds and flights,
it is possible to achieve significant reductions in energy consumption.
Placi."ig the Ch a.7e.nge in Perspective

As these measures cover a broad range of activities in the public and
private sectors. I want to put both the problem and the proposed
conservation measures into perspective. We all need to understand the
dimensions of the challenge, as well as the significance of the role every
single American has to play in meeting it.

The Department of the Interior estimates tha.t under the condi-
tions of current usage, our available supply of gasoline this summer
Could fall short of demand by one or two percent and possibly as much
-is five percent should the most adverse conditions prevail. To overcome
this potential shortage, and to reduce pressure on supplies of other
energy resources, I am suggesting that a reasonable and attainable na-
tional goal is to reduce anticipated energy use by individual consumers
by five percent.

We can achieve this goal by making very small alterations in our
pre'sent living habits, for steps such as thlose we are taking at the
Fvkdra l level can be taken with equal effectiveness by private indi-
vidmals. We need not sacrifice any activities vital to our economy or to
our well-being as a people.

raising the thermostat of an air conditioner by just 4 degrees. for
instance, wili res-lt in a saving of an estimated 15-20 percent in its
use of electricity.

J'ust, as the Government can obtain energry eflicient automobiles,
private citizens can do the same. Nearly tihree-quarters of the gasoline
used in America is consumed by automobiles.

Those who drive automobiles can also assist by driving more slowly.
A car travelling 50 miles per hour uses 20 to 25 percent less gasoline
per mile than the same Car travelling 70 miles per hour. Car'pooling
and. using publie transportation will result in further fuel savings.

In order to help reduce driving speeds. I am today taking the ad-
ditional step of writing to eaeh of the Nation's Governors, asking
them to work with their State legislatures to reduce highway speed
limits in a mamner consistent with safety and efficiency, as well as with
cue rgy needs.
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I also continue to urie the (.on!(ress to pass hihway-mass t. ransit
legislation which wvould proý-Ide Atates ani localities flexibility to
choose between capital investminc, in hih ways or m"ss transit. I )iver-
sion of some Coiji1ilutr traihc froum single occupanr automnobiles to
mass transit will result. in significait cime,..y and enviromnental bene-
fits. and at. the same tioe, prmit, the high ways to be operated in the
efficient manner for which they were designed.

Energy conservauton is not just sound policy for the countr, it is
also good economics for the consumer.

Changing to a more efficient autoniobile. for example, could produce
savingS of as much as one thmousand gahlons of ,as in the comre of a
year. A savings of one thousand galons of gas equals a personal sav-
ings of approximately -400.

Cutting down on air conditioning and heating, of cours(, alo cuts
down on the family -as or electric or oil bill.

Actions to re(duh:e the rate of growth in energy demands will also
improve our ability to protect and improve the quality of our en-
vi ton ment.

The conservation of existing energy resources is not a proposal it is
a necessity. It. is a requirement that will remain with us indefinitely.
and it is for this reason that I believe that the AVmerican people must
develop an energy conservation eth ic-

As a matter of simple prudence and cormmon sense, we must not
waste our resources, however abundant they mnay seem. To do other-
wise, in a world of finite resmorces, reflects adversely upon what we are
as a people and a Nation.

CONCLUSION

We face a challenge in meeting our energy needs. In the past. the
American people have viewed challenges as an opportunity W~o improve
our Nation. and to move forward. The steps . have outlined above
are not meant to be conclusive. They are part of the ongoing process.

I urge the Congress to act with due concern for our enerw needs
by rapid consideration of all of my legislative proposals in this field.
especially my request to clear the \wayý for the Alaskan pipeline.

Over the comning years it is essential that we increase our supplies
of energy.

I utre the members of the Federal Government to play their role
in meeting tme spirit and the letter of my enerv-coniiservation
directives."

I urge private industry to respond with all the imagination and re-
sourcefulness that has made this Nation the richest on earth.

But the final question of whether we can avoid an energy crisis
will be determined br the response of the American people to their
country's needs. In the past, whenever we have been faced with real
challenges. the American people have joined together to share. in the
common interest.

I am confident we will do so now.
RICi~atn M. NIXOV.

Trm Wirrrn Housu, June '29, 1973.
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June 29, 1973

BAC'KGP:orxnD

On April 18, 1973. the President's Energy Moessage to the Congress
outlined the energy" challenge facing America and announced initial
stops to meet that challenge. That mnessene pointed ont. that, the United
States has only six perenu1t of the world's population but consumes
approximatelv one-third of the. world's total energ',zy production. For
the past several years. the 17aited States has lwen consuming energy.7
at a faster rate than it has been developing new domestic suppieus. The
result has been increased reliance on foreigm ener,,gy, sources, with over
30 pereent. of our current petroleum needs coming from abroad and
the increasina likelihood of domestic energy shortages.

The President's Energy Message announced a number of initiatives
to encourage the development of the Nation's domestic energy resources
base. and he called for a comprehensive effort to reduce the growth in
our energy consumption.

Sevn, pieces of legislation important to the improvement of our
enera-v situation have been submitted to the Congress and are now
a'waiting action. This proposed le~rislation includes:

-Ehltric Facilities Siting Act
-Mined Areas Protection Act
--Mineral Leasing Act Amendments

-Bureau, of Land"Management Organic Act
-Santa Barbara Channel Iegislat ion
-IDeepwater Port Facilities Act
-Natural Gas Supply Act

SGNIo CANT DEvEIr03I'rENTS SIxCE APRIL 1s

Since the President's April IS message, the following actions have
been t-aken:

-Eight oil companies have &cided to buffld new refinery capacity.
The expanded refinery capacit5y of about 1.5 million barrels per
div-a 10 percent increase over existing capacity-will be avail-
able in about 3 vears. Additional decisions are expected shortly.

-A voluntary oil allocation program has been established in an
effort. to provide priority customers, refiners and marketers an
ernitable share of gas and oil.

-The, Office of Energy, Conservation and the Office of EnergT Data
and Analysis have, been established in the Department of the
Interior.

-The total allocation to small refiners of royaltv oil. available to the
Government from leases on the Outer Contihental Shelf and on
Federal lands has reached 100,000 barrels per day. It is anticipated
that about 60.000 additional barrels per dav\will be available
for allocation and that this will be completed by mid-August.



---Tbe Senate C ormiittee on Interior and insular Afifaiir:; has re-
ported out lekislatkio wichi would remove right-of-.w'ay restriC.
tions I)rcvent.11.tcg construction of the .Alaska Pi.peline..l.eiaic'i
are being held in the I1oIcse. The pipeline would be able. to pirovide
- million barreis of oil per day.

• -The Coune.l on Envir,.irnn ntxl Quality has be-t- a st1udv of thie
environnientil imp]act oftdtrillhi ii oil the Atlantic Outetr Conti-
riental Shelf and the Gulf of \,.ska ; the study is to be completed
next spring.

-. Tie Comme re Department has issued proposed reg-Idations coý-
ering the labelling of household appliances to show inergcg:

efficieney.
' Th-The Envvironmenta.l Protection A gelcy has published inT ormm-

tion on gasoline milea'gre for all 1973 automobiles.
-- The Department of State is taking steps to consult, with the major

oil producing aoil consuming ntions to develop cooperative ar-
rangements to provjde adequate and stable wvuIs to ijieet. the
world s growing energy demands.

ORnCAXlZIOAXr oF FEDERl E}]XEnGY AN 1) N'NATURAL R ESOUTCE ACTIVITrES

Sum mary

The President upjruaded and strengthened White lhouse arrange-
ments for energy policy by appointintt an Assistant to the President
for. Ener., who will head the Energ.y Policy Office.

The President is proposing legislation whichl would:
-Establish a Department of Energy and( Natnral Resources con-

sisting of functions transferred from the Departmcnt of tdi
Intetrior and several other agencies.

-Establish a new independent agency, the Energy Res~careh and
De. elopment: Administration (ERI)A), to fo.us all lFederal
•energy R&D.

-Retain the five-member cominission or,ýanizatioii of the AIEC to
carrv on the licensing, re-ulato•-v and related en- vironiental and
safety functions of that agency but under 'I new naImui -Nuclear
Ene, • Commission.

The Pie idc.t has dire(.eId Irh at a oiprehensivc study be under-
taken of Fetderal sI er, latory activities, looking to possible re-
orainization of these activ ities.

Energy Policy i;,ftr (/ '' )
The President bas created, a•l Energy Poliey Office itr the Executive

Office of the Pr sid at. The EI-P() will replicelo the SpeoiaI Commit.tee
on IEiergy. It will also expaind upon rthe rIole of the, Natiomal Enen.ri-
Office (created by Executive Order .1.1.712) w hich hellpid guidu the de,-
velopment of the Adninistration's energy poli,:ies mi!lding the new
(Toxerfinent iide or'mnizational arrangements. The. i()tice will 'he
headed by a Director who will also serv' Is Assistant to the Presideont
for4 yner,. Dirhe .1)ireeton will serve as the I President's rliii)al ,.,-
erg, N advisor and be responsible for identifying manjo problems. r.-
viewimg alternatives. making policy recorninendations. assuxiring that
agencies develop short and bIrag range pllans. and for monitoring the
implement ation of approved engent-y policies.
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77", L~pari-al/t 0 of E-ergqy and Natural ~ 'e (DE.N]?)
Th is new I),".rnrimeiit would bc'e responr;le l•,',r thi beaaunced utili.za-

tion and cons.r',t ion of our Xation's (enervrcY tend natural resourcesn,
The Deritrt it., ,V mld bring together and cal' 'in many related Fed-
cal pDogr:i-ti v which are. now wat.ice(ed ainong several o(.1epartrnents and
ece.s." DPNl( cxo 1••R1mil hav e the lespons•i ,•iit v for asii ring that ftit Vm.
(1;t , . ,tdsI t. tfor i.ber, 'minerals enlu. rfmv resourceq are mnet
-v,:ithont. sacrifiet g, our foresus. lakes, wilderness, beaches, and the '-en-
clra environmjiet. It would foster a better understandino of the total
environnint-the oceaiiis, the atmosphere, the lands and their inter-
actioln. It Aould provide a more modern, effective department for man-
agring and ca rrvinr out. Federal responsibilities with respect to Indian>
:.A id .e rritoritd peoples.

D.EN;N, would have an organiizntion and managerial capahilityv
which could most effectively and vigorously develop and implement
cOm prelhensi ye natu r al resol1rees policies and programs.

In March 1.97.1, the President proposed creatio)n of a Department of
Nzatural Resources, (DNST.) hut the Congress did not enact that legis-
lation. Today's legislation builds on thle earlier proposal. The Pt'Si,.
dent has aaain stressed the need to consolidate key natural resources
furnctions in the new Department so that we can mneet better our na-
tional objectives.

Fiu•ction and resource tran.fers to DENPR
The principa) fumctions and resources that would be transferred to

DENR are listed below. Estimates are, for the most part, for direct
.p'oaram activities and do not include departmental overhead resources
whichl will be identified later.

Fiscal year 1973

Budget outlay Full-time
estimates permanent

(in millions) employment

From Department of the interior: ji; functions except Office of Coal Research, the energy
research centers of Bureau of 

t
Mines and Undlerground Power Transmission R. & D.

which would he transferred to EROA . ............... ........... $2, 554 56, 0
From Atomic Energy Commission: Uranium and thorium assessment program ------ 2 78
From Department of Transportation: Oil and gis pipeline safety programs. 1 26
From Department of Agriculture:

Forest Service ...................... 788 21, OO0
River basin surveys ard irrwestie.atons, and olanning and funding for large watershed

orofection and flood prevention projects from the Soil Conservation Service ...... 7 200
From Deoartmerit of Commerce: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(OAA) ................... ................... ------ .322 12, 450
Fromo Department of the Army; Corps of t:npi neers, civil functions (pleanin, evaluation,

ooliry, and funding only)............ ........................................ 1,643 •360
From Water Resources Coarcil Alf functions ................. ............... ----- 8 45

Total ..... ................................................. 5,385 9i.:149

rDE iN Organization, and 3/an agement
The Department would be managed by a Secretary, a Deputy See-

retf,,ry, an UTnder Secretary for Policy and nit Under Secretary for
5.[a naei.tent," e ha vi ig e rOSS-mtt it., departmenttwide respo•isibilities.
Tillh- Departm,.'einti's missions would be carried out largelv thrroumhl five
Administrations, each containing programs grouped o the bas'is"f
(ofmmion major purposes. The assignment of functions among Admin-
istrations would be tite responsibility of the Secretary. Currently it
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is expected that the prm•ary functions of each Adininistr'Ition would
be as follows:

En erryq] and .11ineral• Administratio-n,--This Administration
would include those DENR functions primarily concerned widh
energy and minerals including Interior's Office of Energy Con-
servation, Office of IEneron- Data and Analysis, Office of Oil and
Gas, Oflice of ReSearch atnd Development. Bureau of Mines (ex-
cep energy research centers), Mining Enforcement and Safety
Administiation, and Bonneville. Southeastern, Southwestern andt
Alaska Power Administration. It would also include the Uranium
and Thorium Assessment Program from AEC and Office of Pipe-
line Safety from DOT.

Land and eieination R-sources Ad-nistration.-This W11-!istration would be comfposed of most functions fill( resources of

thie Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, the Bureau of Land Manag•e-
Inent, National Park Service, and the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife from the Department of Interior, the Forest Serv-
ice from the Department of Agriculture.

I ater Resaurces Avdnhistratio..-This Administration would
provide a single management framework for the intearatiolr and
coordination of national water resources policy and planning. Thre
organizational functions and resources to he included in this Ad-
ministration include the Bureau of Reclamation, Office of Saline
Water, and Office of Water Resources Research from Interior;
the policy, planning and funding of the civil functions of the
Corps of Enrineers: the River Basin Sui'veys and Investioations
Program and Planning and Funding, for large Wat.ershedl P'otec-
t ion and Flood Prevention projects from t he Soil Conservation
Service, Department of Agriculture; and the Water Resources
Council.

Oceanic, Atrnospheric, and Earth Scrienres Ad~min .tration.-
This Adnijustration would Include the functions and responsi-
bilitics of the Geological Survey of the Interior Department and
the National Oueanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
of the Department of Commerce.

I•n•ian and Territonial A.ffahrs.--This Adlinistration would
combine Interior's Office of Territories and Bureau of Indian
Affairs. The Indian and Territorial Affairs IPrograms are included
in DEN.R because of their historical association with natural
resources andtithe I)epartment of the Interior-. Most Indians ill
the past have, rejected proposals for transfer of Indian programs
to other departments and, pending further study, are included in
DENR.

In addition to the functions located in DENR's Energy and Minerals
Administration, the Secretary would be. responsible for and have
resources to assemble information with respect to energry resources and
demands in all sectors, perform analyses and identify energy" policy
and program options that would provide uhidance to other eopeerating
agencies and assistance to the Energy Policy Office and other' agencies
of the Executive Office of the Preside&t.

The Energy Research and Developmennt A dmivistration (ERDA)
This new independent agency would bring togel her and uiret r,,-

search and development programns on all form's of energy. The agency's

24-%.12 0 - "/ - 5
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objective would be the development in cooperation with industry of
new energy sources to meet the energy needs of present and future
generations in a manner which protects or enhances the quality of our
environment. ERDA would conduct development programs involving
all forms of energy.

Fu,nction and resource transfers to ERDA
ERDA would at the outset be composed principally of the follow-

ing functions:
All of the functions, authorities and resources of the Atomic

Energy Commission, except the uranium and thorium assessment
lrogram which will be transferred to DENR, and the AEC's
licensing, regulatory and related environment and safety func-
tions. Functions transferred to ERDA from AEC would include
nuclear materials production, reactor development, military ap-
plications, physical research, biomedical and environmental re-
search, non-nuclear energy R&D and other non-regulatory
functions.

Most of Interior's fossil fuels R&D, namely the Office of Coal
Research and the energy research centers of the Bureau of Mlines,
the synthane pilot plant for high BTU coal conversion which is
under construction in Bruceton, Pa., and underground power
transmission R&D.

This agency would be the focal point for the new accelerated energy
R&D programs. It is also contem lated that the bulk of the $2.5 mil-
lion central1 fund for energy R&D hat was requested in t 1 bIt yR&D itarqe~ 'the 1974 budg.et

of the Interior Department would be transferred to ERDA. The prin-
cipal resources identified thus far for transfer to ERDA are estimated
to be:

piscal year 1973
Budget out- Employment

lays estimates (full-time
(in millions) Permanent)

From AEC: All functions except uranium and thorium assessment program, and licensing,
regulatory and related environment and safety ..................-- --------.------ - $2,250 5,800
nom Interior:

Office of Coal Research ------------------------------------------------------ 58 37
Bureau of lMines energy research centers and synthane plant ------------------ --. 13 728
Underground power transmission R. & D ---------------------------------------. S

Total ................................................................. 2,322 6, 570

EIRDA Organization and, Managemnent
The creation of ERDA contemplates building upon the scientific

and technical base of the Atomic Energy Commission and making use
of the laboratories and technical management capabilities now lo-
cated in that agency. ERDA would be headed by an Administrator,
Deputy Administrator and Assistant Administrators responsible for
major programs and supporting functions. Specific l)roposals for the
internal organization of ERDA will be made at a later date, follow-
ing a study of R&D and production functions that would be trans-
ferred froth AEC, functions to be transferred frtom other agencies and
:new progranms. The internal organization would reflect clearly ERI)A's
role il non-inuiclar energy R. & 1). while assuring contiinued progress
on tho nuclear enerrgy functions transferred from AEC.
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Nuclear Energy CoMmi8.qion (NEC)
The five-Tiember Commission form of organization would be re.-

tained to head the licensing, regulatory and related functions of the
Atomic Energ_. Commission. The name of the agency would be
changed to the Nuclear Energv Commission.

Resources now directly associated with the AEC's licensing and
regulatory functions include approximately $40 million in net 1973
Bud-et outlays and about. 1275 full-time permanent employees. Studies
will begin inmmediately to ascertain which of the functions and re-
sources now under the General Manager of the AEC or dlireetly under
the Commission should be transferred to the NEC in support of that
agency's licensing and regulatory functions. In addition, it is ex-
pected that ERDA would be available to perform work in support
of NEC on a reimbursable basis.
Study o f Energy Reigulatory Activities

The President has directed that a comprehensi ve study of Federal
energy regulatory activities be undertaken to see whether reorganiza-
tion is desirable. A number of Federal agencies are engaged in such
activities, including the Atomic Energy Commission, Federal Power
Comuission. and Others that carry out energy regulatory functions as
a part of broader missions such as the Departments of Interior and
Transportation, Corps of Engineers, EPA, and Interstate Commerce
Commission. A wide variety of interests and objectives are involved, in-
cluding economic, public health and safety, environment, and ade-
quacy and reliability of energy supply. The study will be undertaken
over the next year to determine whether existing organizational ar-
rangements are most eflicient and effective for balancing the interests
and objectives involved. The interface with State and local regulatory
activities will also be considered an opportunity for Congressional
and public participation in. the study will be provided. 0MB will lie
responsible for assuring that the study is completed.

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEvELOPMENT

In addition to the major legislative proposals to improve energy and
natural resources organization. the President announced three major
steps to accelerate and to improve coordination of our Federal energy
R&i) efforts:

The President has concluded that:
-Federal funding for energy, R&D should be $10 billion over the

next 5 years beginning in FY 197i.
-As a start on this program, funding of $100 million would be
* devoted to new or accelerated high pi:iority energy R&D) projects

in FY 1974. This amount is in addition to the S25 million energy
R&D fund requested in the Department of the Interior's FY
1974 budget.

..ý-At least. h1alf of the $100 million funding would be used for coai
R&I), including, programs on clean liquid fuels from coal. )D-
proved mining techniques to increase safety and productivity,
accelerated coal g'asification and imprOVed combustion.

-The remainder would be for projects in:
-advanced energy coayre{:sion R&D to achieve greater efficien-

cdes in energy utilization and less waste heat, including work
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on high temperature conversion cycles, low temperature con-
version cycles, magnetohydrodynamics, alternate gas cycles and
advanced automotive power systeirs.

-a new program on energy conservation R&D to improve effi-
ciency and reduce energy consumption in transportation, resi-
dent:ial, commercial and industrial sectors.

-additional environmental control R&D to accelerate work on
power plant SO. removal, including work on improved proc-
esses resulting in useful byproducts and reduced wastes.

-geothermail R&D with emphasis on resource appraisal and~ex-
ploration, developing and demonstrating technology for utiliz-
ing hot brine and hot dry rock resources, and examining envi-
ronmental and systems problems.

-gas-cooled nuclear reactor R&.I), including funds for a program
to permit use of thorium as an additional nuclear fuel and
funds for additional high temperature gas-cooled reactor
(IITGR) safety and fuel research.

The President has directed the Chairman of the AEC. with assist-
ance of the Department of the Interior and other Federal agencies to:

-Conduct. a comprehensive review to provide the detailed elements
of our high priority FY 1974 energy R&D program. The review
will be under the general direction of the Energy Policy Office
and is to be completed by September 1, 1973.

-Organize immediately a review of Federal and private energy
R&D activities for the purpose of recoimnending an integrated
R&D program for the Nation. Industry is to be involved actively
in a number of cooperative efforts to develop and demonstrate
new technologies. Recommendations for future increases in R&D
programs are due from the AEC chairman by December 1 of this
year so that the President's FY 1975 budget can adequately
reflect such recommendations.

The President also directed that a high-level energy R&D Advisory
Council composed of leading experts from outside the Federal Gov-
erinment in various areas of energy technology he established to advise

the Energy Policy Office. The Council will provide technical advice
on major directions and the substance of an integrated R&D energy
program.

ENERGY CONSERVATION

Several energy conservation actions were announced in the Presi-
dent's April 18 message. Since then additional steps have been an-
nounced by industry, Government agencies and other groups. The
measures announced today are major new actions to reduce the rate of
growth in demand for energy-focusing particularly on gasoline and
electricity.

Actions to reduce the rate of growth in energy demands will im-
prove our ability to meet the important objectives of protecting and
improving the quality1, of our environment..

The most immediate energy problem facing the Nation is a shortage
of gasoline. The Department of the Interior estimates that, unless we
take actions to conserve fuel, the summer gasoline shortage nation
wide over the next three months under expected conditions may be 1-2
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percent of total demand. Under less favorable conditions, these shovt-
ages could reach the neighborhood of 5 percent of demand.

Even a 1-2 percent shortage nation wide could cause significant
problems in some areas. Shortages may be more seveivc in the last ftw
weeks of the summer when many Americans take their annual
vacations.

The Nation uses approximately 294 million gallons of gasoline per
day (or 7 million barrels). 95 percent of all gasoline is used for tr'is-
portation, over 70 percent of which is used for automobiles. The rate
of gasoline consumption is over 5 percent higher than last year. Pro-
duction and imports are not keeping pace with increased demand.
Gasoline inventories currently are about 5 perce.nt Jelow last year.

The removal of all quantitative restrictions on petrolemn imports
amounced in the President's April 18 Energy Message is allowing
domestic suppliers two imporit increased amounts of gasoline from
abroad. In addition, the voluntary allocation program and the alloca-
tion by the Interior Department of the Federal Government's royalty
oil to small refiners will ea.% the summer gasoline shortage by creating
a more equitable distribution of gasoline and crude oil among all con-
suming segments with special attention to high priority users. How-
ever, conservation measures are essential if the shortfall in gasoline is
to be minimized.

Gasoline, diesel fuel, jet fuel, heating fuel, and residual oil used by
the electric utility industry are all made from petroleum. The modern
refinery can be adjusted to vary the amount of each kind of product
produced from a barrel of oil, and this is done each year to maximize
gasoline preduction for the summer and heating fuel production for
the winter. In short, each gallon of gasoline and kilowatt of electricity
we save this summer will increase our heating fuel supply next winter.

The steps being announced are a beginning in the process of slow-
ing growth in the total demand for energy.
Natural Goal

The President has indicated that a reasonable and attainable goal is
to reduce anticipated personal consumption of energy by 5 percent over
the next 12 months.
1?educe Federal Government Energy Use

The President has directed each executive department and agency to
participate in a government-wide program to reduee anticipated'en-
ergy consumption by 7 percent over the next 12 months.

-All Federal departments and agencies are being instructed to
report through Secretary Morton to the President, and to:
-?•eview the activities of the agencies and their contractors which

place demands on our energy resources and determine how de-
mand can be reduced.

-Report by July .31, 1973 on their energy consumption and spe-
cific actions and time-tables to reduce demands.'

-Consider such steps as:
-Reduce air conditioning and encourage appropriate relaxa-

tion of dress standards in offices this summer. (A 4 degree in-
crease in temperature saves 15-20 percent of energyr, required
to run an' ir conditioner. For all Federal buildings'comb ined
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this will amount to an annual savings of 113 million kilowatt
hours or270,000 batrrels of fuel per year.)

-Use more energy efficient automobiles in Federal activities.
-Reduce busine. trips. (Federal employees travel 250 million

mile peIr year. A. 10 percent reduction in travel would save
25 million miles per year or 1.7 million gallons annually, as-
sumning 15 passenger miles per gallon.)

-Reduce unnece.ý4,-y lighting in Federal buildings and offices.
-Encourage emlployees to use carpools and mass transit.
-Reduce demand in Goveniment-owned laboratories and in-

dustrial-type facilities operated by the Government for
contractors.

-The President has directed the General Services Administration
to establish new regulations to require the use of more efficient au-
tomobiles in Federal activities, i.e., to reduce substantially the
size of cars and engines to be purchased and used by the Govern-
ment, and require Federal agencies to purchase and lease more
energy efficient automobiles when feasible.

-The Department of Defense has already taken steps to reduce
their fuel consumption in FY 1974 by 10 percent.

Reduce Airline Fuel Requi.rements
The Secretary of Transportation has asked the Civil Aeronautics

Board, Federal Aviation Administration and the Air Transport As-
sociation representing scheduled airlines to consider imunediate reduc-
tions in flight frequencies and aircraft cruising speeds. The idea for
this action came from the airline industry. A 3 percent reduction in air-
craft speeds adds only 12 minutes to a transcontinental flight. but saves
200 million gallons 6f jet fuel per year. Raising the national average
aircraft load factor from 52 percent to 60 percent by reducing flight
frequencies can ,ave 1.3 billion gallons of jet fuel per year.

State and Local Gove'lvnments and Industry
State and local governments and industry are being urged to follow

the Federal Government's lead in finding ways to conserve energy.
-The. President has sent a letter to each Governor asking for his

support and cooperation.
-The President has directed the Secretaries of the Interior and

Commerce, and his Assistant for Energy to meet with representa-
tives of American industry to encourage their strong participation
in energy. conservation efforts.

Actions by the Public to Con.&erve Energy
-The President is asking the public to reduce volhntarily speed on

highways. (The potential fuel savings nationwide from a 10 mph
reduction would be Q percent. Miles per gallon of gasoline vary
significantly with speed; e.g.. a car consumes 20-25 percent less
fuel per mile at 50 mph than at 70 mph.)

- hie mPresident asked Governors to support this request and to
work with State legislatures as soon as possible to reduce highway
speed limits, taking into account the objectives of mobility, safety
arnd e•lergy conservation.

-The President has urged motorists to reduce gasoline consumption
in additional ways:
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" -UIý carpools anidiax sstransit more frequently.
-Conside r taking' the. bus ox t ran onl long' trips.

-- Keep cars wel-tu.ned and ti re properly inflated.
iCtosidet enleroy effieienley when pl.dxr(tlsking a new cai r. if more
than one is owned. uso the most efllient car.

SlThe: 'resident h r. also urged conservation of eixerzy at home by:
..- Rising, thermostat settixngs on aIr conditioning by 4 degrees,

thus saving 1- to 20 percene6of the energV required for air con-
.ditionin"g,

-Loweribig w-inter horne. heating temperatures as mocd as 5
: degres, thereby saving up to 10 percent of the energy required
for home beating.

Con aresionol A.ction on Highlways--Mavs Troansit Legysation
The President has again urged the Congress to pass highwavy-mass

tr ansit legislation which provides states and localities flexibility to
choose between capital investment in highways or mass transit.

-Key legixslation on this matter is now being considered in a Sen-
ate House conference committee.

-Diversion of some commuter traffic from single occupant autos to
liass transit -would result in significant savinogs of gasoline.

Long: Terrm Co~nwrevation

The President has directed other departments and agencies to work
closely with Interior Secretary MNorton's new Office of Energy Conser-
vation in the development of long-term energy conservation plans. The
Secretary has identified the fololwing items for further study:

-Incentives to encourage use of caripools and mass transit.
.- Horsepower, weight or other taxes on automobiles to encourage

more energv.efficient autorriobiles.
-Incentives 'to encourage recycling of waste materials.

.- Mfore energy eflicient cominevrial and residential building con-
struction and operation. (Has potential to reduce nationwide space
heating and cooling energy requireinents 10 per-ent by 19S5.)

-Methods and exchange ofideas for conservation in indrxstrial and

commercial-uses of energy.
-An awards program for industrial energy• conservers, and for wan-

ufact irers whose pr-odiucts are etlicient.

Other Federal Aotions

-T-he Environmental Protection Ageny will soon publish proposed
procedures for voluntary labeling of automobiles and accessories
to show fuel consumption. This will permit consumers to compare
similar cars to determine thieir relative efficiency.

-Major departments and agencies have designated energy3, conserva-
tion coordinators who will work with the Department of the

.... Interior in the Federal effort.
,,Int0-ior's Office of Energy Conservation, in cooperation with the

President's Adviser on Consumer Affairs and other agencies, will
, deelop and implement a consumer information program on en-•"' .:"e rgjý eons~ervation
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EXECUT'VE OiRDER

June 29, 1973

ExNRGY PoLIcY (OFICE

13v virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United
States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows:

VXENFGY POLICY OFFICE

SECTO~N 1. There is hereby established in the, ExMutive Office of
the President an Energy Policy ()ffice. The office, shall be under the
immediate supervision and direction of a Director of the Ehri.ry
Policy Office who shall be, designated or appointed by the President.

FUNCTIONS OF TIIE DIRECTOR

SE. 2. (a) The Director shall be the Administration's chief policy
ofhicer with respect to energy matters, and shall be the President's
princilal ad vise r concerning those matters.

(b) The Director shall also be responsible for-
(1) identifying major problems, present and prospective. in

the energy areas:
(2) ni;king policy recommendations to the President with re-

spect to energy matters:
(3) working with exeicntive. bhanch agencies and outside grouips

il reviewing policy alternatives with respect to energy. matters;
(4) reviewing, commenting on, and making separate recom-

mendations on all other energy -related matters which require
Presidential attention;

(5) insuring that executive branch agencies develop short- and
long-range plans for dealing with energy matters;

(6) monitoring the impleme( ntation of approved energ•y policies
with the assista'nce of the Office of Management and Budget;

(7) providing guidance and direction t o the Oil Polioy Com-
mittee and its (Chairman in the performance of its functions;

(S) providing advice to the Cost of Living Council concerning
energy matters:

(9) assuring the( development of conm)rehensive plans and pro-
grams to assure the availability of adequate and dependable sup-
plies of energvy and

(10) inithating studies to be carried out by the appropriate
Government agencies.

S U PPORT

SEc. 3. (a) Necessary expenses of the Energy Policy Office may be
paid from the Emergency Fund of tile President or from such other
funds as may be available.

(b) The Administrator of General Services shall provide. on. a
reiunlimrsadlle basis, such administrrative supjport as many be needed:.
by the Energy Policy Office.
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(c) All departmtllnts anld aiowcirs of the ,rxeeutive branchl shiall,
to tle xtetlt, pe, rnlitt by •a hw. provide, assistlanice and information
to thei rofThe .ncry Poli n ) tiee.

SEc. 4. The T)i rectOr of the ,' ,rulgy Pol icy Office shall make a report'
to the President, for 1t'tnsrrllissioni to the. (orvmr'('ess•O hiter" han
AMarch 15. 1974, concerning actions that. have been taken and aetronsthat should be taken to Carry out the purposes of this order.

S UPEIRSEDURE

SEC. 5. Executive Order No. 11712 of April IS, 197,. is htrebv
superseded and the Special Committee on Energy and tie Nationalg
Energy Otlice are hereby abolished.

TUE WMITE HOUSE, JUne 29, 1923.



REMARKS ON T1HE NATION'S ENERGY POLICY

*.. Sm'L'M•ER 8, 1973

The PIRESDmET: As you know, we have just comnpleted a two
hour mneeting in the C[abinet. Room of the major Adrministration
officials having responsibilities in the field of energy Governor Love
presided over the meeting at mv direction and gave a report. with re-
gard to the programs that &e has initiated and that had been
initiated prior to his taking over this assignment.

I would like to summarize for the members of the press. before
having the Governor answer your specific questions in this field, the
problem as I see it at this time.

We have heard a lot about a crisis. I do not use that term because
we do not face a crisis in that sense of the word. I would simply say
that in the short-term we face a problem, a problem with regard to
energy, heating, for example, this winter. just as we thought we faced
a problem of gasoline this summer, and the posibilitv of brown-outs.

We ire not Polivannish about. solving that nproblem. but insofar
as the shoit-term problem is concerned, Governor Love has a program
which he is working on and one which is designed to meet the problem
and to deal with it.

So I would summarize by saving that short-term we face a problem.
But long-term, and this is the important thing for us to remember, the
prospects for adequate energy for the United States are excellent. I
would say the prospects foi"adequate energy for the United States
are as good as they are for any industrial nation in the world and
perhaps better, better because of our enormous research capabilities.

This morning we addressed both the short-term problem and the
long-term problern and the legislative problem and the administra-
tive problem.

In my press conference a couple of days" ago. I mentioned -,even
pieces of legislation. Today we have moved down to fonr piepes of
legislation that we consider to be of the highest urgency and that
must be acted upon before the end of the year. These pieces of legisla-
tion deal with both the short-term problem and address themselves
particnlarly. however, to the long-term problem.

One is the Alaska pipeline which is presently in conference and. of
course, where the propects are excellent. The second is the deep water
port~s. The longer we wait here, the longer we are going to have to wait
to have the capacity to bring in the products from abroad that. we
need to meet our energy needs. The third is the deregflation of gas.

(On)
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This we must. act upon now because only through derelgulation can
the n(ew cont ructioll, which is essential, the new construction, the
drilling, et cetera, and refineries be undertaken. And the fourth is
the legislation with regard to strip mining.

The strip iniilug legislation. as iwe know, has elements of con-
troversy because of conflict with the environmentalists. But Mr. Train
w:is hero aft the meeting this morning, at our request, and he has been
ai'tioipating in all of these meietings and be believes that the legisla-

tion th'at we have presented to the Congress, properly administered,
is one th'at cain be consistent. with otir environmenttal goals.

SO much for wA hat the Congress should do. These four pieces of
legrislation the Congress should consider on a high priority basis, be-
ealse fililling to aec Ileans that we could have very serious problems,
not just this year, but. particularly in the years ahead.

The other points that I would make are with regard. to what we
can do and haveI done and are doing from an administrative stand-
point, that do not require legislation.

One is the relaxation of emission standards. Governor Love is call-
ing together several Governors who have particular interest in this
area and lie will be meeting with them either next week or early in the
following week. The relaxation of emission standards will have the
effect of dealing with the immediate problem, the problem we face this
winter and unless those standards are relaxed, we could have a very
serious problem this winter. That is why the Governor is moving in
this particular area.. This can be done, incidentally, administratively,
but it requires the cooperation of the Governors because the Governors
have, in many instances. as a result of our asking them to do so, had
their legislators- adopt standards at the State level which presently
are State, law. It will be necessary for those to be modified.

A second area where administrative action is possible is with re-
gard to the Elk Hills Naval Reserve. Here consultation with the Con-
gress is required and we will institute that kind of consultation that
is necessary, particularly with the Armed Services Committee. But
developing the Elk Hills Reserves is essential in terms of providing,
from our domestic sources, for the needs that we have.

And consequently, we are moving next week in the consultative
process so that we can go forward with the Elk Hills development.

And then further, and this looks down the road. we gave the go-
ahead this morning for a sharp step up in the development of peace-
f iil uses of nuclea r energy.

Now, there are many -old wives' tales and horror stories that are
told about nuclear plants and all the rest. Russell Train was there, I
askcd him about the effect on the environment, to separate out the fears
from what actually the facts were. He came down on the side of going
forward with the program, the development of nuclear power, not
onl!y having in inidl our present technology, but also research which
would allow us to develop nuclear energy in much more exciting ways,
looking to the future, for peaceful purposes.

And in this field, I will be meeting myself next week with members
of the Atomic Energy Commission, along with the Governor and with
Russell Train so that we can give new impetus to that program of the
development of nucilea r power for peaceful purposes.
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We were the fitst to make the breakthronigh in nuclear I.:o,'"er for
military purposes. We have lagged behind in peceful usos. Sonic
nations abroad, while they certam/l do not haVe our teliinology, at
least have more thrust here. they haVE more drive he.re in thiu area
than we have. But the development of nuclear pmwer for pEac:fu l
purposes is to be a iajorAdmnistration ifltiative from now on
through the bala nece of our term here.

I1n the field of research also--this relates clear back to the strip
1ii11n1 a moment a o. is tiA h rea of research with Irefatrd to tho, use
of MOYl. Secreterrv Mortton pointed out in0 our meetilng this inorning fLQ
that when we think of the energv sources for dhe United St:ates, that.
four percent. only four p1ere it presently in the ground come.from oil.
three percent potentially from natural gas and 9.1 percent from eal.

The United States at tie preselt time, has almost haif of the coal
reserves of the world. And the problem oiUlv is to get the coal out in a
way that is not too destructive to the environment, but also to find the
iuses for coal. liquifieation progra ins, other progralis which the (Gov-
ernor is quite familiar with and I ama not, but which he will be glad to
fill you in on.
• I would simply summarize in this way. The othe, r day in our press

conference-the Governor and I did diseuss this and I h::ave askekd hin,
once he does have the time. to perhaps travel abroad and have an
opp~ortunity to survey the situation in so)me of t~hese. countrlies himnse f*...

I was asked about the developments in the Mideast and what that
mneant to us.

The United States would prefer to continue to import oil. rpetrolieura
products from the Mideast, from Venezuela, from Canada. from other
countries, but also we are keenly aware of the fact that no nation, and
particularly no industrial nation. must be in the position of being
at. the mercy of any other iiat ion by having its energy supplies suddenly
cut off.

We are going to do the very best. we can to work out problems with
the 'Mideastern, countries or any other countries that may develop. so
t;hat we can continue to hlave a flow of imports into the U nited States
of oil products partivularlv.

On the other hand, the programs that I have discussed here today,
for the most part, as you know, deal with developiin•r within the
United States itself, the capability of providing for our energy re-
sources. We can develop those resources. It can be done with6 in a matter
ofa very few years. I a:m not -oingw to put a timetable on it. but it can
be done. Becaiuse the United States, as a great industrial nation, the
most advanced.industrial nation of the world, must be in a positiom
and must devel:p the capacity so that no other nation in the world that
might, for some reason or another, take an unfriendly attitude toward
the United States, has us frankly in a position where they can cut off
our oil. or basically more important, cut off our energly.

I would like to say' finally that Gov t ernor Love in his brief time here
has done a superb -job of trying to pull all the. various, agencies of the
government together. The conversation within the Cabinet Room
was quite spirited. There were disagreements in certain areas and
fi~nallv, however, wev did agree on the program that I have outlined
here today.
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The Governor will be able to answer techmical questions about
propane and other things, where I am not, frankly, quite knowledge-
able.

So. Governor, the ladies and gentlemen are yours.
RICHARD 'M. NIXON.

Twa 1-HITE HorsE, September 8, 1973.



EXCERPT FROM MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS

SEPr=BE 10, 1973

M.EETIN- TIlE E}NEIRGY CHALLENGE

I have previously stated, and wish to restate in the most emphatic
:terms, that the gap) between America's projected short-termn energy
needs and our available domestic emergy supplies is widening at a rate
which demands our immediate attention.

I am taking all appropriate measures within my authority to deal
with this problem: seeking to increase our supplies and moderate our
demands. Looking to the future, I have announced plans for a large
scale increase in our research and development effort., and I have asked
my top energy advisor. Governor John Love, to meet with Stare offi-
cials to seekt(eniporiArv modifications of air quality standards. Such.
modifications would help to minimize fuel shortages this winter. In
addition. I will soon be meeting with members of the Atomic EnergyL"
Commi sion to determine whetier we can bring nuclear powerplants
on line more quickly. But. the energry problem requires more than
Presidential action. 'it also requires action by the Congress.

It is absolutely essential that. the Congress not wait. for the stimu-
lation of energy'shortage to provide the legislation necessary to meet
our needs. Ali'eadv we'have seen some regional inconveniences this
summer with respect to gasoline and this winter we may experience
a similar problem with regimrd to heating fuels.

Over the long term. the prospects for adequate energy for the
United States are Mxcelent. e hav-e the resources and the teehaology
to Meet our ,',rowing needs. But to meet those long-term, needs and to
avoid severe problems over the shorrt term, we mnust launch a concen-
trated effort which mnobilizes the Government, American industry and
the American people.

I have recentlv called for passage of seven major energy bills now
before the Congiress. Nor all of those can be acted upon with equal
speed, but four of these bills are of the higlhest urgency and must be
acted upon before the end of this year. These. four would provide
for the construction of the Alaskan' pipeline. construction of deep-
water ports. deregulation of natural gas and establislhment of new
standards for surface mi.ning. All four of these bills are addressed to
both our short-rerm and long-term needs.
Alaslkan Piptline

Our first. legislative goal-and one that. should be achieved this
mnonth-is the enactnmemN. of an Alaskan pipeline bill. Construction of
the pipeline would provide us with up to 2 million barrels of oil per

(73)
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day over which we would have full control and would simultaneously
re(luce by more than $3 billion per year our need for oil imports. I
have proposed legislation to avoid any further delay in the construe-
tion of the Alaskan pipeline and I am gratified that both Houses of the
Congress have already passed variations of this proposal. I urge the
earliest possible attention to these bills by the House-Senate Confer-
ence Committee, so that pipeline construction can begin.
Dee pwater Por'ts

Until domestic resources are in full production and technological
progress has reached a point where sufficient energy- sources are within
reach, we will have to rely uponl imports of foreign oil. At the present
time, however, continental port facilities are inadequate to handle
our import requirements.

Becaise of our limited port capacity, the super-tankers presently
usse4 for petroleum transpoit cannot be off-loaded anywhere on our
Atlantic coast. I have therefore proposed measures to authorize, the
construction and operation of deepwater port facilities in a manner
consistent with our environmental priorities and consonant with the
rights and responsibilities of the States involved.

W~re must not delay this important legislation. To do so would fur-
ther clelay the economical import of petroleum and would mean in-
creased costs to the American consumer, unnecessary threats to our
coastal environment, and further loss of revenues to Canadian and
Caribbean ports which are already capable of off-loading large
supertankers.
,'Vatural Gas

For several years Federal regulation of natural gas has helped to
keep the price'of that product a'rtificiallv low. Larg-e industrial con-
silineis have. welcomed this system of regulations-it has helped them
to hold their fuel costs down. and since natural gas is the cleanest of
our fossil fuels, it has also enabled them to meet environmental stand-
ards "t an artificially low cost. This system of reguilation. however,
has also had the unfortunate result of discouraging producers from
expanding supplies. As a result of higrh consumption by industrial
uises coupled with the reluctance of producers to explore and develop
new sources of natural gas, we now face. a natural gas shortaue.

I have therefore. proposed that we begin a gradual move to free
market prices for natural gas by allowing the price of new supplies of
d(omestie natural --as to be, deter-rmined by the competitive forces of the
marketplace. This action should provide a secure source of natural
gas at a price significantly lower than alternative sources. While there
may bxe an increase in the price of natural gas over the short term
that, increase should be modest.
Surfacee M)nivny

Our most abundant domestic source of energy is coal. We must learn
to use more of it, and we imist learn to do so in a manner which does
not daimage, the land we inhabit or the air we breathe.

Surfacer mining is both the most economical and the most environ-
mentally destrictive m(etlhod of extracting coal. The damage caused
1* surface mining, however, can be repaired and the land-restored.
I Iblieve it is the responsibility of them ining industry to undertake
such restorative action and I b.)elieve it must be required of them.
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I have proposed. legislation to establish reclamation standards which
would regulate all surface and underground mining in this country.
These standards would be enforced by the States. I call again for
enactment of this proposal, for it would enable us to increase the
supply of a highly economic fuel while avoiding the severe environ-
mental penalties which we have often paid in the past.
Reorganization of Federal Eiwrgy Effort

The four energy bills discussed above can and should be passed by
the Con-oress this year. There are three additional measures proposed
by the Xdministration whose early pas&sage is important but not so
critical that they require action this year. I would hope that these
measures would 6e near the top of the legislative agenda in the Tht..ru.

One of these bills provides for reorganization of the Federal en-
ergv' effort. While energy is one of our Nation's most pressing prob-
lems, and while the preservation and effective use of our natural re-
sources is an imperative policy goal, it is presently impossible to ad-
minister these related objectives in a coordinated way. Our ability to
manage our resources and pro•'ide for our needs should not be held
hostage to old forms and institutions.

I have noted repeatedly the need for thorough reorganization of
the executive branch of the Federal Government. I believe the need
for reorganization is especially acute in the natural resource area. I
have urged and I urge again tle creation of a Department of Energy"
and Natural Resources to permit us to deal with these questions in a
more comprehensive and more effective manner.

I also again asic the Congress to create a new, independent Energy
Research and Development Administration so that we can make the
very best use of our research and development funds in the future.
Our research and development effort could produce the most helpful
solutions to the energy problem. For that reason, I recently announced
plans to initiate a $10 billion Federal effort in this field over the next
lve years. No legislative action is needed by the Congress this year
to provide funding, but it will be necessary for the Congress to ap-
prove such funding in the years ahead.

Since regulation of atomic energy resources can be better and more
fairly performed if it is disengaged from the question of their de-
velopment and promotion, I have also included in this reorganization
package a separate and independent Nuclear Energy Commission to
perform these vital duties.

Siting of Power Plants
One of the major energy questions we face in 1973 is whether we

can, provide sufficient electric power to light our cities, cool and heat.
our homes, and power our industries in the decades ahead. One of the
solutions to that problem lies in the incruLsed use of nuclear energy. It
is estimated that by the year 2000 nuclear power can provide nearly
half of this country's electrical production.

We now have a'dequate safeguards to ensure that nuclear power
plants are safe and environmentally acceptable, but the way in which
we apply those safegtuards sometimes causes unreasonable delays in
construction. Similarly, protracted delays have been encountered in
the. sitineg of our plants that are powered by fossil fuels, which still
must provide the. majority of our electric generation capacity over
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the next three decades. Accordingly, I have proposed legislation which
would streamline the process for determining the fites of power plants
and transmission lines while continuing to provide full protection for
public hemth and for the environment. This legislation has been under
study for two years, and I am anxious to get it out of committees and
onto the statute books.
Santa Barbara Energy Reserve

It is important to the necessary expansion of our domestic energy
resources that we make more effective use of the vast oil and gas re-
serves along our Outer Continental Shelf. That is why I have ordered
the Department of the Interior to triple the leasing schedule in this
area and have directed the Council on Environmental Quality to study
the feasibility of extending Outer Continental Shelf leasing to the
waters off our Atlantic Coast and the Gulf of Alaska. I am equally de.-
termined, however, that our efforts to expand energy production should
not run rough-shod over our valid concern to protect and enhance the
naturl. envi roniment.

I have therefore proposed in the past, and have resubmitted to the
Congress this year, legislation to cancel oil leases in the Santa Barbarm
Channel and to create in that area a National Energy Reserve. Under
this legislation, oil from Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 1 in California
would be substituted for the oil off Santa Barbara and part of the
proceeds from that production would be used to meet the expenses of
exploring other potentially vast oil and gas reserves in Naval Petro-
leum ReseIrve N.. 4 in Alaska. I believe that this legislation would
permit us to maintain momentum in exploration and development
while at the same time removing the threat of oil spills as a result of
the unique geological formations off the Southern California coast.

In view of the present scarcity of fuels, it is important that we act
now to draw upon the oil available in the Naval Petroleum Reserve
No. I (Elk Hills). During the next several days, at my direction, repre-
sentatives of the Administration will seek the necessary consultations
with members of the Congress in order to increase production of oil
from Elk Hills. This increaged production should help to meet the fuel
needs of the West Coast this winter.

Rm•1cAu M. Nixo-.q
TnE Warm HOUSE, September 10, 1973.



STATEMENT

OCTOBER 9, 1973

A meeting I held this afternoon with many of my top energy
and environmental advisors has underscored once again the need
for a full-scale effort to conserve energy.

It is now widely recognized that we may face fuel shortages for the
next few years. The shortage of heating oil this -winter could be as
high as 400,000 barrels per day. If every household will lower its
thermostat by just four degrees this winter, the total savings in heat-
ing oil alone will exceed that 400,000 barrel-per-day figure. This is
what conservation by all our citizens can accomplish.
, A more prudent use of energy must be made at all levels-by

Government, by industry, and by private citizens. This June I directed
that action be taken throughout the Federal Government to reduce
anticipated energy consumption by a total of 7 percent, and I urged
industry, State and local government and the general public to
participate in efforts to reduce expected energy demands across the
Nation by 5 percent over a 12-month period.

Our meeting today was to assess the progress made so far and to
discuss plans for the winter phase of our National Energy Conserva-
tion Campaign. The most encouraging report came from Secretary
Morton, who said that the Federal agencies have made an excellent
start toward achieving their goal of a 7 percent reduction in energy
consumption. Just as a single example, the General Services Admin-
istration in the District of Columbia has taken steps which should

3 result in a savings of 164 million kilowatt hours of electricity annually,
reportedly enough electricity to supply the entire city of Washington
for several days. Among the actions being taken by the Federal
agencies are:

-A lowering of winter temperature settings to 70-72 degrees, com-
pared to last year's level of 74-76 degrees.

-Elimination of unnecessary lighting.
-And purchase and rental of vehicles which use gasoline more

efficiently.
Also in today's meeting, Secretary Dent outlined to me his proposed

program to encourage business and industry to save energy. .As indus-
trial use accounts for 40 percent of all energy consumption in the
United States, our business leaders have a vital role to play in this
effort.

Mrs. Knauer reported this morning on her efforts to provide con-
sumers with the information they will need to use energy wisely.
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Finally, I received a report on energy conservation from my Citi-
zens' Advisory Committee on Environmental Quality. This Commit-
tee is chaired by Mr. Henry Diamona of New York and includes 15
of the Nation's leading citizens. Its report, which will receive wide
distribution, makes extensive recommendations for citizen actions to
cut back their energy demands.

Our campaign to meet America's energy needs is not confined, of
course, to conservation. We are also pushing to increase supplies
through both exciutive and legislative means. We have already takein a
number of executive actions, such as accelerating the leasing of off-
shore oil rights, and if other steps should become appropriate, I will
not hesitate'to take them. On the legislative front, there are still seven
major proposals awaiting passage on Capitol Hill. and I am anxious
that, at least four of these bills be enacted before the end of the year.

In addition, we are asking that. all citizens be prepared to bear their
share of possible shortages. To that end, the Administration has just
announced its decision to establish a program of mandatory allocation
for home heating oil and propane. It should be understood that this
action will not increase available supplies, but will merely distribute
supplies so that, insofar as possible, no areas will face critical short-
ages and any possible inconveniences will be shared equally by all
Americans.

Our energy program is thus all-embracing. We must act: t increase
supplies and we must insure a fair distribution of those supplies. But
eqtually importanit, we must not consume more than we need. We must
not waste energy.

Whenever Americans have been called upon to join together and
work together in the national interest., they have responded. We need
the united action of all Americans now to; conserve the fuel we must
have to meet our vital energy needs.

RICHARD M. Nixox.
Tmii WniTE HousE, October 9, 1973.



STATEMENT

OCTOBER 11, 1973

America's national energy policy requires the fullest possible utiliza-
zion of science and technology to insure that all of our energy resources
become available rapidly and in a balanced and prudent fashion. As

:I indicated in my press statement on September 8, our goal must be
self sufficiency-the capacity to meet our energy needs with our own
resources. I intend to take every step necessary to achieve that goal.
A great nation cannot be dependent upon other nations for resources
essential to its own social and economic progress.

Preparatory to the massive five-year, $10 billion energy research
and development program that I have announced will begin in the
next fiscalsear and in keeping with my intention to commit additional
funds in this fiscal year for Riigh priority energy research programs,
I am today announcing the details of an additional $115 million incre-
ment to this fiscal year's budget: for energy research and development.
This increase will raise the total energy R & D funding level for FY
1974 to about $1 billion, a 37 percent increase over FY 1973.

Appropriations already approved by the Congress will provide most
of the funds for this $115 million increment. I will soon be forwarding
to the Congress a request for supplemental appropriations to cover the
remainder.

Our hopes for advancing research and development also rest upon
may proposed legislation to create a Department of Energy and
Natural Resources and an independent Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration. This legislation, along with six other bills now
before the Congress, is essential to meet the full range of our energy
needs. The Congress has initiated hearings on my proposal for reor-
ganization, and I again urge that it proceed with dispatch.

On June 29, I directed the establishment of an Energy R & D
Advisory Council to assist Governor Love. I am pleased to announce
today that fifteen of our Nation's most distinguished scientists and
engineers, under the leadership of Dr. IH. Guyford Stever, who serves
as my science advisor and as Director of the National Science Founda-
tion, have agreed to serve on this Council. This group is holding its
first meeting this morning at the White House. In this meeting and
in coming months, this Council will be discussing short- and long-
range research and development programs, and acting to enlist the
talents of our scientific and technological "community-in industry,
universities, and Government laboratories--in this effort.

I am confident that with these initiatives, all now in progress. we
are well underway in our effort to meet our energy requirements with
proper regard for the preservation of our natural environment and for
the early achievement of energy self sufficiency. As additional efforts
prove necessary, I shall be prepared to take those steps.

RICHARD M. NIXON.
Tim WVirim HOUSE, October 11, 1973.
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ADDRESS ON THE ENERGY EMERGENCY

NovE3rME 7, 1973

The PfESIDEXT: Good evening. I want to talk to you tonight about a
serious national problem, a problem we must all face together in the
months and years ahead.

As America has grown and prospered in recent years, our energy
demands have begun to exceed available supplies. In recent months,
we have taken many actions to increase supplies and to reduce con-
sumption. But even with our best efforts, we knew that a period of
temporary shortages was inevitable.

Unfortunately, our expectations for this winter have now been
sharply altered by the recent conflict in the Middle East. Because of
that war, most of the Middle Eastern oil producers have reduced over-
all production and cut off their shipments of oil to the United States.
By the end of this mouth, more than 2 million barrels a day of oil we
expected to import, into the United States will no loniger be available.

'We must., therefore, face up to a very stark fact. We are heading
toward the most acute shortages of energy since World War II. Our
supply of petroleum this winter will be at least 10 percent short of our
antic pated demands, and it could fall short by as much as 17 percent.

Now, even before war broke out in the Middle East, these prospec-
tive shortages were the subject of intensive discussions among members
of my Administration, leaders of the Congress, Governors, Mayors
and other groups. From these discussions has emerged a broad agree-
iment that we, as a Nation, must now set upon a new course.

S In the short run this course means that we must use less energy-

that means less heat., less electricity, less gasoline. In the long run, it
means that we must develop new sources of energy which wilrlgive us
the capacity to meet our needs without relying on any foreign nation.

The immediate shortage will affect the lives of each'and every one of
us. In our factories, our cars, our homes, our offices, we will have to use
less fuel than we are accustomed to using. Some school and factory
schedules may be rearranged, and some jet airplane flights will be
canceled.

This does not mean that we are going.to run out of gasoline or that
air travel will stop. or that we will freeze in our homets or offices any-
place in America. The fuel crisis need not mean genuine suffering fo'r
any American. But it will require some sacrifice by all Americans.

We must be sure that our most vital needs are met first--and that our
less important activities are the first to be cut back. Arid we must be

i.(81),
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sure that while the fat from our economy is being trinmmed, the musclo
is not seriously damaged.

To help us carry out that responsibility, I am tonight announcing
the following steps:

First, I am directing that industries and utilities which use coal-'-
which is our most abundant resource-be prevented from converting
from coal to oil. Efforts will also be made to convert power plants from
the use of oil to the use of coal.

Second, we are allocating reduced quantities of fuel for aircraft
Now, this is going to lead to a cutback of more than 10 percent of the
number of flights, and some rescheduling of arrival and departure
times.

Third, there will be reductions of approximately 15 percent in the
supply of heating oil for homes and offices and other establishments.
To be sure that there is enough oil to go around for the entire winter,
all over the country, it will be essential for all of us to live and work in
lower temperatures. We must ask everyone to lower the thermostat in
your home by at least 6 degrees, so that we can achieve a national day-
time average of 63 degrees.

Incidentally, my doctor tells me that in a temperature of 66 to 68
degrees, you are really more healthy than when it is 75 to 7 8, if that is
any comfort. In offices, factories and commercial establishments, we
must ask that you achieve the equivalent of a 10-degree reduction by
either lowering the thermostat or curtailing working hours.

Fourth. I am ordering additional reductions in the consumption of
energy by the Federal Government. We have already taken steps to
reduce the Government's consumption by 7 percent. The cuts must now
go deeper, and must be made by every agency and every department in
the Government. I am directing that the daytime temperatures in Fed-
eral offices be reduced immediately to a level of between 65 and 68 de-
gress, and that means in this room, too, as well as in every other room
in the White House. In addition, I am ordering that all vehicles owned
by the Federal Government-and there are over a half million of
them-travel no faster than 50 miles per hour except in emergencies.
This is a step which I have also asked Governors, Mayors and local
officials to take immediately with regard to vehicles under their
authority.

Fifth, I am asking the Atomic Energy Commission to speed up
the licensing and construction of nuclear plants. We must seek to
reduce the time required to bring nuclear plants on line, nuclear
plants that can produce power, to bring them on line from 10 years to
6 years. reduce that time lag.

Sixtif. I am asking that Governors and Mlavors reinforce these
actions by taking appropriate steps at the State and local level. We
have already learned for example, from the State or Oregon, that
considerable amounts of energy can be saved simply by curbing unnec-
essary lighting and1. slightly the school year. I am recommend-
ing, thiat other oini~ties follow this example, and also seek ways to
stagger working hours, to encourage greater use of mass transit and
car pooling.

How many times have you gone along the highway or the freeway,
wherever the case may be, and, see hundreds and hundreds of cars
with one individual in that car. This we must all cooperate to change.
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Consistent with safety and economic consideration, I am also asking
Governors to take steps to reduce highway speed limits to 50 miles
per hour. This action alone, if it is adopted on a nationwide basis
could save over 200.000 barrels of oil a day-just reducing the speed
limit to 50 miles per hour.

.Nowv. all of these actions will result in substantial savings of enery...
More lthan that, most of these are actions that we can take riglht now

-without.further delav.
Thek67e to their success lies, however, not just here in Washington.

but In" ev•ery home, in every community across this country. If each
of us join in this effort. joins with the spirit and the determination
thin'thave always graced the American character, then half the battle
will already be won.

But we ýhould reco~gnize that even these steps, as essential as they
are. may not be enoughr. We must be prepared to take additional steps,
and for that purpo;se, additional authorities must be provided by the
Congress.,

I have therefore directed my chief adviser for energy policy, Gov-
ernor Love. and other Administration officials, to work closely with
the Congress in developing an emergency energy act.

I met with the leaders of the Congraess this morning and I asked
that they act on this legislation on a priority urgent basis. It is im-
perative that this legislation be on my desk for signature before the

ongTess recesses this December.
Because of the hard work that has already been done on this bill

by Senators Jackson and Fannin, and others, I am confident that we
can meet that goal, and I will have the bill on this desk and will be
iable.to sign it.

This proposed legislation would enable the Executive Branch to
meet the energ~y emergency in several important ways:

First. it would authorize an immediate return to Daylight Saving
Time on a year-round basis.

Second,: it would provide the necessary authority to relax environ-
mental regulations on a-temporary case-by-case basis, thus permitting
an appropriate balancing of our environmental interests, which all
of us share, with our energy requirements, which, of course, are
indispensible.

Third, it would grant authority to impose special energy conser-
vation measures such as restrictions on the working hours for shopping
centers and other commercial establishments.

And fourth, it would approve and fund increased exploration de-
relopment and production from our Naval Petroleum Reserves. These
reserves are rich sources of oil. From one of them alone-Elk Hills
in California-we could produce more than 160,000 barrels of oil a day
within two months.
. Fifth, it would provide the Federal Government with authority to
reduce hih-hwav speed limits throughout the Nation.

And finalv.'it would expand the power of the Government's regnu-
latory ageicies to adjust the schedules of planes, ships, and other
carriers.

If shortages, persist, despite all of these actions and despite inevi-
table increases in the price of ener-' v products. it may then becomc. nec-
essary-may become necessary-to take even stronger measures.
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It is only prudent that we be ready to cut the consumption of oil
products, such as gasoline, by rationing, or by a fair system of taxation,
and consequently, I have directed that contingency plans, if this be-
comes necessary, be prepared for that purpose.

Now, some of you may wonder -whether we are turning back the
clock to another age. Gas rationing, oil shortages, reduced speed
limits-they all sound like a way of-life we left behind with Glenn
Miller and the war of the 1940S. Well, in fact, part of our current
problem also stems from war-the war in the Middle East. But our
deeper energy problems come not from 'war, but from peace and from
abundance. We are runnine out of energy today because our economy
has grown enormously and because in prosperity what were once con-
sidered luxuries are now considered necessities.

How many of you can remember when it was very unusual to have
a home air conditioned? And yet, this is very common in almost all
parts of the Nation.

As a result, the average American will consume as much energy in
the next seven days as most other people in the world will consume
in an entire year. We have only six percent of the world's people in
America, but we consume over 30 percent of all the energy in the
world.

Now, our growing demands have bumped up against the limits of
available supply and until we provide new sources of energy for to-
morrow, we must be prepared to tighten our belts today.

kter me turn now to our long-range plans.
While a resolution of the immediate crisis is our highest priority,

we must also act now to prevent a recurrence of such a crisis in the
future. This is a matter of bipartisan concern. It is going to require
a bipartisan response.

Two years ago, in the first energy mnessag. any President has ever
sent to the Congress. I called attention to our urgent energy problem.
Last April, this year, I reaffirmed to the Congress the ma._gnitude of
that problem. wid I called for action on seven major legislative initia-
tives. Again in June, I called for action. I have done so frequently
since then.

But thus far, not one major energy bill that I have asked for has
been enacted. I realize that the Cong-ress has been distracted in this
period by other matters. But the time has now come for the Congress
to get on with this urgent. business-providina the legislation that will
meet not only the current crisis, but also the long-range challenge that
we face.

Our failure to act now on our long-term energy problems could
seriously endanger the capacity of our farms, and of our factories, to
employ Americans at record-breaking rates-nearly RR million people.
are now at work in this country-and to provide tht highest standard
of living we, or any other nation,lhas ever known in history.

It could reduce, the capacity of our farmers to provide the food
we need. It could jeopardize our entire transportation system. Tt could
seriously weaken the ability of America to continue to 7ive the leader-
ship which only we can provide to keep the peace that we have won at
such great cost, for thousands of our finest voung Americans.,

That is why it is time to act now on vital energy legislation that
will affect our daily lives, not just this year, but for'years to come.



We must have legislation now which will authorize construction
..of ýthe Alaska pipehine--legislation which is not burdened with ir-
relivant and unnecessary provisions.

We must have legislative anthority to encourage production of our
K vast quantities of natural gas, one of the cleanest and best sources of
• eniergy.

We must have the legal ability to set reasonable standards for the
surface mining of coal.

And we must have the organizational structures to meet and ad-
minister our energy programs.

And therefore, tonight., as I did this morning in meeting with the
Cofigressional leaders, I again urge the Congress to give its attention
to the initiatives I recommended six months ago to meet these needs
that I have described.

Finally, I have stressed repeatedly the necessity of increasing our
energy research and development efforts. Last June, I announced a

Sfive-year, $10 billion program to develop better ways of using energy
and.e o explore and develop new energ" sources. Last month I an-
nounced plans for an immediate acceleration of that program.

We can take heart from the fact that we in the United States have
half the world's known coal reserves. We have huge, untapped sources
of natural gas. We have the most advanced nuclear technology known
to man. We have oil in our continental shelves. We have oil shiales out
in the Western part of the United States and we have some of the

• finest technical and scientific minds in the world. In short, we have
all the resources we need to meet the great challenge before us. -Now
we must demonstrate the will to meet that challenge.

In World War II, America was faced with the necessity of rapidly
"developing an atomic capability. The circumstances were grave. Re-

sponding to that challenge, this Nation brought together its finest
scientific skills and its finest administrative skills in what was known
as the Manhattan Project. With all the needed resources at its com-
mand. with the highest priority assigned to its efforts, the Manhattan
Project gave us the atomic capacity that helped to end the war in
the PacificAnd to bring peace to the world.

Twenty years later, responding to a different challenge, we focused
our scientific and technological genius on the frontiers of space. We
pledged to put a man on the moon before 1970, and on July 20, 1969.
Neil Armstrong made that historic "giant leap for mankind" when
he stepped on the moon.

The lessons of the Apollo project, and of the earlier 'Manhattan
Project, are the same lessons that are taught by the whole of American
his.orv: henever the American people are faced with a clear goal
and they are challenged to meet it, we can do extraordinary things.

Today the challenge is to gain the strength that we had earlier in
this cen'turv. the streinth of self-sufficiency. Our ability to meet our
own energy needs is directly limited to our continued ability to act
decisively and independently at home. and abroad in the service of
peace. not only for America, but for all nations in the world.

I have ordered fundin- of this effort to achieve self-sufficiencv far
in excess of the funds that were expended on the Manhattan Project.
but money is only one of the ingredients essential to the success of
such a project.
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We must also have a unified commitment to that goal. We must
have unified direction of the effort to accomplish it. Because of the
urgent need for an organization that would provide focused leadership
for this effort, I am asking the Congress to consider my proposal for
an Energv RIesearch and Development Administration separate from
any other organizational initiatives, and to enact this legislation in .

the present session of the Congress.
Let us unite in committing the resources of this Nation to a major

new endeavor, an endeavor that in this bicentennial era we can appro-
priately call "Project Independence." Let us set as our national goal,
in the spirit of Apollo, with the determination of the 'Manhattan
Project, that by the end of this decade we will have developed the
potential to meet our own energy needs without depending on any
foreign energ, sources.

Let us pledge that by 1980, under Project Independence, .:e shall
be able to meet America's energy needs from America's own energy
resources.In speaking to you tonight in terms as direct as these, my concern
has be.en to.ay before you the full facts of the Nation's energy, shortý
age. It is important that each of us understands what the situatioi
is and how the efforts we, together, can take to help to meet it are
essential to our total efgort..

No people in the world perform more nobly than the American
people when called upon to unite in the service of their country. I am
supremely confident that while the days and weeks ahead ma"y be a
time of some hardship for many of us, they will also be a time of
renewed commitment and concentration to the national interest.

We have an energy crisis, but there is no crisis of the American
spirit. Letus go forward, then, doing what needs to be done, proud of
what we have accomplished together in the past, and confident 0f
what we can accomplish together in the future.

Let us find in this time of national necessity a renewed awareness
of our capacities as a people, a deeper sense of our responsibilities as
a Nation, and an increased understanding that the measure and the
meaning of America has always been determined by the devotion
which each of us brings to our duty as citizens of America.

I should like to close with a personal note.
It was just one year ago that I was re-elected as President of the

United States of America. During this past year we have made great
progress in achieving the goals that I set forth in my re-election
campaign.

We have ended the longest war in America's history. All of our
prisoners of war have been returned home. And for the first time in
25 years. no young Americans are being drafted into the Armed
Services. We have made progress toward our goal of a real prosperity,
a prosperity without war. The rate of unemiloyment is down to 4i/
percent, which is the lowest unemployment in peacetime that we have
had in 16 years, and we are finally beginningr to make progress in our
fight against the rise in the cost, of living.

These are substantial achievements in this year 1973. But I would
be less than candid if I were not to admit th'at this has not been an
easy year in some other respects, as all of you are quite aware.
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Ao As a result of the-deplorable Watergate matter, great numbers of
Americans have had doubt-, raised as to the integrity of the President

.,of the United States. I have even noted that some publications have
called on me to resign the office of President of the United States.

Tonight I would like to give my i nswer to those who have suggested
iat I resign.

I have no intention whatever of walking away from the job I was
elected to do. As long as I am physically able. I am going to continue
to work 16 to IS hours a day for the cause of a real peace abroad, and
for the cause of prosperity without inflation and witiiout war at home.
And in the months ahead, I shall do everything that I can to see that
any doubts as to the integrity of the man who' occupies the highest
ffce in this land, to remove those doubts where they exist.

And I am confident that in the months ahead, the American people
vwill come to realize that I have not violated the trust that they pla ed

in me when they elected me 'is President of the United States in the
past, and I pledge to ,,ou tonight that I shall always do everything
'that I can to be worthy of that trust in the future.

Thank you and good night.i : ... " "Richnnr~ M. Nrxox.

Tim W mro Hotsn.. November 7. 1973.

FACT SIYFET

N November 7,1973

BACKGROUND

In the President's Energy Message of April 18. the President char-
acterized the energy situation facing the country as a problem, but not
a crisis.

While we were faced with a tight supply situation this winter, par-
ticularly in home heating oil, we felt. that voluntary conservation ef-
forts, coupled with increased imports would allow us to balance the
.supply and demand.

However, as a result of the actions taken in the Middle East. our
ability to import has not increased, but has in fact declined. Therefore,
the energy problem has become much more severe.

CURRN•-T SITUAMTIN

Recent, oil curtailments will mean a shortage this winter of between
2 aid 3"million barrels per day of crude oil and products--or 10 to
17% of expected demand.

-Current shortages are approximately 10% of demand.
-If the oil cutoff continues as petroleum demand increases during

the winter, the overall shortage will rise toward the 3 million
barrels per day level-17% of demand..

-At the current 2 million barrels per day level, the total shortage
* in major fuels are:
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-Distillate fuels-including heating oil, diesel fuel and kero-
sene-at least 450,000 barrels per day or 11% short of expected
demand. (Heating oil shortages are expected to be over 15%
short of demand.)

-Residual fuel oil-which is used primarily by electric utilities
industrial operations and for heating large building-i-is ap-
proximately 500 thousand barrels per day'or 13% short of ex-
pocted demand.

-Jet fuel-at least 100 thousand barrels per day or 13% short'of
commercial and private use.

-Gasoline-at least 500,000 barrels per day or 7% short of de-
mand. Expected shifts in refinery output to higher productibn
of heating oil at the expense of gasoline could decrease the
shortage of heating oil and increase the shortage of gasoline by
as much as 200,000 barrels per day.

ACTIONS --N0ow BExNG TAMEN BY TIRE AD-.INI5sTRATION

The following actions are being taken by the Administration. pri-
marily under the authority of the Economic. Stabilization Act of 1970
and the Defense Production Act of 1950.

Reduce Residential Oil Consumption
-Regulations are being issued which prevent utilities and indus-

trial facilities from switching from coal to petroleum fuels to re-
duce the growing demand for residual oil.

-Utilities will be encouraged and, where possible, required to con-
vert power plants currently using residual oil to coal.

-46 power plants have indicated a capacity to convert within 60
days, with a potential savings of residual oil of 400,000 barrels
per day.

-Actual conversions will depend upon such factors as the avail-
ability of coal, transportation and storage facilities, and variances
from State Clean Air restrictions.

Reduce Jet Fuel Comm.ption
-The Federal Aviation Administration is continuing to work -with

airrines on action to reduce fuel consumption, such as reducing
speeds and limiting the amount of taxiing. This will save an esti-
mated 20,000 barrels per day.
N•ew steps will be taken under the fuel allocation program to dis-
tribute available jet fuel equitably among commercial and other
jet fuel users. Shortages could result in a 10% reduction in sched-
uled flights.

Redme Hleating Oil C(eatsmmption
-Thermostat-, in Federal buildings will be reduced to 65-680, lead-

ing to a 19% reduction from last year in enerzv required for heat-
ing-or the equivalent of 40,000 barrels of oilfper day during the
winter.

-The President. asked that.:
-Thermostats in homes be reduced by 60, to reach a national

daytime average of 68°.
-Offices. factories and commercial establishments achieve the

equivalent of a 10° reduction through lowering thermostats or
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curtailing working hours. (An estimated 450,000 to 600,000
barrels per day of -heating oil could be saved by these actions).

-Homeowners and businesses that heat with electricity and nat-
ural gas make the same sacrifices as those using oil.

-Plans are being developed to control consumption of heating oil
through rationing, if that proves necessary. A proposed plan
will. .be published in the Federal Register in about 4 weeks. In
addition, control fees are being considered to dampen excessive
use of natural gas anl electricity.

Reduee Gasoline Demand
-The President has directed that operators of all Federal motor

vehicles observe a 50 MPH speed limit.
-The President asked Governors, Mayors and the general public

to take steps to reduce gasoline use. Possible steps include:
-Make greater use of mass transit and car pools. An increase

in the average car occupancy for commuter trips from the cur-
rent 1.6 persons to 2.5 persons would save approximately 400
thousand barrels per day.

-Reduce speeds on highways within their states to a maximum of
. 50MPH.
-State and local governments can discourage automobile use

by:
-Setting aside bus lanes.
-Establishing higher parking taxes.

-Blockinig off certain city sectors to cars with only one occupant.
-Providing preferential parking for car pools.

-State and local governments, can stagger working hours to
smooth traffic flow and increase use of public transit.

-The President directed the Secretary of Transportation to give
priority to grant applications for the purchase of buses for mass
transit under the authorit of the Federal Aid Highway Act of
1973 and the Urban Mass Transportation Act. (Approximately
$1.8 billion per year is available for urban highway and urban
mass transit capital assistance).

-A plan for rationing of gasoline is being developed and will be
implemented if necessary.

Other Presidential Actions
-Directed the Office of 'Management and Budget to establish an

interagency task force to monitor the allocation and rationing
programs and develop plans for dealing with the expected
shortage.

-Directed the Secretary of Interior to establish a fuel allocation
administration to administer all energy allocation and rationing
programs.

-Directed the Secretary of Commerce to establish a National In-
dustrial Energy Conservation Council to promote conservation
in industry.

-Directed the Secretary of the Interior to activate the Emergency
Petroleum Supply Committee, which consists of oil company offi-
cials and serves in emergencies to gather information on inil)orted
petroleum supplies and their transportation.
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-Energy companies should not take advantage of ;the current oil
shortaares to gain excessive profits. If necessary Lhe Economic
Stabilization Act will be used to insure that the companies do not
benefit unduly.

Otier State and Local Actions
Governors and Mayors that have not vet done so are being asked to

establish energy emergeoncy offices or committees to:
--Deterinine the energy supply and demand situations in their areas.

-i)evelop and imlplement actions to reduce energy demand.
-Coordinate activities to assist those who do not have adequate

fuel supplies.
-Work with Federal agencies that are allocating fuel.

EMERGNcY E~nc,y LIzsrNTIO•N

Current emergency authority available by the President for dealing
with the energy emergency is largely limited to:

-Defense Production'Act of 1950, as amended, which provides
broad authority including authority to allocate and control the
use of materials for National secur-ity purposes.

-Economic Stabilization Act of 1970, as amended which provides
authority to allocate petroleum as well as authority to control
prices and wages.

-Export Administration Act of 1969, as amended, which provides
authority to restrict exports.

At the President's direction, Energy Policy Advisor John Love
and other Administration officials have been working with the Con-
gress over the past two weeks to identify new authority needed to
respond in a timely fashion to an energy emergency.

Legislation is needed for action in an energy emergency in the
following areas:

-Authorize mandatory energy conservation measures such as:
-. Curtailing outdoor electrical advertising and ornamental light-

ing (ornamental gas lights use an amount of natural gas equiva-
lent to 35,000 barrels per day or enough to heat 175,000 homes).

-Reducing commercial operating hours.
-Reducing speed limits.
-Imposition of energy conservation fees or taxes, such as on

consumption of natural gas or on excessive uses of electric
energy.

-Give Congressional approval to:
-- The finding by the Secretary of the Navy (approved by the

President) that increased- production from the Elk Hills Naval
Petroleum Reserve is needed for national defense purposes.
(160,000 barrels of oil per day-So of current. shortages-
could be obtained from Elk Hills within 60 days).

-U-se of proceeds from sale or exchange of the N•avy owned oil
to fund further development and production from* Elk Hills
and for exploration and proving Naval Petroleum Reserves,
especially NPR #4 in Alaska. ,

-Aunthorize the use of daylight, savings time, throughout the.year.
(This could reduce electricity an'd heating dqnmants,..particularly
in Northern areas, by as much as 3%).



-.......Authorize the President, acting through the Admiiistr.'tr of
4~i "EPA to exempt (grant waivers) stationary sources from Federal

and State air and water quality laws and rerulations. There would
be no change in Federal or State standard. Litlier, there wouId

?r.I" ,." " . . • I... R a h r ther

be a case-by-case review by the Environmental Protection A.gency
with authority for the Ad(ministrator of EPA to grant waivers,
without notice or hearing, and to override state or local regtila-
tions, if necessary. Relaxation would generally be limited to one
year except where longer periods are neoessari to make conv(,r-

Aý sions to alternative fuel econoinicallv feasible.
-Authorize the President to exempt actions taken under the pro-

posed energy emergency act from the National Environmental
Protection Act (NEPA). However, an environmental evaluation
of substantive content similar to an environmental impact state-
ment would be required prior to the action. if possible, but within
.60 days in any event. Actions in effect, over one year would become
subject to the full NEPA requirements.

-Upon declaration of an emergency by the President. regulatory
agencies (FPC, CAB, ICC, FMC and AEC) would.
-consider energy use and conservation as part of their public

interest deter-minatipis, and,
-in the case of tie transportation ag.eneies, be authorized. after

sumnmarv hearings, to adjust a carrier's operatina authority in
such respiects as: number of trips, points served, and rate sched.
ules, and,

-in the case of the FPC, be authorized, for the duration of the
energy emergency to suspend the regulation of prices of new
production o(f natural gas, and,

-in the ease of the AEC, be empowered to grant a temporary
(up to 18 months) operating license without a public hearing;
but subject to all safety and other requirements of its act.

ORGANIZATION AND FUNDING FOR ExNiEG IR. I).

The President is requesting the Congress to give priority attention
to the establishment of E'RDA, separate and distinct fromn DENIP in
order to move ahead raIpidly with the creation of a strong manage-
mennt framework for developing energy technologv.

-On June 29, 1973, the President proposed to Congress legislation
to establish a Department of Energy and Natural l.Zoso,,(,wes
()ENR), Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA). Nuclear Energy Commission (NEC).

-The creation of ERI)A will also result in a corresponding re-
organization of the AEC's regulatory funotions into an independ-SN
ent N EC.

The President also directed authorizing ]egislation for the 5-year-
$10 billion energy R & D program that lie announced on June 29. 1973
be forwarded to"Congress to provide the necessary funds for ERDA.

OTIIER ADMINISTRATION LEGlSLATIVEPtOPOSALs oO ENERY APRAOPSLNO

CONXGRESSIONAi, Ariox
The President ag-ain asked that the Congress act on the following

legislative proposals needed to improve our longer tei'n enCIlergy
situation:

241-tt20 - 78 - 7
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-- During this session:
-Alaska Pipeline
-Natural Gas Supply Act
-Mined Area Protection Act (Surface mining)
-Deepwater Port Facilities
-ERDA/NEC Reorganization

-Early next session:
-- Electrical facilities siting
-DENR

PRmvIous PRESMDENTL.L STATEMENTS ON ENERGY

-June 20,1971 Message to the Congress on Clean Energy
-April 18,1973 Message to Congress oil National Energy Policy
-June 29, 1973 statement on Energy Conservation, R & D and

Organization
-October 9, 1973 statement on Energy Conservation
-October 11, 1973 statement on Energy R & D, including added

funds for FY-74.

Data on sourcc8 and uses of energy, 1972

All Einergy Sources
Petroleum (including natural gas liquids)

Million barrels --------------------------------------------- 5, 960
Trillion BTU -------------------------------------------------- 32, 812
Percent ----------------------------------------------------- 46

Natural gas:
Billion cubic feet --------------------------------------------- 22. 607
Trillion BTU --------------------------- 23,308
Percent ----------------------------------------------------- 32

Coal (Bituminous, anthracite and lignite) •
Thousand short tons -------------------------------------- 517, 05.3
Trillion BTU --------------------------------------------- 12,428
Percent ----------------------------------------------------- 17

Hydropower:
Billion kilowatt-hours ---------------------------------------- 280. 2
Trillion BTU ---------------------.. -------------------------- -. - 937
Percent ----------------------- --- -------- 4

Nuclear power:
Billion kilowatt-hours ---------------------------------------- 56.9
Trillion BTU ------------------------------------------------- 600
Percent --------..... " 11

Total gross energy: Trillion BTU --------------------------- 72,091

All Evergy Uses
The 1972 figures show that consumption by major consuming sectors

was fairly evenly divided:
Percent

Industrial ------------------------------------------------------------ 28.9
Electricity Generation ------------------------------------------------- 25.6
Transportation ---------------------------------------------------- 5. 0
Household and Commercial ----------------------------------------- 20.6

When electrical generation is factored into the other sectors, the
breakdown is as follows:

Percent
Industrial -------------------------------------------------------------- 43
Commercial ---------------------------------------------------- --- 19
Residential--------------------------------------------------------24
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Pet role•.•r
At present, the United States delpnds upon petroleum to mueet ap-

pr~oximately one-half of its energy demand.
On the average for 1973, petroleum use is approximately 17 million

barrels per day.
Imports accounted. for approximately 33,,o of all crude oil and

petroe.unm products prior to the recent. curtailmenits.
The table below shows United States imports of crude oil and

products.
U.S. IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL AND PRODUCTS

[Fi8ures for 2d quarter 
1
9?3-in thousands of barrels per dayl

Source Crude oil Products Total

•Venezuela_ ............................................... . ...... 326.8 599. 5 926, 3
Other Caribbean --------.-----------____.-------------------- _ -62.5 746, • 9•0.7

Canada -- . . . . . ..-------.----------------------------------^.------ 1,036. 7 330. ? 1,366.9
M eiic6 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . 2. 7 14.9 17.6
Other Western.Heoisphere ----------------------------------- 47.8 551.1 59..9
• on-Commemispht:

Europe -------------------------.---------------------------- --- 183.2 183.2
E 20.8 .............. . 20.8

Other North At'rc .--------------------------------------- 294.3 42.4 336.7
West Africa -------------.------------------------ *.----------------- 4 6. 9 13, I 480.0
Israel -----------------.--------- *-,.-".. . .-------------- --- *.... 3.4 ---------.---- - 3.4
lran _------------------------ ...------------------------------- * 207.0 7.6 209.6
Other Mideast ----. ..------ *-------------------------------------- 47. 7 62. 1 549.8
Japan ---------------------------------------- *-------------------------------- 2.2 2.2
Indonesia-.... .. ... .. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .... 205.2 3.5 208.7
Other Eastern Hinemirsplhere--- ------------------------------------------- 18.0 18.0
Rturanria -----------___.------------------------------_--------------- -6.4 6.4
U.S.S.R -------------------------------------- _.--------------------- 2. 9 24.9

Total ...................................................... 3, 61. 9 2,600. 3 5,762.2



MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS

I NOvymBER 8, 1973

To the Congres.s of the UvitedStates:
As America has grown and prospered in recent, years, our de-

mands for energy have begun to outstrip available supplies. Along
with other major' industrialized nations, we are now faced with th•
prospect of shortages for several years to come.

Trwo years ago, in the first energy message ever sent to the Congress
by a President'of the United States, I called attention to the looming
energy problem. Since that time, I have repeatedly wa•ned that the
problem might become a full-blown crisis, and seeking to minimize:
shortages, I have taken a number of administrative steps to increase
supplies and reduce consumption. Earlier this year, I also sent more
than a half dozen urgent legislative proposals to the Congress. While
none of these has vet been enacted, I am hopeful at least several of
the measures will Ge ready for my sigmature before year's end.

UniAlfortunately, the energy crisis that once seemed a distant threat
to many people is now closing upon us quickly. We bad expected
moderate shortages of energy this winter, but four weeks ago, when
war broke out in the -Niiddfe East, most of our traditional suppliers
in that area cut off their shipments of oil to the United States. Their
action has now sharply changed our expectations for the coming
months.

Largely because of the war, we must face up to the stark fact that
• we are heading toward the most acute shortages of energy since the'
) Second World War. Of the 17 million barrels of oil a vay that we

would, ordinarily consume this winter, more than two niilli6n barrels
a day will no longer be available to us. Instead of a shortage of at4:
proximately 2-3 percent that we had anticipated this winter, we now
expect that: our supply of petroleum will be at least 10 percent short
of and anticipated demand-and could fall short by as much as 17
percent.
Administration Actions To Meet the Emergency

Faced with this emergency, I believe that we must move forward
immediately on two fronts: administrative and legislative.

In a spe(ch to the Nation last night, I announced a numbeer 6f
inunediate actions:

S First, industries and iitilities which use coal-our most abundant'
resource-will be prevented from converting to oil. Efforts will also
be made to convert power plants from the use of oil to the use of coal.

$4;6ond, reduced quantities of fuel will be allocated to aircraft. T'his
i (95)
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will lead to a cutback of some 10 percent in the number of commercial
flights, but it should not seriously disrupt air travel nor cause serious
damage to the airline industry.

Third, there will be reductions of approximately 15 percent in the
supply of heating oil for homes, offices and other establishments. This
is a precautionary measure to ensure, that the oil now available not be.
consumed early in the winter, so that we shall have adequate amounts
available in tlhe later months. This step will make it necessary for all
of. us to live and work in lower temperatures. We must ask everyone
to lower the thermostat in his home by at least 6 degrees, so that we
can achieve a national daytime average of 68 degrees. In offices, fac-
tories and commercial establishments we must ask that the equivalent
of a 10-degree reduction be achieved by either lowering the thermostat
or curtailing working hours.

Fourth, t~iere will be additional reductions in the consumption of
energy by the Federal Government, cutting even deeper than the 7
percent reduction that I ordered earlier this year. This new reduction
will affect the operations of every agency and department in the Gov-
ernment, including the Defense Department, which has already led the
way in previous cutbacks. As one of the steps in this Federal effort,
I have ordered that daytime temperatures in Federal offices be reduced
to a level between 65 and 68 degrees. I have also ordered that all ve-
hicles owned by the Federal Government be driven no faster than 50
miles per hour except in emergencies. This is a step which I have also
asked.-Governors, mayors, and other local officials to take immedi-
ately with regard to vehicles Under their authority.

Fifth, I have asked the Atomic Energy Commirsion to speed up the
licensing and construction of 'nuclear plants, seeking to reduce the
time requ.ired to bring nuclear plants on line from ten years to six
years.

Sixth, I have also asked Governors and mayors to reinforce these
actions by taking ap)propriate steps at the State and local level. Among
the steps which I beileve would be helpful are these: staggering of
working hours, the encouragement of mass transit and carpooling. al-
terationi of school schedules, and elimination of unnecessary lighting.
I have also rcomrnended tothe Governors that, consistent with Rafety
and economic considerations, they seek to reduce highway speed limits
to 50 miles per hour. This step alone could save over 200,000 barrels
of oil a day.

Need for E mergency Legislation
*As essential as these actions are to the solution of our immediate

problem, we nmust recognize that standing alone, they are insufficient.
Additional steps must be taken, and for that perhaps, we must have

new legislation.
I am therefore proposing that the Administration and the Con-

gress join forces and together, in a bipartisan spirit, work to en-
act an energency eiiergy bill. Members of my Administration have
been consulting with ap~propriate leaders of the Congress for more.
than two weeks on this matter. Yesterday I met with the bipartisan
leaders of the House and Senate and found them constructive in spirit
and eager to get on with the job. In, the same manner. I pledge the
full cooperation of my Administration. It is my earnest hope that:
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by pushing forword together, we can have new emergency legislation
•on the books before the Congrems recesses in December.

Based on previous consultations with the Congress, I have decided
•it to send a specific Administration bill to the Congress on this matter
but rather to work with the Members, in developmi a. measure that
would be acceptable to both the executive and legislative branches.
As part of that process, I think it would be helpful to call attention
:to trose provisions that I think should be included in this emergency
bill. Ata mininmum, I hope that the act would:

,---Authorize restrictions on both the public and private consump-
tion of energy by such mefisures as limitations on es.ential uses of
energy (office hours, for instance) and elimination of non-essential
uses (decorative lighting, for example)

-Authorize the reduction to 50 miles per hour of speed limits on
highways across the country;

-- uthorize the exemption or granting of waivers of stationary.
sources from Federal and State air and water quality laws and
regulations. Such actions would be taken through the Administra-
tor of EPA.

-Authorize the exemption of steps taken under the proposed en-
ergy emergency act from the National Env-ironmental Protection
Act (NEPA).'

-Provide emergency powers for the Federal regulatory agencies
involved in transportation .to adjust the operations of air, rail,
ship and motor carriers in a manner responsive to the need to
conserve fuel.

-Empower the Atomic Energy Commission to grant a temporary
operating license of up to 18 months -for nuclear power plants
without holding a public hearing. Such actions would be subject
to all safety and other requirements normally imposed by the
Commission.

-- Authorize the initiation of full production in Naval Petroleum
Reserve #1 (Elk Hills, California) and the exploration and
further developmeht of other Naval Petroleum Reserves, including
Naval Petroleum Reserve #4 in Alaska.

-Permit Daylight Saving Time to be established on a year-round
basis.

* -And authorize the President, where practicable, to order a power
plant or other installation to convert from the use of a fuel such
as oil to another fuel such as coal and to make such equipment
conversions as are necessary.

In addition to the provisions above, all of which I believe must
be enacted before December, there are a number of other authorities
which should be provided as soon as possible and hopefully will be
included in the emergency measure.

One such provision would grant the President additional authority
•to allocate and ration energy supplies. Under this new authority, the

President could take such actions based solely upon energy considera-
tions. It is my hope that rationing of energy products will never be
required, but if circumstances dictate it, there should be no impedi-
ments to swift action. For contingency purposes, I have already di-
rected that plans for gasoline rationing be drawn up and held in
ieserve.

Recognizing that a more efficient use of our transportation resources
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is necessary, we should also provide additional authority to eneourage'
greater use of funds from the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 fbor
mass transit capital improvements.

In addition, we should provide the Federal Power Commission with
authority, during the duration of the energy emergency, to suspend
tho regnlation of prices of new natural gas at the wellhead.

Finally, I believe it would be wise if, on energy grounds, the Pres-
ident were empowered to exercise any authoritynow contained in the
Defense Production Act, the Economic Stabilization Act and the i
Export Administration Act, even though those acts may have other-
wise expired.
Meeting the Long-Term Challenge

As we act to deal with the immediate problem before us, we must
not ignore the need for preventing such a crisis from re&urring.' The
lead-times required to meet our long-range energgy needs dictate that
we must move on them at once.

Legislation authorizing construction of the Alaskan pipeline must
be the first order of business as we tackle our long-range energy prob-
lems. The American people are depending upon the Congress to enact
this legislation at the earliest possible moment, and they are depend-
ing upon me to approve it. With passage apparently imminent, I would
urge the Congress not to burden this legislation with irrelevant amend-
ments. This is no time to hold the Nation's energy future hostage to
other controversial interests.

I am also requesting early action on pending legislative proposals
to:

-permit the competitive pricing of new natural gas;
-- provide reasonable standards for the surface mining of coal;
-provide simplified procedures for the siting and approving of

elect ric energy facilities;
-e-stablish a Department of Energy and Natural Resources;,
-and provide procedures for approving construction and operation •

of deepwater ports.
Because of the critical role which energy research and development

will play in meeting our future energy needs, I am requesting the
Congress to give priority attention to the creation of an Energy Re-
search and Development Administration separate from MY proposal
to create a Department of Energy and Natural Resources. This new
administration would direct the S10 billion program aimed at achiev-
ing a national capacity for energy self-sufficiency by 1980.

This new effort to achieve self-sufficiency in energy, to be known as
Project Independence, is absolutely critical to the maintenance of our
ability to play our independent role in international affairs. In addi-
tion, we must recognize that a substantial part of our success in build-
ing a strong and vigorous economy in this century is attributable to
the fact that we have always had access to almost unlimited amounts
of cheap energy. If this growth is to continue, we must develop our ca-
pacity to provide enormous amounts of clean energy at the lowest pos-
sible cost. Thus, irrespective of the implications for our foreign policy
and with the implicit understanding that our intentions are not re-
motely isolationist, the increasing costs of foreign energy further con-
tribute to the: necessity of our achieving self-sufficiency in energy.

RICHARD NIXo0.
Timz WiNirn House, November 8, 1.973.



ADDRESS ON THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY

Novrin•zn 2.5, 1973

THn PRESIDEXT: Good evening. Three weeks ago, I spoke to you
aibout the national energy crisis and our policy for meeting it. Tonight
I want to talk with you again to report on our progress and to announce

f further steps we must take to carry out our energ7 policy.
Nfhen I spoke to you earlier, Ifindicated that the suiuden cut-off

'I of 0il from the Middle East had turned the serious energy short'agesIIwxe expeeted this winter into a major energy crisis. That crisis is now
being felt around the world, as other indusitrialized iiations hare also
suffered from cutbacks in oil from the Middle East.

Shortages in Europe, for example.. are far more critical than they
niarehere in the United States. Already seeven European nations have

imposed a ban on Sunday driving.'Fortiniately. the U nite d States
is not as dependent upon Middle Eastern oil as manv other nations.
We will n6t have a ban on Sunday driving, but as you will hear later,
we are going to try to limit it. Nevertheless, we anticipate that our
shortages could run as high as 17 percent. This imeans that we must
immediately take strong, effective counter-measures.

In order to minimize disruptions in our economy, I asked on Novem-
ber 7th that all Americans adopt certain energy-conse rvation measures
to help meet the challenge of reduced enervy supplies. These steps
include reductions in home heating. reductions'in driving speeds, elim-
ination of unnecessarv lighting. The American people, all of you, you
have responded to th•is challeinge, with that spirit, of'sacrifice wh•ich
has made this such a great nation.

The Congress has also been moving forward on the energy front.
The Alaska pipeline bill has been passed. I signed it into law nine
days ago right here at this desk. The Congress has passed a fuel allo-
cation bill which I will sign into law on Tuesday. An additional
.emergency bill providing special authority to deal %iththis problem
has now passed the Senate. When the House returns from its recess,
I am confident the House will more promptly so that this vital legisla-
tion-an be signed into law by the middle of December.

And so we hatve made some encouraging pro--ress, but there is much
imore to be done. and that is what I want to talk to you about tonight.

:"I have appointed an Energy Emergency Action'Group, under my
chief adviser, Governor to ainalyze our sithiationi"on.a cotiung basis and to advise me of all actions required to de.al

:w~ith it.", .

And upon the action and the recom9 endation of this group. I am
a nnotincing tonight the following steps to meet t~he eniergy crisis:
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First, to increase the supply of heating oil that will be available
this winter, we must. adjust production schedules and divert petroleum.
which might normally go for the production of gasoline to the pro-
duction of more heating oil.

To accomplish this, the amount of gasoline which refiners distributa
to wholesalers and retailers will be reduced across the Nation by 15
percent. As we reduce gasoline supplies, we must act to insure that the
remaining gasoline available is used wisely, and conserved to the full-
est possible extent.

Therefore, as a second step, I am asking tonight that all gasoline
filling stations close down their pumps between 9:00 p.m. Saturday
night and midnight Sunday every weekend, beginning December 1.
We are requesting that this step be taken volumtarily now.

Upon passage of the emergency energy legislation before the Con-
gress, gas stations will be required to close during these hours. This
step should not result in any serious hardship for any American fam-
ily. It will, however, discourage long-distance driving during week-
ends. It will mean perhaps spending a little more time at home.

This savings alone is only a small part of what we have to conserve
to meet the total gasoline shortage. We can achieve substantial addi-
tional savings by altering our driving habits. While the voluntary
response to my request for reduced driving speeds has been excellent,
it is now esseintial that we have mandatory and full compliance with
this important step on a nationwide basis.

And therefore, the third step will be the establishment of a maxi-
mum speed limit for automobiles of 50 miles per hour nationwide as
soon as our emergency energy legislation passes the Congress. We
expect that this measure will produce a savings of 200,000 barrels of
gasoline per day. Inter-city' buses and heavy duty trucks which operate
more efficiently at higher si)eeds, and therefore, do not use more gaso-
line,. will be permitted to observe a 55 mile per hour speed limit.

The fourth step we are taking involves our jet airliners. There will
be a phased reduction of an additional 15 percent in the consumption
of jet fuel for passenger flights bringing the total reduction to appros-
imately 25 percent.

These savings will be achieved by a careful reduction in schedules,
combined with an increase in passenger loads. We will not have to stop
air travel, but we will have to plan for it more carefully.

The fifth step involves cutting back on outdoor lighting. As soon as
the emergency energy legislation passes the Congress, I shall order the
curtailment of ornamental outdoor lighting for homes and the elimi-
nation of all commercial lighting except that which identifies places of
business.

In the meantime, we are already planninz right here at the White
House to curtail such lightina that we would normally have at Christ-
mastime and I am askina that all of yon act now on a voluntary
basis to reduce or eliminate unnecessary lighting in your homes.

As just one example of the impact which such an initiative ran
have, the energy consumed by ornamental gas lights alone in this
country is equivalent to 35,000 barrels per day of oil and that is
enouglh fuel to heat 175,000 homes.

Finally. I want to report to you tonight that we have now developed
final plans for allocating reduced quantities of heating oil this wirfter
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and all of you know how very important heatilug oil is, particularly
in the winterti me.

These plans. to be published Tuesday, will call for an average. re-
duction of 10 percent of heating oil for industrial use, 15 percent for
home use, and 25 percent for conumercial use.

The reductions for homeowners alone will result in a savings of
some .315,000 barrels of heating oil a day, which is enough to heat over
11,ý million homes every dav. For the average American familv, as I
indicated three weeks ago. this cutback in heating oil does not mean
s vere discomfort for a{vuone, but it will mean that everyone should
lower the thermostat-as it is right here in this office now, and through-
out the White House, and throuwhout every Federal installation<-vou
gh ,hould lower the thermostat by six degrees below its normal setting
so'. that. we can achiie\'N, :a national daytime, average of 68 degrees.

Those wvho fail to adopt such a cutback risk r1nnina out of fuel
before the winter is over. While additional actions willfbe necessary
to further offset the anticipated shorta-e of 17 percent. the steps which
I have outlined tonight will relieve about 10 percent of that shortage.

They will make a very substantial contribution to our immediate
goal of insuring that we have enough fuel to be adequately warm in
our homes this winter, that we are able to get to work, and that we
experience no serious disruptions in the normal conduct of our lives.

Above all. every step will be taken to insure that any disruptions to
our economy which could cost jobs. will be as brief as possible and
that they do not cause serious damage.

Nothifncg we (1o can succeed, however. without the full cooperation
of the Congress in providing the legislation we must have. without
the full cooperation of State and local governments in providing the
broad leadership that we must have, and without the full cooperation
of each and every one of you, all the American people, in sacrificing
a little so that no one must endure real hardship.

For my part, I pledge to do everything in my power to insure that
the decis'ions I have announced wil l be carried'out swiftly and effec-
tively and fairly, and whatever additional action is necessary to
.achieve our objective will be taken.

I intend to participate personally and on a regular basis, as I have
since I last addressed you three weeks ago, in the work of my enerov
advisers. I intend to advise the cong-ressional leadership reg-ularly of

::problems.and progress. And I intend to see that the persons and orga-
nizations having responsibilities and capabilities in this area are fully
and regularly informed.

We need new rules if we are to meet this challenge: but most of all,
we need sustained an& serious action and cooperation bv millions of
men and women if we are. to achieve our objective, anat that means
millions of Americans across this land listening to me tonight.

Let me conclude by restating our overall objective. It, can be summed
up in one word thalt best characterizes this Nation and its essential
nature. That word is "independence." From its beginning 200 years
ago, throughout its history, America has made great sacrifices of blood
and also of treasure to achieve and maintain its independence. In the
last third of this century, our independence, will depend on maintain-
ing and achieving self-sufficiency in energy.
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What I have called Project Independence-1980 is a series of plans
and goals set to insure that by the end of this decade Americans will
not have to rely on any source of energy beyond our own.

As far as energy is concerned, this means we will hold our fate and.
our future in our hands alone. As we look to the future, we can do."
so confident that the energy crisis will be resolved not only for our
time but for all time. We will once again have plentiful supplies of
energy which helped to build the greatest industrial nation and one of,::
the highest standards of living in the world.

The capacity for self-sufficency in energy is a great goal. It is also
a4, essential goal, and we a re going to achieve it.
. Tonight I ask all of you to join together in moving toward that
goal, with the spirit of discipline, self-restraint and unity which is
the cornerstone of our great and good country.

;Thank you and good evening.
.,,. RICHARD M. NixoN.:;.
" LTn Wnim'r housE, November 25, 1973.

FACT SHEET

November 25, 1973

BACKGROUND

':On November 7, 1973, the President addressed the Nation concern-
ing. our serious energy shortages which have resulted primarily from
the cut-off of oil from the Mideast. He described the magnitude of the
problem, announced a number of administrative actions to reduce
demand for energy, and indicated that the Administration was work-
ilig with the Congress on legislation to provide new authority for:
dealing with the energy emergency. He also iasked the Congress to
pass legislation proposed by the Administration to deal with our
longer term energy problems and to permit the United States to de-
velop by 1980 the potential to meet our own energy needs without..
depending on any foreign energy sources.
• In an additional step to meet the current, situation, the Presidentoin.

November 12, 1973, established an Energy Emergency Action Group
headed by his chief energ.y adviser, John Love. That group has rec-
owmended a number of actions which have been. approved by the Pres-l
ident and which are being announced today.I Efforts are underway tlhroughout the Pxecutive Branch,. under.the
leadership of the Energy Emergency Action Group, to assess the en-
ergy supj)ly and demanid situation and to continue to identify addi-
tional actions that are needed as the'situation evolves. New actions will:
eannounced as the need and desirability for them becomes clear..

CURRENT ASSEsSMENT OF TIIE PRoBLE E ,"'

The Role of Petroleum in U.S. Enwe'gy Supplies
-Petroleum accounts for 46% of the nation's energy supplies. The'

remainder is supplied by coal-1l,%; natural gas-32ý%o; hydro-
power-4% and nuclear-1l%.
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-A reduction of 10% to 17% in petroleum supplies will involve a
reduction in total energy supplies of 5-8%.

Overall Petroleum~ Supply and Demand Situation
-If the supply of petroleum were not constrained, current csti-

mates are thtat U.S. demand would reach 18.6 million barrels per
day in the 4th quarter of 1973, and 19.7 million barrels per day
in: the lst quarter of 1974.

-Current estimates of petroleum supplies (details in Table 1) aire
17.4 million barrels/day in the 4th quarter of 197.3 and 16.5 million
barrels per day in the 1st quarter of 1974. The deficits, if actions to
reduce demands are not taken, will amount to 1.4 million barrels
1st quarter. The deficit would tden drop back below 3 million

barrels per day in the 2nd qua rter of 1974.
-Stocks of petroleum could be used to supply demands for a lirn-

ited period (28 to 40 days, dependingr upon 'the type of fuel), but
the use of stocks only postpones the time when a more permanent
solution to the problem becomes necessari.

_/aThe altrnative actions that must be takien to bring demand into
line with supplies include reducing demand, substituting one fuel
for another, and changing the mix of petroleum products from
refineries to meet highest priority needs, i.e., to distillates, jet
fuel and residual from gasoline (see Table 2). These actions are
designed to spread the impact of shortages as equitably ,s possible,
and to minimize the impact of the shortages on our economic
activity.

SHORTAGES AND GENOERAL STRATEGiES By TYiE OF PE•TPoLE-U

Jet Fuel
-The projected first quarter shortage is 400,000 barrels per day

(32.2% of demand).
-Half of that shortage can be made up by shifting refinery pro-

duction; the remainder will be realized through reductions in
airline flights.

Gasoline
i •. -With the expected 700,000 barrels per day shift in refinery pro-

duction expected shortages will be 1,460,000 barrels per day
during the first quarter of 1974 (21.4% of demand).

-15% reduction in use by business and government will yield a
300ý000 barrels per day saving.

.- Reductions in passenger car use of 244% could provide 1,100,000
barrels per day savings.

Middle Distillates
-Current shortages of 900,000 barrels per day (17.5% of demand)

can be reducedfy a refinery shift of 400,000 barrels per day.
-Reduction of residual heating by 60 and commercial heating by

10' saves 490,000 barrels per day.
..- Cutting industrial use of distillates by 10% provides 40,000

barrels per day.
-50% reduction in the use 'of distillates for "peak power"'pro-

. duction by electric utilities on a selective basis yields 150,000 bar-
rels per day.
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-These reductions will provide approximately 200i000 barrels per
day as a hedge against a colder than normal winter.

Residual Oil
-Current shortages of 1,050P00 barrels per day <29.4%) can be

made up through:
-refinery shift of 200,000 barrels per day,
-the conversion of oil burning electrical generation plants to

coal (250,000 barrels per day),
-a 15% reduction in heating uses of residual oil (90,000 barrels

per day),
-a3% cut in electricity (300,000 barrels per day),
-a 10% reduction in the industrial use of residual oil (60,000

barrels per day).
-Reducing residential consumption of natural gas so that electric

utilities can use it instead of residual oil for power generation
(100,000 barrels per day).

AcTIoNs TAKEN" TODAY UND EBRrxmNo Au-noarr

The following actions are being taken by the Administration under
the authority of the Economic Stabilization Act of 1970, and the
Defense Production Act of 1950. These are the initial steps to start
us rapidly on the way to achieving the goals of the general strategy
described above and to ensure. during this quarter we are not reducing
inventories excessively. Additional steps will be taken as they are
developed and as they become necessary in light of our assessment
of the boycott.
The mandatom?! allocation program for middle distillate fuels 'will be

extended to control allocations to end us8ers
-Current estimates of heating oil shortages require modificationf

of the current allocation program to establish priorities for criti-
cal use and equitably to distribute the burden of heating reduc-
tions according to regional weather patterns.

-Proposed regulations to be published on Tuesday, November 27
will. through cuts in deliveries, reduce amounts available for
residential space heating by 15%. commercial and other space
heating by 25%, and industrial uses by 10%.

-Priority will be givean to fuel production activities, public passen-
ger transportation, food production and processing, and essential
community services.

-- New regulations will be effective January 1, 1974, but voluntary
compliance is expected sooner.

-Estimated savings will be 530,000 barrels of oil per day.
A Gaqoline .4 llocation Program. will be initiated

-Proposed regulations will be published in December setting forth
a mandatory program to allocate gasoline at wholesale and retail
levels.

-Tnitial allocations will be made at a rate 15% below projected first
-quarter demand (10% below 1972 demand). consistent with ex-
pected initial shifts in refinery production. The percentage may
be increased as refineries shift from production of gasoline to
other petroleum products.
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-Refineries will be asked immediately to begiu reducing delivery
to wholesalers and retailers by 15%.

-Estimated savings are 900,000 barrels per day.
Al7ocations of jet fuel to airlines will be reduced

-Beginning December 1 domestic airlines will be allocated 5% less
than their 1972 levels and international airlines will be reduced to
their 19712 levels.

" -Beginning January 7. 1974, all carriers will be allocated 15% less
. than their 1972 levels.
-Saving will be 53,000 barrels per dav of jet. fuel in December and

2-0,000 barrels per day beginning January 7.
SElectriv power will be diverted from uranium enrichment facildies if

the emergency mok-es such action essential
. Power will be diverted from the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission

facilities producing enriched uranium for nuclear power plants
when no alternate source of power exists; conservation measures
are inadequate to meet the need; and the power is required to re-

* place electricity lost temporarily while utilities convert from oil
rV to coal.
S -- Approximately 1400 megawatts of electricity produced by coal

are available for diversion to the Midwest or East Coast fr no Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, and Portsmouth, Ohio, facilities.

-53,000 barrels of residual oil per day would be required to gen-
erate 1400 megawatts of electricity.

The Emergency Petroleum and Gas Administration Executive
Reserve will be partially activated

-The Executive Reserve is a stand-by group of oil and gas industry
personnel established under the Defense Production Act of 1950.

-Akpproximately 250 reservists will be activated to assist in plan-
ning and administering emergency programs.

•: Preventing Coal to Oil.&Sitching

-Final regulations to prevent power plants and industries from
switching from coal to oil:.will be published on November 27 and
will be effective December 7.

Aciuo_-•s ANN-bt-NCED TODAY THAT WinL BF- EFFECTIVE WiHE- NEW
Auriuio r Is AVAILABLE

The Pr;esident announced that. the folJowing actions will be put into
effect as soon as authority is provided by the Congress. The Senate
passed a bill to provide the authority on*November 19 (the National
Energy Emergency Act, S. 2.589.)

Retaml gasoline saleo will be bannd from 9:00 p.m. Saturdays to 12:01
a.m. Mondays

-The ban would apply to gasoline for use in automobiles, trucks,
pleasure boats; private aircraft and recreational vehicles.

-The estimated savings is 50,000 barrels per day.
.- Retail outlets are urged to comply voluntarily beginning Decem-

berl.
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A h,:ium speed i; •` ir be st st ior all roads, and hiia ways :in the
n, i~o, of 50 fo ~c & r m~omobile alld 55 v~ihks ;mrhour11,r iaL r•uiy' .,:d 1 ' ay v, ocer the rood. tmrkTcl

Ian: , 'zs .. n.....- oin fromn th spIed limits is 2.0 h,0 -brc!ýF per day. ... "" "

--Irter-'v bausas ao heavy dury, over the mrad, trucks are zeired.
o% -.',to run "1e 'mcf:ctlv a.1 5 mh., than 0 it o.m p.h
an.d thereforex, 'wil *.nve more fuel at the higher speed.

-The PT-v'sm-e urze'-d all st•nts to set new speed limnits as ,n as

-1)river. are urgred to coniplr voluntariyv.
Pr~ona~ ;~ur a'oo~~nta t7~u~qby (-ommrcaz Cosýab-

-. 'e,':' will 1e wirdow display lights. billboards and
. ard C\ Erc.r ornam.ntal L Z-tin;.

--L e sizn, so miont'.i. business establishtmenls will bex allowed
daurng tlk eou.trs the busciess is open.

-- U Io% alArrn are urged to comply voluntarily prior to
tssatae oIk 01)i

Fvd for uv, kt, 7 ,tivra.. a •,i. Rd be rcdiukd.
-- h el for h.ih prioriiry aviation sach as air taxi service and in-

du~rria~l use 'will be curtailed 20q: business rivinz. including
o, rponlze le's, will be cur 40%. Fuel for personil pleasure ana
..... -- :o, , Yln will b r•stvried to haltI of previo s levels.

-- nnnieiiate volum.uIrv compliance is urged. Reductions will result
.n iainz of 1.2. barrens per day of aviation zasoline and SOOODa:e~ e.r day of efel

R', •si",jen,, oin,-m ý277. •., tr wiv7 be banned
-Tae bani wil :nchice Las and electric yard ligas. outside Chris-:

•" .... - and other decorative lights.
- 1] C=EnA ayre urczed to comply Voluntarily prior to the passageot the emer~'eneyv iegzslaeion.

My&Nrs.-F ~-Tir Pr ,S2DN-r's F-,rnGy E-ni,nx~r--cy Ac-rxs Grzorr

-- ,Th xLove. Ass.stant To the President for Energv, Chairman
--.Roa's \lo'rton. $cemararv of the. Interior

-- .... Tre.or. O.7ee of Manazemnent and Budget
-Me-vihr Laird. Cou.ns.ellor to the President for Domest•,c Affairs
-Georze "hulzz. Szrveiarv of the Treasury
---Chaude Brinezar. Seer-earv of Trasportation
-- r cr S c earv of Comnerce
-Wý1ham Clemie:ts. Depuzv Secretaor of Defense
-B-_ten •,.Deputy _assistant to the President for National.

Se~carz Affairs

CH:ý,_N<,--LoY OF P..AF L.-u~cr Arr:oxs G'ý Ti...
--d.e 4. i.I-Fir- mes& n ge to the Con .zres on e.ner•" ever sub

-April I.Kl193--Messaze to the con.-re.,s on Ya*tion'l lTherzyPoley

S
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-June 29. 1V)7-- Statement on energy conservation, R&D and
organization.

-October 9, 197---Statv'rnenton energy Conservation.
-- October 11, 1973-St•ntment. on energy R&I.)D in(.ud(ine,, addetld

funds for fi&sal year 19 74.-November , 1h3 --.Address to the Nation on the N'ational .ner.-,V

emergency announcang a number of a1dminis•trrive acticos aInd
outlining additional authoritv needed to deal with the emergency.

-Novcmber 8, 1973.-_5-es~ae to Congress requesting the addltional
authority.

ENEGTY I 4ISLATION TI.E 1..D.P.HASTt-T'ION A'W.YTNCG
CONGRESSIONAL Ac'rjio

-Ele .trical Facilitie.s SitnhL Aet--.injially prorposed tn FY:bnaryv
1971. Again proposed in Februaryv 1973.

--Mined Area Protee.tion Act-lnitiallh prop osed -n Februaiv
* 1971. Again propotsed in. Februarv. 1973.--Man.agenent of Public Lands 2-I*itmnl'v -roposed in .July. 1971.
-Mineral ID-zasianr. Act .\endiment.s -- InnI:ially proposed Ji.OTto-

ber, 1971. A.gain proposed in Februir'r 1973.
-Deep-water Port Failfities Act-Proposed in April,
-- atural Gas Supply Act-Proposed in April. 1'73.
-Reorganization legislation to create De partment of Energy &

Natural Resources. Energy Research & De-,-iopmrent Ag.encr,and Nuclear Energy Comrniission-PropoSed on June 29, 1j7.
-Legislation to permit production from the Elk Hills Naval. Petrok-

leuim Reserve and provide funds for Petroleum Reserve explora-
tion, development and production-Proposed on -November 7,
1973.

TABLE L--U.S. SUPPLY AND OElAtND FOR PETROLEUW. PRODUCTS 4TH QUARKER 1573 AND IST QUVRTLR R174

4th qua•ret 1973 1:t W uarler 1974

|.rrrct of Curret Im uct uf Cu'rent
Pae level cutr, tareczs*i Base level 11toff forent

ma .............. ME-, - D--, 2 Ik.9 !S.7? C, 3 2n, 0

From COme,!tic
5"11.4-_---------------M4 u .............. -- It,

From •m.,"ots:
Cruaeli (3.7) (.5. (3.--) (3.) (I. 1) (L 5)

peit - - --- (33) (-7) (2.6) (&0) (1. E) (z. z)
Sutl. . 7.0 1.2 5.7 7. 3.2 4 7

Ctarge im product
in.ent•ies ........... .- 2 .............. 2- - -- -7 . ........ . .7

TaI su ij ........ 19.9 1.2 17.4 1), 3.2 1 5

Demand/U lIy Cficit ------------------------------- ...4----- _--------------------. 5
Perce.t .tal a den. . . . . ..---------------------_. ------- 7.5 ----------. . .----.---------- 7.- 3

1 Military renuirements preyiously met !rom fore;zn sourcee which now beame a part cf domeie temeand4

I IncIuded prorIslons to resolve right of way obEtacle to ti.e cLr- tc rec2n of t•he Alauira
pipeline. The Alaska Pipeline legislation was enacted on November 16. 1975,

24-75 0 - -.u -E
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TABLE 2--IMPACT OF REFINIERY SHIFTS ON 1ST QUARTER 1974 SHORTFALLS

IThousands of barrels per dayl

Percent at
Unadjusted Reflnory Rt prejected

Product shortage shift shotlage demand

Jet fuel- ------. ---.............. 398 -225 173 14-
Cascline .----------.---------------............. 712 700- l"4-12 zz
Middle d tilta, .... ............................... 898 -400 498, 11
Residual oil ............. ... ........... .... ... 1,052 -200 852' 24
O ........................ 401 125 526, 14

Total .............................. ---... 3,461 .......... ... 3r 41
1

17

0



REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT UPON ANNOUNCING
CREATION OF THE FEDERAL ENERGY OFFICE

DECEMBER 4, 1973

Ladies and gentlemen, I have an announcement with reg'Ml to the
energy crisis that I will now - imake, and at the concllusion of my
announcenment M.lr. Simon will have a brief statement, with regard to
his acceptance of the position I anm appointing him to, mnd then he
will take questions on the new office that we are setting up and new
actions, that we are taking to meet the energy Crisis.

As you recall, in my report to the Nation on November 25th, I
said that I would be reporting from tine to tine on the energy crisis
and on the steps that I would personally be taking to meet it.

Iast June I asked Governor Love to join mny staff in order to develop
the necessary policies to meet What was then essentially a long-term
problem wh;ich had important short-term consequencs. Governor
Love has provided rne With a broad range of recommendations and
policy considerations for achieving independence with regard to
energy by the year 1980. The work which Governor Love anld his
staff have (lone in the last six months constitutes an invaluable and
lasting contribution to this Nation's efforts to meet, a challenge of
formidable dimensions.

While the process of policy formulatioll is going forward, the world,
the United States and all the rest• of tOe world as well, was confronted
with a new and far more critical situation arising from the 'Middle
East oil embargo.

I have discussed in reIcent weeks those steps which'we would take
to meet this new situation. Such steps will involve the Federal Govern-
ment. directly in operational matters, in addition to itýs poliQY-making
role in resold ing the emer-rv cr&isA, In order to admninistcr the m.mar
voluntar and mandatory am tionls, some of which have been aniliPutn1Ced,
some of wnhe-h are still under consideration, we must nonw strengthen
our ability to initke and implement our energy .pirograma.

The plhmning for this step has been in proces, for several weeks. I
have been in &mutultation with my senior advisers on the developrielnt
of an operational structure to carTy o mt o lr energy policies, and we
also have been in contact "ith. major congressional leaders who are
interested in this particular problem and have responsibilities in the
Congress for the problem.

As a result of these consultations, 1 have decided to bring together
in one agency the major energy resource management. functions of the
Federal Government to provide the centralized authority w- niust
have for dealing with the energy crisis.

(109)
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I am per-sonally assuming the Chairmanship of the Energy Emerg-
eney Action Group which will continue to oversee all major policy
issues relating to energy, and Mr. William E. Simon, who is currently
Deputy Secretary of the Treasury, will serve as Executive Director
of this group. expect, Mr. Simon, that this will take alnost all of
your tine.

Concurrent l, I am asking the Congress to create a. Federal Energy
Administration and in the Executive Office of the President, a Federal
energy office to carry out all energy-related functions.

In anticipation of congressional action on my request, I am today
establishing by Executive Order the Federal Energy Office, which will
begin to perform these functions while we await the necessary statutory
authoritxy which we hope to get from the Congress.

The Federal Energy Office will also be headed by Mr. Simon. It am
gratified by the rapid action which the Con-res s i taking on many of
the proposals for dealing with the energy crisixs. The emergency
legislation which Iiwe must have is being considercd in an expeditious
manner, as is my request for legislation establishing an Energy
Research and Development Administration, and I am confident, too,
that my proposal for a Federal Energy Administration will be dealt
with in a similar manner by the Congress.

As these steps are being taken, I want to einphasize once again
that the work of the Government agencies involved in meeting the
energy crisis cannot. be fully successful without the total commitment
of every American citizen to see our Nation through this situation.

The American people recognize a challenge facees us. and they are
already responding to it in a way that speaks well for the future.
.Every day reports flow into the White House of families who are
drivinig more slowly, turning down their thermostats in their homes
and seeking other W a,3s to conserve fuel. Each of these families has mi
pe.rsonal gratitude and has also the gratitude of the entire Nation.

As we see the spirit of scrifice which bas di&tingtished thiis response,
we approach the days ahcead with the st.rogest contide ce that we will
weather t.his present difficultv as we have others in our histor-. and
that the ultil nate accoinplishinent of independence with revgard to
energy can and will be a1 fit.ting tribute to America's strength and
perseveranice in this lime.

Now Mr, Simnon, who Xwill have such great responsibilities to carry
oliti these policies ii n this new otfice, will have a statelment, and then
he will tatke 3our qeistions.

RIcHAiRD N ixox.
THiF; WHiiTE OlhovLe, l)eco,iber 4, 1!973.

EXECUTIVE ORDEtt

December 4, 1973

FEDERAL ENERGY OFFICE

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President. of the United
States of America by the 'Constitution and statutes of the United
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:States, includini the Economic Stabilizatir•n Act of 1970 (Public Law
.1-379, 84 Sta{. 799), as i::fended, the Ervergpnv Petioleum Allo-.cation Act of 973 (Puiblic L w 93- 1. 59) the lDefe ie Production Act
of 1950 (50 U., .C App. 20 et! m ,I:• as atmnded, and Section 301 (,f
title 3 of the United St atve• C odd. it is hereby ordered as follows:
1i:SECTION 1. There is herehy esttablished in the Exe'cutive Office of lthe
President. a Fedieral Energy Office, The Offiee hall be rnder the im-
mediate SIuperviiotn and direction of an Administrator and a Deputy
Administ trator of the Federal Energy Office. The Adininirýtrtitor shall
be ...ti e Deputy Sevretarv of the Treasury.

SE;,ý 2. The Administrator of the F1'ederbl Energy Office hl~all advise
ýýthe Peisident with respect to the establishment and integration of
domesfti and foreign policies relating to the production, conservation,
• use, control, distribution, and allocation of energy and with repect to
all other energy matters.

SEC. 3( a) There is hereby delegated to the Administrator all the
authority vested in the President by the Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act of 1973.
•:(b) The Administrator shall either submit to the Congress the

reports required by Section 4(c)(2) of the Emrgergency Petroleum
Allocation..At, or may require any other officer or any department or
agenye of the United States to submit, the required reports to Congress.

SEc. 4(a). There is hereby delegated to the Administrator the author-
ity vested in the President by Section 203(a)(3) of the Economic
Stiablization Act of 1970, as amended.

(b) The Chairman of the Cost. of Living Council shall, from time to
time delekgate to the Administrator such auithoritY under the Economic
Stabilizaton Act a-, may be neces;sary to carry out the purposes of that
Act with respect to energy matters.

ýý.Ec. 5. There is herrebx delegated to the Administrator the authority
xVe•-ed inthe President by the Defense Production Act of 1950, as
amended, w, it relates to the production, conservation, use, control,
distribuition, and allocation of energy. Any provision of Executive

'0oinder_\No. 10480, as amended, which is inconsistent with the exercise
,eof. •ruch authoritv is hereby suspended for so long as thi.• Section re-
mnaui, 1in effect.

SESc 6. Executive Order No. 11726 of -June 29, 1973, is hereby
superseded to the extent that it is inconsistent with this Order.

SEC. 7. All Orders, regulations, circulars, or other directives issued
atnd all other actions taken purs;uant to any authority delegated to the
Administrator by this Order prior to and in effect on the date of this
Order are.hereby confirmed and ratified, and Shall remain in full force
and effect, as if Issued under this Order, unless or until altered, amend-
ed, or revoked by the Administrator or by such competent. authority
as he inay specify.

Skc. S'. All at~thority delegated to and placed in the Administrator
b,% this Order rnav be' furth'er delegated, in whole or in part, by the
Administrator to arnyV other officer or any department or agency of the
United States.

SEc. 9(a) Necessary expenses of the Federal Energy Office may be
paid from the Emergency Fund of the President or from such other
f.u'nds as may be:available.
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(b) I% Adu a XI isv traor of duo Ge neral SeŽrvice~s A"Iminimiration shaill
frovide on a r~ nbursab1e boi'~ivc adinintrat iv 0 uppor~t a.,mY

)vtwd1 by die R&A E I tI1nmt Otbi e.
v}) Alt dcpirt nm nt- an ni percieý.- of thie execO tiv brnhr sr haill to

the eox ttt pei mit ed. by Lm piw j~o~dd tisist ance aind infot it itol to the
Adminttis4traitor of tb 1w F , ei l En erg 0 Oflice.

RICHA~RD -NIXO\N
TH~kE NV IITEBi 6L hot l.I~ribep 'i, 1,973.



STATEMENT

DECEMBER 19, 1973

One of the central facts underlying the national energy crisis is that
we have a shortage in the production of domestic crude oil. This
shortage has been further aggravated by the embargo of oil by the
Arab nations. It is one of the ironies in the present situation, as well
as one of the sources of confidence that we can solve the energy short-
age, that the United States is an energy-rich nation. In addition to
our superabundance of coal, oil shale, natural gas, and other resources,
both natural and technological, we also possess extensive supplies of
oil. In the past we have (draw•- on proven supplies in the most eco-
nomical manner and this practice, coupled with heretofore cheap
imports, has provided us with sufficient petroleum and, more impor-
tantly, petroleum at very low prices.

It has not previously been commercially feasible to develop our oil
shale resources, or to extract all of the crude oil which exists in devel-
oped fields and in unproven reserves. Now we must become self-
sufficient in energy, and in order to do so we must be prepared to pay
the attendant costs.

In order to increase our production of crude petroleum, new reser-
voirs must be discovered and drilled, often to deeper and more costly
depths. Expensive new technology must be applied to existing wells
to bring up more of the 60 percent. of the crude oil which present.
drilling processes leave in the ground. Very large expenditures are also
needed to produce oil from oil shale, a resource which alone could
supply our needs for years to come.

Today, prices of crude oil in the world market are rising and it is
inevitable that they will come to rest. at levels higher than we histori-
cally have enjoyed. Nevertheless, after a short-run adjustment period,
the long-run price required to supply our needs should not be unreason-
ably high.

In the meantime, because of the abrupt nature of the present.
shortage, prices could temporarily exceed the price levels required to
increase supply, and oil producers could reap) unanticipated "windfall"
profits.

EMERGENCY WINDFALL PROFITS TAX

I want to aszsure all Americans that there will be no windfall pr.ofits
at their expense. When the Congress reconvenes in Januarv, I will
ask it' to enact an Emergency 'Windfall Profits Tax. The specific
details of this proposal will be provided today by the Treasury .l)e-
partment.. Over the holidays, the Treasury Department will continue
to wor'k with Congressional staffs so that this proposal and related
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materials will be ready for consideration by the Congress after the
holiday recess.

The Emergency Windfall Profit, Tax I will propose would apply at.
rates graduated up to 85 percent on the sale by any donestie producer
of crude oil it prices higher than the ceiling price of the Cost. of Living
Council on December first.

This special ener.gency tax will prevent future windfalls to producers
and will make up, in some degree, for those which may have already
occurred,

At the same time, the tax is carefully designed to avoid completely
depriving producers of a legitimate return on the major investments
they will have to make in order to produce the additional supply we
need, it would be self-defeating to tax away the oil producers' incentive
and ability to help meet our energy shortage.

The Emergency Windfall Profits Tax must be, a temporary tax.
This is an essential part of my recommendation to the Congress. The
tax is intended only to serve the immediate objective of preventing
windfall profits to oil producers while other economic factors are at
work to increase supply and eliminate the shortage in crude oil. As
prices return to the long-run sup]ply level and as the potential for
windfall profits disappears, a continuation of the tax would result in
higher prices for consumers, with no concomitant increase in oil
supplies.

I am not today making any recommendation to the Co.Igress for
using revenues derived from nthe Emergency Windfall Profits Tax.
That will naturally be a part of the Congress' deliberations. There
are a number of possibilities for use of these revenues. One would be
to place those revenues in an Energy Development Trust Fund which
would act as a bank for the financing of a wide range of energy develop-
ment and conservation projects which might not other'ise be feasible.
Another possibility would be to refund all or [)art of the tax to.:the oil
producer if he invests his profits in additional energy producing
efforts.

These and all other possibilities for increasing our energy produc-
tion at a faster pace, as well as for minimizing any inequities resulting
from the present shortage, are being given the most careful study.
The steps which I arn announcing today are not the entire answer to
our energy needs, but they will contribute significantly to the overall
solution.

We must be more creative in conserving our vital natural resources,
and we nust do inore to develop those resources. As we take these
steps, every American must be assured that others will not. profit at
his expense. My recommendation to the Congress for an Emergency
Windfall Profits Tax is designed to give that assurance.

RIUCARD -NIXON.
TiHE WHITE HousE, December 19, 1973.



ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT ON THE NATIONAL
ENERGY SITUATION LIVE ON NATIONWIDE RADIO

JANUARY 19, 1974

Ten weeks ago, I reported to the Nation on the energy crisis. I asked
.all Americans to accept some sacrifices in comfort and convenienee so
that no American would have to suffer real hardship.

Today I want to report. to you on our progress and answer the basic
questions that many Americans have asked about this crisis.

On the positive side, I am glad to be able to report. that we are
making solid progress in facing tup to this challenge. There tire several
reasons for this:

Far more important than anything else is what every Arnericu, has
done voluntarily. It is your re.ponse-the actions i.. ou t. ke to s-ave
energy on a personal, voluntary, day-in, day-out basis-that is now
the single most important reason for our suc,.;es so fa.

.. or....the past seven weeks, we have observed "a ses Sundays"
across the country. Your cooperation with this program helped t(o
make it. possible for me to announce today that duriing the month of
December, the total. consumption of gasoline in the United States was
nearly nine percent below expect ations.

Americans are also responding to the call for lower temperatuires at
~home. and at work. A recent report. from -\e\% EnIgland shows th't
19,000: homes surveyed there have reduced beating oil consumption
by more than 16 per'entt under last. year, and that i- after making-
ad ai-htiients for warmer weather.

Utili"ies are reporting that the consumnption of natural gas across the
c. untrv has been reduced by approximately -;ix percent ov er last year,
Swhile the consumption of electricity--in homes, offices, factories, and
elsewhere-is down by about 10 percent.

Beyond the progre.s we have made because of voluntar, conserva-
t.i.on, we have also been fortunate beCtause the w%'tither in the last
quarte r of 1973 was warmer than u;ual, so we did not. corsume as
much fuel for heating as we expected. Even though the oil embargocontminues in the Middle East, we have also received some oil we did
not expect at the time the embargo was imipo.s;ed.Finally, let me tell vou What your Government has been doing to
meet this crisis.

A fuel allocation program has been set up so that no area of the
Nation is being subjected to undue hardship. We have begun tile
process of converting oilhurning utilities to the use of coal wherever

• possible, fLieeing so.ome 200,000 barreks of oil a day for use in other areas.
At my request, laws governing energy conservation, ;uch itas year-

round daylight saving tune, has been enacted by tle Congress and are
now in effect. Teams of Federal inspectors have been sent to investi-
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gate fuel prices at gasoline stations and truck stops. Where price
gouging is discovered, it is being stopped.

Within the Government, where we have a special obligation to set
an example, I first directed that energy consumption be cut by at,
least 7 percent.. That goal has now been met and it has been exceeded.
Consumption of energy by the Federal Government has been cut by
more than 20 percent under anticipated demands.

These are just some of the steps we have taken to meet the problem
head-on, and you can expect more in the future.

Nothing which the Federal Government might do could be success-
ful, however, without the full cooperation of the American people.
It is your sacrifice that is making the difference. You deserve the credit.

If this voluntary cooperation continues, I can say confidently
to you today that we can prevent hardships this winter and that we
can avoid gas rationing this spring. Your Government has a responsi-

bility to prepare for the worst, so that, we shall be ready to ration gas
if necessary.

But with continued cooperation by everyone, we all have good
reason today to hope for the best, and you can be sure that with your
help I will do everything in my power to achieve the goal of avoiding
gas rationing.Now let me turn directly to the tough questions which are now
being asked by millions of concerned Americans.

First, will the big oil companies be allowed to make huge profits
from the shortage? Will they reap the benefits of your personal
sacrifices?

My feelings on this question could not be stronger. The sacrifices
made by the American people in the energy crisis must be for the
benefit of all the people and not. just for the benefit of big business.

Your sacrifies must: mean that jobs can be preserved, that schools
can stay open, that homes will be heated. They must not mean that
a few get rich at the expense and sacrifice of the many.

I recognize, as you do, that the prices of gasoline, heating oil and
other petroleum products are rising. Now, these prices are goingp
because the costs of foreign oil are going up. The Nations from - hic
we still import oil have increased their prices from some $4 billion,
($4) a barrel 5 months ago 11o as much as $12 a barrel today. This
tripling in costs is passed on to you, the consumer, and that is why
prices are rising.

I will do everything I can to hold down the price of foreign oil.
Scare stories that the American people will soon be paying a dollar
for a gallon of gas are just as ridiculous as the stories that will say that
we will be paying a dollar for a loaf of bread. The American people
cannot afford to pay such prices, and I can assure you that we will
not have to pay them.

At the same time, I pledge to you that I shall do everything in my
power to prevent the big oil companies and other major energy pro-
ducers from making an unconscionable profit out of this crisis. Too
many Americans have sacrificed too much, to allow that to happen.

That is why 1 shall urge the Congress, when it. reconvenes on Mon-
(lay, to act immediately on the windfall profits tax that I requested
last. month. This tax would require that windfall profits either be
turned over to the Government 6r be invested in the development of
new supplies, supplies that will be vitally needed in the years ahead.
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Private profiteering at the expense of public sacrifice must never
be tolerated in a free country.

Another question many people are asking, to put it. bluntly, is
whether there is really an energy shortage at all. If so, how serious is
it? I am just as interested ais you are in getting at the truth in this
matter, That is why when the Congress returns I will propos.-e legisla-
fion requiring the oil companies to provide a full and constant account-
ing of their inven tories, their production, their costs and their reserves.

This legislation will make it possible for the Federal Government to
monitor these supplies independently.

In the meantime, to be sure that the information I ain getting is
accurate and complete, I have directed the Federal Energy Office
to':conduct a thorough audit of the records of all the major domestic
oil companies. They will have several hundred inspectors in the field.
If more inspectors are needed, they will be provided. If the reports
are not satisfactory, I shall ask the heads of the major oil companies
to meet with me personally in Washington so that I can get the facts
I need to make decisions that, are right and that are best for all
Americans.

I assure you that I shall not allow the American people to be the
victims of a "snow job" in a crisis which affects the jobs, the comfort

[ and the very way of life of millions of Americans.
I have also directed that an immediate review be made of the inter-

national tax structure to insure that: American companies which are
developing energy resources abroad are not: permitted to avail them-
selves of special tax advantages aboard. I have also ordered a review
of other tax laws affecting companies that produce energy.

Based on the best information I have been able to get, this is my
analysis of the energy crisis at this time:

The shortages are genuine, they may become more severe, and they
are potentially dangerous.

Last xyear, the United States consumed roughly 18 million barrels
of petroleum, in one form or another, every day.

We produce over 11 Tmillion barrels a day from our own resources
here in this country.

The differences must be made up by imports from foreign producers.
Because of the 'Mideast oil embargo, however, rny chief adviser,

Mr. William Simon, in the energy area, now advise.s that during the
first three months of 1974, our imports will fall short of our normal
demands by 2.7 million barrels a day. That shortfall is the heart of
the current emergency.

The economic stress now felt by the United States is having an
even stronger imnpact upon Western Europe, Japan and many de-
veloping countries because they lack the domestic resources we have
in this country.

In the long run, the producing nations wvill also suffer. We are
therefore approaching a point where the oil embargo and the increase
in prices on the international market is self-defeating for everyone,
Clearly, we must have a cooperative, international accommodation on
both supplies and prices.

In pursuit of that goal, I have invited the leaders of major energy-
consuming nations to send representatives to the United States to
discuss these matters. They will convene here in Washington on
February 11 to discuss the pricing problem and other matters relating
to the current emergency.
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But regardless of the success we have in increasing petroleum im-

ports and in stabilizing prices through diplomatic means, we must
continue t.o move forward toward achieving a capacity for self-
sufficiency in energy right: here at home.

America is a rich, a strong and a good country. We must set for
ourselves this goal: We m.ust, never again be caught in a foreign-made
crisis where the United States is dependent on any other country,
friendly or unfriendly, for the energy we need to produce our jobs, to
heat our homes, to furnish our transportation for wherever we want,
t.o go.

Late last vear I announced the beginning of Project Independence,
a full-scale effort. to provide the capacity to meet American energy
needs with American energy resources by 1980. As an important part
of that project, the head of the Federal Energy Office,..Wililiam Simon.
will mount a major effort this year to accelerate the development: of
new energy supplies for the future.

Most of the money and the work for Project Independence must
come from private enterprise. But the Federal Government also has a
vital role to play.

It must be a catalyst for industrial initiative. It must clear away
the red tape that lies in the way of expanding our supplies, and it
must provide the seed money for research and (levelol)inent.

-Mlany of these Federal responsibilities can only be met with new
legislation. That is why over the next few weeks I shall submit to the
Congress a broad legislative package of energy initiatives and urge it
to pace these requests at the very top of the Congressional agenda for
1974. If we are to be successful in dealing with our long-term energy
needs, the Congress must play its part, and I believe that the Con-
gress, after returning from their districts over the Christmas Holidays,
will agree that the people want them to play their part., along with the
Administration.

The burden of enermv conservation, of cutbacks and inconvenience,
of occasional discomfort, continued concern is not, I can assure you, an
artificial one. It is real. During the Second World War, Winston
Chiurchill was once asked why England was fighting Hitler, He
answered, "If we stop, you will find out."

If we should choose to believe that our efforts in fighting the energy
crisis are unnecessary, if we permit ourselves to slacken our efforts an~d
slide back into the wasteful consumption of energy, then the full force
of the energy crisis w ill be brought home to Ameria• in a most devastat-
ing fashion, and there will be no longer any question in anyone's mind
about the realitv of the crisis.

The distance between the winter of 1974 and the springtime of
energy independence for the United States remains great. We must
proceed with confidence in our ability to do the job. Far more im-
portantly, we must. act. now, as one people to do the job that must
be done

With the proud dedication we Americans have always displayed
when confronted with great challenges, we can and we will achieve
the great goal of Project Independence. Where energy is concerned,
we, the American people, shall be the sole masters of our fate.

RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HousE, January 19,1974.



PROPOSALS TO DEAL WITH THE. ENERGY CRISIS

JANUARY 23, 1974

T6 the Gongresýs of the. United States:
As the 93rd Congress reconvenes this week, it. returns to an agenda

that is piled high. withvit.al legislative questions.
America is undergoing a period of rapid change and growth when

de.eisions made in Washington could affect the patterns of our national
life for the'-rest of this century. These decisions demand not only the
collective wisdom of our national leadership but also a continuing
spirit of cooperation between the executive and legislative branches
of.btor Government. In this first. legislative message of 1974, 1 want
to renew my pledge that I stand ready and eager to work with the
Members of the Congress in shaping the solutions that are best for
• America.

In the next few •weeks, I will send to the Congress a series of mes-
sages requesting swift legislative action in the areas where I feel that
progress is most keenly needed. In each of these areas-health,
education, t.ransp:ortation,. natural resources, and others-these
proposals reflect. the.best efforts .of my Administration to solve a wide
range.of difficult domestic problems.

Noesingle legislative area is more critical or more challenging to us
as a people, however, than the subject of this first message to the
.Congress: The energy crisis. It is because of its importance and because

"'ýf. the urgent need for'action that: I have chosen to break tradition,
outlining to the Congress my legislative requests in energy before
•dhliverimg my State of the Union Address.

I first xwarned of approaching energy shortages in a message to the
Congress in 1971-the first energy myessage ever presented by an
American President. In 1973, an embargo was suddenly imposed
up6n many of our foreign supplies of oil, the crisis broke upon us, and
thie entire countrv took the first step toward coping with the emergency.
\X'have made iolid progress since then, but it is clear that our effortsZ
in 1973 were just the beginning. As our first. order of business in the
new- year:,therefore, let us resolve that 1974 shall be the year that we
build a permanent framework for overcoming the energy crisis.

In the initial portion of this message I want to report to the Con-
gress on our progress over the last three months. The remainder of
the::message addresses the legislative program on. which I am urging
Conigressional action in 1974:

-- First, the proposals that I believe are essential to:meet the short-
term emergency, including.
•-"A special energy act that would permit restrictions on the pri-

vate and public consumption of energy and would temporarily
(119)
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r.lcv eertain Clean Air Act requirements for power plants and
uttoin otiv e eiy:knions;

- A 1(indftl profits tax that. would prevemt privlet profit eer'i..
a I the e.Xpene. of public sarifice;
. .n .mtoymenUt in:;urance to help thoe who lose 'their job.,
heeauo.e of the energy crisis .. ..

........ Ar it• uih t of a ledelral Enerv AXminist raf ion.
-ScCowd, the ici.,,.lixe proposals that 1 have pretviou .v vnabmit(ed

in ord( r t.o.) neet our loig-range g oal of aehi(eving 0,elf-suificiencx.
In Un 1rl',, iri uding proposals that would ::: "

Ailow m arket prieingt of new natural .as:
A Allow tenmporarty oil production from the Elk Hill, Na.v ! Petro,
leum Reservi in C(alifornia.;

....Pei'mit siurfacc mining of coal in a manner that i, environ-
mentally safe;

. Permil the d(eve'lopimenit of new (deepwater port faciliie, off-
shore;

-- Amend the tax laws regardinr drilling investrments;
-Modlerm e ihelaws- reý rdin' mineral lea-sin' on. Federal land,;
-- And reorganize the executive branch so that it mav deal. more

effeTtiveh" with energy and natural resource problemnS.
-. ThAird, proplosals which are desig.ned to help us achihvae, self-suffi-

ciency in energy and which I am submitting to thie Conress this
year for the first time. including proposals that wk ould:
-- Eliniinate depletion allowances for foreign oil and gas pi'oduc-

tion;
-Accelerate the licensing and construction of nuclear facilities;
-. Require labeling of products for energy efficiency; '
-And streamline the site selection process for energy facilities.

In addition to these legislative proposals, the Administration is
moving forward this year w:ith a series of executive actions and si.li.des
relating to our long-term energy needs. The latter are addressedin the
last section of the miessage.

I. REPORT ON TiHE CURRENTr E.NIERGE\CY

Last year the United States consumed roughly IS million.. barreloh•'
petroleuri, in one forri or another, every day. This represented ab. okut
one-half of our total energy consumption. T1he level of petroleunm eon
sumption was also rising, so that we expected demands to reach about.
20 million barrels a day in 1974.

While the country is rich in natural resources, our productlon of
petroleum resources is far less Ihan our demaands. Last: ear .wi-e were
producing approximately 11 miilion barrels of petroleuni a d(a, and
the lea of production was declining-

The thflerence between our demands and our domestic. consti .ption
.must be made up, of course, by imports from abroad, reductionsl iin
demand, or inereased domestic pproduction, Even before the en1ibargo
on oil in the Middle East, our foreign supplies were barely adequate.
Since the embargo, the shortage has become a good deal more serious.
The Fehd•ral Energy Office has estimated that during the flrstthree
months of 1974, our Imports will fall short of our nornial demands by
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2.7 million barrels a day. If the embargo continues, shortages could
exceed three million barrels a day during tile rest of the year. That.
shortfall is the major factor in our current emergency.

ENCOURAGING PROGRESS

With the Nation confronting a severe energy shortage, I appealed to
the public eleven weeks ago to undertake a major conservation effort.
on a personal, voluntary basis. My appeal was repeated by public
servants across the land. The Congress acted quickly to pass laws
putting the Nation on year-round daylight savings time and reducing
the national highway speed limits to no more than 55 railes per hour.
The Federal Government began moving swiftly to ensure that fuel
supplies were allocated fairly and that conservation measures were
undertaken within the Government. Most importantly, the people
themselves responded positively, lowering the thermost-at-, in theirhomes and offices, reducing their consumption of gasoline, cutting back

on unnecessary lighting, and taking a number of other steps to save
fuel.

Largely because of the favorable public response, I can report to the
Congress today that we are making significant progress in conserving
energy:

-Total consumption of gasoline in the United States during the
month of December was nearly nine percent below expectations.

-Consumption of home heating oil has been reduced. A recent
survey of 19,000 homes in New England showed they had reduced
heatilng oil consumption by more than 16 percent under last year,
after making adjustments for warmer weather.

-Utility report that consumption of natural gas across t.he country
has been reduced by approximately 6 percent over last year, while
the consumption of electricity is down about 10 percent.

Beyond the progress we have made because of voluntary conserva-
tion, we have also been fortunate in two other respects. The weather in
the last quarter of 1973 was warmer than usual, so that: we (lid not
consume as much fuel for heating as we expected. In addition, the oil
embargo in the Middle East, has not. yet been totally effective, allow-
ing us to import more oil than we first anticipated.

ACTION AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL

The Federal Government clearlv has aa major responsibilitvy in help-
ing to overcome the energy Crisis. To fulfill that responsibility, several
steps have been taken in the last three months:

-A major conservation program has been established and has cut:
consumption of energy by Federal agencies by more than 20 per-

. cent below anticipatted demands in the third quarter of 1973.
: -A sweeping investigation of fuel prices charged at gasoline stations
* . and truck stops has been launched, putting an enld to price goug-

ing wherever it is found.
-A Federal Energyi Office has been created to serve as a focal point

for energy actions taken by the Government.
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-Finally, a fuel allocation program has been set up to assure that
no area of the Nation is subjected to undue hardships and to
assure that in allocating fuel, the protection of jobs comes ahead
of the satisfaction of comforts. As part of this allocation effort,
refiners are being encouraged to prodice less gasoline and more:of
the products that are needed in homes and industry, such as heat-
ing oil, diesel oil, residual fuel oil, and petrochemical feed-stocks.
The Cost of Living Council has issued regulations to encourage
the shift away from gasoline production. If necessary, additional
steps will be taken to encourage shifts in refinery production.

The allocation program now underway will mean some cutbacks in
travel, heating and other end uses of fuel, while uses which keep our
economy operating at a high level will be permitted to remain at or
above last year's levels.

Market forces are also at work allocating fuel. Due primarily to
huge increases in prices for foreign. oil, the price of gasoline has risen
by 12 to 15 cents per gallon over last year. This obviously discourages
the consumption of gasoline. Hearing oil has also shown a comparable
rise with similar effect.

There is a limit, however, to the amount of market allocation
through higher prices which we will allow. We will not have consumers
paying a dollar gallon for gasoline. We must therefore seek to maxi-
mize the production of domestic oil at a price lower than the price of
foreign oil. We will also carefully review requests for energy price in-

creases, to ensure that they are genuinely needed.
All of the rmeasures of conservation anýd allocation have greatly im-

proved the Nation's chances of avoiding hardships this winter and gas
rationing this spring. Gas rationing, with its attendant bureavcracy and
cost to the taxpayer, should be only a last resort. Nevertheless, we are
attempting to be prudent. and therefore have developed a system of
coupon rationing. The system is now on the record for public comment,
and will be ready for use this spring should it. prove necessary.

The system would provide for transferable coupons for all licensed
drivers over IS years old.. The coupons, unlike the World War I1
coupons, would be freely transferable.. Thus those who can economize
and use less than their allotment would be given tangible incentive to
do so, while those who seriously need larger amounts would be able.
to buy coupons legally.

The .measures of allocation and conservation are, in the very short-.
run, the only actions which will have an effect. in lessening the crisis.
FHowever, in the slightly longer terin, we can and we are making efforts"
to increase doniestic. supplies of petroleiun very rapidly.

Tncreases in supplies of domestic crude oil are necessary not only to
assure supplies but to keep the prices for cons-umers at a reasonable
level. 'Ihe prices charged by a foreign cartel for crude oil have risen so
dramatically that U.S. oil prices are now greatly below the world
market price.

To ensure that doinestic oil exploration continues and grows, the
price of oil from new exploration amd dcvelopment has been removed
from Economic Stabilization Act controls. Also, to compensate for
increased production costs and to stimulate advanced techniques for
recovering oil, we have permilted. a $1 per barrel increase ill the cost
of petroleum tinder existing oil contracts.
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..• a result dornesic oil wells that had been abandoned because
the• were no longer profitable are bein put back into producion
andf new..Americanr oil is now be,.%innim to come in to the. marketo We
an Incipa"It additional incera-es in tle oil in the fuhtre.

A... a greater domnestic prt,-duli'ion fills more of our oil needs, we willbede'Innd(ing less foreign oil and the pri.e for foreigii oil will not be
driven upwar'd• by our demands. Our own domestic production will
tend to put ft cap on the prices foreign suppliers mn-ay charge.

I o deal further with the World shortage of oil and its increasingly
•.unrealisti prrice levels, I have invited inajor consuming nations to a
ý.onference in Washington on February 11. The conference will, I

hope, eventually lead to greater international cooperation in the areas

of .energy conservation, research, pricing policy, oil exploration, and
monetary policy.

. 11. LEGISLATrON To M'EETr THE CUnRENT ENE•RGENCY

• ithough we have made significant progress over the last three
months in reducing consurner demands for energy and in allocating

•fuel supplies, additional legislative measures must be enacted if we
are t6: maintain our momentum. I am therefore asking that the Con-
gress give its highest priorntv to five proposals which I have previously
reconmmended for dealing. wit.h the short-term emergency:

1. SPECIAL ENERGY ACT

'The principal purposes of this legislation are to grant the executive
branch authority to restrict the public and private consumption of
oenergy and to modify certain Clean Air Act requirements.

"During the closing weeks of December both Houses of Congress
•.labored long and hard on this emergency bill As presently draft(d in
the House-Senate conference, the bill is laden with so many extraneous
provisions that I would have. difficulty signing it. I urge t.he 4Congress
to pass a basic bill dealing vitPh tmianditorv conservation, fuel conver-

0ion, rationing, and chaniges to the Clean'Air Act. I would also urge
"that the extraneous provisions be placed in separate legislation where
they belong.

2. WINDFALL PROFITS TAX

The solution to the energy crisis must ultimately depend in large
m'leasure upon the response of the public, and their actions will in turn
be.based upon their reeomition that an energy crisis ,actually existsand that it has riot been ionirived for the benefit of big bu'ine For
voeekk, believing that. the crisis is genuine, millions of Amnericans have

"made sacrrfices in their comfort and convenience so that no Americans
voild hav e to suiffer personal hardhips. Those sacrifices are contin-
m ingltodav, and they- will be needed in the future. It is -.pI to the

leader~s" of the Nation to ensure..•taht the public trust is not abuie(I
As: President, I am deeph. committed to a firm policy: I.e utsat

"not permit prirate profiteering at the expense of public sao.rdifce, The
sacrificee made by the American people must be for the benefit of all
thle people, not just for the benefit of big business. In equal ineas'ire,

e rnust not permit the big oil companies or any other major domestic

24- '0 - " - (4
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energy producers to manipulate the public by withholding information on
their energy supplies. That information niust. be made available to the
public, and it must, be accurate and complete.

The windfall profits tax that I outlined last. December and am•again
asking the Congriess to pass would serve this policy by preventing
major domestic energy producers from making unconscionable profits
as a result of the energy crisis. It would exact a tax of up to 85 percent
on receipts frorr sales of crude oil above the ceiling set by the Cost
of Living Council in December of 1973.

3. ENERGY-RELATED UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

The energy emergency will undoubtedly result in some dislocation
within the economy. Selected labor market areas may experience
unusually large rises in unemployment despite our best efforts to
minimize economic disruption. Jobs in those areas may become
harder than usual to find. Therefore, as an integral part of the. same
philosophy which has led me to seek a windfall profits taxflifttpreints t
a few people froni benefitting unduly from thie energy emergency, I
will also recommend new unemployment insurance measures to
cushion American workers against, the shocks of economic adjustment,
Last April, I submitted legislation to improve the unemployment
insurance program by increasing benefit. levels and expanding coy'-
erage. I call again for the enactment of those measures. In addition,
I will submit unemployment insurance amendments that would, on
enactment, extend the duration of benefit entitlement and expand
coverage in those labor market areas that experience significant
increases in the level of unemployment. These provisions, coupled
with the recently enacted Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act will provide a solid foundation for the more rapid reabsorption
of workers into the Nation's economy.

4. MANDATORY REPORTING OF INFORMATION BY PRIVATE INDUSTRY

The information now provided to the public and to the Government
by the energy industry is insufficient for public planning purposes.
This is a serious deficiency which has understandably become a
matter of intense public interest. To correct it., I will shortly submit
legislation requiring major energy producers to provide to the Gov-
ernment a full and constant accounting of their inventories, their 4;
production, and their reserves. Where required for national security i
or competitiv(e purposes, confidentiality of the information will be
protected. Most of this data, however, can and will be made available
to the public.

To provide a focus for the collection and analysis of this data, I
have directed the Federal Energy Office to establish an Energy
Information Center. This center will coordinate ener y- dlata. within
the Government and provide the information to th.ý: public, the
Congress and other Federal agencies,

5. FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

FEA would bring together und significantly expand programs to
deal with the current energy emergency. It would also carry out
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major new activities in energy resource development, energy infor-
ination and enfrgvg corfle, rvation,: Inchided within this a'enex would
be the functions of the Offices of Petroleum Allocation, I.nerg, Dl~ta
and Analysis, Oil and Gas, and Energy Conservation From the De-

a:rrtnment"of the Interior Land the EnLergy Division Of thie Cost of
Livincg Council.

111 OrR PROGRAM FOR: TfF . UTTURlE PRkOJECT INDEPENDI\ONCE

Energy demand in the United States will certainh Co1tinue to
rise.V ere domestic oil production to continuel to decline and demand
continue to grow at over 4 percent annually, as it did before the
embargo. imports wotlid increase from 35 percent. of UI. consumption
in 1973 to roughly half of U.S. consumption by i 0.iO

We must also face the fact that when and if the oil embargo ends,
-lhe United State.s will be faced with a difftcuent but no less difficult
problem. Foreign oil prices have risen dramatically in recent months.
If we were to continue to increase our purchase of foreign oil. there
would be a chronic balance of payments outflow which, over time.
would create a severe problem in international monetary relations.

Without alternative and,,, competitive sources of energy here at
home, we would thus continue to be vulnerable to interruptions of
foreign imports and prices could remain at these cripplingly high levels.
Clearly, these conditions are unacceptable.

To overcome this challenge, I announced last Novemher 7 that
the.,Tnited States must embark upon a major effort to achieve self-
suffihi6ency in energy, an effort I called Project Independence. If
succ essful, Project Independence would by 19S0 take us to a point
where..:eM are no longer dependent to any., significant extent upon
potential]-v insecure foreign supplies of energy.

Project Independence entails three essential concurrent tasks.
The first task is to rapidly increase energy supplies-maximizing

theproduction of our oil, gas, coal and shale reserves by using existing
technologies and accelerating the introduction of nuclear power.
Th~ese important efforts should begin to pay off in the next 2 to 3
years. They will provide the major fraction of the increased supplies
needed to achieve energy self-sufficiency.

The second task is to conserve energy. We must reduce demand by
eliminatino nonessential energy. use and improving the efficiency of
energy utilization. This must- be a continuing commitnment in the
"vears ahead.

The third task is to develop new technologies through a massive
new energy research and development program that will enable us to
.remain self-sufficient for years to come.

-We cannot accept part of..the overall program and ignore the other,.
WNithin the Federal sector, success will depend on a wide range of
actions by many agencies. As an important part of that effort, the
head of te Federal Energy Office, William Simon, will mount a major
effort this year to accelerate the development of new energy supplies
for ihe future.
* O•iV strategy for Project Inidependence is reflected in urgent
measures now pending in the Congress as well as many new legislative
proposals and administ-rative actions I now plan to lake.
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A. LEGISLATION STILL AWAITING CONGRESSIONAL ACTION'

Over the past three years, I have submitted a number of ]egislativ•
proposals that are essential to our pursuit of energy self-sufficiency
but. are still awaiting final Congressional action. I ask that the 93rd
Congres move ahead with these proposals, and I pledge the coopera-
tion"of this Administration in working out. any differences. These
proposals inculde the following:
Natural Gas Supply Act

The artificially low prices for natural gas created by Government
regulations continue to create a double problem: consumers wish to
purchase more of this cheap, :lean fuel than is available, while sup-
pliers have little incentive to develop it. I again ask the Congress to
provide for competitive pricing of newly developed gas supplies in
order to encourage new drilling and to direct available gas into the
premium uses.

Although iny deregulation proposal should not cause a significant
rise in consumer prices for natural gas for some years, I recognize
that there is a strong desire to provide added insurance that un-
reasonable price increases do not occur. This insurance can be provided
by adding to the Administration's legislative proposal a provision
authorizing the Federal Power Commission to establish limits on
absolute price increases. We ai:e prepared to work with the Congress:
on these changes.
Naral Petroleum Reserves

The Nation has vast oil end oil shale reserves which years ago %veir
set aside for national defense purposes by placing thern under the
control of the Secretary of the Navy. That action was taken at a time
when naval petroleum requirements were an especially important
share of total national petroleum consumption. Somie of these oil
reserves, principally those located in Wyoming and California, have
been explored and developed to the point where limited production
is possible. The largest reserve, located in Ala. ka, has not been
significantly explored or developed and could not be available for
production for several years, even in a grave national emergency.
I have proposed legislation that would greatly improve the availability
of the reserves for future needs arid would permit limited production
from the Elk Hills Reserve in California to assist, in meeting our
short-term energy problems.

in accordance with law, the Secretary of the Navv has issued, arid
I have approved a linding that prod uction of oil from N aval IPetroleum
Reserve No. 1 (Elk Hills) is necessanry for national defenise purposes.
Approval of the Congress i-, also necessarv and I have proposed
legislation that would give suich Congressional approval. It wvgoild also
provide that fund, fromi the side or exchange of the oil could bie used
for further exploration rnd development of Elk Hills and for explora-
tion of Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 in Alaska. .1. am ph a-ed that,
the Senate has already passed this legislation, and I am hopeful that
immediate action will now be taken by the house of Representatives.
M1fined Area. IProtection

A. Mined Area Protectiou Act is needed to encourage the develop-
ment of State programs which permit the mining of coal and other.,
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minerals to go forward in a way that is environmentally safe. The
absence of clear legislation in this area is inhibiting the dlevelopient.
of our coal reserves. The Senate has passed a. bill. but it deals only
w..vith surface mining of coal rather than all mining and it containls
'provisions which would actually impede production of coal.

The House Committee on In. ti'or and nsuhnr Affairs is scheduled
rto take up the matter soon and I am hopeful that it will act favorably

on the Administration's proposal.
SDeepwater Port Facilities

Even though our policy is to achieve selfsufficiency, we will clearly
continue to import oil as long as it is available at reasonable prices. To

'imabl" us to import fuel more (economicdly, I have proposed Federal
Golvernmiet licensing of the (co1'truhction and operation of decepwater
port facilities three miles or more at sea on the Outer Continental
Sh1elf, Thie main use of these facilities would be to import crude oil
in ships that are economically and en-vironienntally desirable, but
are too deep of draft to p)ermit their entry into our port facilities on
the East and Gulf Coasts.

This legislation would also eliminate many of the legal uncertainties
which now drive private investors away from American waters anid
to other nations of the Western Hemisphere. The present system
only serves to create investments and jobs abroad and raises our costs
of imported oil, already high, even further.
Drilling Investment Credit

Last April I proposed that the investment credit provisions of
present. tax laws be extended to provide a credit for all exploratory
drilling for new oil and gas fields. Approval of this provision would
provide an essential incentive for new oil arid gas exploration. At the
same. time, I am asking the Congress to eliminate the tax shelter that
now exists for wealthy tax-payers who reduce their taxes by taking
deductions for investments in oil drilling.
Mineral Leasing Act

The Mineral Leasing Act of 1920 governs the exploration and
,productioný. of oil, gas, coal, and other minerals on Federal landswhile the Mining Act of -872 governs the exploration and mini g
Sfor "hard-rock" (goldgsilver, copper, etc.) minerals. Both acti n a e
be'come obsolete. Last Fcbruary, I proposed a bill that w( ul.i place
all mineral exploration and mining activities on Federal lands under a

sifigle FederallI easing sy"stem. The bill would assure that the persons
,who obtain the leases are those who have an interest in earl, explora-
tion for oil, gas, and other minerals. It would also reqruire that
exploration meet the environmental standards of the Administra-
tion's proposed Mined Area Protection Act.
Organizing the Federal Energy Effort

If the Federal Government is to achieve prompt and productive
results in the energy field, its many energy programs and resources
must be organized in the best possible manner. Toward this end, I
have submitted severpl organizational proposals to the Congress and
urged their proml)t adoption. One calls for establishment of the
Federal Energy Administration as discussed above. The others call
for statutory establishment of the following:
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(1) Energy Research and Development Administration.-This new
organization would provide unified leadership and direction for energy
technology programs at the Federal level. ERDA would include the
research'and development as well as the production functions of the
Atomic Energy Commission, along with selected energy research and,
development functions of the Department of the Interior, the National"
Science Foundation, and the Environmental Protection Apency. Under*
this proposal, the five-member Atomic Energy Commission would be i
renamed the Nuclear Energy Commission and would carry out the
vital task of licensing and regulating the rapidly growing use of
nuclear power.

(2) Department of Energy and Natural Resources.-As the longer-run
solution to the many interrelated problems in the enrergy and n'itural
resources area, I have proposed the establishment of this new depart-
inent. DEN R would incorporate most of the responsibilitie, o.,f the
Department of the Interior; the activities of the Forest Service and
certain water resource functions of the Department of Agriculture;
the activities of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
of the Department of Commerce; the water resource planninglfunc-
tions of the Corps of Engineers; the gas pipeline safety functionIs of
the Department of Transportation, and the Water Resources Coiuicil.
Drawn together, these responsibilities would form the basis of a
modern department truly capable of providing a much needed balance
between the wise utilization and careful conservation of our Nation's
precise natural resources.

Because of the energy crisis, I urge that the Congress give priority
attention to the creation of FEA and ERDA. Because of its compre-
hensive scope, DENR may require additional examination by the
Congress, but I reaffirm the need for this modern Cabinet department.
Once DENR is established, it should incorporate the functions of
ERDA and FEA.

B. NEW LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES

In addition to the legislation now pending before the Congressý;'
still further steps must be taken if we are to progress at a proper pace
toward self-sufficiency. Within the next several weeks, I willbe. sending
to the Congress a number of legislative proposals to help us take those
steps, including:
Ctanges in Foreign Tax Treatment

U.S. companies that produce oil overseas have been granted the
same 22 percent depletion allowance abroad that is granted t6 U.S.
companies producing oil in the United States. Both allowances pro-
vide an incentive for oil production.

As we move toward U.S. self-sufficiency in energy, however, we
want to encourage greater development of U.S. energy resources
rather than foreign resources. I am therefore asking the Congress to
eliminate these foreign depletion allowances, while retaining the
depletion allowance for domestic oil production.

Taxes paid to foreign governments by U.S. oil companies drilling
abroad have increased dramatically. There is growing concern about
the degree to which such increases should be allowed as credits against

I0
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.U.S. tax on other income. Under these circumstances, it is no longer
realistic to treat these payments to foreigi governments entirely as
ihcome taxes creditable against the U.S. tax. Obviously, however, the
oil producing countries, like any other country, have the right to
impose taxes and some reasonable portion of those taxes should be
creditable. .I have asked the.Treasury Department to prepare pro-
•posals which would cause part of these amounts to be designated as
i creditab]& tax and the balance to be allowed solely as a deduction.
•Acceleratingthe Licensing and Construction of Nuclear Facilities

Nuclear power, which lessens our dependence on foreign fuel, is an
essential part of our program of achieving energy self-oufficiency. At
present, howeve•, it takes 9-1.0 years to complete the plnninm, 1hcens-

S.,ng, and construction of nuclear power plants. In order to-get vitally
.needed nuclear power on-line more rapidly, I have directed that step's
be taken to reduce the licensing and construction cycle to 5-6 bears,

.,without compromising safety and environmental standards.
I will soon transmit a legislative proposal to expedite the comppe-

t,,ion of nuclear power plants by separating the approval process forplant sites from the reactor licensing process and by encouraging the
use of standardized plant designs. These designs, once approved,
would reduce the required licensing review time arid would enhance
safety. This legislation would also permit the establishment of an
inventory of approved sites for nuclear plants.
Efficiency Labels

Energy conservation must play a major role in achieving self-
sufficiency, but few of the products we now purchase clearly indicate
how mukch energy they require to operate. To &ssure that .such in-
formation is available,'I will shortly submit to the Congress legisla-
tibn requiring that all major appliances and automobiles produced or
imniported ito the United States be clearly labeled t.o indicate their
energy use and energy efficiency.
~Energy Facilt es Siting

The present multitude of Federal, State, and local approvals re-
quired for the construction of energy facilities has caused serious
delays in their availability. There is also no provision'for advanced
approval of sites which whll be needed in the future. In addition, the
public has often been frustrated because public participation in the site
approval process seldom occurs early enough to affect the basic siting
decision.

In 1971 I requested legislation to overcome these problems for elec-
trical power plants and transmission lines. I resubmitted similar legisla-
tion in.Februan- 1973, but the Congress has not acted on my proposal.
I have now dir'cted that new legislation be prepared, building upon
my earlier proposals but covering additional critical energy facilities.
TLis legislation will be directed toward:

-advanced approval of adequate sites for energy facilities on a
.regional basis;

-bettericoordination of the various approvals now required by all
; levelsof Government;
-and irhproved long range planning of energy facility requirements.
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Changes in. the Clean Air Act
The (Clean Air Act. has provided the basis for major improvements in

air quality and we must continue our progress toward even greater
improvement, However, during the current energy shortage, it has
become clear that some changes in the act are needed to provide •
greaftter flexibility in deadlines and other requirements. The special
energy legislation now before the Congress would permiti temporary
rtelaxation in some requirements applicable to power plants when anl
adequate supply of clean energy is not available. It. would also extend
the deadlines for the reduction of emissions from automobiles. I hope
the Congress will move quickly to grant authority for temporary
relaxation of requirements and freezing the standards for auto emis-
sions-now applicable to 1975 model cars-for two additional years.
This latter action will permit auto manufacturers to concentrate
greater attention on improving fuel economy while retaining a fixed
target for lower emissions. These changes can be made without signifi-
cantly adverse effect, on our progress in improving air quality.

The Congress has also been advised by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency of evidence demonstrating that the reductions of nitrogen
oxides fronm automobiles as required by the Clean Air Act are unneces-
sarily stringent and that technology to achieve the reductions is not
vet practicable. In addition, the Congress has been advised by the
Environmental Protection Aaencv that deadlines cannot be met for
meeting air quality standards in some metropolitan areas without.
drastically curtailing the use of motor vehicles. For instance, these
deadlines would require that motor vehicle usage in Los Angeles be
reduced by as much as 87 percent.

An extensive review is now underway within the executive branch
of the implications of court decisions which require thlt E.PA act t0
prevent "significant. deterioration" of air quality-a requirement that
is not defined in either the law or court dicisions. rhis mIatter has
far-reaching implications for public policy regarding lamd use as wel I
as air quality. Changes in the law may thus be required to deal with
this problem, and we will consult with the Congress as appropriate.

We must continue to assess the impact of actions required by the
Clean Air Act. so that there will be a basis for sound decisions that
provide an appropriate balance among our objectives for environ-
mental quality, economic and social growth, energy supply and
national security.

1V. NEw ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS AND STUDIES

In addition to preparing the legislative proposals above, I have
directed that. a number of executive actions be taken and additional
legislative studies be made which could help us to succeed with Project
independence. Among these actions are the following:

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF DEVELOPMENT

The undiscovered oil and gas beneath our Outer Continental Shelf
can provide a significant portion of the energy necessary to make:us
self-sufficient. I have already ordered leasing in that area to be stepped
up. Today I am directing the Secretary of the Interior to increase the

0
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acreage leased on the Outer Continental Shelf to 10 million aerfs
ibeginning in 1975, more than tripling what. had origiallY •ei, planned.
iIn later years, the amount of acreage to be, leased waill be based on
market needs and on industry's record of performance in explorin"g and
,developing leasees. In contracting for leases, the SSecretary of the
'interior is also to ensure that: the proper eompe titive biddirng pro-
cedures are followed and that environmental safeguards are obsei'rved.
lie will, in addition, set up an interagency program for monitoring the
environmental.<aspects of the new leasing program. There will be no

idecision on lea.ing on the Outer Continental Shelf in the Atlantic and
'in the Gulf of Alaska until the Council on Environmental Quality
completes its current environmental study of those areas.

ALASKA PIPELINES

In:.1973, the Congress passed the Alaskan pipeline bill, allowing the
construction of a vitally needed oil pipeline. The Secretary of the
Interior plans to issue the construction permit for that pipeline this
afternoon, and construction should begin this year.

1 It has long been clear that while an oil pipeline was needed, it alonewould not be enough. In addition to the huge oil reserves in the North
Slope of Alaska, there are also gas reserves there of at. least 26 trillion
iCubic feet--enough to heat 10 million homes for 20 years. Construction
,.6f a gas pipeline should thus accompany the construction of the oil
pipeline. What is now needed, and what I am directing, is prompt
aýction by the Administration. Interior Secretary Morton expects to
receiye two competing applications for the gas pipeline in the near
jfhtre, one proposing construction across Alaska and the other pro-
:posing construction across Canada. I have asked the Secretary toconsidiNr these proposals carefully but promptly and to deliver a rec-
,omInendation to me as soon as possible. I have also asked the Secretary
,Ltp un(dertake a further study of the need for future oil and gas pipeline
'capacity and the best routes for new pipelines should they proveinecessatry.

STIMULATION OF SYNTHETIC FUEL PRODUCTION

At current rates of consumption, our coal reserves could supply our
needs for 300:years while shale oil could satisfy an additional 150
years of demand. However, these resources are not easily recoverable,
or usable in a manner that is environmentally acceptable. Therefore,
the development of a-domestic synthetic fuels industry-the pro-
duction of oil from shale and the production of gas or oil from coal-
ian be an important element of our program for reducing our future
dependence on energy imports.
; The recent bidding for the first commercial oil shale lease indicates
.ýItrpng commercial interest in shale oil development. Five other lease
offerings of Federal oil shale lands will be made this year. Several
companies have also announced plans to construct plants for the

!production of Commercially usable gas from coal. Nevertheless, a
varietvof factors including environmental, economic, technical, and
"egulatorI problems impose constraints on any major increase in the
,c,,ommercial production and industrial use of svnthetic fuels. I have
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theref' re w-ked the Administrator of the Federal Energy Oflicc' to
head up an int.rageney' evaluation of fin ancia I or economic incentives
or regoulato.ry changes that may be needed to stimulate domestic!
ptrot noction.

EVALUAI1ING ENERGY EFFICIENT PRODUCTS

There are now several products on the market. which, if given wider
use, might help us to use energy more efficiently and could conceivably
rud.ce aQr poiltmiOn. Among them are chemical catatlyst." and additives
at tachments for a, tomlbile engineis and more efficient heat transfer
devi'.es for industrial and home furnaces. Previously, these pr1oductI
hanve not been crammeiacllv profitable because of the low price of
fuel, With an increase in fuel prices, however, they have become wInre:
attractive. 1 have therefore directed the Federal Energy Ofl(;e to
collect information on these products and on their energy, effieiency
As results are availabe, we will publicize them and, wheo. appro
priate, will purchbase the products for use by the Government. '

IMPROVING URBAN TRANSPORTATION

It is widely recognized now that the development of better mIass
transit system,,s may be one of the key solutions to both our enerug
and environmental problems. My budget for fiscal year 1975, wbhic.
will be sent to the Congress in the next• two weeks, gives speciaLI
priority to the improvement of urban transportation, especially traiit
bus fleets. In addition, I will soon propose legislation to increase the
amount and flexibility of Federal transportation aid which is avxa lable
to local communities.

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Nowhere will the need for the combined efforts of industry andy
Government be greater than in energy research and development.
If we are to see the successful cutinination of Project Independence,
the Federal Government must work in partnership with American
industry "I.

For the last five years, I have provided for a continual expansion of
our efforts in energy research and development. Federal fnnding in-
creased almost 75 percent from 83S2 million in fiscal year 1970m)to
$672 million in fiscal year 1973 and was then raised to $1 billio for"
fiscal year 1974. Last June I announced mny comuinitineni to an..eVenm
more raid acceleration of this effort through a $10 billion Fedc:ifl
program over the next five years, and I asked tlt,e Charnman of '{ihe
Atomic Energy Comiussion to dtievelolo recommendations for the
expilmed prog1ram

.1(oday 1 Iarin o anm ,.ing that in fiscal year 1975-the first year of
my jmrj rsed Eove x ear, eergy R&D pmrgiari-tral Federal commit-:
neAt for diret en'ergry research and development will be increased to
$1.8 billion, almost double the level of a year ago, In addition, I will
be r.queti. an increase of $2!(;i million for ossentia[ s iportig
l)roranlls in lba.ic aid envirox nent ril effects rescan li.

1 ,d,,en, of,,or ,,o .t-t fIu ctutios in the eneigy "uppl)1les our
Natio iaunt moxe swiftlY and steadily onl a coure to self-suffciency
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The private seeror clearly must provide most of the money and the
work for this etfort., We iiu.t also guard against Governm In e-.
lienditures which merely replace p'iv-ate sector investimenent, Biut thli
Federal Govert nmnen t does have a role to play in syuphlemieng ind
aeceleratng livate developnment and in filling, majc,r technolgieai
gaps where market incentives are lacking .The Federal \enih 01 5

hwhich I iii annmaomi..ck tod( are desined to surve i )Ise ir"on
.. In putruing our enemgy R&D prozrami, we must maintain bh atiee.
We camuio.t awford to direct all our efforts to finding long-temi sohintios
while inoring our iniediate problems, nor can we concentrnte too
s v. ongly oi finding hoiort-range solutions. Our progrir n11must 1be
{ructured to pirovide us with payotIls in the nma., middle, ami! far
ti rin.

V For the near term -- rhe period before 1985.--we i1111i develop ad-
v anced technologiew in mning and environmentra ,Inntrol that will
permit greater direct use of our coal reserves. We in a. p4 tIe( I the
..Widespread introduction of nuclear power. And we inust work to
develop more effR.iecrt enargy-eon.suming devices, for ue in both
home and industry.

Beyoid 19S5, wve can expect considerable paynfis from our pro-
grams in nuclear breeder reactors and in ad vacd tech tologies for
.the production of clean synthetic fuels from coal. By this time, we
10hould also have explored the potentia.l of other resources such as
ýolMar and geothermial energyv

F or the fai term, our programs in nuclear fusion, advanied breeder
reactors, hydrogen generation and solar electric power appear to be
the niutimale keys to our energy future.

4" ' V. Co.NcKAONx "'

4athough shortages were long in appearing, thi energy crisis itself
"me studdenly, borne by a tragic war in the Middle Est.. It was a

blow to nAmerieanj.nride and prosperity, urt. it. may well turn (nit to
he a fh6tmnate turning point in our hibior".

We learned, at a stage short of the truly critical, thiat we had allowed
outsel-es to become overly dependent upon foreign supplies of a viral
igood. We saw that the acts of foreign ruler., even fQr short of nilitaryaaction, courld plunge us into an airthentic crisis: The Arab oil embargo
,will temporarily close some gasoline stations, buti it has opened our
eyes to the short-sighted policy we had been pursiing.

The energy emergency has shown u tn iha we must rnever again be
caught so depe ulent upon un.ert ain supplies. It. is a lesson the Ari,..r-
ican peoWple must and will take to heartt By 1.9,0, if We Inove forward
ith the. proposals I have outlined tolay, I beliieve we cnn place our-

'sel.ves in a position where we can be essentially independent of foreign
energy plod eers.

America has half the world's reserves of coal. It has billion,s of
barrels of oil in the ground, as well a coni ertible oil MiYe It. has vat
natural gas reserves. We have the world's largest installed Inclear
capacity and half the world's hvdroelectrie plants. This represent.s a
truly enormous store of enenrgy.

Thi United States also lias the larget. pool of highly tmraited ts'ie-
tific talent, in the world. Our managerial skills in the private sector are
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enormous. And our organized facilities for solving technical problems
in universities, businesses, and government, are unparalleled.

I have no doubt that the bringing together of these natural and
human resources can propel us toward an era of energy independence. I

It will take time. But. along the way we will assure that, no groups
of Americans are better off because other groups are suffering. We .illassure that the genius of the free enterprise system iriaintained'iand
not destroyed by its response to this crisis.

Years from now, let us look back upon the energy crisis of the
1970s as a time when the American spirit reasserted itself for the
lasting benefit of America and the world.

RICHARD NIXON.

THE WHITE HOUSE, January 23, 1974.
* * * * ** $ *

FACT SHEET

January 23, 1974

BACKGROUND

On June 4, 1971, the President sent a message to Congress bn
energy-the first energy message ever sent by a President. Energy
also played an important role in several legislative proposals, state-
ments, and messages during 1971 and 1972 and early 1973.

On April 18, 1973, the President sent his second energy message to
the Congress, a message outlining comprehensive energy policies,
programs, and legislation.

On June 29, 1973, the President. announced a major energy conserva-
tion program, proposed legislation making major changes in Federal
energy and natural resource organization, and announced plans for a
$10 billion 5-year energy R&D program. IHe made additional state-
ments on energy conservation and R&D in October 1973.

On November 7, November 25, and December 4, 1973, and January
19, 1974, the President made major statements on the Nation's energy
crisis. His energy message today to the Congress-the first in this
year's series of legislative messages-breaks tradition by outliiiing
legislative requests before the State of the Union Address is delivered.
The message reports on the current energy emergency and outlines
legislation needed to cope with that emergency. It outlines the
Nation's energy program for the future-Project Independence.
It also describes urgent legislation now awaiting Congressional action,
outlines new legislative initiatives, administrative actions and studies
and priority budget proposals needed to achieve capability for energy
self-sufficiency-the goal of Project Independence.

REPORT ON THE CURRENT EMERGENCY

SUPPLY AND DEMAND SITUATION

1973 U.S. consumption of petroleum products was approximately
18 million barrels per day.
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1974 U.S. demand was expected to reach almost 20 million barrels
per day.

D• mestic petroleum production leveled off in 1971 at. about 11
millidn barrels per day and has been declining.

Imports of crude oil and refineery products havo approached '5
percent of U.S. consumption.

Tlie,: Federal Energy Office's current estimate of the 1974 sutpplY,
demand and shortfall'situation i,. as follows:

Calendar nualer

. t 2c1 3d 4th1

Total demand........................... 20.0 18. 1 18.0 20.2

Supply: "@• om :•ic... .. .. .. .. ..... .. .. ..... .. ..-- 2 11.2 H1.2 11.
I .mp s... ....... . ............ . 4,9 4.5 4A6 5.0

Fro.envenory .............. ... .. 1.2 1 -0.7 1 -1.0 0,7

Total supply............................... 17.3 15.0 14.8 16.8

Shortfall.•'.................................... 2,7 3.1 3.2 3.4
(Pecnte of total demand).......................... (13.6) (17. ) (17.7) (16.6)

I Flows to inventory to build up for next winter's dtawdown.

PROGRESS IN RESPONDING TO TIHE CHALLENGE

Vohntary actions by private individuals, State and local govern-
!. ents, business and industry have reduced energy consumption; eCg.:

-Gasoline consumption during the month of December was
" tOarlw9 percent below expectations.

-19,000 homes surveyed in New England reduced heating oil
consumption by more than 16 percent over last year.

-- Utilities indicate natural gas consumption has been reduced
by approximately 6 percent from last year's levels and consump-
tion of electricity is down about, 10 percent.

During the last quarter of 1973, weather was warmer than usual
and the oil embargo was not totally effective-allowimng ore imports
t4han anticipated.

Federal Government actions include:
"' -Reduced use of energy by Federal agencies amounting to a

20.8 percent savings below anticipated demands for the third
quarter of 1973.

-Federal investigators tire seeking out an"d ending price gouging
• at"gasli:ne stations and truck stops.

i -The Federal Energy Office, established on [)ecember 4, 1973,
is serving as a focal point for Federal energy emergency actions.

-A fuel allocation program_ has been put into effect which. carriesK, forward the strategy of giving maximulim prot.ection to economic
growth and employment and spreading shortages fairly over
less essential activities. The allocation program promiulgated
on January 15. 1974, covers: Propane; Butane; Motor gasoline;

. Rkesidual fuel oil; Aviation fuels; Crude oil and refineryv yield
Lubricants and other products; Petrochemical feedstocks;- and
Middle (distillates.
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-- Steps have been taken to encourage refineries to shift production
to products required for the rmost essential purposes.

-Year round daylight savings time has been reinstituted.
-National maximum speed limit of 55 miles per hour has been

established.
-A standby gasoline rationing system has been developed and

published for comment.
-Economic stabilization act controls have been revised to allow

increased prices to spur domestic production.

PRIORITY LEGISLATION NEEDED TO IMEET THE CURRENT EMERGENCY

The President urged the Congress to act quickly on the following
five proposals for dealing with the short term emergency:

Special Energy Act-to provide authority for mandatory
conservation and rationing and the temporary relaxation of
certain Clean Air Act requirements.

WVindfall Profits Tax--of up to 85 percent on receipts from sale
of crude oil above the Cost of Living Council ceiling price-
would prevent oil companies from undue profits during this time
of crisis.

Job Security Assistance Proposal-augmented by mechanisms
to supplement assistance in areas experiencing unusually large
increase in unemployment.

M1andatory Reporting of Energy Information-requiring energy
companies to report on inventories, production, cost, and reserves
with information to be made public in most cases.

Oreation of a Federal Energy Administration-to significantly
expand programs to deal with the current energy emergency, and
carry out major new activities in energy resource development,
energy information and energy conservation.

PROGRAM FOR THE FUTURE: PROJECT INDEPENDENCE

On November 7, 1973, the President announced the beginning of
Project. Independence-a major effort. to achieve the capability for
self-sufficiency in energy for the United States by 1980. Project
Independence includes programs to: increase energy supplies rapidly
using existing technologies, conserve energy now and in the years
ahead, and develop new technologies for long term energy needs
through R&D. It. requires enactment of legislation now awaiting
Congressional action, new legislative proposals soon to be submitted,
administrative actions, and major budget increases.

LEGISLATION AWAITING CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

Natural Gas Supply Act-allows competitive pricing of new gas
supplies and encourages exploration (proposed on April 18, 1973).

Naval Petroleum Reserves-permits limited production of oil from
reserve No. I (Elk Hills) and provides funds for further exploration
and development of reserve No. I and exploration of reserve No. 4
(Alaska). (Proposed on November 7, 1973.)
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Mined Area Protection Act-would establish standards to govern
.ininingof coal and other minerals-.in surface and s-ubsurface mines.
(0iigirialy requested in 1971; resubmitted in February 1973.)

DeepWater Port Facilities Act-would authorize the Secretary of the
'Interior to grant permits for the construction and operation of ports
bel3ond the three mile limit (proposed in April 1973).
'Driang Investment Credit-provides a credit for all exploratory drill-
ing for new oil and gas fields (proposed in April 1973).

* NEW LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES ANNOUNCED BY THE PRESIDE)NT

S hange in Law--to eliminate foreign depletion allowances and
modify the system of foreign tax credits.

Accelerated Nu•clear Facilities Licensing and Construction-to ex-
pedite, the completion of nuclear plants by separation site approval
from r6actor licensing, encourage the use of standardized plant designs

Rthereby reducing licensing review time, establish an inventory of
'approved sites to be used when needed without. further review.

Afanddtory Efficiency Labelling-woulM require labels on major
Appliances and automobiles sold in the United States to indicate their
energy use and efficiency.

Energy Facilities Siting Act-building on the Electrical Facilities
Siting Act (originally proposed in February 197.1 and resubmitted in
February 1973) to cover additional critical energy facilities-and to
establish a process for advanced approval of sites for energy facilities,
ýprovide better coordination of the various approvals now required by
all levels of government, and improved long range planning for energy
'facilities.
rChanges in Clean Air Act-including provisionsL -immediate amendment in the Special Energy Act to:

permit temporary relaxation of deadlines and limitations on
emissions from stationary sources where an adequate supply of
clean energy is not available; and

S extend 1975 interim emission standards for automobiles for
two additional model years.

-amendments to remove statutory requirement for 90 percent
reduction in 1976 automobiles of remission of oxides of nitrogen
and extend the deadline for meeting air quality standards in
metropolitan areas which would have t.o impose unreasonable
tran.sportation controls.

(Studies are underway of requirements with respect to preven-
tion of "significant deterioration" in air quality and balance
among air quality and other objectives.)

ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS AND STUDIES ANNOUNCED BY THE PRESIDENT

Outer Continental Shelf Leasing-Secretary Morton was directed to
increase acreage leased for oil and gas exploration and development to
tenwmillion acres beginning in 1.975 (more than tripling acreaae
originally planned) and to set up an interagency prograni for mnoni-
toring, environmental aspects of the new program. No decision will
be mnad e on leasing in the Atlantic OCS or the Gulf of Alaska until
CEQ:c0nipletes its environmental study of those areas.
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Alaska Pipelines-Secretary Morton is issuing the permit for
construction of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline. He was directed to evaluate
promptly two applications, expected soon, for a gas pipeline fr'om
Alaska and to undertake a study of the need for future oil and gas
pipeline capacity and routes.

Stinvtation (,f Synthetic Fuel P'roduction--.FEO Adininisti'ator
Simon was directed to lead an evaluation of financial or ek6nomic •
incentives or regulatory changes that may be needed to stimulate
domestic production.Evilration. of Energy Efficiency Products-FEO was directed to
collect information on energy efficient products and publicize findings.

MAJOR BUDGET PRIORITIES ANNOUNCED BY THE PRESIDENT

Improving Urban Transportation-the President's 1975 Budget will
give special priority to urban transportation, with greater flexibility
to local communities in use of transportation aid.

Energy Research and Development--the President's 1975 Budget wil.
provide $!.8 billion for direct. energy R&D as part of his $10 billion,
five year commitment for such R&D. The budget also inclides an
additional $216 million for supporting basic research and environ-
mental and health effects research in 1975. Tables showing funding
details are attached.

-On 'June 29, 1973, the President announced Federal fun ding of
$10 billion for a five-year period beginning in fiscal year 1975,

-On December 1, the President received long range energy R&D
program prepared by Chairman Dixy Lee Ray of the; AEC,
which he requested her to do on June 29, 1973.

-THe 1975 budget. reflects long range R&D strategy for achieving
a capability for energy self-sufficiency, including:

R&D which will have an impact in the near term (beforeý1985):
-conservation, including improved efficiency;
-increased production of proven reserves (i.e., oil and gas

and nuclear);
-greater utilization of existing resources consistent with

environmental protection (e.g., stack gas cleaning"Of coal).
R&D which will have an impact beginning in the mid term:

(1985 and beyond):
-fossil energy (e.g., coal);
-nuclear fission energy (e.g., advanced converter and breeder

reactors).
R&D directed at finding permanent means to maintaining

energy self-sufficiency:
-- nuclear fusion ;
-soltr energy.
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-In pledging to increase Federal energy R&D, the President an-
nounced that he anticipates the private sector will c:ontinue to
increase its own energy .R&D efforts and that the Federal govern-
rnent will assist in supplementing and accelerating these pjivate
efforts.

--The 1975 budget includes the rollowing specific program levels for
Energy R&D:

$427 million for coal R&D-an increase of $262 million or 1.60
p~ercent over 1974-for liquefaction, low and high BTU gasifica-
non. advanced combustion, and improved coal extraction and
reclamation techniques.

$725 million for nuclear fission R&D--an increase of $194 mnil-
lion or 36 percent over fiscal year 1974-with continued primary
emphasis on the Liquid Metal Fast. Breeder Reactor, which is
being increased by $116 million over 1974; plus a $34 million in-
crease in the development of advanced converters and alternative
breeder technologies, and an additional $18 million for reactor
safetv research and radioactive waste management.

$42 million for improved oil and gas recovery methods, re-
source assessment and oil shale development-an increase of $23
million or 119 percent over 1974.

$16 million for energy conservation-an increase of $51 mail-
lion or 79 percent over 1.974-for an expanded program to
improve efficiency in energy utilization in the areas of electric
transmission and distributiion, energy storage, conversion of
wastes, and advanced energy conversion systems, and to reduce
energy waste.

$179 million for environmental control technology-an addi-
tional $113 million or 171 percent. over 1974-for accelerating
coippletion of the development of reliable and efficient technolo-
gies to facilitate wide spread utilization of sulfur oxide (SO,)
removal technology in the next few years and to accelerate the de-
velopment of more advanced technologies for controlling other
pollutants in the future.

$45 million for geothermal energy development--an increase of
$34 million or 300 percent over 1.974-including resource explo-
ratioin and appraisal, development of power generation technology
and study of environmental, impacts.

$50 million for solar energy-an increase of $36 million or 257
percent over 1974-including R&D on heating and cooling of
buildings and more advanced technologies for central station
power generation.

$169 million for nuclear fusion-an additional $68 million or 68
percent over 1974-to accelerate current. research efforts in mag-
netic confinement and laser fusion.

24-112 0 - 79 - 10
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FEDERAL ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, JAN. 23. 1974

[Dollars in millions and fiscal yearsj

Percent
Program level (obligations) change Estimated

from total
Program area 1973 1974 1975 1974-75 1975-79

1, Conservation ----------------------------.. .. ----- $322 $65.0 4115.7 +78 $700

a. End use (residential and commercial) ....----- 15.0 15.0 ...
b, Improved efficiency (transmission) .....--- - - 2.9 5.0 18.8 +276.
c. improved efficiency (coeversion)" - -..... ....... -6.5 15.9 29.8 +100 ..........
d. Improved efficiency (storage) ....---- - ... ------ - 1.6 2.9 6.4 +121 ..........
e, Automotive-..-......................_............. 7.4 14.2 23.7 +67 ......
I. Other transportation --- _----------------....... 13.8 13.0 22.0 +69 .......

2. Oilgas, and shale ---------... ...................... .... 18.7 19.1 41.8 +-119 400

a. Production --------------------------------------- .3 3.0 17.0 +467 ..........
b. Resource assessment ----------.. . .--------------- 4.5 5.0 13.1 +162 ..........
c. Oil shale ...........----.----------------------- 3,2 2.3 3.0 +30 ..........
d, Related programs-...-----.------------.-------- 10.7 8.8 9.6 -1 ........

3. Coal .................................................. 85.1 164.4 426.7 +-160 2, 900

a. Mining ..........------------------------------- 1.7 7.5 55.0 +633 ..........
b. Mining health and safety -------------------------- 2.28 28.3 31.0 +10 . ------
c, Direct combustion _------------.................. 1.5 15.9 36.2 +128 .......
d. Liquefaction -------------------------------- --- 11.0 45.5 108.5 +138 ..........
e. Gasification (high Btu) I -------.------------- 32.5 33.0 65.3 +98- .
I. Gasification (low Btu) .............. ........ _ 4.6 21.3 50.7 +138 .... _

Synthetic fuels pioneer program--...------- --........................... 50.0........ ......
Resource assessment ------------.. .--------- _. -- 1.0 1.2 1.9 +58" -• _

i. Other (including common technology) --------------- 4.6 11.7 28.1 +140 ----------

4. Environmental control ---------------------------------- 3. 4 65.5 178.5 +173 800

a. Near term SO_ ................................ 19.0 39.9 82.0 +174 .........
b. Advanced SO .------------.------------------------------ 4.0 12.0 +200 ..........
c. Other fossil fuel pollutants (including NO., particu-

lates) ------------------------------------- 8.8 13.1 57.0 +335 .-------
d. Thermal pollution ---------.---------------------- .6 1.5 16.5 +1,133 ..........
e. Automotive emissions............................ 10.0 7.0 9.0 +29 ..........

5. Nuclear fission ......................... 406.5 530.5 724.7 +37 4,000

a. LMFBR ......................................... 253.7 357.3 473.4 +33 ..........
b. Other breeders (GCFBR & MSBR) .................. 5.6 4.0 11.0 +175 ..........
c. HTR ......................................... 7.3 13.8 41.0 +197 ..........
d. LWBR .......................................... 29.5 29.0 21,4 -26.
e. Reactor safety research................ ....... 38.8 48.6 61.2 +26 ..........
f. Waste management -----. -_--_---------_---- 3.6 6.2 11.5 +85 .........
•, Uranium enrichment ............................. 50.3 57.5 66.0 4- 15 .........

Resorirce assessment ......................... 2.8 3.4 10.4 +206 ..........
i Other (including advanced technology) .............. 14.9 10.7 28.8 +169

6. Nuclear fusion .................................... 74.8 801.1 168.6 +67 1,600

a. CTR .......................................... 39.7 57.0 102.3 +79 ----------
b. Laser'ý ................................... 35.1 44.1 66.3 +50 ..........

7. Other....................................... 16.5 53.5 154.5 +189 900

a. Solar -----........ ...... 4.0, 13.6 50.0 +262 ..........
b. Geothermal -------.-------------- _------------- 4.4" 10.9 44.7 +310.
c. Systems studies .............................. 7.2 17.3 30.0 +73 ..........
d. Miscellaneous ....... ....................... .. 9 11.5 29.8 +159 ..........

Total, direct energy R, & ) .--------------- --... 672,2 999.1 1,810. 5 +81 11,300

ADDITIONAL FUNDS FOR SUPPORT PROGRAMS

1. Environmental and health effects research ------ ..................... +133.7.................
2, Basic research and manpower development ........................... +82.3 ...............

Total, additional funds for support programs ............................... +216.0 ....................

I Funds for high Btu gasification in Office of Coal Research Budget do not include trust fund amounts.
Includes amounts for laser fusion directed toward military applications.

RICHARD NixoN.
THE WHITE HOUSE, January 23, 1974.
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REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT AccOMfPANYING His ENERGY MESSAGE
TO THE CONGRESS

January 23, 1974

The energy crisis is now touching the lives of millions of Americans
and just. as the people of this country are doing their part to meet this
crisis, now it is time for the Federal Government, your Government.
to do it-, part by enacting legislation that will accomplish these goals.

In a meeting with the legislative leaders this morning, I set. forth
these primary objectives that I consider to be of the highest priority
for the Congress as it begins its new session.

First, we must protect the jobs of American workers, Second, we
must. prevent price gouging when you buy gas for your car and heating
oil, for your home, Third, we will compel the oil companies and other
energy producers to provide the public with complete information
on their supplies. And we will prevent them from making windfall
profits as a result of the sacrifices that you are making.

Today, I asked the Congress to enact over 15 different legislative
measures which will accomplish these goals. In the next few weeks,
I will be sending up additional proposals to get this job done. This
legislation is urgently needed to meet the current crisis and to assure
that we, the United States, can become self-sufficient in energy by
1980 and not be dependent upon any other country for our energy
needs.

For several weeks now, millions of Americans have voluntarily
accepted sacrifices in their comfort and convenience so that no Ameri-
can would suffer hardship because of the energy crisis.

It is that sacrifice that has helped us to get through this emergency
so far. If that kind of cooperation by millions of Americans continues,
it means that we can help to avoid gas rationing this spring.

RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, January 23, 1974.



VETO OF THE ENERGY EMERGENCY ACT

MARCH 6, 1974

To the Senate of the United States:
:.".It is with a deep sense of disappointment that I return the Energy

Emergency Act to the Congress without my approval.
Four almost four months the Congress has considered urgently

needed legislation to deal with the Nation's energy problem. After
all the hearings and speeches, all the investigations, accusations and
recriminations, the Congress has succeeded only in producing legisla-
tion which solves none of the problems, threatens to undo the progress
we have already made, and creates a host of new problems.

I share the sense of frustration and discouragement which must be
felt by the many conscientious legislators who spent so many laborious
hours trying to draft a responsible bill, only to see their efforts wasted.

ROLLING BACK GAS SUPPLIES

The Energy Emergency Act would set domestic crude oil prices
at such low levels that the oil industry would be unable to sustain
its present production of petroleum products, including gasoline. It
would result in reduced energy supplies, longer lines at the gas pump,
minimal, if any, reduction in gasoline prices, and worst of all, serious
damage to jobs in Anierica. Unemployment would go up, and incomes
would go down.

Certainly everyone shares the goal of increasing energy supplies,
and our present policies are directed toward this end.

We now have a system for controlling crude oil prices at a level
consistent with maintaining and increasing production. To do this,
we are permitting higher prices for 'new' crude oil in order to encourage
greater domestic production.

Our experience in administering the crude oil allocation program
passed by the Congress last fall has shown how difficult it can be if
enough flexibility is not provided by statute. It is our hope that we
can work with the Congress in the coming weeks to develop a more
flexible allocation program.

The net effect of the price provision of the Energy Emergency Act
would be to cut the supply'of gasoline and other oil products, and
make compulsory rationing of gasoline much more likely, I am sure
the vast majority of Americans want to avoid an expensive gasoline
rationing program which would do nothing to increase the supply,
would cost $1.5 billion a year to manage, would require a bureaucracy
of as many as 17,000 people, and would create problems of fairl e:. nsl-d
enforcement.
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The rollback would not onty cut domestic oil production, but would
also retard imports since in the present environmernt oil companies
are reluctant to iruport oil and gasoline that would have to he sold at
prices far above the donmlestic prices.

Further, the effects of the price rollback would not, be confined to
the immediate situation. The longer-run consequences could be even
more serious. If wre are to achielve energy independence, hundreds of
billions of private dollars will have to be invested in the development
of energy from U.S. sources. This money will not be invested if
investors do not have reasonable assurance of being able to earn a
return in the marketplace. To make the price of oil a political football,
as this act. does, would be a serious setback for Project Independence.

As we call upon industry to provide these supplies, I feel very
strongly that we must also insure that, oil companies do not benefit
excessively from the energy problem. I continue to believe that the
most. effective reniedy for unreasonably high profits is the windfall
profits tax which I h;avc proposed. That tax would eliminale unjjAst
profits for the oil companies, but instead of reducing supplies, it would
encourage expanded research., exploration and production of new
en.ergy resources. The Congr•.s is holding hearings on this proposal,
and I hope it. will move rapidly toward passage. I urge the Congress to
enract this windfall profits tax as quickly as possible.

OBJECTIONABLE PROGRAM FOR UNEMPLOYMENT

Beyond the rollback provision, the Energy Emergency Act is also
objectionable because it would establish an unworkable and inequitable
program of unemployment payments. Under it, the Government
would be saddled with the impossible task of determining whether the
unemployment of each of the Nation's jobless workers is "energy
related," In addition, eligibility for these benefits would not take into
account the availability of jobs in the area. There is no excuse for
shoveling out. the taxpayer's money under a standard so vague and in a
fashion so arbitrary.

The correct answer t.o the problem of those who become temporarily
unemployed for any reason, energy or otherwise, is t.o strengthen our
regular unelmployment insurance program, extend it. to workers not
now covered, and provide additional benefits t.o those who lose jobs
in areas where high unemp1ovment rates show that other jobs will
be hard to finrd. I asked the Congress to strengthen and extend the
unemployment insurance system last year. I recently expanded this
request to provide additional benefits in areas of high tmnemployment.

I urge the Congress to enact this latest., expanded proposal.

Low INTEREST LoANs

In addition, this legislation contains authority for the Department
of Housing and Urban Development and the Small Business. Adminis:
tration to make low interest. loans to homeowners and small businesses
to finance insulation, storm windows and heating units. if every
eligible homeowner and small businessman took advantage of this
section, the result could be an outlay for federally-guaranteed, low
interest loans of many billions of dollars. The actual energy savings
produced by these vast expenditures would not. justify such an enor-
mous loan program.
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FACING UP TO OUR NEEDS

The energy shortage habs been a pressing problem for the American
people for several months now. We have made everv effort to soften
the impact of this problem. We have come through this winter
without serious hardship due to heating oil shortages. We have tried
to distribute gasoline shortages equally. Many are concerned about
rising costs of such energy" supplies as propane, and we have taken
action to reduce these iices while continuing to increase supplies.
Above all, we have tried to insure that basic industries would not be
severely affected and that. unemployment due to the energy shortage
would be kept to a minimum. WVe have been largely successful in
these endeavors. But we must be able to approach this situation in a
g~s-rn!atic fashion that aims not at symptoms, but at. solutions to the
. rob•icm itself.

The time has passed for political debate and posturing that raise
falSe hopes. It's time for all of us•..to face up to this problem with a
greater sense of realism and responsibility.

Unfortunately, there are some who have chosen to capitalize on the
Nation's energy problems in an effort to obtain purely political bene-
fits. Regrettably, the few who are so motivated have managed t.o
produce the delays, confusion, and finally the tangled and ineffective
result which is before me today. The amendments, counter-amend-
ments, and parliamentary puzzles which have marked the stumbling
route of this bill through the Congress must well make Americans
wonder what has been going on in Washington while they confront
their own verv real problems. We must now join together to show the
country wh., good government, means.

We need the authority to require energy conservation measures.
We need the direct authority to ration gasoline if, and only if, ration-
ing becomesz:,necessary, which it has not.. We need the authority to
require conversion of power plants, where possible. to permit the
use of our abundant coal reserves. We need a w ll-,onceived Federal
Energy Administration capable of managing na ional energy pro-
grains and not the woefully inadequate Federal Energy Emergency
Administration mandated in S. 2589.

We must, above all else, act to increase our supplies of energy.
To. meet this important goal, I have submitted to the Congress a
cominreliensive package of legislative initiatives which I have re-
peatedly urged the Congress to pass. I have offered every possible
kind of cooperation with the Congress in. shaping this vital legislation.

In' addition to my requests for. a windfall profits tax and unem-
ployment insurance plan, the Congress has many other Administra-
tion proposals before it, including:

S -Mandatory reporting• of energy information, a proposal which
requires energy companies to report on inventories, production,
cost, and reserves with information to be made public in most
cases.

-The Natural Gas Supply Act to allow competitive pricing of
new gas supplies and encourage exploration.

--A resolution permitting limited production of oil from Naval
Petroleum Reserve No. 1 (Elk Hills) and providing funds for
further' exploration and development of Reserve No. I and
exploration of Reserve No. 4 (Alaska).
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-The Mined Area Protection Act, establishing standards that
would permit mining of coal to go forward while minimizing
environmental impact.

-The Deepwater Port. Facilities Act, authorizing the Secretary
of the Interior to grant permits for the construction and operation
of ports beyond the three-mile limit.

-The Minerals Leasing Act, placing all mineral exploration and
mining activities on Federal lands under a modernized leasing
system.

-A drilling investment tax credit to provide an incentive for ex-
ploratory drilling for new oil and gas fields.

-Creation of a Federal Energy Administration to deal with the
current energy problem and to carry out major new activities
in energy. resource development, energy information aid energy
conservation.

-Creation of an Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion to provide a central agency for Federal energy research and
development programs.

-Creation of a Department of Energy and Natural Reseourcs to
provide a new Cabinet department for the comprehensive
management of energy and natural resource programs.

Further key measures will be proposed to the Congress in the very
near future, including a set of amendments to our environmental
legislation that would provide the flexibility necessary to acquire
and use our fuel resources most efficiently in times of shortage. I will
continue to propose lezislative initiatives in order to respond to the
changing needs and priorities generated by the energy problem.

In enacting this Energy Emergency *Act after long months of,
waiting by the American people, the Congress has sadly failed in its
responsibility. I believe the Nation expects better. It deserves better.

In returning this bill, I pledge once again the full cooperation of
my Administration in the effort. to provide energy legislation which
is responsive to the problems we face and responsible in its impact
on the economy and on the American people.

RHE I CHHATRD HNMIXON.
THE WHITE HtoUsE, Mlarch 6,1I974,.



•STATEMENT OF THE PRESIDENT ON CONSERVING
ENERGY

APRIL 19, 1974

At a time when all Americans are being asked to conserve energy,
it is imperative that their Government set an example in this effort.
I have established energy conservation goals for Federal departments
and agencies which are even more ambiticus than those being asked
of the general public. The result~s thus far have been most encouraging.
We must provide the same responsible Government leadership to the
use of land and other natural resources in meeting our eaergy needs.

In my January 23, 1974 Energy Message to the Congress, I stressed
again the necessity for streamlining the site selection process for
energy facilities. The availability of potential sites, of course, resolves
around the general issue of land use. Therefore, on the basis of recom-
mendations by the Federal Property Council, I am announcing three
actions to be implemented in a manner consistent with applicable
environmental laws and zoning regulations, which will insure that our
Nation's energy requirements are considered in Federal land use
decisions.

First, I am directing the Administrator of the General Services
Adminis;tration to review all pertinent Federal regulations to determine
the need for amendments ensuring that GSA and the Federal agencies
and departments consider energy implications in building design,
building management, land acquisition and land disposal actions.
Working with the Federal Energy Office and other appropriate
agencies, GSA shall submit. proposeld amendments within 90 days to
the Federal Property Council for review.

Second, I am directing the Administrator of the General Service;
Administration to consider the need for energy sites for power plants,
storage areas, or refineries in the disposal of surplus Federal property
under existing laws and regulations. The need for energy sites should
be given careful consideration as an end use objective for the sale
of surplus Federal land at fair market value.

Third, I am directing the Chairman of the Federal Property
Council, upon receiving from the Administrator of the Federal
Energy Office an assessment of the supply and demand factors of
energy facilities in both the short and long run, to initiate a study
to determine what other initiatives the Federal Government might
take to (a) identify potential, energy sites on Federal land, and (b)
inv:estigate the feasibility of using such sites for energy purposes.

This new initiative will become an integral part of Project Inde-
pendence. The Federal Property Councils leadership has been out.-
standing in the Legacy of Parks prograni, through which 400 surplus
Federal properties" covering 62,000 acres have teen made available
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fo~r parks and recreation. I am confident that the Council, working
wVith the other agencies, can build on this experience and play an
important role in our national effort to achieve the capability for
energ~y self-sufficiency.

RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, April 19, 1974.



STATEMENT OF THE PRESIDENT ON SIGNING OF THE
FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION ACT OF 1974

MAY 7,1974

Today marks another important step in our journey toward inde-
pendence in energy.

Five months ago, when the Nation was still in the grips of the energy
riisis, I set up the Federal Energy Office on a temporary basis to deal

:.with our most immediate problems. I also proposed legislation to
create an agency to carry on the activities of the FEO on a con-
tinuing basis.
' The FEO, under the leadership of William Simon and John Sawhill,

has been highly effective in allocating scarce fuel supplies, in encourag-
ing consumer conservation, and in initiating a new look at our energy
demands in the future.

It has become increasingly apparent during the short life span of
the Federal Energy Office 'hat its activities should be placed on
firmer footing. I therefore take special pleasure today in signing in
to law the Federal Energy Administration Act, of 1974, creating a
new, independent agency, the Federal Energy Administration, which
will replace the Federal Energy Office. I congratulate the Congress
on the passage of this measure and particularly the leaders who were
responsible for managing the bill.
" The new energy agency-FEA, as it will be called-will provide a

more firmly based organization to carry out the responsibilities of the
FEO through June 30, 1976, including:

-fuel allocation and pricing regulation;
-energy data collection and analysis; and
-broad energy planning with particular emphasis on energy con-

servation and expansion of energy supplies.
As a first priority, Ihave directed FEA to work with other Govern-

ment agencies to prepare a comprehensive plan for achieving the goals
of Project Independence-the capacity for energy self-sufficiency bh
1980.

The creation of the Federal Energy Administration is an important
accomplishment, but we should recognize that by no stretch of the
imagination have we yet overcome the energy challenge. There are
now disturbing indications that with the passage of the ibirnediate
crisis-a crisis that we weathered much better than the critics ever
expected-many Americans believe that good conservation habits
can be forgotten.

We need continued conservation and major new initiatives to ex-
pand our energy supplies for the future. We must get on with the
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actions that are needed to meet the goals of Project Independence-to
reduce the vulnerability of the United States to threats from other
nations arising from our growing dependence upon foreign sources
of energy.

The Nation is fortunate in having abundant energy resources. Now,
with the help of the Congress, we must act to accelerate the develop-
ment of those resources. Private industry is already moving ahead
with investments to °increase the production of coal, oil and natural
gas. The Government can assist by removing obstacles to efficient
energy production.

The FEA, working with other Federal agencies, will make an im-
portant contribution to these efforts. Federal agencies are encouraging

new methods of producing energy such as the commercial use of
geothermal energy and oil from our vast oil shale reserves. Further,
we arc supporting research and development to find new and better
ways of using our abundant coal resources and to capture the benefits
of solar energy and nuclear fusion. These effcrs will be expanded if
the Congress provides the greatly increased funding I have requested
for fiscal year 1975.

But still more remains to be done by the Congress and the Nation
if we are to bring energy supplies anrd demand into balance. There
are now 16 key Administration proposals awaiting action on Capitol
Hill, some of them for as long as three years. These measures are
vital to both the conservation of energy and the expansion of supplies,
and I urge once again that the Congress move forward more swiftly
in acting on these bills.

As witnessed by the enactment of the Federal Energy Administration
Act, we are making encouraging headway on ihe organizational front.
I am also pleased to note that the Senate Government Operations
Committee is moving ahead with favorable action on the proposal I
submitted last June, and which the House of Representatives passed
in December, to create an Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration. This new organization, ERDA, would spearhead the
Nation's extensive R&D efforts in energy.

I Would urge similar speed on bills that would greatly expand our
domestic supplies.

One proposal of particular importance is the Natural Gas Supply
Act which I sent to the Congress in April of 1973. This act would
replace the current, outmoded system of Federal price regulation
With the competitive pricing of new natural gas. The existing system
encourages inefficient use and waste of natural gas and destroys the
incentive for the exploration and development which would make new
natural gas supplies available.

I have also proposed legislation, the Mined Area Protection Act,
which would allow mining of coal and other minerals to proceed with
reasonable environmental protection and reclamation requirements.
This legislation has been awaiting action since 1971, Legislation is
needed which does not restrict coal production in unnedessiarv and
arbitrary ways, but instead perrmits development in a mainer which
balances environmental considerations with our energy requirements.
The legislation p:resently active in Congress in this area does not meet
these needs.

This Administration has also made important proposals regarding
the construction of deepwater ports, labelling of appliances and auto-
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mobiles for energy efficiency, the revision of nuclear power plant
-licensing procedures, alid otfher actions which would relieve our
•.N ation's ener<rv problems in t lie y:ars ahead.
* We have aiso proposed a series of changes in the tax laws which
would recapture the wvindfall profits that. are possible in a period of
energy shortage, and would give incentives to search for new euergy
sotirces at home rather than abroad.

All of these measures are important. The American people this
winter showed that they had the spirit to face the energy challenge.
•Now it is up to the Government to show that it can provide leadership
in the same spirit. I welcome the Federal Energy Administration Act
as a major step in the right direction.

RICHARD NiXON.
THE WHITE HOuSE, May 7, 1974.

FACT SHEET

AlMay 7, 1974

THE FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION ACT OF 1974

The President today is signing legislation establishing the Federal
Energy Administration.
Background

Oni December 4, 1973, the President, by Executive Order, created
the Federal Energy Office (FEO) on a temporary basis to lead the
national effort to respond to the energy crisis caused by the Mideast
oil embargo and production cutbacks. At that time, the President also
.asked for legislation to create a Federal Energy Administration (FEA),
to carry out the activites of FEO on a continuing basis.

The FEO bill is the second major Administration energy proposal on
which Congress has completed action. The Alaskan Pipeline bill was
signed by the President on November 16, 1973.
The Federal Energy Administration

I he Federal Energy Administration will r3place the Federal Energy
Office and will be reasponsible for carrying out the responsibilities of
the FEO in the following areas:

-Fuel allocation and p)etroleum pricing regulation;
-Energy data collection and analysis;

" -Energp' planning for Project Independence; and
* -Energy conservati) n.

The FEA is expected to be formally in place. replacing FEO, by
•June 30. (The bill allows 60 days for implementation.)

The functions being transferred to FEA include those formerly in :
-The Department of the Interior:
- Office of Petroleum Allocation;
- Office of Energy Data and Analysis;
- Office of Oil aind Gas; and
- Office of Energy Conservation.
-The Cost, of Living Council: Energy Division.
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As a first priority, the President has directed that FEA work with
other Government agencies (e.g., Department of the Interior, Atomic
Energy Commission) to prepare a comprehensive plan for achieving
the goals of Project Independence-the capacity for energy self-suffi-
ciency by 1980.
Administration Energy Proposals Awaiting Congressional Action

Sixteen additional energy legislative proposals are awaiting Con-
gressional action. These include, for example, the following:

-Creation of an Energy Research and Development Administra-
tion (ERDA). to lead the Nation's extensive energy R&D efforts
(this bill has passed the House last December and is now moving
through the Senate Government Operations Committee).

-The Natural Gas Supply Act of 1974 which would allow competi-
tive pricing of new natural gas and thereby encourage exploration
and development of domestic natural gas resources.

--The Mined Area Protection Act which would allow mining of coal
and other minerals to proceed with reasonable environmental
protection and reclamation requirements.

-- The Deepwater Ports Facilities Act which would authorize the
Secretary of the Interior to grant, permits for construction, licens-
ing and operation of ports beyond the three-mile limit.

-Revision of the nuclear licensing process to encourage standardi-
zation of nuclear plant designs and early site review so as to reduce
the time required. for getting plants on line.

-Amendments to the Clean Air Act, proposed on March 22, 1974,
to relax temporarily certain deadlines and requirements which
cannot be met or which are necessary to achieve a balance between
our goals for improving air quality and for assuring an adequate
supply of energy. N

SRICHA.RD NIXON.

THE WHITET HOUSe, May 7, 1974.



STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT ON SIGNING THE
ENERGY SUPPLY AND ENVIRONMENTAL COORDINA-
TION ACT OF 1974

Ju-E 26, 1974

I have signed H.R. 14368, the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974. This bill represents a first step by the Con-
gress toward achieving a balance between our environmental require-
ments and our energy requirements. While the Congress has begun
to address the complex problem of reconciling these two priorities, it
must be clear that this step is only a beginning and that more remains
to be done.

T'his bill provides two principal authorities. First, the bill amends
the Clean Air Act by extending for tip to two years the automotive
emission standards that currently apply to 1975 model light-duty
vehicles and engines. This amendment will provide additional time
for the development of emission control technology and permit manu-
facturers to focus attention on improving automobile fuel economy.

Second, the bill provides authority for a limited program to convert
power-plants and other major fuel-burning installations from the use
of petroleum products and natural gas to the use of coal. This authority
represents a step in the right direction, but it does not provide a basis
for the long term program of coal conversion necessary to achieve our
goal of developing the capacity for energy self-sufficiency.

As I indicated to the Congress in my January 23, 1974, Energy
Crisis Message, the Clean Air Act has provided the basis for major
improvements in air quality, and we must continue our progress
toward even greater improvement. It has become clear, however, that:
certain requirements established by the act cannot be achieved within
the deadlines allotted and others have unacceptable economic and
social implications.

A thorough review of the Clean Air Act was undertaken by the
appropriate executive branch agencies. Following that review, EPA
Administrator Russell Train submitted proposed amendments to the
Clean Air Act to the Congress on behalf of the Administration.

Since the bill that I have signed deals in only a limited way with the
. problem of insuring that our environmental priorities and our energy

needs are managed evenhandedly, I urge the Congress to review the
Administration's proposed amendments and to act quickly and favor-
ably upon them.

RICHARD NIXON.
THE WHITE HOUSE, June 26, 1974.
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AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AND THE UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST RE-
PUBLICS ON COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF ENERGY

J•NE 28, 1974

The United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist,.'R epublics;

Attaching: reat. importance to meeting the energy needs of the two
-countries, wit.i proper regard to the protection, of the environmen•t.:
'Recognizing that the development of cooperation in the field of

i1eergy can benefit the peoples of both countries and all mankind"
9. Desiring to expand and to deepen the cooperation now existing

between the two countries in the field of energy research and
'development;

Recognizing the need to create better mutual undi.rstanding of
.each country's national energy programs and outlook:

i' Convinced that cooperation in the field of energy will contribute to
the overall improvement of re!at'ons between the two countries;

in accordance with and in development of the Agreement between
Kýhe Government of the United States of America and the Government
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on Cooperation in the
Fields of Science and Technology of 'May 24, 1972, and the agreement
on Cooperation in the Field of Environriental Protection between the
IUnited Status .)f Amcrica and the Union of Soviet, Socialist Republics

of -May 23, 1972, as well as in accordance with the Agreement between
the United States of America and. the Union of Soviet Socialist

i Republics on Scientific and. Tec.hnical Coop3eration. in 0he Field of
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Enerf- of June 21. 1973, and the General

"Agreement between the United States of America and the i Union of
:-Soviet Socialist Republics on Contacts, Exchanges and Cooperation
!.of June 19, 1973;

Have agreed as follows:
ARTri LE; I

The Parties will expand and strengthen their cooperation in the
field of:ehergy on the basis of mutual benefit, equality and reciprocity.

ARTICLE 11

.he main objectives of such cooperation under this Agreement are:
a. to use the scientific and technical potential of both countries. to

• :acceler-tte by zooperative efforts research and development in the
aeas of existing and alternative sources of energy as well as to increase
effectivenes, in the use of energv and its conservatiotn, and

1.' to achiie a better mutual understanding of each. country's
niational enerpy programs and outlook.

4. (155)
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ARTICLE III

1. Cooperation will be implemented in the following areas:
a. technologies concerning the explora tion, extraction, process-

ing and use of fossil fuels, including but not limited to oil, shale,
natural gas and coal, and, in particular, new methods of drilling
and of increasing the rate of extraction and degree of recovery. o
oil and natural gas from strata, and of mining, extracting a.nd
processing coal and shale;

b. the exchange of relevant information, views and methods of
forecasting concerning the natural energy programs and outlooks
of the respective countries, including all questions of mutual
interest related to production, demand and consumption of the,
major forms of fuels and energy;

c. technology for developing non-conventional sources of
energy, such as solar and geothermal energy and synthetic fuels;

d. energy-related environmental technology; and
e. measures to increase the efficiency of energy use and to

restrain demand.
2. Other areas of cooperation may be added by mutual agreement.

ARTICLE IV

1. Cooperation between the Parties may take the following forms;
a. exchange of scientists and specialists:
b. exchange of scientific and technical information, documen-

tation and results of research;
c. establishment of groups of experts for the planning and,

execution of joint research and development programs;
d. joint work by theoretical and experimental scientists ini

appropriate research centers of the two countries; and
e. holding joint consultations, seminars and panels.

2. Other forms of coop)eration may be added by mutual agreement.
3. Cooperation under this Agreement will be carried out in accord-

ance with the laws and regulations of the respective countries.

ARTICLE V

1. In furtherance of this Agreement, the Parties will, as appropriate;
encourage, facilitate and monitor the development of contacts andi
cooperation between organizations, institutions and finns of thei
respectiv.e countries, including the conclusion, as appropriate, .f'1
implementing agreements for carrying out cooperative activities
under this Agreement.

2. To assure fruitful development of cooperation, the Parties will
render e(very assistance for the travel of scientists and specialists to
areas of the respective countries appropriate for the conduct of:
activities under this Agreement.

ARTICLE VI

1. For inm)lementation of this Agreement, there shall be established'
. US-USSR Joint Committte on Cooperation in Qhe Field of Energy...I

Meetings of the Joint Committee will be convened once a year in the
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•nited States and tlue Soviet Union alternately, unless otherwise
. utually agreed.
. 2. The Joint (Comrmittee •ha]l take such action as is nocessary for

effectivw imphltemetation of this Agreement. including, but. not limited
6t, consulations on the ener.vy situation and outlook of the respective
countries; approval of specific projects and programs of cooperation:
desicgnation of appropriate partiepating organizations and instit.tions

I!eoslDsible for carrying out eoolerativ activities' atl rosking
recorntendations, as appropriate, to the two Govertmenets. 'hlie
JAnt. Commit~tee shall estabhlish the necessary working groups to
carry out the programs, projects and exchange of informa tion con-
ternmplated by thi s Agreement.

3. Each Pairty shall designate its Executive Agent which will be
rýesponsible for carrying out this Agreement. During the period
between mneetings of the Joint Committee., the Executive Agents

hall maintainl Contact with each other, keep each other inforrned of
activities and progress in implementing this Agreemet., and coor-
dinate and supervise the development and implementation of coopera-
tive activities conducted under this Agreement.

ARTICLE VII

Nothing in this Agreement shall be interpreted to prejudice or
modify any existing agreements between the Parties, except that
energ. projects within the Agreement between the Government of the
United States of America and the Government of the Union of
Soviet Socialist.. Republics on Cooperation. in the Fields of Science
and Technology of May 24. 1972 and the Agreement, between the
United States of ANmerica and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
dji Cooperation in the Field of Environmental Protection of May 23,
1§72 which clearly fall under this Agreement henceforward \ill be
implemented pursuant to this Agreement..

ARTICLE VIII

.Unless an implementing agreement containis other provisions, each
Party or participating institution, organization or firm, shall bear
tRe ..Costs of its participation and that of its personnel in cooperative
ativities engaged in pursuant to this Agreement.

F: ARTICLE IX

i,. .rhis Agr!eement, shall enter into force upon signa-ture and remain
1nforee for Jive years. It: will be automatically extended for suceesive

dfive-year periods unless either Party notifies the other of its intent to
ýtermninate this Agreement not later than six months prior to the
expiration of this Agreement..

2. This Agreement may be modified at any time by mutual agree-
'ment of the Parties.

,. The termination of this Agreement will not affect the validity
of .irmplementing agreements concluded under this Agreement between
institutions, organizations and firms of the respective countries.

DONE at. Moscow on June 28, 1974, in duplicate, in the English and
gRussian languages, both texts being equally authentic.
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For the United States of For the Union of Soviet Socialist
America : Republics:

l'resideirt ol the U fited States. (.'/airr arti, Presidium s,
U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet.

FACT SHEET

June 28, 1974

U.S.-U.S.S.R. AGREEMENT ON COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF
ENERGY

Today's Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Energv builds
on the joint scientific and technical efforts of the United States and the
Soviet Union on energy topics being carried out, under the U.S.-
U.S..R. Agreement on Cooperation in the Fields of Science and
Technolog" of May 24, 1972, and the Agreement on Cooperation in
the Field of E'nvironmental Protection of May 23, 1972. Given the
countries with the largest energy resources as well as de(imand for
energy--a formal "umbrella" agreement under which the two coulitries
could conduct and expand their scientific and technical cooperation
in this important field was deemed appropriate.

SUBSTANCE OF THE AGREEMENT

The Agreement provides for developing a broad and balanced rauge
of joint scientific and technological M&I5 programs of mutual interest
on conventional and nonconventional forms of energy, energy-related
environmental topics and ecenservation and demand restraint measures.
Existing energy programs and projects under the Science and Tech-
nology and the Environmental Protection Agreements will be trans-
ferred to the Energy Cooperation Agreement. In this way, it is hoped
to have a more comprehensive approach to joint energy R&D projects
and t.o develop in new energy areas the kind of mrnutually beneficial
cooperation which has already proven to be of value to both sides in
such fields as magneto-hydrodynamics and superconducting trans-
mfission technology.

The Joint UI.S.U.S.S.R. Committee on Cooperation in the Field
of Energy, which will be established to implement this agreement, will
also approve the scientific joint scientificiteehnologica/" projects .and:

programs in the broad areas outlined in the Agreement..
The other major provisions of this Agreement is aimed at achieving

a better mutual understanding of the two countries' national energy
programs and outlook. To this end the Agreement provides for the
exchange of relevant information, views and forecasting methodology.
Both sides have agreed to take uip all questions of mutual interest
related to production, demand and consumption of the major fuels)
and energy sources. A working group to be set up by the Joint Comn-f
Mittee to implement this provision of the Agreement should provide&

I
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STATEMENT

JULY 2, 1974

The energy crisis in America has passed, but the energy challenge
is as great as ever. Our goal must be to develop the capacity for
self-sufficiency in energy, find to achieve this goal we must continue
oulr efforts to both expand energy supp]ies and conserve energy.,

In June of last Year, I directed the Federal departments and agencies
to, reduce their anticipated energy consumption by at ]east seven
percent over the succeeding 12-month period. At the same time, I
appealed to consumers, to industry and to other organizations to join
in a nationwide, voluntary campaign of energy conservation.

John C. Sawhill. the Administrator of the Federal Energy Adminis-
tration, has now reported to mI( on the progress of the Federal effort.
T7he achievements are impressive. During the third quarter of the
iederal program, savings in the non-defense agencies amounted to
.19 percent of anticipated energy usage, while savings by the Defense
Department rose to 31 percent. The composite saving of 30 percent
f6r the quarter, exceed the records of 20 and 26 percent, respectively,
achieved during the first and second quarters of fiscal Year "974.
:Figures for the fourth quarter are not. yet available, but when. theyv
-are, we are confident -Lthat the Federal Government will have far
,exceeded our original goals for the year.
.T The total savings for the first nine months of the Federal program

represent the equivalent of 75 million barrels of oil or approximately
$600 million in reduced costs to the taxpayer for energy.

I am also pleased by a report I have received from the Secretary of
"Commerce, Frederick B. Dent, on the progress made by business in
response to the voluntary program 1 asked him to undertake with the

uIjisiness community. lie reports that energy consumption in the
inmdustrial sector was reduced by five percent per unit of output during
the period of October 1973 through January 1974. This rate of
sagvin, which the Secretary expects will be maintained or exceeded
in 1974 by all of commerce and industry, represents an annual saving
of.the equivalent of 425 million barrels of oil. He indicates that 8,000
ch'ief executives have pledged to undertake energy management

•programs and that some individual companies are reporting savings
imn excess of 20 percent. Many companies are also reporting that,
i,:mproved energy management is reducing their costs and increasing

•productivitv. Since private industry accounts for approximatelv
•65 percent or two-thirds of our country's energy consumption, these
savings will have a significant impact upon our national consumption
levels.
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We learned last winter that all of us can contribute to energy
conservation. Voluntirv actions by millions of Americans were a
critically important facior in bringing our Nation through the oil
crisis. The continuig iccomp-lishmen.s of the Federal Government
and of business and inlustrv should serve as ai splendid example of
the way that further savings can be achieved and, as part of Project
Independence. will. advance us toward our ultimate goal of self-
suffcieiC., in energy.

I welcome this opportunity t.o commend the Federal departments
and agencies as well as private industry for their fine leadership. In
the final analysis, of course, their efforts alone are not enough. Every
American maust join in this caui.se. Our ability to achieve energy
independence will dependd heavily upon the conservation efforts of all
segments-consumers, business and government.

Ric.ARn NIxox.
THE WITITE HOUSE, Jly 2, 197.A.



ý:..STATEMENT OF THE PRESIDENT ON SIGNING THE
ENERGY REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1974

SOc'ronm 11, 1974

It is my privilege today to sign into law a bill which takez a big1-tep forward in this Nation's program to face up to and solve itc
!crucial energy needs for the future.

H.R. 11510 abolishes the present Atomic Energy CommisrZion and
,establishes three new Federal entities:

1. The Energyz Research and Development Administration (ERDA)
which, for the first time, will bring together into one agency major
Federal programs of research and development for all forxas of energy
and will organize these programs for cooperation with industry,
aeadernic institutions and other organizations in the nmtion.- r apdily
ýexpanding energy reýearch and development effort.

2. The ]ner;ýý Resources Council composed of the Secretaries of
State and Interior, the Administrators of ERDA and the Federal
1,nergv Administration, the Director of the (.)ffice of Management
a.nd B'ucget. and other members as I may designate. I am plea!se

Kthat the Congress acted consistent with my suggesti for an inter-
*agency courcil, -,hieh I hadl announced in my Economlic Mecseage
(O),tob~er S. It is, therefore, my pleasure to name the Suretary of the

LInterior to chair this Council and I am today issinug an Execttive
.Order to assure prompt action,

.3. The \ iclear A egydatory (Commission (/•R() which will take over
e licensing and regulation responibilities previously performed by

he Atomic Energy C(ommission.
M \Iy.Adrnirstr ation is already coimmittecd to a great ly a'cclera tedli've ar prgram of ov r ten billion dollars for ner"V rcsearV.) and

fdexdopment. E RDA gives uks the unified high quahlity cientificit~echnital and management organzation to achieve the greatest bencfit
from .his investment of public funds. By combining the research and
}::devetopment capabilities of AEC with the fossil fuels i•.earch capa-
bihtir. of the interior Departireiit, and with energy research s:kills
from' EPA and the Naational Scie ce t Foundation. ve are bri:i n a•
t.ogtther in ERDA the bezt of our gowvrnment skilk in r cr'g rc.scrc}
and de I Meopmnt.

F.:.:'From theýe age'nie.- we will be drawing upon a highly respected
t&ea1m of scientists, engineers, and program mnanavers, capable of
Bmaking imediiate contributions to research on all formn of energy,
Bringing together these skills, using AEC as its base, re.presen•s• the
qu•icest way in which the Federal Government can work with indus-
tr. an.d others in mobilizing the talents, facilities and skills needed 10

(163)
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undertake the major expansion and extension of the nation's energy
research and development programs.

The Energy Research and Development Administration is being
given a broad range of challenging and important research mis.Sions:

1. It will continue the research of the present Atomic Enorgy
Commission in nuclear fusion and fission, working with American
in.dust.ry to design, develop and demonstrate increasingly more
effective nuclear power sv, tenis to meet our growinr electric power.
needs--and to see to it|that these systerns are conpletely safe in
operation, economically feasible, and environment ally clean."

2. It will continue t.o expand fossil fuels research program: which
the Department of the Interior initiated to capitalize on our immense
national reserves of coal and oil shale, with emphasis on advancing
the technology for the clean use of coal, including gasification and
liquefaction.

3. It will continue to serve our national security needs by carrying
on AEC's responsibility for the design, development and fabrica-tion
of weapons systems for the Department of Defense.

4. It will maintain our nuclear materials production capability
which serves both mi]it.arv, and civilian needs, including international
commitments for supplying nuclear reactor fuel.

5. It will give us greatly strengthened Government scientific and
engineering capability to expand and upgrade our research into making
use of new and potentially important forms of energy such as solar
and geothermal sources.

6. It will move immediately into a substantial new effort in energy
conservation research and development, including the utilization of i.
the best scientific and engineering talent to fird new ways to make our
factories, our automobiles, our buildings and our appliances more
energy efficient, and economical.

7. It will additionalbl continue and expand a program of environ-
mental control technology and assessment of environmental and •1
health effects of energy technologies.

8. It will continue strong basic research programs in such areas as
physics, environmental and biological sciences and extend these
scientific capabilities to support all energy areas-not just nuclear
energy.

ERDA must and will become a lot more than the sum of its present.
parts. What is envisioned is nothing less than a complete energy research
and development organization. I.: will be one whichl will fill in the :gaps
in our present research efforts and provide a balanced national re-
search program. it will give proper emphasis to each energy source
according to its potential and its readiness for practical use..It"ill '
closely integrate our energy research and development efforts with
overall national energy policy. .

In addition to creating ERDA, H.R. 11510 also creates a new.. >
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) which will assume the:
licensing arnd regula tory responsibilities previously carried out under i
the Director of Reguhltion within the Atomic Energy Commssion

The highly technical nature of our nuclear facilities and the special '~

potential ]azards which are involved in the use of nuclear fuels fuliy
warrant the creation of an independent and technically competent
regulatory agency to assure adequate protection of public health and
safety.

I.!
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NRC will be responsible for the licensing, .nd regulation of the
nuclear industry under the prov~ions of the Atomic Energy Act.
This means that NRC will be flk. empowvered to see to it 11h;t .
tots using nuclear materials will be properly ard safely dsigmedil
constructed and operated to gatr mtee egnust l•nztrs to the pubhic
ftorn leakage or acoident. N R( will. :so exercise strengthlvned author-
it hto assure that the pubtie i.s fMlly 1nfa ded tem haourds t.risrg
froim the storage, handling und t.ransporta tion of nucleao , i
being used in power reactors, hospitAls, ree•r•h laboratories or for mtv
other purpose.

With the creation of tI)DA. and N RC, the Federal Gove;rment haii
act(id in a timely way to participae in the noation al effort to meet our
.future energy research and developMTuentt needs. This action hiasi been
feasible. throtTgh th. very beat kind of cooperation between. the (Cnn
gress and the Executive Branch. . want eo pecially to express my !p-
prectation and gratitude to those members of both [Houses who,

.by their leadership, brought this legislation to reiiity.
(.GE:tRALD ft. FoRiD.

THE' I W 10t H ou..sE, October 11, 1974.

FACT SHEET

October 1.1, .1974

'rTHE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
.ALDIA1NISTRATION (ERDA)

The President today has signed H.R. 11510, which establishes the
Energy Research and Development Administration. This nv ew execu-
ti{re agency will consolidate the Federa.l energy research and develop-
ment effod s of fotr existing agenties, tOe Atomic Energy Comnismion
lnterior Department, National Scieice Foundation, anm the Environ-

mental Protection Agency. xERDA will be the central energy research
arid development agency with broad chrt'er to develop new e:nd
improved energy source "int utilization technologies consistent, with
sound environmental and safet y practices,

M.:uch taeehnologe will cover a broad ranmg of nie.rgy sources indud-
=ing fossil, nuclear solar, geothermal and adv inced as well as eonserva-
tion research and development. ERDA will provide at sound organiza-
tional framework and management and technica! ,xpertise to achieve
.i. Nation's research and development, goals in the energy area.

ERDA RESPONSIBILITIES

ERDA will have a central role in tdie planning arid manzegemtet of
:the Adminstrations acceerated five-year, $10 billion plus energ.y
!research and development program. Major responsibilities will
Ainlude: :

:exercising central responsibility fol policy plamning, coro id in t im,
.support an marnagetment of research and ldevelopment, respecting
all eneIgY sources and utilization technologies.
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-encouraging and conducting research, development and demon-
stration for extraction, conversion, storage transmission and
ut ilization ierwgy phases.

-eagaig in In and supporting environmental, biomedical, phvsical.arid safety research. :

-participating in and supporting cooperative research and develop-
inent projects.

-developing, collecting, distributing scientific information.

AGENCY TRANSFERS TO ERDA.

The bill provides for the transfer of the following agiincy fuxidtions.:
to E R DA:

-All of the functions, authorities and resources of the Atomic
Energy Commission, except the AEC's licensring, regulatory and
related environment and safety functions. Functionis transferred
to ERDA frorr AEC will include nuclear materials production, I
reactor development, military applications, physical research,
biomedical and environmental research, controlled thermonuclear
research, nonnuclear energy R&D and other nonregulatory
functions.

-From Interior, the functions of the Office of Coal Research, six K
energv research centers of the Bureau of Mines, the synthane
pilot plant for high BTU coal conversion at Bruceton, Pa., and
underground power transmission research and development.

-From the National Science Foundation, programs for solar heat-¢
ing and cooling development and geothermal power development.

-From the Environmental Protection Agency, research, develop-
men t: and demonstration of alternative automotive power systems
except those programs relating to assessment or monitoring for
regulatory purposes.

FUNDING AND PERSONNEL

The energy R&D involved in the transfers to ERDA are estimated
at:

Year end
Fiscal ýIear fiscal year 7

budget employment
request (tfll time.

(millions) permanent)+

Atomic Energy Commissiona- ....... -------------............-- ................... 5, 9
Civilian energy (mostly nuclear programs) ---------------.-------.-------------- $1.453 ..........
Physical, biomedical, and environmental research ----------------------------- 554............
Program support (all categories) ----------------------------- ------- - 230 ..........

Total AEC- ............. ................ ------ ------ -------------- 2,2 88

Interior: I
Office of Coal Research.- .......... ..----------------------------------------- 283 222
Bureau ot Mines (.ix energy centers) ---------.................. . ...... . 81 865
Underground pow er transm ission, B. & D .. . . .. ........ ......-..... 1--------9

Total Interior --------------.--------- --.................... ................. 372 • ,106

National Science Foundation:
Solar energy development.....----------------------------------------- --- 25 8
Geothermal energy development --------.. .......................... . .. 12 .5 .

Total NSF ......-........------------------------------.--------------------- 37 13
Environmental Protection Agency: Alternative automotive power systems ......... 5 17

Grand total --------------------------------------- --------....... 2,651 7,124

'In addition the military development and production functions of AEC estimated at $1,542 million will be transferred.
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The Administrator (Level II) will review alternat ive concepts and
s. program priontle., aniong a]ter•ative ecimotoaies [he .epo tv

X(alininstrator (1evel 1. I) will a-ss-ist th Admini•lrator im the cond ft
1of, the agenocvi busiiness. Tlhe Ai.A't .Anitdimi. Aitraitor will spmo,"or

•their ielD.1(o•(iie' ir. the proce,', h ITIb },RDA Administrator will be
.uppA~tI bv a sirong, and indepel,,ieiiimt .a at IIt hi ( adquorter- levwl.

I..(at• deail of tiexibilit- wil be av nailable .o the Adri nistra to. to
cairry out needed R&D proorrams.

I "ere will be six Assistant Adminiztrrators eech responsible for a
"tiajolr progrltm area as follows:

-Assi ltant Administrator for / osI;t rq .Responsible for de-
veloping new and improved technology for the production and
utilization of fossil fuels including coal, oil, oil 'hale, gas, etc.
Significant programns include coal liquefact ion, coal gasification,
oil shale transformation, control ;echnology.

-Assistant Administrator for nuclear cnergq-Responsible for
" developing nuclear technologies including fission and fusion.

.Major programs include reactor research and development, nafval
r. 'eators, reactor safeii research, thermonuclear fusion research.
" .Asitant Administrator foi •virironrent. and safely'-Responsible
for environrnental and safetv oversi,,ht. for all technology de-
w eloped by ERDA. Malor lPoprogr•,ras mcI ide biomedical anld en-•:'"virorint elt research, waste manage'menint, transportation, opera-
tional safety prograins.
.; sistant Administrat.or for conservaliorn,-Responsible for con-

.. ervation R&D programs inc udihng automotive power systetes,
end-use c'onsumption technologies, and improving energy dfi-

:.A'sisuant Administrator for solar, .eothermal and adxanced energy
systems--Responsible for developing energy source and utilization
technologies including solar, geothermal, conducting physical
research, and advanced energy conversi o.i concepts.

-Assistant Administrator for national meeuiity-Re.sponsible for
* nue lear weapons research, development and production including

fhe production of weapons materials and the testing, manufacture,
anld reliabilitv assessment of weapon componentsZ and systeems.

En EttOY REsoURcEs CoUxcI.

=.i... bill provides for est.ablishrencnt of an interagency Enoryv R.e-
-11,eea , Council in the .!,xecutive (Office.e of thw .1 residvnta. to insure

1ri in 1lMica tion and coordination .among the Fe.de.ral agencies that.
h•x e responsibilities for the development and. implementation of
energy policy. Members of the Council identified in. the hill. include:

Secretary of the Inuerior.
Secretary of State.
Admnnistrator, Federal Energy Administration.

• •"Administrator, Energy Research and Development Admin-
.=ist ration.. Director, Office of Management. and Budget.
.The Energy Resources Council is entirely consistent with the ap-

p •r•ach of thle National Energy Board referred to i.n the President's
Economic Message. Therefore, an Executive Order is being issued
.,gimltaneous with President's approval of this bill imnnediatcLy ac-.
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tivating the Energy Resources Council with the following members,
in addition to those listed in the bill:

Assistant to the President for Economic Affairs.
Secretary of the Treasury.
Secretary of Defense.
Attorney General.
Secretary of Commerce.
Secretary of Transportation.
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission.
Chairman, Council of Economic Advisers.
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency.
Chairman, Council on Environmental Quality.
Director, National Science Foundation.
Executive Director. Dt mestic Council.

In addition, the President is authorized to designate other official:-
of the Federal Government as membors of the Council. Also, the
President. is designating the Secretary of the Interior, Rogers C. B.
Morton, as Chairman, as indicated in his Economic Message.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO.MtSMISSION (NRC)

The current Atomic Energy Commission will be abolished and a
new five-member Commission will be established with responsibility
for the licensing, regulatory and related functions of the AEC.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commnission will be organized into three
offices reporting through an Executive Director of Operations:

-Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation will have the principal
licensing and related regulatory, responsibilities for the construc-
tion anJ operation of commercial nuclear reactors.

-Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards will have the
principal licensing and related regulatory responsibility for all
other nuclear facilities and overall nuclear materials including its
processing, handling and transportation.

-Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research wvill be responsible for
conducting research in the form of a confirmatory assessment of
technology relating to reactor safety, safeguards, and environ-
mental protection in support of the licensing and regulatory i
process.

The bulk of the new Coznmis.ion's resources will come from the
regulatory side of the AEC with part of the Division of Reactor
Safety also being transferred to form the nucleus of the Office of
Regulatory Research. Anticipated resources for the Commission in
fiscal year 1975 include approximately $140 million in obligations and
1.,900 full-time permanent employees. It is also expected that ERDA
and other Federal agencies would be available to perform research-
related work in support of NRC on a reimbursable basis.

The establishment of this new independent regulatory commission
will maximize regulatory objectivity and imipartiality, therebby in-
creasing public confidence in nuclear regulations. NRC will enhance
the orderly development of the nuclear industry and at the same time
assure protection of the public health and safety in civilian nuclear .
activities.

GERALD R. FORD.
THE WHITE HOUSE, October 11, 1974.



EXECUTIVE ORDER-ACTIVATION OF THE ENERGY
RESOURCES COUNCIL

OCTOBER 11, 1974

In my address to the Congress oil October S, 1.974, 1 expressed my
intention to create a new National Energy Board, under the chairman-
ship of tiee Secrtary of the Interior, to develop, coordinate, and
assure the implementation of Federal energy policy. Subsequent. to my
deli verv of that address, the Congress completed ac(6tion on the
Eirg3 Reorganization Act of 19'074i which I have just approved
into 1aW Section 10S of that act. creates in the Executive Office of the

I President a new Enerzv Resources Council which would be charged
•with performing functunns that are essentially the same as those I had

:rintended to assi'gn to the National Energy Board. Consequently, I
have determined that. it. would serve no useful purpos;e to create
thabt Board. Instead, I am now exercisng the authority vested in me
by .cti:on 10,S of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, to activate
inin ediately tile Energy Resources( Council, to design lte, the Sec-

"retar• of the Interior as its Chairman, and to designate additional
officials as members thereof.

N NOW THEREFORtE, by virtue of the authority vested in me as Presi-
dent of the United Statz.s of America by the Constitution end laws

ýof tile United States, particularly section 108 of the Energy Re-
ýorganfizationt" Act of t974, and section 301 of t.itle 3 of the United

.State~s (ode, it is hereby ordered as follows:
SECTIO\ 1. Section 108 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974

Ashall be efferl.`ve -z of the date of this order and the Energy Resources
Council shall be deemed to have been activated as of that ( ate.

SEc, 2. The C.juneil shall consist. of the Secretary of the lnt rior,
who shall be its Chairman, the Assistant to the President fo Eco-

,nomic Affairs, the Secretary of State, tie Secretary (f the I r. asurv.the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney GenretaryhofSteretary or"
Commerce, the Secretary of Transportation, the (Cheirwicln of the
Atomic Energy Commission, the Director of the Office of Manage-
ment and Budget, the Chairman of the Council of Econmicni Advisers.

."the Administrator of the Federal Energy Administratioa, the Ad-
:Ininistrator of the Energy Research and Development Administration
(upon entry into office), the Administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency, the Chairman of the Council on Environmental
Quality, the Director of the National Science Foundation, the Execu-
tive Director of the Domestic Council, and such other members as
Wtc President maay, from time to time, designate.
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SEC. 3. The Energy Resources Council shall perform such functiors
as are assigned to it. by section 108 of the Energy Reorganizati.n
Act of 1974, shall develop a single national energy policy and program, I
and shall perform such other functions as may be assigned to it,
from time to time, by the President.

SEC. 4. All departments and agencies shall cooperate with the
Council and shall, to the extent permitted by law, provide it with such
assistance and information as the Chairman of the Council may
request.

SEC. 5. The Committee on Energy, the establishment of which was
announced on June 14, 1974, is hereby abolished.

SEC. 6. The Council shall terminate in accordance with the pro-
visions of section 108 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974.

GERALD R. FORD.
THE WHITE HousE, October 11, 1974.

..
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ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT ON LIVE TELEVISION
AND RADIO

JANUARY 13, 1975

Good evening.
Without: wasting words, I want to talk with you tonight about

putting our domestic house in order. We must turn America in a new
direction. WVe must reverse the current recession, reduce unemploy-
ment and create more jobs.

We must restore the confidence of consumers and investors alike.
We must continue an effective plan to curb inflation. We must,
without any delay, take firm control of our progress as a free people.
Together we can and will do this job.

Our national character is strong on self-discipline and the will to
win. Americans are at their very best when the going is rough. Right
now, the going is rough, and it may get rougher. But if we do what
must be done, we will be on our way to better days. We have an
historic opportunity.

On Wednesday I will report to the new Congress on the State of
the Union and ask for its help to quickly improve It. But. neither
Congress nor the President can pass laws or issue orders to assure
economic improvement and instant prosperity.• The Government can help by equalizing unfair burdens, by setting
an example of sound economic actions and by exerting leadership
through clear and coordinated national recovery programs.

Tonight I want to talk to you about what must be done. After all,
you are the people most affected.

Since becoming your President five months, ago economic problems
have been my foremost concern. Two elements of our problem are
long-range-inflation and energy. Both are affected not only by our
actions, but also by international forces beyond our direct control.

The new and disturbing element in the economic picture is our
worsening recession and the unemployment that goes with it. We have
made some progress in ionring the upward spiral of inflation and get-
ting interest rates startled down, but we have suffered sudden and
serious setbacks in sales and unemployment.

Therefore, we must shift our emphesis from inflation to recession,
but in doing so, we must not lose sight of the very real and deadly
dangers of rising prices and declining domestic energy supplies.

Americans are no longer in full control of their own national des-
tiny, when that destiny depends on uncertain foreign fuel at high
prices fixed by others. Higher energy costs compound both inflation
and recession, and dependence on others for future energy supplies
is intolerable to our national security.

(171)
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Therefore, we must wage a simultaneous three-front campaign
against. recession, inflation and energy dependence. We have no
choice. We need within 90 days the strongest and most. far-reachingenergy conservation program we have ever had.

Yes, gasoline and oil wi]l cost even more than they do now, but this
program will achieve two important objectives-it will discourage the
unnecessary use of petroleum products, and it will encourage the
development and substitution of other fuels and newer sources of
energy.

To get started immediately on an urgent national energy plan, I
will use the Presitdential emergency powers to red(ice our dependence
on foreign oil by raising import fees on each barrel of foreign crude
oil by $1 to $3 over the next three months.

A more com prehensive pro.grarn of energy conservation taxes on
oil and nat ural gaIas to reduce consumption substantially must. be
Cenacted )'v the Congress, The revenues derived from such taxes will
be return.ed to the economy. In addition, ny energy conservation.
program contains oil alloc ation authority to avoid undue hardships
in any one geographic area, such as New England, or it, any• specific
industrv or areas of human need where oil is essential.

The plan prevents windfall profits by producers, There mrrst also
be volunteer efforts to cut gasoline and other energy use.

Mv\ national energy conservation plan will urge Congress to grant
a five-year delay on higher automobile pollution standards in order
to achieve a 40 percent improvement in miles per gallon.

Stronger measures to speed the development of other domestic
energy resources, such as coal, geothermal, solar and nuclear power
are also essential.

This plan requires personal sacrifiee. But if we al! pitch in, we will
meet our goal of reducing foreign oil imports b one mniflion barrels
a day by the end of this year and by two million barrels before the
end of 1977. The energy conservation measures I have outlined
tonight will be ,supplemented by use of Presidential pwowr to limit oilimports as necessary to fully achieve these goals.

By .1985-10 years from now-the UJnited States will be in.vul-
nerable to foreign energy disruptions or oil ernbargoes such as we
e"xperien(ced last year. Of course, our domestic needs come first.
But our gains in energy independence will be fully coordinated with
our friends abroad. Our efforts should prompt sin-inlar action by our
allies,

If Congress, speedily enacts this national energy programn, there
will be no need for compulsory rationing or long waiting lines at the
service station. Gasoline prices will go up, though not as much as
with a 20 cent a gallon gas tax. Furthermore, the bu.rden of the
conservation taxes on oil will be shared by all petroleum users, not
just motorists.

Now, let me talk aibout the problem of unemployment. This country
needs an immediate Federal income tax cut of $16 billion. Twelve
billion dollars, or three-fourths of the total of this cut, should go to
individual taxpayers in the form of a cash rebate amounting to 12
percent of their 1974 tax payments-up to a $1,000 rebate. If Congress
acts by April first, you will get your first check for half the rebate in
May and the rest by September.
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The other one-fourth of the cut, about, $4 billion, will go to business
taxpayers, including farmers, to promote plant expansion and create
more jobs. This will be in the form of an increase in the investment
tax credit to 12 percent for one year. There will be special provisions
to assist essential public utilities to step up their energy capacity.
This will encourage capital spending and productivity, the key to
recovery and growth.

As soon as the new revenues fromn energy conservation taxes are
received, we will be able to return $30 billion to the economy in the

• forn of additional payments and credits to individuals, business and
State and local governments. Cash payments from this total also will
be available to those who pay no income taxes because of low earnings.
They are the hardest hit by inflation and higher energy costs. This
combined program adds up to $46 billion-$30 billion in returned
energy tax revenues to compensate for higher fuel costs and $16 billion
in tax cuts to help proiide more jobs. And the energy conservation
tax revenues will continue to be put back into the economny as long
as the emergency lasts.

This economic program is different in emphasis from the proposals
Iput forward last October.The reason is that the situation has changed.
I ou know it, and I know it. What we need most urgently today is
more spending money in your pockets rather than in the Treasury in
Washington. Let's face it, a tax cut to bolster the economy will mean
a bigger Federal deficit, temporarily, and I have fought against deficits
all my public life. But unless our economy revives rapidly. Federal
tax revenues will shrink so much that future deficits will be even
larger. But I. have not abandoned my lifelong belief in fiscal restraint.
In the long run, there is no other real remedy for our economic troubles.

While wrestling with the budg'ets for this year and next., I found
that at least three-quarters of all Federal expenditures are required
by laws already on the books. The President cannot, by law, cut
spending in an ever-growing list of programs which provide mandatory
formulas for payments to State and local governnints and to families
and to individuals. Unless these laws are changed, I can tell you there
are only two wa• s to go--still higher Federal taxes or the more ruinous
hidden tax of inflation. Unchecked, Federal programs mandated by
law will be prime contributors to Federal deficits'of $30 to $50 billion
this year and next. Deficits of this magnitude are wrong-except on
a temporary basis in the most extenuating circumstances.

Reform of these costly mandated Federal spending programs will
take time. Meanwhile, in order to keep the budget deficit as low as
possible, I will do what I can.

In my State of the Union and subsequent messages, I will not pro-
pose any new Federal spending programs except for Energy, and the
Congress-your representatives in Washington--share an equal
responsibility to see that no new spending programs are enacted.

I will not hesitate to veto any new spending programs the Congress
sends to me. .Manv proposed Federal spending Drograms are desirable
and have had myn support in the past. They cost money-your tax
dollars. Mainly it is time to declare a one-year moratorium on new
Federal spending programs.

I need your support in this. It is vital that your representatives in
Congress know that, you share this concern about inflation.

1 believe the Federal Government ought to show all Americans it
practices what it preaches about sacrifices and self-restraint. There-
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fore, I will insist on a 5 percent limit on any Federal pay increases in.
1975. and I will ask Congress to put the sarne temporary 5 percent
ceiling oil anutomatic cost of living increases in Goverment an'd
military retiremiet pay and Social Security.

Gon remient alone cannot bring the cost of living down. but until
it does .,tart down. Government can refrain frotn pu-4hirg it up. For
Wsly vi (it the cost; of living cornes dow i can Pveqrwx get full value
foeom pension or a payehek. I xiwant to hastn thato t y..:

T .A'ht I cav. sutmmarized the highligh t... of my" enerrgy fnd my
C .C pro grni-s. They y st. go hand in hand, as I sw It.

On iWensday .1 will spell out these proposals to the ( ongress.
hIhere Ul he other recommendations, both short-tertin and long-range,
to nkakh, Our prograim as fair to all as possible.

I will press for prompt action. and responsible legislation. The
dangeir Of doing nothing is great. The danger of doing too much As tist
as great,

We canmot afford to throw monkey wrenches into our complex
economic m'ichine because it isn't running at full speed. We are in
trouble, but we are riot on the brink of another Great Depression.

Our political and economic system today is mnany timnese stronger
than it was in the 1930's. We hive income safeguards mnd unemnploy-
itent cushions built. into our economy. I have taken arid wvill continue
to Make whatever steps are needed to prevent xnasive dislocations
arid personal hardships and, in particular, the tragedy of rising
unintploy"inent.

Bul stand soAutions to our economic difficulties depend primarily
on the mtmroig support of each one of you. Self-restraint must be
exercietd byh big and sinall business, by organized and unorganized
lobor, bh Atatm and local governsmnts, as well a. by the Federal

N (me n ill be allowed to prosper from the teemporary hardships
mom of ut wix ngly bear, nor can we permit, a:•oy special interests to
gain from our ci usinon distress.

To hrnprove the economic outlook we must rekindle faith in our-
selves. Nobody is going to pull us out of our troubles but ourselves
aid hb our owrn bootstraps.

In 200 ve)rs as a Nation -we have triumphed over external enemies
a.ndt QNii al conflicts and each time we have emerged stronger than
before. This has called for determined leaders and dedicated people,
and this call has never gone unheeded.

In every cri.i., the Aeneriean people have closed ranks, rolled up
th(ir ileeves and rallied to do whatuver had to be done.

f a., k you and those who represent you in the C(ongress to work
to turn our econoniy around, declare our energy iidependence and
resolve to make our free society again the wxonder of the world.

The begitinito of our BicenteMnial is a good rine to reaffirm our
pride a.knd purpose as Americans who help hliemselves, and help their
nei•h•u.mors no nmatter how tough the task. For in partn I wHil do what
I bolit vi. nt, for all our people--to do my best for America as long
an- I or ( nu this listoric house.

We know what iust be done. The time to act is now. We hIave our
Nation t!" pnrorxve and our fiture to protect. Le.t us act together.

MaY wod bless our endeavors. Thank you, and good night.
G;ERALD R. FORD.
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EMBARGOED FOR RELEASE JANUARY 15, 1975

UNTIL 1:00 P.M., EST

E!IBARCOED POR WIR TRANSMISSION,
UNTIL 10:00 A.M., EST

Office of the White House Press Secretary

THE WHITE HOUSE

TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:

Twenty-six years ago, a freshman Congressman, a young
fellow, with lots of idealism who was out to change the
world, stood before Speaker Sam Rayburn in the well of
tAhs House and solemnly swore to the same oath you took
yesterday. That is an unforgettable experience, and I
congratulate you all.

Two days later, that same freshman sat in the back row
zs President Truman, all charged up by his single-handed
election victory, reported as the Constitution requires
on the State of the Union.

When the bipartisan applause stopped, President Truman
said:

.I am happy to report to this Eighty-first Congress
that the State ef the Union Is good. Our Nation is better
able than ever before to meet the needs of the American
people and to give them their fair chance in the pursuit
of happiness. It is foremost among the nations of the
world in the search for peace."

Today, that freshman M'emrber from Michigan stands where
Mr. Truman stood and I must say to you that the State of the
Union is not good.

Millions of Americans are out of work. Recession and
inflation are eroding the money of millions more. Prices
are too high and sales are too slow.
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This year's Federal deficit will be about $30 billion;
next year's probably $)5 billion. The national debt will
rise to over $600 billion.

Our plant capacity and productivity are not increasing
fast enough. We depend on others for essential energy.

Some people question their government's ability to make
the hard decisions and stick with them. They expect Washington
politics as usual.

Yet, what President Truman said on January 5, 1949, is
even more true in 1975.

We are better able to meet the peoples' needs.

All Americans do have a fairer chance to pursue
happiness. Not only are we still the foremost nation in
pursuit of peace, but today's prospects of attaining it
are infinitely brighter.

There were 59,000,000 Americans employed at the start
of 1949. Now there are more than 85,000,000 Americans who
have jobs. In comparable dollars, the average income of
the American family has doubled during the past 26 years.

Now, I want to speak very bluntly. I've got bad news,
and I don't expect any applause. The American people want
action and it will take both the Congress and the President
to give them what they want. Progress and solutions can be
achieved. And they will be achieved.

My message today is not intended to address all the
complex needs of America. I will send separate messages
making specific recommendations for domestic legislation,
such asGeneral Revenue Sharing and the extension of the
Voting Rights Act.

The moment has come to move in a new direction. We
can do this by fashioning a new partnership between the
Congress, the White House and the people we both represent.

Let us mobilize the most powerful and creative
industrial nation that ever existed on this earth to put
all our people to work. The emphasis of our economic
efforts must now shift from inflation to jobs.

To bolster business and industry and to create new
jobs, I propose a one-year tax reduction of $16 billion.
Three-quarters would go to individuals and one-quarter to
promote business investment.

-2
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This cash rebate to individuals'amounts to 12- percent
of 1974 tax payments -- a tbtal cut of $12 billion, with a
maximun of $1,000 per return.

I call today on the Congress to act by April 1. If you
do, the Treasury can send the first check for half the rebate
in May and the second by September.

The other one-fourth of the cut, about $4 billion, will
go to businesses, including farms, to promote expansion and
create more jobs. The onb-year reduction for businesses
would be -n the form of a liberalized investment tax credit
increasing the rate to 12 percent for all businesses.

This tax cut does not include the more fundamental
reforms needed in our tax system. But it points us in the
right direction -- allowing us as taxpayers rather than the
Government to spend our pay.

Cutting taxes, now, is essential if we are to turn the
economy around. A tax cut offers the best hope of creating
more Jobs. Unfortunately, it will increase the size of the
budget deficit. Therefore, it is more important than ever
that we take steps to control the growth of Federal
expenditures.

Part of our trouble is that we have been self-indulgent.
For decades, we have been voting ever-ýnvýreaclng levels of
Government benefits -- and now'the bill ias come due. We
have been adding so many new programs that the size and
growth of the Federal budget has taken on a life of its
own.

One characteristic of these programs is that their
cost increases automatically every yea7r because the number
of people eligible for -Yust of theý:e bvn fits increases
every year. 1When these programs a.-e encted, there is no
dollar amount set.- No one knows what t1bey will cost. All
we know is that whatever they cost last year, they will cost
more next year.

It is a question of simple arithmetic. Unless we check
the excessive irow"h of '.'deral e:-.e-ndltures or irr7'ose on
ourselves matching incre ses in taxes, •e will ccrt.inue to
run huge inflationary dv.licits in the Pederal budget.

If we project the current built-in momentum of Federal
spending through trc next 15 ye'ars, Fedc.--'al, :;tate, and local
government expendl.-ures could easily co:prls• half of our
gross national pro<lact. This compares with less than a third
In 1975.
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I am now in the process of preparing the budget sub-
missions for fiscal year 1976. In that budget, I will
propose legislation to restrain the growth of a number of
existing programs. I have also concluded that no new
spending programs can be initiated this year, except those
for.energy. Further, I will not hesitate to veto any new
spending programs adopted by the Congress.

As an additional step toward putting the Federal
government's house in order, I recommend a five percent
limit on Federal pay increases in 1975. In all Government
programs tied to the consumer price index -- including
social security, civil service and military retirement
pay, and food stamps -- I also propose a one-year maximum
increase of 5 percent.

None of these recommended ceiling limitations, over
which the Congress has final authority, are easy to propose,
because in most cases they involve anticipated payments to
many deserving people. Nonetheless, it must be done. I
must emphasize that I am not asking you to eliminate,

l reduce or freeze these payments. I am merely recommending
that we slow down the rate at which these payments increase
and these programs grow.

Only a reduction in the growth in spending can keep
Federal borrowing down and reduce the damage to the private
sector from high interest rates. Only a reduction in
spending can make it possible for the Federal Reserve
System to avoid an inflationary growth in the money supply
and thus restore balance to our economy. A major reduction
in the growth of Federal spending can help to dispel the
uncertainty that so many feel about our economy, and put
us on the way to curing our economic ills.

If we do not act to slow down the rate of increase in
Federal spending, the United States Treasury will be legally
obligated to spend more than $360 billion in Fiscal Year
1976 -- even if no new programs are enacted. These are
not matters of conjecture or prediction, but again of simple
arithmetic. The size of these numbers and their implications
for our everyday life and the health of our economic system
are shocking.

I submitted to the last Congress a list of budget
deferrals and recisions. There will be more cuts recom-
mended in the budget I will submit. Even so, the level
of' outlays for fiscal year 1976 is still much too high.
Not only is it too high for this year but the decisions
we make now inevitably have a major and growing impact on
expenditure levels in future years. This is a fundamental
issue we must jointly solve.

4
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The economic disruption we and others are experiencing
stems in part from the fact that the world price of petroleum
has quadrupled in the last year. But we cannot put all of
the blame on the oil-exporting nations. We in the
United States are not blameless. Our growing dependence
upon foreign sources has been adding to our vulnerability
for years and we did nothing to prepare ourselves for an
event such as the embargo of 1973.

During the 1960s, this country had a surplus capacity
of crude oil, which we were able to make available to our
trading partners whenever there was a disruption of supply.
This surplus capacity enabled us to influence both supplies
and prices of crude oil throughout the world. Our excess
capacity neutralized any effort at establishing an effective
cartel, and thus the rest of the world was assured of
adequate supplies of oil at reasonable prices.

In the 1960O our surplus capacity vanished and, as a
consequence, the latent power of the oil cartel could emerge
in full force. Europe and Japan, both heavily dependent on
imported oil, now struggle to keep their economies in
balar:e. Even the United States, which is far more self-
sufficient than most other industrial countries, has been
put under serious pressure.

I am proposing a program which will begin to restore
our country's surplus capacity in total energy. In this
way, we will be able to assure ourselves reliable and
adequate energy and help foster a new world energy stability
for other major consuming nations.

But this Nation and, in fact, the world must face the
prospect of energy difficulties between now and 1985. This
program will impose burdens on all of us with the aim of
reducing our consumption of energy and increasing pro-
duction. Great attention has been paid to considerations
of fairness and I can assure you that the burdens will not
fall more harshly on those less able to bear them.

I am recommending a plan to make us invulnerable to
cut-offs of foreign oil. It will require sacrifices.
But it will work.

I have set the following national energy goals to
assure that our future is as secure and productive as
our past:

-- First, we must reduce oil imports by 1 million
barrels per day by the end of this year and by
2 million barrels per day by the end of 1977.
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-- Second, wemust end vulnerability to economic
disruption by foreign suppliers by .1985.

Third, we must develop our energy technology
and resources so that the United States has
the ability to supply a significant share of
the energy needs of the Free World by the end
of this century.

To attain these objectives, we need immediate action
to cut imports. Unfortunately, in the short-term there
are,.only a limited number of actions which can increase
domestic supply. I will press for all of them.

I urge quick action on legislation to allow commercial
production at the Elk Hills, California, Naval Petroleum
Reserve. In order that we make greater use of domestic coal
resources, I am submitting amendments to the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act which will greatly
increase the number of power plants that can be promptly
converted to coal.

Voluntary conservation continues to be essential, but
tougher programs are also needed -- and needed now. There-
fore, I am using Presidential powers to raise the fee on
all imported crude oil and petroleum products. Crude oil
fee levels will be increased $1 per barrel on February 1,
by $2 per barrel on March 1 and by $3 per barrel on April 1.
I will take action to reduce undue hardship on any &eo-

. graphical region. The foregoing are interim administrative
actions. They will be rescinded when the necessary
legislation is enacted.

To that end, I am. requesting the Congress to act within
90 days on a more comprehensive energy tax program. It
includes:

-- Excise taxes and import fees totalling $2 per
barrel on product imports and on all crude oil..

Deregulation of new natural gas and enactment of
a natural gas excise tax.

-- Enactment of a windfall profits tax by April 1
to ensure that oil producers do not profft
unduly. At the same time I plan, to take
P n'esidntial initiative to decontrol the price
of domestic crude oil on April 1.

6
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The sooner Congress acts, the more effective the oil
conservation program will be and the quicker the Federal
revenues can be returned to our people.

I am prepared to use Presidential authority to limit
imports, as necessary, to assure the success of this program.

I want you to know that before deciding on my energy
conservation program, I considered rationing and higher
gasoline taxes as alternatives. Neither would achieve
the desired results and both would produce unacceptable
inequities.

A massive program must be initiated to increase energy
supply, cut demand and provide new standby emergency
programs to achieve the independence we want by 1985.
The largest part of increased oil production must come
from new frontier areas on the Outer Continental Shelf
and from the Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4 in Alaska. It
is the intention of this Adtn:7' cr'- a.* ý7C -ith
exploration, leasing and production on those frti~:.
areas of the Outer Continental Shelf where the environ6ý
mental risks are acceptable.

Use of our most abundant domestic resource -- coal --
is severely limited. We must strike a reasonable compromise
on environmental concerns with coal. I am submitting Clean
Air Act amendments which will allow greater coal use'with-
out sacrificing our clean air goals.

I vetoed the strip mining legislation passed by the-last
Congress. With appropriate changes, I will sign a revised
version into law.

I am proposing a number of actions to energize our
nuclear power program. I will submit legislation tO
expedite nuclear licensing and the rapid selection of sites.

In recent months, utilities have cancelled or postponed
over 60 percent of planned nuclear expansion and 30 percent
of'planned additions to non-nuclear capacity. Financing
problems for that industry are growing worse. I am there-
fore recommending that the one year investment tax credit
of 12 percent be extended an additional two years to
specifically speed the construction of power plants that
do not use natural gas or oil. I am also submitting
proposals for selective changes in State utility commission
regulat ions.

7
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To provide the critical stability for our domestic
•energy .production in the face of world price uncertainty,
I will request.legislation to authorize and require tariffs,
import quotas or price floors to protect our energy prices

•at levels which will achieve energy independence.

Increasing energy supplies is not enough. We must also
\take additional steps to cut long-term consumption. I
%therefore propose:

Legislation to make thermal efficiency standards
mandatory for all new buildings in the United States.
These standards would be set after appropriate
consultation with architects, builders and labor.

-- A new tax credit of up to $150 for those home
owners who install insulation equipment.

-- The establishment of an energy conservation
program to help low income families purchase
insulation supplies.

-- Legislation to modify and defer automotive
pollution standards for 5 years to enable us
to improve new automobile gas mileage 40 percent
by 1980.

These proposals and actions, cumulatively, can reduce
our dependence on foreign energy supplies to 3-5 million
barrels per day by 1985. To make the United States
invulnerable to foreign disruption, I propose standby
emergency legislation and a strategic storage program of
.1 billion barrels of oil for domestic needs and 300 million
barrels for defense purposes.

I will ask for the funds needed for energy research
and development activities. I have established a goal of
1 million barrels of synthetic fuels and shale oil production
per day by 1985 together with an incentive program to achieve
it.

I believe in America's capabilities. Within the next'
ten years, my program envisions:

-- 200 major. nuclear power plants,

-- 250 major new coal mines,

-- 150 major coal-fired power plants,

-- 30 major new oil refineries,

" S
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-- 20 major new synthetic fuel plants,

-- the drilling of many thousands of new oil wells.,

- the insulation of 18 million homes,

and construction of millions of new automobiles,
trucks and buses that use much less fuel.

We can do it. In another crisis -- the one in 1942 --
President Franklin D. Roosevelt said this country would
build 60,000 aircraft. By 1943, production had reached
125,000 airplanes annually.

If the Congress and the American people will work with
me to attain these targets, they will be achieved and
surpassed.

From adversity, let us seize opportunity. Revenues of
some $30 billion from higher energy taxes designed to.
encourage conservation must be refunded to the American
people in a manner which corrects distortions in our tax
system wrought by inflation.

People have been pushed into higher tax brackets by
inflation with a consequent reduction in their actual
spending power. Business taxes are similarly distorted
because inflation exaggerates reported profits resulting
in excessive taxes.

Accordingly, I propose that future individual income
taxes be reduced by $16.5 billion. This will be done by
raising the low income allowance and reducing tax rates.
This continuing tax cut will primarily benefit lower and
middle income taxpayers.

For example, a typical family of four with a gross
income of $5,600 now pays $185 in Federal income taxes.'
Under this tax cut plan, they would pay nothing. A family
of four with a gross income of $12,500 now pays $1,260 in
Federal taxes. My plan reduces that by $300. Families
grossing $20,000 would receive a reduction of $210.

Those with the very lowest incomes, who can'least
afford higher costs, must also be compensated. I propose
a payment of $80 to every person 18 years of age and
older in that category.

State and local governments will receive $2 billion
in additional revenue sharing to offset their increased
energy costs.

::i
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To offset inflationary distortions and to generate
more economic activity, the corporate tax ratewill be
reduced from 48 percent to 42 percent.

Now, let me turn to the international dimension of the
present crisis. At no time in our peacetime history has
the state of the Nation depended more heavily on the state
of the world. And seldom if ever has the state of the
world depended more heavily on the state of our Nation.

The economic distress is global. We will not solve
it at home un1].ss we help to remedy the profound economic
dislocation abroad. World trade and monentary structure
provides markets, energy, food and vital raw materials --
for all nations. This international system is now in
jeopardy.

This Nation can be proud of significant achievements
in recent years in solving problems and crises. The Berlin
Agreement, the SALT agreements, our new relationship with
China, the unprecedented efforts in the Middle East -- are
immensely encouraging. But the world is not fr'ee from
crisis. In a world of 150 nations, where nuclear technology
is pi6•iferating and regional conflicts continue, inter-
nationil security cannot be taken for granted.

So let there be no mistake about it: international
cooperation is a vital fact of our lives today. This is
not a moment for the American people to turn inward.
"lore than ever bef6re, our own well-being d4pends.on
America's determination and leadership in the world.

We are a great Nation -- spiritually, politically,
militarily, diplomatically and eccnomically. America's
com.mitment to international security has sustained the
safety of allies and friends in many areas -- in the
Middle East, in Europe, in Asia. Our turning away would
unleash new instabilities arnd dangers around the globe
which would, in turn, threaten our own security.

At the end of World War II, we turned a similar
challenge into an historic achievement. An old order was
in disarray; political and economic institutions were
shattered. In that period, this Nation and its partners
built new institutions, new mechanisms of mutual support
and cooperation. Today, as then, we face an historic
opportunity. If we act, imaginatively and boldly, as we
acted then, this period will in retrospect be seen as one
of the great creative moments of our history.

The whole world is watching to see how we respond.

10
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A resurgent American economy would do more to restore
the confidence of the world in its own future than anything.
else we can do. The program that this Congress will pass
can demonstrate to the world that we have started to put
our own house In order. It can show that this Nation is
able and willing to help other nations meet the common •
challenge, It can demonstrate that the United States.
will fulfill its responsibility as a leader among nations.

At stake is the future of the industrialized democracies,
which have perceived their destiny in common and sustained
it in cormmon for 30 years.

The developing nations are also at a turning point.
The poorest nations see their hopes of feeding their hungry
and developing their societies shattered by the economic
crisis. The long-term economic future for the producers
of raw materials also depends on cooperative solutions.

Our relations with the Communist countries are a basic
factor of the world environment. We must seek to build a
long-term basis for coexistence. We will stand by our
principles and our interests; we will act firmly when
challenged. The kind of world we want depends on a broad
policy of creating mutual incentives for restraint and
for cooperation,

As we move forward to meet our global challenges and
toportunities, we must have the tools to do the Job.

Our military forces are strong and ready. This
military strength deters aggression against our allies,
stabilizes our relations with former adversaries and
protects our homeland. Fully adequate conventional and
strategic forces cost many billions, but these dollars
are sound insuranc( for our safety and a more peaceful
world,

Military strength alone is not sufficient. Effective
diplomacy is also essential in preventing conflict and
building world understanding. The Vladivostok negotiations
with the Soviet Union represent a major step in moderating
ntrategIc trms competition. My recent discussions with
leaders of the Atlantic Cormmunity, Japan and South Korea
have contributed to our meeting the common challenge.

But we have serious problems before us that require
cooperation between the President and the Congress. By
the Constitution and traditior), the execution of foreign
policy Is the responsibility of the President.

11



In recent years, under the stress of the Vietnam War,½legislative restrictions on the President's capability to

execute foreign and military decisions have proliferated.
•Aza member of the Congress, I opposed some and approved

.others. As President, I welcome the advice and cooperation

.of the House and Senate.

But, if our foreign policy is to be successful we
cannot rigidly restrict in legislation the ability of the

[President to act. The conduct of negotiations is ill
isuited to such.limitations. For my part, I pledge this
iAdministration will act in the closest consultations with
•the Congress as we face delicate situations and troubled
•ti.es throughout the globe.

When I became President only five months ago, I promised
the last Congress a policy of communication, conciliation,
Scompromise and cooperation. I renew that pledge to the new
members of this Congress.

.~ To sum up:

America needs a new direction which I •have sought to'
chart here today -- a change of course which will:

-- put the unemployed back to work;

.. increase real income and production;

-- restrain the growth of government spending;

-- achieve energy independence; and

-- advance the cause of world understanding.

We have the ability. We have the know-how.. In part-
,nership with the American people, we will achieve these
objectives.

As our 200th anniversary approaches, we owe it to
ourselves, and to posterity, to rebuild our polit-ical and

l.economic strength. Let us make. America, once again, and
"for centuries more to come, what it has so long been -- a
stronghold and beacon-light Of liberty for the world.

GERALD' R. PORD

THE WHITE HOUSE, 12

January 15, 1975.

# N N

24-112 0 - 78 - 13
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The President's Znergy Progran
(includlin; enery tacfcs and fees)

The President's State of the Union Address outlineý the ":ation's
energy outlooh, set forth national energy policy objectives,
and described actions he is taking i.-mneliately and indicated
proposals he is as-in, the Congress to pass.

SACIMPOthli

Over the past two years, progress has been uaCde in conserving
energy, expanding energy PD and i-rtrovin' Federal government
energy organization. Despite such acconrlis'ents, we have
not succeeded in solving fundanental probleus and our ."ational
energy situation is critical. Our reliance on foreizn sources
of petroleum is contributing to both inflationary and reces-
sionary pressures in the United States. Iforld economic
stability is threatened and several industrialized nations
dependent upon if..-orted oil are facing severe economic
disruption.

With respect to the U.S. energy situation:

Petroleum is readily available fro-m foreign
sources -- but at arbitrarily hiqh prices.
causing massive outflow of dollars, and at
the risk of increasing our iation's vulnera-
bility to severe econoric disruption should
another eLbargo be imposed.

- Petroleum imports reriain at high levels
even at present high prices.

- Donestic oil production continues to
decline as older fields are denleted and
new fields are years from production; J.C
million barrels per day in 1574 compared
to 9.2 million in 1973.

- Total U.S. petroleum consumption is
increasing, althou.-h at slower rates
due to higher prices.

R-atural gas shortages are forcing curtailment of
supplies to nany industrial firms and denial of
service to new residential customers. (14%
expected this winter versus 7% last year.) This
is resulting in unemployment, reductions in the
production of fertilizer needed to increase food
supplies, and increased demani for alternative
fuels -- priuarily imported oil.
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-- Coal production is at about the same level as in
the 1930's.

-- Nuclear energy accounts for only 1 percent of total
energy supply and new plants are being delayed,
postponed or cancelled.

-- Overall energy consumption is beginning to increase
again.

- U.S. vulnerability to economic and social impact
from an embargo Increases with higher imports and
will continue to do so until we reverse current
trends, ready standby plans, and increase petroleum
storage.

Economic impacts of the four-fold increase in OPEC oil
prices include:

Heavy outflow of U.S. dollars (and. in effect,
jobs) to pay for growing oil imports .--- about
$24 billion in 1974 compared to $2.7 billion
in 1970.

Tremendous balance of payments deficits and
possible economic collapse for those nations
of Europe and Asia that must depend upon
expensive imported oil as a primary energy
source.

-- Accumulation of billions of dollars of surplus
revenues in oil exporting nations -- approxi
mately $60 billion in 1974 alone.

U.S. ENERGY OUTLOOK

1. Near-Term (1975-1977): In the next 2-3 years, there are
S only a w steps that can be taken to increase domestic
energy supply particularly due to the long lead time for
new production. Oil imports will thus continue to rise
unless demand is curbed.

II. Mid-Ter (1975-1985); In the next ten years, there is
greater flexibility. A number of actions can be taken

• to increase domestic supply, convert from foreign oil
to domestic coal arid nuclear energy, and reduce demand --
if the Nation takes tough actions. Vulnerability to an

. embargo can be eliminated.
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III. Long-Term (Beyond 1985): Emerging energy sources can
play a bigger role in supplying U.S. needs -- the results
of the Nation's expanded energy research and development
program. U.S. independence can be maintained. New
technologies are the most significant opportunity for
other consuming nations with limited domestic resources.

NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY GOALS AND PRINCIPLES ANNOUNCED BY
THE PRESI1DENT

I. Near-Term (1975-1977): Reduce oil imports by 1 million
barrels per day by the end of 1975 and 2 million barrels
by the end of 1977, through immediate actions to
reduce energy demand and increase domestic supply.

(A) With no action, imports would be about 8 million
barrels per day by the end of 1977, more than
20 percent above the 1973 pre-embargo levels.

(B) Acting to meet the 1977 goal will reduce imports
below 1973 levels, assuring reduced vulnerability
from an embargo and greater consumer nation
cooperation.

(C) More drastic short-term reductions would have
unacceptable economic impacts.

II. Mid-Term (1975-1985): Eliminate vulnerability by
ichieving the capacity for full energy independence
by 1985. This means 1985 imports of no more than
3-5 million barrels of oil per day, all of which can
be replaced immediately from a strategic storage
system and managed with emergency measures.

(A) With no action, oil imports by 1985 could be
reduced to zero at prices of $1i per barrel or
more -- or they could go substantially higher
if world oil prices are reduced (e.g., at $7
per barrel, U.S. consumption could reach
24 million barrels per day with imports of
above 12 million, or above 50% of the total.)

(B) The U.S. anticipates a reduction in world oil
prices over the next several years. Hence,
plans and policies must be established to
achieve energy independence even at lower
prices -- countering the normal tendency to
increase imports as the price declines.
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(C) Actions to meet the 1985 goal will hold imports
to no more than 3-5 million barrels per day.
even at $7 per barrel prices. Protection against
an embargo of the remaining imports can then be
handled most economically with storage and
standby emergency measures.

III. Long-Term (Beyond 1985): Within this century, the U.S.
should strive to develop technology and energy resources
to enable it to supply a significant share of the
Free World's energy needs.

(A) Other consuming nations have insufficient fossil
fuel resources to reach domestic energy
self-sufficiency.

(B) The U.S. can again become a world energy supplier
and foster world energy price stability -- much
the same as the nation did prior to the 1960's
when it was a. major supplier of world oil.

IV. Principles: Actions to achieve the above national
energy goals must be based upon the following
principles:

Provide energy to the American consumer at the
lowest possible cost consistent with our need
for secure energy supplies.

•Make energy decisions consistent with our overall
economic goals.

• Balance environmental goals with energy require.-
ments.

Rely upon the private sector and market forces
as the most efficient means of achieving the
Nation's goals, but act through the government
where the private sector is unable to achieve
our goals.

Seek equity among all our citizens in sharing
of benefits and costs of our energy program.

Coordinate our energy policies with those of
other consuming nations to promote interde-
pendence, as well as independence.
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1. ACT I'i .Ad?',UJCED - r.

':o iject the national ;oals, the Presid~ent outlined a corv
,'rehensive urorrar o" le:•ielative prorosals to the Conpress
vhich he reeuested be cnacted. pithiu I! days and administra
Cive actions that he ',ill hegin inrlenenting irriedietely.'Me lehislative package is Tore ezfective and equitable than
ihe aduinistrative prograi. but the .resi ent indicated that

the seriousness of tae situation der!anded ir.ziediatr action.
Taese actions vill reduce overall ener,.y demand, increase
,oi;estic -roduction, increase conversion to coal, and reduce
oil iports. ":hey iuclude:

(A) Ath_,_inistrative Actjois,

I. 1 t'ort Fee B.ecause of the seriousness
65~ •" l and because tine. is re'uired
Zor Congressional action on his le,;islative
proposais, twe 'resiIent is acting irni.tliatelY
within e-:isting. authorilties to increase the
iip.ort fees on crude oil and netroleurL
;:roducts. These new ii -ort fees rould be
.odified upon passage of the 'rcsiathnt's

legislative rachage.

(a) liport fees on crude oil And petrolei
products under the authority o. the Trade "xnan-
sion Act of 1

0
62. as aisended, %will be increased

by $1 effecctive February 1, 1175. au additional
41 effective .jarch 1, and another Sl effective
April 1. for a total increase of $31.0 rer
barrel. durrently e:istinn fees will also
re"ain in effect.

(b) F.A's ")Id Oil Zntitlements: :ro-raT:
%ill be utilizet' to s.,rep. -rice increases
on crude aiiono all refiners and to lessen
ditsroportionate rej;ional e:.fectc. par-
ticularly in the ;iortheast.

(c) ,s oF February 1075. n.roduct irniorts
will cerse to be covered by FA '5s -)md oil
-ntitle:.enta tro-!rar:. It order to overcorie
any nevere res-ional iymacts that could be
caused by lar;-e Zees in i:tr.ort dependent
areas, inpor-te,., producetr ill reco-ve a
rebate corresvondinf; to the Lenclit hifiich
iould have been obtained "inder that
progran. "he rebate should be ai.--'oxi,.tely

I. CO in Fel ruary, Y;'. 4 in [arch, and 3I.11
per barrel in .'•pril.

(d) This in,,:ort /ee pro,'rar. would reduce
iriports by Ebout 503. 00 barrels -er day.
LI- April it wtould generate aboot .?40) rdillion
per itonth i-, revenues,
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2. Backup ImporL Control Program -- The energy
conservation measures and tax proposals
will be supplemented by the use of Presidential
power to limit oil imports as necessary to
achieve the near.-term goals.

3. Crude Oil Price Decontrol -- To stimulate
production and further cut demand, steps
will be taken to remove price controls
on domestic crude oil by April 1, 1975,
subject to congressional disapproval as
provided by 94(g) of the Emergency
Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973.

4. Increase Public Education on Energy
56nitol-n -- Energy Resources Council
will step up its efforts to provide infor-
mation on energy conservation methods and
benefits.

(B) Legislative Proposals

1. Comprehensive Tax and Decontrol Program --
T r idyent asked-the Congress to pass
within 90 days a comprehensive legislative
package which could lead to reduction of
oil imports of 900,000 barrels per day
by 1975 and 1.6 million barrels by 1977.
Average oil prices would rise about $4.00
per barrel of $.10 per gallon. The package
which will raise $30 billion in revenues
on an annual basis includes:

(a) Windfall Profits Tax -- A tax on all
domestic crude oil to capture the windfall
profits resulting from price decontrol.
The tax would take 88% of the windfall
profits on crude oil and would phase out
over several years. The tax would be
retroactive to January 1, 1975.

(b) Petroleum Excise Tax and Import Fee --
An excise tax on all domestic crude oil
of $2 per barrel and a fee on imported
crude oil and product imports of $2 per
barrel. The new, administratively established
import fee of $3 on crude oil would be reduced
to $2.00 and $1.20 fee on products would be
increased to $2.00 when the tax is enacted.
The product import fee would keep the excise
tax from encouraging foreign refining and
the related loss of jobs to the U.S.
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(c) New Natural Gas Derefulation -- Remove
Federal-interstate price r•gulation on new
natural gas to increase domestic production
and reduce demand for scarce natural gas
supplies.

a) Natural Gas Excise Tax -- An excise
tax on naturalgas of 37F per thousand
cubic feet (mcf), which is equivalent
on a Btu basis to the $2 per barrel petroleum
excise tax and fee. This will discourage
attempts to switch to natural gas and acts
to reduce natural gas demand curtailments.
Since the usual results of gas curtailments
is a switch to oil, this will limit the
growth of oil imports.

2. Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve. The
President is asking the Congress to permit
production of the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum
Reserve (NPR #1) under Navy control.
Production could reach 160,000 barrels
per day early In 1975 and 300,000 barrels
per day by 1977. The oil produced would
be Used to top off Defense Department
storage tanks, with the remainder sold
at auction or exchanged for refined
petroleum products used by the Department
of Defense. Revenues would be used to
finance further exploration, development
and production of the Naval petroleum
reserves and the strategic petroleum
storage.

3. Conversion to the Use of Domestic Coal.
The Presiden-t i--aa-ni-theCongres-to
amend the Clean Air Act and the Energy
Supply and Environmental Coordination
Act of 1974 to permit a vigorous program
to make greater use of domestic coal to
reduce the need for oil. This program
would reduce the need for oil imports
by 100,000 barrels per day in 1975 and
300,000 barrels in 1977. These amend-
ments would extend FEA's authority to
grant prohibition orders from 1975 to
1977, prohibit powerplants early in the
planning process from burning oil and gas,
extend FEA enforcement authority from 1978
to 1985, and make clear that coal burning



installations that had originally planned
to convert fromi coal to oil be eligible
for cor;,liance .'ate extensions. It would
give EP.A authority to exteni compliance
dates and elirliTate restrictive regional
environuental limitations. A plant could
convert as long as its own emissions do
not exceed amibient air quality standards.

II. ACTI.'.S A:NOU"CZD B" T:.7 P22SIaZ'T TO :7rT ,1:Ž-TM.7INI.. ( 0 -A1-- 975-19_5)

h~ese actions are designed to meet the goal of achievin-
the capability for energy independence by 1M35. The actions
include measures to increase domestic energy production
(including measures to cone with constraints and strike
a balance betveen environmaental and energy ol.jectives),
reduce energy deuand, and prepare for any future emergency
resultin2 frou an embargo.

(A) S Actions

1. i-aval Petroleua Fescrve 1o. 4 Legislative
Er--szi -- TePrseFis asking the

Congress to authorize the exploration, de-
veloprlent and. production of in Alaska
to prcvide petrolettm for the domestic economy.
with 15-20% earmarked for military needs an!
strategic storage. The reserves in 1.1-4
which are now largely unexplored could pro-
vide at least 2 million barrels of oil per
day by 19V5. Under the legislative rronosal:

(a) The President would be authorized to
explore, develop and produce i ..- 4.

(b) The governmnent's share of production
(approi:imately 15-20%) would be usei to
help finance the strategic storage system
and to helt fulfill -military petroleum
requirements. Any other receipts -o to
the United States Treasury as miscellaneous
receipts.
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2. OCS Leasin" (Adwinistrative) -- The President
ref--fti hids hiteeit1ot to continue rn
agt•rcssive Cuter Continental Shelf leasin,!
policy, includin- lease sales in the Atlantic,
Pacific, aud !Gulf o-' Alas',a. Decisions on
individual lease sales will a, ait conpletion
of appronriate environ.aental studies. In-
creased 0C3 leasirngj could ad'd domestic pro-
ducticn of 1.5 rmillion be'rrels of oil ane
additional suppnlies of natural gas by l95.
There will be close cooperation with Coastal
states in their planning for possible increased
local develo-,nent. Funding for environmental
studies and assistance to States for planning
has been incraased in F7 1^375.

3. 1.educin- Dooi,estic Energy Price Jncertainty
(enislat-mý a - Lei s1`atin wilt

be requested authorizing and requiring the
President to use tariffs, import quotas,
import price floors, or other measures to
achieve domestic energy price levels
necessary to reach self-sufficiency goals.
This legislation would enable the President
to cope with possible large-scale fluctua-
tions in world oil prices.

4. Clean Air Act A-_endments (Lezislative
pro--si-- --- In addition to te enenrinents
outtli-ned earlier for short-tern. goals, the
Presi-leut is as!.iin:- for other Clean Air
Act ariiendh ents nee-Ind for a balance between
environ=,enta.. aud energy go,.ls. These
include:

(a) Le$.islative clarification to resolve
problers resultin from court decisions
with res-ect to si-nificant air quality
deterioration in areas already mcetinr
health an= welfare standards.

(b) :2tension of co-"- iacnce dates throu-h
1905 to irleiý.nt a ne7; policy regardinz
stack ýas scrutbers -- to allow use of
inteniittant zontrol systeris in isolated
power plants through 197 and requiring
other sources to achieve control as soon
as possibli.
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(c) :A pause for 5 years (1977-1981 model
years) for nationwide auto emission standards
at the current California levels for hydro-
carbons (0.9 grams per mile) and carbon
monoxide (f' grams per mile), and at 1975
standards (3.1 grams per mile) for oxides
of nitrogen (with the exception of California
which has adopted the 2.0 standard). These
standards for hydrocarbons (HC) and carbon
monoxide (CO) are more stringent than now
required nationwide for 1976 model year's
cars. -The change from the levels now
required for 1977-1981 model years in the
law will have no significant impact on
air quality standards, yet they will facilitate
attainment of the goal of 40 % increase in
auto fuel efficiency by the 1980 model year.

a) EPA will shortly begin comprehensive
hearings on emission controls and fuel
economy which will provide more detailed
data for Congressional consideration.

5. Surface Mining (Legislative oroposal) --
The President is asking the Congress to pass
a surface mining bill which strikes a balance
between our desires for reclamation and
environmental protection and our need to
increase domestic coal production substan-
tially over the next ten years. The proposed
legislation will correct the problems which
led to the President's veto of a surface
mining bill last year.

6. Coal Leasin (Administrative) -- To assure
rapid production from existing leases and to
make new, low sulfur coal supplies available,
the President directed the Secretary of the
Interior to:

(a) Adopt legal diligence requirements to
assure timely production from existing
leases.

b) Meet with Western Governors to explore
regional questions on economic, environmental
and social impacts associated with new Federal
coal leases.

(c) Design a program of new coal leasing
consistent with timely development and
adequate return on public assets, if proper
environmental safeguards can be provided.
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7. Electric Uttilties -- The President is asking
the Congress for legislation concerned with
utilities. In recent months, 60%
of planned nuclear capacity and 30% of non-
nuclear capacity additions have been postponed
or cancelled by electric utilities. Financing
problems are worsening and State utility
comsission practices have not assured recovery
of costs and adequate earnings. The transition
from oil and gas-fired plants to coal and nuclear
has been slowed greatly -- contributing to
pressure for higher oil imports. Actions
involve:

(a) Uniform Investment Tax Credit (Legislative) --
an increase in the investment tax credit to
eliminate the gap between utilities and other
industries -- currently a 4% rate applies to
utilities and 7% to others.

(b) Higher Investment Tax Credit (Legislative)
An increase in investment tax credit for all
industry, including utilities, for I year --
to 12X. The 12% rate would be retained for
two additional years for all power plants
except oil and gas-fired facilities.

(c) Preferred Stock Dividend Deductions
(LegIaIiv~-- A change In tax laws applica-
ble to all industries, including utilities,
which allows deductions of preferred stock
dividends for tax purposes to reduce the
cost of capital and stimulate equity rather
than debt financing.

(d) Mandated Reform of State Utility Commission
Processes (esls- tv -- The legislation
would selectively reform utility commission
practices by: (1) setting a maximum limit
of 5 months for rate or service proceedings;
(2) requiring fuel adjustment pass-throughs,
including taxes, (3) requiring that con-
struction work in progress be included in a
utilityis rate base: (4) removing any rules
prohibiting a utlllity from charging lower
rates for electric power during off-peak
hours and (5) allowing the cost of pollu-
tion control equipment to be included in
the rate base.

le) Enenr_ Resources Council Study
(Administrative---- Review and report to the
PreSIdn- -i-t---e entire regulatory process
and financial situation relating to electric
utilities and determine what further reforms
or actions are needed. ERC will consult
with State utility commissions, governors,
public utilities and consumers.
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u. tiuclear ?ower - To accelerate t1:e growth of
nuclear po-,er which supplies only one percent
of our enerry needs, the President is pro--
posing, in addition to actions nutlined above:

(a) !._pedited Licensing. and Sitin, (LeRislative)
A Luclear sFacili-ty-Licensi-nr Ac-Cto ass-ur--et-n-or-e
rapid sitinf- and licensing, of nuclear plants.

(b) 1976 Budret Increase (Legislative) -
rn inces o? ;417.iflTin ii, -.ropriarin

for nuclear safety, safeguards, and uaste
idanagenent.

9. ý.nerzy F•.cilities Sitinr (Lezislative) --Le-is--ati-o-- e-ce ener-,--y Tl-ity siting
bottlenecks and asstre sites for needed facili--
ties with aroper land use considerations-

(a) The legislation %yould require that states
have a conprehensive and coordinated process
for expeditious review and approval of energy
facility applications; and state authorities
which ensure that final State energy facility
decisions cannot be nullified by actions of
of local governnents.

(b) Provision for owners of eli,ý'ible facilities
or citizens to sue States for inaction.

(c) Provide no Federal role in nakin,' case by
case siting decisions for the States.

(5) EnertZ Conservation Actions

The rresident announced a nunier of energy con
servation ueasures to reduce demand, including!:

1. Auto Gasoline iHilea'-e Increases (Adxiinistrative)
, Se--e'-a-tr- o-r"ansp-o-r-ta-t-o- has

obtained written azreenents with each of
the n:,ajor domestic autoniobile usnufacturers
which will yield a 40 percent inprove.
rient in fuel efficiency on a weighted
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average for all nl-w autos by 19f0 model year.
These agreements are c<,tlngent upon relaxation
of Clean Air Act auto emission standards. The
agreement provides for Interim goals, Federal
monitoring and public reporting of progress.

2. fPluiding Thermal Standards (Legislative) --
The President is asking Congress for legislation
to establish national mandatory thermal (beating
and cooling) efficiency standards for new homes
and commercial buildings which would save the
equivalent of over one-half million barrels of
oil per day by 1985. Under this legislation:

(a) The Secretary of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment shall consult with engineering, architectural,
consumer, labor, industry, and government repre-
sentatives to advise on development of efficiency
standards.

b) Thermal standards for one and two-family
dwellings will be developed and implementation
would begin within one year. New minimum
performance standards for energy in commercial
and residential buildings would be developed
and implemented as soon thereafter as practicable.

(c) Standards would be implemented by State
and local governments through local building
codes.

(d) The President also directed the Secretary
of Housing and Urban Development to include
energy conservation standards in new mobile
home construction and safety standards.

3. Residential Conservation Tax Credit --
The President -s asking Cnress for legislation
to provide incentives to homeowners for making
thermal efficiency improvements in existing
homes. This measure, along with a stepped-up
public information program, could save the
equivalent of over 500,000 barrels per day
by 1985. Under this legislation:

(a) A 15 percent tax credit retroactive to
January 1, 1975 for the cost of certain improve-
ments in thermal efficiency in residences would
be provided. Tax credits would apply to the
first $1,000 of expenditures and can be claimed
during the next three years.

(b) Improvements such as storm windows, and
insulation, would qualify for the tax credit.
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4 Low-Income Energy Conservation rrogram
(Leislative) -- T President is proposing
legislation to establish a Low-Income Energy
Conservation Program to offer direct subsidies
to low-income and elderly homeowners for certain
energy conservation improvements such as insula-
tion. The program is modeled upon a successful
pilot program in Maine.

(a) The program would be administered by FEA,
under new legislation, and the President is
requesting supplemental appropriations in 1975
and $55 million in fiscal year 1976.

(b) Acting through the States, Federal funds
would be provided to purchase materials.
Volunteers or community groups could install
the materials.

5. Appliance Efficiency Standards (Administrative) --
The President directed the Energy Resources
Council to develop energy efficiency goals for
major appliances and to obtain agreements
within Six months from the major manufacturers
of these appliances to comply with the goals.
The goal is a 20% average improvement by 1980
for all major appliances, including air condi-
tioners, refrigerators and other home appliances.
Achievement of these goals would save the
equivalent of over one-half million barrels of

•oil per, day by 1985. If agreement cannot be
reached, the President will submit legislation
to establish mandatory appliance efficiency
standards.

6. Appliance and Auto Efficiency Labellihg Act
(Legislative-- The President will ask the
Congress to enact a mandatory labelling bill to
require that energy efficiency labels be placed
on new appliances and autos.

(C) Emergency Preparedness

The President announced that comprehensive energy
emergency legislation will be proposed, encompassing
two major components.

1. Strategic Petroleum Storage (Legislative) --
Development of an energy storage system of one
billion barrels for domestic use and 300 million
barrels for military use. The legislation will
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authorize the government to purchase and pre-
pare the storage facilities (salt domes or steel
tanks), while complex institutional questions
are resolved and before oil for'storage is
actually purchased. FEA will develop the over-
all program In cooperation with the Department
of the Interior and the Department of Defense.
All engineering, planning, and environmental
studies would be completed within one year.
The 1.3 billion barrels will not be complete
for some years, since time is required to
purchase, prepare, and fill the facilities.

2. Standby and Planning Authorities (Legislative) --
The President Is requesting a set of emergency
standby authorities to be used to deal with
any significant future energy shortages. These
authorities would also enable the United States
to fully implement the agreement on an Inter-
national Energy Program between the United
States and other nations signed on November 18,
1974. This legislation'would include the
authority to:

(a) Implement energy conservation plans to
reduce demand for energy;

(b) allocate petroleum products and establish
price controls for allocated products;

(c) ration fuels among end users;

(d) allocate materials needed for energy
production where such materials may be in short
supply;

(e) increase production of domestic oil; and

(f) regulate petroleum inventories.

III. ACTIONS ANNOUNCED BY THE PRESIDENT TO MEET LONG-TERM
GOALS (BEYOND 1985F-

The expanded research and development program on which the
nation is embarked will provide the basis for increasing
domestic energy supplies and maintaining energy independence.
It will also make It possible in the long run for the U.S. to
export energy supplies and technology to others in the free
world. Important elements are:
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(A) Stetc Fuels Progra&(Adnlnistrative) -- The
Predent announe •ational Synthetic Fuels
Commercialization Program to ensure at least one
willion barrels per day equivalent of synthetic fuels
capacity by 19S5, using technologies now nearing
corLercial applicatLon.

1. Synthetic fuel types to be considered will
include synthetic crude from oil shale and a
wide range of clean solid, liquid, and gaseous
fuels derived from coal.

2. The Program would entail Federal incentives
(possibly including price guarantees, purchase
agreements, capital subsidies, leasing pro-
-rans, etc.), Cranted comvetitively, and would
be aimed at the production of selected types
of gaseous and liquid fuels from both coal and
oil shale.

3. The program will rely on existing legislative
authorities, including those contained in the
Federal :ion-luclear Energy Research and Develop-
ment Act of 1974, but new legislative authori-
ties will be requested if necessary.

(B) Energy ".esearch and Developnent Program -- In the
current fiscal year, the Federal lovernnent has
greatly increased its funding for energy research
and develop-ient prograns. TAhese Federal programs
are a part of a mluch larger national energy R & D
effort and are carried out in cooperation trith industry,
colleges and universities and others. The President
stated that his 1976 Budget will continue to emph3-
size these accelerated programs which include research
and the developnent of technology for energy conserva-
tion and on all forns of energy including fossil
fuels, nuclear~fission and fusion, solar and geothermal.

(C) Energy Research a.d Develornent Administration -- (7,D0A)
The President has si,:ned an Vxecutiv3 Order which

K. activates, effective January 19, 1975, the Energy
Research and -)evelopnent Adninistration. E".DA will
bring together in a single agency the major Federal
energy 't & D pro';rans wiich will have the responsibility
for leading tCe national effort to develop technology
to ass-re tract the U.S. will have an ar-rle and secure
supply of enercy at reasonable priceýs. E'D)A con-
solidates naaor 2 . functions previously handled
by the AZC, Zepartment of the Interior, :'ational
Science Foundation and Environnental Protection Agency.
E"DA will also continue the basic research, nuclear
materials production and weapons pro-rams of the AEC.

24-i12 0 - 78 - 1.4
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IPAACTS O` N14ZAR AND 11TD-Tr.RH
ACTIONS ON PETROLLUt: CONSUM:1ZON %JD IMPORTS

NEAR TEf't PROC-A4M

1975 1977
CONSUMPTION IF NO NEW ACTIONS ITT-
IMPORTS IF NO NEW ACTIONS 6.5 8.0

IMPORT SAVINGS
Less Service Savings by Short--term 1975 1977

Actions:

Production from Elk Hills 0.2 0.3
Coal Conversion 0.1 0.3
Tax Package 0.9 1.6

TOTAL IMPORT SAVINGS 1.2 2.2

REMAINING IMPORTS 5.3 5.8

MID-TERM PROGR-WA

CONSUMPTION IF NO NEW ACTIONS 23.9 MIB/D
IMPORTS IF NO NEW ACTIONS 12.7 M1IB/D

Less Savings Achieved by 1985 IMPACT
Following Actions: ON ItilORTS

OCS Leasing 1.5
NPR-4 Development 2.0
Coal Conversion 0.4
Synthetic Fuel Commercialization 0.3
Auto Efficiency Standards 1.0
Continuation of Taxes 2.1
Appliance Efficiency Goals 0.1
Insulation Tax Credit 0.3
Thermal Standards 0.3

Total Import Savings by Actions 8.0

Remaining Imports 4.7

Less:
Emergency Storage 3.0
Standby Authorities 1.7

NET IMPORT VULNERABILITY 0

0
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INTERNATIONAL ENERGY POLICY AM4D FIRIANCING ARAINGE!.ENTS

BACKoROUND

The cartel created by the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) has successfully increased
their governments' price for exports of oil. from
approximat.ely...$2 per. barrel In mid 1973 to $10 per
barrel today. Even after paying for their own increased
iiiports, OPEC nations will report a surplus of over
$60 billion in 1974, which must be invested. Oil
price increases have created serious problems for the
world economy; Inflation pressures have been inten,
sified. Domestic economies have been disrupted.
Consuming nations have been reluctant to borrow to
finance their oil purchases because of current
balance of payments risks and the burden of future
interest costs and the repayment of massive debts.
Internationaf economic relations have been distorted
býy, the large flows of capital and uncertainties
about the future.

U.S. POSITION

The United States believes that the increased price of
'oi•l:is the mýjor international economic problem and has
p.r•oposed a comprehensive program for reducing the current
exorbitant price. Oil importing nations must cooperate
to reduce consumption and accelerate the development of

•new`sources of energy in order to create the economic
Wconditions for a lower oil price. However. until the
.,price of oil does decline,.international stability must
t>e protected by financing facilities to assure oil
Importing nations that financing will be available on
reasonable terms to pay for their oil imports. The

lUinited States is active in developing these financing
programs. Once a cooperative program for energy con-
servation and resource development and the interim

4ifnancingýarrangements are agreed upon, it will be
::.ýpossible to have constructive meetings with the oil
..producers.

ACTIONS TAKEN BY OIL CONSUMING NATIONS

The oil consuming nations have already created the
International Energy Agency to coordinate conservation
and.'.resource development programs and policies for
reacting to any future Interruption of oil exports
::by producing:nations. The four major elements of'this cooperative program are:
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An emergency sharing arrangement to immediately
reduce member vulnerabillty to hctual or threatened
embargoes by producers

A long-term cooperative program to reduce member.
nation dependence on imported oil,

A comprehensive information system designed to
improve our knowledge about the world oil market
and to provide a basis for consultations among
members and individual companies; and

A framework for coordinating relations with producing.
nations and other less developed consuming countries..

The International Energy Agency has been established as.
an autonomous organization under the OECD. It is open
to all OECD nations willing and able to meet the obli-.
gations created by the program. This international
agreement establishes a number of conservation and energy,
resources development goals but each member is left free
to determine what domestic measures to ase in achieving,
the targets. This flexibility enables the United States
to coordinate our national and international energy goals,.

OTHER U.S. ACTIONS AND PROPOSALS

The United States has also supported programs for pro.-
tecting international stability against distorting
financial flows created by the sudden increase of. oil
prices. Although the massive surplus of export earnings
accumulated by the producing nations will have to be
invested in the oil consuming nations, it is unlikely
that these investments will be distributed so as to
match exactly the financing needs of individual impor-
ting nations. Fortunately the existing complex of
private and official financial institutions has,. in the
case of the industrialized countries, been effective
in redistributing the massive oil export earnings to
date. However, there is concern that some individual
industrialized nations may not be able to continue to
obtain needed funds at reasonable interest rates and
terms during the transition period until supplies are
increased, conservation efforts reduce oil imports and
the pri':e of oil declines. Therefore, the United States
has supported various proposals for "reshuffling" the
recycled funds among oil consuming nati'ons, including:
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;0 .iffcation of International >onetary Pund (ItF)
rules to permit more extensive use of existinr
DU' resources without further delay

Creation of a financial solidarity facility as
a 'safety net for participating OECS countries
that are prepared to cooperate In an effort to
increase conservation and energy resource aevelop--
ment actions to create pressure to reduce the
present price of oil

Establishment of a special trust fund nanaged by
the IMIF which would extend balance of payments
assistance to the most seriously affected develop-
Ing nations on a concesslonal basis not n ow pos)ib'ie
under IDIF rules. The United States hopes that oil
exporting nations mignt contribute a major share
of the trust fund and that additional resources night
" e provided through the sale of a small portion of
the IMF's gold holdlnts in which the differential
between the original cost of.the ,old and the
current narket price would be added to the trust
fund, and

An increase In 1?IF quotas which would make more
resources available in 1976.

These proposals will be discussed at ministerial level
meetings of the Group of Ten, the !?F interim Committee
and the International ,icretary Fund/International Bank
for -econstruction and Development Coamittee in
-asnington, D.C. January i• to 17.

In. these meetings, the United States will continue to
pr e ss its views concerning the fundamental importance
of' international cooperation to achieve necessary con.
servati0on 'and energy resources development goals as a
basis for. protecting our .natIonal security and underlying
economic strength.

1

h
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BACKGROUND
DATA HISTORY AND FORECASTS

Q. Has demand for petroleuw producLs increased since
the embargo?

A. Domestic consumption of energy is now beginning to
increase again and is estimated to keep growing,
although at a slower rate than prior to the embargo.
The latest figures show total domestic demand to be
at 18.2 million barrels per day (MMB/D) as compared
to 17.7 KMB/D at the close of 1973. Gasoline
consumption dropped 3.4 percent during the first 9
months of 1974 (as compared to 1973), but has
increased since September .bu about 300,000 barrels
per day.

Q. What about production and import levels?

A. Domestic oil procuction continues to decline as
older fields have reached their peak. During the
first eleven months of 1974, domestic production
averaged 8.8 MIMB/D as compared to 9.2 MUMB/D in 1973.
Az i result, imports continue to rise even with
present high prices. We are now importing 7.3 MMB/D
(average of 6.8 MMB/D in last quarter of 1974), as
compared to 6.5 MRB/D in October, 1973, the month
prior to the embargo.

Q. What about coal production?

A. Coal (approximately 20 percent of domestic energy
production) was the only major energy source that
showed increased output during the first three
quarters of 1974. Coal production in October was
5 percent above its level for the same period in
1973. However, the strike in November interrupted
coal output and the industry has not yet regained
former production levels.

Q. Do you foresee any shortages in the next 6 months?

A. We do not expect shortages of petroleum products but

we do project large shortages for natural gas, as high

as 14%. The greatest impact will be felt by electric

utilities and industries that receive natural gas on an

interruptible contract basis. These curtailments of

natural gas have already had a serious impact on

employment.
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Q. How high are current inventories?

A. FEA figures indicate that Decenmber, 1974 crude oil
stocks were about 20 million barrels higher (this is
an adjusted figure to account for disparities between
the American Petroleum Institute and FEA reporting
methods) than the same period of 1973. Similarly,
stocks for refined petroleum products were higher in
December 1974 than the corresponding month in 1973 due
to reduced demand and increased imports. Coal stocks,
however, are down as a result of the recent UMW strike.
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NEARZTERM ACTIONS

.IMPORT FEE, T.LY AN•D DECOS'£P.OL

Will the on .. imports czete additional pro fits
for the oil companies?

A. No, the import fee, by itself, will. not increase
industry profits. However, the fee will place
an upward pressure on the price for crude. Si.nce
the price for uncontrolled domestic crude will risce
to meet the world price, industry profits will also
rise. This is why we are calling fora windfall
profits tax as part of the energy proposals. Tt
will be retroactive to collect any profits caused
by Administrative actions.

o. Won't certain areas of the country which are heavily
dependent on crude oil or product imports suffer a
disproportionate burden as a result of the tariff?

A. No. The FEA is currently administering a program
which substantially equalizes the cost of crude oil
to all domestic refiners. This crude equalization
program aids refiners with high crude costs at the
expense of other refiners which have access to
price-controlled domestic crude. Further, the
product fees will be less than crude fees; there
will be a $3 fee on crude and a $1.20 fee on refined

products in April.

0. How does a tax or fee achieve our national energy
goals?

A. As a result of these measures, petroleum products
will become more expensive relative to other goods
and services, thereby encouraging conservation and
discouraging consumption. Also, making imports
more expensive than domestic supplies of petroleum
encourages the production of domestic crude oil.

Q. Will the fee help to lower world crude prices
and protect us from another embargo?

A. The fee program will help to reduce our imports
of foreign oil by reducing our overall demand.
As a result, we will have less demand for products
from some OPEC nations. To this extent, it may
affect some prices being charged by certain OPEC
nations. But overall, the fee will have a minimal
effect on lowering world crude prices in the
immediate future.
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Q. Why didn't you tighten the mandatory allocation
program which you already have authority to
administer rather than raising prices? Why not
rationing?

A. The mandatory allocation program was designed in
response to an emergency situation, and does not
address the more basic economic issues. A tighter
mandatory allocation program could necessitate a
significant increase in the Federal bureaucracy
and could mean a return to the long gasoline lines
we experienced last winter. Additionally, rationing
and price control programs are inevitably
discriminatory against those who would enter the
market and provide competition.

While the Administrations program, which relies on
the market forces, is more effective, the President
announced his intention to guarantee reaching the
goals by using his authority to limit imports if
necessary.

0. How ruch more expensive will gasoline and other
products be?

A. On the average, if costs of a crude import $3 fee are
spread evenly among all products, prices of gasoline and
other petroleum products refined from the higher
priced imported crude could rise as much as 5 cents
per gallon (controlled domestic oil will stay at
the same price).

The total tax package and decontrol would ultimately add
about $4 a barrel (10 cents per gallon) to the average
costs of all product3.
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. what are the li_-its to the President's power to
irstitute a fee?

A The Presidef.nt may impose a fee .in respon Ie to a
national security finding and ahould be established
at that amount sufficient to offset the threat to
national security.

Q What additional actions are you asking from Congress?

A In conjunction with the establishment of the fee, we are
asking Congress for an excise tax on domestic crude oil
(and will maintain a fee on all imports), the decontrol of
old crude oil, deregulation of new natural gas, windfall
profits tax, and a natural gas excise tax.

0 What are the differences between a tax, a fee and
a tariff?

' All three are charges which can be used to produce
revenue and all three have the effect of reducing
demand. The differences lie in the source of
authority to levy the charge. A tax must be levied
by Congress for the purpose of raising domestic
revenue. A tariff is a charge against imports and
must also be authorized by the Congress. A fee is
also levied on imported material but may be set for
non-revenue purposes and need not be legislated.

0. How much oil will the combined tax/fee program save?

A. The overall tax-package will save an estimated
1.6 MMB/D in 1977 and about 1.0 MMB/D in 1975.

. Will there be rationing?

.A.- No, not unless another emergency embargo situation

necessitates it.

O. Why not?

Aý Rationing will not solve our long-term problems
" and will create severe energy disruptions in life-

styles and would require a large bureaucracy to
adminiater.
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Q. Wouldn't it be better to reduce demand by imposing
import quotas instead of raising prices through a
fee?

A.
No, it would not. Import quotas can cause disparities
in the marketplace by mandating specific, allowable
levels of products into the country. By raising
prices via a fee, the individual consumer can
determine in what areas to conserve. While we are
not considering the use of import quotas at this
time, we will submit legislation requesting the
authority to use tariffs, import quotas or other
measures to achieve energy price levels necessary
to reach our ooals. The Messaqe stated that Presidential
power to limit oil imports would be used if necessary.

0. What is the effect of decontrolling domestic old
oil?

A. Prices on the domestic market will rise to meet
world oil prices, and oil industry profits will also
rise. This is why we must have immediate enactment
of a windfall profits tax - to preclude this from
happening.

Q. Why are you requesting the deregulation of
natural gas prices?

A. I want to let the free market work to the maximum
extent possible. The deregulation of natural gas
prices will greatly encourage higher production
levels in the long run. As you know, we are
currently faced with a natural gas shortage of
14 percent for this winter. In the short run,
higher prices will serve to lessen demand and will
therefore mitigate the severity of this projected
shortage.

0. Isn't the ultimate effect of this action going to
be increased prices to the consumer?

A. Yes, this will be the effect. We estimate that
the typical monthly natural gas bill to the
consumer would increase by about $8 by 1965. The
alternative to deregulation is less natural gas
and higher costs for other fuels, such as petroleum
and electricity.
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few years?

A. We estimate that, As a result of deregulation, the
average natural gas prices will rise from 311imcf
in the .nterstate mnarket in 1974, to 35C/mct in

1975; 38¢/mcf in 1976; and 4lC/mcf in 1977. The
average national natural gas price will be higher,
because intrastate gas is not controlled.

The estimated market clearing price for natu.ral
gas is 99¢/mcf, and would be reached by 1985.

Q Why are you placing an excise tax on domesiic
natural gas?

The excise tax on natural gas will approximate the
excise tax and import fees on oil on a Btu equivalency
basis. It will also inhibit preference for natural

I: gas over oil. This tax will reduce the curtailment
problem and lessen negative employment effects.

0.. How much will the production of old oil be stimulated
by price decontrol?

A. We estimate that price decontrol could result in
an additional 1-2 M.B/D of crude oil productior in the
next -4 years.

0. What are the advantages of an import fee over a
gasoline tax?

A. An import fee covers all crude and product imports
and spreads the effects of demand reduction more
evenly than a gas tax. The gasoline tax would have
to be very large to save an equivalent amount of
oil -- at least 301 per gallon -- and it would
severely affect the already, depressed automobile
industry and numerous related industries.

Q. Why doesn't the Administration provide priority treatment
in domestic production of crude oil relative to the levying
of tariffs and excise taxes? For example, the fee on
imported crude could be S2.00 per barrel, whereas, the
domestic excise tax would be at S1.50. Won't such action
encourage domestic exploration as a result of an additional
financial incentive?

'A. The immediate import fees will raise the prices of imports
relative to domestic production. In the long-run, and at
the margin, decontrolled domestic crude would rise to the
same selling price as foreign crude, and any differential

* in taxes would probably only result in additional profits.
Further, decontrol of old oil and higher prices should

* provide sufficient incentives to produce.

[
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NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES

0. What is your specific proposal with regard to the
Naval Petroleum Reserves?

A. There are two proposals involved. We have asked
Congress to permit production of the Elk Hills,
California, Naval Petroleum Reserve (NPR-l) under
Navy control and are submitting legislation to the
Congress to authorize the exploration, development
and production of NPR-4 in Alaska. The oil produced
from NPR-l would be used to top off all Defense
Department storage tanks with the remainder to be
sold at auction or exchanged for refined petroleum
products used by the Department of Defense. The
production from NPR-4 would orovide Petroleum for
the domestic economy as well as for defense needs.

0. Wbno will have Govarnment authority for developing
NPR #1?

A. I have asked the Congress to permit production of
the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve under Navy
control.

Q. How quickly can NPR-l and NPR-4 be brought onstream?

A. NPR-l can produce 160,000 barrels per day within a few
months and 300,000 barrels per day by 1977. NPR-4 will
take longer to produce as exploration and development
must first take place.

Q. Can we use the Trans-Alaska Pipeline to move NPR-4 oil?

A. No. North Slope oil production will fill the capacity of
the Trans-Alaska Pipeline and thus new transportation
facilities will be needed for NPR-4.

Q. What is the time frame and cost involved in retrieving
oil and gas from NPR-4 in Alaska?

A. The development of NPR-4 will require several years
and production is not expected before 1982 at the earliest.
The cost would be more than $400 million if exploration is
done by the Government. If any part of NPR-4 is leased
commercially, revenues could more than offset costs. It
is estimated that about two million barrels per day can be
produced in NPR-4.
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MID-TERLM PROGRA.M

OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF PRODUCTION

. How do you know there are sufficient quantities
of oil and gas in the Outer Continental Shelf to make

*. its development worthwhile?

A. We don't know for sure that there are sufficient
quantities for development although geological formations
indicate that there may be. We are reaffirminu our
intention to continue an aggressive exploration and
development policy.

.Q Wbat will be done to insure that the environmental impacts
of oil and gas development in the OCS and other frontier
areas will be kept to safe levels?

VA. lWe already have an extensive body of law desioned
to protect these areas from unacceptable levels of
environmental damage and a whole new level of technology
(environmental monitoring protection) has been developed in
response to these new laws. In the field of oil and gas
development technical procedures and equipment are now in
use designed to prevent oil spills and to minimize and
control them once they occur. In addition the development
of envirormental baselines and the requirement to monitor
the sites under development insures that any adverse effects
will be detected early to allow proper and effective
counteraction.

The Council on Environmental Quality conducted an extensive
" study of oil and gas exploration in the offshore areas of

the U.S. and concluded that with proper safeguards, these
areas can be safely developed. The Department of the Interior
has now adopted literally all of the recomrendations of
the CEQ report.

In addition, new funds are being requested for coastal
zone management to investigate and develop further the
additional safeguards needed to protect our environment.

a.i Of course, before any leasing of frontier areas is done,
there.will be extensive public hearings and environmental
impact statements to advise the public of the safeguards
being taken.
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DOMESTtC PRICE UNCERTAINTY

Q. Fow would you determine when our %nalnerability to
pressure from oil exportinq countries is hinh
enough to make a orice floor or other measure desirahle>

A. Our vulnerability becomes unacceptable when our expected
level of imports could not be completely replaced by
emergency storage and standby actions. Tf the price
of imported oil declines considerably, demand for oil
would increase and import levels would get much higher.

Q. What is the difference between a quota and a price
floor on imports?

A. A quota is designed to restrict the actual amount of
imports into the country while a price floor sets a
minimum price for imports so that domestic fuels will
remain economically competitive with foreign sources.

0. Wouldn't price floors maintain oil prices you have
claimed are exorbitant?

A. We would have no intention of setting a floor price at
current world oil price levels ($11-12 per barrel).
Rather, price floors could conceivably be set at a
significantly lower level and still keep traditional
domestic sources economic.
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CLEAN AIR ACT AI4-ENDMENTS

0. Will the Clean Fuels Deficit be eliminated by your
proposed energy actions?

A.. Yes. The Clean Fuels Deficit i.s a term used to
describe the potential shortage of low sulfur coal
needed to meet emission limitations in 1975 and
beyond. This shortage of low sulfur coal was at one
point estimated to be as high as 200 million tons by
mid-1975. The alternatives to these actions would be
to curtail coal burning, thereby curtailing electric
energy generation, or to import low sulfur oil to fill
the low sulfur-coal gaps, thereby increasing our oill
imports. The actions I propose include voluntary
revision of State emission limitations, implementation
of supplementary control systems and extensions of
compliance deadlines to eliminate this problem.

Q. By relaxing auto emission requirements, aren't you
letting the auto industry off the hook and at the same
time lowering the quality of our air?

A. No. We are actually moving to a tougher standard
than now in force. I would like to emphasize that
compliance with the legislative standards will still
be required and cleaner air will thus be achieved.
The interim standards set carbon monoxide and hydro-
carbon emissions at the current California levels
(9.0 grams and .9 grams per mile respectively) and

NOx emissions at 3.1 grams per mile for all States
except California, where 2.0 grams per mile will still
be required. Thus, the quality of our air will not be
significantly impaiied nor will we be retreating to the
uncontrolled emission levels allowed before the passage
of the Clean Air Act.

The proposal to extend the time. required to comply
with the original 1977 auto emission standards is
based on the need to balance fuel conservation with
the Clean Air Act requirements; simply proceeding with
the present schedule for emission controls would have
involved the additional consumption of 1 1/2 to 5 1/2

' billion gallons of gasoline per year by 1980. By
extending the time required to comply with the final
emission limitations we achieve fuel. conservation in
the form of a 40 percent fuel efficiency improvement.

.I
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Q. What are your plans for stack gas scrubbers?

A. Certainly some types of scrubbers have not reached
the level of effectiveness that other designs have
reached. However, scrubbers will play an important
role in our future expanded use of coal. By 1985,
we expect that all plants which need scrubbers will
have them.

Q. Won't the Clean Air Act (CAA) and the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act (ESECA) Amendments
which you are proposing mean a retreat from our present
efforts to clean the nation's air?

A. No, it will not. There will be a delay in achieving
certain standards but the commitment remains firm.

The purpose of these proposed amendnents is to facilitate
the use of coal thereby reducing our dependence on
imported oil and to resolve the clean fuels shortage
created by the unavailability of low sulfur coal and
stack gas scrubbers. In no way are they intended to
trade off our environmental needs for some quick energy
solutions.

Q. How will your plan to convert electric utilities from
oil to coal affect air quality?

A. There may be an absolute increase in air pollution
as a result of converting from oil to coal but the
burning of coal itself will not adversely affect air
quality since all coal conversion candidates will
have to develop plans for complying with primary
air quality standards. These plans must be approved
by the Environmental Protection Agency before con-,
version orders may be placed in effect. In certain
instances, an oil burning facility required to convert
to coal may have difficulty obtaining the necessary
low sulfur coal or pollution control equipment. Such
facilities will not be converted unless they can comply
with ambient air quality standards which protect health.
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It has been reported that the delays you propose in
auto emission requirements represent a deal with DOrroi.t
to gain your 40% fuel efficiency goal -- is this true?

No, there is no deal involved. But this action is a
recognition of the technical limitations that now exist
in trying to meet both the auto emission requirements
as they presently exist and the 40% increased fuel
efficiency goal. By allowing for the delay we are
providing for a more gradual and less disruptive
development of emission control equipment while at the
same time achieving a 40% increase in fuel efficiency.
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STRIP MINING LEGISLATION

Q. How will your proposed strip mining bill differ
from the proposed bill which Congress developed
and you vetoed?

A. On December 30, 1.974, r gave my objections to the
strip mining bill proposed by Congress. The
Congressional bill would have resulted in a
reduction in coal production, and also contained
too many vague and unclear requirements that could
have led to an extensive litigation between the
Federal Government and various private interest
groups. The bill I will propose will be similar in
many respects to the bill developed by Congress
but amended to minimize these objections.
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COAL LEASING A-D PRICES

0 Why do we need increased coal leasinQ in the
United States?

A. In order for the nation to meet the goals I have
announced, we must act quickly t.o reomove constraints
and provide new incentives for domestic production.
We must focus our production capability on coal as it
is our most abundant domestic resource. The Federal
Government owns over 200 billion tons of coal reeserves,
but only 6 billion tons are currently scheduled to
suMDort production by 1980. Thus, we should move
ahead to design a new program of coal leasing and
shoula speec up procuction trom these leases, pro-
viding the environmental impact of these actions
is acceptable.

SQ. What was the effect of the United !Iine Workers strike
on coal prices?

A.. Coal prices rose substantially on the spot market in
anticipation of and during the UMW strike. The cost
of the new UMW contract will add approximately S2-3
to the price of a ton of coal in 3 years. Other factors

S continue to exert upward pressure on coal prices, the
most notable o' which is the return to the use 'of less
expensive coal in place of higher priced oil by electric
u til.t i.e s

. SEven though the reserves are there, can the coal industry
produce as much coal as we need in the short term?

A. If we eliminate the uncertainties surrounding coal
} production, we can substantially close the gap betwe.n
coal supply and demand. The program I have outlined
addresses all these uncertainties (stripmining legis-
lation, coal leasing, Clean Air Act implementation,
oi.l import policy, natural gas pricing policy and
electricity demand) and should serve to assure an
increased production of coal. We may not, however,
be able to assure that coal production meets our
demands in the very near future due to the current
high oil prices and the shortage of natural gas which
heightens coal use. Increased coal production is also
constrained by ranpo>wer and ecu..,ent shortacsie in
the short te.
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EtLECTRIC UTTLITIES

Q. What legislative changes are you proposing for
electric utility rate structures?

A. The legislation we are proposing will require state
regullatory authorities to permit the utilities under
their jurisdiction to generate sufficient revenues
to cover costs during a period of rapid inflation
and heavy capital expansion requirements.

Three of the provisions, including the cost of construction
work in progress inthe rate base mandating fuel adjustment
pass-throughs, and setting a 5 month maximum processing
time for regulatory hearings, would require all authorities
to adopt procedures that are now being used in many
jurisdictions.

The off-peak pricing proposal would prevent authorities
from limiting electric utilities in their efforts to
increase revenues by selling more power during slack
demand periods.

Q. You said you would take further actions to aid electric
utilities if necessary. What actions do you anticipate?

A. At this time, more than 60 percent of all planned
nuclear plants have been delayed or cancelled. The
Energy Resources Council will be working with the
utilities and, if warranted, we will propose additional
measures to get these plants going again.

Q. Many of these proposals will lead to increases in
utility rates. How large will these increases be?

A. The inclusion of Construction Work in Progress in
the rate base would add about 11 percent a year to
prices and the limitation on rate decision delay
would add about 5 percent next year, and probably
less thereafter. The other proposals would add
1 to 2 percent to rates. In all, for the first full
year in which the charges would take effect, the
additional increase would be almost 20 percent.
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Q. Why are you proposing rate increase8 in a time of
* I double-digit inflation?

A. The increases in cost of electricity must be paid
• :" either directly by consumers, or indirectly through

Government subsidy. Direct increases will cut back
demand and reduce the overall increase required.

*• A Government subsidy, on the other hand, means that
everybody pays, whether they use more or less.
Therefore, price increases for electricity will
assure that those who use more, pay more.

I'm using less electricity but paying more. Why?

Under last year's unusual circumstances (unprecedented
oil price increases) the average per unit cost of
electricity to industry rose 55 percent and 20 percent
to residential consumers. This increase was so large
that it offset most efforts to cut consumption.
Rates should not increase as fast this year.

0. Isn't the electric utility industry already making
record profits?

A. Profits did increase through 1973. However, in 1974,
they began to decline. For the first three quarters
of 1974, aggregate profits for the utility industry
declined by about 7 percent from those of the equivalent
period of 1973. The critical issue, however, is that
investor-owned electric utilities are now earning
less than three times their total interest charges.
A number of utilities are only barely meeting statutory
requirements for interest coverage.

Q. How do you intend to monitor what electric utilities pay
for fuel to make sure they are trying to be as cost-
conscious as possible?

A. Our proposal calls for the appropriate local regulatory
. authority to allow a justified fuel pass-through. It

will continue to be the function of that authority to
oversee these regulations.
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Q. if irvestor-owned utilities are unable to remain
solvent without Federal intervention, why aren't
you proposing public ownership at the State/municipal
level or nationalization?

A. Public ownership as a solution implies that such
ownership can solve the problem more cheaply.
However, there is no consensus that publicly owned
power is cheaper than privately owned power in the
United States, except to the extent that it receives
subsidization through cheaper capital and lower taxes.
Such subsidy would tend to stimulate consumption
relative to private ownership, and would be more
expensive in the long run.

0. Aren't you suggesting an infringement of states'
rights? Isn't this unconstitutional?

A. While regulation of utility rates has traditionally
been under State jurisdiction, the interest of the
country as a whole is at stake. Specifically, the
Interstate Commerce Clause gives the Federal Government
the authority to regulate activities that affect
interstate commerce - and it has been determined that
consumption of electricity does affect interstate
commerce. Most of these proposals are not new and
already exist in many states. What we propose will
establish uniformity across the nation resulting in
more equitable treatment of all public utilities.
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ENERGY -IC[LrTY SIT1NG

Q. What will the role of the States be in energy
facility siting?

A•. Under the proposed facilities siting legislation,
States will be required to develop and submit
comprehensive management plans to the FEA for the
siting and construction of needed energy facilities
within their boundaries. Each management plan will
have to be approved by the FEA before State implementation
may begin.

Q0" What if FEA does not approve a plan?

A. If a State fails to formulate an acceptable plan,
* the FEA Administrator may promulgate an energy facility
*, management program for the State to administer.

Q.. Can a State veto an FEA promulgated plan?

A. No.

0. Will the bill authorize FEA to overturn a State
* decision on a particular site application?

A. No. if a State fails to comply with the plans
requirements in a particular case, the applicant
may seek relief in the courts.
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ENERGY CONSERV}ATION

Q. Ar3 the specific conservation measures you've proposed
tough enough to provide the petroleum demand reduction
necessary to achieve the import goal in 1977?

A. Yes, they are. We are setting a goal to reduce imports
by 2 MMB/D by the end of 1977. The savings from
increased taxes and import fees amounts to 1.6 MnB/D
while coal conversion will bring an 0.3 MMB/D oil saving.
The development of Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve
will allow us to cut another 0.3 MMB/D from our import
needs and additional conservation programs (public
information, auto efficiency standards, thermal standards,
voluntary appliance standards) will save even more.

Q. Why do we need long term conservation measures if,
according to the Project Independence Report,
accelerated development of our supplies alone will
lead us to energy independence in 1985 if oil prices
stay at $11 per barrel?

A. We need long term conservation goals specifically
because we do not expect that the future price of
world oil will be ýii ano we do not want prices that high.
Since the world price may drop considerably below $11
per barrel, we must make sure that the resulting
increased demand will not increase our imports. We
also need to stop using energy wastefully and to
preserve our limited oil resources as much as possible.

Q. Will the conservation program you proposed result in
attainment of the goal of one million barrels per day
savings in imports for 1975 that you established in
your energy message to Congress in October, 1974?

A. Yes. If it is all carried out -- higher prices
resulting from the tariff and excise taxes, combined
with the comparatively smaller immediate effects of
specific conservation measures, such as the expanded
conservation education program, the development of
the Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve, and coal
conversion should provide us with at least one million
barrels per day savings in projected imports by the
fourth quarter of 1975.

However, attainment of this very near term goal is
not enough. Our attention must turn to the far tougher
goals of reducing our vulnerability to foreign supply
curtailments through 1977, and eliminating it by 1985.
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0. If energy e;ficiency improvements in the home
effectiveLy reduce fuel costs, why is a tax cr-dit
needed for thermal improvements?

A. More and more Americans aie highly mobile and do
not remain in the same house for long periods of time.
Because of this factor, and because it may take a few
years to make thermal insulation pay off economically,
a tax credit will encourage homeowners to insulate now
regardless of how long they reside in the same house.

Secondly, because the economics of insulation do
... not pay off quickly, homeowners will have to pay

higher first costs. In this period of recession
many will find it difficult to pay higher first costs
and a tax credit will help.

SQ. ~Has the 55 m.p.h. speed limit been effective?

A. Yes. Lower speed limits are directly attributable
to lower death rates on our highways and is a
factor in reduced gasoline consumption. As you
know, the President just signed into law a bill
making the 55 m.p.h. speed limit a national
mandatory limit for interstate highways and urges
all State Governors to vigorously enforce this
limit.

SQ What steps are you taking to assure that conservation
goals are met by industry?

A. Members of the Administration have been meeting with
industrial leaders on a regular basis to work out
programs of industrial conservation. We are receiving
commitments from these industries to conserve more
energy and I am confident that industry is prepared
to conserve as much as possible. If savings are
not achieved by voluntary means, however, mandatory
m~asures will be considered.
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Q. Will the mandatory thermal standards delay recovery
foi: the construction industry anticipated during the
seo.'ond half of 1975?

A. Since the mandatory thermal standards proposed will
take six months to formulate, and subsequently will
be implemented in a phased program over three years,
this conservation action should have no impact on
the recovery of construction expected during 1975.

0. Why did you decide against mandatory appliance
standards?

A. As in the case of automobile efficiency standards,
before the Government should intervene in the market-
place, industry should be provided an opportunity
to demonstrate that it can act responsibly and responsively
to the higher value on energy. For this reason, we
have allowed a short period for industry to voluntarily
institute measures to increase energy efficiency in
appliances and have asked the Energy Resources Council
to work with industry to establish the voluntary standards.

0. Why haven't you initiated any new public transportation
programs?

A. We are already doing a number of things to stimulate
use of mass transit, including a rapid increase in
funds for its development. Additional actions have
not been taken because they would only result in small
additional savings of energy.

Q. Do you think your total energy program places as much
emphasis on conservation as it does on resource
development?

A. Yes. The program being proposed is a tough mandatory
energy conservation program and relies heavily on conser-
vation to reduce imports in the short-term.
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E.ERGENCY PLANNING MEASUPES

EMERGENCY STORAGE

0. What kind of specific authority are you reqcrest-nq
with regard to emergency storage?

A. .:We ::are. requesting authority to create ind waintain
a strategic reserve capacity of more than 1 billion
:barrels of petroleum and petroleum products an, the
authority to determine under what circumstances and
to what extent those reserves should be used during
emergency situations. This is sufficient to provi.de
3 million barrels of oil per day for a full year.

Q. What is the benefit of a storage program to safeguard
against an embargo if it won't be operational until
1980?

A. While it is true that a storage program won't be
fully operational before 1980, it will provide some
protection between now and then as stocks are
gradually accumulated. Further, we will need the
protection provided by a storage program after 1980,
as the nation will continue to be dependent upon
foreign imports to meet some portion of its energy
needs. During this interim period, we will continue
our efforts toward stringent conservation by all
consuming nations.

Q. How will the program be financed and will the owner-
ship be public or private?

* A. We have not firmly established yet how the program
will be financed or who will own the storage faciliti(es.
These questions will be fully explored later in the
planning and engineering stage.

Q. What products~will be stored - crude as well as refined
products?

A. We currently anticipate that we will store predom-
inantly crude oil, although there will probably be
some storage of petroleum products, mainly for the
needs of the Northeastern part of our country. The
specific amounts of each type of storage will be
determined in the planning stages.
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Q. Why would oil be stored in salt domes located in
the Gulf Coast, when other regions are heavily
import dependent?

A. Suitable salt domes provide inexpensive storage
facilities and are located near crude oil distri-
bution centers, refineries, and transportation
facilities. Thus, during an embargo, oil stored
in salt domes will be readily available to all
sections of the country at equitable cost.

0. How will the military be provided for in the event
of another embargo?

A. Of the 1.3 billion barrels of petroleum emergency
storage capacity, 300 million barrels will be reserved
for national defense needs in case of an emergency.

Q. Won't petroleum for storage have to be purchased
from high priced foreign oil?

A. No. We will not purchase significant quantities
of oil for at least a couple of years, at which
time prices may have broken. In addition, our
strategic reserves will be partially filled from
domestic sources.

0. will we store all the oil in salt domes, or will some
be stored in conventional tanks?

A. The type of storage facility, location and the mix
of crude oil and product to be stored will be determined
in a report to Congress one year after enactment of the
Strategic Reserve Bill. However, preliminary studies
indicate that crude oil-will comprise the majority of
the reserve and will be stored in salt domes, although
there will probably be selected product storage in
steel tanks.

0
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STANDBY AUTHORITY

Q. What kind of standby authority are you asking for?

A. The main features of the proposed legislation to
deal with emergency situations are:

* - to allocate and control the price of domestic oil;
- to ration end use of energy directly if necessary;
- to implement energy conservation programs;
- to increase domestic oil production and allocate

supplies of critical materials.
- to regulate and control petroleum. inventories.

This legislation will also contain authority for
the U.S. to comply with the International Energy
Program requiring international sharing of oil in
times of emergency.

0. Why are you asking Congress for standby energy
emergency authorities?

A. In an emergency situation, such as an embargo, the
President should have the authority to act quickly
and effectively to minimize the impact on this
country. Furthermore, standby conservation authority
is one of the requirements of the International Energy
Plan. I must emphasize, however, that this is "standby"
authority to be activated only in a time of crisis.
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LONG=TERM ACTIONS

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Q. What are you doing about solar energy development?

A. Federal funding for solar energy R&D has climbed from
approximately $3 million in FY 1972 to approximately
$50 million in FY 1975. The recently enacted Solar
Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974 provides
an additional $60 million over five years for
developing and demonstrating solar heating and cooling
technology. Planning is well underway to implement
this program. The Solar Research and Development Act
which was also just recently enacted authorizes another
$75 million in FY 1976 for solar energy R&D. The
Administration is continuing to review the requirements
of the program to determine the appropriate level of
funding that can be usefully spent over the next five
years to develop solar energy technology.

0. What are your specific proposals with regard to
increasing nuclear R&D?

A. Nuclear energy holds great promise in satisfying our
energy demand. Unfortunately, it now accounts for only
1% of our energy needs due to technical problems,
construction delays, and other bottlenecks which have
slowed its progress. We are markedly increasing the
budget appropriation for nuclear waste disposal ad
for continued improvements in safeguards.

Q. Will your Synthetic Fuels Commercialization Program
encourage oil shale development at the expense of the
environment?

A. No. The program could lessen environmental impacts
if we can learn to commercialize cleaner types of
production, such as in-situ processing of oil shale.
In addition, one of the important purposes of this
program will be to investigate and determine the
environmental problems associated with synthetic fuels
development and to identify the solutions.

Only when we have developed commercially useable
technologies which are environmentally acceptable

,will we proceed to the final step of full commercial
implementation.
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Q, MIlny' enviroraentlists are concerned aout th..
development and use of. the nuclear breeder reactor --
what is the Adm.inistration's pos.ition on this issue?

A., We have continued support of an expanded R&D prograr.
for breeder reactors and will spend over S5O0
million in FY 76 to answer some of these questions.

All projections indicate that nuclear power wi. ll
' become an increasingly important source of electric
power, generation. However, for such growth to occur,
nuclear fuel will need to be readily available, for
oýur supply of economically available domestic nuclear
fuel is limited. "Thus, we rust supplement this doneStic
suipply by developing other supply sources.

The breeder reactor is one such supply source.
Other sources of nuclear fuel and other methods for
nuclear power generation are also being investigated.

Q., What role will ERDA play in achieving these goals?

A. ERDA's mission is to develop ways of using solar
energy, geothermal energy, nuclear power, coal
gasification and other new or undeveloped energy
sources and will play a major role in achieving our
long-term goals.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

ECONOMIC IMPACT

W. hat impact will be made on the Federal budget by..
those programs proposed within the energy message?..

A. There will be very Small budget impacts in FY 75.
In FY 76 these programs could increase Federal
obligations by 100-200 million dollars, mostly .for . :

conservation and facility siting programs, but of
course those are more than offset by the revenues
raised by the conservation tax measures.

The emergency storage program will be financed from.. ,
a special fund which will utilize revenues from Naval
Petroleum Reserve production.

0. The Administration expects prices of energy and
energy-intensive goods to rise, and plans to
offset the impact by reducing income taxes. Won't
this affect individuals and income groups differently?
Will low-income households tend to be affected more?.".
How does the Administration plan to assist low-income
households?

A. Individuals and income groups will be affected
differently by these proposals. What we can do and
are doing is to provide a level of tax relief that
will stimulate the entire economy for the benefit
of all citizens. These tax cuts proposed by the
Administration will provide relief to low-income
households. In addition a rebate of $80 per adult
will be provided to individuals whose incomes are
so low that they do not pay taxes.

Q. What are the long run and short run effects of the
President's program on the regional costs of energy?

A. While there will be some significant fuel price increases

in the Northeast, the uneven regional effects will be :"

dealt with through the existing cost equalization program
and lower product import fees. In the longer terr.,

regional effects will be handled by decontrolling the

price of crude oil and thus eliminating any "petroleum
price differentials.

•.0
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Q. What will the effects of the program be on the economy
in terms of inflation and recession?

A. This program contains the balancing elements essential
to meet the problems inherent in the existing economic
environment. It will. reduce our balance of payments,
increase domestic resource development, and encourage
recognition of the need for energy conservation and the
fact that energy is no longer abundant. This program
will produce higher prices in the short run which will
result in a one-tine increase in inflation, but will
prepare us for dealing with future energy disruptions
which could be devastating to our economy.

0. How much will all your programs increase the average
family's bills in a year?

A. This program is estimated to increase the average middle-
income family's energy budget by about $250 in •1975.

0.. What will be the effect of this program on the dollar
outflow for oil?

A. The United States spent $2.7 billion on petroleum
impogts in 1970. This dollar outflow rose to
$23.6 billion in 1974. If no new actions are
initiated, we estimate the petroleum revenue
outflow to reach $32.1 billion in 1977 and $32.4
billion in 1985. With this program, we estimate
outflows to be $21.3 billion in 1977 and $12.0
billion in 1985.

L.
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INTEPNATIONAL

VNTET4ATIO.AL

O. How do you expect the OPEC producing countries to

react to your energy program?

A. Most of the OPEC governments have urged on several
occasions that the U. S. and other consumer countries
adopt policies to encourage conservation and more
rational energy use. Many of them have also suggested
that the industrial countries accelerate the develop-
ment of alternative energy sources to reduce demands
on their non-renewable petroleum reserves. We believe
these features of the Prusident's program will be
viewed favorably by the producing countries as well
as by other importing countries.

Q. Will we get any North Sea oil? Mexican oil?

A. While the United States will strive to achieve energy

independence, we will still have to import some oil and
will try to import from relatively secure sources. We

will pursue negotiations with Mexico and with North Sea
oil producers to add imports from these areas.

0. Regarding Canada's decision to phase out exporting
crude to the U.S., what effect will this have on the
U.S., particularly on the Upper Midwest supply and
demand situation?

A. Domestic refiners in the upper Midwest will be obliged
to obtain their crude oil from alternate sources. This
will probably require the construction or expansion of
pipeline capacity. Marketers in this region may be able

to obtain refined products from Canada should a crude
shortfall develop in the interim. Demand will be

unaffected unless a severe product shortage arises,
with its attendant gasoline lines and other inconveniences.

Careful planning and timing should enable the change in

supply patterns to take place with a minimum of
disruptions in product availability or price.

J0

... .... .....
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GENEPAL

Q. Do you believe that the Nat.lonal Unvi.ronmental Policy

Act IHEPA) is a hindrance to the development of doiestic
energy production?

A. No, I do not. WEPA was proculgated to insure that
environmental concerns were considered in Gove.nment
decision making. Because of this new, ruJior consideration,
decision making will in many instances taýke more time and

rerluire more detailed review than was required in the nasz.

However, this process should ensure that the energy proijezt:

selected will naintain the quality of the envirorent,

Q. What would be the projected profit picture for the oil
industry this year if a windfall profits tax were enacted?
If one were not enacted?

A. Either way, we estirate that profits will be relatively
constant this year. If we maintain price controls but
do not enact a windfall profits tax, we can expect industry
profits to remain stable. If we decontrol old oil and
enact a tax, we can expect a small decrease in profits from
last year's levels.

Q. What are you going to do about getting New England
to build refineries?

A. The Administration intends to encourage refinery
construction in all areas of the country and particularly
in those in which there is a significant refining deficit.
In New England, for example, it would be beneficial to
have refining capability now and particularly if Atlantic
OCS production begins. Refineries in that area could
offset New England's extensive reliance on product imports
and could create jobs.

Q. Why do we say that independence and self-sufficiency car
now be attained in 1985 rather than 1980 as was earlier
announced by President Nixon?

A. After a thorough review of potential domestic supply
and demand for all fuels, on a regional basis, we have
concluded that independence by 1980 cannot be attained.
The lead-times for exploring and producing oil from new
sources and for constructing new facilities is too great
to expand domestic supply sufficiently.
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Q. How caii you propose great increases in resource
development when it is a fact that there are acute
shortages of materials and equipment throughout the
economy?

A. At present, many categories of steel products, plate
and tubular goods are in short supply. There is little
that can be done to accelerate supply in the next 2-3
years and that is why this program concentrates on
:reducing demand. Within the 1975-1985 time period,
however, new capacity will come on-stream and the
problem will be eased.

Q. In compiling your energy message, whose statistical data
did you rely on -- industry or government?

A. Ours. One of the real achievements in the last year
was growth in the capability of the Federal government
to provide its own energy data. The analyses in this
program were developed by the government using its own
reporting systems and analytical tools.

Q. What can the public do to contribute to the success
of your program?

A. I am hoping that all Americans will support this program
in every way possible. The most significant contribution
the average consumer can make is in the area of energy
conser ation -- by installing thermally efficient insula-
tion in their homes, by lowering thermostats, by driving
55 MPH and by driving less. The greatest contributions
will come when we all learn how to conserve which is why
I have requested an increase of $4 million in the govern-
ment's public information program. We will try to explain
the rationale and effects of this program to all Americans 0
in the next several weeks.

Q. What is the effect of the Trans Alaska Pipeline on
domestic supply plans and will, it help the situation?
Are there any plans to speed up construction? What
about a second pipeline?

A. The Trans Alaska Pipeline will supply more than 2 MMB/D
of domestic crude production, almost 20 percent above
current oroduction levels. To assure rapid completion
of~the pipeline, the Administration has already given
priority to its reauirements of equipment and materials.
A second pipeline could be constructed later if necessary.
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IMPACTS POF SHORT-,TERM PROGRAM

1975 [MMB/D] 1977 [MMB/D]

CONSUMPTION IF NO NEW ACTIONS 18.0 18.3

IMPORTS IF NO NEW ACTIONS 6.5 8.0

IMPORT SAVINGS

LESS SAVINGS BY SHORT-TERM ACTIONS: 1975[MMB/D] 1977[MMB/D]

PRODUCTION FROM ELK HILLS 0.2 0.3

COAL CONVERSION 0.1 0.3

TAX PACKAGE 0.9 1.6

TOTAL IMPORT SAVINGS 1.2 2.2

REMAINING IMPORTS 5.3 5.8
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EFFECTS OF MID-TERM PROGRAM
(1985)

DEMAND WITH NO NEW ACTIONS 23.9 MMBID

IMPORTS WITH NO NEW ACTIONS 12.7 MMBID

1985 IMPACT
LESS SAVINGS ACHIEVED BY FOLLOWING ACTIONS: ON IMPORTS [MMBID]

OCS LEASING 1.5

NPR-4 DEVELOPMENT 2.0

COAL CONVERSION 0.4

SYNTHETIC FUEL COMMERCIALIZATION 0.3

AUTO EFFICIENCY STANDARDS 1.0

CONTINUATION OF TAXES 2.1

APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY GOALS 0.1

INSULATION TAX CREDIT 0.3

THERMAL STANDARDS 0.3

TOTAL IMPORT SAVINGS BY ACTIONS 8.0

REMAINING IMPORTS 4.7

LESS:

EMERGENCY STORAGE 3.0

STANDBY AUTHORITIES 1.7

NET IMPORT VULNERABILITY 0



STATEMENT OF THE PRESIDENT ON SIGNING EXECU-
TIVE ORDER TO ACTIVATE THE ERDA AND THE NRC

JANUARY 15, 1975

I have today signed an Executive Ordetr which activates on January
19, 197 the Energy Research and Developmrient Adrmrlistration
(E RDA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (N R).

i he activation of these two new agencies lia. Special meaning. . for me.
The proposal to create them was submitted to the Congress 1 June,
I 1973. As a member of the House of Representatiwoe at the time I gave
strong support to their creation and cast my vote for the legislation in
December, 1973. As Vice President, I followed closelv the progress of
the bill thi-ough the Senate. I was gratified to sign the bill into law on
October 11, 1974. 1 am now pleased to sign the order which activates
the two agencies.

Both agencies -ill play significant roles in our national energy
p)rograms, thereby influencing the lives of all our people.The Nuclear Regulatory Commission will carry out the licensing
and regulatory functions formerly assigned the Atomic Energy Corm-
rmission. Commercial nuclear power will have an increasingly important.
role in our nation's energy supply in the years ahe.ad. This new Com-
mission will devote its full attention to assuring the safety as well as
the reliability of this critically important source of energy. The creation
of the NRC should end the concern that solne have expressed about
the past when one agency, the Atomic Energy Commission, was
assigned the responsibility for both the technological development

.,and the reiulation of civilian nuclear power.
: The Eneirg Research and Development Administration will bring
together in a single agency the major Federal energy research and
development programs, and bear the responsibility for leading the
national effort to develop the needed tec(.hnology 'to assure that the
IUnited States will have ample and se(cure supplies of eneirgy at reason-
able prices. ERDA will work with private industry, coll0! eges and
universities, and others to develop tand put into effective use tech-

} nology that will conserve energy and increase the supply of energy
from all soul es, including fossil, nuclear fission and fusion, solar and

eothermal. ERDA consolidates major research and development
fntions previously handled by t he AEC, Department of the lInor,
National Science Foundation and Environmental Protection Agency.
ERDA also will continue the basic, research nuclear materials produc-
tion and weapons programs of the AEC.

With dhe addition of these two agencies, we will have organized the
major elements of the Federal Government that are needed to lead
the inational energy effort.. They will play a critical role in carrying
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out the energy policy which I announced today. In the years ahead,
I expect, to have as much pride in the r development and success as'
I have in their creation.

EXECUTIVE ORDER

January 15, 1975

ACTIVATION OF THE ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPM1ENT AD-
MINISTRATION AND THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Energy Reorganiza-
tion Act. of 1974 (Public Law 93-438; 88 Stat. 1233), Section 301-, of.
title 3 of the United States Code, and as President of the United States
of America, it is hereby ordered:

SECTION 1. Pursuant to Section 312(a) of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974 I hereby prescribe January 1.9, 1975, as the effective date
o)f that Act.. This action shall not impair in any way the activation of"
the Energy Resources Council by Executive Order No. 11814 of.
October 11, 1974.

SEC. 2. The Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall
take all steps necessary or appropriate to ensure or effectuate the
transfers provided for in the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the
Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act of 1974 (Public Law i
93-409; 88 Stat. 1069), the Geothermal Energy Research, Develop- :
ment, and Demonstration Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-410; 88 Stat.
1079), the Solar Energy Research, Development, and Demonstration
Act. of 1974 (Public Law 93-473; 88 Stat. 1431), to the extent required
or permitted by law, including transfers of funds, personnel and
positions, assets, liabilities, contracts, property, records, and other
items related to the transfe'r of functions, programs, or authorities.

S•c. 3. As required by the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, this >i

Order shall be published in the Federal Reggister.
GERALD R. FORD.

TiE WHITE HOUSE, January 15, 1975



STATEMENT

JANUARY 21, 1975

'Before we go into the questions, I would like to take a moment to
brieflv review with you several critical energy issues.
!The energy decisions I announced as a part of my State of the Union
Address resulted from the most comprehensive 'review this Nation

Thas ever made of its energy problems.
This study demonstrated that there are only three basic alternatives.

The first is to do essentially what we have been doing. I have rejected
this because, if we follow that policy, we will be importing 25 percent,

.more oil by 1977. By 19&5, we wi] I be dependent on foreign sources

.for more than half of our oil. This would subject the economy of the
United States to very serious disruption if these supplies were once

g4gain curtailed. The embargo of 1973 occurred during a period when
ýa little more than one-third of our oil came from foreign sources. The
disruptions we suffered then were just a small taste of what would
likely happen in the event of another embargo when we would be far
more vulnerable.

Some have suggested rationing as the second alternative. I can
uinderstand why many in Congress, and elsewhere, are attempting to

ifind a solution which does not entail sacrifice and hardship. But. there
is no easy solution. I never promised one.

I believe that those -ho propose rationing do not have a clear
unriderstanding of what their plan would entail for the American
people.

i Many of us, of course, remember rationing during World War II,
LLnd I have no doubt that this Nation is capable of sustaining a
rationing program during a short emergency. However, to really curb
'demand, we would have to embark on a long-range rationing pro-
gram of more than five years. Those favoring rationing must be
thinking of a short-term program, not. a serious long-term effort to
,snd energy dependency.
• Further, there is simply no way to reach our goals by rationing.
Rationing provides no stimulus' to increase domestic petroleum
Supply or accelerate alternative energy sources. By concentrating
exclusively on gasoline rationing many other areas 'for energy con-

ýservation are overlooked.
In addition to being ineffective, gas rationing is inequitable. Even

a rationing system that is designed with the best motives in mind and
implemented by the most conscientious administrators would not be
.fair. If you were to go around the country and ask individuals what,
they should get under a "fair" rationing system, you would find that,

! " (251)
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there would simply not be enouwlh gasoline to go around. In fact, !o

reach oUr 1975 goal of relutcing oil imports by one million barr, ls
per day, a gas rationing system would limit each driver to an averr gfe
of less than 9 gallons a week.

Inequities would be everywhere-how would people in reln.te.
areas of the country get enough gas to drive into town? How xomihId
farmers get enough gas to harvest, their crops? What would h'tpper to=
people who must drive a long way to work? And who would make those
decisions?

It is essential that we recognize the size of the problem which we are >
attempting to solve. As a consequence, we must evaluate each en(,rgv
program to see whether, in fact, it confronts-and solves-the prob-:•j
lem. It does us little good to impose rationing or a gasoline tax or
simply shutdown gas stations on Sunday. These will not, give us'•
energy independence. The alternative I have chosen relies on freedom
of individual choice, giving people and businesses an incentive to save.!
energy. That is the only way to achieve our energy goals. The need for&.
action now is clear.

Therefore, later this week I will sign a Presidential Proclamation
which will set in motion the most important and far reaching everyv
conservation program in our Nation's history. It is the first step toward
regaining our energy freedom.

We must reverse our increasing dependency on imported oil. It
seriously threatens our national security and the very existence of
our freedom and leadership in the free world.

The Proclamation is designed to impose higher fees on imported
oil which are equitable and fair. For example, it will contain special[
provisions to avoid undue hardships on certain regions of the country-
such as the Northeast-which are heavily dependent upon high-cost•
foreign oil. On Thursday, I will meet. with the governors of the north-
east. states on their special problems.

However, it is absolutely critical that Congress act quickly if we arc
to achieve energy independence. The increased revenues which the.
government. will collect from energy taxes must. be returned to con-*
sumers and businesses through my proposed tax cut. To insure speedy!
enactment of the program, I will work with Congress.

I will not sit by and watch this Nation continue to talk aLout an•
energy crisis and do nothing or take half-way measures whkh will:
not change the direction that has put our Nation in this position. We.9
have the resources in this country, the technological capability and:j
the spirit to regain our energy independence.

I will use all of my powers as President to make certain that we
succeed.

GERALD R. FoRD.
THE WHITE HousE, January 21, 1975.



REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT UPON SIGNING A
PROCLAMATION ON OIL IMPORT TARIFFS

JANUARY 22, 1975

In my state of the Union address, I set forth the Nation's energy
'oals to assure that our future is as secure and productive as our past.
This proclamation that I am about to sign is the first step down the
.long and difficult road toward regaining our energy freedom.

The proclamation will gradually Impose higher fees on imported
oil, and this will result in substantial energy conservatiol by the
United States. As we begin to achieve our near-terna conservation

i goals, the Nation will once again be going in the right direction, which
is away from energy dependence.

Each day that passes without strong and tough action, which this
.-preclamnttion is, results in a further drain on our national wealth and

on Lhe job it. creates for the American people. Each day without aclion
•means that our economy becomes more and more vulnerable to serious
disruption.

Each day without action increases the threat to our national
Securitv and welfare. This proclamation which is just as fair and equita-
ble as the law permits us, must now be followed by positive Congres-
,ional action.
: The Nation needs a fully comprehensive and long-range energy
p•rogram, one that increases domestic energy supplies and encourages

"lasting conservation. To reach our national goals, we need the help
of each American, and especially their representatives in the Congress.

I look forward to vigorous debate and serious Congressional hearings
on our comprehensive energy plan. The crucial point is that, this
proc:laniation moves us in the right, direction while we work to enact:
the energy legislation.

n The tactics of delay and proposals which would allow our depend-
ency and.vulnerabilitY to increase will not be tolerated by the Ameri-
can people, nor should they be. The new energy-saving fees put us on
ithe right path.

There are problems ahead. There will be hardships. Let us get on
ýwith the job of solving this serious energy problem.

Thank you very much.
GERALD R. FORD.

* THE WHITE HOUSE, January 22, 1975
.(253)



REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT UPON VETOING
H.R. 1767

cMAacH 4, 1975

Iii mid-Januarv I said this country needed an immediate Federal
imcome tax cut to reverse the current recession and create more jobs.
I' went to the Congress with a specific program of legislative action
iagainst recession, inflation and energy dependence.

I asked Congress to act by April 1. I used the authority Congress
had given the President. to apply additional import fees on most
foreign oil.

1. I .did this for two reasons: First, it is an immediate step toward
energy conservation, the only step taken so far to slow the inflow of
ftoreig•n oil and the outflow of American dollars; and secondly, to

•prompt the Congress to action on energy independence.
The Congress responded initially by saving it needed more time. It

.pushed through this act to take away Presidential authority, to impose
m port fees on foreign oil for 90 days..

I am vetoing this negative act for the compelling reasons outlined
in a, message sent, to the Congress today. However, I meant what I
said about. cooperation with the Congress.
. I want to give the Congress a reasonable time to act and the op-

.portunity to avoid a confrontation which helps nobody, least of all
6the American people..

I do this readily because the most important business before us-
after 50 days of debate-is still the economic stimulant that could be

iprovided by the income tax refunds to individuals, and job-creating
tax credits to farmers and businessmen that I called for in January.
. Last Friday, the majority leaders of the Congress asked me to delay

scheduled increases in the import fees on foreign oil for another 60
!davs while the,, work out the specifics of their own energy policy. I

fi. id this request reasonable.
Th:e important thing is that the Congress is finally moving on our

urgent national energy problem. I welcome these efforts arid the
.leadership shown.

I.am, therefore, amending my proclamation to postpone for two
months the increases scheduled for March and April. Hopefully, we
c.an agree on an energy program by May 1.

A most compelling'reason for this 60-day postponement is that I
,want no part in delaying the speedy enactment by the Congress of the
income tax cuts,. which can be on this desk by thie end of March. We

..have exactly four weeks.
(255)
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What we need now is a simphl but substantial tax cut. to revive our
economy and make more jobs. What we need next is a comprehensive
ene.rgy program to end our dependence on foreign oil producers.

What we don't need is a time-wasting test of strength between the
Congress and the President. What we do need is a show of strength
that the United States government., your government, can act deei-
sivehy and with dispatch.

Tfiank you very much.
GER..ALD R. FORD.

THE WHITE HOUSE, March .4, 1975.

March 4, 1975

To the House of Representatives:
I am returning H.R. 1767 without my approval. The purposes of

this Act were to suspend for a ninety-day period the authority of the
President under section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 or any
other provision of law to increase tariffs, or to take any other import
adjustment. action, with respect to petroleum or products derivedi
therefrom; to negate any such action which may be taken by the
President after January .15, 1975, and before the beginning of such
ninety-day period.

I was deeply disappointed that the first action by the Congress on
my comprehensive energy and economic programs diid nothing positive
to meet. America's seriouus problems. Nor did it deal with 'the hard
questions that must be resolved if we are to carry out our respon-
sibilities to the American people.

If this Act became law, it would indicate to the American people
that: their Congress, when faced with hard decisions, acted negatively
rather than positively.

That course is unacceptable. Recent history has demonstrated the
threat to America's security and economy caused by our significant.
and growing reliance on imported petroleum.

Some understandable questions have been raised since my program:
was announced in. January. I al now, onvinced that it is possible to
achieve my import goalst while red ucing the problems of adjustment to.
higher energy prices. Accordingly:"

-I have (irected the Adminis'trator of the Federal Energy Admin-:
istration to use existing legal authorities to adjust the price:
increases for petroleumn products so that the added costs of the
import fees will be equitably distributed between gasoline prices
and the prices for other petroleum products, such as heating oil..
These adjustments for gasoline will not. be permanent, and will Ke
phased out.

--To assist farmners, I am proposing a further tax measure that will
rebate all of the increased fuel costz from the new import fees for
off-road farm use. This particular rebate program will also be
phased out. This proposal, which would be retroactive to the date
Of the new import fee schedule, will substantially lessen the:,

adtverre e con,,irnic impact, on agricultural production, and x\ill
reduce price in creases in agricultural productis.
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T.hese actions will ease the "djwitinei( to my conserva tiol. prog(rainrl
• in critical ,ectors of the N7a tion 'while •till aclhievingi the n cessa cv
sax -ings in petroleun inimports.,.

Some have criticized the impact: (if mc program a nid allhd for d(l a v.
u t. the higher costs of the added import fees would b. more tian offsi.et

oir most families and businesses ifo (iongress acted olt the tfav cuts and
•ebatcs I proposed as part of niv (.coij)rpchnsive energy prograii.

The costs of failure to act can" be profound. I)elaving enacitment of
my::comprehensive program will result iin spending nearly S2.5 billion
••more on p(etroleum imports this year alone.

wIf we do nothing, In two or tree, years we may have doubled our
.ulnerabiity to a future oil embargo. TIhe effects of a future oil embargo
lby foreign suppliers would be infinitely more drastic than 0he ore we
exieriienced last winter. And rising imports will Continue to .,expo)rt jobs
thatare sorely needed at home, will drain our dollars into foreign hands
.an ,ill lead, to much worse cc.nonloic troubles than we hav-e now,
:Our, present, econoriic difticultv demands action. But. it is no) excuse

for dia lixig an energy program. Our 'ceonomnic troubles came about
pau ti Gbeeause we haxve had Rio energy program to lessen our depend-

•ence On expensive foreign oil,
T he Nation deserves beptter than this. I will (to all within my power
work with the C(ongress so the people may have a solution and not

imereix a delax.
In in- state of the Unioni Message, I informed the Congress that

this country required an inmmediate Federal income tax cut to revive
the ecollomx and reduce inemploement.

Srequested a compreheinsive program of legislative action against.
re.e"ssion, inflation atidl energy dependence. I asked the Congress to act
in 90 days.

In'that eontext, I also used the stand-by authority the Congress had
proeieed to apply an additional dollar-u-barrel import fee on most
o~m~g Coroil oming into tile United States, starting FebirUWaV 1. and
inereasing in Mxarch and April.

I wanti•d all immediate first step toward eflrgyV collse'vit iOlln . 't t,
•onlv step so far to reduce oil imports and the loss of Americim dollirs.
1I also wxanted to prompt action by Congress on the broad prograin I,r equ eted.

T he Congress initially responded by adopting 11H.R. 1767 to take
ax ax v Presidential authority to impose unlport. fees on foreign oil for 90
days,

.lthough 1 am vetoing H.R. 1767 for the reasons stated, I meant
xwhat [ said about cooperation and compromise. Th"e (ongress Now
pledges action. I offer tLil (.eCngress reasoniable time for such action, I
,want to avoid a futile confrontation wxxhich helps neither unempl.oyed
inor .emplox ed Americans.

SThe most important business before us after 50 days of d(ebue
remains tine simple but. substantial tax refund I requested for iitdivid-

akas.and job-creating credits to farmers and busiiessniell. 'T'his eo-
nomnic stimulant is essential.
.Last Friday, the majority leaders of the Senate and House asked me

.todelav schedule(d inereaseýs il the import, fees on foreign oil for 60
SdaYs while they work out the specifies of an energy policy they have
jointly produced. Their policy bluepriat, differs considerably from Illy
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energy program as well as from the energy legislation now being consi-
dered by the House Comrnittee on Ways and Means.,

I welcome such initiative in the Congress and agree to a deferral
until May 1, 1975. The imnportant thing is that the Congress is finally :j
moving on our urgent national energy problem. I am, therefore,
amendingi my proclamiation to post pone the effect of the scheduled in- "
creases for two monthis while holding firm to the principles I have
stated. It is also my inten.tion not to submit a plan for decontrol of old
domestic oil before May 1.

I hope the House and Senate will have agreed to a workable and
comprehensive national energy legislation.

But we must use every day of those two months to develop and
atdopt an energy program. Also, I seek a legislative climate for im-
mediate action on the tax reductions I have requested. It i, my fervent,
wish that we can now move from points of conflict to areas of agree-
ment.

I will do nothing to delay the speedy enactment by the Congress of
straight-forward income tax cuts and credits by the end of this month.

Under present conditions, any delay in rebating dollars to eon.sumers
and letting businessmen and farmers expand, modernize and create
more jobs is intolerable.

I do not believe the Congress will endanger the future of all Ameri-
cans. I am confident that the legislative branch will work with me in
the Nation's highest: interests.

What we need now is a simple tax cut and then a comprehensive
energy plan to end our dependence on foreign oil.

What we don't need is a time-wasting test of strength between tile
Congress and thle President. What we do need is a show of strength that
the United Stat.es government can act decisively and with dispatch.

GERALD R. FORD.
TIHE WHITE HOUSE, M.larch 4, 1975.



STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT ON VOLUNTARY EN-
SERGY CONSERVATION-NOTING THE PASSAGE OF
SENATE RESOLUTION 59

MARCH 20, 1975

Inrmy state of the Union Message, I outlined a comprehensive pro-
gram to address the Nation's energy and economic problems. Mv
energy program includes measures to encourage energy conservation,
to increase domestic energy production, and to prepare for any future
eTmergency that might result from an oil embargo. I.I set, goals of
iruducing oil imports by 1 million barrels per day below expected levels

,.by the end of 1975 and 2 million barrels per day by 1977-and achiev-
ing energy independence by 1985.

1I announced administrative actions and legislative proposals which
:are necessary to achieve these goals. The Nation is now awaiting action
by the Congress on my legislative proposals. I am confident that the
Congress will move quickly so that we cab minimize the adverse
economic impact of the outflow of dollars for imported oil and reduce
our vulnerability to disruption by another embargo.

While we wait for the Congress to act., I would like to remind the
American people that their voluntary actions can make an important
contribution toward achieving our economic and energy goals.
ARecently, the Senate of. the United States adopted a resolution
sponsored by Senator Jenmings Randolph of West Virginia and 67

:other Senators which calls upon me to proclaim an Energy Conserva-
tion Month, during which voluntary actions to conserve energy might
b, intensified.

I welcome this action by the Senate and join the sponsors of the
resolution in urging all Americans to renew their efforts to use energy
'wisely and more efficiently in their homes, offiees, schools, farms,
industries, commercial establishments, and travel.

The opportunities for voluntary energy conservation and the bene-
fits of conservation are clear. Last Septemnber, I established a goal for
Federal Government agencies to hold energy consumption in fiscal
year 1975 to levels 15 percent. below 1973. 1 am pleased to report. that,
during the first six months of fiscal year 1975, the Federalagencies
haye held consumption approximately 23 percent below 1973 levels--a
savings equivalent; to 46 million barrels of oil and a savings in energy
costs to Federal taxpayers of $425 million. In addition, the Energy
Resources Council is wvorking closely with industry and others to find
wavys of conserving energy.
-The voluntary actions we have taken have made an important

,contribution and I call upon the leaders of business and industry,
(259)
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Suite and local governments, and all the American people to renew
and intensify their voluntary energy conservation efforts.'The Senate,
has called for designation of a one month period for intensified energ.•
conservation actions. But I am confident that all the Senators who•
sponsored Senate Resolution 59 will join me in urging all our citizen,
to make energy conservation a year-round effort!.

We know that voluntary actions alone cannot solve our Nation:'sý
energy and economic problems. Action by the Congress is needed onb
the measures I have proposed to increase domestic production and to
reduce demand, all of which are essential to the solution of our problem.
I trust that Senate Resolution 59 is but the first of the constructive
actions that we can expect from the Congress.

GERALD R. FORD,
THE WHITE HtousE, March 20, 1975.



" .IFACT SHEET-NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES

"MARCe 30, 1975

!.he Naval Petroleum Reserves were created between 1912 and
1i42 1 Presidents Taft, Wilson, Coolidge and Hardimn established the
p,,trol,.1eum reserves by withdrawal of relatively small but selective
aCreages of domain to be administered by the Natv as an ussmurd
d ,efense fuel. supply. Congress pl eid these Reserves under anthority
f!"he Secretary of the Navy on Jkine 4, 1920,

Ir he four reserves are summarized below.

NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE NO. 1, ELK HILLS, CALIF.

BACKGROUND

On September 2, 1912, President Taft, by Executive Order, iet
ýi-de 38,072 acres of land in the Elk Hills area of Kern Count",
-California, as Naval Petroleum Reserve 1. This area is 110 miles fronI
Los Angeles and about. 30 miles from Bakersfield. In the 1940's, the
Resere -- as enlarged by Executive Order to 46,095 acres with tihe

,go(,ernlent owning 37,554 acres and Standard Oil Cop vany of
Calhfornia (the only private owner) owning 8,541 acres. The Navy and

tandard..entered into an initial Unit. Plan Contract in 1944 for
mthe cooperative exploration, development and operation of all lands in
the Reserve. Under this contract, Navy is entitled to approximately
80 percent of any production and Standard is entitled to about
..20 percent.

CURRENT STATUS

.The recoverable reserves are estimated to be:
Oil-in excess of .1 billion barrels.
Natural gas-.1.5 trillion cubic feet.

"There are currently appro-.imately 1,000 wells with a capability of
producing 160,000 barrels of oil a day. With a maximum produtiion
effort., this area could be producing 300,000 barrels per day by 1977
and perhaps 400,000 in 1979.

?.lthough Congress hms not passed a production bill for Elk Hills,
it'has. appropriated funds, following the embargo, for the NAav to
.intitiite a substantial development program. This includes a hisral
year 1975 appropriation of $42.7 million arid (the Navy is planning on
868.5 million in the fiscal year 1976 Budget. Wells are being drilled at.
arate of seven per month, utilizing five drilling rigs. By September,
ýBere will be eight rigs working on the Reserve, completing 15 wells

Sper month.
(261)
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STATUS OF LEGISLATION

The President. submitted legislation to Congress on January 30,'
1975, asking for immediate production of Elk Hills under Navy
control. Production would be disposed of as follows:

Sale on open market or exchange for refined products used by
Defense Department.

Replenishing of Defense stocks.
Storage in a Natioonal Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

The revenues from the production sales would be deposited in aij
special fund in the Treasury to be used for:

Further exploration, development, maintenance and production!
of all naval petroleum reserves.

Acquisition, constriuction, filling and maintenance of the Na-J
tional Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

Acquisition, construction, filling and maintenance of thel
National Strategic Petroleum Reserve.

The .H.louse Armed Services Committee has not yet held hearingsl
but plans to do so early in April. Representative Melcher has intro-,
duced a bill which would switch jurisdiction from the Navy Depart-'
ment to the Interior Department.

In the Senate, Senator Hatfield has introduced a bill similar to the.,
Melcher bill. Other bills have been introduced by Senators Jacksona
and Cannon. The Senate Interior and Armed Services Committees.!
have held joint hearings.

NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE No. 2, BUENA VISTA HILLS, CALIF.

Since the precise amount of oil in NPR-i was unknown when set.
aside in 1912, a second reservation of 30,180.69 acres in the Buenat
Vista Hills of Kern County, California was recommended after
discovery of oil in this area in 1910. This proposed withdrawal wa&
iminediately adjacent to a part of the southern boundary of NPR-1.
President Taft created Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 2 by an Execu-
tive order dated December 13, 1912.

During the period 1920-1923 all Government lands in NPR-2ý
were leased by the Secretary of the Interior to private operators under.i
provisions of the Acts of February 25, 1920 (Mineral Leasing Act)::l
and June 4, 1920 (Naval Petroleum Reserve Act). Subsequent to the,
Executive order of March 17, 1927, however, administration of all.
such leases were returned in control of the Navy.

NPR-2 is fully developed and is producing at a commercial rate.,
It has proven reserves of 15.6 million barrels of oil. iNavy's share of the,.
production is currently 647 BOPD as royalty.

NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVE No. 3, TEAPOT DOME, WYo.

President Wilson's Executive Order of April 30, 1915, designated
the Teapot Dome area in Wyoming as Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 3.
Unlike the two reserves in California, all of the acreage here was,
owned by the Government and there were, therefore, none of the..
problems created by the presence of private holdings.

On April 7, 1922, NPR-3 was initially leased. On December 31,.'
1927 all of the producing wells on the NPR-3 were shut-in. The field.:
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remained shut-in until the period 1951-1953 when an exploratory
program was initiated; thereafter it was shut-in until 1958 when an
bff et, drilling program was instituted to protect against drainage by
adjacent operators.

There are presently 150 wells on NPR-3 with the capability to
produce 2,000 BOPD. There are known reserves of 42.5 million barrels
pf oil. The present production is 327 BOPD.

NAVAL PETROLEUTM RESERVE No. 4, ALASKA

On February 27, 1923, President Harding signed Executive Order
N\. 3797A designating an area of 37,000 square miles in the northern
oart of Alaska as Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4. Virtually none of
this area had ever been explored, but oil seepages had been reported
i-ndicating the exstence of large hydrocarbon deposits.
M There are currently proven reserves in NPR-4 of 100 million
barrels of oil and it is estimated that NPR-- contains 10 to 33 billionbarrels.

The abbreviated table below provides pertinent statistics on the
N'ýaval Petroleum Reserves system:

Proved reserves Estimated new reserves

MM/bbls MM/Mcf Area
oil gas MM/bbis oil MM/Mcf gas (acres)

IOR No•1 -------- --------- -------------- I. . 009.6 1.180 482 300 146,095
4PR No. 2- ................ ....... 15.6 NA 0 0 '30,181
tiR No. 3 ......................... 42.5 8.0 0 0 9,481

VPR No. 4---- ---.----------- ------- 100.1 160.6 10,000-330,000 60,000-192,000 23,680,000

Contains both Government and private titled land. NPR-I is under a unit plan with the Standard Oil Co. cf California
eho participates in the amount of 20 percent. SOCAL also operates NPR-I under contract to the Department of the Navy.

GERALD R. FOR[.
I".T•E WHITE HOUSE, March 30, 1975.



TEXT OF LETTERS FROM THE PRESIDENT TO THE
'SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND
THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE

APRIL 30, 1975

DEAR MR. SPEAKER: (Dear Mr. President:) Three and one-half
months have passed since I presented the Nation and the Congress
with a comprehensive program to achieve energy independence by
1985. Although the policy I put forth was not an easy solution, it

,was, and remains today, the only comprehensive and workable na-
ýtional energy program. Because of the seriousness of the problem,
I also moved to cut energy demand and increase supply to the maxi-
maum extent within my administrative discretion by announcing a

ithriee step, increase in the fees on imported petroleum starting last
F'ebruary 1 and complete decontrol of old oil prices by April 1.

After imposition of the first, dollar of the additional import fees,
the majority leadership in the Congress requested that I delay further
aictions to provide time to evaluate my proposals, to forrrmulate an
Alternative comprehensive energy plan and to enact legislation. I
granted :.. a 60 day delay in the spirit of compromise, in spite of theftct that we had already waited much too long to make the hard
decisions our country needs.

In the 60 (lays that followed, a number of Congressional energy
programs were introduced and considered. Little progress has been
made though. Thus, I am forced to again make a difficult adminis-
itrative decision.

Since my State of the Union Message last January, there has been
•no improvement in the situation in the Middle East. The existing
ýtensions only heighten my belief that we must do everything possible
to avoid increasing our dependence on imported oil in the monthsiahead. .

The ri5ession is coming to an end. But the pending upturn will
,result in greater demand for imported oil. At the same time, however,
itwill put us in a better position to absorb the adjustments that
greater energy conservation will require.

There are some encouraging signs in the Congress. Chairmen Ullman
a°nd Dingell and ranking minority members Schneebeli and Brown
i1ave been working diligently in their respective committees to
formulate a comprehensive energy program. After extensive hearings
and discussions, their efforts to date embody some elements of the
Kenergy proposals which I sent to the Congress as well as several which
could be potentially disastrous.
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The Senate his also conducted tnany hearings. Yet the only legis-•.
lation which ha,• passed s la bill that, would impose mandatory 'restric-
tion. within 60 days on recreational and leisure travel, hours of :
businezs operation, and commercial lighting. This bill is ineffectivxe
and unieali-ie It would result in unwarranted government control
of personal freedoms, and would cause unforeseen economic con-
seq ,' inees..

I amn hopeful that the weeks ahead can result in agreement between
the Congt'e,. and the Administration. I believe it can if we are willing
to work diligentlv, honestly. and more rapidly. But I am concerned
about thli pozssibilrtv of the Congress passing politically popular
legislation which will not only fail to meet. our energy needs but which
cotild create serious economic problems for the Nation. From xny
many Years in the Congres, I know how easy it is to become embroiledi
in endless debate over tough decisions. I also know how easy it is for
the Congress to enact legislation full of rhetoric and high sounding
purpose, but short of substance. That must not happen in this case.

Neither the House nor tie Senate has passed one significant. energy.,
measure acceptable to the Administration in these.past few monthsý
Hence, I must be a realist-since the time before final legislat.ion0
will be on my desk is very long. I understand that in many wayaxthe
tinming and substance is beyond the control of the individual committee
chairmen. Yet, postponement of action on my part is not the answer,
I am, therefore, taking these adminiktration actions at this time:

-First, I have directed the Federal Energy Administrator to
implement a program to steadily phase out price controls On,
old oil over two years, starting June 1, 1975. This program will
not proceed until public hearings are completed and a plan is
submitted for Congressional review, as required by statute.
While I intend to work with the Congress, and have comnpromised
on iny original decision 1.o proceed with immediate decontrol,
the nation cannot afford to Wait indefinitely for this much needed
action. I intend to accompany this action with a redoubling of.
my efforts to achieve an appropriate windfall profits tax on crudte
oil production with strong incentives to encourage rna'mimn
domestic exploration and production.

-Second, I will again defer the second dollar import fee on erume
oil and ihe $.60 per barrel fee on imported petroleum produc
in order to continue the spirit, of compromise with the Congress;
However, I will be forced to impose thel higher fees in 30 days
or sooner, if the House and Senate fail to move rapidly onithe.
type of comprehensive legislation which is necessary to resolve
our critical energy situation. Such legislation must not embody
punitive tax measure., or mnandated, artificial shortages, which:i
could have significant economic impact and be an unx warranted"
intrusion on individual freedom of choice.

TIhe administrative action that I have set in motion ,,ill help
achieve energy self -suticien cy by 1985, stem incre-asing vulnerabilitx
during the next fe,,- criticid vears, and accomplish this without
signifiticnt econoinic impact. Nevertheless, niy actions alone are not
enough. The (.iongres.ss must move rapidly on a more comprehenisiv
energy program which includes broader energy conservation andl
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,actions to expand supply. Action now is essential to develop domestic
Isupplies and protect American jobs. It is my utmozt. desire in an-
Inouncing these executive initiatives to balance our overwhelming
need to move ahead with an equally important need not to force
outright confrontation between the Administration and the Congress.

I pledge to work with the Congress in this endeavor. To the extent
comprehensive and effective legislation is passed by the Congress,
I stand ready to approve it. What I cannot do is stand by as more

.time passes and our import vulnerability grows,. If this happens,
I will not. hesitate to impose the higher import fees. Meantime, my
ladministrative actions must fill the gap in this endeavor. The country
.can afford no less.

Sincerely,
GERALrD R. Foal).

THE WHITE HoUsE, April 30, 1975.



BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA-A PROCLAMATION

MAY 1, 1975

MODIFYING PROCLAMATION No. 3279, AS AMiENDED, RELATING TO
IMPORTS OF PETROLEUM AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS, AND PROVIDING
FOR THE LONG-TERMI CONTROL OF IMPORTS OF PETROLEUM AND
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS THROUGH A SYSTEM OF LICENSE FEES

WHEREAS, I judge it necessary and consistent with the national
security that the Mandatory Oil Import Program maintain flexibility
to accommodate evolving programs for discouraging importation into
the United States of petroleum and petroleum products in such
quantities or under such circumstances as threaten to impair the na-
tional security; and

.WHEREAS, a temporary deferral of the scheduled increases in oil
import license fees is appropriate in order to maintain such flexibility;
and

WHEREAS, I intend to act within thirty days to increase the oil
import license fees to their orignally schleduled levels of $2 and $3
should alternative programs for discouraging imports not be formu-
lated in a timely fashion or should such programs fail to protect ade-
quately United States national security interests;
.. Now, THEREFORE, I, GERALD R. FORD, President of the United

States of America, acting under and by virtue of the authority vested
in me by the Constitution and the laws of the United States, including
Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, as amended, do hereb*y
proclaim that, effective as of .May 1, 1975, Proclamation No. 3279, as
amended, is hereby further amended as follows:

SECTION 1. Cla~use (iii) of subparagraph (1) of paragraph (a) of
Section 3 is amended to read as follows:

"(iii) with respect to imports of crude oil, natural gas products,
unfinished oils, and all other finished products (except ethane, propane,
butanes, and asphalt) entered into the customs territory of the United
States on or after February 1, 1975, there shall be a supplemental fee
per barrel of $1.00."

SEc. 2. Clause (viii) of subparagraph (1) of paragraph (a) of Section
3 is amended to read as follows:

'"(viii) with respect to licenses issued pursuant to paragraph 3(a)(1)
(iii) for imports other than (A) any material imported for refining that

i qualifies for inclusion in a refiner's crude oil runs to stills under the Old
Oil Allocation Program or (B) products refined in a refinery outside of
the customs territory as to which crude oil runs to stills would qualify
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a refiner to receive entitlements under the Old Oil Allocation Program,
the Administrator may by regulation reduce the fee payable for im-
ports entered on or after February 1, 1975, by $100 per barrel, except
that the Administrator may reduce such fee by such other amounts as
he may determine to be necessary to achieve the objectives of this
Proclamation and the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973."

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 30th day of
April, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy-five, and of the
Independence of the United States of America the one hundred and
ninety-ninth.n n 

GERALD R. FORD.
THE WHITE HoUsE, May 1, 1975.



iME'SSAGE TO: THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ON
VETOING THE SURFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION
ACT OF 1975

MAY 20, 1975

To the House ol Representatives:
I am today returning without my approval, H.R. 25, the proposed

fSurface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1975. 1 am unable to
sign this bill because:

1. As many as 36,000 people would lose jobs when unemploy-
iment already is too high.

2. Consumers woulh pay higher costs-particularly for electric
bills-when consumer costs are already too high.

3. The Nation would be more dependent on foreign oil-when
we are already overly dependent and dangerously vulnerable.

4. Coal production would be unnecessarily reduced-when this
vital domestic energy resource is needed more than ever.

America is approaching a more serious domestic energy shortage,
and we are not facing up to it.

We can develop our energy sources while protecting our environ-
ment. But this bill does not do that. I have supported responsible
action to control surface mining and to reclaim damaged land. I
continue to support actions which strike a proper balance between

kour energy and economic goals and important environmental ob-
1 jectives.

Unfortunately, H. R. 25 does not strike such a balance.
Since I submitted my comprehensive national energy program

earlier this year-a program which included a tough but balanced
isurface miningbi~ll-our energy situation has continued to deteriorate.
With domestic energy production continuing to drop, we are today
more vulnerable to the disruption of oil supplies than we were during
the Mid-East oil embargo. We will be even more vulnerable as our
economy recovers and energy consumption increases. This vulner-
ability places us in an untenable situation and could result in new and
ýserious economic problems.

Coupled with this steadily deteriorating situation is the fact that
Ithe Congress has yet to act. on a comprehensive energy programn
capable of achieving goals on which we all agree. Several Congressional
icommnittees have worked hard to develop solutions. Unfortunately,
their proposals are inadequate to achieve the energy objectives I have
set.

As the one abundant energy source over which the United States has
total control, coal is critical to the achievement of American energy
independence. In the face of our deteriorating energy situation, we
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must not arbitrarily place restrictions on the development of tlhisý
energy resource.

It is wit.h a deep sense of regret that T find it necessary to reject this
legislation. My Administration has worked hard with the Congress to
try to develop an acceptable .surface mining bill and other energy pro-
gramns which could, when taken together, enable us to. reduce energy
imports and meet environmental" objectives, While. the Congregs
accepted in H.R. 25 some of my proposals, it rejected others necessary
to reduce the adverse impact on coal production and to clarify 'arious
provisions of the legislationi to make it precise and more workable.

T'he Department of the Interior and the Federal Energy Adnminis-
tration now advise me that., if this bill were to become law, a produc-
tion loss of 40 to 162 million tons would result in 1977. rhis would
mean that six to twenty-four percent of expected 1977 coal production
would be lost. Actually, production losses resulting from H.R. 25
could run considerably higher because of ambiguities.An the bill afid
uncertainties over many of its provisions.

The bill I sent to the Congress in February would have ',lso entailed
production losses estimated between 33 and 80 million tons. Even
though these losses would have been substantial, we could have
accepted them if Congress had enacted the comprehensive energy.
program I proposed. But, now the potential losses of H.R. 25 a.n .
intolerable.

The reduction in coal production would mean that the United
States will be forced to import more foreign oil. To demonstrate the
seriousnes of this problem, it, is estimated that we would be forced
to import an additional 215 million barrels of oil a year at a cost of
$2.3 billion for every 50 million tons of coal not mined. At a timesi
when our dependence on Mid East oil is expected to double in just
22 years, I believe it would be unwise to further increase this depend-
ency by signing into law H.R. 25. This kind of setback in coal pro- S
duction would cause our dependence on Mid-East oil to triple by.•i
1977.

Additional reasons for withholding approval of H.R. 25 are its
legislative shortcomings. These include:

-Ambiguous, vague and complex provisions-as the record of
Congressional debate indicates. Ihe bill would lead to years of •
regulatory delays, litigation and uncertainty against the besiý in-
terests of achieving either our environmental or energy objectives.

-Cumbersome and unwieldv Federal-State regulatory and en-
forcement provisions. H.R. '25 would inject the Federal Govern-
ment irmnediatelv into a field which is already regulated -by
most State , Since 1971, 21 states which produce over 90 per'ent:i
of lie nation' , urfavc mined coal have either enacted iiew
environmental legislation governing surface mining or have"•
strenglthened laws already on the books.

-... R. 25's tax provisions which would be excessive and unneces-
sarily increnzoe the price of coal.

-it. provisions which enable State governments to ban surface
mining of coal on Federal lands-thus preventing a national.
resource from being used in the national interest..

...-.Its provisions permitting the Federal goveriunent to pay private ,.
landowners 80 percent. or more of the cost of reclaiming previously-
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mined land, leaving title to the land in private hands, could
.provide windfall pofits at the expense of coal consumers.SIn sh~ort, I favor action to protect the environment, to prevent

:.abuses that have accompanied surface mining of coal, and to re(.iiim
land disturbed by surface mining. I believe that we can achieve those
goals without imposing unreasonable restraints on our ability toiPýhicve energy indlependence, without adding unnecessary costs,
\ýithout creating more une:mployment and without precluding the use
of vital domestic energy resources.

GERALD R. FORD.
THE WHITE HOUSE, May 20, 1975.



ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT LIVE ON NATIONWIDE
RADIO AND TELEVISION

MAY 27, 1975

'Good evening.
•Last January 15, I went before your Senators and Representatives
4ii .. Congress wit.h a comprehensive plan to make our country inde-
.p~ndent of foreign sources of energy by 1985. Such a program was
long overdue. We have become increasingly at. the mercy of others
f.-f the fuel on which our entire economy runs.
: Here are the facts and figures that will not go away. The United
>States is dependent on foreign sources for about 37 percent of its
present petroleum needs. In ten years, if we do nothing, we will be

Himporting more than half of our oil at prices fixed by others, if they
choose to sell to us at all.

: In two and a half years, we will be twice as vulnerable to a foreign
iod embargo as we were two winters ago. We are now paying out $25

'lillion a year for foreign oil. Five years ago we paid out only $3 billion
a.nnually. Five years from now, if we do nothing, who knows how
many more billions will be flowing out of the United States.
. These are not just American dollars. These are American jobs.

Four months ago, I sent the Congress this 167-page draft of de-
,ailed legislation, plus some additional tax proposals. My program
-as designed to conserve the energy we now have, while a't the same

Ktim e speeding up the development and production of new domestic
-ýenergy

Although this would increase the cost of energy until new supplies
twere fully tapped, those dollars would remain in this country and

would, be returned to our own economy through tax cuts and rebates.
'I-asked the Congress in January to enact this urgent ten-year pro-

aam for energy independence within 80 days; that is, by mid-April.
*In the meantime, to get things going, I said I would use the standby

Presidential authority granted by the Congress to reduce our use of
foreign petroleum by raising import fees on each barrel of crude oil
Y Si.00 on February 1, another S1.00 on March 1, and a third on

'April I,
As goon as Congress acted on my comprehensive energy program,

I [promised to take off these import fees. I imposed the first dollar on
ilt imports February 1, making appropriate exemptions for hardship

Ssituations.
t% Now, what did the Congress do in February about energy? Congress
did nothing.
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Nothing, that is excep t. rush through legislation suspending for 90
dayst my authority to impose any import fees on foreign oil. Congress
needed time, they said.

At the end of February, the Democratic leaders of the House and
Senate and other Members concerned with energy came to the White
I-House. They gave me this pamphlet outlining energy goals similar to.
mine and promised to come up with a Congressional energy program
better than mine by the end of April.

I remember one of thein saying he didn't see how they could ask tihe..
President to do more than postpone the second dollar for 60 days. If
the Congress couldn't come up with an energy program by then, lie.i
said. go ahead and lput it on.

Their request stretched my original deadline by a coil ple of weeks.
But .[ wanted to be reasonable, I wanted t.o be cooperative.

So, in vetoing their bill to restrict tile President's authority, I
agreed to their request for a 60-daNry delay before taking the next. step
under my energy plan.

What did the Congress (o in MNarch? What. did the Congress do in
April about energy? Congress did nothing.

In fairness, I must say there were diligent efforts by some Mem-
bers-Democrats as well as Republicans-to fashion meaningful
energy legislation in their subcommittees and committees.

M. Administration worked very hard with them to bring a real.
energ- independence bill to a vote. At. the end of April, the deadline
set b' the Congressional leaders themselves, I deferred for still another
30 days, the second Si1.00 fee on imp~orted oil. Even then, I still hoped
for positive Congressional action.

So, what has the Congress done in May about energy? Congress did
nothing and went home for a 10-day recess.

February, March, April, May, as of now, the Congress has (lone
nothuing p)ositlive to end our energy dependence.

On the contrary, it, has taken two negative act-ions, the first an
aittempt to prevent the President. from doing anything on his own-;
the second, to pass a strip mining bill which would reduce domestic.:
coal production instead of increasing it; put thousands of people out •
of work; needlesslv increased the cost. ofenergy tio consumers; raise
electric bills for many, and compel us to import more foreign oil, not
less.

I wac forced to veto this anti-energy bill last week bec.ause I willnot. be responsible for taking one stop backward on energy when the

Congresss will not take one step forward on energy.
Thr (C.ongress has concentrated its attention on conservation

measures such is a higher gasoline tax. The Congress has (lone little oi
nothing to stimulate production of new energy sources here at home.

At Elk Hills Naval Petroleum Reserve, in California, I saw oil.°
wells waiting to produce 300,000 barrels a day if the Congres would
chatn'e the law to permit. it.

There are untold millions of barrels more in our Alaskan petrol( eiun.
reserves anfid under tire Continental Shelf. We could save 300,000o
barrels a 41ay if only Congress would allow more electric power plants
to substitiute American coal for foreign oil.

Peaceful atomic power, which we pioneered, is advancing faster
abroad than at home.
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Still, the Congress does nothing about energy. We are today worse
off than we were in ,January.

Domestic oil production is going (down, down, down. Natural gas
prioduction is starting to dwindle, and many areas fac: severe slhortages
next winter.

Coal production is still at levels of the 1940s. Foreign oil suppliers
are considering another price increase.

I could go on and on, but you know the facts. Thii country needs
to regain its independence from foreign sources of energy, and thesooner the better.

There is no visible energy shortage now, but we could have one
overnight. We do not have an energy crisis, but we may have one
next winter. We do have an energy problem, a very grave problem,
but, one we can still manage and solve if we are successful inter-
nationally and can act decisively domestically.

Four rronths, are already lost. The Congress has acted only nega-
tively. I must now do what I can (1o as President.

First, I will impose an additional $1.00 import fee on foreign crude
oil, and 60 cents on refined products, effective June 1. I gave the
Congress its 60.days, plus an extra 30 days to do something, but
n6thing has been (lone since January.

High&i fees w/ill further discourage the consumption of imported
fuel and may generate some constructive action when the Congress
comes back.

Second, as I directed on April 30, the Federal Energy Administration
has completed public hearings on decontrol of old domestic oil. I
Will submit a de~control plan "to Congreg.s shortly after it reconvenes.
Along with it, I will urge the Congress to pass a windfall profits tax
with a plowback provision.

These two measures would prevent, unfair gains by oil companies
from decontrol prices, furnish a substantial incentive to increase
domestic energy production and encourage conservation.

Whýen I talk about energy, I am. talking about jobs. Our American
economy runs on energy. No energy-no jobs.

In the longrun, it is just that simple. The sudden fourfold increase
in foreign oil prices and the 1973 embargo helped to throw us into
this recesion. We are on our way out of this recession. Another oil
embargo could throw us back.

We cannot continue to depend on the price and supply whims of
others.

The Congress cannot drift, dawdle and debate forever with
America's future.

.J n.red your help to energize this Congress into comprehensive
eaction. I will continue to press for nmy January program, which is
;Still the only total energy program there is.

I cannot sit here idly while nothing is done. We must get. o.n with
the job right now.

,ý, Than.k you and good night.
• ... * . ,GERlALD R. Fo~iD.

THE WHITE HOUSE, May 27, 1975.

* * *
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FACT SIIEET

May 27, 1975

PRESIDENT'S ADMINISTRATIVE ENERGY ACTIONS ,

The President today announced the imlposition Of an additional $1
er barrel fee on imported crude oil. This is in addition to the $1 per
arrel fee already imposed on crude oil February 1,, 1975. Heealso

imposed a $0.60 per barrel fee on imported refined products. These
fees are effective June 1, 1975. In addition the President also an-
nounced that he will send to Congress shortly after they return, a
plan to decontrol the price of old oil and hle will urge the C>ongress to
pass a windfall profits tax with a plowback provision.....

I. BACKGROTYND

In his State of the Union Message, the President announced his
economic and energy program for the nation. He announced a series of
legislative proposals to the Congress and administrative actions ethat
lhe would take to encourage energy conservation, pending completion
of action by the Congress. The principal administrative actions' in-
eluded the imposition. of oil import. fees and the decontrol of oil prices. I
He transmitted his legislative proposals, The Energy Independence
Act of 1975, to the Congress on January 30,1975.

The President issued a Proclamation on January 23, 1975, which
would have imposed a $1 per barrel fee on crude oil, beginning Febru-ý
arv 1: the second dollar beginning March 1, and the third dollar.
beginning April 1. In order to reduce regional hardships a reduced fee
was imposed on imported products.

In response to a request from the Congressional leadership, thli
President almounced on March 4 a 60 day delay in the imposition of
the second and third dollar import fees. The Congressional leadership'i
had asked for additional time to enact a national energy program.
On April 30, in the hope of still getting a positive Congressional
energy program, the President announced a further delay in the,
import. fees, of up to 30 days, in order to allow additional" time for
Congressional action. bills,

Thus far, the Congress has passed only two energy-related bills
both of which would have been counterproductive and had to be
vetoed by the President. This includes H.R. 1767, Suspension of Oil
Import Tariff Authority which would have suispended the oil import I
tariff autiority and thus restricted the President's authority to impose
import fees, and Hi.R. 25, the Surface Mining Control andt Reclaima-
tion Act, which would have caused significant losses in coal production,
increased oil imports, and increased unemployment..

A0
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II. IMPACT OF PRESIDENT'-S ADMINISTRATIVE ACTIONS

iThe President's Administrative Actions are expected to have the
following impact:

Corisefrva! -on: i T proit
sayings (barrels per day) Impact on.................... etail prices

(cents per/
Action 1975 1977 gallon)

2d dollar imposed today ......................................... . 50. 000 200. 000 1.5
Total fee ($1 plus $1) ............. ........................ 100, 000 350, 000 2.9

111. STATUS OF ACTIONS BY THE PRESIDENT

Since the President's January 15, 1975, State of the Union Message
to Congress a number of legislative proposals and administrative
aetions within his limited statutory authority, hrave been taken by
the President. including:
. A. Submission of the Energy Independence Act (. on January 30, 1975.

•This encompasses 13 ,;eparate titles on supply, de(iandl and emergen(cy
.-measures. (action to date shown in Section V!)

B. Imposition, administratively, of a S1 fee on imnported crude oil
on February 1, 1975.

C. Imposition of an additional $1 per barrel fee on imported crude
il and a $0.60 fee on refined products, effective. on June 1. 1975.
D. Directed the Federal Energy Administration, on April 30, 1975,

•o take administrative actions to decontrol old oil in two years. FEA
held hearings on May 13 and 14 and is now evaluating coamments
received, prior to submission of a final plan.
• E. Energy conservation actions by the major executive branich
agencies in the first six months of fiscal year 1975 cut energy use
.24 percent below 1973 levels (saving over 45 million barrelN)

F. Vohuntarv compliance with energy efficiency labeling, inclulding:
1. \lost 1975 model year autos now comply with FEAEPA

voluntary fuel efficienct labelling program.
2. Most air conditioners now have labels developed by the

Commerce Department indicating their efficiency.
G. FEA has issued or will issue by June :30 notices leading to coal

conversion orders to 31 power plants. If they all converted, .175,000
barrels of oil per day woutd be saved.

IV. ACTIONS TAKEN 1Y CONGRESS

I A. Congress passed tI.R. 1767, the Suspension of the Oil Import
Tariff Autthority which:

1. would restrict the President's authority to impoise new fees
on imported oil and would roll back the S1 crude oil fee imposed
by the President on February 1.

2. was vetoed by the President on March 4. Congress has not:
acted to override the veto.
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B. Congress passed 1I.R. 25, the Surface Mining Control and Recla-
niation Act. which:

1. would regulate surface rining in a. way that would cause a*
major loss of coal production, increawed unemployment and
greater dependelwe on imported oil.

2. was vetoed by the President on .May 20. Congress voted to•
delay consideration of an override attempt, to June 10.

V. ENERIGY OUrLOOKc

If no action is taken, domnestic oil and natural gas product ion will
continue to decline and oil imports will contilue to grow. The ad-
ministrative actions taken by the Ptresident, within the linited au-
thority available to Min, wilf help encourage energy conserv ation and
reduce oil itmports. C'ongressional action is still needed to provide
Zidditional inceTtives for conservation and domestic energy production.

L. Oil Imports
Expected irnports of petroleum if current t.rend& continue are coni

trasted below wilh the impact of the President's administrativ4
actions and the effect. if his total program is enacted.

Wtillion barrels per day). .................. .

1970 1974 1975 1977 . 1985

to sain . 3.4 6.1 6.3 7.6 12. 1
President's administrative program ($2 tee plus decontrol)..... 3.4 6.1 6.2 6.9 9, 6
President's legislative program .....--- ............ ....... 3.4 6.1 5.6 5.4 4.9 .,

B. Balance of tPaymernts
The above imports would cost. the United States:

fin billions of dollars per yeart

1979 1974 1975 1977 198!~. ............... .... . ...................................... ................... ..... ... ................................ . . . . .. . . .. .... .. ......................... .... ... .......... . . . .%

No action ..................... __ .3 24. 5 25.3 30. 5 61.
Presidents administrative program ------ 3 24.5 24.9 27.7 49. 1;
President's legislative program.- 3 24.5 22.5 21.7 25.0

(. Donmestic Oil Prodetion. Trends

As indicated below, domestic production of crude oil peaked iri.t
1970 and has been declining since.
Crude productiion (millios barrels per day)

1955 -.---------.---.-------------------------------------------- 6
1960.........................................................----- - ----- - -- --- 7. 01!170~ ............................................. 9 6.
1971 .................................................................... 9.
•19732............................................... 94.

1974 ......................................................... 8

P. NYafural Gas Trends
A. indicated below 1.T.S. proven m resrves of nlat ural gas have been

dec(lining intce tlhe oiil 19.0's and dome.fic production, which wa._
consttit, in thel early 1970's, hu. started to drop.
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1955 1950 1970 1971 1972 1971 1474

nsre tihncubic teet)'. 223.0 62fi,4 202'.0 265.0 253.0 240A0 U!-,a 211 0
: di-ction . . . .. 9.4 '12.8 16.0 21,9 22. S 22.5 22.6 21.9•i•-. . . ....... .... ..... .............................................. .. ..... ... ................................................ ..................................................... .... ..................... .....
: Extcludes 26 tfiiiion fta foro Alaskan Nwth Slope,

(E.' Coal Trends
Coal production has not appreciably changed from levels of 30-40

•-eiirs ago.
Production (million tons):

1940 .. . .512
1950 .... 560
1 9 6 0 --------------------------------------------------------- 4 3 4
1 9 7 0 --------------------------------------------------------- 6 1 3
1974 --------------------------------------------------------- 607

VI. SIATUS OF PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM IN CONGRESS

,..A. Title I-Development of Naval Petroleum Reserves and Military
Strategic Reserve

* House: Interior and Armel Services Committees each reported a
-biil. However, no floor action is scheduied. ".'eitiher bill authorizes
pr'oduction of NPR-4. Use of NPR proceeds for a strategic petroleum

,.reserve program is not authorized.
H' ' *Senate: Joint hearings held by Armed Services and Interior Com-

mnttees: No legislation reported.
B. Title Ii-Civitian Strategic Reserve

House: Reported by Energy and Power Subcommittee but is
ai'aiting full Conmerce Committee action.

Senate: Interior Committee held hearings but no legislation reported.
C: Title IlI-Natural Gas Deregiilation

House: The House has scheduled no hearings.
Senate: The Senate Commerce Committee reported out S. 692 on

May " 6. Floor action is expected in the last two weeks of June. S. 692
,'ould extend rather than reduce federal regulation of natural gas.
D. Title IV-._Coal Conversion Amendments
" House: Reported by the Energy and Power Subcommittee as part
of their omnibus bill.
" Senate: Under consideration by the Environmental Pollution Sub-

committee of the Senate Public Works Committee. No legislation
reported.
/. Titles V and VI- Amendments to the clean Air Act of 1970

House: The Subcommittee on Health and the Environment held
hearings and is drafting legislation. No legislation reported.

Senate: The Subcommittee on Environmental Pollution completed
Oversight hearings on May 21, 1975. No bill has been reported,

F. Title VII-The Utilities Act of 1975
House: No hearings scheduled.
Senate: A Govern'ment Operations Subcommittee held hearings on

April 14, 1975. No legislation has been reported.

hi
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G. Tite Vll--.Ener•, Facilities l lan i ntg and Development Act oq 9',
ilou'e: No hearing, ceheduled.
Senate: Hearings held in April before Interior Committee on land

use and facility siting (S. 984 and S. 619). No legislation..reported. 7
II. Title IX--I' neroy Development Security Act oj 1.9715

Hou'e: No hearings St!heduled, ::
Senate: No hearing, have been schedulod.

I. Title X-Buildinvy.Energy Conservation Standards Act of 1.975
House: The Housing Subcommittee of the House Banking and Cur-

rency Comnmittee has held hearings but has not. reported legislation.:
Senate: Was included in the Emergency Housing Act. However, it

was later stricken before enactment. No further action anticipated.
J. Title X.--1."interization Assistance Act of 1975

Hiouse: The Housing Subcommittee of the House Banking and Cur-,
rency Committee has had hearings but did not report a bill to full

Senate: Was referred to the Senate interior, Labor, and Banking
Committees, none of which has reported a bill.
K. Title XIl--!National Appliance and Motor Vehicle Ernergy Labeling•

Act of 1975)
IHIouse: Reported by the Energy and Power Subcommittee, but•

awaiting action by the full House interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee. No legilation reported.

Senate: Referred to the Senate Comme-,e Committee. No legisla-
tion reported.
L. Title XIlI-Staidby Energy Emergency Authorities

House: Reported as part of I.R. 7014 by the Energy and Power
Siubcommrittee for full Commerce Committee consideration. The
Standby authorities included are unworkable because of extensive

,ongressional oversight requirements,.
Senate:S. 622 passed and sent to the House, but requiresm'andatory1

conservation programs as well as providing standby authorities.
GERALD R. FORD.

THi WHITE HousE, May 27, 1975.



'REMARKS OF TI! E PRESIDENT UPON SIGNING THE
URANIUM ENRICHMENT MESSAGE

Jky-,ar 2t6, 1975

* I will read a statement before signing the iressage or lnessare.s (h1at
will gd.}o the Cong'e"ss

. Beca:utse our oil al1d natural gas resourc,,.es are fast being dldehtd,
we mistr ItioV Ino and tore on Imileta powt*,r iis a. major sm.•ut ,,f
elerg fo r- tt;<fult irf.

Today I am ••king the Cougre,,,s to join ine in crabarlo g th t
•Nation on al exiting xew, course of action which will holp to assiure.
the energy in depend,,cc that wt m,,ned, and signi heautny strenigtheni
our (conomy at• home, at the same timie,

I aim rift ribdkg, to the est ahlishment of an entely nom-ew competitive
industry to .fro\id mnanium cnrichment service for nuclear power
reactors. The .gmisla ion that I am seeking will reinforce the world
leadership, e now it)o n uranium eririchlrnrt ttecuology.

.t will help iisure the continued availability of rolinblc e-nergy for
America Tt will nmove Atmerica one big step nearer energy indiptnd-

'..:in Ms 1 hii tion. wildl insmre tiat the billions of dollars re9 imred for
th-econst rueti.of .. pw endrtihnint plants kal be borme by the prvate
sector, not .,h0fb:Ametin.im" it taxpay er.

But allot us xii b'n fit dure Nu l from the service which private
en terprise will providx ,

I ,reu .tA M( onirss to net swafda r and favorably on this iAnpt.trtant
In" w eli f.i. iniualit-, With this comnprehensive approath, the Uk.iutd
Stats (an mreopen its uranium erichmert ordter book. reassert. its
supnremac, as the worMd -s major Supplier of enriched ulranmn , and
: ldeop. .strong prix ate enrichrent industry to lIeQ bolsttr the.,
•national economy.

So it is with pleasure and hope uOat. I ,pit the message to go. to both
ih". House and"the S,!rnt e, and ask the Congress to move as rapidly
s possible in order do!ha we can arhieve the objeetia•es wicA are so
inportant

Th•a• y ou rMy rmuch.

Tii-lL WHilIToE 1 -r, Pm' 26, 1-9,5



AMESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS

Ia 1h(oqt the Uni~ted ,'t
O E 0t\ so oft en a Nation finld itself at o ross.,rowds. Son-emi.lcs, it

6i' fotunate and reeowiz/e0 it ha,. a choict.. Soinetihnes, it does not.
• Aitre at iuch a i tO-''ioady1 htit01i. today,
Tle l oiiso wwe .elvet will touch the lives of mtost of us W('fo.re tQe

end of Whi entury and 'tiirely ht the lives' of gene.,r tions of Ameri-
: toll; et to conle.

Todqy 1 am ai'kin, tit e ( on gre to join ne in einbarkiiio thin
Nation on at .excititItg I(w 4ot1'tre which will help .a'sure the eaergy
ifdep:6ndente w, .eek amld a sniicandtly :.trengthdmed economv al

i'. the same time.
I am referrinta to the estabishment of an entirely new private.

m.d..in u in A-inoica. to pmovile the fuel for ttwle'tr power rel'torm-.
-the .t .ee g reoiree of the futrv..I am referring to uritumn enrich-

1 1ent whi( is presenSly al Federal Government titoitopoly.
W WVithout question, our energy future will become more reliMant on
i:.nuclear energyv s, the supplies of oil and natural gas dirni idm.

The que.•tioiis we rnu..t answer ore (1) whether the major eapitall
requirements for emonstrti newtig i uraninm miirichmient far ities will
be paid for by the Federal t.axpayor Or1 private enterprise, and
(2) new and expatrding I-,IT ent of our e(<.onlv will

ie nider the control of the Federal Govuern'enm on the privmse to .Tor0.
"The privrate sector hau ahreaidv dernouotrated its ctpability to

build and operatc "raillUnt, enrichumnt facilities under comtrartns vith
the Federal Government. Since it As a!.Wo wMyg to provide the capital
W'needei to cortut tnew ranium eriinfchmpnt planiiis, I outa ankt.ing the

.a (..rgress to etiac legidatioi to eible American industr--...th all
its linancial res:ources, 10011leCitit' cia(Ibilityt and tehniical ingei u-
itv--to provide the enriched uranium needd to fuel nukear power1.plants...pf.. believe this is. ite pIro and correct course for America to take.

•The alternative is continued Federal monopoly of t hi service at a
ncost to the taxpayers of at leost $30 billion ovýer the next. 15 years.

The enrichlent of ianiun--whih neanii in brief £eplantiing the
fi sioaMble 1.235 in uranillm from ino-fis-ioildh ipat to provife a
.mor potent mixture to fuel •ticlear reactor,---i. al-i essentilil stop

nuclear power production.
For more than twmntyv yea:-s, the United States Goverrimerlt has;i•suppl)iedl the eiwrichnienl seTrvims• for everuy mlchear react:lor in .Ameria.

and for many others throuighont the world, Our atadernhuip i this
.. (28.5)
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important fiel has 'ilabled other naftits to enjoy the benefit
nuldeatr power under secure and l)rudenlt colitiOns. At the same time,
this effort. has been helpful in persuaduing other iations to ac(cept
international safeguards and forego development of nuclear weapon&
Tn addition, the sale of our enrichment services in foreign countries
has returned lhundreds of millions of dollars to the Uniuted States.

I.hliese enrichment .ervices have been provided by plants--owned
I, the Government and operated by private industry--in Oak
Ridge, Tennessee, Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kentucky.
A $i-billion imnprovemient programn is now underway to increase thea
prodtuction capacity of these plants by 60 percent. But this expanded•
Capacityv can not ne t the anticipated needs of the next 25 years.

The United StLes ist now committed to supply the fuel needs for
several hundred inhear power plants scheduled to begin operation.
by the early 1980's. Since mid-1974, we have been unable to accept
new order, for enriched uranium because our plant capacity-in-
eluding the Si-billion imnprovement-is fully committed.

In short, further increases in enrichment, capacity depend oni con-
struction of additional plants, with seven or eight years required forg
each plant to become fully operational.

Clearly, decisions must be made and actions taken today if we are
to insure an adequate supply of enriched uraniim for the nuclear
power .needs of the future and if we are to retain our position as a major.i
.-,upplier of enriched unrnium to the world.

It is my opinion that American private enterprise is best suited to
meet those needs. Already, private industry has demonstrated its
w-illingne-s to pursue the inajor responsibilities involved in this effort.
Widi proper licensing, safeguards. cooperatiom and limited assurmances<
from the Federal Government, the private sector can do the job effec-
tively and efficiently-and at enormous savings to the American :i
taxpayer. In this way, direct public benefits will be provided on a
long-term basis by private capital, not by taxpayers.

Accordingly, I am proposing legislation to tihe Congress to authorize
Government assurances necessary for private enterprise to enter into
this vital field.

A number of eomlpelinrg reasons argue for private ownership, as
well as operation, of uranium enrichment plants. The market for.
nuclear fuel is predominantly in the private sector. The process of i
uranium enrichiment is clearly industrial in nature.

'T1he uranium enrichment process has the making.of a new industry
for the private seetor in Much the same tradition as the process for
synthetic rubber-.with early Government development eventually.
being replaced bv private enterpnise.

One of the strengths, of America's free enterprise systern is itm
ability to respond to unusual challenges and opportunities withd
ingenuity, vigor and flexibilit. A significant opportunity mnay be inl
store for many firns--ohl and new-to participate in the growth of...;
the uranium enrichment industry. Just as coal and fuel oil aire supplied
to electric. utilities by private firmis on a competitive basis. enrichedv?
uranium should be s.ulplfied to them in the same fashion in the future.

Tle energyt consumer also stands to beinefit.. The production of "
nuclear power now -.. costs between 25 and 50 percent less thall elec-
trierity produced froul fo-;sil fuels. It is not vulnerable to the supply
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whons or unwarranted price (decrees of foreign energy suippiiers, And
bwwed on t h(e ast ifer years ,of experience, ,co•mercial 1•clear
power hoi an unparu h.>ied record of safe operation.

iThe key tmehnolgy of the uraniunm enrichirent promess is secret
+ and will Iemalill sutbject to contimiel c<as'ic-:ation, afvfegzuards and

e x port. c •tmi"s.
But for s.everal years, a n. nuber of..qualifie I American cornpaomes

fihve b:een ,raiited aes to the Gov e minent'l tOci oIo: - utit er eom•"
fully coritroi tItor Htiom, to enable tlieri to assmtes rhonunitiOicil
p)Ot(lntinl for pliixt. (iriechini. phiil .s

lThe Governit• io'•.-owneI pmeotrm I diffusion etirichi r•g plants have
r1u11 releicbly tntl I with eveor:-inip' oving efiiericy fot r more than ti

i quiar'ter of a ir' ( hou, privaie groujp has (:ItMen tIhi, well-dtinon-
',talttd( 1.0c'uss pomt ol, itn. ýý'> b illion jiropo:sal to burildi an euicild-
ijl Clit jAlaii .p .el " "il.•r. 0 • i•.l..r reactors hereiat aid abi h d c i the I 9s s's.
Other, are .-.iudlying the totenthll of thlie neweras c Iftrtge [)to ''s.

Ttough iotO yet inr lrge-.scleh oeraltiOl, the ceitrifige liroe.-.S-
A hichI u.is nrel less [loner than the older process--is alnost;
ready ror coi(i'. , lrvil ipilication.

1 believe. we Inu.-st . ove forward , r witl bolh lechnologieoi anid eni-
'(oui.tige..irt 1nipetitive private entry into the enirichliet blin•ii.'- v, ith
both tlirethod-;. A pri vate., ga'.otls diftusioin plIant should. be b.uilt fir.st
Ma) jirovit.e the most uriergntlyi neie irieretise in t:iloatii, abht we
6 hould lmoceeed ,irnultantcousfy with commnercial developrn tut ,i the
.el oriftge pI1( e.""

OAitlh this; conlprehellriv . aijltroach, the United Si.tes (:1:rii reopen
.s 1w aur"A, e.ricrhimre.'rt ordlcr book,' reassoert itAS so I ireimx'avy the
i r0hl d ,r' xluliir of emniChed ur•miitm, nit! doyepeo!p a .mtritig

•. private enrichment imtlrstry to help bolster tle national ecorintruy.
L For a ntumber of reasons, a rertain amiournti{ of govern'menltal in-

v olvemenr is necessrry to imke private entry into the llriumit eni-
richient inolInsi'v s•i.ee fri
•. TO hiti rl investment require nienm . fur suci massive proj..,ct- yte

Ihuge. Tha lclrnioloinvolved is prtsently owm.,d by tih Governrlieit.
There.are -afegu arn that at it't be rigidly I'[en foredI. Tile Governiment
has a resporsi hi lit htlp ensure Or that thee private ventures perforri
a:,s expected, providing timely and relialle service to both donetic
anti foreign cus1tomilers.

Under the legislation at 1p1 proposring todfa y, ltche Energy l esan'.'h
anId Developnierm. Adtiirmnrrtitoi w\ould be iith,.r lt d to', 'ego.•t, it 0
antld Oinier jO to con t ti c-, Nvithit priv'ate group'. int ere-.te d in hurldiitg,
owning aind operating a gfameous diffusion urmirnit i icIlthietit plalnt.

ERDA wvould alo h t liuthorizetd to rnegott.ate? for t' 0tSt.t'tl!titii Oif

several cernriftuge enrit.hment t)1011nt.s p wIt., when more dofirlitive proiposals
for such projects are intae Iby the private sector.

Co.ntrait authoritv in the onount of SS .illion will be nei.l, tl. it.
lwe expect. aIrinost no iict l.i Govern nine oxpenidlititre to be invol ,ttIvetdI
I fact, the retiiion of a primvte enrichment indlustitry will gnierato
substIantial revenues for the United States Treasury thlhrough paymient
of FP mlera in e taxes unt comnpensation for une of Government,-

Sowned I ecthA otIg
EUuitr tlihe tr)upwd ar:rmingemelits, there will be an (upporltnity fori

ftrtign iTIvcstrentt in thM.e plants, although the [.l]ants will icain
.iririly unilderl US. control. There will be no sharing of U.S. technology
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and, there will be limitations on the amount of capacity each plant
can commit to foreign customers.

tn addit.ion, all exports of plant products will continue to be made
pursuant to Governmental Agreements for Cooperation with other
Nations. All will be subject to appropriate safeguards t.o preclude use
for other than agreed peaceful purposes.

Foreign investors and customers would not have access to sensitive
classified technology. Proposals from American enrichers to share.
technology would be evaluated separately, and would be subject to
careful Government review and approval.

Finally, the plants proposed will be designed and built to produce
low enriched fuel which is suitable only for commercial power reac-
tors-not for nuclear explosives.

In the remote event that a proposed private venture did not
,ucceed, this legislation would emable the Government to take actions
necessary to assure that plants will be brought on line in time to
supply rlomes tic and foreign customers when uranium enrichment
services arce needed.

I have instructed the Energy Research and Development Adminis-
tration (o implement backup contingency meastires, including con-
tinuation of conceptual design activities, research and development,
and technology assistance to the private sector on a cost-recovery
basis.

ERDA would also be able to purchase from a private firm design
work on components that could be used in a Government. plant in t.Ye
unlikely event that a venture fails.

Finally, I pledge to all customers-donestic and foreign--who
place or'ers with our private suppliers that the United Stat.es Govern-
ment w' ill guarant.ee that. these orders are filled as needed. Those who
are first in line with our private sources will be first in line to receive
supplies under this assurance. All contracted obligations will be
honored.

I also pledge that cooperative agreements made with private firms
under the proposed new authoriv will fully reflect the public interest.
In fact, all contracts will be placed before the Congress in advance of
their effectiveness. The Congress will have full and complete review
of each one.

In sum, the program f amn proposing will take maxim'im advantage
of the strength and resourcefulness of industry and Government.

;t will reinforce the world leadership we now enjoy in uranium
enrichment technology. It will help insure the continued availability
of reliable energy for America. It. will move America one big step
nearer energy independence.

Although the development of a competitive nuclear fuel industry
is arn imp ortant part of our overall energy strateegy, we must continue
0ur 0flort.s to conserve the more traditional energy resources on which
we have relied for generation.4. And we must accelerate our exploration
of new sources of en.ergy for the futrire-including solar power, the
harnessiiu., of nuclear fusion and development of nuclear breeder
reactors which are safe, environmentall ' sound and reliable.

I ask the (Congress for early authorization of this program.
GERALD R. FORD.

Tim Wjiiv HOUSE, June 26, 19775.
:€ *
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June 26, 1975

Miffce of the ••e Hose Press Secretary

THE WhrIT HOIUSiE

F ACT SHEET

THE PRESIDEUT'S PLAý! FCR A COUETITIVE
.UCLEA.- FUPEL I,.USTRY

The President's Action

The President today announced aintnirstrative actions andi
a legislative proposal to:

Increase the Lmhted ftates' -anpcity to produce r*ad
uranium to fuel domestic rYd foreign nuclear poaer
plants.

Retain U.S. leadership as a world supplier of uranluO
enrichment services and technology for the peaceful
uses of nuclear power.

Assure the creation, under appropriate controls of a
private, competitive uranium enrichment industry in
the U.S. -- ending- the current Government monopoly.

AccompliSh these otectives with little or no cost to
taxpayers and with all necessary controls and saferuards

Backrround

The U.S. capacity for r•aflo In,: or "en rircbng" uran5ium
to make fue.l for nuclear t"ric gerrotinr plants,
is now fully: commrtted.

*Work on constructing ', .capacity rust berln soon so
that plants will te read~y tc meet dc!rest.c and
forelgn; requ!rer:ent5 bo ý 'ibout 19s,.

Efforto to encourage the rreatonn of a competitive
uranium enrichMent industry have shown that certqar.
forms of Governmenit cooperation and temporary
assurances are necessary to perrdt private fMrns
to enter the industry.
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The need for added capacity provides the oprortunity
for specific actions by the Government to ercolurage
private entry.

Highlights of the Plan

The President's plan includes:

A legislative proposal, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance
Act of 1975, which would authorize the Government
to enter into certain cooperative arranrements with
private industrial firms that wish to finance,
build, own and operate plants to provide uranium
enrichment services.

A fledge by the President to foreirr and domestic
custoners that the Governrent will assure that orders
placed with private producers will be fulfilled as
services are needed.

Opportunities for foreign Investment, with control
of these plants remaining in U.S. hands.

All necessary controls and safeguards concerned with
(a) preventing the diversion of nuclear materials
and the spread of sensitive technology, (b) environ-
mental impact, (c) safety, and (d) antitrust.
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June 26, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary

------------------------------------------------------------

THE WHITE HOUSE

FACT SHEET

THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOR A

COMPETITIVE NUCLEAR FUEL INDUSTRY

The President's Announcement .......................... 3

Background' .............................................. 3

Plan Announced by the President .......................
Objectives
Principal Elements of the Plan

Legislative Authority for Cooperative
Arraogements wit'h Private Firms
Assurances for Customers
Controls and Safeguards

Preventing the Diversion of Nuclear
Materials and spread of sensitive
technology
Foreign Investment
Environmental Impact, Safety and
Anti-Trust

Implementing Actions .................................. 7
- Negotiations for a Diffusion Plant
- Reqo.est for Proposal for Centrifuge Plants
- Environmental Impact Statement
- Contingency Planning
- Diffusion Plant Deslon Work

Specifics of the Legislative Proposal ...................
- Authorizing Legislation

Cooperative Agreements
. Congressional Review

Appropriations Request

Developments Leading to the President's Plan .......... 9
U.S. Leadership in Uranitua Enrichment
Technology

Gaseous Diffusion
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Gas Centrifuge
* Laser Separation

Existing U.S. Capacity
The Growing Market
Potential Foreign Suppliers
The Program to Develop a Competitive Industry

Diffusion Plant
* Centrifuge Plant

Obstacles to the Entry of Private Industry
Alternatives to Private Entry
The Proposal from Uranium Enrichment
Associates (UEA)
Centrifuge Enriching Projects - Request for
Proposals

Other Actions Related to Uranium Enrichment
Capacity .............................................. 13

- Increasing ERDA's Charge for Uranium
Enrichment Services

- Contract Relief for Current ERDA Enrichment
Customers

- ERDA Conditional Contracts for Enrichment
Services

Attachment:
#1 - Summary of UEA Plan and Proposal to ERDA 16
#2 - Uranium Enrichment as a Part of the Nuclear 20

Fuel Cycle
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THE PRESIDENT'S AWNOUNMCPAENT

The' President today announced administrative actions and
a legislative proposal to (a) increase the United States'
capacity to produce enriched uranium in order to meet the
needs of domestic and foreign nuclear power plants, (b)
retain U.S. leadership as a world supplier of uranium en-
richment services and nuclear power plants, (c) assure the
creation, under appropriate controls of a private, compSetitive
uranium enrichment Industry in the U.S. -- ending the current
Government monopoly; and (d) accomplish these objectives
with little or no cost to taxpayers and with all necessary
controls and safeguards.

BACKGROUND

Natural uranium from U.S. and foreign mines must be refined
or "enriched" before it can be used to make fuel for nuclear
power plants which are used in the United States and in many
foreign nations to generate electricity.

U.S. capacity for enriching uranium which now supplies all
domestic and most foreign needs, consists of three Govern-
ment-owned plants, located at Oak.Ridge, Tennessee, Paducah,
Kentucky; and Portsmouth, Ohio.

* Since mid-1974, the entire capacity of the three plants has
been fully committed under long-term contracts, New enrich-
ment capacity must be on "on-line" beginning in about 1983
to meet the growing domestic and foreign demand for nuclear
fuel.

* The potential U.S. market abroad has begun to erode as some
potential foreign customers have started looking to sources
such as the U.S.S.R-., France and a West European consortium
for uranium enrichment.

Since 1971, the Executive Branch has followed policies and
programs directed toward assuring that private industry --
rather than the Federal Government -- builds the next
increments of U.S. uranium enrichment capacity.

1.
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Several industrial firms have sought to enter the uranium
enrichment field but all have found that some forms of
Government cooperation and temporary assurances are needed.
to overcome the initial obstacles to private industry
involvement.

THE PLAN

Objectives. The plan announced by the President is designed to
meet the objectives of assuring that:

The next increments of U.S. uranium enrichment capacity
will be available when needed to meet the growing demand
for fuel for nuclear powered generating plants in the U.S.
and in other nations.

The-U.S. maintains its leadership role in enrichment
technology and its role as a major world supplier of
uranium enrichment services and nuclear power plants --
a role that is important to:

Our economy and our 'world trade position.
Our efforts to obtain the commitment of additional
nations to accept international safeguards and the
principle of nuclear non-proliferation.
Our cooperation with other major oil consuming nations
which are looking to nuclear power to help reduce their
dependence on foreign oil imports.
Our longer range goal of developing technology
and energy resources to supply a significant share
of the free world's energy needs.

All future increments of capacity will be built, financed
and operated by private industry -- rather than by the
Federal Government -- so that a competitive industry will
exist at the earliest possible date.

There will be little or no cost to the taxpayer and that
the Government will receive increased revenue in corporate
taxes and compensation for the use of its inventions and
discoveries.

All necessary domestic and international controls over
nuclear materials and classified technology will be main-
tained, as they would be if the Government were to own the
new plants.
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Principal Elements of the Plan.

LejIslatlve Authority for Cooperative Arrangements with
Private Firms. The President is asking the Congress to
enact promptly the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act to provide
the additional legislative authority needed to enable
the Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) to negotiate and enter Into cooperative arrange-
ments with private industrial organizations that wish
to build, own and operate uranium enrichment plants,

Negotiations would be directed toward the arrange-
ments most advantageous to the Government and the-
public interest and with a degree of risk to the
private firm that is consistent with the objective
of creating a private, competitive uranium enrichment
industry.

These arrangements would provide for certain forms of
Government cooperation and temporary assurances found
to be necessary after detailed negotiations with firms
submitting proposals. Arrangements could include;

Supplying and warranting Government-owned inven-
tions and discoveries in enrichment technology --
for which the Government will be paid.
Selling certain materials and supplies on a'full
cost recovery basis which are available only
from the Federal Government.
Buying enriching services from private producers
or selling enriching services to producers from
the Government stockpile to accommodate plant
start-up and loading problems.
Assuring the delivery of uranium enrichment services
to customers which have placed orders with private
enrichment firms.
Assuming the assets and liabilities (Including debt)
of a private uranium enrichment project if the
venture threatened to fall -- at the call of the
private venture or the Government, and with com-
pensation to domestic investors in the private
ventures ranging from full reimbursement to total
loss of equity interest, depending upon the circuri-
stances leading to the threat of failure.
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The arrangements would be spelled out in a detailed
contract, and the basis for arrangements would be
subject to Congressional review.

It is intended that any undertaking by the
Government to acquire assets or interest and
to assume liabilities of a private venture
would end after approximately one full year
of commercial operation of a plant. The precise
period-would be determined in the negotiation
of definitive agreements.

The Government would monitor progress carefully so that
It can be sure that the plant will function properly
and will be completed on time and within cost estimates.

Assurances for Customers. The President announced his
pledge to do-m-esltc and foreign customers who place orders
with private U.S. suppliers that the Government will assure
that orders will be filled as services are needed. Those
first in line with private suppliers will be first in line
to receive services from the Government -- if it were
necessary for the Government to take over and complete
a private project.

Controls and Safeguards. The President announced that all
necessary controls and safeguards will be maintained in
all arrangements with private firms. Such controls and
safeguards include:

- Preventing the Diversion of Nuclear Materials or
Un-Controlled Spread of Sensitive Technology. All
necessary measures will be taken to safeguard the
use of the products of plants and to protect sensitive
classified technology. These measures include:

Effective domestic safeguards and physical security
measures to the plants and their products.
Continued requirements that exports take place
pursuant to appropriate international agreements
for cooperation and be subjected to safeguards
to prevent diversions.
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*.Continued classification and protection of
sensitive enrichment technology.

Foreiýn Investment. Foreign investment in private
enrichment ventures will be encouraged, but control
will remain, as required by law, with U.S. interests.
Foreign investors would not require or have access
to classified information. Any proposals for
sharing technology would be considered separately
and would be subject to Governmental review and
approval.

- Environmental Impact, Safety and Anti-Trust. Private
ventures wishing to build plants will have to obtain
from the Niuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) a construc-.
tion permit and operating license. As a part of its
review, the NRCmust evaluate environmentalý safety
and anti-trust considerations as well as assure that
control of the proposed new ventures remain in the
U.S. .- as now required by the Atomic Energy Act.
NRC also will have responsibility for assuring that
the plants are appropriately safeguarded. The Justice
Department participates in the review of anti-trust
considerations.

li4PLEiMOTING ACTIONS

The President announced several administrative actions that are
being taken now:

Negotiations for a Diffusion Plant. ERDA is responding
formally to a proposal from the Uranium Enrichment Associates
(UEA) offering to enter into negotiations which could lead
to the construction by UEA of a $3.5.billion (1976 dollars)
plant which would make use of gaseous diffusion technology
and which would be on line by about 1983.

Request for Proposal for Centrifufe Plants. ERDA is
issuing today a new request for proposals from industrial
firms interested in constructing, owning and operating
enrichment facilities making use of centrIfuge technology.

Environmental Impact Statement. ERDA will on June 30
issue for public review and--c6mment a draft environ-
mental Impact statement concerned with the expansion
of uranium enrichment capacity to be attained through
ERDA's implementation of this action.

I~I
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Contingency PlanninE. ERDA will continue with backup
contingency measures to assure that capacity will be
ready in the unlikely event that industrial efforts
falter. These measures include continuation of
Government conceptual design activities, research and
development on enrichment technologies, and technologi-
cal assistance to the private sector on a cost recovery
basis.

Diffusion Plant Design Work. ERDA plans to purchase from
VEA design work on c•mponents for the private diffusion plan,
that could be used in a Government plant -- if the private
venture were unable to proceed.

SPECIFICS OF THE LEGISLATIVE PROPOSAL

AuthorizinZ legislation. The basic enabling legislation proposed

today by the President would:

Authorize Cooperative Agreements.

It would permit ERDA to negotiate and enter into
cooperative arrangements with firms wishing to build,
own and operate uranium enrichment facilities.

It would provide authorization for contract authority
for amounts up to $8 billion as may be approved in an
appropriation act -- which is an estimate of the to-
tal potential cost to the Government in the unexpected
event that all Government assured diffusion and cen-
trifuge ventures were to fail, and it was then
necessary for the Government to assume assets and
liabilities of these ventures, take over plants, and
compensate domestic investors. The Administration's
expectation is that none of these funds would have
to be appropriated or expended for the assumption
of private ventures, but the authorization is necessary
to provide assurance to customers and to potential
producers of the Federal Government's commitment to
create a competitive industry.

Provide for Congressional Review. Once contracts were
negotiated the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE)
would be notified and a period of 45 days would have to
elapse before a contract would be executed -- to allow
an opportunity for Congressional review of the basis
for ERDA's arrangements with private firms.
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Appropriations Request. The President will later request
an appropriation of contract authority which is required by
the proposed bill before a contract can be executed, in
order to cover the estimated maximum Federal Government
exposure for specific projects in the event that it were
necessary to assume assets and liabilities. Again,
expenditure of these funds for assumption of any private
venture is not considered likely.

DEVELOPMENTS LEADING TO THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN

U.S. Leadership in Uranium Enrichment Technology. The United
States is the recognized world leader in technology for refining
or :'enriching" natural uraniun to a form that can be used to make
fuel for nuclear power reactors. Natural uranium contains only a
small amount (approxima-tely .7%) of the fissionable isotope U-235.
In order to be useful to make fuel for most nuclear reactors, the
concentration of U-235 must be increased to about 2-4% through a
process of separating off other isotopes. The technology was
developed and is owned by the Federal Government. Certain parts
of the technology are classified. Prii:cipal U.S. technologies
are:

Gaseous Diffusion. This technology which is now used in the
three existing government-owned enrichment plants was developed
in the 1940's. Over 30 years of large scale operating experi-
ence and process improvement have made the technology the most
reliable and economical now available for commercial scale
operations. The next increment of capacity must make use of
this technology.

Gas centrifuge. The gas centrifuge process of uranium
enrichment provides an alternative to gaseous diffusion.
.PFll operation of a Government pilot plant is scheduled for
early 1976. If the projected economics of the process are
realized, gas centrifuge technology is expected to be used asP subsequent:: increments of commercial capacity are added.

S ase. r Separation. ERDA is conductini a basic research
program to determine whether this technology is technically
or cormercially feasible. Even if successful, the technology
will not be available in time to be used for the next several
increments of needed enrichment capacity.

Existing U.S. Capacity. The three Government-owned uranium
enrichment- plants will, when currently authorized expansion
is completed, have the capacity to produce enriched uranium
needed to fluel about 300 large nuclear-powered electric
generatingplants.._n the U.S. and foreign countries.

2 4-!12 0 - I a - 21)
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The Growing Market. Current estimates are that the U.S. will
require for domestic needs added enrichment capacity by 2000
equal to 6 to 9 plants the size of any one of the three existing
plants and that added capacity for the total market served by
the U.S. will equal 9 to 12 similar size plants.

Potential Foreign Suppliers. The principal existing capacity
for enriching uranium outside the U.S. Is in the Soviet Union.
A French-led diffusion plant project (Eurodif) is expected to
begin production in 1979 and its capacity is reported to be
fully committed. A British-German-Dutch consortium (Urenco.)
plant will also begin expanded operations In 1979. Plans for
additional plants are being discussed by France, Canada,
South Africa, Japan, Australia and Brazil.

The Program to Develop a Competitive Industry. The Atomic
Energy Act of l95provides that "the development, use and
control of atomic energy shall be directed so as to ...
strengthen free competition in private enterprise". An
Executive Branch policy to encourage private industry to build
the next increments of uranium enrichment capacity was announced
in June 1971. Beginning in 1973, the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) asked private firms to consider building, owning and
operating enrichment plants and granted qualified U.S. firms
access to classified aspects of the Government's work, under
carefully controlled security conditions, in order that they
might make their own assessment of the commercial potential
for private enriching plants. A number of firms responded tc
the invitation from which several consortia have emerged whL:h
are interested in pursuing the possibility of building enrich-
ment plants.

Diffusion Plant. One consortium -- the Uranium Enrichment
Associates -UEA) -- is interested in constructing a $3.5
billion gaseous diffusion plant equivalent to the expandeJ
capacity of one of the 3 existing Government-owned plants.

Centrifuge Plants. Other firms and consortia -- Centar,
Exxon Nuclear and Garrett Corporation -- have expressed
interest in cooperative arrangements with the Federal
Government which would lead to demonstration gas centrifuge
plants which could be expanded in the future to commercial
scale plants. The AEC (predecessor to ERDA) requested
proposals from industry to advance the demonstration of
centrifuge technology. A modified request for proposals
is being issued today by ERDA.
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Obstacles to the Entry of Private Industry. All firms interested
Tý-;ulding, owning and operating a private plant have concluded
that some form of Government cooperation and temporary assurances
are essential to begin the transition to a private competitive
industry.. Among the factors that have contributed to this
conclusion are:

The complexity of the undertaking, including the Federa-l
ownership and the classification of the technology.

The large financial commitment required and the difficulty
encountered in trying to obtain private financing.

The inherent difficulties of ending a Government monopoly.

The recent adverse financial situation of US. electrical
Utilities which are the customers for a plant. (Their long
term contracts for uranium enrichment services must provide
security for the long term financing required.)

Some uncertainty as to whether the Government would follow
through on its commitment to achieve privatization.

Alternatives to Private Entry. The principal alternatives to
an immediate effort to achieve privatization include:

All future additions to capacity financed, built and owned
by the Federal Government, thus continuing indefinitely the
existing monopoly.

Government financing and ownership of one or more additional
increments of capacity, followed by another attempt to achieve
privatization.

A thorough review indicated that, regardless of the alternative
selected:

The next Increment of capacity can be on line when needed
(now estimated about 1983).

Controls and safeguards involving classified technology and
non-proliferation of nuclear materials can be maintained.

Customers for the next increment are expected to be largely
foreign.

Foreign investments in an enrichment plant can be accommodated
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This review led to the conclusion that the task of explaining and
implementing the plan for achieving a private industry would be
difficult and that a substantial effort would be required by both
the Congress and the Executive Branch, but that the benefits of
rrivatization justified the effort. The benefits of privatization
inl ude:

Avoiding a cost to taxpayers of $40 to $50 billion
for plants that should be on line by 2000, if the Federal
Government were to finance and own the plants. (These funds
would not be recovered to the Treasury for many years.)
Under the President's plan, revenue of about $90 to
1100 million per plant per year would flow to the Federal
Treasury from industry, principally from taxes and payments
for the use of Government inventions and discoveries.

An early end to the Government monopoly in a type of commerc.it i
ac.tiVlty.

Avoiding expansion of the public sector when industry is
willing and able to do the job.

Competition which would provide incentives for lower costs
and additional improvements in technology.

The P rogpR.aj from Uranium Enrichment Associates (yEA). Uranium
Enrichment Associatez is a consortim currently co stng of
Bechtel Corporation and the Goodyear Tlre and Rubber Company. On K.
M4ey 31, 1]975, UEA submitted a revised proposal to ERDA calling for
cooperative arrangements with the Federal Government. The principv
features of the UEA proposals are summarized in Attachment #1. A
contract containing the details of a cooperative agreement would b(
negotiated by UEA and ERDA.

Centrlfuge EnrLchiLn Project -_ Request for Proposals.

In August of 1974 the Government announced a program expected
to lead to several relatively small industry constructed
demonstration projects.

Gas centrifuge technology has not yet been applied on a
production scale sufficient to permit full industry commit-
ment to large plants. At least three companies are interestez
in undertaking private centrifuge enriching projects now whici
would be scaled up progressively from small demonstration
modules to a capacity the economiles of scale for centrifuge
enriching are expected to be largely realized. These are
expected to be 1/3 to 1/2 the capacity of the planned diffusi
plant.
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Government-industry cooperative arrangements similar to that
required for the UEA diffusion project may be required.

A Request for Proposals for this program which extends and
elaborates upon the earlier program is being issued today:

Proposals will be due on October 1, 1975 and It Is the
Government expectation that several proposals could be
accepted to proceed more or less in parallel with each
other and with the UEA project.

.. Proposers will describe their proposed project in detail,
including plant design, size, location and schedules and
specify the type and magnitude of Government support
necessary to proceed.

".Small initial modules, perhaps 200-300 thousand units
. •per year could be in operation in the early 1980's with
.2-3 million unit commercial scale plants achieved In the-3mlonutcomrial wi path acheed growthe

mid-1980's on a time frame consistent with the growth
of the market.

Centrifuge technology permits adding small capacity increments
as required to closely follow market needs.

* Proceeding with several centrifuge demonstration projects in
the same time frame as the gaseous diffusion plant will furthe
the objective of developing a private, competitive enriching
industry and maintaining U.S. world leadership in this field.

OTHER ACTIONS RELATED TO URANIUM ENRICHMENT CAPACITY

Increasing ERDA's Charge for Uranium Enrichment Services.

The current price- charged by ERDA for uranium enrichment is
based on a statutory formula which says that ERDA's charge
must be established on. the basis of the recovery of the
Government's costs over a reasonable period of time. Appli-
cation of the formula has resulted In a present charge of
about $42 to $48 per separative work unit, depending on the
type of contract a customer has with ERDA. This price will
rise by the end of 1975 to about $53 and $60 per unit.
These prices reflect the low cost of construction during
the 1940's and 1950's for plants built primarily for military
purposes. These prices are much lower than the quoted world
market prices of enrichment services of between $75 to $100
per unit.
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The Preaident announced in his 1976 Budget hit intention torropose legislation to the Congress to permit ERDA to raise
the price of enrichment services from its plants. The new
price would be established to recover the Government's costs
and place the pricing of Government enriching services on a
more business-like basis. This step would encourage private
sector Interest in building enrichment facilities and end an
unjustifiable subsidy to both foreign and domestic customers.
The new price would include a rate of return on investment
more apprnpriate to the private sector than the Government'S
rate of return, an allowance equivalent to corporate Income
taxes and also include other costs typical of private operations.
On this basis the new price per separative work unit will be
approximately $76.

This legislation has been submitted to the congress by ERDA.

,ontract Relief for Current EBDA Enrichment Customer

Present ERDA enrichment contracts require customers to commit
to a fixed delivery schedule and to make prepayments amounting
to about $3 million per plant several years prior to the
first delivery of enriched fuel. Since these contracts were
s•gned, many nuclear power plants whose fuel was covered by
these contracts have been postponed or cancelled.

As a result, many utilities now face the prospect of having
to pay for uranium enrichment services well in advance of
the revised completion dates for the reactors.

In order to free both ERDA and the enrichment customers from
unrealistic commitment, ERDA, after notifying the Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy (JCAE), has announced that it will:

Grant customers the right within a 60-day period toserve notice that they wish to terminate their contractwith no cancellation fee and with refund of any payments.

- Permit those wiehIng to defer deliveries (rather than
terminate contracts) to have a one-time adjustment of
contract commitments without penalty.

- Permit a similar one-time adjustment of the rate at
which uranium feed should be sent to the enriching
plants to coincide in part with the slipped enrichment
requirements.
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These actions would:

- Result in a larger U.S. stockpile of enriched uranium
for use as an inventory to support the new private
uranium enrichment plants with backup supplies of
enriched material, should any delays occur in their
initial operation.

- Establish a more realistic data base for evaluating
future domestic and foreign enz.Mchment requirements.

- Grant needed short-term financial relief to the utility
industry.

ERDA Conditional Contracts for Enrichment Services.

Some customers placing orders with AEC (predecessor to ERDA)
in mid-1974 were given conditional contracts; i.e., contracts
contingent upon the approval by U.S. regulatory authorities
(now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) of the use of recycled
plutonium as a nuclear reactor fuel. These conditional contra
were backed up by announcement that the U.S. would have expand
capacity available that could fulfill requirements, if needed.

The expanded U.S. capacity that will result from the President
plan will provide sources of supply that can be tapped by the
holders of conditional contracts.
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ATTACHRENT #i

SU1t4ARY OF THE URANIUM1 ENRICHf.NT
ASSOCIATES (UEA) PLAN AND PROPOSAL TO ERDA FOR

A COOPERATIVE ARRANGE14ENT

Physical Description of the Project.

A 9 million separative work unit per year gaseous
diffusion piant would be built near Dothan, Alabama
on a 1720 acre site on the Chattahoochee River.

When in full operation the plant could provide enriching
services for about 90 large nuclear power reactors.

The plant will require about 2500 megawatts of electrical
power which will be supplied from a dedicated nuclear
power facility located nearby.

Project cost estimate (exclusive of the power project)
has been estimated by UEA to be $3.5 billion in 1976
dollars.

UEA projects continuation of design work now underway
on the project during the next several years with
construction scheduled to commence in 1977.

Full production from the plant is projected in 1983
with limited production starting in 1981.

iAearly 50 million construction manhours are estimated
for the project. A peak construction labor force of
about 7000 workers will be reached in 1979-80 and the
permanent operating staff of the project is expected
to be about 1100.

The plant will be processing and upgrading natural
uranium and thus will have essentially no radiation
hazard. It will be similar to a large materials
handling plant except that the product material will
be much more valuable.
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Financial Structure of UEA Pr t.

. UEA expects that two to six companies in addition to
Bechtel and Goodyear will comprise the consortium tha t
Will undertake the project. These companies are ex-
pected to be identified within the next few months.

Based upon marketing efforts to date, UEA projects that
about 40 percent of plant capacity will be taken by U.S.
domestic utilities and the balance by non-U.S. organl-
Zations in countries with which the United States has
Agreements for Cooperation permitting the transfer or
disposition of enriched uranium. (Under the Atomic
Energy Act voting control for such a project must
remain in the hands of the United States investors at
all times and the project is so structured. The secrecy
of the process will be protected and foreign customers
or investors will not have access to classified technology
or information.)

Project financing using an 85 percent debt, 15 percent
equity ratio is contemplated for the project.

'The equity corresponding to the domestic portion of plant
output will be supplied by UEA and the debt financing
will be raised in the commwercial market primarily on
the basis of the security of long-term (25 year) non-
cancelable enrichment service contracts with domestic
utilities.

Both equity and debt for the foreign share of plant
Output is to be supplied from the foreign customers'
own sources of capital.

Pricing of product from the plant is based upon the
recovery of all operating costs, servicing of debt and
an after-tax return of approximately 15 percent on:equity.

A 3 percent payment, based on gross sales would be paid
to the Government for use of taxpayer-developed technology.

Customers.

A number of United States' utilities have executed
contingent letters of intent with UEA to purchase uranium
enriching services from the new plant and a number of
additional utilities are now evaluating their requirenent
for services.
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UEA has made extensive marketing contacts overseas and.
anticipates that foreign orders will be forthcoming.

Cooperative Arrangements.

Due to the unique nature of the project, the very large
capital requirements, and long payout periods, UEA has
concluded that It would not be possible to move ahead
without certain forms of Government backup assistance.

UEA has proposed that the Government:

- Supply, at cost, essential components presently
produced exclusively by the Government.

- Supply the Government's gaseous diffusion technology
and warrant its satisfactory operation.

- Buy enriching services from UEA or sell enriching
services to lEA from the Government stockpile to
accommodate plant start-up and loading problems.

UEA has also proposed that:

- The Government provide standby financial backup
assistance lasting for the critical construction
period plus approximately one additional year to
offset the current weak credit position of the
U.S. utility industry. The Government provide
financial backup if UEA cannot complete the plant
or bring it into commercial operation. A call on
this financial backup is made at the risk of loss
to UEA of its equity interest. In this event,
the Government has the right to acquire UEEA's
domestic equity position and the obligation to
assumr.e UEA's liabilities and debt.

- The Government may also require UEA to release
the project to the Government if the Government's
interest so demands. In this event, the Government
would be obligated to assume UEA's liabilities
and debt.

- The consideration for acquisition of UlEA's domestic
equity position in either case can range from
loss of equity for uncorrected gross mismanagement
of UEA to full fair compensation for causative
events outside UEA's reasonable control.
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All of the above forms of backup assistance would be
subject to contract negotiations between ERDA and UEA.
UEA believes that the plant can be completed within the
private sector with no net expenditure of Government
funds.
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ATTACHMENT /2

Uranium Er'-ichment as Part of the Nuclear Fuel. Cjcle

The attached chart depicts the nuclear fuel cycle for Light
Water Reactors (the type of reactors most commonly used
in the U.S.). About 975 of the reactors obtaining enrich
ment services from the ERDA gaseous diffusion plants are
Light Water Reactors a similar fuel cycle exists -or the
other present reactor type -- the High Temperature Gas
Cooled Reactor.

Prior to the enrichment step, uranium ore is mined froo
the earth's crust and sent to a mill where uranium concentrate
is produced. This concentrate is often referred to as
yellowcake. or by the chemical symbol U3 08. There are
14 mills presently operating in the U.S. The uranium
concentrate is then sent to a converter where It is con
verted to uranium hexafluoride, or UF6. This is the only
simple form of uranium that can be gaseous at conditions
near room temperatures and pressures. There are two
UF6 conversion plants operating in the U.S.

The uranizm hexafluorlde is then sent to a uranium enrichment
plant. There are two processes under consideration for
commercial use in the U.S. . the established gaseous
diffusion process used in the ERDA plants, and the gas
centrifuge process. The UEA will use the gaseous diffusion
process. In the process, the uranIun hexafluoride gas is
pumped through a semipermeable membrane. The desirable
fissionable isotope. U 235, diffuses through the membrane
more readily than the nonflssionable isotope U 238. A
stream depleted in U 235 is collected from the plant and
sent to storage. A stream enriched in U 235 is collected
from the plant and sent to a fuel fabrication plant. In
this plant, the uranium hexafluoride Is converted to uranium
dioxide UO, formed into pellets, and placed in zirconiu
tubes. The tuves are assembled into bundles and sent to
ruclear power plants. Seven U.S. companies are involved
in the fabrication of nuclear fuel.
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After the fuel is used in the nuclear power plant, it is
discharged and allowed to cool in a large water basin at
the plant. The spent fuel will then be sent to a chemical
reprocessing plant. In this step, the uranium and reactor.

: produced plutonium will be separated from the highlY
radioactive fission products generated while the fuel is
in the nuclear power plant. The radioactive wastes In
proper form will be sent to a repository. The recovered
uranium will be converted again to the hexafluoride and
reinserted into the enrichment plants for reenrichment.
Plutonium is also a fissionable material that can be used
as fuel in a nuclear power plant. If use of the plutonium
is granted by the N"uclear Regulatory Comnizsson, It would
be sent to the fulel fabrication plants; there it would be
mixed with the uranium and formed into pellets for nuclear
power plant fuel. There are currently no commercial chemical
reprocessing plants operating in the U.S.; one plant is shut
down for modification and another is under construction.

5.
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June 26, 1975

• O'flce of the WhiLe iiouzu :.ess ecetary

THE WHITE HOUSE

TEXT OF LETTERS FROM THE PRESIDENT TO THE
SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

AND THE PRESIDENT OP THE SENATE

June 26, 1975

Dear Mr. Speaker: (Dear Mr. President:)

I have today sent to the Congress a message describing my
plan for securing the construction of additional uranium
enrichment plants in the United States by private industry
to meet the growing needs of the expanding nuclear power

* industry.

. A critical element of this plan is legislation to authorize
the Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
Administration to enter into cooperative agreements .with
private firms to foster, through Government cooperation
and temporary assurances, the creation of a competitive
private uranium enrichment industry. I am enclosing a
proposed bill, the Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975,
which would provide the authority needed to achieve the
objectives described in my message. A brief analysis of
the bill is also enclosed.

I urge the Congress to pass this legislation at the earliest
possible date so that we can take a major step toward our
goal of energy independence.

Sincerely,

GERALD R. PORD
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A BILL

To authorize coop -ative arrangements with private
enterprise for the provision of facilities for
the production and enrichment of uranium en-
riched in the isotope 235, to provide for
authorization of contract authority therefor,
and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of
Reoresent.atives of theUnit--edStates of Amerrica in
Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as
the '7cliear Fuel Assurance Act of 1975."

Sec. 2. Chapter 5. PRODUCTION OF SPECIAL NUCLEAR MATERIAL
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, is amended
by adding at the end thereof the following Section:

"Sec. 45 Cooperative Arrangements for Private:
Projects to Provide Uranium Enrichment Servic'es --

"a. The Energy Research and Development
Administration is authorized, without regard to the
provisions of Section 169 of this Act, to enter into
cooperative arrangements with any person or persons
for such periods of time as the Administrator of the
Energy Research and Development Administration. may
deem necessary or desirable for'the purpose of pro-
viding such Government cooperation and assurances
as the Administrator may deem appropriate and
necessary to encourage the development of a com-
petitive private uranium enrichment Industry and
to facilitate the design, construction, ownership
and operation by private enterprise of facilities
for the production and enrichment of uranium en-
riched in the isotope 235 in such amounts as will
contribute to the common defense and security and
encourage development and utilization of atomic
energy to the maximum extent consistent with the
common defense and security and with the health
and safety of the public; including, inter alia,
in the discretion of the Administrator,

(1) furnishing technical assistance, in-
formation, inventions and discoveries, enrichinF
services, materials, and equipment on the basis of
recovery of costs and appropriate royalties for
the use thereof;
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• : ("•)'nvi>'g w:arrant e-s for materials
and equipmentd

,3) provld~ing facility, performance
.>assurances;:.

•.(•) urchaoin• en~ir-ci :ser~vioea

(5) undert•.Yz.i.g to a"e "r the assets
.or interest of such:. n ny . persons,
in an enrickhment facility, a m obligations

.Ahd liabillties. (includin (leb,, o'• ,uch person, or
any. of:such persons, arising out of the design, con-
struction, ownership, or operation for a defined
period of such enrichment facility in the event
such person or .er.s6ns cannot complete that en-
richment facilitty or ring it into commercial
operation: Provided :"that any undertaking, pursuant
to this subsection 5, to acquire equity or pay off
debt, shall apply only to individuals who are
cit.izens of the United States, or to any corporation
of..other entity organi'zed for a common business
p .upose.;: which Is"owned or effectively controlled
by citizens of the United States; and

(6) de ermining to modify, complete and
onerate that enrlch-erit:::facility as a Government
facility or to dispose of..the facility at any tire,
as the Interest of~the Gbvenmrent may appear, subject
to the other provisions of this Act.

"b. Before the Administrator enters into any
"arrangement or &aendment thereto under the authority

of this section, or before the Administrator deter-
mines to.,rodify, or comnplete and operate any facility
or to dispose thereof, the basis for the proposed
arrangement or amendment thereto which the..
Administrator proposes to execute (including the
name of the proposed participating person or
persons with whom the arrangement is to be Hade,
a general description Of theproposed facility,
the estimatedamount of.cost to be Incurre"d by
the participating person or persons, the incentives
imposed by"the agreement on the person or persons
to complete the facility as planned and operate it
successfully, for a defined period, and the general
features of the proposed arrangement or amendment),
or the plan for such modificatlon, completion,

2.4-.I C -7' -..
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operation or disposal by the Administrator, as
appropriate, shall be submitted to the Joint
Comnittee on Atomic Ener'v, and a period of fortY-
five days chil elapse while Congress is tn session
(in computing such forty-five days, there. shall be
excluded the days on which either. ouse': isnot. In
session because of. adjournment for more than three
days) unless the Joint Committee by resolution in
writing waives the conditions of, or all or any'
portion of, such forty-five day period: Provided,
however, that any such arrangement or amep-Ument
thereto, or such plan,. shallbe. entered i[.:n. i. n
accordance with the basis for the arrangement or
plan, as appropriate, submittedias provided herein-"

Sec. 3. The Administrator of. the Energy Research
and Development Administration is hereby authorized i.
to enter into contracts for cooperative arrangements
without fiscal year limitation, pursuant:..,to.. Section 45
of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, in an
amount not to exceed in the aggregate $8,000,000,000
as may be approved in an appronriation Act. In the
event that liquidation of part or,.all of any financial
obligations incurred under such cooperative arrange-
ments should become necessary, the Administrator of
the Energy Research and Development.Administration is
authorized to issue to the Secretary of the Treasury.
notes or other obligations up to the levels of contract
authority approved in an apvroDriatlon Act pur- .
suant to the first sentence of this section in
such form and denomination, bearing such maturity
and subject to such terms and conditions as may
be prescribed by the Administrator with the approval
of the Secretary of:.the Treasury. Such notes or
other obligations shall bear interest at a rate
determined by the Secretary of the Treasury,. tak-..
ing into consideration the current average'market
yield on outstanding marketable obligations of
the United States of comparable maturity at the
time of issuance of the notes or other obligatioris..
The Secretary of the Treasury shall purchase any
notes or other obligations issued hereunder and,
for that purpose, he is authorized to use as a
public debt transaction the proceeds from the sale
of any securities issued under the Second Liberty
Bond Act, as amended, and the purposes for which
securities may be issued under that Ac.t,..as
amended, are extended to include any purchase of:
such notes and obligations. The Secretary of the...
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Treasury may at any tlme sell any of the notes or
other oblligatons acquired by hint under this
section. All rederptilons, purchases and sales
by the Secretary of the Treasury of such notes
or other obligations shall be treated as public
debt transactlons of the United States. There
are authorized to be appropriated to the
Administrator such sums as may be necessary to
pay..the principal and interest on the notes or
obligations Issued by him to the Secretary of
the Treasury.

Section 4. The Administrator of the Energy Research
and Development Administration is hereby authorized to
initiate construction planning and design activities
for expansion of an existing uranium enrichment facility.
There,.is hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be necessary for this purpose.
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Bill Analysis

Section 1 of the proposed bill cites the Act as
the "Nuclear Fuel Assirance Act of 1975."

Section 2 of the proposed bill would amend Chapter
5, Production of Special Nuclear Material, of the Atomic
Energy Act, as amended, by adding a new Section 45'
entitled "Cooperative Arrangements for Private Projects
to Provide Uranium Enrichment Services."

Subsection a. of the new Section 45 would authorize
the Administrator of the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) to enter into cooperative arrange
ments with private enterprise to facilitate the development
of a competitive private industry for the enrichment of
uranium to make fuel for nuclear power plants. This
subsection would enable the Administrator to promote
private investment in the construction, ownership and
operation of uranium enrichment plants by providing such
Government cooperation and assurances as are determined
to be necessary and in the best interests of the Govern-
ment after detailed negotiation with selected individual
proposers of enrichment services. Such negotiations would
be directed toward obtaining arrangements most advan
tageous to the Government and the public interest and
with a degree of risk to the private entrepreneurs
consistent with the objective of creating a private
competitive uranium enrichment industry.

Cooperative arrangements authorized by Section 45a
could include such Government cooperation and assurances
as enumerated In the bill, including the specific
authority provided in subsection 45a(5), for the Govern-
ment to acquire the assets or interests and assume the
liabilities (including debt) of a private enrichment firm
in the event - which is highly unlikely - that private
industry could not complete a plant or bring it into
operation. It is intended that any undertaking by the
Government under subsection 45a(5) to acquire assets or
interest and to assume liabilities of a private venture
would terminate after approximately one year of commercial
operation of a plant. The precise period would be defined
during the negotiations of defined agreements. Any
obligations to pay off debt and to acquire equity interest
would be limited to citizens of the United States.

Subsection b. of the new Section 45 would provide
for review by the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of
the basis for any cooperative arrangement, or amendment
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thereof, which the Ad ;inlstrator prO,,•s5cs to derta,
including the basis for acquiring assets or Interests,
or assuming liabilities of any private venture, and any
plan the Administrator may have for modifying, completing
operating, or disposing of any plant built under a
cooperative agreement.

Section 3 of the proposed Nuclear Fuel Assurance
Act would authorize the Administrator of ERDA to enter
into contracts pursuant to the new rohsea Mon 15a. in
an amount not to exceed $8 billion, as as:: be peovided
in appropriation Acts. This amount is an e&iti-'.te of
the total potential cost to the Goverrment in tve
unexpected event that all private ventures covered by
cooperative arrangements were to fail and it was then
necessary for the Government to assume assets and
liabilities of the ventures, take over plants and
compensate domestic investors. It is not expected that
any of these funds would be expended for the assump
tion of private ventures, but the authorization is
necessary to provide assurance, to customers and sources
of debt financing for private producers, of the Federal
Government's commitment to create a competitive industry.

Section 3 would also provide that, in the event of
Government assumption of the debts, interests and lia
bilities of a private venture, the Administrator Is
authorized to secure funds through the Secretary of
the Treasury to liquidate contract authority, up to
the levels previously provided in an appropriations
Act.

Section 4 of the proposed bill would authorize the
Administrator of ERDA to initiate preliminary engineerIng
design and planning for expansion of a Government-owned
uranium enrichment facility for contingency purposes.

#



REMARKS OF THE PRESIDENT REGARDING HIS
COMPROMISE ON OIL DECONTROL

JULY 14, 1975

The PcNEsriEn.-T. I have a short. statement I would like to read.
To reduce our growring dependence on foreign oil, I will send to the,

.Congress a comprmorise plan to phase out remaining Government price

.ontrols on dornesaie oil b" .January 1978.
During tlis periood of decontmml, a price ceiling will be placed on all

domiesticajly produced oil to ihwsure that, AnlriCaan crude oil prices can-
not. be dietated by foreign oil producers.

By remoxinr Govrmer.nt controls, production of oil here at home
can he. ,timulated and energy conserved. Decontrol and ilthe import
fees I imposed ear lier will reduce our dangerous reliance on foreign oil
by almost 900,000 barrels a day in just over two years.

Ther is no cost-free way to r,,(hve our dependence on increasingly
€,xpensive foreign oil. Gradual decontrol will result. in a price increase
omi all petrolemni products less than one and one-half cents per gallon
by the end of this year, and 7 ecuts by 1978.

This a smsmall price to pay for our national independence from the
qoxstly i•,lins of foreign suppliers.

1I the C(ongre.•s nets on this compromise on my proposed energy
taxes, WincudiIg tre tax on excessive profits of oil colmpanies, and on my
proposed refunds to the Anrcricaii consumrer to make up for higher
energy costs, that the bunrden of decontrol will be sh1ared fairly, our
econoini, rccoveiy will coritiue and we will be able to protect Arrcri-
canl jobs.

The prohhem is 60 percent of all domestic production is stUil price
coitrolled at about $15.' per barrel. This price discourages the use of
new aid c. r . xpersix prod action techniques. It encourages waste-
ful Use of tei limited doraestic resource.

Bu the tdpowers fiat f possess under the current law to phase out
controls are limited. Either the Seiate or I the House of Representatives
can pieve"Ot grad hal decontrtol from going into effect.

This muorniing, L held a neeting onl this subject with the Democratic
,anud IH.eebli(:nhiu li. eders of the I louse aid the Sernate. lt. was recog.iized
that this is a very complicated miutter. There seems n1ow to be an igrt'e-

(,cnt that the Nat ion must have both a short-range arhd long-r.'-tige
solutior to cinergy piohldems, and as anyone knows who has seriously
st t;ditd thie mt tci ard mwho is honest wýith hiirself, there is no option
or alter native available that is free.

(321)
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I would hope the Congress would give this important matter the
very serious consideration that it deserves and not take hasty action.

]. will continue to urge the Congress to accept this reasonable com-
promise. If it does not, one alternative to insure continued progress
toward energy independence would be to veto an extension of the pres-
ent oil price control law, which will ex ire in August.

But, the plan I prefer will gradually lift price restrictions on con-
trolled oil and place ai ceiling on all domestic rude oil prices.

We still have the choice of acting in our own best energy interests
instead of reacting to decisions made by foreign countries. We must
start thinking of the energy crisis in terms of American jobs, homes,
food and financial security.

Our economic well being and our national security depend upon
American control of the American economy. We cannot jeopardize our
country's future by ducking the tough energy choices today. We must
pay whatever the price is that is necessary to give us command of our
own economic destiny.

Thank you very much.
QUESTION. Mr. President. did you run into any opposition at. the

meeting this morning?
The PRESIDENT. We had a minimum of opposition. We had a greater

understanding of the complexity of this problem. It was a very bene-
ficial meeting in that there was this understanding and recognition
that the energy problem had to be faced very squarely if we were to
solve the problem of American independence and to get our own iouse
in order so that we could protect, ourselves from the vulnerability of
foreign producers.

Thank you very much.
The PitESS. Thank you, Mr. President.
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July 14, 1975

Office of the White tiouse Press Zeoretary

TNE WHITE 9OUSE

FACT SHEET

The President's Compromise Oil Decontrol Plan

ThL PRESIDENT S ANNOUNCEiENT

The President today announced administrative actions to
gradually decontrol the price of old oil (oil now under
federal price controls) over a 30-month period, In additlon,
the President announced for the same period a ceiling on
the price of all uncontrolled domestic oIl (other than from
wells which produce less than 10 barrels per day which are
currently exempted from controls) equal to the price of
uncontrolled domestic crude oil in January, 1975, plus two
dollars a barrel to account for the import fees already in
place. This will be approximately $13.50.

The President also called for enactment of energy taxes
including a windfall profits tax (with appropriate plow-
back provisions) and extension of the Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act to implement the decontrol plan. These
actions will result in substantial energy savings, provide
an incentive for expanding domestic production, and ulti-
mately remove a complex and counter-productive set of
regulations.

Under the President's plan Inports will be reduced and
prices will increase gradually, but consumers will receive
energy tax rebates. Phased decontrol will thus not impede
economic recovery.

BACKGROUND

The price of old oil is currently controlled at an
average of about $5.25 per barrel, while the average
price of new domestic oil is now'uncontrolled and is
about $13.00.

-- Controlled oil currently represents about 60 percent
of domestic oil production. New, released, and
stripper well oil account for the remainder.

Domestic oil production has been declininr since 1970
(It is down 11% since early 1973) and is now about
6.4 million barrels ner day (RMB/D), a decline of
more than 500,000 barrels per day from last year
(see chart 1).

Imports are predicted to average about 6.5 million
B/D, but are expected to rise to up to 7 IB/D by
the end of this year, which is about 40% of domestic

.consumption.

Imports are expected to brow to an average of more
than 7.5 M45/D in 1977, if no action is taken to reduce
demand or increase supply. The added imports in the
next two years are expected to come mainly from Arab
nations and could double our vulnerability to an
embargo (see chart 2).
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The Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act of 1973, which
requires the ,:onrtrol of prices tnd distribution of oil
expires on Auu..t -1, I 7,

N one of the measures requested by the President almost
6 months ago in his State of the Union Address has been
enacted by the Congress.

The President originally proposed in his State of the
Union Address Immediate and total decontrol in April,
1975. In response to concerns expressed by some
Members of Congress, on April 30, 1975, the President
directed FEA to develop a 25-month compromise decontrol
plan. The Federal Energy Administration held public
hearings on this proposal in May.

Under provisions of the Emergency Petroleum Allocation
Act, either house of Congress has five working days.in
which to disapprove a decontrol plan by majority vote.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAN

Tne plan announced by the President is designed to meet the
following objectives:

Achieve a major reduction In imports by providing an
incentive to increase domestic production and by cutting
demand through increased conservation.

-- Reduce the power of foreign oil cartels to control the
prices Americans pay for energy.

-- Provide a compromise decontrol plan acceptable to the
Congress.

-- Remove over a 2-1/2 year period the complex, counter-
productive, and administratively burdensome government
regulations.

-- Eliminate excessive oil company profits and minimize
consumer and economic impact by rebating energy taxes.

PRINCIPAL ELEMEhNTS OF Tie PLAN

Today's proposal by the President would gradually remove price ..
controls from all currently controlled oil over a 30--month
period beginning August 1 of this year and ending in January
1978. tach month the amount of oil under controls is decreased
by an additional 3.3% of a decontrol base production level
(which is the average monthly production of old oil during
April, May and June of this year).

The 30-month ceiling on prices for domestic crude oil proposed
by the President would be equal to the highest price charged
for a particular uncontrolled domestic crude oil in the month
of January 1975, plus $2.00 per barrel -- the current import
fee -- for a total of approximately $13.50 per barrel.

Prices of domestic oil produced from stripper wells -- wells 4
prouucing less than 10 barrels per day -- are not now con-
trolled nor would they be under the President's proposal.

.. : .



The President also announced that along with the decontrolplaLn, he would ure the 2ongre:s to ernact hs proposed
Pnergy taxes .. . a wind fall w'Qlia ras w'ith appro-
priate liowbacvk{ o..ii-ions 11id to exterd the Allocatlon
A:t with appropriate n.odificatlons to cover this 30-nooth
decontrol period.

D,',TACT OF THL PLAN

- On Prices.,

The. President's phased decontrol plan will Increase the
.: average petroleum product price (such as gasoline) by

a cumulative amount of approximately:

End :.:of

1975 - 14/gal.

1976 -
4
t/gal.

1977 - 74/gal. r.al

On lsýportpass

barrels per day",

6dod of Phased decontrol - Phased decontro).
anda exIstinfs $2,
import fee

3175 25,000 175,000

1977 300,000 900,000



CHART 1

DOMESTIC PRODUCTION OF CRUDE OIL
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CHART 2

IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
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CHART 3

EFFECTS OF PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS
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MESSAGE TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UPON
VETOING H.R. 4035

• . ... J, cvL 21. 1975

To the House of Representatices:
I am returning without my approval II.R. 4035, the Petroleum

Price Review Act, because it. would in(rease petroleum consumption,
'cut domestic production, increase reliance on insecure petroleum
imports and avoid the issue of phasin• out unwi•eldy price controls.

tt.R. 4035 would go counter to the Nation's need to conserve energy
and reduce dependence on imported oil. Jt would increase petroleum

•imp'orts by about 350,000 barrels per day in 1977, compared to importlevels uner my phased decontrol plan. It would even increase imports
by about 70,000 barrels per day over continuation of the current sys-
tern of mandatory controls through 1977.

The provisions in this bill to roll back the price of domestic oil riot
now.:controlled, to repeal the "stripper well" exemption from price
controls arid to establish a three-tier price system which would require
even. more complex regulations would be counterproductive to the
achievement of energy independence.

The bill does contain an Administration requested provision which
vwould continue the coal conversion program through December 31st.
Since coal conversion authorities authoiized last year in the Energy
Supply and Environmental Coordination Act expired June 30th, I
urge rapid enactment of a simple one year extension of these authorities.

Last Wednesday, July 16, I submitted to Congress a compromise
[plan to phase out price controls on crude oil over a thirtyn-month
!,period. Coupled with administratively imposed import fees, this plan
will reduce the Nation's imports by 900,000 barrels per day by 1977.
It will reduce our vulnerability to another embargo by adding slightly
over one cent per gallon to the price of all petroleum products by the
end of 1975 and seven cents by 1978.

If Congress acts on this compromise and on other Administration
proposed energy taxes, including the "windfall profits" tax and energy
tax rebates to consumers, the burden of decontrol will be shared fairly,
and our economic recovery will continue.

I veto H.R. 4035, becau~se it increases our vulnerability to unreliable
sources of crude oil and does not deal with the need to thase-out rigid
price and allocation controls enacted during the embargo. I urge
Congress not to disapprove my administrative plan of gradual decon-
trol. If it is accepted, I will accept a simple extension of price and
allocation authorities. If decontrol is not accepted, I will have no
choice but to veto the simple six-month extension of these authorities
now being considered by Congress.

For too long, the Nation has been without. an energy policy, and I
Scannot approve a drift into greater energy dependence.

" THE WHITE HOUSE, July 21, 1975. GERALD R. FORD.
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VETO OF LEGISLATION EXTENDING OIL PRICE
CONTROL

SEPTEMBER 9, 1975

To the Senate of the" Uh•ited States:
I am tcodayi vtoith S. 1849, which would extend price controls on

domestic oil anothersix months. I am taking this action because:
1. An extension of price controls would increase our dangerous

and growing dependence on imported oil.

2. It would increase the export of jobs and dollars from our
economy.

3. It would jeopardize our future economic stability and
national security.

4. It would retard conservation of energy.
5. It would postpone the badly needed development and

production of new domestic energy.
6. It? would negate the possibility of long-range compromise

on this problem because of expected Congressional reluctance to
tackle the issue of higher oil prices in an election year.

Since 1971, America's bill for imported oil has climbed from just
over $3 billion annually to $25 billion todlav--a 700 percent increase.
This $25 billion could provide more than one million jobs for Ameri-
cans here at home. We cannot delay longer.

Last January in mv State of the Union Message, I proposed to the
congress a comprehensive energy program to make the United States
indeprendent of foreign oil by 1985.

The need for such a program grows with each passing day. Right
now, the United: States is dependent on foreign oil for almost 40
percent of its current needs If we do not act quickly to reverse this
trend, within 10 Years, we will import more than half of the oil we
need at whatever price is demanded by foreign producers who can
cut off our supply any time they want to.

The more foreign oil we import, the more dollars and the more
jobs we lose from our economy. And as American jobs and dollars
flow out of the country, so does our economic and national security.

The 197:3 embargo cost us more than $15 billion in Gross INational
Product and threw hundreds of thousands of persons out of work. It
dramatically showed our vulnerability. Another disruption would be
even more costly in dollars and jobs-and could throw us into a new
recession.

The detailed legislative program I sent to the Congress last winter
involved tough measures to put us immediately on the road to energy

(331)
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independence. It would have conserved the energy we now have and
accelerated development and prodluction of more energy here at home.

Because this program would have increased energy p)rices somewhat
until new domestic supplies were developed, I also proposed tax legis-
lation to prevent undue profit-taking by oil companies and to return
energy tax dollars to American consumers to offset the slightly higher
prices they would pay.

Since I could not gamble with our Nation's security while waiting
for the Congress to act on my cominrehensive p)rogram, I raised the
import fees on each barrel of foreign crude oil in February as an in-
terim measure to reduce imports.

The Congress still has not acted. Throughout these months, I have
coinpromnised agaiin and again and again to accommodate Congres-
sional requests.

I delayed putting the second dollar fee on imported oil for 90 days,
finally imposing it June 1. I delayed the third dollar indefinitely. Still,,
the country has seen no Congressional action.

In mv State of the Union Message last January, .1 announced a
decision to remove the ceiling on price-controlled domestic oil April 1,
permitting it to rise from $5.25 per barrel to the free market price.
This action would have irnrnlediately stimulated production and de-
velopment of needed additional energy supplies and also encouraged
conservation. At the request of Congressional leaders, I postponed
such action to give them time to work out a different solution.

After nearly six months without Congressional passage of a decontrol
bill or any other positive legi'lation, 1 proposed in early July a com-
promise 30-month phased oil decontrol plan. This program represented
an effort to meet the concerns raised by many members of Congress
and showed the Administration's willingness to compromise. Z.The
House of Representatives rejected this plan.

I made another effort to reach a solution before the August Con-
gressional recess by submitting another decontrol plan, which woulh1
have gradually phased out price controls over a 39-month period and
put a price ceiling on all domestic oil.

I believe this decontrol plan went more than halfway to meet con-
cerns raised by the Congress. Although it would achieve energy ob-
jectives more slowly than warranted, I offered it in the spirit of com-
promise, because action was desperately needed.

Instead, the Ilouse also rejecte(l this compromise attempt andl Con-
gress passed this bill which would simply extenid the pricing and alloca.-
tion authorities for another six months. This prol)osed action would
only insure the continued growth of our dependence on foreign oil.

I cannot approve six more months of delay-delay which would cost
needed jobs and dollars and compound our energv and econoinic:

problems.
From my experience in the Congress, I am well aware that it will be

easier to pass the tough legislation needed to begin solving the energy
problem this year rather than during the 1976 election year. The six-
month price controls extension contained in the bill I am ý etoing would
postl.)one possible action until at least the Spring of 1976 and in all.
likelihood would mean an indefinite delay in our efforts to begin solving
this problem.
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Despite last minute attempts made in good faith by the Democratic
and Republican leadershil), their effort to achieve a comnpromise in1
the Congress has failed. It is clear that too many Members of. the
Congress have not come to grips with the decontrol issue-mu1ch
less the overall energy problem.

We~imust have a national energy program before we have a national
energy emergency. (.)tir time to act instead of react grows shorter
with each day and with each delay.

Without price controls on domestic oil, we can redtuce de1pendence
upon imported oil by reducing domestic consumption by more than
700,000 barrels per day within two years. \Ve can reduace dependence
in the long run by increasing domestic production by nearly one and
one-half million barrels ler day by 1985. By continuing controls,
imports will increase because of a lack of incentives to spur domestic
production and the energy problem will get worse wlid worse.
ýIf my veto is sustained, I still will accept a 45-day extension of

price controls to provide time to work with the Congressional leaders
wvho have assured me that they will seek an acceptable compromise
during this period. If this further compromise fails, however, I will
take the following actions to insure an orderly transition from govern-
ment controls to the free market:

I wvill remove the previously imposed $2 per barrel import
fees on crude oil and a 60 cents fee on petroleum pro(ducts.

I will again press the Congress to enact a windfall profits tax
with plow back provisions and to return the money collected
to the American consumer.

I will propose legislation to provide a gradual transition from
price controls for. small and independent refiners.

I will propose legislation to provide. authority to allocate
liquefied petroleum gases, such as propane, to supply these
important fuels at reasonable prices to farmers, rural households
and curtailed natural gas users.

I wvill seek authority to provide retail service station dealers
legal remedies to protect their interests against unwarranted
actions by the major oil companies.

Since Janu'ary, I have gone more than halfway in order to reach a
responsible compromise. Obviously, we have talked and delayed
long enough. We must act now to protect not only ourselves, 'but.
fuiture generations of Americans. I urge Members of the Senate and
the 11ouse to sustain my veto anti get on with the job of meeting this
problem head-on.
'The continued failure of Members of the Congress to enact a

national energy program puts its increasingly at the mercy of foreign
oil producers and will certainly result in Americans paying substan-
tially higher prices for their fuel.

GERaAL R. Fon).
THE WHIrE HousE, September 9, 1975.



REMARKS UPON SIGNING THE EMERGENCY
PETROLEUM ALLOCATION ACT

Smrmin.•Nmn 29, 1975

I am today signing H.R. 9524, a bill extending until November 15
the Emergency Petroleum Allocation Act, which expired on August 31.

This extension of controls on domestic petroleum for 47 days carries
out my part of an understanding with the leaders of the House and
Senate and will provide more time for the Congress to act on a sound
and mutually acceptable plan for phased decontrol or, alternatively,
to pass the emergency legislation necessary to cushion the effect of
immediate decontrol on certain elements of our domestic economy.

Last week's decision by the OPEC foreign oil cartel to raise their
prices to American consumers by 10 percent provides beyond any
further argument the urgent need for the United States to reduce its
growing-dependence on imported fuel at prices arbitrarily set by
others.

Since my State of the Union Message last January, I have been
constantly urging the Congress to move rapidly on a comprehensive
energy independence program for this country's future security and
prosperity. I have offered to compromise again and again.

A majority of the Members of this Congress thus far have refused
to do anything that will increase domestic energy production. Price
controls on domestic oil production have been in effect for 4 years.
During that time, our domestic oil production has declined and our
expenditures for foreign oil have increased more than 7100 percent.

We are now sending more than $25 billion a year out of the United
* States to import foreign oil, enrich foreign producers, and provide

foreign jobs. This dollar outflow will grow larger and larger under the
latest OPEC price hike.

If spent at home, $25 billion would employ one million American
workers and speed our economic growth. Letting the OPEC oil cartel
dictate America's economic growth is absurd. Yet a majority in the
Congress does nothing to reverse our growing oil dependence and in-

:creasing vulnerabilitv to this obvious threat.
Whenl the price of'gasoline goes up at the service station, I want. the

American people to know exactly where the blame lies. Until Congress
acts, there is nothing this country can do about arbitrary OPEC oil
price hikes, and there may still be another fuel price increase next June.

The rhetoric of those in the Congress who are deliyini(g action on
Ilong-range energy independence asserts that they are trying to hold
fuel prices down to protect the American consumer. This is nonsense.
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Obviously, the Congress cannot hold OPEC oil prices down.
They are going up. And we are already dependent on foreign oil
for about 40 percent of our total needs in the United States. Trhe
only way Congress can really protect the American consumer is to
enact a long-range energy program that encourages Americans to
produce our own energy with our own workers from our own resources
and at our own prices.

By going along with this temporary extension of our expired
controls law. I am giving Congress another 47 days to take its first
significant. step in solving our energy problem. The Congress has
two immediate choices: first, to enact a mutually acceptable plan
for plhase( decontrol of doniestic price controls on crude oil: or.
two, to pass the cushioning legislation I have recommended.

I propose to protect propane gas users, including farmers and
millions of people who live in rural areas and in mobile homes. I
propose to protect independent retail service station and heating
oil dealers front arbitrary curtailment and cutoffs. I propose to
protect independent refiners from loss of their supplies of crudle oil at
reasonable prices. And I propose to protect all consumers from undue
loss of purchasing power through a windfall profits tax on domestic
oil companies with a consumer refund provision.

If your ( ongressmen and Senators cannot take one or the other
of these commonsense courses before November 15, then a majority
in the Congress will have failed their responsibility to the American
people.

I am serving notice as I sign this temporary extension that a
majority in the Congress have already temporized far too long.

If the latest OPEC price increase hasn't awakened them to the
peril our country faces, only an aroused citizenry will. Congress
must face up the the hard, tough decisions which will restore America's
energy independence, reinvigorate America's economy, and, save
American jobs before it is too late. They have failed thus far. I stand
ready to cooperate fully to make this long overdue start in the right
direction.

Thank you very much.
GERALD R. FORD.

Tim WHITE HousE, September 29, 1975.
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STATEMENT ON SIGNING THE ENERGY POLICY AND
CONSERVATION ACT

DECEMBER 22, 1975

For neariy a year the American people and many of our friends
abroad havei been waiting to see whether the executive and legislative
branches of our Government could reach agreement. on the basic
framework of a national energy policy. It has long been apparent
that further delavs and indecision would only prolong our Nation's
vulnerability to foreign energy producers. Since the oil embargo of
1973, we have in fact become more dependent upon foreign oil, and
our total payments to foreign producers have continued to increase
at an intolerable rate.

The single most. important energy objective for the United States
* today is to resolve our internal differences and put ourselves on the
road toward energy independence. It is in that spirit that I huve
decided to sign the Energy Policy and Conservation Act.

This legislation is by no means perfect. It does not provide all the
essential measures that the Nation needs to achieve energy independ-
ence as quickly as I would like. However, after balancing the inade-
quacies and the merits, I have concluded that this bill is in the national
initerest and should be enacted into law. There are three factors that
I have found persuasive in reaching this decision.

First,ý this bill will enable the United States to meet a substantial
portion' of the midterm goals for energy independence that I set forth
inmy first State of the Union Address. Among the measures I re-
quested in January which are provided in this legislation are author-
ities for a strategic storage system, conversion of oil and gas fired
utility and industrial plants to coal, energy efficiency labeling, emier-
gency authorities for use in case of another embargo, and the author-
ities we need to fulfill our international agreements with"other oil
consuming countries.

Second, the pricing provisions of this legislation, properly imple-
mented, will permit the gradual phasing out of controls on domestic
oil. The bill seeks to lower retail prices in the short term and runs
the risk of creating a false impression that we can have all the energy
we want at cheaper prices. But, over time, this legislation removes
controls and should give industry sufficient incentive to explore,
develop, and produce new fields in the Outer Continental Shelf,
Alaska, and potential new reserves in the lower 48 States. I fully
intend to use the flexibility which is granted to me by this legislation
to expedite the decontrol of crude oil in order to increase domestic
production. I do not expect the Congress to stand in the way of such
actions.
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I know there are some who fear that this legislation could mean that
the energy industry will be subjected indefinitely to governmental
controls which would create further distortions and inefficiencies. As
one who believes that minimizing governmental interference in the
marketplace is essential to a strong economy and more jobs, I share
those concerns. Accordingly, I pledge that I will work to ensure that
by the end of 40 months, governmental controls over domestic oil
prices will be fully phased out. We will begin immediately, as author-
ized by the legislation, to remove all current price and allocation
regulations exce )t those on crude oil prices.

Third, I am also persuaded that this legislation represents the most
constructive bill we are likely to work out at this time. If I were to veto
this bill, the debates of the past, year would almost surely continue
through the election year and beyond. The temptation to politicize
the debate would be powerful, and the Nation could become further
divided. The most responsible action now is to set the best course we
can and stick to it.

On balance, therefore, I find that this legislation is constructive and
puts into place the first elements of a comprehensive national energy
policy. It permits me to remove the $2 per barrel oil import fee. It
provides a foundation upon which we can build together toward our
goal of energy independence.Now we should move forward to complete the legislative tasks I set
before the Nation last January. Specifically, we still need natural gas
l egislation to deal with immediate shortages and to increase our supply
of natural gas over the long run. The only solution is to deregulate the
price of new natural gas. The Senate has acted favorably on such
legislation. I urge the House to act expeditiously so that, by the end of
January, deregulation of the price of new natural gas will have become
law. But this isn't the only new legislation we need. For example, our
Nation needs prompt Congressional action to permit production of oil
from the Naval Petroleum Reserves, to ensure greater energy efficiency
in our homes and buildings, to stimulate the commercial development
of synthetic fuels, and to permit greater use of nuclear power.ý for
generating electricity. I will continue to press in 1976, as I have done in
1975, to see that all these programs and other elements of nvyco'nm-
prehensive energy programs are enacted. Having.. now. b1uilt 'a
oundation, we must maintain our determination to achieve: energy

independence.
GERALD R.. FRD.

THE WHITE HousE, December 22, 1975.



k MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS PROPOSING ENACTMENT
OF LEGISLATION TO PROVIDE FOR ENERGY NEEDS

FEBRUARY 26, 1976

To the Congress of the Unied States:
Ahlittle over 2 years ago, the Arab .embargo proved that our Nation

had become. etecessivelv dependent upon others for our oil supplies.
We now realize how critical energy is to the defense of our country,
to the strength of our economy, and to the quality of our lives.

We must reduce our vulnerability to the economic disruption which
ia few foreignc ountries can cause by cutting off our energy supplies or
by arbitrarily raising prices. We must regaiin our energy independence.

During the past year, we have made some progress toward achieving
our energy independence goals, but the fact remains that we have a
ljong way to go. However, we cannot take the steps required to solve
our energy problems until the Congress provides the necessary addi-
tional authority that. I have requested. If we do not take these steps,
our vulnerability will increase dramatically.

In my first State of the Union Address last year, I pointed out that
our vulnerability would c6:ntinue to grow unless a comprehensive
energy policy and progr~am were implemented. I outlined these goals
for regaining our energy independence:
• First, to halt our growing dependence on imported oil during

the next few critical years.
Second.,ý to attain energy independence by 1985 by achieving

invulnerability to disruptions caused by oil import embargoes.
Specifically, we must reduce oil imports to between 3 and 5 million
barrels a (lay, with an accompanying ability to offset any future
embargo with stored petroleum reserves and emergency standby
measures.

Third, to mobilize our technology and resources to supply a
significanteshare of the free w•-orld's energy needs beyond 1985.

In pursuing'these goals, we have sought to provide energy at the
lowest cost consistent with our need for adequate and secure supplies.
,1We. should rely upon the private sector and market forces since it is
"the most efficient means of achieving these goals. We must also achieve
a balance between our environmental and enerog-y objectives.

These goals were reasonable and sound a year ago and they remain
[ so today.

•Since January of 1975, this Administration has initiated the most
[comprehensive set of energy programs possible under current author-
iity. This includes actions to conserve energy, to increase the produc-
tion of domestic energy resources, and to develop technology necessary
tto produce energy from newer sources.
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During this time I have also placed before the Congress a major set
of legislative proposals that. would p)rovide. the additional authority
that is needed to achieve our energy indejwendence goals.

Thuls far, the Congress has complete(] action on only one major
piece of energy legislation-the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act-which I signed into law on December 22, 1975. That law includes
four of the original proposals I submitted to the Congress over a year i
ago. Eighteen other major legislative proposals still await final action 'I
by the Congress.

Natural Gas
The need for Congressional action is most critical in the area of

natural gas. We must reverse the decline in natural gas production
and deal effectively with the growing shortages that face us each
winter. . K,,

Deregulating the price of new natural gas remain's the most impor-'
tant action that can be taken by the Congress to improve our future
gas supply situation. If the price of natural gas remains under current
regulation, total domestic production will decline to less than 18 tril-
lion cubic feet in 1985. However if deregulation is enacted, production
would be about 25 percent higher by 1985. Natural gas shortages
mean higher costs for consumers who are forced to switch to more
expensive alternative fuels and means, inevitably, an increasing. de-
pendence on imported oil. Curtailment of natural gas to industrial
users in the winters ahead means more unemployment and further
economic hardships.

Therefore, I again urge the Congress to approve legislation that
will remove Federal price regulation from new natural gas supplies
and will provide the added short-term authorities needed to deal with
any severe shortages forecast for next winter.

I also urge pirompt action by the Congress on a bill I will be submit-
ting shortly which is designed to expedite the selection of a route and I
the construction of a transportation system to bring the vast supplies
of natural gas from the north slope of Alaska to the "lower 48" diar-
kets. This legislation would make possible production of about 1. tril-
lion cubic feet of additional naturai Igas each year by the early 1980's.

We expect imports of liquefied1 natural gas (LNNG) to grow in the
next several years to supplement our declining domestic supply of
natural gas. We must balance these supply needs against the risk of
becoming overly dependent on any p)articuilar source of supply.

Recogn izing these concerns, I have directed the Energy Resources
Council to establish procedures for reviewing proposed contracts
within the Executive Branch, balancing the need for supplies with. the
need to avoid excessive dependence, and encouraging new imports
where this is appropriate. By 1985, we should be able to import 1 tril-i
lion cubic feet of LNG to help meet our needs without becoming overly:
depend en t u peon foreign sources.

Nuclear Power
Grieater utilization miiust be made of nuclear energy in order to'.

achieve energy independence and maintain a strong economy. It is
likewise vital that we continue our world leadership as a reliables
supplier of nuclear technology in order to assure that worldwide

... : I : ?
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growth in "nuclear power is achieved with responsible and effectivec:(ontrols.At present 57 commercial nuclear power plants are on line, providing

more than 9 percent of our electrical requirements, and a total of
179 additional plants are p)lanned or committed. If the electrical
power supplied by the 57 existing nuclear power plants weresupplied
by oil-fired plants, an additional one million barrels of oil would be
consumed each day.

On January 19, 1975, I activated the independent Nuclear Regula-
I tory Commission (NRC) which has the responsibility for assuring
Fthe safety, reliability, and environmental acceptabil ity of commercial

•nuclear power. The safety record for nuclear power plants is out-
standing. Nevertheless, we must continue our efforts to assure that
it will remain so in the years ahead. The NRC has taken a number
Of steps to reduce unnecessary regulatory delays and is continually
alert to the need to review its policies and pro)cedures for carrying

Iobut its assigned responsibilities.
I have requested greatly increased funding in my 1977 budget to

,accelerate research: and development efforts that will meet our short-
'term needs to:

make the safety of commercial nuclear power plants even
more certain;..

devel p further domestic safeguards technologies to assure
against the theft and misuse of nuclear materials as the use of
Tqnuclear,-generated electric power grows;

provide for safe and secure long-term storage of radioactive
.wastes;

. and encourage industry to improve the reliability and reduce
the construction time of commercial nuclear power plants.

I have also requested additional funds to identify new uranium
resources and have directed ERDA to work with private industry
to determine what additional actions are needed to bring capacity
on-line to reprocess and recycle nuclear fuels.

Internationally, the United States in consultation with other nations
which bsupply nuclear technology has decided to follow stringent
export: principles to ensure that international sharing of the benefits
of nuclear energy does not lead to the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
I have also decided that the United States should make a special
contribution of up to $5 million in the next five years to strengthen
the safeguards program of the International Atomic Energy Agency.

It is essential that the Congress act if we are to take timely advan-
tage of our nuclear energy potential. I urge enactment of the Nuclear
Licensing Act to streamline the licensing procedures for the construc-
tion of new power plants.

I again strongly urge the Congress to give high priority to my
Nuclear Fuel Assurance Act. to provide enriched uranium needed for
commercial nuclear power plants here and abrioad.ý:This proposed
legislation which I submitted in June 1975, would provide the basis
for transition to a private competitive uranium enrichment industry
and prevent the heavy drain on the Federal baUdget.. If the, Federal
Government were required to finance the necessarv additional
uranium enrichment capacity, it would have to commit more than

I:.
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$8 billion over the next 2 to 3 years and $2 billion annually there-
after. The taxpayers would eventually be repaid for these expendi-:i<
tures but not until sometime in the 1§90's. Federal expenditures are
not necessary under the provisions of this Act since industry is pre-
pýarcd to assume this responsibility with limited government coopera-
tion and some temporary assurances. Furthermore, a commitment to
new Federal expenditures for uranium enrichment could interfere with
efforts to increase funding for other critical energy programs.

Coal
Coal is the most abundant energy resource available in the United

States, yet, production is at the same level as in the 1920's and accounts
for only about 17 percent of the Nation's energy consumption. Coal
must be used increasingly as an alternative to scarce, expensive or
insecure oil and natural gas supplies. We must act to remove un-
necessary constraints on coal so that production can grow from the
1975 level of 640 million tons to over 1 billion tons by 1985 in order
to help achieve energy independence.

We are moving ahead where legislative authority is available.
The Secretary of the Interior has recently adopted a new coal

leasing policy for the leasing and development of more coal on Federal :
lands. To inmplement this policy, regulations will be issued governing
coal mining operations on Federal lands, providing for timely develop-
ment, an(l requiring effective surface mining, controls which will
minimize adverse environmental impacts and require that mined
lands be reclaimed. As a reflection of the States' interests, the Depart-
ment proposes to allow application on Federal lands of State coal
mine reclamation standards which are more stringent than Federal
standards, unless overriding National interests are involved.

I have directed the Federal Energy Administration and the Environ-
mental Protection Agency to work toward the conversion of the
maximum number of utilities and major industrial facilities from ga u,
or oil to coal as permitted under recently extended authorities.

We are also stepping up research and development efforts toe find
better ways of extracting, producing and using coal.

Again, however, the actions we can take are not enough to meet
our goals. Action by the Congress is essential.

I urge the Congress to enact the Clean Air Act amendments I
proposed which will provide the balance we need between air qualityN
and energy goals. These amendments would permit greater use of:
coal without sacrificing the air quality standards necessary to protect
public health.
Oil

We must reverse the decline in the Nation's oil production. I
intend to implement the maximum production incentives that can
be justified under the new Energy Policy and Conservation Act. In
addition, the Department of the Interior will continue its aggressive
Outer Continental Shelf development program while giving careful
attention to environmental considerations.

But these actions are not enough. We need prompt action by. the ,.
Congress on my proposals to allow production from the Naval Petro-
leumn Reserves. This legislation is now awaiting action by a House-
Senate Conference Committee.
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Production from the reserves could provide almost I million barrels
of oil per day by 1985 and will <provide both the funding and the oil
for our strategic oil reserves.
• I also'urge the Congress to act quickly on amending the Clean Air
Act auto emission. standards that I proposed last June to achieve a
balance" between objectives for improving air quality,, increasing
gasoline mileage, and avoiding unnecessary increases in costs to
consumers.
Building Energy Facilities

In order to attain energy independence for the United States, the
construction of numerous nuclear powerplants, coal-fired powerplants,
oil refineries, synthetic fuel plants, and other facilities will be required
over thenext two decades.

Again, action by the Congress is needed.
I urge Congress to approve my October, 1975 proposal to create

an Energy Independence Authority, a. new government corporation
to assist private sector financing ofnew energy facilities.

• This legislation will help assure that capital is available for the
massive investment that must be made over the next few years in
energy facilities, but will not be forthcoming otherwise. Thie legis-
I'tion also provides for expediting the regulatory process at the
Federal level for critical energy projects.
* I also urge Congressional action on legislation needed to authorize

loan guarantees to aid in the construction of commercial facilities to
produce synthetic fuels so that they may make a significant contri-
bution by 1985.

C6mtnercial facilities eligible for funding under this program include
those for synthetic gas, coal liquefaction and oil shale, which are not
now economically competitive. Management of this program would
initially reside with the Energy Research and Development. Adminis-
tration but would be transferred to the proposed Energy Independ-
ence Authority.

My proposed energy facilities siting legislation and utility rate
reform legislation, as well as the Electric Utilities Construction In-
centilves Act complete the legislation which would provide the in-
centives, assistance and new procedures needed to assure that facilities
are availabl.e to provide additional domestic energy supplies.
Fvergy Development Impact Assistance

Some areas of the countr ywill experience rapid growth and change
because of the development of federally owned energy resources. We
must provide special help to heavily impacted areas where this
development will occur.

I urge Congress to act quickly on my proposed new, comprehensive,
Federal Energy Impact Assistance Act which was submitted to the
Congress on February 4, 1976.

This 'legislation wbuld establish a $1 billion program of financial
assistafice to areas affected by new Federal energy resource develop-
ment over the next 15 years. "It would provide loans, loan guarantees
and planning grants for energy-related public facilities. Funds would
:be repaid from future energy development. Repayment of loans could
be forgiven if development did not occur as expected.
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This legislation is the only approach which assures that communities
that need assistance will get it where it is needed, when it is needed.
Energy Conservation

The Nation has made major progress in reducing energy con-
sumption in the last two years but greatly increased savings can yet be
realized in all sectors.

I have directed that the Executive Branch continue a strong energy
management program. This program has already reduced energy con-
sumption by 24 percent in the past two years, saving the equivalent
of over 250,000 barrels of oil per day.

We are moving to implement the conservation authorities of the
new Energy Policy and Conservation Act, including those calling for
State energy conservation programs, and labeling of appliances to
provide consumers with energy efficient information. .

I have asked for a 63 percent increase in funding for energy con-
servation research and developtment in my 1977 budget.

If the Congress will provide needed legislation, we will make more
progress. I urge the Congress to pass legislation to provide for thermalft
efficiency standards for new buildings, to enact my proposed .$55 •
million weatherization assistance program for low-income and elderly
persons, and to provide a 15 percent tax credit for energy conservation
improvements in existing residential buildings. Together, these con-
servation proposals can save 450,000 barrels of oil per day by 1985.
International Energy Activitie,3

We have also made significant progress in establishing an inter-
national energy policy. The United States and other major oi1-• 7
consumning nations have established a comprehensive long-term energy
program through the International Energy Agency (IEA), com-
mnitting ourselves to continuing cooperation to reduce dependence on
imported oil. By reducing demand for imported oil, consuming nations
can, over time, regain their influence over oil prices and end vulner-
ability to abrupt supply cutoffs and unilateral price increases.

The International Energy Agency has established a framework for
cooperative efforts to accelerate'the development of alternative energy
sources. The Department of State, in cooperation with FEA, ERDIA,
and other Federal agencies, will continue to work closely with the IEA.

While domestic energy independence is an essential and attainable
goal, we must recognize that this is an interdependent world. Therec
is a link between economic growth and the availability of energy at. 2
reasonable prices. The United States will need some energy imports
in the years ahead. Many of the other consuming nations will not be
energy independent. Therefore, we must continue to search for solu-
tions to the problems of both the world's energy producers and
consumers.

The U.S. delegation to the new Energy Commission will pursue
these solutions, including the U.S. proposal to create an Iniernational
Energy Institute. This Institute will mobilize the technical and
financlal resources of the industrialized and oil producing countries ,
to assist developing countries in meeting their energy problems. •.
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1.985and Beyond
As our easily recoverable domestic fuel reserves are depleted, the

need for advan{cing the technologies of nuclear e.nergy, synthietic fuels,
sola~r energy, and geothermal energyw will become paramoiiunt to u-utain-
.ng our energy achievements bevond 19S5. I have therefore proposed
anmincrease in the Federal budget for energy research and development
from. $2.2 billion in 1976 to $2.9 billion in the proposed 1977 budget.
This 30-percent increase represents a major expansion of activities
:directed at accelerating programs for achieving long-term energy
iind(lependence.. These funds are slated for increased work on nuclear fusion and
fission power development, particularly for denionstrating the com-
mercial viability of breeder reactors; new technology development for

,coal mining and coal use; e.nhanced recovery of"oil from current
•reserves; advanced power conversion systems; solar and geothermal
.energy ..develolment; ., , and conservation research and development.

I.C is only through greater research and developnilent efforts today
that we will be in a position beyond 1985 to supply a significant share
of:.the free world's energy needs and technology.

SUrrmmary
1 1 envision an energy future for the United States free of the threat

of embargoes and arbýitrary price increases by foreign governments.
I see a world in which all nations strengthen their cooperative efforts
to solve critical energy problems. 1 envision a major expansion in the
production andt use of coal, aggressive exploration for domestic oil
and gas, a strong commitment to nuclear power, significant techno-
logical breakthroughs in harnessing the unlimited potential of solar
energy and fusion power, and a strengthened conservation ethic in our
useRof energy.

I am convinced that. the Uniited States has the ability to achieve
energy independence.
..J urge the Congress to provide the needed legislative authority

without further delay.
GERALD R. FoRD.

* THE WHITE HousE, February 26, 1976.



STATEMENT ON SIGNING THE NAVAL PETROLEUM
RESERVES PRODUCTION ACT OF 1976

APRIL 5,1976

In my first State of the Union Message more than a year ago, I set
forth goals for regaining energy independence for the United States.
I also outlined a comprehensive and ambitious national program
needed to achieve our energy goals. The first goal is to reduce our
growing reliance on imported oil.

We havýe launched energy programs that are possible within existing
aithorities, and I have asked the Congress for the additional legis-
lativ-e autihority that we must have. My proposed Energy Independ-
ence Act of '1975 contained 13 specific programs to encourage
energy conservation and increase domestic energy production. More
recently ,'I sent to the Congress proposals dealing with nuclear energy,
inv.estment in energ, facilities, and other measures needed to achieve
our goals.

One of the original 13 proposals was especially important because it
permitted immediate action to produce more oil here in the United
States. There are only. a very few steps like this that are possible.
Generally, it takes 3 years or more to bring new oil production on line.

Actions to increase domestic oil productions are critical, because oil
imports have gr0mrn to the point where they now account for almost
40 percent of the petroleum we are using. We are even more dependent
now than we were a little over 2 years ago, when we experienced the
disruption of an oil embargo.

I am, therefore, pleased to sign into law today the Naval Petroleum
Reserves Production Act of 1976, which pufts in place one more
element of our program to reduce dependence on foreign oil.

The naval petroleum reserves had special importance when they
were established over 50 years ago to guarantee an adequate supply
of oil for the U.S. Navy. Today, the reserves have even greater im-
portance to the whole Nation because they can help reduce our
dependence on imported oil and help stem the outflow of American
dollars and jobs.

This new act directs the Secretary of the Navv to commence a
•vigorous production program from the three naval pietroleum reserves
located in California and Wyoming. The act also redesignates the
fourth naval petroleum reserve in Alaska as a national petroleum
reserve and transfers the jurisdiction to the Department of the Interior

..in June 1977. Production from the Alaskan reserve is not authorized
at this time, but the act specifically calls upon the President to submit
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a development plan and appropriate legislation to the Congress. Work
has already begun on those measures.

The new act, also makes it. possible for production from the naval
reserves to contribute directly to the creation of the strategic petro-
leum reserve, authorized in the Energy Policy and Conservation Act
which I signed on December 22, 1975. Once established, the strategic
reserve will provide both a deterrentto future embargoes and a signifi.
cant means to offset the effects of any future supply interruption. The
strategic reserve will permit us to have needed petroleum much more
readily available in the case of an emergency for our Armed Services
and other critical national needs.

When in full production, the three naval petroleum reserves in J
California and Wyoming will provide more than 300,000 barrels of oil
pKer day. The development and production of Naval Petroleum Reserve

o. I in Elk Hills, California, will make the biggest contribution.
The U.S. share of this production, about 80 percent, may be sold at

auction, and up to 25 percent. of that amount could be set aside for .
sale to small refiners. At. the President's discretion, all or part of the
U.S. share may be used to build up the strategic petroleum reserves.
The act authorizes use of revenues from the sale of petroleum for work
on the naval petroleum reserves, for the national reserve in Alaska, andi
for the strategic petroleum reserve. I

This act is an important step toward reversing our declining do-
mestic oil production, and it is another sign that. we are making prog-
ress. Four of my original 13 proposals were included in the Energy
Policy and Conservation Act which I signed into law on December 22,
1975.

The Congress still has before it 17 major energy proposals, in-
cluding those remaining from the original 13 I submitted in January
1975 and others I have submitted since then. We need those measures
to conserve, energy and to increase domestic production. Congress
must act on those measures so that we can achieve.our national goals
for energy independence. GERALD R. FoRD.

THE WHITE HOUSE, April 5, 1976.
• . .:
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VETO OF THE FEDERAL COAL LEASING AMENDMENTS
BILL

JuLY 3, 1976

To the Senate of the United States:
I am returning to the Congress today without my approval S. 391,

the Federal Coal Leasing Amendments Act of 1975.
•. This bill addresses two essential issues: the form of Federal assist-

..ance for commiunities affected by development of federally owned
minerals, and the way that Federal procedures for the leasing of coal
should. be modernized.

On the first of these issues, I am in total agreement with the Congress
that the Federal Government should provide assistance, and I concur
im the.f6rm of assistance adopted by the Congress in S. 391. Specifi-
cally, I pledge my support for increasing the State share of Federal
leasing revenues from 37,2 percent to 50 percent.

Last January I proposed to the Congress the Federal Energy Im-
pact Assistance Act to meet the same assistance problem, btt in a
different way. My proposal called for a program of grants, loans and
loan guaranrtees for communities in both coastal and inland States
affected by development of Federal energy resources such as gas, oil
and coal.

Tihe Congress has agreed with me that Impact assistance in the
form I propose(] should be provided for coastal States, and I hope to
be abl]e to sign appropriate legislation in the near future.

Htowever, in the case of States affected by S. 391--most of whichr ,the Congress by overwhelming majority has voted to

expand the more traditional sharing of Federal leasing revenues,
raising the State share of these revenues by one third. If S. :391 were
limited to that provision, I would sign it.

Unfortunately, however, S. 391 is also littered with many othler
provisions which wouMl insert. so many rigidities, complications, and
burdensome regulations into Federal leasing procedures that it would
inhibit coal production on Federal lands, 'probably raise prices for

,consumers, and ultimately delay our achievement of energy inde-
pendence.

I object in particular to the way that S. 391 restricts the flexibility
•of the Sec~retary of.. the Interior'setting the terms ofinsdividual
leases so that a variety of conditionsw-physical, environmental and
economic-can be taken into account. S. 391 would require a minimum
royalty of 12h2 percent, more than is necessary in all cases. S. :391
would also defer bonus payments--payments 'by the lessee to the
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Government usually made at the front. end of the lease-on 50 percent
of the acreage, an unnecessarily stringent provision. This bill would
also require production within 10 years, with no additional flexibility.
Furthermore it would require approval of operating and reclamati on
plans within three years of lease issuance. While such terms maybe
appropriate in many lease transactions-or perhaps most of t hemh-•-
such rigid requirements will nevertheless serve to set. back effort's to K
accelerate coal production.

Other provisions of S. 391 will unduly delay the development of .
our coal reserves by setting up new administrative roadblocks. In '
particular, S. 391 requires detailed antitrust review of all leases, Tio :)
matter how small; it requires four sets of public hearings where one
or two would suffice; and it. authorizes States to delay the process
where National forests-a Federal responsibility-are concerned.

Still other provisions of the bill are simply unnecessary. For instance, "
one provision requires comprehensive Federal exploration of coal:
resources. This provision is not needed because the Secretary of 0th1e
Interior already has-and is prepared to exercise-the authority to,
require prospective bidders to furnish the Department with all. of,
their exploration data so that the Secretary, in dealing with them,
will do so knowing as much about the coal resources covered as they
prospective lessees.

For all of these reasons, I believe that S. 391 would have an adverse
impact on our domestic coal production. On the other hand, I agree

ith the sponsors of this legislation that there are sound reasons for'
providing in Federal law-not simply in Federal regulations-a new
Federal coal policy that will assure a fair and effective mechanism for
future leasing.

Accordingly, I ask the Congress to work with me in developing
legislation that would meet the objections I have outlined and would
also increase the State share of Federal leasing revenues.

GERALD R. FORD.
THE WHITE HousE, July 3, 1976.



MESSAGE TO THE CONGRESS'ON ENERGY LEGISLATION

, 7. 1977

To7he (ongres .of the. I n..ted StatM,:
T Ihree veirwnhave now pasaed Ance the Arab oil embargo demon-

strated that the Na1ton huad We( onw.overly detpendent on other
countlries for our energy sippli'y. W e hfi.e made jiiro're.ss in dealing

.ith our enmrg.a .problems but much more must be done if We are to
achieve our obje.tive.of assuring an adequate apd sew'ure Auppby of
er.e .at reasontbletpi "

A t.,ion . by the . ongres r'.. . it atall iuioort.art in) the cmufng 3ear on a
numberof dnattiers aIfruting eniwrkv suippl.A .md demand. The outcome
of that ation will Mffe t the :Nation's secumrity, etonorni. st.i efgth
and role in world affWmrs. Decisions made during this WW.if aI period
rTill :M!aff the health, •. re, quality of life and freedom of choice
of.oir peo)lefor -years tocorne.

A ,'Inew C7onfress and '.hane in Administration provide an appro-
pr.iae occai"on to reviewa our energy situation, to suinmarize and
share the knox-,vl.dge thait has been gained fromn analysis and debate
ovxer the past two ,ears, and to outline the remaining ineed for action.

I am pleased- that we have made a good start towanrd a co1pre-
henSiVe.nationagl: ener,(vx policy;., that, we have taken nuajor steps
foirw• laron pro>iraius to "onserve energy; increase dornestic energy
prodiuction, develop strategie petroleum reserves, and develop newm
tem.olos.y anti that our im]portsoare less todax"than they would have
been hd axe.not" begun taking steps I oudined in ma "State of the
IT- monIIýI( rddress ,ýve'rrs ago.

B. t our imports are higher todav than they wýere 3 years at aond
we hatve not yet as a nation faced up to many of the 'hard decisions
awnd choices that aire necrssarv befoiý we (an achiieve our energy
objectives.

I he la.k of better p!rog'ress is regrettable but I belive the reasons
.fdr it a Wequite leat:

S:FIt.the:.eal natnure of the Nittion's enerxV p)iioblem...and the
iripli•ations Of leaving! .it unresolved are not.. fullyu..imnderstod"

. oranpreeiatedbv ina" ,pj6le,.
.econd, rnuan of tho'e who reo gnize the problenm and the

in irtions"5ofnot solv ing it haxve looked for easy. olut ions
This has led often to proposals.lxhi: ..

.Promise far more t.hai canaibe, dtelivered ý or
.Expand s•inifieantlt the role of the Fi•ederal (,oeermnirtý• ..... •• . • .•''. • : :•..•. . ... •:: !=< : ... :• (35..1•).:..
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We are now beginning to recognize more clearly the dangers of a
greatly exp)anded Fiederal role in energy. We also now realize that
other "easy" answers are turning out to be impractical, infeflectivx
or oversold.

FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES AND CHOICES

The decisions which must be made are difficult and, the inpl lic:ationls
of the choices are far reaching. Thus, the Congress and the public
should have the best possible understanding of the fun dlmentall
issues and (choices that are. in.iolved in my proposals and in:te pro-
posals that will be forthcoming from the new Administration and
Congress. There are five matters that deserve special attention:

The high cost to the Nation of delay in solving our energy.
problem. • .

The illusions and false hopes that are involved iinsome" (•'fh
easy answers that have:been proposed.
The dangers of expanding the Federal role in energy .
The need to recognize the interdependence of the Vnfd

States and other consumer nations in energyn matters ,
The necessity of facing up to the hard choices thlat nmustbe

made in order to achieve'-a balance among our Nation's secuirt3y,
energy, economic, consumer price, and environmental object.es.

H'IGH (COST OF DELAY IN SOLVING OUR ENERGY .1:..LEN ,

A better understanding of our energy problem: and the.hjgh cost
of delay in solving it should help restore the sense of urgency that
was lost when the embargo ended, the gasoline lines disappeared, and
an adequate supply of most forms of energy becanme avialable-
though at higher prices.
Our Energy Prob1.m.

The principal energy problem now facing the United(I States is our1
Xcessiive and growing dependence on imported oil from a reaftively'

few foreign nations that own the majority of world oil reserves and.
have the ability to control world oil prices and production. W•eares
also faced wk-ith a problem of shortages of natural gas insome areas.
This problem will become more serious this winter if unusiially cold
weather continues and will grow each year ais production and inter-
state sales decline-resulting in job losses and economic dislocation.

Our situation is the result of several factors. For example, our
economty an style of life-nelther of which can be altered quicklys
have been bUih upon cheap and abundant, energ1..Low prices,xresulting
from governiment. regulations and policies, and heightened environ-
mental concerns encouraged excessive reliance on oil and natural gas;,
rather than coal which we have in plentiful supplly. This led to wasteful
and inefficient uses of oil and gas.

()ur domestic production of oil and natural gas 9. .aked in the earlyi
1970's and has been declining steadily as cheap, easily developed
reserves have dwindled. In the early 1 9S0's oil and natu iral gas frc.m
Alaska and the Outer C ontinental Shelf-our last, frontiers-+vill help
offset the decline in production from on-shore areas But, overalil
domestic oil and gas u)iodeiion will again decline precipitoisly unless
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higher prices are available to cover the costs of developing resources
which are not now economicalfly feasible to prodluce.
. Meanwhile, our energy deman'ls are increasing to meet the neecls of
:a growing economy. We are not expanding the use of coal and nuclear
energy fast enough as substitutes for oil an(d gas, where this is possible,
or to meet growing energy requirements. Instead we have turned to
imports, and imports wNidll continue to grow as we face declining
production and depletion of oil and gas reserves.

•TThe Costs of Dependentce
The real price paid for our growing dependence on imported oil is our

'v ulnerability to significant economic and social (disrup.tion from the
Ainterruption of oil imports. Apart from the inconvenier.nce experienced
..bbv millions of people, the 1973-74 embargo and the resulting higher
prices caused a loss of about 500,000 jobs and approximately $20
billion in our Gross National Product. The sudden four-fold increase

• Jn OPEC oil prices contributed significantly to inflation. Since 1974
our dependence on imports, particularly from Arab nations, has grown
by a million barrels per day, so that an interruption of supply today
would be even more disruptive of our economy than the 1973-74

.embargo.
Another cost of energy dependence is the outflow of U.S. dollars to

pay for imported oil, totalling about $34 billion in 1976 or $160 for each
American, eleven times that in 1972.

Still' another cost is the limitation on our freedom of action in
;international affairs due to our vulnerability to the threat of another
interruption.

Realistic Energy 6oals
In mv first State of the Union Message two years ago, I outlined

a compi'ehensiv.e energ y program foir the Nation'with goals of:
•Halting our growing (lpendence on importe(d oil.
Attaining energy independence by 19S5 by achieving invulner-

ability to disruptions caused by oil embargoes, by reducing oil

imlports. to between 3 and 5 million barrels per (lay with an
accompanying ability to offset any supply interruption with
stored petroleum reserves and emergency standbv measures.

Mobilizing our technological capability and resources to supply
a significant share of the free world's energy needs beyond 1985.

These goals do not mean that we should seek to eliminate all energy
"imports, because generally it. will be in the Nation's best. interest to
,continue importing energy when it can be obtained at lower cost-as
flong as we have the ablility. to withstand interruptions of supply
.from insecure sources.
SThe goals do mean that we.. should red.uce and then eliminate our
vulnerabilitv. In the longer term, we should:"better use our resources

•and technological capability to regain our ability to assure the reason-
• ableness of energy prices.

Whether the( date I set for achieving energy independence and the
level of imports I proposed are realistic has bjeen the subject. of con-
%iderable debate. I believe the goals could be attained if the Congress

Lap')ro0ved the critical legislation. I proposed, but that is not the major

.point. The essential point now'is that' we recognize that our excessive
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dependence and vulnerability are costly an(l that it is in the Nation's
best interest to solve the problem as soon as possible.

AVOIDING ILLUSIONS

A number of well-intentioned proposals have been advanced for
dealing with our energy problems which, when evaluated., are found
to have far less potential or merit than is claimed by their proponents.
Four such proposals warrant special attention:" advanced energy
technologies, energy conservation in. lieu of increased produdion,
abandoning nuclear fission energy or coal, and oil company divesti-
ture. All four are likely to receive Congressional consideration this
year.

Contribition of Advanced Technologies
There are repeated claims that. fusion, solar or geothermal energy',

or some other advanced technology, will soon provide a virtually riik--
free answer to our energy needs. Such claims warrant and have been
given very careful consideration because new technological develop-
ments have helped us solve many problems in the past.

There are three common myths about fusion, solar and geothermal
energy:

That major contributions to our energy supplies can be ex-
pected soon from these sources.

That there are no serious economic, safety, technological or
environmental problems to be overcome before these technologies
are available for widespread use.

That, the remaining problems can be quickly resolved by
greatly increasing Federal funding for R&D.

The facts are that major economic, safety and environmental
problems must be solved and major technological breakthroughs are
needed before these emerging technologies will be available for wide-
spread commercial use.

Practical and economic applications are already available in the case
of energy from geothernfmi steam. However, geothermal steam re-
sources are geographically limited, and major technical, environ-
mential and economic hurdles must be overcome before other sources
of geothermal energy will be available for practical application.

Heatin- with solar energy is expected to becorne economically
competitive soon in some areas with electrical heating by electricity-
but not by oil and gas. Costs will have to be reduced substantially
before solar heating and cooling systems will be competitive for wide-
spread use. Major breakthroughs are needed before fusion and solar
energy will produce economical electric power. Costs must be reduced
andl piyoblems of safety and environmental impact niust: be solved.

Advanced technologies cannot contribute significantly tW , our
energy supply in the near or mid-term. Even with'intensive efforits to
achieve necessary breakthroughs, solar, geothermal and fusion energy
are exp)ected to provide no more than one percent of our total energy
supplies by 1985 and no more than five-seven percent by the year
2000. Until these advanced technologies are available and are accept-
able from the standpoint of cost, safety and environmental imniact,,
we must rely on resources and technologies which are available.
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Federal:: funding for the development of advanced technologies has
been increased substantially over the past two years in my budgets-
to the poifit where Congressional add-ons above my requests generally
cannot be.:used productively. When major breakthroughs are required,
the necessary ingredients are ideas and time. Large funding increases
are likely' to be wasteful and often merely contribute to overly
optimistic expectations.
Energy Conservation in Lieu of Production

There are some who believe that our energy needs for a growing
population and expanding economy and workforce can be satisfied
by eliminating wasteful and inefficient uses of energy. They point
out cbrectly that the ready availability of cheap energy in the past
tended to encourage uses of energy which now are wasteful.

There is no question but that energy conservation can and must
contribute to the solution of our energy problems. In many cases it
will'be cheadier, more"efficient, and involve less environmental impact,
to reduce energy waste than it will be to produce a comparable amount
of new energy. We have begun major efforts in energy conservation,
aid progress is being made in reducing growth in energy consumption.
However, it takes time to achieve results from energy conservation
because energy-intensive plants and equipment and consumer
products (such as automobiles and appliances) will only be replaced
gradually as they wear out.
* Growth in our energy demands simply cannot be eliminated
without severe economic impact. We must have both energy, conser-
vation and sharply increased energy production if we are to meet the
needs for energy in a growing economy. To rely solely on energy con-
servation would soon mean a lower standard of living for all, and
insufficient energy to keep people employed in productive and mean-
ingful w'ork.
Abandoning Coal Energy or Nuclear Fission

Some believe that we should not continue or expand the use of
coal and 'others have the same view about nuclear energy. But a
careful I 6ok indicates that we::d6 hnot have a choice between increasing
the use of coal or nuclear energy. Instead, we must increase the use
of both coal and nuclear energy until more acceptable alternate energy
sources are available. Even with strong efforts to conserve energy,
and increased efforts to produce domestic oil and natural gas, we
must increase the use of both coal and nuclear energy if we are to
meet the demands for energy for a growing economy. The only
alternative is to increase our growing dependence on imported oil.
•> One example will illustrate the point: Nuclear energy now provides
about nine percent of our electrical requirements. If this nuclear
energy were not available and we substituted imported oil, our im-

rports would increase by about one million barrels of oil per day. If
we were to substitute coal for existing nuclear energy, additional
annual production of 100 million tons would be required.

:Divestiture
Some suggest that. our energy problem would be relieved by divesti-

ture of the major oil companies-either by barring investments in
other energy sources (horizontal divestiture) or by barring integrated

*i.
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operations whereby one company engages in prodtuction, refining,
and marketing activities (vertical divestiture). They claim that
(ivestiture would increase competition and thereby reduce petroleum
prices and lead to a more intensive pursuit of alternative domestic
energy resources and alternative energy technologies. :.

Experience has demonstrated important advantages from vertical
integration in commercial and industrial activities in terms of efficiency
of operation. Vertical divestiture may merely mean that petroleiumri
procducts pass through the hands of more middle men-resulting in
higher consumer costs. Horizontal integration has helped make private
capital and managerial talent, available to develop other alternative
energy resources which will be used to supplement our declining oil :
and natural gas resources.

Proponents of divestiture have yet to present concrete evidence that
divestiture would either increase domestic energy production or pro-
vide cheaper and more secure energy supplies. Such evidence should be
required and weighed carefully along with the evidence against divesti-:
ture before Congress acts.

DANGERS OF EXPANDING THE FEDERAL ROLE IN ENZERGY

Much of the dispute over energy legislation has resulted from differ-
ing views as to the appropriate role of the Federal Government.

The primary responsibility for providing the Nation's energy needs
has been and should continue to rest with the private sector. The
amount and forms of energy that are produced and used depend upon
literally millions of decisions reached daily by individuals and organi-
zations throughout the country. Since energy is such a pervasive
component of our economy and our daily lives, special care must be
taken to assure that Federal actions affecting energy-including
changes in the Federal role-will help solve the problem rather thwa
make it worse or cause new problems.

The Congress should give particular attention to the groawing
concern throughout the country about the size and cost of G0vern-
ment, the extent of Government intrusion in individuals' activities,
and the burden of regulations which restrict freedom of choice.
Unfortunately, the people who develop Government rules and regula-
tions often do not understand adequately the conditions they are
regulating nor appreciate fully the impact of their decisions on the
millions of people who are affected.

The question of the proper role of the Federal Government in energy
has become important in the case of:

Controls over decisions that would normally be made in the
marketplace.

Mandatory conservation measures.
Resource exploration and energy production.
Energy research, development, and demonstration.

Government Controls or Marketplace Decisions
Many legislative proposals will involve the question of whdther %

there should be greater reliance on decisions made in the marketplace
or upon regulations, standards and controls developed by the Federal
Government.
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LRecent experience has again &Demonstrated that Federal price and
tlocition controls on energy Ultimately work a"inst* the. he.... inter-

: ests of consumers becauso ..they. rede(,e incentivts to produce nxew:supplies,.they reduce compt'lition and they reduce freedomn of cho0ice.

T'. r example, Federal price controls on natural gas have been a major
fidctor leading to declining production and to wasteful and inefficient
.use of this resource. Also, controls on crude oil have contributed to
a decline in production.

Federal price and allocation controls inevitably mean that the
Government nust employ people to develop, issue and revise regula-

Aions; t~o sit in judgment on requests for exceptions when the regula-
tioný' do not fit real world circumstances; and to enforce the regu-
lations. Federal controls mean that millions of decisions by producers,
distributors, wholesalers, retailers and consumers must conform with
Government-developed regu!lations.-even when the people directly
in•volvied know that another.course of action makes more sexise and
would still be in the nationalfiterest.
,.The principal alternative to Federal regulation and controls is to

allow prices and allocation of energy supplies to be determined in the
marketplace-with decisions made by individuals most directly
affected. In some cases, avoiding or eliminating price controls can
inean somewhat higher consumer prices in the short• run, But the
higher prices help stimulate new production and cut down on waste-
fulness. Market decisions are also made faster and more efficiently,
and often result in cheaper prices than if the government made the
decision. For example, the higher prices that will result from removing
piciee controls from new natural g7as would be less costly for consumers
than the expense of switching.to higher priced alternaiv•e fuels.
MiandatorY Con.servation. Measures• ,Most of the problems resulting from Federal price controls also
result from Federal attempts to dictate specific actions by individuals
to conserve energy. The pSrospect of higher energy prices already is
stimulating major efforts vby individuals and organizations throu'gh-
out the country to use existing products and develop new means to
reduce wasteful and inefficient uses of energy. Such voluntary action
by consumers is far preferable to mandatory measures selected and
enforced by a larger and more obtrusive Government.
Resovrce Ezploration and En:ergy Production

The Congress will again be faced with the question of whether the
Federal Government should be directly involved in energy resources
exploration, development, production and refining activities.

• Some argue that such acti~ ities can be performed better by the
Federal Government,. that.it is necessary to haxe a Covern-
iernt "standard" to evaluateý private industry performance and
pi1ices, or that subsidized Gov-ernment. performance is necessary to

•hold down consumer prices. Others argue that the Government should
itself explore Federal lands to better asc;rtain the value of lands that
.t leases for the production of energy resources.
. In fact, the Federal Government can seldom perform these functions

faster, more efficiently or at lower cost than private industry. There
.is no convincing evidence tha't the competitive leasing system now
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used does not provide a fair return and adequately protect the public .
interest.

Despite this, proposals undoubtedly will continue to Surface which
would expand the size and role of the Federal Government to include
exploration, production and related activities. Accordingly, the best. 1course of action will be to insist upon hard facts to supportthe pro-
posal and close scrutiny of each measure to see whether the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages.
Energy Research, Development and Demonstration

Still other questions before the Congress involve the Federal. role
and funding for developing, demonstrating and promoting. the use of
new technologies for energy production and conservation.,,

I believe that Federal fundig is necessary and appropriate for the
development of new energyr technologies which show promise:. of
providing a significant and economical way of producing or conserving
energy-but only when such technologies would not ie developed:y y
the private sector. During the past two years, I have requested
major increases in funding for energy R&D to carry out .this policy.

However, continued vigilance is needed to prevent the use of
Federal funds to duplicate or displace funds which industry would
otherwise spend, and to insure that the Federal Government does not
fund efforts which industry has rejected for lack of merit.

In addition, new energy technologies must find acceptance and
application in the private sector-unlike the situation in military
and space exploration programs where the Federal Government is the
only customer. This presents a special challenge because those re-
sponsible for managing Federal funds for energy R&D often are not
in a good position to determine which technologies are likely to meet
success in the private sector.

The Federal Government is not well equipped to carry out cM_- •
mercialization, marketing, promotional and technical assistance for
particular energy technologies, products and services. Such activities
should be left to private industry. .

At present, the Federal activities that would contribute most to
the resolution of our energy problem are:

Adopting changes in laws, policies and programs that will
lead to a framework within which individuals and organizations
outside the Federal Government can make efficient, effective
and equitable decisions about energy-. Laws and policies which
discourage energy production or energy conservation should be
modified.

Providing carefully targeted support for energy R&D.
Providing incentives and assistance where necessary-such as:

tax relief-in order to encourage energy conservation and aid
low-income people in adjusting to higher energy prices which are
necessary to generate new, adequate supplies.

IN.1TERDEPENDENcE OF' THE UNITED STATES AND OTHER
CONSUMER NATIONS

The 1973-74 embargo, and the impact of sharply increased prices i
for OPEC oil, demonstrated clearly that the interests of the United
States are tied closely to those of other nations which are net importers.
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of energy. Events in the last 3 years have demonstrated further that
AheA:econornmes of all nations are interrelated and the no nation can be
truly economically "independent in the world toiay. Mlany of our allies,
and particularly the developing countries, do not have major mide-
veloped energy resources and therefore are even more dependent upon
.irmporte(...eneg than is the United Sitaes.

Much proI ,ress- has been made in strengtiening energy cooperation
among the industrialized nations th"ou-h the International Ener'y
Agency. Together we have coordinatcd efforts to reduce our collective
vulnerabilitv by establishing a long-term progranm for conservation and
development, of new energy sources, and an ener,. ,-sh arlal program to
safegiiard against supply interruptions. It is in the best intcrest.: of the
United States to continiue to work with and assist other energyv-con-
suming countries in meeting their energy needs-by reinforcing their
conservation. efforts, accelerating (levelopment of conventional and
new energy sources, and encouraging the application of practical new
enerzv technologies.

Suich efforts will help to achieve our objective over the long term
of a better equilibrium between energy supply and demand in the
world', so that, no one group of nations will be al~te to impose its will on
others. Unless we are willing to cooperate with others, and provide
adequate assistance in this area, continued dependence by many na-
tions on a few countries for e.nergy supplies will remain a major source
of world political instability, uncertainty, and economic hardship.

At the. sane time, of course, we must continue our efforts to
stren-t.henelat ions between oi!-importing and exporting nations. rec-
ogmiizimg that. cooperat.ion is iimiportant to the fiuture well-beina of
both.

ACHIEVING BALANCE AMONG CONFLICTING OBJECTIVES

In recent years, we have been faced more and more with the dilernm a
that actions taken to achieve one important objective conflict. with
efforts...to achieve other objectives. For example, we learned that
tough standards and deadlines applied in the early 1970's to reduce
pollutions from automobiles and improve air quality resulted in lower
gasoline.-mileage an..d higher gasoline consumption, poorer vehicle
perforniance arndl higher consumrer costs.

Conflicting objectives are becoming more and more apparent as we
recognize that the easy solutions are illusions and that there are major
dangers in expanding, the Federal role., The Nation mast, therefore.
face Up to the task of achieving a balance among conflicting objectives
involving energy.

Lov, Consumer Price rs. Adequate and Secure Energy Supplies
The reality that must be faced which appears to cause the most

difficulty for elected official• is the inevitability of higher energy prices
Energy prices, particularly for consumers, will increase m the future
princip~a ly because pricesin~ the, past, have been held artificially low
through Government controls, because cheaper do estic energv re-
sources are being depleted.; beca)I(e pa1t. energy prices have not.:.:re-
flected the costs of e.nvironmenta.l protection, and because foreign
nations are charging more for the energy that they export. There
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simply are no cheap energy alternatives. Higher prices will continue
to be a. major factor in obtaining adequate and secure energy sdofplies.

This difficulty is compounded for elected officials because it takes a
long time in energy matters for our actions to show results-a con-
dition that is not readily accepted in a Nation that prefers quick
results, The prospect of higher prices will provide the incentive for
increase(d energy production but it then takes Ulp to 5 yeak, for
example, to bring a new off-shore oil well into production and up to
10 years to bring a new nuclear electric generating plant on li-e.

Environment vs. Energy
An equally difficult problem is that of finding the best possible

balance between our energy and environmental objectives. Our
environmental objectives are also important in protecting health and
welfare, improv ing our quality of life, and preserving natural resources
for future generations. On the other hand, an adequate energrysupply
is essential to our objectives for a strong economy, national defense
and role in world affairs, and in achieving a better life for all.

The conflict between energy and environmental objectives will
require attention when the Congress considers amen dmentsýito the
Clean Air Act, changes in laws governing the development of Fed-
erally-owned energy resources, improvements in the processes for
siting and approving energy facilities, and controls on domestic
energy production activities such as the surface mining of coal.

More specifically, air quality requirements forced shifts away from
the use of domestic coal to the use of oil and natural gas which are
now in short supply. Some air quality reqtirements-particularly
emission standards set by states-are far tighter than necessary to
meet standards which have been. set to protect human health.

Efforts are now underway to reverse this trend but it is clear that
increased production and utilization of domestic coal in the short
term requires either billion dollar investments in controversial control
equipment or some relaxation of existing air quality requirnments.
Most such requirements were set before we were aware of our energy
problems, and often without sufficient regard to energy or consumer
price impact. They often prevent substitution. of coaI resources for
oil and gas and prevent construction of new coal producing and
burning facilities,

As another example, concerns about environmental protection and
reclamation requirements for surface mining activities led to legisla-
tion-twice vetoed-which would have imposed unnecessarily rigid
requirements, cut domestic coal production and employment and led
to even, greater reliance on imported oil. Under these bills, Federal
regulations and enforcement activities--which would contribute to a
larger more curnbersome Federal Government-would have sup-
planted State laws and enforcement activities which are now in ,place
and which require reclamation as a condition of mining.

Limiting Growth
The concept of limiting growth and development is an important

ingredient in some efforts to halt increased domestic energy production
or to develop and use newer energy technologies. i imits on growth
and development may be necessary in particular areas, but I oppose
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strongly the concept of limiting growvth as an objective in itself.
For the Nation, I continue to believe that our best hope for increasing
the standard of living and the quality of lire for all our people is to
expand and strengthen our economy and, in this way, create rueaning-
ful and productive jobs for all who are willing and able to work. The
energy policies and goals that I have advocated do not require limiting
our economic growth below historic rates.

Eliminatitng Risk
In some cases, attempts to increase domestic energ-y production-

particularly from nuclear energy and coal and oil and gas resources
from Outer Continental Shelf--are met with demands that virtually
all safety and environmental risks be eliminated.

There should be no disagreement that major efforts are necessary
to protect human health and the environment. For example, strong
efforts have already been made in the case of nuclear energy and an
excellent record of safety and minimum environmental iml)actf has
been achieved. However, it must be recognized that there is no
practical way of completely eliminating all risks. Further, each
additional precaution adds cost in terms of reduced supplies or
higher prices. Risk levels that have already been achieved in many
energy producing activities are often far lower than those readily
accepted in other human activities.

Because different Committees of Congress have responsibility for
competing objectives, it. is especially difficult to achieve a satis-
factory balance among our national. objectives in new legislation.
This will be a continuing problem in the new Congress and I can
only urge that each measure affecting energy supply and demnand,
which also involves other objectives, be evaluated carefully to assure
that the resulting costs, risks and benefits are truly in the national
interest.

THE NEED FOR SUBSTANTIVE LEGISLATION AFFECTING ENERGY

We have made significant progress over the past two years toward
, establishing the framework of law and policies that are needed to

.permit decisions and actions that will help solve our energy problem.
Nine of the proposals that I submitted have been enacted into

Aaw. However, there remains a long list, of requirements for early
Congressional action.
Highest Priority

Because of the large number of legislative p)roposals that need
action, I want to make clear that I believe highest priority should be
given to measures which:

Remove Federal price regulation from new natural gas supplies.
This action is crucial to' increasing domestic production and
reducing wasteful and inefficient uses.

Revise domestic crude oil price controls to allow greater flexi-
bility in establishing a pricing formula that will enconrage in-
creased domestic production and assist in phasing out controls.
This action is needed to overcome problems in the current law
and to reduce market distortions that have resulted.
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Make clear our determination to expand capacity in the!
United States, principally through the efforts of private'industrY,
to enrich uranium needed to provide fuel for nuclear power
plants. This action is necessary to permit increased use of nuclear.
power in the U.S. and to assure other nations that. we will be a
reliable supplier of uranium enrichment services-a step thatis
critical to our nuclear non-proliferation objectives.

Amend the Clean Air Act to:
Change the statutory requirements for meeting auito

emission standards so that there can be a better balance
amorg our environmental quality, energy, economic and
consumer price objectives.

Provide flexibility in meeting national air qpality stand ards
applicable to power plants and major industrial facilities so
that the use of coal can be continued and expanded, and so
that new energy-producing facilities can be constructed in
selected areas that have not yet attained national air quality,,.
standards.

Remove the requirement imposed by the courts for pre-
venting significant deterioration of air quality in areas,
already meeting air quality standards-until infornation
is available on the impact of such actions and informed:
decisions can be made.

Other Important Proposals
In ,iddition to the above select list., favorable action is needed from.

the Congress on legislation in all the following areas:
Natural Gas

Temporary emergency legislation to allow pipelines and high priorit.v
users to obt ain in'.trastate gas at. unregulated prices for.limite
periods-to help cope with shortages and curtailments.

Oil
Authorization for the :resident to impose fees and taxes as standby

emergency measures to reduce energy consumption in the event of
another embargo-to avoid the inefficiencies and burdens of:!nandatory
conservation measures in such emergencies.

An Oil Spill Liability Act-to establish a comprehensive'syst el of
liabilitY and compensation for oil spill damage and re.m0nial•costs.

Authorization for private competitive exploration and developmlent
of the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska.

Coal
Extension of the authority to require utilities and other major fuei-:

burning installations to convert from oil and gas to coal.
Changes in provisions of the Coal Leasing Amendments.Act of 1976.

which unnecessarily delay or restrict leasing and development of coal
on Federal lands.

Authority for the use of eminent domain in the construction of coal
slurry pipelines and authority for the Secretary of the Interior to issue
certificates of public convenience and necessary to expedite shiurry
l)ipeline construction.
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N.tclear En ergy
Authority for the Energy Research and Development Administra-

tion to enter into cooperative agreements with firms wishing to finance
build, own and operate uranimn enrichment plants-to assure the
availability of required capacity and avoid the need for billions of
dollars in Federal outlays when the private sect-or can provide the
financing.

Authorit. to increase the price for uranitum enrichment ser vices
performed in Government-owned. plants--to ass.ure a fair return to the
taxpayers for their investment, to price servives more nearly coi-
parable to their private sector value, and to end the uinjustified subsidy
by taxpayers to both foreign and (lomestic. customers.

Criteria for the control of nuclear exports which is necessary to
round out the comprehensive nonproliferation, export control, re-
processing evaluation and waste management program I outlined in
my October 28, 1,976, statement on nuclear policy.

Reform. the nuclear facilities licensing process by providing for
early site review and approval and encouraging standardization of
nuclear facility designi.

BTildihn Energy Facilites
Establishment of an Energy Independence Authority (EIA), a new

government corporation, to assist. private sector financing of new
energy facilities.

Legislation to encourage states to develop comprehensive and co-
ordinated process to expedite review and approval of energy facilities
siting, applications, and to assure the availability of sites.

Ene•:y Conýservation
Tax credit for homeowners to provide up to ,150 for purchasing and

installing inslation ini existing residences.
Reform of rate setting practices applicable to public utilities-to

expedite consideration of proposed rate changes and assure that rates
reflect full costs of generating and transmitting power.

1978 BUDGET RE•UOEss

Mv 1978 Budget, which will.'soon be forwarded to the Congress will
include major new funding to:

Cointinue and expand our extensive program of energy research.
and development in coopleration with private industry which is
directed toward new technologies for conserving energy and for
producing energy from fossil, nuclear, solar and geothernial
sources.

Imnplenient the Early Storage Program as part of the Strategic
Petroleum reservees which will provide up to 500 million barrels
of oil for use in emergency situations such as an embargo.

Implement iy comnprehemsive nuelear policy statenient iisued
on October 28, 1976.

Continue ERDA's development program on the liquid metal
fast breeder reactor-to resolve any remaining environmental,
safetyand safeguards questions--so that this tecimology will be
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avaiilable to bridge the gap until advanced technologies can make
their contribution to our energy needs.

Provide increased operating funds for other Federal energy
activities.

I urge the Congress to approve these funding requests.

TR.EOIt G.kNIZATION or FEDERAL ENEtwy ACTIVITIES

.IT.der the provisions of the Energty Conservation and Production
Act of August 1976, I am called upon to make recommendations to
the (onzress with respect to the reorganization of Federal energy
and natu ra! resource activities. At mv direction, a major study of
alternativees had already been undertaken in May 1.976 under the
leader.hip of the Energy Resources Council and the Office of Manage-
m.ent and Budget.

1 have reviewed the findings and recommendations from the study.
Within the next few days, I will forward my recommendations to,
the Congress.

TI-ME To Acm

The Nation has waited far too long for completion of a sound and
efrective. national energy policy. In many cases, the issues are complex
and eontroversial, the decisions are tough to make-particularly
because the right decisions will be unpopular in the short run.. The
costs of continued energy dependence are far too great for further
delav.

The Congress can act. It is a. matter of organizing itself to make
the tough decistions and choices and moving ahead w%'ith the task. I
urge the C~ongress to weigh the alternatives carefully and proceed
promptly. GERALD R. FoRji.

THiE WHITE HorusE, Janwary 7, 1977.



STATEMENT ANNOUNCING INITIATIVES TO DEAL
WITH::THE ENERGY CRISIS

:JANUARY 21. 1977

x. As. manv Americans know from direct personal experience, this
Nation is confronted by near-critical shortages in nat ural gas supplies
This has been one of the coldest winters in our history. Electric
utilities are experiencing record demand. Great stress has b~een placed
on supplies of alternative fuels for heating.

Plants have been forced to close down in a number of States cur-
rently affecting over 200.000 workers. An equal number of children
hav,,'-e been turned out of their schools because of natural gas shortltuges.
As a former governor, I know firsthand the extent of the problem
facing State governments which are presently attempting to deal with
the crisis. I am even more concerned about the growing Cot in humnian
suffering that will increase if severe winter weather con ti rnleý.

In order to deal with this situation in a prompt and coordinated
fashion, Dr. Schlesinger, as my personal representative, Senator Adlai
Stevenson. and Reiresentative John Dingell, the Chairmen of the
respective Senate t ai ljoiise Subcominittees haviiig julrisdictioa over
natural gas, Chairman Richard Dunham and the members of the
Federal Power Commission, and consumer representative Lee White
have today met with representatives of the Nation's interstate pipe-
lines to obtain a' cirrent measure of the shortage and to identify the
options available to deal with the situation oni an emergency bu•is.

The industry indicated willingncss to work cooperatively a ith the
Government in; dealing w ith the crisis. I cmi pledge that the, Govern-
ment will uise the full measure of its authority to respond fort hrigh tly
to minimize the adverse affects of this situation. I have instructed
Dr. Schlesinger to work with congressional leaders to develop emer-
geiley legeislation that will augmiint. our legal .mens to dist.ribute
equitablv our available supplies to protect property and safem"-mnrd the
health anid safety of our people.

Some aflirnative action has already been undertaken to help
alleviate the situation. The Federal Power Commi.sion h'as extended
emergency orders to allow more intrastate natural gas to enter the
interstate system. The Canadian Government has iif'reed to make
additional natural (gas available on an emergencv blsi'i- The Federal
E Aergy Administration has been directed to review exist ig authorities
to expedite the use of propane to supplement natural g'as ýupplies
and to assure that fuel oil supplies will be available to preyrii localized
spot shortages.

(365)
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I recognize the critic21 need for the legislative and the executive
brmiches to work together to put all the iustirumentalities of Govern-
ment to work to help alleviate this crisis, Today, we are beginning this
effort. But the most tinportant short,-term .in iority will. e to save
energy, We can secure additional supplies and put an energy alloca-
tion progr am ill place. But. without public conservation, there may, not
be enoug.h energy to allocate. I am cailing on all Americans. whether
their holmes are hleated by natural gas, heiating oil or some other fuel,
to turn their thermostnts down to 65 degrees in the daytime and lower
at neigt. By this ticmon, great savings are possible. I anm immediately
directing that this discipline be observed in all Government
iistall" tions.

I have gyreat confidence in our ability to respond effectively to deal
with this crisis and reduce consumption to manageable levels over
the renminder of the winter. If we work together we will accomplish
mach and our reward will be measured in the jobs we save and the
human suffering we alleviate.

Toda•'s crisis is a painful reminder that. our energy problems are
real and cannot be ignored. This Nation needs a. coherent energy
policy and such a program of energy action will be formulated promptly.

JIMMY (CARTER.

TiE WrITE HousE, Januiary 21, 1977.



REMARKS ON SIGNING THE EMERGENCY NATURAL
GAS ACT OF 1977

FEnRUARY 2, 1977

While I was Governor, I signed about, I think, 2,500 bills. But
this is my first one to sign as President.

I want to thank, first of all, all the distinguished leaders of the
Congress behind me who made possible the passage of this important
.legislation.

We are now in the midst of a very serious energy crisis brought.
about not so much by the shortage of natural gas, but an inability
to distribute it where it's needed in our country.

I asked the Congress just a few days ago to give emergency powers
to me and to the Federal Power Commission and others to provide
some reasonable assurance to the American people that natural gas
could be placed in our country where it's needed most.

We now have literally thousands of factories closed down, about.
500,000 workers out of jobs, because of the natural gas shortage.

And this emergency legislation which was passed just tonight
will now be signed into law. I'm very proud to have a chance to sign
this first law into being because it's important to our people. And I
hope it demonstrates a. good& example of a close harmony and close
working relationship that I can maintain with the Congress in weeks
to come.

After signing the act which authorizes emergency powers and
action, it's also necessary to sign an Executive order declaring that an
emergency does exist. And at this time, I'd like to proclaim and de-
clare that a natural gas emergency does exist within the meaning of
Section II of this act and, with this signature, implement the pro-
visions of the act which has just been passed.

The third document that has to be signed is one directing the Chair-
man of the Federal Power Commission to assume the authorities
granted to him in this act and, also, to direct the other members of
the Cabinet-level agencies in government to initiate action that will
mfake possible the orderly tranisfer of natural gas to areas where it's
needed.

I might. add that last night the President of Mexico, my friend,
Mr. Lopez Portillo, notified us that they were transferring large
quantities of oil and natural gas to our "country. And just a few
minutes ago, I had a call from Governor Brown in California, saying
that because of very strict conservation measures that had been
initiated in California, even though they don't have a severe winter

(3t67)
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situation there, that. 10 billion cubic feet. of natural gas would be di-
verted from iCalifornia to the eastern part of our country where theshortage exists. And without this legishition, the transfer of that gas :j
in ani` tiicient way ,vwouhl have been compiletely iinpossizble. So, irn-
inediately, this bill will be beneficial to us all.

By the iniddle of-['d say bv th 20th of April-we hope to have a
.1u(h more comprehenssiv.e proposal on energy to present to the

Congress. And Dr. James Schlesinger, who is Assistant to me here in
the Whitle House, will be in charge of developing that new energy
policy

So i.'d like to tfhank all of you again for being so helpful to me and
to the country, which is typica.l of the great attitude thalt the Congress
has always maint.ained.

Thank you again.
JTIMMY CAWRER.

TmH• WHITE HOtUSE, Fbruary 2, 1977.



A PROCLAMATION ON NATURAL GAS EMERGENCY

Fi-jinutn "2, 1977

DIci.,.AINCG A _N'AITIr.\L GAs .MEI"(;ENCY

Abnormal weather conditions have caused prevaililg temperatures
in the United States, particularly in the East and Midwest, to be well
below normal for the past three months. Many interstate natural
gas pipelines and local natural gas distribution comnpanies do not hav'e
sufficient supplies of flowing or stored gas to meet current demand.
The shortage of natural gas available to some interstate piplelines and
loca:. distribution companies has been so severe as to cause them to
curtail or to be in imminent danger of curtailing natural gas supplies
to residences, small commercial establishments alnd other high priority
users, so as to endanger life or health, and risk damage to plant or
other facilities.

Other interstate pipelines and distribution companies, however,
have more than adequate supplies of natural gas to meet the needs
of residences, small commercial establishments and other high priority
users.

In light of the severe shortage of natural gas supplies available to
some firms and the disparity of natural gas supplies in various regions
of the United States, the exercise of extraordinary authority for
emergency deliveries and transportation of natural gas l)ursuant to
Section 4 of the Emergency Natural Gas Act of 1977 is necessary to
assist in meeting the requirements of natural gas for residences, small
commercial establishments, and other high priority users in the
United States or regions thereof. No measures other than those
authorized by Section 4 of the Emergency Natural Gas Act of 1977
are adequate to assist in meeting the requirements of natural gas for
residences, small commercial establishments, and other high tpriority
users in the United States or regions thereof.

Now, THEREFORE, 1, JIMMY CARTER, President of the United
States of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the
Constitution and statutes of the, United States. including the Emer-
gency Natural Gas Act of 1977, do hereby l)roclaiin and declare that
a natural gas emergency exists within the meaning of Section 3 of
said Act.

IN. WTNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this second
day. of February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred seventy-
seven, and of the Independence of the United States of America the
two hundred and first.

JIMMY CARTER.

THE WHITE HOUsE, February 2, 1977.
(369)



REMARKS ON PROPOSED DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
LEGISLATION

MARCH 1, 1977

Pm going to give a brief outline, and tfhen Dr- Schlesinger is goingt , o explain the detnils of the proposal.

Toda•ywe sent to the Congress a proposal for tihe creation of a New
and comprehensive Departiment of Energy. This is long overdue.
We now have more than 50 different Federl agencies who have
divided amiong themselves the responsibilities for the evolution and
the canyving out of an energy policy for our courntry.

I thinik that. you can see from the two charts on my left and right
the .difference between what: we presently have and what iis being
proposed. This is just a ,block diagram of the departments that. now
are inivolved in the energy quetion, and on my left, is the proposal
that we have presented to the Congress.

"'hins morning," Dr. Schlesinger met with a number of key Members
of Congress who are interested in the energy field and began to
brief them. And of course, ever since last summer, we've been working
with the Members of Congress for this purpose.

This department will make it possible for us to evolve very quickly
a eoimpreiensilVe energx policy which we've missed. It will give uis
an .Opl.ortimitv to regulate the. production and distribution of encr;ý,
.tong w•itht:.hte pricing concepts clearly and, I believe, coliceivelN.

Itwill .aso permit ui to channel research and development funds
in a way that would be consistent with the long-range needs of our
countrv. It will let us insure to a. maximum degree that the data
that we obtain concerning energ. reserves are accurate and, ilso
that the American people might trust the information provided to
them about how much ene rgy we have available in different forms.
And it NN ill greatly simplify the bureaucracy.Drn James Schlesinger whob.is energy adviser to me, will now-,, proceed
with thefbriefing and wvill 'an.swer your. specific questlns oil (li this
department. I hope that the (Congress will act expeditiously in t1his
matter because it is so important. to our country.

On April 20, we will present to the Congress our presentation on a.
comprehensive energy policy. And this is the first time, I believe,
that this has yet been attempted. And I believe that because of
Dr. Schlesinger's ability and my interest and the enthusiasm of the
Congress and the great need for the Arneri.-an npeople, it will he a.
suecessf iil effort,. • 'rv.CAR: •.

THE WVITIT HorsE, Mfarch 1, .1977.
(371)
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DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

To the Congress of the United States:
I hereby transmit to the Congress proposed legislation which will

create a new Cabinet Dep)artiment of Energy.
This legislation is a major step in my .Adniinistrntion's program for

a c(nomiprehenslive reorganization of the Executive Branch..
Nowhere is the need for reorganization) and consolidation greater

than in energy policy. All but two of the Executive Branch's Cabinet
d(epartm(ents "now have some responsibility for energy policy, but no
agency, anyv'.rhere in the Federal government, has the broad authority
needed to deal ewith our energy problems in a comprehensive way.

The legislation I am submitting today will bring immediate order
to this fragmented systemn:

It will abolish ihe Federal Energy Administration, the"Energy
Research and Development Administration, and the Fe"•de'ral
Power Commission, thereby eliminating three agenciesý whose
missions overlapl and sometimes conflict, and whose specialized
perspectives have impeded progress toward a unified energy
policy.

It will allow us, for the first time, to match our research and de-
velopma nt programn to our overall energy policies and needs. This
is particularly Important if we are to make use of renewable
energy sources such as solar l)ower.

It, w-ill enable us to move more quickly toward effective energy
conservation by combining conservation programs which are now
split between IFEA and ERDA. And, to make certain that we will
see results, the legislation creates an Assistant Secretary for
Conservation, who will be personally responsible for seeing that
the conservation program is carried out.

It will place under one roof the powers to regulate fuels and fuel
distribution systems, powers which are now shared by the FEA
and the tPC along with the Securities and Exchange Commission
and the Interstate Commerce Commission. An institutional
structure built on the premise that fossil fuels are abundant and
cheap no longer serves well in an era of fuel scarcity.

As this winter has shown us, uncoordinated regulatory policies can
have serious impacts on our economic and social well-being. This
reorganization can help us bring currently fragmented policies into a
struct-ure capable of both developing and implementing an-overall ,
national energy plan. At the same time, we must. guard th&:"qiuasi-
judicial aspects of the regulatory process against improper influence.
The legislation meets this concern by cstabli~hing a Board of Hearings:
and. Appeals within the Department which is free from the cortrol of
the Secretary of Energya

In additio.' to abolishing the FEA., ERDA, and the FPC, the legis-
lation submitted today will transfer into the new Department sex-eral
significant energy-related authorities and programs which now belong
to other departments. Tphese include the building thermal efficiency-%
standards from Housing and Urban Developinent, the voluntary
industrial comipliance program fromi Commerce, and the Navy petro-
leuin and oil shale reserves from Defense. The legislation provides for
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consultation between the Energy Department and the Department of
Transportation on auto fuel efriciency st.andards, and establishes a
role for the Energv Seeretari- in the RI A loan program at Agriculture,
Where it is appropriate, these departments will still carry out the
program, but the new Energy Department will give them the policy
guidance needed to bring unity and rational order to our energy
programi.

Finaliy, this. legislation tiac.r:!ers certain parts of tihe Interior D)e-
partnient-those concerning fuels data collection rind analysis, and
coal mine reseuirch and development-into the new Department. Coal
mine health and safety research will not be transferred. This will leave
the Department of Interior still in charge of leasing energyv resources
under Federal control. We are leav'iný those funCtions 'in Interior
because we believe that the re.spon ibiiitv for multip6le-use of public.
lands, and for their environmental protee'tion, belonrs in one depart-
rnent-.Irterior-that can reflect a broad spectruin of concern. Tile
EnergN Department, however, .will set long-term prod uc.ion goals arid.'will have policy control over econoinic aspects of the iea'ses 'This will
hell) iis fosterl comtypetition within the energy industrics and encourage
production of leased resources as expeditiously as possible.

This reorganization will also bring together'our energy data gather-
ing and anal sis capabilities. More than twenty executiv e departtments
and agencies now operate more than 250 energy data programris. The
FEA, ERDA, FPC and the Interior Department's Bureau of Mines
together have more than 100 such programs. This fragmentation is
not onlv uneconoinic and frustrating; it can also have serious conse-

I quenCe6s. We have seen in recentixweeks that, under our present system,
we have no ".,irgle source of informiation about where natural gas
shortages were greatest and where supplies were still available to help

"make up those shortages. Consolidating these major data programs in
an Energy Information Administration within the new department.
will now give us the ability to compile information which is complete,
accurate and .bdirable.

There are miany things this legislation does not try to do.
I believe that health, safetx anid environmental regulation relating

z to energy-unlike economic r egulation-shouMld not be brought int'o
the new EnO'gy Department... Because public concerns about the
safety of nuclear power are So serious, we must. have a strong, inde-
pendent voice to ensure that safety does not yield to energy supply
pressures. Therefore, the Nuclear- Regulatory Coinmissiolri will re-
main as an independent body. For similar reasons, the Environmental
Protection Agencv should remain independent to voice environmental
concern.

Even with a new Department of Energy, problems of interdepart-
m rental coordination will remain, sincex virtually .rl goverrinent ac-
tivity affect:s.-.energy to some extent. E.stabhslhmng thuis department,
howeVxer, 16illgive us one government body wxith s~Ificient ;0cope and
authoritv to do the massive job that remains to be done. Thus this
legislation..:Awilt abolish the Energy Resourees (.ou•.cil. I intend to
establish bylExecutive Order a ron.-statutory interdepartmental co-
ordinating'body, with the Secretary of Energy as itA chairman to
manage government-wide concerns involving energy.
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This legislation contains no new substantive authorities. Instead,'
by eliminating three agencies and uniting a variety of existing energy
author'ties, the legislation I am submitting today will help reorganize
the Executiive Branch in a rational, orderly way. It is long overdue.
I hope to work with the Congress to achieve our initial goal of a
realistic and effective energy policy..

JIMMY CARTER.
TnE WmroE HousE, March.1, 1977.
No'rE: 0)n the same day, the White House issued the following:

release:

MAJOR PROVISIONS OF LEGISLATION To CREATE A DEPARTMENT

OF ENERGY

I. COMPONENTS OF DEPARTMENT

The bill proposes creation of a Department of Energy, with the
following major structu ral components:

The Federal Energy Adlministration;
The Energy Research and Development Administration;
The Federal Power Commission;
Certain prograrns and fmnctions from the Interior Department.

The fore regional power marketing Administrations (Bonneville,
Alaska, South.est, and Southeast) and the power marketing func-
tions of the Bureatu of Reclamation.

Certain programs of the Bureau of Mines-i.e., the fuels data pro-
grain (which collects and analyzes (Iata principally on fossil fuels) and,
research and development programs related to improvemnents in coal.
mining extraction techrnology, coal preparation and analysis, and
teclhologV development for equipment for surface mining.

Certaiii"responsibilities relating to leasing of energy mninerals onshore
and offshore, as outlined further in III below.

Policy control over the rate of the exploration program, to be con-
ducted by Interior, in the INaval petroleum reserve in Alaska.

'rhe existing statutory authorities for the thermal efficiency stand-
ards program, now vested. in the Secretary of HUD (these authorities
related to development by late 1.979 of standards for commercial and
residlential buildin<gs imupleinta'tion of these standards, pirsuant to
Energy Department policy guidelines,v would continue. in HUD.

Existing Commerce Department programs to promote voluntary
industrial energy conservation.

'ie jurisdiction over and administration of the three Naval petro-
leum r eserves in California and WNV)oming, and three Naval oil shale
reseirves in Colorado and Utah, cu lurentlv in the Defense Department.

The authori ties vested in the h-)EC through the Public I .tihity Holding<
Conqtmpy Act of 1935 to regulate inergers in the electric utility

The authorAities curreitly vested in the ICC to regýfilaeih oil pipelines,
including valuation and ratemaking.

In addition, the Energiy Department will have an advisory role in
recommending goals in the automobile efficiency standards program
to the Secretary of Transportation., who will continue to have primary
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responsibility for the program, andrwilll have a right of concurrence on
approval of REA loans and loan guarantees for generaiing ind trans-
mIssion facilities to ensure their coordination with national energy
policy.

1I. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF DEPARTMENT

4Creates. as Presidentially appointed statutory, officers subject, to
Senate advice and consent the Secretary, a Depitty Secretary, two
Under Secretaries, an Assistant Secretary for Conservation, an As-
sistant Secretary for Environment, an Assistant Secretary for Energy
Technology, a General Counsel, and five other Assistant: Secretaries.

Creates a statutory Economic Regulatory Administration and an
Energy Information Administration, both hea(led bv Presidtential
appointees subject to Senatorial advice and consent..

Creates a. Board of Hearings and Appeals (see III below).
Vests all powers of the Department in the Secretary, with the excep-

tioii of the functions vested in the FEA Office of Energy Information,
which are vested directly in the Administrator of the'Energy Infor-
ination Administration.

Provides that the Department will be established 120 days after
enactment of the legislation to provide for necessary administra-
tive work to be accomplished.

III. REGULATORY FUNCTIONS

Functions of Economic Regulatory Administration
The Regulatory Administration will carry out informal rulemaking

and issuance of policy statements covering the economic regulatory
areas within the Department.:At the. present. time, this principally includes coverage of FEAregulatory activities (pricing and allocation of petroleum and petro-

leum products) and national wellhead pricing of natural gas by the
Federal Power Commission.

In addition, in the future, the Secretary or the Economic Regula-
. tory Administration will be able to issue prospective ruies to simlplify

procedures now conducted by formatl rulemaking or adjudicatory
proceedings (i.e., proceedings on the record in which an opportunity,
for Oral argument and cross-examination is afforded).

These prospective rules will aid integration of policy for oil and
natural gas and should simplify procedures in those areas (see below)
in which current, procedures are conducted in a formal on-the-record,
trial-type situation.

Com position and Functions of JIearings and Appeals Board
The Hearings an(l Appeals Board is made up of three Presidential

appointees, subject to Senate advice and consent, serving 4-year terms
and removable. only for specified causes. They are insulated from
con~trol of the Secretary by virtue of these protections.

Initially, the functions of the Hearings and Appeals Board would
in practical terms extend to all matters now decided on the record
in Iformal proceedings.

This includes, principally, FPC matters pertaining to interstate
wholesale electricity sales, natural gas transportation (pipmeline)
charges, and hydroelectric facilities licensing.

!L.! . . .
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The Board mayn hear these cases initially, or may give them initially
to Administrative I•aw Judges, whose decisions could then be appeale(d
to the Appeals Board.

The actions of the Board would be a final departmental action,
subject to revi ew only in the courts.

Over time, as the Secretary or the Administrator of the Economic
Regulatory Administration issued more rules of general applicability,
the complexity of the individual cases handled by th.e Board should
be reduced, as the number of issues which must be tried in individual
case is reduced, thereby expediting action.

IV. PUBLIC LANDS LEASING

In the area of public leasing, a process arrangement between.:the
Department of Energy (DOE) and the Department of the Interior
(DOI) will be proposed. Under this arrangement, the actual leasing
of resources will remain in the Interior Department, but control
over broad economic and energy supply goals of the process, and
specific controls over certain procedures within the process, will
reside in the Energy Department. -

(a) Each year the Energy Secretary will develop long-term pro-
duction goails for federally controlled onshore and offshore energy
resources, resource by resource, with input from the Interior Secre-
tary. The goals will be set taking into account reasonable lead times
for the particular resource involved. If the Interior Secretany con-
cludes a particular goal is unrealistic, the matter will be decided by
the President. (This relationship will be established by Executive
order.)

(b) General regulations governing the leasing programi will be
issued by DOI. HIowever, regulations covering econonmc terms and
conditions of leases, as specified below, will be established by DOE.

Competitive relationships among energy companies (suchwas
restrictions on joint, venture. bidding by imajor oil companies).

Use of alternative bidding systems.
M andatory rates of production.
General due diligence regulations.
Procedures for acquiring and distributing that portion of the

resources allowed by law to be acquired in-kind by the Federal
Goveriment.

(c) Issuance of specific lease terms and conditions will be done by
DOI, with DOE approval required only for those areas of lease terlms
and conditions covered by the general regulations set by DOE in
(b), above.

(d) In the post-lease period, DOE will fix production rates for the
energry resoutrces.

(e) DOE will have authority to recommend cancellation or forfeiture
of the lease to the Interior Secretary for failure to meet those pro-
duction rates, in accorfdance with appliclable law and terms of the
lease. If the interior Secretary fdetermines that the lease will not be
cancelled or forfeited, his reasons for that determiniation. must be
published in the "ede,'l Register within 90 days. (This will be estab-
lished by Executive order.)
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(f) A leasing Liaison Committee will he established, with a Presi-
dential designee as its head (coming from the .inergy Department)
and membership from the Energy Department. The (Committee will
act as i vehicle for D(O)E to be fully informed at all stages of the leasing"
process, and will (en•lble the Secretary of Energy to make recom-
menlat ions to the Secret;iry' of the Interior on matter; rehlating to
leasing, with a. right, of referral by the Secretary to the President if he
feels that actions or failure to act by DOI on nmtters rcommended
to it are adverse to the responsibilities of DOE.

.JIMTMY ChARTEL
rTE WHITE. [loUSE, MWarch 1, 1977.



STATEMENT ON DECISIONS FOLLOWING A REVIEW
OF U.S. NUCLEAR POWER POLICY

APRHIL 7. 1977

There is no dilemma today more difficult to resolve than that con-
neicted with the use of nuclear', power oMany count .tie, see nuclearl power
as the only real opportunity, at least in this crenury, to reduce the
dependence of their economic well-being on foreign oil--an energy
source of unecertai availadluty, ,,growing pice, andn ulthimate exhaus-
tion. The U.S.. by contrast, has a. major domestic energy souree-
coal-but its use is not witlhiut penalties. and our plaus also call for
the nse of nunclear power as a share in our energy production.

eThe benefits of nuclear power arc thus very real and practical, But
a serious risk accompanies worldwide unsa of nuclear power-the risk
that. components of the nuclear power pr will be turned to pro-
Miding atomic weapons.

We took an important step in reducing the risk of expandini pos-
session of atomic weapons through the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
whereby more than 100 nations have -igreed not to develop such ex-
plosives. But we must go further. The Y.S. is deeply concerned about
the consequences forall nations of a. furthl,.r spr(,ad of nuclear weapons.
or explosive capabilities. A\e believe that these risks would be vastly
increased by the further spread of sensifivo technolozies which entail
direct access to plutonium. highly enriched uranium. or other weapons
usable material. The question I have had under review from my first
day in office is how eal:, that. be ac'onpl ihId without, forgoing the
tangible benefits of nuclear power.

We are now completing an extremely thorough review of all the
issues that bear on the use of nuclear power. We have concluded that
the serious consequences of proliferation and direct imaplie•ations for
peace and security-as well as strong Fairntifie and economic ,vi-
denee--require

-- a major change in U.S. domestic nuclee r energ.. policies and
programs.: and

-a concerted effort among all nations io find better answers to the
problems and i'isks accompanying the increnlsed. use of ...i elca
power.

I am announcing today some, of my decisions recultiiug from that.
revie~w.

FiAtM, we will defer indefl.nitelv the onnmmercial reproesing and
recyclin. of the plutonin in produe.ed in tlmh V7.S. nuclear power pro-
gr i's. Fromn our Own •X•perwiele. we have concluded that a viable and
ec!onmic nuclear power prograum can clie !ltamined withIoiut such re--
processing and recycling. The plantt at B:arnwell, South Carolina. will

(379)
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receive neither Federal encouragement not binding for its completion
as a reprocessing facility.

Second. we will restructure the U.S. bre•,eder reactor program to
give gri.eater ipriority to alternative designs of the breeder and to defer
the, date when breeder reactors would •e, put into cotinmercial use.

Third, we will redirect. funding of U.S. imclear research and de-
velopirielit. progrlams to accelerate orm resear(h into alternative nuclear
fuel cycles which (10 not involve direct access to materials usable in
nucilear weapons.

Foartl/., we will increase U.S. production capacity for enriched
uranium to provide adequate and timely supply of nuclear fuels for
doinestic and foreign needs.

F~t;,, we will propose the necessary he-islative steps to permit. the
U.S. to offer nuclear fuel supply contracts and guarantee delivery of
suc-h nilclear fu ie to other countries.

Sizth, we will continue to embargo the ext)ot of equipment or
technology thiat would permit uraniurm enrichment and chemical
reprocessng.

Seventh, we will continue discussions with supplying and recipient
countries alike, of a wide range of international approaches and frame-
works that. will permit all nations to achieve their energy objectives
while reducing the spread of nuclear explosive capability. Among
other things, we will explore the establishmenut of an international nu-
clear fuel cycle evaluation program aimed at developing alternative
fuel cycles and a variety of international and U.S. measures to assure
access to nuclear fuel supplies and spent i'uel storage for nations shar-
ing common non-proliferation objectives.

We will continue to consult very closely with a number of goveih-
ments regarding the most desirable. umiltilateral and bilateral arrange-
ments for assuring that nuclear energy is creatively harnessed for
peaceful economic Purposes. Our intent is to develop wider interna-
tional cooperation in regard to this vital issue through systematic and
thorough international consultations.

Jt.nMAY CARTER.
TIUE WmITE Ho-sE, April 7,1,977.

[Presidential Documents: Jimmy Carter, 1.977, Volume 13, Number 13]

QIrMSTIOx-AxN-ANswEu Srssiox, APImL 7, 1977

T. PRlESInENrT. Good morning, everybody. I have two itemns..to
discuss with you this morning. Then I'd like to answer a few questions.

ECONOrNTC STIUNITTLUS PACK.AGE

One relates to the economy and the need for continuing emphasis oil
the stimulation package. Based on the best information available to us
now, we'll have an accumulated spend(ing shortfall for this current
fiscal year, fiscal year 1977, plus revenue collections in excess of the
ant icip~ated amount, of abiout $10 billion. In otiher words, we have col-
lected abiout $1.0 billion more fromn the American taxpayers than we
anticil)'ate spending in 1.977.1

Ltcr in the day. tlh White House Press Office Isqned the following clarification of.the
P'resideut's sVtatement! "The Federal deficit is expected to te $1) billion Icss than antic-,
t)eted, this year, because we are collecting more In taxes and spending less than we
anticipated."
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I feWl very strongly that this money should igo back to the .Ainrica.:
taxpayers. We. need it; for tIle ecoioniiy to in laita I I its ] piresl It SI S1ongt II.
And the only equitable way that 1 ,ee is t throug (he a lreadly piepared
tax refund which wol a1erait alpOtit. p50 )erso nie 150 which, as I1 n yve
said be'fore. vot 0 .11h about pe0 percent of the 1976; i.cn e taxes paidl
by a fanily m.iakig btout $10,000 a year.

.N*LT(AA;AlI POWEAi PI~0ACY

Tih seco(od point 1d like to ma h- e, fore I. answer questions is con,-
CerInIg our Nation's vfort.- to contlpol the .ead of ,1ticla.• expl,,sive
ý." ha i lity. A.s far back as !i) year.s aro. oi' (. liove)nmnt Inado a pro-
posal! to thlie United N'ations thia t (heree e tig'ht .internatioi••l control.0.
over ma lear fuels and p rticulardy those that ,igiht Ie ainde intoexplosi ves.

IAs year dt1rigd the .Pi ,aidentin.Il ranluip•a both I. and IJre.iOsh( ii

F eord Wled for strict controls ovier W ls to pre veunt the proliferal ion -

further proli feratiomi of niucley r exphlive capabilit"y.
Their is no dileiima today nio'e ,llitiult to add Iress Ihall th1. at con-

neet.e~d wit ht I lie use of a Iomije po~we. Ma ny c, mitis ;ee atomic power
as their only IT&l oppirtunity to deal x'i'i i tldw dwittlw'iug ,nppliby of
oilW the incrasing price of oil, and the ultimate exhaust Win of 1,hot oil
and natural gas.

... tO oountry iis in a little iter position. We. havxe oil Slipplies of ourt
own.rad we Ihave very large reserves. of coal. But v vet toal has its
limitations. So. we. will ourselves continue to use atomie p)ower) as a
share. of our total energy production.

The benefits of nuclear power, particularly to sonme foreg.n c.•,ul-
tries that don't have oil and (oal of heair own, ari. viry pr'aitical and
critical. But a serious ri isk i ~ nivolv .d in ohe handl in of muehnar
fauls--the risk that comnponeat parts of this powvr process will be
tin'lied.to lproviding explosives or atomic wenponý.

IV." took an importinl slop in redu.icing this risk a nliiter of years
ago by .the inipleinentation of the suwprolif.ration Meaty which has
niovw been signed by approxiniately a hNOWred naltions. t. vwe niust go
further.

We have seen recently India evolve ana exploisive dhevicOe it)rived. from
. penceful nuclear p.ioweirplant, and we now feel that so.ver'l olher

nations ar e on the verge of becoming nuclear explosive p~owers.
The 1iiited States is deeply concerned about the conmequences of

the uneotlrolled spread of this nuclear weaponm :apfaihl it. We ean't:
ivarrest it imniediateh t .ind un ii ilatdallv. We haove no autlhori(y oxv .r other

eou~intries. But we believe that thes- risks would be vastIy in ertsel by
the fhrthwr spread of rep.)ocessiiig capabilities of thl topent iWlear

fuel from which ex plosives m uit b derived.
Plutonium is especiially poisonous. and, of coimse. enrichwd traniton.

C thoriim and other chenicals or metals can be unse1 ,s iell.
'We are now ooInpletin,,z an extrelnelv thorough review of our oywn

ii .nclear power proguram. We have conel uded that -e'lioiis e(soii5jtteq)IieS
can h*e .lrivpd fu.:on oir own laxity.in the handling of thse, iat:vriils

tand the spread of their use by othi:' eoInt P.is.. And ,e helijve ltha.
> there is strong scientific and economic evidence Itlit a tinie f,,r a.

change has come.
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Therefore. we will make a major change in the United States domes-
tic nuclear energy policies and programs which I am announcing
today.

Ave will malce a conceited effort among all other countries to find
better answers to the problems and risks of nuclear proliferation. And
I would like to outline a few things now that we will do specifically.

First of all, we will defer indefinitely the commercial reprocessing
and recycling of the plutonium l)roduced in U.S. nuclear power
programs.

From my own experience, we have concluded that a. viable and
adequate economic nuclear program can be maintained without such
reprocessing and recycling of plutonium. The Iplant at Barn well 'South
Carolina, for instance, will receive neither Federal encouragement nor
funding from us for its completion as a reprocessing facility.

Second, we will restructure our own U.S. breeder program to give
greater priority to alternative designs of the breeder other than,.pluto-
niuni, and to defer the (late when breeder reactors would be put into
commercial use.

A1e will continue research and development, try to shift away from
plutonium, defer dependence on the breeder reactor for commercial
Use.

Third, we will direct. funding of U.S. nuclear research and develop-
ment. Programs to accelerate our research into alternative nuclear fuel
cycles which do not involve direct access to materials that can be used
for nuclear weapons.

Fourth, we will increase the U.S. capacity to produce nuclear fuels,
enriched uranium in particular, to provide adequate and timely sup-
plies of nuclear fuels to countries that need them so that they -will not
be required or encouraged to reprocess their own materials.

Fifth, we will propose to the Congress the necessary legislative steps
to permit us to sign these supply contracts and remove the pressure
for the reprocessing of nuclear fuels by other countries that do not now
have this capability.

Sixth, we will continue to embargo the export of either equipment
or technology that. could permit uranium enrichment and chemical
reprocessing.

And seventh, we will continue discussions with supplying countries
aid recipient countries, as well, of a wide range of international ap-
proaches and frameworks that will permit all countries to achieve their
own energy needs while at the same time reducing the spread of the
capability for nuclear explosive development.

Among other things-and we have discussed this with 15 or 20
national leaders already-we will explore the establishment of an
international nuclear fuel cycle, evaluation program so that we caln
share with countries that have to reprocess numclear fuel the respoisi-
bilit.v for curtailing the ability for the development. of explosi e~s.

()1e other point that: ought to he made in tile international ne6"J'otia-
.ion field is that Ave have to help provide some means for the storagre
of Spent nuclear fuel materials which are highly explosive, him#hly
radioactive in nature.

I have lbeen workiug very closely with and personally with some of
the foreign leaders who are quite deeply involved in the decisions that
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we make. We are not tryini1 to impose our wX iln tmtho(e natit like
,Japan and .Friiee and MIaitaun and Gerrniny which dr ceady have .rce-
t11OeSSin• pl.tn. iln opeotation. ThOe' loVe a Schial ne=l I that mi, doln'
have in that lheir .-nuppfies of pewtroiei produat.s are tw i able.

But wv holw that they will join with u>.-am.t I believe hI• Moey
.. illt.-ii..tiryine to have some worli wid erst anding of the extreme

i•'reat of the hutIer pt lilferation of nuclear expl:.sivi. ,:apalhil iv.
i'd he I .ad to answera few qi-.t ions.

Qc:.c:s'rtxs

Q. M'r. President.. in the last. administration there was some proposal
to have, regiotal repro.ssing renters wi-h seem. to ionie people. to
1pt the enMplmsis o tie w onag thin,. Does this meanni that you •'-e go-
imr to not favor regional reproces:sing ceneter? AndC 4e'oitd.ly, would
you.i be prepared to eut oil supplies of any- kind of nuclear material
to countries that go nuClear?

rhe President. Well. I soanft answer either one of those questions
vet. I have had detailed discussions with Prime MiNister Fukuda. with
Cha ncellor Schmidt, and also with Prime, Minister ('alaghinn, for
hinstanee just in recent days about. a joint atpproaeh toi these kinds of

)bvionslyv the snailler nations the ones that now have established
atotnic powerpia ,ts. have to have someplace eidtiter to store their spent
fuel or to have it. reproc:essed. A.nd I think that we wou [d very likely
its a continuation of reprocessing, capabilities within those. nations
t hat I have nanted and perhaps others.

•We in our own countrv don't have this requirement. It's an option
that. we might have to explore many, manry years it the. future.

But I hope that by this unilateral action we can set a standard and
that those countries' that don't now have reprocessing captibility will
not- acquire that capability in the future. Regional plants ninier tight,
inte.rnati6naI control obviously is one option that' we would explore. No
decision has been made about that.

If we felt that the provision of atomic fuel was ireixag delivercd to al
Wit ion that did not share with us our commitment to nonproliferation,

we would not supply that fuel.
Q. Mr. President. this carries an assumrntce which you had said

eariier, for an assured and adequnate .-.uppily of enriched nranimn to
'eptace the need for plutonium. Do von foresee any kind of price gtrar-

antees also for underdeveloped and poorer counttries so that the supply
would not only be assured but at it reasonable price in ease l(.ck of
.veprocessing dr'ove prices up?:'The PrEsInDENT. . don't know what the fut uir prices of uranium
might, beý. At the present time. of the tonriihed utanimn that we pro-
di.e. about r-o1ghyv a third of it is exported. r-oughl , third of it is
used for our doimestic needs. and about a thirdd of it is put in s'--age.

There has b)een an attenuation in ricent years of the projected atomic,
powerplatt construction in oure own countr'-. Othler nation);, though.

.,re moving more. and more toward atori ic-pove-plant gBitt r can't
tell yon at this point that we will gimiantee a price fow niilium fuel
that's less than our own cost of production. and that wonul be a matter
..of negotitIon. perhaps even on an indiv.idual national ba is-
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I think that. a standard price would probably be preferable, but
then we might very well give a particular nation that was destitute,
or a very close friend of ours or who cooperated with us in. this matter
some sort of financial aid to help themi with the purchase.

Q. You also said last year a couple of times that you hoped to call a
world energy conference to discuss this as well as a lot of other things.
Do you foresee that happening any time in the near future ?

Tje PRFII)ESIT. The item of nuclear powerplants and the handlinig
of spent nuclear fuels and the. curtailment of the possibility of new
nations joining us in their capability for explosives will be on the
agenda in the diiscussions in London early in May. And this will be a
continuing process for us.

I might add that Secretary Vance also discussed this question with
the Soviet authoritie, on. his recent visit to Moscow and asked them
to join In with us in enhancing the nonproliferation concept. Their
response was favorable. But it will entail a great deal of negotiation,
and I can't anticipate what the results of those negotiations might be.
We obviously hope for it to apply to all the nations in the world.

Q. Mr. President, does your cihange in the domestic program mean
that you will not authorize building the Clinch River breeder reactor
in Tennessee?

The Plrmsinrx'r. The Clinch River breeder reactor will not be tdr-
minated as such. In my own budget recommendations to the Congress,
we cut back-I can't remember the exact figmur--about $250 million.out
of the plutonium breeder reaictor-the liquid metal. fast breeder reactor
progra m.

I think that we would continue with the breeder reactor program on
an experimental basic, research and development, but not move nearly
so rapidly toward any sort of commercial use.

We also. obviosl], ae concerned alout the adverse economic im-
pact of these changes. And in the areas that. would lose employment.
that was presently extant. as we. increase our capacity for prodeiing,
nuclear fuels, even using new techniques, other than gaseous diffusion.,.
like centrifuize and laser beam use, then we would tiry to locate those
facilities over a period of timie--it's a very slow moving process--in
areas like Clinch River where they might be, ad.verselv affected.

Q. Mr. President. does this mean that Canada selling nuclear power
equlipment to France an(d others, and France selling to others-does
this mean that we will supply those other countries so that they won't
make more power?

The PRhESTIEXT. Well. I might say that. the two countries that most
nearly share our commitment and even moved ahead of us in this fielid
have been Canada--perhaps because of their unfortunate experience
with India-and Australia. Both those countries, along with us, have
substantial snpplies of nuclear fuel themselves.

I would hopt, that we could develop an interrveationship with other
countries to remove the competitive aspect of reprocessing. itself. There
is obviously going to be continued competition among our own Nation,
Canada, Framee. Germanyv. Eln 'lanl1. in the sellin•r of atomic power-
plants themselves. It ought to be a clearlv drawn distinction between
the legitimate and necessary use of uraninm and other enriched fuels.
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to produce electricity, on the one hand, and a prohibition •uganst. the
use of those fuels for explosives.

It would be impossible, cotierproductive, and ill-advis.d for us
to try to preven.t other countries that nt•ed it front having thw ca pa-
biljtv to produce ehlctricity from atomic power. -But I would hope that
we and the other countries could form an alliance that might be fairly
uniform in this respect.e F know $ lat. aR the other countries :Stani, with
us this hope.

The one difference that has Wen very sensitive, as it reM'atws to, sny,
Germany. ,Japan, iand others, is hint they fear flint. our unilateral
action in renouncing the reprocessing of spent fulls to produce pluto-
nium might imply that. we prohibit them or criticize them severely
because of their own need for reprocessing. This is not the ease. They
.ave a perfeet right, to go ahead and continue with their own reprocess-
ing efforts. Ihut we hope theylI join with us in eliminating in the future
addlitional countries that Wnilit have had this capability evolve.

Q. Mr. President, is it voui assessment, sir, that some of the smaller
nations that are now .seeling reprocessing technology are doing so in
order to aftain nuclear weapon capability as well as or in addition to
meeting their leg.itimate energy needs?

The Pun:swEx,. Well. without going into speeifies-I wouldn't want.
to start naming names-I think it's obvious that some of the countries
about whom we are concerned have use(d their domestic nuclear power-
plants to develop explosive capability. There is no doubt about.. it.

Indi'i;.which is basically a peaceful nation, at, ]east as far as world-
Swide connotations are concerned, did evolve an explosive capability
from supplies that were, given to them by the Canadians and by i.is.

And we feel that. there are other nations that have potential eapacity
already for the evolution of explosives. But we are trying to make
sure that from this §oint on that the increasinug numlber of nations
that might have joined the nuclear nations is att(e.nmated drastically.

i 1 .VWe can't undo immediately the mistakes that have been made in
the past. But I believe that this is a step in the right direction.

S:

"Km.



ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE ENERGY PROBLEM

APRIL 18, 1977

Good evening: Tonight I want to have an unpleasant talk with you
about. a problem that is unpreeedented in our history. With the ex-
ception of preventing war, this is the greatest challenge that. our
country will face (uring our lifetime.

The energy crisis has not yet overwhelmed us, but it. will if we do not
act quickly. It's a problem that we will not: be able to solve in the next
few years, and it's likelv to get progressively worse through the rest
of this cent ury. Z I

We must not be selfish or timid if we hope to have a lecent world
for our childrei ar•d ottr grandchildren. We simply .ust. balance our
demand for enervgy with our rapidly shrinking resources. By acting now
we can control our future instead *of letting the future control us.

Two days from now, I will present to the Congress my energy pro-
posals. Its Members will be my partners, and they have already given
me. a great deal of valuable advice.

Many of these proposals will be unpopular. Some will cause you to
put up with inconveniences and to make sacrifices. The most important.
thing about these proposills is thfit the alt ernautive may e a nati,

catastrophe. Further delay can affect our strength and our power as a
Nation. ..

Our decision about energy will te-.t the charact~er of the American
people and the ability of the President Und the Congress to (rovern
this Nation. This difficult. effort -".ill be the moral equivalent, of wn',
except that we will be uniting our eflorts to build and not to dl;trovo.

Now, I know that some of yon may doubt that we face real energy
shortages. The 1973 gas lines are none and with thisF springrtime
weather, our homes are warm again. But our energy problh.n is worse
tonight than it. was in 1.973 or a few, weeks ago in the dead of winter.

V It's worse because more waste has occurred an d more time has pa)ssed
by without, our planning for the future. And it will get.. worse •ev•"y • a •
.until we act.

The oil and natural gas that we rely on for 75 percent of our energy
are simply running out. In spite of increised effort, domesti1c; prodic-
tion has been dropping steadily at about 6 percent a year. Imports
have doubled in. the last 5 years. Our Nation's economic and political
independence is becoming"increasinglv vulnerable. Unless profound
changes are made to lower oil consumpton, we now believe that. early
in the 1980's the world will be demanding more oil than it can produce.

The world now uses about 60 million barrels of oil a day, and demand
increases each year about 5 percent. Tihis inmans that just to stay

(387)
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even we need the production of a new Texas every year, an Alaskan
North Slope every 9 months, or a new Saudi Arabia every 3 years.
Obviously, this cannot continue.

We must look back into history to understand our energy problem.
Twice in the last several hundred years, there has been a transition
in the way people use energy.

The first about 200 years ago, when we changed away fromnwood-
which had provided about 90 percent of all fuel-to coal, which was
much more efficient. This change became the basis of the Industrial ,

Revolution.
T'he second change took place in this century, with the growing use.

of oil and natural gas. They were more convenient and cheaf"e" than
coal, and the supply seemed to be almost without limit. They made
possible the age of automobile and airplane travel. Nearly .everyone.
who is alive today grew up during this period, and we have never
known anything different.

Brecause we are now running out of gas and oil, we must prepare
quickly for a. third change--to strict conservation and to the renewed
use of coal and to permanent renewable energy sources like solar
power.

The world has not prepared for the future.- During the 1950's,
people used twice as much oil as during the 1940's. During the 1960's,
we used twice as much as during the 1950's. And in each of those
decades, more oil was consumed than in all of man's previous history
combined.

World consumption of oil is still going up. If it were possible to I
keep it rising during the 1970's and 1980's by 5 percent a year as it has
in the past, we could use up all the proven reserves of oil in the entire
world by the end of the next decade.

I know that many of you have suspected that some supplies of oil
and gas are being withheld from the market. You may be right, but
suspicions about the oil companies cannot change the fact that we are
running out of petroleum.

All of us have heard about the large oil fields on Alaska's. North
Slope. In a few years, when the North Slope is producing fully, its i
total output will be just about equal to 2 years' increase in our own
Nation's energy demand.

Each new inventory of world oil reserves has been more disturbing
than the last. World oil production can probably keep going Ul) for .
another 6 or 8 years. But sometime in the 1980's, it can't go up any
more. Demand will overtake production. We have no choice about
that.

But we do ha ve a choice about how we will spend the next few
years. Each American uses the energy equivalent of 60 barrels of oil
p)er person each year. Ours is the most wasteful nation on earth. We
waste more energy than we import. With about the same standard of
living, we use twice as much energy per person as do other countries
like Germany, Japan, and Sweden.

One choice, of course, is to continue doing what we've been doing
before. We can drift along for a few more years.

Our coisumnption of oil would keep) going .tip every year. Our cars:
would continle to be too large and inefiicient. Three-quariters of them..
would carry only one person-the driver-while our public transporta- i
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tion system continues to decline. We can delay insulating our homes,
and they will cont.inue to lose about 50 percent, of their ieat in waste.
!)7 W 411 continue u~.ig.scarce oil 0nd n.ato V•al gia.,, t generateI. electricity
and continue wasting two-thirds of their f'uct value in the process.

If we do not act, then by 1985 we will be using :13 percent more
energy than we use to lay.

. e can t su1)stanitiallf\ incr(,as( our domestic production, so we
x* ould need to impoilt twice as much oil as we do now. Supplies will be
uncertain. The cost will keep oing up. Six years ago, we paid $3.7
bBillion for imported oil, Last year Ave ,pent $36 billion for imported
oil-nearly 10 tinies as inuch-and this yealr we may spend $45
billion.

Unless we act, we will spend more than $550 billion for imported
oil by 19S5--naore than $2,500 for every man, womani, and child in
America. Along with that money that we transport, overseas, we will
ý'ontinue losing American jobs amnd become increasingly vulnerable to-,Llt)p~ly interru pt ionst.."

A Now we have a choice. But if we wait., e will constantly live in fear
Lf embar oes. e could endanger our freedom as a sovereign nation to
act in foreign affairs. Within 10 years, we would not, be able to import
enough oil from any country! at any acceptable price.

If wre wait and (1o not act, thenr our factories will not be ablee to
keep our people on the job with reduced sup.plies of fuel.

Too few of our utility companies will have switched to coan, which
is our most abundant energy source. We will not be ready to keel) our
transportation system running with smaller and more efficient cars
and a better netwvork of buses, trains, and public transportation.

We will feel mounting riessure to plunder the environment. We will
have to have a crash program to build more nuclear plants, strip amne
•and burn more coal and drill more offshore wells than if we begin to
conserve right now.

Inflation will soair.; production will go down; people will lose their
jobs. Intense competition for oil will build up among nations anDd also
among the different regions within our own country. This has already
started.

If we fail to act soon, we will face an ecoiomnic social, and political
crisis that will threaten our free institutions. But we still have another
choice. We can begin to prepare right now. We can decide to act while
there, is still time. That is the concept of the energy policy that we will
present on Wednesday.

Our national energv plan is based on 10 fundamental principles.
The first principle is that we can have an effective and comprehensive
energy policy only if the Government takes responsibility for it. and if

[the people understand the seriousness of the challenge and are willing to
make sacirifiees,.

h lie second principle is that healthy economic growth must con-
tinue. Only by saving energy can we maintain ouristandard of living

• ~and keeptour people at work. An effective conservation program will
create hulndreds of thousands of new jobs.

The thin princi!ple is that we must protect, the environment. Our
energy problems have the same cause as our environriental problemns--
•wasteful use of resources. Conservation helps us solve both problems
at once.
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The fourth principle is that, we must reduce our vulnerability to I
potentially devastating embargoes. We can protect ourselves from un-
certain supplies by reducing our demand for oil, by makiTIg the most of
our abundant resources such as coal, and by developing a strategic
petroleum reserve.

The fifth principle is that we must be fair. Our solutions must ask,
equal sacrifices from every region, every class of people, and elvery , '
interest group. Industry will have to do its part to conserVe just sa
consumers will. The energy producers deserve fair treatment, but we"
will not let the oil companies profiteer.

The sixth principle, and the cornerstone of our policy, is to reduce i
demand through conservation. ()ur emphasis on conservation is a clear
difference between this plan and others which merely encouraged crashl
production efforts. Conservation is the quickest, cheapest, most practi-.
cal source of energy. Conservation is the only way that we can buy a.
barrel of oil for about $2. It costs about $1.3 to waste it.

The seventh principle is that prices should generally reflect the true,
replacement, cost. of energy. We are only cheating ourselves if we make•
energy artificially cheap and use more than we can really afford.

TheTýý eighth principle is that Government policies must be predict-
able and certain. Both consumers and producers need policies they can
count on so they can plan ahead. This is one reason that I'm working
with the Congr ess to create a new Departmient of Energy to repjace'
more than 50 different agencies that now have some controlover
en ergy.

The ninth principle is that we must conserve the fuels that are
scarcest and make the most of those that are plentiful. We can't con-
tinue to use oil and gas for 75 percent. of our consumption, as we (10
now, when they only make up 7 percent of our domestic reserves. We
need to shift to plentiful coal, while taking care to protect the enC
vironment, and to apply stricter safety standards to nuclear energy~.

The tenth and last principle is that we must start now to develop
the new, unconventional sources of energy that we will rely on in the
next century.

Now, these 10 principles have guided the development of the,
policy that I will describe to you and the Congress on Wednesday
night..

'Our energy plan will also include a number of specific goals toi
measure our progress towardi a stable energy system. These are the
goals that we set for 1.985:

To reduce the annual growth rate in our energy demand to
less than 2 percent;

To reduce gzasoline consumption by 10 percent below its cur-
rent level;

To cut in half the portion of U.S. oil which is imported--from'
a potential level of 16 million barrels to 6 million barrels a :day;,

To establish a. strategic petroleum reserve of one billion bar-I
rels, more than a 6-montihs supply:

To increase our coal production' by about two-thirds to more<
than one billion tons a year;

To insulate 90 percent of American homes and all new build-
in"Trs s

To use solar energy in more than 2Y. million houses.
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We will monitor our progress toward these goals year-bv-year.
Our plan will call for strict. conservation measures if we fall hehind.
I can't tell you that these rmeasures will be easy, nor will they be
popular. But I think most. of you realize that a policy which does
not ask for changes or sacrifices would not be an effective policy at.
:this late date.

This plan is essential to protect our jobs, our environment, our
standard of livini, and our future. Whether this plan truly makes a
difference will ntot be decided now here in Washington b4t in every
Aown and every factory, in every home and on every hi..,rhwav and.t
every farm.

I believe that this can be a positive challenge. There is something
especially American in the kinds of changes that we have to make.
We've alwavs been proud, through our history, of being efficient.
people. We've ,lways been proud of our ingenuity, our skill at answer-
ing questions, Now we need efficiency and ingenuity more than ever.

We'v • lways been. proud of our" leadership in t.be world. And now
we have a chance again to give the world a positive example.

We've always been proud of our vision of the future. We've always
wanted to give our children and our grandchildren a worhld richer in
possibilities that axe have had ourselves. They are the ones that we
must provide for now. They are the ones who will suffer most if we
don't act.

I've riven you some of the principles of the plan. I'm sure that. each
of you will find something you don't like about the specifics of our
proposal. It, will demand that we make sacrifices and changes in every
life. To some. degree, the sacrifices will be painful-but so is any
}ieanrigful sacrifice. It: will lead to some higher costs and to some
greater inconvenience for everyone. But the sacrifices can be gradual,
realistic, and they are necessary. Above all, they will be fair. No one
•will g•..in an unfafr advantage through this plan.. No one will be
asked to bear an unfair burden.

We will monitor the accuracy of data from the oil and natural gas
companies for the first time, so that we will always know their true
produ'e.tion, supplies, reserves, and profits. Those citizens who insist
on driving large, unnecessarily powerful cars must expect to pay more
for that luxury.

We can be s.ure that all the special interest groups in the country will
attack the part of this plan that affects them directly. They will say
that sacrifice is fine as long as other- people do it, but that their sacrifice

.is unreasonable or unfair or harrnful to the country .If they succeed
with this approach, then the burden on the ordinary citizen, who is
not orzanized into an interest. group, would be crushing.

There should be only one test for this program--xwhether it. will
help our country. Other generations of Americans have faced and
mastered great. challenges. I have faith that iieeting this challenge will
make our own lives even richer. If you will join me so that we can work
together with patriotism and coura-ge, we will again prove that our
great Nation can lead the world into an age of peace, independence,
and freedom.

Thank you very much, and good night.
JIMY A ( C'ArER.

TIHE WHITEr HousE, April 18, 1977.



ADDRESS BEFORE A JOINT SESSION OF THE CONGRESS
ON THE NATIONAL ENERGY PROGRAM

APRIL 20, 1977

MAr. President, Mir. Speaker, 41ferabers of the Congress, and dis.tin guished
guests:

The last time we met as a group was exactly 3 months ago today,
on Inauguration Day. We have had a good beginning as partners III
addressing our Nation's problems.

But in the months ahead, we must work together even more closely
to deal with the greatest domestic challenge that our Nation will face In
our lifetime. We must act now-together-to devise and to implement
a comprehensive national energy plan to cope with a crisis that other-
Wise could overwhelm us.

This cannot be an inspirational speech tonight. I don't expect much
applause. It's a sober and a difficult presentation. During the last. 3
months, I have come to realize very clearly why a comprehensive
energy policy has not already been evolved. It's been a thankless job,
but it is our job. And I believe that we have a fair, well-balanced and
effective plan to present to you. It can lead to an even better life for
the people of Arneric::a.

The heart of our energy problem is that we have too much demand
for fuel that keeps going up too quickly, while production goes down.
And our primary means of solving this'problem is to reduce waste and
inefficiency.

Oil and'natural gas make up about 75 percent of our consumption
in this country, but they only comprise about 7 percent in our reserves.
Our demand for oil has been rising by more than 5 percent each year,
but domestic oil supplies have been dropping more than 6 per .cent.

Therefore, our imports have risen sharply, making us more and more
vulnerable if supplies are interrupted. But early in the 19S0 ', even
foreign oil will become increasingly scarce. If it were possible for world
demand to continue rising during the next few years Mt. the rate of
5 percent a year, we could utse uI) all the proven reserves in the entire
world by the end of thiý next decade.

Our trade deficits are growing. We imported more than S35 billion
worth of oil last year, and we will spend much more than that this
year. The time has come to (raw the line.

We could continue to ignore this problem--as many have done in the
past:A-but to do so would subject our people to an impending catastro-
T he. That's why we need a comprehensive national energy policy.

our advice has been an important influence as this, pian hlas taken
(393)
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shape. Many of its proposals will be built on the legislative initiatives
that yoWr'.e ta ken in the ( ongress in the last few -years.

Two nrights -go, [ spoke to the Amierican i)CeOPO about, the principles
behind our plan and our specific goals for 1985:

To reduce the annual growth. rate in. energy consumption by
more thin. 2 percent;

To reduce gasoline consumption by 10 percent;
To cut. imports of foreign oil to less than 6 million bfirrels a day,

less than half the amount that we will be importing if we do not
conserve;

To establish a strategic petroleum reserve supply of at least
a billion barrels, which will meet our needs for about 10 months;

To increase our coal production by more than two-thirds, to
over a. billion tons a year;

To insulate 90 percent of American homes and all new build-.
ings; and

To use solar energy in mnre titan mi/• million American homies.
Now, I hope that the Congress will adopt. these goals by joint. resol.ui-

tion as a dem.ionstratiion of our mutual commitment to achieve theftr.
Tonight I wa.nt t.o outline specific steps by which we can reach

1 iose groals. 'i:l proposals fall into thes'e centril categor-is: First.,
conservation ; second, production; third, conversion; fourth, develop-
meat ; and, of eoure, fairness or equity, which is a primary considera-..
tioe in all our prop.)osals.

We prefer to reach those goals through voluntary cooperation with
a. minimum of coercion. In many cases, we propose financial incentives
which will eneour'ge people to sa-ve energy a.rd will harness the power
of our free economny to meet our needs.

But I must s to you that voluntary compliance will not be
enough-tthe problem is too large and the time is too short. In a few
cases, penalties and restrictions to reduce waste are essential.

Our fir.st. goal is conservation. It's the cheapest, m.ost r..actical way
to meet our energy needs and to reduce our growing dependence on
foreign supplies of oil. With proper planning, 'eonomic growth, en-
hanced job opportunities and a higher quality of life can result even
while we eliminate the waste of energy.

I lie two areas where we waste most of our energy are transportation
and our heating and cooling systems.

Transportation eonsunies 26 percent of all our energy-and as much
as half of that is waste. Iln Europe, the a venrie 'antoiiiobile weighs
2,700 pounds; in our eountry, 4,100 pounds.

Now, the Congress has already taken fuel efficiencv steps and set
standurds which will require new automobiles to have an average
efhiciency or mileage per gallon of 27.5 by 1985, instead of the 18
anmong new cars to(lay. The entiret fleet of cars is only 14 miles per
gallon at this time.

To insure that this existing congressional mandate is met, I am
p)ro.posing first of all a graduated excise tax on new gas -nizzlers that.
do not mneet Federal mileua.e standards. This gas [taxl -will start low
and then rise each year until 1985. In 1978, for instance, a tax of $180

will he leviet on a car gettinl" only 15 miles per gallon, and for an

11 -mileper-gallon car th.l. tax will be $450. That's at the beginning.
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By 1985, the taxes on these wasteful new cars with the sarme low
mileage; 15 miles per gallon or 11 miles per gallon, will have riscin to
$1,600 and $2,500.

All the money collected by this tax on wasteful automobiles will be
returned to consumers through rebates on automobiles that. are more
efficient than the mileage standards. We expect both better elficiency
and also more automobile production and sales under this proposal.
We will insure that American automobile workers and their families do
not bear an unfair share of the burden. And of course, we will also
work with our foreign trading partners to see that they are treated
fairly.

Now I want to discuss one of the most. controversial and most
misunderstood parts of the energy, proposal-a standby tax on auto-
mobile gasoline. Gasoline consumption represents half of our total
oil usage.

We simply must save gasoline, and I believe that the American
people can meet this challenge. It's a matter of patriotism and( a
matter of commitment.

Between now and 1980, we expect gasoline consumption to rise
slightly above the present level. For the following 5 years, when we
have the more efficient• cars on the road, we need to reduce consump-
tion each year to reach our targets for 1985.

I propose that we commit ourselves to these fair, reasonable and
necessary goals and, at the same time, write into law a gasoline tax
of an additional 5 cents per gallon that will automatically take effect
each year that we fail to meet our annual targets in the previous
year. As an added incentive, if we miss one year, but are back on the
track the next year, then the additional tax should come off. Now,
if the American people respond to this challenge, we can meet these
targets and under these circumstances, this gasoline tax will never
have to be imposed. I know and you know that it can be done.

.As with-other taxes, we must minimize the adverse effects on our
economy-we must reward those who conserve and penalize those
who waste. Therefore, any proceeds froii the tax-if it is triggered
by excessive consumption-should be returned to the general public
in an equitable manner.

I will also propose a variety of other measures to make our trans-
portation system more efficient. One of the side effects of conserving
gasoline, for instance, is that State governments who have a limited
amount of tax per gallon collect less money through gasoline taxes.
To reduce their hardships and to insure adequate highway mainte-
nance, we should compensate States for this loss through the High-
way Trust Fund.

The second major area where we can reduce waste is in our homes
and buildings. Some buildings waste half the energy used for heating
and cooling. From now on, we must make sure that new buildings are
as efficient as possible and that o0l buildings are equipped, or "retro-
fitted," with insulation and heating systems that dramatically reduce
the use of fuel.

Trhe<ýFederal Government should set an example. I will issse an
Executive order establishing strict conservation goals for both new and
o0l Federal buildings-a 45-percent increase ii efficiency for new
buildings and a 20-percent increase in efficiency for old buildings by
1985.
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We also need incentives, though, for those who own homes and
businesses so that they will conserve. Those who weatherize buildings
to make them more efficient would be eligible for a tax credit of 25
percent of the first $800 invested in conservation and 15 percent for
the next $1,400.

If homeowners prefer, they may take advantage of a weatherization
service which will be required from all regulated utility companies to
offer. The utilities would arrange for contractors and provide reasonable
financing to the homeowners. The customer would pay for the improve-
ments through small, regular additions to the monthly utility bills.
In many instances, these additional charges would be almost entirely
offset, by lower energy consumjption brought about by energy savings.

Other proposals for conservation in homes and buihlings include:
First, direct Federal help for low-income residents; next, an additional
10-percent tax credit for business investments in conservation:; third,
Federal matching grants to nonprofit schools and hospitals; and public
works money for weatherizing State and local government buildings.

While improving efficiency in our businesses and homes, we must aIso
make electrical home appliances more efficient. I propose legislation
that would, for the first time, impose stringent efficiency standards for
household appliances by 1980.

We must also reform our utility rate structure. For many years, we
have rewarded waste by offering the cheapest rates to the largest users.
It's ditficult for individual States to make such reforms because of the
intense competition among States for new industry. The only fair way
is to adopt a set of principles to be applied nationwide.

I am therefore proposing legislation which would require the follow-
ing steps over the next 2 years: First, phasing out promotional rates and
other pricing systems that make natural gas and electricity artificially
cheap for hig'h-volume users and which do not accurately reflect actual
costs; next, offering users peak-load pricing techniques which set higher
charges (luring the day when demand is great and lower charges during
the day when demand is small. We also need individual meters for each
apartment in new buildings instead of one master meter. Tests have
shown that this will save 30 percent of the electrical cost in the
apartment building.

Plans are already being. discussed for TVA-the whole system-to
act as a modlel in implementing such new programs as I have described
to conserve energy.

One final step toward conservation is to encourage industries and
utilities to expand what's called "cogeneration" projects, which cap-
ture the steam which is now wasted from electrical power production.
In Germany, for instance, 29 percent of total energy comes from co-
generation. In this country, formerly it was about*J9 percent,.but now

only 4 percent in the United States. I propose a special 10-percent
tax credit for Investments in cogeneration.

Along with conservation, our second major strategy is production
and rational pricing. We can never increase our prodliction of oil and
natural gas by enough to meet our demand, but we must be sure that,our pricing system is sensible, that it discourages waste and encourages
exploration and new production.

One of the principles of our energy policy is that the price of energy
should reflect its true replacement cost, as a means of bringing supply
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afnd demand into balance over the long run. Now, realistic pricing is
especially important for our scarcest fuels, oil and natural gas. How.-
ever, proposals for immediate and total decontrol of domiestic oil aid
natural gas prices would be disastrous for our economy and also for
working American families. It would not solve the long-range problems
of dwindling supplies.

The price of newly discovered oil will be allowed to rise over a 3-year
period to the 1977 world market price, with allowances from then on
for inflation. The current return to producers for previously discovered
oil, that which already exists, would remain the same, except for
adjustments because of inflation.

Because fairness is an essential strategy of our energy policy, we do
not want to give producers windfall profits beyond the incentives
that thev" do need for exploration and production. But we are simply
misleading ourselves if we do not recognize the replacement costs of
energy in ourpricing system.

Therefore, I propose that we phase in a wellhead tax on existing
supplies of domestic oil, equal to the difference between the present
controlled price of oil and the world price, and return that money
collected by this tax to the consumers and the workers of America.

W shou~ld also end the artificial distortions hi natuira! gas prices
in different parts of the country which have caused people in the pro-
ducing States t.o pay exorbitant prices, while creating shortages, un-
employment, and economic stagnation., particularly in the North-
east. We must not permit energy shortages to divide or balkanize
our country.

We want to work with the Congress to give gas producers an ade-
quate incentive for exploration, working carefully toward deregula-
tion of newly discovered gas as market conditions permit.

I propose now that the price limit for all new gas sold anywhere in
this country be set at the price of the equivalent energy value of
domestic crude oil, beginning next year, 1978. This proposal will
apply both to new gas and to expiring intrastate contracts. It would
not affect existing contracts that presently are in effect.

.ie must b.e sure that oil and natural gas are not wasted by industries
that' could use coal. Our third strategy will be, therefore, conversion
from scarce fuels to coal wherever possible.

Although coal now provides only I8 percent of our total energy
needs, it makes up 90 percent of our energy reserves. Its production
and.use do create environmental difficulties, but I believe that we can
cope wNith them through strict strip-mining and clean. air standards.

To increase the use of coal by 400 million toils or about 65 percent-.
we now use about 600 million tons-in industry and utilities by- 1.985,
Ipropose a sliding scale tax, starting in 1979, on large indulstrial users
ofpoil and natural gas. Fertilizer manufacturers, crop dryers, and so
forth, which must use gas, would be exempt from bhe tax, Utilities
would not be subject to the tax until 1983, because it will simply
take them longer to convert to coal.I will also submit proposals for expanded research and develop-
ment in coal. We need to find better ways to mine it safely and to
burn it cleanly and to use it to produce other clean energy sources
like liquified and gasified coal. We have already spent billions of do]-
lars on research and development on nuclear power, but vert. little
on coal. Investments here can pay rich dividends.
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Even with this conversion effort, we still face a gap between tlhe
energy we need and the energy that we can produce or import. There-
fore, as a last resort, we must continue to use increasing amounts of
nuclear energy.

We now have 63 nuclear powerplants p)roducing about p ,ercent
of our t.otal energy, and we also have about 70 more nuclear power-
plants which are licensed for construction. Domestic uranium supplies
can support this number of plants, judged by the most. conservative
estimate, for another 75 years at least. Effective conservation efforts
can minimize the shift toward nuclear power. There is no need to
enter the plutonium age by licensing or building a fast. breeder reactor
such as the proposed demonstration plant at Clinch Rivei. We must,

however, increase our capacity to produce enriched uranium fuels
for light water, nuclear powerplants, using the new centrifuge tech-
nology, which consumes only about one-tenth the energy of existing
gaseous diffusion plants.

IWe must also reform the nuclear licensing procedures. New plants
should not be located near earthquake fault zones or near population
centers. Safety standards should be strengthened and enforced;
designs standardized as much as possible. And we need more adequate
storage for spent fuel supplies.

However, even with the most thorough safeguards, it should not. take
10 years to license a plant. It only takes 3 years to license, design, and
build a plant in a country like Japan. I propose that we establish
reasonable, objective criteria for licensing, and that plants which are
based on a. standard design not require extensive, individual design
studies before the license is granted.

Our fourth strategy is to develop permanent and reliable new energy
sources. The most promising, of course, is solar energy, for which most
of the technology is already available. Solar water heaters and solar
space heaters are ready nowN for conmercialization. All they need is
some initiative to initi ite the growth of a large new market in our
coun trv.

Therefore, I .an proposing a gradually decreasing tax credit to"•run
from now through 1984 for those who purchase .aypproved solar hIeatiha
equipment. Initially, it would be 40 percent of the first. $1,000 and".5
percent of the next. $6 400 invested to provide solar heating for a home.

Increased production of geothermnal. energy cajn be insured by
providing the same tax incu.ntives as exist for gas and.oil drillinr
operations.

Our giuiding principle as we developed this phln was that above all
it must be fair. None of our people must make an unfair sitcrifice.
None should real) an unfair ben1efit. The desire for equity is reflected
throughout our plan:

In the wellhead tax, which encourages conservation but is
returned to the public;

In a. dollar-for-dollar refun.d of the wellhead tax as it affects
home heating oil, particularly in the Northeast;.

In reducing the unfairness of natural gas priecn;
In insuring that. homes will have the oil and natural gas they

need, while industry turns toward the more abundant coal thabt
can also suit its needs;
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In basing utility prices on true cost, so every' user pays a fair"sh are;

In the automobile tax and rebate system, which rewards those
who save our energy and penalizes those who waste it..

I propose one other step to insure p)rop~er balance in our plan. We
need more accurate information about the supplies of energy and about
the companies which produce energy.

If we are asking sacrifices of ourselves, we need facts that we can
count on. We need an independent information system that will give
us reliable data about energy reserves ant( production, emergency
capabilities, and financial data from the energy producers.

[ happen to believe in compeitiotn, and we don't have enough of it
right, now.

During this time of increasing scarcity, competition among energy
producers and distributors must simply be guaranteed. I recommend
that individual accounting be required from energy companies for
production, refining, distribution, and marketing-separately for do-
mestic and foreign operations. Strict enforcement of the antitrust laws
based on this data may prevent the need for divestiture.

Profiteering through tax shelters should be prevented, and independ-
ent drillers should have the same intangible tax credits as the major
corporations.

The energy industry should not reap large, unearned profits. In-
creasing prices on existing inventories of oil should not result in wind-
fall ga~s but should be captured for the people of our country.

Now, we must make it clear from no won to everyone that our
people, through their Government, will now be setting the energy
policy for our country.

The new Department of Energy, which the Congress is already con-
sidering, should be established without delay. Continued fragnienta-
tion of'Government authority and responsibility of our energy tpro-
gram for this Nation is both dangerous and unnecessary.

Two nights ago, .1 said that this difficult effort w hiich I have out-
lined would be the moral equivalent of war. If successful, this effort
will protect our jobs, it will protect our environment, it. will protect
our national independence, it will protect our standard of living, it will
al.so protect our future.

Our energy policy will be innovative, but it will be fair and predict-
able. It will not be easy; it will demand the best of us- our vision, our
dedication, our cou rage, and our sense of common purpose.

This is a carefully balanced program, depending for its fairness on
all its major component parts. It will be a test of our basic political
strength and ability.

But we've iaet challenges before, and our Nation has been the
stronger after the challenge was, met. That's the resporisibility that
we face-you in the Congress, the members of mi own administration,
and all the people of our country. I am confident that together we will
succeed,

Thank you very nt much, and good night.
JIMMY (..'ARTER.

The White House, April 20, 1977.
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FACT SHEET ON THE PRESIDENT'S PROGRAMi, APRIL 20, 1977

The President tonight addressed a joint session of Congress andl
presented the outline of a national energy plan to be submitted to
the Congress next week.

I. NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY PRINCIPLES, STRATEGIES, AND GOALS"

A. PRINCIPLES

Tile National Energy Plan is based on 10 fundamental principles.
1. We can have an effective and comprehensive energy policy only

if the Government takes responsibility for it and if the people runder-
stand the seriousness of the challenge and are willing to make sacri-
fices.

2. Healthy economic growth must continue. Only by saving energy
can we maintain our standard of living and keep) our people working.

3. We must protect the environment. Our energy problems have
the same cause as our environmental problems-wasteful 'use of
resources. Conservation helps us solve both at once.

4. WVe, must reduce our vulnerability to potentially devastating em-
bargoes. We can protect ourselves from uncertain supplies by reducing
our demand for oil, making the most of our abundant resources such
as coal, and developing a strategic petroleum reserve.

5. We must be fair. Our solutions must ask eqiual sacrifices from
every region, every class of people, every interest group. Industry
will have to do its part. to conserve, just as consumers will. Th;e
energY producers deserve fair treatment, but we will not let the
energy companies profiteer.

6. rhe cornerstone of our policy is to reduce demand through con-
servation. Our emphasis on conservation is a clear difference between
this, plan and others which merely encouraged crash production efforts.
Conserv'ation is the quickest, cheapest, most practical source of energy.

i. Prices should generally reflect the true replacement cost. of
energy. We are only cheating ourselves if we make energy artificia!iy
cheap and use more than we can really afford.

8. Government policies must be predictable and certain. Both con-
sumers and producers need policies they can depend on so theil:."n.
plan ahead.

9. We must conserve the fuels that are scarcest. and make the most
of those that are more plentiful. We cannot continue to use oil. and
gas for 75 percent of our consumlption when they make up only S per-
cent of our domestic reseres. We need to shift to plentiful coal wuthile
taking care to protect the environment, and to apply stricter safety
standards to nuclear energy.

10 . We must start now to develop the new, unconventional, sources
of energy we will rely on in the next centI.uI. .

B. STRATEGY

1. The objectives of the National Energy Plan are:
a.. In the short term, to reduce dependence on foreign oil and to

limit supply disruptions.
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k:b. Itf. the medium term, to weather the eventual decline in the
availability of world oil supplies caused by capacity limitations.

,.c. Irin the long term, to develop renewable and essentially inex-
haustible sour es of energy for sustained economic growth.

2. The major strategies for reaching these objectives are:
a. Implementation of an effective conservation program for all

sectors of energy use so as to reduce the rate of demand growth to
less than 2 percent, thereby helping to achieve both the short- and
rnedium-term* goals.

b. The conversion of industrv and utilities using oil and natural
gas to coal and other more abundant fuels to reduce imports and

nmiAke Miatural:gas more widely available for housýehold use, thereby
helping to achieve both the short- and medium-term goals.

ic. A vigorous research and development program to provide renew-
able and essentiallv inexhaustible resources to meet United States
eniergy needs in the next century, thereby helping to achieve the long
term goal.

C. NATIONAL ENERGY GOALS

j.A national energy plan is not something that can be adopted and
th n f6rgotten. There is no quick or easy solution to the energy
problem.

.The..President will propose as )art. of his comprehensive energy
legislation the following energy goals to be achieved between now and
1985. The Congress will be requested to support these goals by enact-
ing a Joint Resolution of the Senate and House committing the
N`ation.to:

Reducing annual growth of United States energy demand to
less than 2 percent;

Reducing oil imports from a. potential level of 16 million
barrels a day to less than 6 million barrels, about one-eighth of
total energy consumption;

"Achieing a 10 percent reduction in gasoline consumption;
Insulating 90percent. of all residences and other buildings;

..Increasing coal production on an annual basis by at least 400
million tons;

Using solar energy in more than 2X' million homes.

II. EFFECTS OF THE PRESIDENT'S ENERGY PLAN

The•ýPresident's energy plan, if imtplemented effectively, is projected
to save about 4.6 million barrels of oil per day (MMB/D) of oil over
the amount of oil we would otherwise require by 1985. These savings
wouldr riuce oil imports to about 7 MMB/D by 1985, a 40-percent
decrease. The President has established a goal of reducing imports
to below 6 MMB'D, which would require voluntary conservation
efforts by the Amei'can public.

Based, on econometric projections, the President's program is fore-
casted to have small, but generally positive impacts on the economy.
The program would stimulate about 100,000"jobs by 1.995. It would
increase.GNP by 0.7 percent in 1978 and about 0.4 percent in 1985. It
wbuld increase 'the GNP deflator by about 0.4 percent. annually
throughi 1985. Even if the.standbv, gas ax were trig(,,ered, GNP would
still increase and the inflation impact would still be small.
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III. THE PRESIDENT'S ENERGY PROGRAM

The elements of the total program are summarized in the pages
that follow. •,i.

A. CONSERVATION

1. Transportation
a. Gas guzzler tax and rebate (legislative): Because p resent law and

regulations are insufficient to assure that, nee(ded conservation will
take place in this sector, a graduated excise tax would be imposed'on
new automobiles and light duty trucks whose fuel ec(onomyi fails to
meet the applicable fuel economy standard under existing law.
Graduated rebates would be given for automobiles and light d(lty
trucks whose fuel economy is better than the standard.

The tax schedule would be fixed by statute, and taxes would begin
in model year 1978, increase each year through 1985, and-rernain
constant thereafter. The rebate schedule will be. adjusted each year
in advance by the IRS so that total estimated rebate piayments will
not exceed the estimated tax receipts. The prop)osed tax and rebaitte
table is attached as Appendix A.

Electric vehicles will be eligible for the maximum rebate. Rebates
will be available for vehicles manufactured in the United States and
Canada. Rebates would be available for vehicles manufactured'in
other countries on the basis of treaties or executive agreements entered
into between these countries and the United States. The President's
Special Representative for Trade Negotiations will work with other
nations to develop equitable rebate agreements.

b. Auto efficiency standards (administrative): In order to ::continue
the progress made to (late on automobile fuel efficiency, the Secretary
of Transportation will begin the analysis necessary to exercise his
authority to raise mileage standards above 27.5 mpg after 1985.

c. 55 mph speed limit (administrative): The President has requested
that the national 55 mphi speed limit be vigorously enforced by States
and municipalities. The Secretary of Transportation may, if hle finds
it. necessary, withhold highway trust fund revenues from States not
enforcing the limit.

d. Standby gasoline tax (legislative): A standby gasoline tax is pro-
posed to go into effect if targets for gasoline consuml)tion are not, met.
The targets take into account the effects of the gas-guzzler tax and
compliance with mandatory fuel economy standards for new cars, ind
aissuime some additional reduction in consuml)tion through such items
as observing speed limits and more carpooling.

The goa ls, l isted below permit limited increases in gasoline consunip-
tion until 1980; from 1980 to 19S7, the goal constitutes an achievable
reduction in gasoline consump)tion despite increases in total miles
traveled.

If gasoline consumption nationwide in 197S exceeds the target set
for 1978 by one percent or more, a 5-cent-per-gallon tax will be ilh-
posed on January 15, 1979. in any subsequent year, the tax 'Vill
amount to 5 cents per gallon for each lwercent, that consumption inwithe
prior year exceeded the target, except that the tax could not be
increased or reduced more than 5 cents per year. The tax will rise,
remain the same, or fall, depending on the prior year's record. 'The
cumulative "amount of taxes al.)plicalble in any one year myay not exce•C(l
50 cents per gallon.
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Aný funds collectedl wvould be rebated to the Ameriean Jlpeople
progre•sively through the Federal income tax system and by direct
payments to people who do not pay taxes.

e. Expand iise of Highway Trust Fund: By reducing gasoline con-
sumption, State revenues from g1soline taxes would also be reduced.
"TheA funds are used by the States for repair :n.d m aintenmnce of
highways. The administration wdil :develop at program which will
reduce their hardships and, to insure adequate highway maintenance,
will compensate them for this loss through sources such as the High-
way Trust Fund.

'fficie~ncy standards for lighlt duty trucks (administrative): The
Seeretary of Transportation is authorized nider the Energy Policy
and..Con'servation Act to promulgate efficiency standards for trucks
weighing 10,000 pounds or less. He is currently in the process of pro-
mulgatimn standards for trucks weighing 6,000 pounds or less. The
President has directed the SecretarY to commence a proceeding to
cover trucks weighing more than 6,000 pounds.

g. Re1C1oal of ]0n':prient *tXre;'N tax on interdify bwe.•' (lhgslative)
Since buses, like railroads, are fuel-efficient forms of transportation,
the current 10-percent excise tax on intercity buses would be removed
to encourage expansion in use of this form of transportation.

h. Tax on aviation and marine fuel (legislative): [he existing
Federail"excise tax preferences for general aviation and motorboat fuel
wouldl heliminated. This change would riot affect commercial airlinesor com"iiercial fishernien. The tax on aviation fuel would increase from
7 to I1 cents a gallon. The current 2 cents rebate for motorboat fuel
would be collected and transferred to the Land and Water Conserva-
tion Tund.

i. Federal Energy Managemenlt Program
:,The President will direct• Federal agencies to alter their auto

purchasing practices so that new cars lurchased by the Govern-
nient will. on the aver.age. exceed the average fuel economy stand-
ard under the EPCA 1y at least 2 mpg in 19778. and by at least 4
mpg in 1980 and thereafter (administrative).

Legislation will be proposed to initiate a Federal vanpooling
program. This program will demonstrate the energy conserva-
tion and pollution control potential of this form of commuter
transp)ortation by the largest. employer in the Nation. About

..:.:f,9,00 vans wiltbe purchased by the Government and made avail-
able for use by Federal employees. All costs of the program will be
repaid to the Federal Government by the riders (legislative).

2. Buildings.
a. National Residential Energy Conserration Program for Existing

Buildings
Homeowneis will be entitled to a tax credit of 25 icent of

the first $800 and 15 percent. of the next $1400 spent on app'ovoed
conservation measures. The credits will be available for measures
undertaken between April 20, 1977, and December 31, 1984
(legislative).

State publibi utility commissions will be required to direct
utllii.ties to offer their customers a residential energy conserv•a-
tion service performed by the utility an.] financed by loans repaid
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through monthly utility bills. The utilities must also inform
customers of other available residential conservation programs
and how to obtain financing, materials, and labor to pjerform
residential conservation themselves. Other fuel suppliers would
be encouraged to offer similar programs, with the help of their
State energy offices (legislative).

The Federal Government will remove the barriers to op)ening
a secondary market. for residential energy conservation loans
through the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation and the
Federal National Mortgage Association. This action should help
to ensure that capital is available to. homeowners., at reasonable :1
interest rates for residential energy conservation through, pri•at :
lending institutions (legislative).

Funding for the existing low-income residential conservation
program (weatherization) will be increased to $130 million in
fiscal year 1978; and $200 million in FY 1979 and in FY 1980
(budget).

The Secretary of Labor will take all appropriate steps to
ensure that recipients of funds under the Comprehensive Employ-
ment and Training Act (CETA) will supply labor for the resi-
dential conservation program. The CEFA program's employ-
ment levels, as proposed by the administration, would meet the
labor requirements of the program (administrative/budget).

The Secretary of Agriculture will vigorously implement a
rural home weatherization program in cooperation with the
Nation's 1,000 rural electric cooperatives, with loans provided
through the Faarmer's Home Administration (administrative).

Businesses will be entitled to a 10-percent tax credit, in addition
to the existing investment tax credit, for investments made in
al)proved conservation measures (legislative).

A Federal grants program will assist public and nonprofit
schools and hospitals in installing conservation measures, funded
at the rate of $300 million per year for 3 years (legislative/budget).

The Secretary of Commerce will encourage State and local
governments to include items that will contribute to energy-
conservation in their proposals under the Department's Local
Public Works program (administrative).

Except for participation by electric and gas utilities, the residential
energy conservation program is voluntary. However, if the programs
described above are insufficient in achieving wildespread residential
energy conservation, then mandatory measures %vill be considered;
e.g., a requirement that homes must be insulated before they are sold.

b. Afandatory efficiency standards for new buildings (administrative/
budget): The Secretary of Housing and Urban Development will
a(lvance by one year, *from 1981 to 1980, the effective date of the
mandatory standards required for new residential and cornmer~ial
building- by the Energy Conservation and Production Act, with:
funds to be made available to States to help them in this effort. "

c. Federal buildings (administrative/budget): The President will
direct all Federal agencies to adopt procedlures which aim at reducing
energy use per square foot by 1985 by 20 percent from 1975 energy
consumption levels for existing Federal. buildings and by 45 percent
for new Federal buildings. Invýestments which are not cost-effective
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would not be funded under the pirogram. 'he Director of the Office of
Management and Budget and the Administrator of the .Feledal Energy
Admmistration wil implement this program.

" d. Solar encriry in Federal buitdinq, lep iativeehudgt) The Federal
Govermnent, wil, in addition, spend up to $100) million ovor the next
3 \'ears to a dd solar hot water and spaere hleatiing to smtablle Federal
stiructures to hel.I) dei.onstrate tli commerciMl potential of such
Measures.

3. Appliances (legislative) : The present aippliance (t'lhCiency pirogram
Sill be "trengthened. Voluntary targets will be replaced by manda-

-toty standards on certain home appliances, such as air conditioners,
fuminaces, water heaters and refrigerators, as soon as possible. The
program under existing law to develop test. procedures and to establish
labelhn- requirements for appliances will be continued.

4. lnd. strial conservation, (legislative): Legisla tion will be proposed
for a. 5-year, 10-percent investment tax credit for investrm(nt in ap-
prioed energp-saving, industrial equipment, including solar ener-y
equipment, that could be incorporated i existing pl)lntsI tiis Crdlit
would be in addition to the present 10-percent tax credit.

5. Cogeneration (if electricity and process steam (legislative)
In. order to utilize effectivelv the enormous quantities of heat

-wasted in the production of electric power, legislation will be
submitted to encourage cogeneration---production of eleetric pow-
erand other useful forms of energy (such as heat. or process steam)
fiom the same facility.

An exemption from Federal and State public utility regulations
" Would be available to industrial cogenerators.

The Federal Power Commission. would be required to establish
procedures to assure fair rates for both sale of power by cogener-

• ators and for purchase of backit p power.
Industries using cogeneration would be entitled to intertie with

uthlity transmission facilities to sell surplus power and buy backup
..p)ower at fair prices.

-. tax credit of 10 percent, in addition to the current 10-percent
ta\ credit, would be provided for the purchase of cogeneration
equipment. Those industries which invest in equipment could be
exempted from the requirement to convert from oil and gas in

6 cases where an exemption is necessai,'- to stimulate cogeneration.
(3. Distryict heating (administrativeývbud~et):

.State public utility Coixn3is0ions will be encouraged to use
district heating as a criterion in siting certification and rate-
.making for new generating facilities.

• The"Administrator of the Energy Research and Developmnent
Administration will initiate in Fr 1978 a new demonstration
program to make use of waste heat generated by ERDA's ura-

Sniunn enrichment plants at Oak Ridge, Tenn., Paducah, .KV., and
Portsmouth, Ohio. The recovered waste heat would be used on
site and by nearby households, industry, and farms.

7."tlity rate reform (legislative): Conventional utility pricing
po'licis discourage conservation. The smallest usens comnonil pay
the-highest per unit p)rice due t.o practices such as declining block
rhit&s. Rates often (1o not reflect the. costs imposed on society by the
actions of utility consumers. The result is waste and inequity. The
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President will therefore submit legislation which contains the following
provisions:

State public utility commissions must require their regulated
electric utilities to phase out and eliminate promotional, declirn
ing, and other rates for electricity that do not reflect cost incie-
dence.

To shift energy use from peak to nonpeak periods, electr!ic
utilities would be required to offer daily off-peak rates to each
customer who is willing to pay metering costs and to offer lower
rates to customers willing to have their power interrupted at
times of highest peak demaind.

Master metering for electricity would generally be prohibited
in new structures.

State public utility commissions would require gas utilities to
eliminate declining block rates and to implement such rules as:
FPC may prescribe with respect to master metering, summer-
winter rate differentials, and interruptible rates.

By amendment to the Federal Power Act, the Federal Power
Commission would be authorized to require interconnection
and power pooling between utilities even if they are not presently
under FPC jurisdiction, and to require "wheeling" (the trans-
mission of power between two noncontiguous utilities across a
third utility's system).

S. Taxes on oil and natural gas: The oil and natural gas pricing and
tax policy discussed in Part F will achieve substantial savings in
natural gas and petroleum consumption. The oil and gas consumption
taxes are directed primarily at industrial and utility use, and will
encourage investments by industry to use these scarce fuels more
efficiently.

D. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS

To carry out the President's energy plan and to protect the energy
Consuming' public generally, the Government. needls more detailed and
reliable information on oil and] gas reserves on oil company operationsi
and on local energy supplies atnd demnand.

Accordlingly, a three- art energy information program w~ill be pro-.
posed. They represent dte beginning of implementation of a National
F errgy Information System which will, when fully developed, pro-
vide a comprehensive and authoritative source of energy infoimat.ion.

1. Petroleum Production and Reserves Information Syjstem (adminnis-
trative/budget): The proposed Department of Energy, upon its Crea-
tion, would take over the audit and verification roles now performed
br the American Gas Association and the American Petroleum Insti-
tute. These industry associations and their member companies would
be required to open their reserve estimation process to Federal offi-
cials, who would supervise the collection and preparation of reserve
data. Information collected and submitted through this system would
be randomly audited at the company level. Existing law regarding
the protection of confidential, proprietarv information would not. be
changed. 'this systcm will consolidate the reserves information garb-.
ering activities of Government ngencies, where possible, and will
eliminate. redundant reporting which now occurs among the variou- .
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that there are anti-competitive problems in the energy industries that
cannot be reached under cu.rrent. laws, new legislation: would be
proposed.

D. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION

A National Energy Plan can be built onily on a foundatioin'fpart-
nership and inderstanding among the Federal Government, the
States, local governments, and the Nation's Indian tribes, which own
a sUbstintial part of the Nation's energy resources.

The President is committed to ýensuring .that no State, local 'com-
munity, or Indian tribe suffers as a result of energy dev•lopment.
In order to assess the adequacy of existing impact assistanceprograms
and Ynake certain that there are no gaps, lie has ordered thatlhis Assist-
ait for energy and the Director of OMB undertake :"carefiuleviewof
uch programs. If gaps are found to exist in coverage, legislation: to

remedy those problems will be proposed.

B. ASSISTANCE FOR LOW-INCoME PERSOS'N

Government at. all levels has the responsibility for protecting hl6vv-
income citizens from the most severe effects of the energy crisis. The:
Plhm contains s.'evral programs to carry out the responsibility.

The weatherization program, by insulating large numbers of low-.
incomes homes, would protect low-income people not only from the
cold but also from rising fuel bills. The rebate system. for the wellhead
tax on oil and. the standby gasoline tax would (di*, tribute finds to low::-
income persons in a progressive manner. The price controlson:natura.l
gas and the. allocation of high cost sources toý industry will pr6tect
low-income consumers whose homes are.heated with natural gas•:•.The
price controls on oil and the rebate system to exempt hoiiue'&eating
oil from the impact of taxes on oil will protect low-income consumers
whose homnes are heated with oil. For the longer run, protection for
low-income people from the gradually increasing cost of Onergyjties
in a reformed welfare system on which the administration is at work.

The remaining major problem is the possibility that the Nation
will experience future supply disruptions,"such as the. natural gaqst
shortage last winter or another oil embargo. Such eventg could cause
temporary, but sharp increases in the cost of ba.sice.nei'gy in somf
regions, or to users of particular fuels. Such increases aire6a riclularly
harrmful to low-income people, who have, littleor 4 n(lisctrctionar Y
income with which to meet energy price rises. Present programs have
deficiencies in meeting these emergency needs. Ihe President. has,
therefore, directed the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
to complete work on a revised emergýency assistance program, for
prompt submission to the Congress.

F. OIL AND NATURAL GAS

Oil and natural gas account for three-quarters' of the :Natio•n's
energy needs, yet. constitaute less than 8 percent of'current domestic
energy reserves. These fuels are priced domestically .below their
marginal replacement costs; agqtm"result, the Nation Uses them waste-
fully with little regard to their true value.
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The Federal Government must provide for prices that provide
adequate incentives for producers while preventing industry from
receiving windfall profits. Price controls will protect consumer from
profiteering by producers, while taxes on utility and industrial use
of oil and gas will encourage conservation and conversion to coal.
The residential sector is sheltered as the Plan would keep natural
gas prices to residential users down and l)rovide tax rebates for home
oil use.

1. Oil pricing (legislative): The President is committed to the
retention of domestic oil price controls for the foreseeable future to
prevent windfall profits for oil producers who would otherwise be
able to charge the OPEC-determined world price of oil. The basic
,ricing mechanism adopted by the Energy Policy and Conservation
Act would be revised and extended to create a new long-range oil
pricing system which would:

Continue indefinitely the current price ceilings of $5.25 and
$11.28 per barrel for previously discovered oil, subject only to
escalation at the general rate of inflation;

S Allow newly discovered oil to rise over a 3-year period to the
... current world price (adjusted for the rate of inflation); thereafter,
newly discovered oil would continue to be priced at the 1977
world price with adjustments for any domestic increases in the

* general rate of inflation;
Define newly discovered oil as oil from a well drilled more than

2% miles from an existing onshore well as of April 20, 1977,
or more than 1,000 feet deeper than any well within any 2,%
m•ile radius. 'New oil offshore will be limited to oil from lands
leased after April 20, 1977;

Any price increases for any tier in excess of the increases in the
general rate of inflation recommended by the executive branch
would be subject to congressional disapproval before becoming
effective;

Incremental tertiary recovery from old: fields and stripper
oil would be free of price controls,

2. Oil taxes (legislative): All domestic oil would become subject to a
* ci~ide oil equalization tax applied in three equal stages beginning

on January 1, 1978. When fully phased in, the tax perbarrel would equal
the difference between the controlled domestic price and the world
price. The second tax installment in 1979 would bring all domestic
crude prices up to the $11.28 tier, and the third increment would bring
it to the world price in 1980. Once the tax is fully in place, it would
rise with world oil prices, except that atuhority would exist to discon-

* tinue an increase if the world price increased significantly faster than
the general level of inflation. The net funds collected as a result of this
tax would be returned to the public, on a per capita basis, in the form
ofe tax credits or direct payments for those who have no tax liability.

The oil tax would provide no net gain to the Treasury and no net
loss to consumers as a group, while establishing a more realistic energy
pricing system. Once the ta-x is ful]v in effect. all domestic oil would

hav:e approximately'the same pricei(after tax) as: the world price, the
entitlements program would be terminated, and certain related regu-
latory activities could be phased out.
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3. naeural gas pricing (legh-isplative): Current pricing policy evolved
at f time when gas was a surplus byproduct of oil. As a result it is now
the Nation s most under pr ed and oversold fuel. By helping bring

patural gasluppy and demand back into balance,,his 'pricing prp.osal'
is an important forststep tof ard (deregulation. If Ole oil and gas pricing
and taxing initiatives in this Plan succed, it may be possible to return
to market-determined pice for new natural gas.

T eine new g nus pricng poicy provides sames for new gas that will re'
flect future costs and risks associated witlh finding, ne w supplies ec)-
o Gnizes that the United States constitutesa single mraket for naturral
g oas, and continues controls on old gas.

Specifically, this proposal would:s
Subject all new gas, sold anywhere in United States, to a price

limitation of the BTU equivalent of the average refiner acequisistion cost (before tax) of all domestic crude oil. That. price tlitt
tion would be approximately $1.75 per Mcf at the beginning of
1978; the interstate-intrastate distinction would disappear. for
new gas;

Define new natural gas using the same standards as are usesd
to define newly discovered oil (2t N miles, 1,000 feet, new leases);

Guarantee pr~ice certainty at, current levels for currenitly
flowing gas, with adjustments to reflect inflation;

Authorize the establishment of higher incentive pricing levels
for specific categories of high cost gas;

Allow gas made available at the expiration of existing interstate
contracts or by production from existing ruserbolrs in excessg of
contracted volumes to qualify for a price no higher than'the
current $1.42 Mcf ceiling adjusted for inflation; gah s made avail-
able under the same circumstances from existing intrastate
production would qualify for the same price as new gas; i.e.,
$1.75 per Mcf at the begainning of 1978;

Allocate the cost of the more expensive new gas to industrial
users, not to residential andl commercial users;

Extendl Federal jurisdiction to SING facilities guaranteeing
them a reasonable rate of return. e . n t

This pricing mechanism would not affect the existing intrasotate
contracts. Because the Nation will remain vulnerable to waturaLgas
suPA ly emergencies during the coldest month. of the year, the President
will propose the emergency gas allocation authority be extended for
.3 years.

4. Other oil and gas measures:
a. Alaskan, crude pricing (legi .slative): Inclusion of North Slopc~oil1

in the domestic composite price under the current. provisýions in
EPCA would introduce a degree of unnecessary uncert~aint~y into
domestic crude oil pricing. This is because of the large Volume of
new Alaskan oil that would initially be moving into the composite
average at: at. wellhea~d price anticipated to be considerably below the
current average. Under the proposed amendments and extension of
EPCA, this problem would be eliminated. The $5.25, $11.28, and. new,
oil pricing tiers, adjusted for inflation, would be substituted fo~the
composite average limitation. Alaskan oil would be subject to:, aFh
$11.28 wellhead ceiling price, but would be treated as foreign oil for
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purposes of the entitlements program. New Alaskan oil finds would
be subject to the new oil wellhead price.

b. Elk Hills production. (legislative): Legislation will be sought to
limit: production from Elk tBills Naval Petroleum Reserve to a ready
reserve level at least until the West-to-East transportation systems
for moving the Alaskan oil surplus are in place and until California
refiners have completed a major refinery retrofit program to enable
more&-Alaskan oil to be used in California.

c S4ale oil (administrative): Because of the high risks and costs
involved in shale oil develbpment, shale oil will be entitled to receive
the world price of oil in the.United States.

d.'Oil stckpile (administrative.budget) We plan to exl)and the
Strategic Petroleum Reserve to one billion barrels from the currently
projected 500 million barrels. Such a reserve would enable the United
States to withstand a serious supply interruption for 10 months. In
addition, rationing and conservation contingency plans will be sub-
mitted to the Congress for its review. r.heFEA will undertake an
anakhsis, of additiofial contingency plans which would be placed into
effect•during a severe supply interruption.

e. Liqufied natural gas (LNG) (administrative): The limitation on
the importation of LNG imposed by the previous administration is
bei ng -eplaced by a more flexible policy that will provide for a case-
by-ease analysis of each project. Strict"siting criteria would foreclose
thie location of future tanker docks in denser- populated areas.

f. Synthetic natural gas (SNG) (administrative): Current policy
discourages construction of SNG facilities. A Federal task force wilt
be established to identify areas where additional SNG plants should
be built. The FEA: will-ensure that plants built in those areas will
receive priority for SNG feedstocks.

g. Gas development (administrative): Federal reseamchl and d(evelop-
ment programs on gas from geopressurized zones will be reatlv
accelerated. Efforts to develop gas from Devonian shale will also be
expanded.

hi,:O uter Continental Shelf (administrative): The Congress is now
onsiidJering amendments to the OCS Lands Act. which would provide

additional authorities to ensure that OCS development is consistent
with national energy policies, particularly by p~roviding for a flexible
leasifig' program using biddin< svstems that enhance competition,
assure a fair return to the public, and promote full development of
OCS resources. The administration supports these amendments.

i. Gasoline decontrol (administrative): Gasoline prices have never
reached their allowable controlled ceilings and marketers have con-
tended for some time that deregulation of gasoline would increase
competition' b alloiving them to shop mriong, suppliers.

In order to assure the maintenance of such competition, the admin-
istration will support legislation similar in concept to the current
"'Deailer Day in ( ourt'' sta~tute thiat. protects serv ice station dealer.,
from arbi~triu-i ance~llation of their lea4sc~ by miajor oil supplier,-.

In. addition, the administration currently hope' to eliminate gaso-
line price controls and allocation regulations aft the end of the peak
driving season th'is:coming fall. Gasoline prices and market competi-
tion Will be closely monitored and controls will be reimposed if prices
rise above a predetermined trigger level. If thisf action is taken, it
would permit the elimination of controls while protehcting consumers.
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j. Tax change (legislative): A competitive problem has resulted
from an effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which changed the' tax
treatment. of intangible drilling costs. Some independent oil an(d gas.>
producers have been deprived of a portion of the tax reduction for
such expenses, while the major corporate producers continue to enjoy
the full deduction. This anomaly should be removed. Asipart of.thle:
President's program for extending oil and gas price controls, the
administration would urge that independent oil and gas produicers
receive the same tax treatment of intangible drilling costs as their
corporate competitors, the major oil companies. Investors who finance
oil and exploration in order to obtain a tax shelter foi income earned
in other occupations should not, however, receive such a benefit.

G. COAL, NUCLEAR, AND HYDROELECTRIC POWER

Even with vigorous conservation, America's demand for energy
will continue to grow for the next decade. Although the United States
will eventually make extensive use of solar and other nonconventional
energy sources, it -,ill have to rely, for at least the next two decades,
on the conventional sources now at hand: oil, natural gas, coal,
nuclear power, and hydroelectric power.

1. Oil and natural 'gas wsers tax (legislative): In order to stimulate
the shift away from oil and gas toward coal and the conservationi of
oil and gas used by utilities and industry, legislation will be submitted
which would do tile following:

Beginning in 1979, each industrial user of natural gas (except
fertilizer manufacturers and certain agriculture users) would be
taxed an amount equal to the difference between his average cost,
of natural gas and a price target keyed to current price of distillate
oil. The target level for the first year's tax in 1979 would be $1.05
below the BTU equivalent price of distillate. The target price
would rise to equal the distillate price in 1985 and beyond. Thus,
in 1979, an industrial user who paid $1.65 per Mcf would pay a
tax of $.30 per Mcf to bring the total cost of gas up to the target
level of $1.95 per Mcf, assuming the BTU equivalent of distillate
is $3.00. By 1985, the target level would rise to approximately i
$3.30 per IMcf, resulting in an average tax of $1.10 per Mcf based
on a projected actual gas cost of $2.20 per Mcf.

Utility users of natural gas would be similarly taxed, starting
in 1983 at an amount that would bring the cost of gas to them to
a level of $.50 per Mcf below the BTU equivalent price of (dis-
tillate. The tax would rise so that by 1988 the cost of gas to them
would equal the cost of an equivalent amount of distillate. 'The
later starting date for the tax on utility use of natural gas reflects
the longer lead time required by utilities to convert to coal.

Industrial and utility users of petroleum would be taxed at a
flat rate since, unlike-natural gas prices, petroleum prices are
relatively uniforml nationwide. Beginning in 1.979, industrial use
would be taxed $.90 per barrel; the tax would rise to $3.00 per
barrel by 1985. A tax on utility use of petroleum would begin in
1983 at $1.50 per barrel and remain at that level thereafter.

Industry would be eligible for either an additional 10-percent .•

investment tax credit for conversion expenditures or a rebate of
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IIany natural gas or petroleum taxes paid, up to the amouint of
an y exl)e,(litures. incuirred for conversion to coal or o0ther fuels•.

' .T"w r.ebate in any vyear could not exceed the aotiont. of t.axvs
pai'• .: However, there would be a carrv-forward pro i"ion for
conversion expenditures that. exeeeded the tax TayInts

Oil and gas taxes collected from utilities would be set. aside to
ihelp utilities accelerate the retirement of their oil and gas burning
capacity.

With tax liability delayed until 1979 for industry and 19S3 for
utilities, prudent investors undertaking an aggressive conversion
program should be able to aceumulate enough conversion credits to
eliminate, or minimize, the actual amounts of tax collected. As a
practical matter only those industrial firms and utilities which lagged
behind in conversion would be gubject to the tax.

2. Coal conrersion regulatorqij policY (legislative): In order to asssure
the great possible conversion of utilities and industrial inst alations

....t.o :ioal. "rnd other fuels, while enstring compliance wvith ppt.icable
oenviionmental stan(lards, legislation .will be submitted to.

Prohibit industry and utilities from burning natural gas or
petroleum in new *boilers with only limited environmental and
economic exceptions; industry could also be prohibited from burn-
ing gas or petroleum in facilities other than boilers, by regulations
applicable to types of installations, or on a case-by-case basis;

Prohibit existing facilities with coal-burning capability from
burning gas or oil, by regulations applicable to categories or on a
case-by-case basis; with limited temporary exceptions, no utility
will be permitted to burn natural gas after 1990;

Require facilities burning coal to obtain approval to shift to
petroleum or natural gas; "

Require utilities burning nati.iral gas t.o obtain a permit to
. shift. to petroleim.i

Allow any induistrial firm or utility prohibited from using
natural gas to sell its contract to purchase gas at a price that
w Would provide adequate compensation.

ýo 3. Environmental policy for coal:
The administration supports a strong, but consistent and cer-

tain, environmental policy to protect the environment and pro-
vide the confidence industry requires to make investments in
energy facilities. That. policy would:t, Require the installation of the best available control

technology in all new coal-fired p)lants, including those that.
burn low-sulfur coal;

Protect areas where the air is still clean from significant
deterioration;

Encourage States to classify- lands to protect, against
significant deterioration within .3 years after enactment of
Clean Air Act Amendments;

Require Governors to announce intent to change the classi-
fication of the allowable air quality for a given area. within
120 days after an application is made to construct a new
source in that area;

Require States to .approve or disapprove the application
within 1 year thereafter.
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The President believes that further study is needed with
regard to the Environmental Protection Agency's current policies
allowing offsetting pollution trade-offs for new installations and :-
therefore requests that Congress not write into law a definitive U
formula for a nonattainment policy until this analysis is
com•)leted.

Tihe President will appoint a special committee to study the
health effects of increased coal production and use, and the
environmental constraints on coal mining and on the construction
of new coal-burning facilities. The Committee will report to the
President by October 1977 (administrative).

The President will request almost $3 million to study the
long-term effects of carbon dioxide from coal and other hydro-
carbons on the atmosphere (budget).

The President reiterated his support for tough, uniform national
strip mine legislation.

4. Coal research and development (budget):
The President has directed ERDA, EPA, and the Department

of the Interior to undertake a major expansion of the Govern-
ment's coal research and development program. The program
will focus primarily on meeting environmental requirements
more effectively and economically, and will seek to expand the
substitution of coal for gas and petroleum products.

The program will include research on-
More effective, economical methods to meet air pollution

control standards, including flue gas desulfurization systems
("scrubbers");

Fluidized bed combustion systems;
Coal cleaning systems;
Solvent refined coal processes;
Low BTU` gasification lrocesses;
Synthetic crude technology; and
Coal mining technology.

In the long run, syvnthetic high BTU gas produced,.from coal
may provide a substitute for declining natural gas supplies.
The Government does not. plan to subsidize existing technologies.
The administration will pursue an active R&D program for
advanced high BTU coal gasification. The program will be
conducted with the urgency required to ensure that the new
technology will be ready when needed.

5. Nuclear power:
a. Plutonium economy:

The United States will make a concerted effort, in association
with other countries, to find answers to the problems of nuclear
proliferation. As part of this effort, the United States will defer
indefinitely commercial reprocessing and recycling of spent fuels
produced in United States civilian nuclear powerplants
(administrative).

In addition, the President has decided to defer indefinitely
construction of the Clinch River Liquid Metal Fast Breeder
Reactor Demonstration Project and to cancel all component
construction, commercialization, and licensing Wfforts. The
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United States breeder program will redirect efforts toward
* evala.tion of al tera t. l.rekders, fuels, a nd advanred .onverter

reactors with emphasis on nonproliferation and :-afety concerns(administrative).
The United , tates has asked other countries to join in examiin-

ing afternatie riethods of mleeting future nieeds for nuclearPpower.
As part of thi program, the United States must restore wonfidence
in its abiity ad willingness to supply enric:hed raiiui services.
The Utitedl States is; therefore, taking three steps to restore
that confidence,

The U nited States is reopening the order books for
ura, ui.iiin elK ihinen t services (admn istrativey'.

The President is proposing legindation. in a separate
submisson, to guarantee the sale of enrichiment services to
any countra whbh agrees to comply with our nonJrolifera-
tion obje'ti~ves and is willing to ac.cept certain conditions
(ienisl atiNY).

.' .. .he bitael States will expand its enrichment va.pat itv
. Cit•Fnt .pacit& consists of gaseous diffusion plan ts. A

centrifuge plant uses only 10 percent as much electrical
• . power as ,' diffusion plant of equivalent. capac.i.tv. Accordingly,

: tie next plant that the United States will build, for whlich
funds are ulready in the proposed fiscal 1978 budget, will be a

.. cm9nRqifueeplant (Qidministrativerb udget).
T o resolve uncertainties about the extent of doinesttic

urqniuni resources, ERDA will modify its National Uranium
Res.ourees. Evaluation program to improve its uraniimm
re-ource assessnent and to include thorium (administrative).

b. Domestic inuclear safety and storage:
SLight w'ater reactors, the type now being built, are not a pro-

•ii:fratimn hazard.
Althourh ligcht water nuclear reactors have had a good safety

fecord, the President will request the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission to expand its audit and inspection staff, to increase iin-
annmiounced inspectionis, and to aSSigni a permianen1 inspector to
every niulear site (administrative. budget).

Th.e President will request the NRC to make mandatory the
current voluntary reporting of rnimor mishaps and component,
failures (administrative).

The President lso will request tMe NR to develop firm si.ingcriteri that Cowtin fruidelines to pli;vent Oiting In densely popu-

lated areas, under potentially hazardous or valuable natural areas
(administrative),

The current licensing process is unsatihfactory to utilities, in-
tervenors, and the Government. Therefore, the President will
direct a thorough review of the entire process. As part of this re-
view, he has proposed that reasonable rnd objective criteria be
established for licensing and that plants which are based on a
standard desin-n not rieqiire extensive individual licensingad mnaistrati~ve).

The President will direct a review of'ERDA's waste disposal
program (administrative).
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6. Hydroelectric power
The. President has directed the Corps of Engineers to reportwithin

3 months on the potential for additional hydropower installations•lHt
existing dams throughout the country--especially at small sites. Any
recommendation will be subject to a thorough environmental anDd
budget review before final decisions are made (administrative).

H. NON-CONVENTIONAL SOURCES OF ENERGY

America's hope for long-term economic growth beyond the year
2000 rests on renewable and virtually inexhaustible sources of energy,
such as solar and geothermal energy. The Government will prorn6te.
aggressively the development of renewable resources.

1. Solar energy:
a. Solar tax credits (legislative): To stimulate the (levelopment of a:

large solar market, a, tax credit of 40 percent of the first $1,000 and .j
25 percent of tihe next $6,400 (maximum of $2,000) pail for the instal-
lation of qualifying solar equipment would be provided. Ithe credit I
would decline over time to 25 percent of the first $1,000 and percent
of the next $6,400. The credit, available between April 20,A977, and
December 31, 1984, would be supported by a federally supported I
joint Federal/State program of standards development ce tjification,
training, information gathering, and public education.

b. Business investment tax credit (legislative): The solar industry j
will be aided further by the inclusion of investments in solar equipment
for industrial and conunercial purposes among the applroved conserva-
tion measures eligible for the p)roposed 10-percent tax credit for energ--
savxing investment~s.

c, Federal Energy 1fa.nagement Program (administrative budge6t):
The Federal Government 'will demonstrate its confidence in solar
technolog'y tby undertaking a 3-year solar program for Federal buildings
with up to $100 million.

d. State support: States are urged to amend their property tax laws
to exempt solar installations from assessments, to enact legislation to
protect access to the Sun, and to proxuote eonsunxeu educaRtion in the.
solar field. State public utility commissions would be required to de-
velop guidelines to prevent utilities from discriminating against users
of solar energy or other alternative energy sources.

2. Geothermal energy:.
a. Tax deductions (legislative): To stimulate geothermal drilling,

the President will propose a tax deduction for intangible drilling costs
comparable t.o that now available for oil and gas drilling.

b. Procedural streamlining (administrative): The Departments of
Interior and. Agriculture will streamline their leasing and environ- •:
mental review procedures to remove unnecesFsary barriers to develop-
ment. of geothermal resources.
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I. RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT A)ND DEMONSTRATION OF DECI'3NTRALIZED

SYSTEMS

I. Reorganization. (ndminiisteraitivelbudget): A new Office of Small-
Scale Technology is proposed within the Department of Energy In
order to tap more fully the great potential of the Nation's individual
ilnv(e lttors alnd slmnall business firlls..

2. Solar, geotherinal, awl other technologies (budget.): The Government
will provide increased funding for photovoltaic systems, solar space
cooling and other solar building. techMoiogies, sMall wind energy
con versi.on systems, and demonstration p1rojects on wood-derived bio-
mass. The Governm)ent will also fund programs for additional work on
as-fired heat plumps and small fuel cells for residential and commercial

heating and cooling. Additional funding will be provided to identify
new l vdrotherlnal sources which could be tapped for near-term
generation of electricity and for direct thermal use. The Government
w'il] also support denionstration of direct, nonelectric uses of geother-
mal energy for residential space conTditioning and industrial an.d agri-
culturalýlrocess heat in areawhere this resource hasnot previously been
exploited.

J. TRANSPORTATION STUDY

During the era of cheap energy, the United States developed a
national energy transportation system principally for moving oil and
natural gas from the South and the Texas Panhandle to the North arid
Northeast. With grorwing prospects for increased supplies of oil and gas
from:ýAlaska and the Outer Continental Shelf, as well as the possibility
of increases in Western coal production, the Nation urgently needs to
reassess its energy transportation system. 'T he President will establish
a commission to study and make recoIMnvendations concerning the
national energy transportation system.

... JIMMYtv CA.RTE•.
THE WHETE Ho1USE, April 20, 1977.
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APPENDIX A

TAX AND REBATE SCHEDULE FOR NEW CAR SALES.

Miles per gallon Tax or rebate

But less
At least- than- 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 .1984 1985

12.5 -- - 935 |,524 2488•
.0 13.0 449 553 666 1,159 *5 1,819 8

12.5 13.5 * 774 * 1294 ° 2,146
13.0 14.0 345 436 538 972 * 2 1.559 9
13.5 14,5 * 637 * 1.098 1,854
14.0 15.0 356 339 428 * 812 1,336
14.5 15. 5 519 929 , 13603

15.0 16.0 179 258 333 674 113

15.5 16.5 ;* 416 782 1,384
16.0 17.0 112 176 249 553 ° 974 '

16.5 17.5 * 325 - G53 * 1192
17.0 18,0 52 Ill 176 446 * 825
17.5 18.5 *11 245 * 539 4 1,021
18.0 19.0 0 52 51! * 351 693
18.5 19.5 ° 174 * 437 869
19.0 20.0 -47 0 52 266 " 574
19.5 20.5 110 * 345 m 733
20.0 21.0 -89 -47 0 * 189 467
20.5 21.5 * 52 262 610
21.0 22.0 -128 -90 -47 120 . 371
21.5 22 5 * 0 * 188 ..499
22.0 23.0 -163 -129 -90 5 57 283
22.5 23.5 -47 * 119 .397
23.0 24.0 -195 -165 -130 * 0 203
23.5 24.5 * -91 * 57 304
24.0 25.0 -224 -197 -166 * -52 129
24.5 25.5 

1* 2 31 9 0 219

25.0 26.0 -251 -227 -199 * -1l 62
25.5 26.5 -168 * -52 6 140
26.0 27.0 -276 -255 -230 * -145 0
26.5 27.5 -202 -101 67
27.0 28.0 -299 -281 -259 -187 57
27,5 28,5 -234 1 -147 * :0
28.0 29.0 -321 -305 -285 -225 II-
28.5 29.5 -264 -- 189 62
29. 0 30. 0 -341 -327 -310 * -261 . --161 S

29.5 30.5 -291 -228 -121
30.0 31.0 -359 -348 -333 -295 • -207
30.5 31.5 *-317 * -265 " . -176
31.0 32.0 -377 -367 -354 -326 -251
31.5 32.5 -340 -299 -227
32.0 33,0 -393 -385 -374 -335 -292
32.5 33.5 -* -363 . --331 *. -275
33.0 34.0 -408 -402 -393 * -383 * -330
33.5 34.5 - 385 * -361 * -320
34.0 35.0 -423 -416 -411 -409 * -366
34.5 35.5 * -405 -390 -362
36.0 36.0 -436 -433 -428 -433 -400
35.5 36.5 -423 -417 * -403
36.0 37.0 -449 -448 -444 * -456 -433
3X 5 37.5 * -441 -442 * -440
37.0 38.0 -461 -461 -459 * -478 -463
37.5 38.5 * -458 ° -467 * -476
38.0 39.0 -473 -474 -473 * -499 " -492
38.5 39.5 * -474 * -490 -493
39.0 .............. -473 -474 -473 5 -499 * -492

Electric cars -473 -474 .473 -474 -499 -490 -492 -493



STATEMENT ON SIGNING APPROPRIATIONS FOR NON-
NUCLEAR PROGRAMS OF THE ENERGY RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

JUNE 3, 1977

I am pleased to sign S. .36, a bill which will authorize $1.639 billion
for the Energy Research and Development Administration's non-
nuclear programs in fiscal year 1977.

Thiere are, however, two' programs authorized in S. 36 which cause
nie (o)me concern.

The National Energy Plan stated my belief that we should avoid
Fede~ral subsidy of existing energy technologies. I believe that our
energy research and development dollars should be spent on technol-
ogies which are not yet demonstrated rather than on projects or tech-
nologies which have been shown to be successful at a commercial or
near commercial scale. In the important area of using municipal waste
to generate pCwer or fuel, we have already had five federally assisted
demonistration projects. Several other faci'lities of this type have been
brought on line without any Federal support. I seriously. question the
need for price supports for these types of facilities since a significant
body of experience and demonstrated technology is already available.

\yI second concern is with the timing and scope of the Energy
Extension Service program. While I apiplaud the Congress for its
prodding in developing the energy extension service concept and see
considerable merit in such a program, I am concerned that we not
move into a full-scale, nationwide program before we have had a
chance to evaluate and learn from the pilot program which is now
underway.

we are receiving preliminarv results from the four pilot projects
now in operation and are learniing that some types of programs work
bettef than others. Before we ask the States to use their scarce staff
and ilscal resources to develop plans for these programs, I feel we
should be sure that the requirements for these plans are as well-
designed as possible. My Energy Advisor will be working with the
Congress and the relevant committees to trv to revise the timetable
for full-scale implementation of the extension service concept in order
that the program we develop is one which is most responsive to our
State and local as well as national energy needs.

JIMMY CARTER.
TimE WHITE HOUSE, June 3, 1977.
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VETO OF DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY AUTHORIZATION
BILL

NOVEMBER 5, 1977

To the Senate of the United States:
I am returning, without. yItn approval, S. 18t1L the Department of

Energy Authorization Act of 197S-Civilian Applications.
This bill authorizes fiscal year 1978 appropriations for the Depairt-

inent of Eneryv's nuclear and non-nuclear energy researcll. develop-
ment, and demonstration projects; however, fuknds for most, of thesei
programs, except the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Demonstration
Plant, already have been appropriated and made available to the
Department.

ST. cann)t approve, this legiation because:
It mftandates funding for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor

Demonstration Plant, that wlll result in a large and urnecessarily
expensive project which, when completed, would be technically.
obsolete and economically unsound. This decision could channel
scarce and nmuch need ed 'effort away from a lroad-býised breeder

reactor development program into a production model which will
not be required or economical for many years.

Tt seriously inhibits the President fi0rom pursuing effectively an
international policy to prevent the proliferation of nuclear weap-
ons and nuclear explosive capability.

It puts -burdensome limitations on the President and the new
Department of Energy in exercising necessary judgment to pro-
vide an effective enerv research aid development .proi'rm.

It.. puts unwi limishtations on our ability- to implernen t the new
sle&t fuels policy which I recently announced, to aid our non-
proliferation goals.

It limits the constitutional authority of the President through
three one-House veto provisions. One of these provisions could

also limit the'Administration's ability to recover a fair price for
the uranium enrichment service provided by the Federal
z:orverm~ent..

S. 181.1 severely limits the flexibility of the Executive Branch in
expen(ling funds a'ppropriated for the Clinch River project poursuant to
this authorization."This is inconsistenit w ith mv stron gbelief that
proceeding beyond completion of the systems desigm piihase of the
Clinch River f'aeility would imperil the Administration's policy to
curb proliferation of nuclear weapons technology. Further, completion
.of the Clinch River facility would, cst American taxpayers an ad-
ditional $1.4 billion'"on a facility that is technically and economically
unnecessary.

In 1970, when the Clinch River facility was first authorized it was
estimated.to cost $450 million. Its total cost estimate now exceeds $2.2

(421)
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billion. The Federal goverinient's share of the cost of the project has
risen from $250 million to $2 billion.. Yet current projections of the
increa.e ill the need for nucletr-generated electric power in the yeart,
2000 ine only one-third of estimates niade in 1970. The breeder reactor
will, therefore, not be needed in the early 1990? a- had been projected
when the Clinch River facility was first authorized.

The Administration is committed to a strong research and develop-
ment program for advanced nuclear technologies, including base pro-
gram research on the liquid metal fast breeder, research into a ter-
native breeder cycles, and an accelerated research and development
prograia for advanced non-breeder technologies. These programs are

aital to onusre that: energy is available to make the i rasition over the
decade:: ah.dCWl from oil and nat-ural gas to other energy sources. All of
these programns will be maintained in the absence of S. 1811. Con-
struction of the Clinch River facility in no wav is necessary to ensure
continued development of nuclear týc.hnolohgie., inchluding liquid metal
fast bredcr teclmology:

In vxtoing S. 1811, 1 intend to pursue the authority at my disposal
to terminite construction of the Clinch River facility. Further expend-
iturc on the (C'linch River facility should be ended in an orderly
fashion, And .1 intend to analyze all available options, including those
under the Congrcosi onal Budget and Impoundlilent Control .Act of
1974, to ensure that rio further unneeessary expenditures on this
facility ire made.

In addition to those features relating to the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor, S. 1811 also contins additional provisions which are not:
consistent with Administration policies and the national interest.

The bill would further impede our nonproliferation goal. by impos-
ing limitations on the ability of the United States to provide for the
storage of spýent fuel from foreign reactors in those instances where
such an. action would seive those goal,.

it perllits a one-Ilouse veto over the criteria and prices which the
Administration can adopt., infringing on the Administration's ability
to recover the full cost of those enrichment services.S. 1811 wouhl imnpede the ability of the Secretary of Energy to

organize effectively the research and development activities of the
new Department. of Energy, in contravention of legislation passed ih
August establishing the Department.

Findlly, it would impose a výariety of specific and unneces.sary techni-
cal re.triittions on energy re-search and development programis, estab-
lishi one-House. veto piovision-s relating to geothermal facilty loan
guarantees, and impose a six-month requirement for a recoiiimmienda-
tion on the purchase and/or operation of the Barnwell reprocessing
facility.

I. a1n cormmitte.d to a Vigorous energv research and development
strrategy to ensure maximum progress on shifting the energy base of
the United States awway from oil. and natural gas. lHIowever, I am also
concerned about the risk of introducing the plutonium economyi
through an r.mnncessarv commercual demionstratiton facilit., i beli•'ex-
that we should continue our research and (leveloprment program witlh-
out large, unnecessary expenditures for a techrnologically obsolete
project and without imuperilim.g our shared desire for halting the tin-
controlled spread of nuclear weapoiis capability.

JIMiMY CARTER..
TilE WHITEr IlousLu, Novemaber 5, 19717.



ADDRESS TO THE NATION ON THE NATIONAL ENERGY

PLAN

NovE.MBm 8. 1977

GOOD EVENING: More than 6 months ago, in April, I spoke to you
about a need for a national policy to deal with our present and future
energy problems, and the next day I sent my proposals to the Con-
gress.

The Congress has recognized the urgency of this problem and has
come to grips with some of the most complex and difficult decisions
that a legislative body has ever been asked to make.

Working with Congress, we've now formed a new Department of
Energy, headed by Secretary James Schlesinger. We have the ability
to administer the new energy legislation, and congressional work on
the national energy plan has now reached the final stage.

Last week the Senate sent its version of the legislation to the con-
ference committees, where Members of the House and Senate will
now resolve differences between the bills that they've passed. There,
ii the next few weeks, the strength arid courage of our political system
will be proven.

The choices facing the Memalbers of Congress are not easy. For them
to pass :an effective and fair plan, they will need your support and your
understanding-your support to resist pressures from a. few for
special favors at the expense of the rest of us, and your understanding
that there can be no effective ])lan without some Sacrifice froom all of
Us.

Tonight, at this crucial time, I want to emphasize why it is so
important that we have an energy plan and what we will risk, as a
nation, if we are timid or reluctant to face this challenge. It's crucial
that you understand how serious this challenge is.

With :every passing month, our energy problems have grown worse.
This surniiier we used more oil and gasoline than ever before in our
history. M.\Iore of our oil'is coming from foreign countries. .Just since
April, our: oil imports have cost us $23 billion-about $350 worth
of foreign. oil for the average American family.A few weeks ago, in Detroit, an unemployed steelworker tohl re
something that. may reflect the feelings of many of you. "Mr. Presi-
dent,' he said, I (don't feel much like talking about energy and fore~ign
policy. F'm, concerned about how I'm going, to live. ..... can't be
too concerned about oth'er things when I have a 10-year-old daughter
to raise atn( I don't have a job and I'm 56 years old."'

Well, I. understand how he felt, but .I mi t tell you the truth. And
the truth"is that you cannot talk about economic problems now or
in the future without talking about energy.

(423)
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Let. me try to describe the size and the effect of the problem. Our
farmers are the greatest, agricultural exporters tile world has ever
known, but it now takes all the food and the fiber that we export. in
2 yenrs Just to pay for n year of imported oil-about. $45 billion.

cessive importing of foreign oil is a tremendous and rapidly
increasing drain on our national economy. It hurts every American
family. It causes unemplo3ynent. Every $5 billion increase in oil
imptorts costs us 200,000 American jobs. It costs us business invest-
menrts Vast amounts of American wealth no longer stay in the United
States to build our factories and to give us a better life.

it makes it harder for us to balance our Federal budget and to
finance needed progrn mm for our people. It. unbalances our Nation's
tiade With other countries. This year, primarily because of oil, our
imports will be at least $25 billion more than all the American goods
that we sell overseas.

It. pushes up international energy prices because excessive importing
of oil by the United States makes it easier for foreign producers to
raise their prices. It feeds serious inflationary pressures in our own
econoiny.

If this trend continues, the excessive reliance on foreign oil could
miake the very security of our Nation increasingly dependent on un-
certain energy supplies. Our national security depends on more than
just. our Armed Forces; it also rests on the strength of our economly,
on our national will, and on the ability of the United States to carry
out our foreign policy as a free an(d independent nation. America over-
seas is only as strong as Amnerica at home.

The Secretary of Defense said recently, "The present deficiency of
assured energy sources is the single surest threat ... t.onour security and
to that of our allies.'

Yesterday, after careful consideration, I announced the postpone-
ment of a major overseas trip until after Christmas because of the
paramount importance of developing an effective energy plan this
year. I have no doubt that this is the right decision, because the other
nations of tb e world-allies and adversaries alike-await our energy
decisions with a great interest and concern.

As one of the world's largest producers of coal and oil and gas, wit
do we have this problem with energy, and why is it so dlifficult to solve?

One problem is that the price of all energy is going up, both because
of its increasing scarcity and because the• price of oil is not set. I a.
free and competitive market. The world price is set by a foreign
cartel--t.he governments of the so-called OPEC nations. Tfit p" e
is now almost. fiv, times as great. as it. was in 1973.

Our biggest problem, however, is that we simply use too much and
waste too mriuch enerr-. Our imports have more than tripled in the
last 10 years. Although all countries could, of course, be more efficient,
we are the worst offender. Since the great price rise in 1973, the Jap-
anese have cut their oil imporits, the Germans, the French, the British,
the Italians have all c(ut their oil imports. Meanwhile, although we
have large petroleam supplies of our own and most. of them don't.,
we in the United States have increased our imports more than 40
percent.

This problem has come upon us suddenly. Ten years ago. when
foreign oil was cheal), we imported just 2,1'2 million barrels, of oil a day,
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•about 20 percent of what we used. By 1972, we were importing about
30 percent. This year, when foreign oil is very expensive, we are
importing nearly.9 million barrels a day-almnost one-half of all the
oil we use. Unless we actq quicklv, imports will continue to go up, andl(
al'the problems that I've just described will grow even worse.

There are three things that we must do to avoid this danger: first,
cut back on consumption; second, shift away from oil and gas to
other sources of energy; and third, encourage production of energy
here in the United States. h'lhese are the purposes of the new energy
legislation.

In order to conserve enerrv, the Congress is now acting to make
our automobiles, our homes, and appliances more efficient and to
encourage industry to save both heat and electricity.

The congressional conference committees are now considering
ch'ranges in how electric power rates are set in order to discourage
waste, to reward those who use less energy, and to encourage a change
in the use of electricity to hours of the day when demand is low.

Another very important question before Congress is how to let the
market price for domestic oil go up to reflect the cost of replacing it

'while, at the same time, protecting the American consumers and our
owh economy.

We must face an unpleasant fact about energy prices. They are
going up, whether we pass an energy program or not, as fuel becomes
more. scarce and more 'expensive to produce. The ques4ion is, who
shouldbenefit. from those rising prices for oil already disrovered? Our
energy plan captures and returns them to the public, where they can
stimulate theeconomy,:save more energy, and create new jobs.

We )vill use research and development, projects, tax incentives and
penalties, and regulatory authority to hasten the shift from oil and
'gas to coal, to wind an(l solar power, to geothermal, methane, and
other energy sources.

We've also proposed, and the Congress is reviewing, incentives to
encourage production of oil and gas here in our own country. This is
ivhete another major controversy arises.

It's important that we promote new oil and gas( discoveries and in-
creased production by giving adequate prices to the producers.

XWe've recommended that the price, for instance, of new natural gas
,be raised each year to the average price of domestic oil that would
produce the same amount of energy. With this new policy, the gross
income of gas producers would average about $2 billion each year
more than at the present price level. New oil prices would also rise in
3 years to the present worlih level and then be increased annually to
keep up with inflation. This incentive for new oil production would
be the highest in the whole world.

These proposals would jrovide adequate incentives for exploration
and production of domestic oil and gas, but some of the oil companies
want much more-tens of billions of dollars more. They want greatly
increased prices for "old" oil and gas-energy supplies which have
already been discovered and which are being produced now. They
want immedinate and permanent deregulation of gas prices, which
would. cost consumers $70 billion or more between. now and 1985.
They want even higher" Iices thah those we've proposed for "new"
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gas and oil, and they want the higher prices sooner. They want lower
taxes on their profits.

These are all controversial questions, and the congressional debates,
as you can well imagine, are intense. The political pressures are great
because the stakes are so high, billions and billions of dollars.- We
should reward individuals and companies who discover and produce
new oil and gas, but we must not give them huge windfall profits on
their existing wells at the expense of the American people.

Now the energy proposal that I made to Congress last April has
three basic elements to ensure that it is well balanced. First, it's flair
both to the American consumers and to the energy producers, and it
will not disrupt our national economy. Second, as I've said before, -it's
designed to meet our important goals for energy conservation, to
promote a shift to moreplentiful and permanent energy supplies and
encourage increased production of energy in the United States. And
third, it protects our Federal budget from any unreasonable burden.
These are the three standards by which the final legislation must be
judged. I will sign the energy bills only if they meet. these tests.

During the next few weeks, the Congress will make a judgment on
these vital questions. I will be working closely with them.. And you
are also deeply involved in these decisions. This is not a contest of
strength between the President and the Congress, nor between the
House and the Senate. What is being measured is the strength and
will of our Nation-whether we can acknowledge a threat and meet
a serious challenge together....

I'm convinced that we can have enough energy to permit the contin-
ued growth of our economy, to expand production and jobs, and to
protect the security of the United States-if we act wisely.

I believe that this country can meet any challenge, but this is an
exceptionally difficult one because the threat is not easy to Cec and
the solution is neither simple nor politically popular.

I said 6 months ago that no one would be completely satisfied with
this National Energy Plan. Unfortunately, that prediction has turned
out to be right.. There is some part of this complex legislation to WIhich
evelv region andI every interest group can object: But a common
national sacrifice to meet this serious problem should be shared by
everyone-some pxoof that the plan is fair. Many groups have risen
to the challenge. But, unfortunately, there are still some who seek
personal gain over the national interest.

It's also especially difficult to deal with long-range, future challenges.
A President is elected for just 4 years, a Senator for 6, and our Repre-
sentatives in Congress for only 2 years. It's always been easiei to wait'
until the next year or the next term of office, to avoid political risk.
But you did not choose your elected officials simply to fill an office.
The Congress is facing vtery diflicult, decisions. courngeously, and we've
formed a good lartnershipi.. All of uts in Goveriuneiit need your help.

This is an effort which requires vision and cooperation for all Ameir-
icans. I hope that each of you will take steps to conserve our precious
energy an(d also join with your elected officials at all levels of govern-
ment to meet this test of our Nation's judgment and will.

These are serious problems, and this hIas been a serious talk. But
our energy plan also reflects the optimism that I feel about our ability
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to (deal with these problems. The':storY of the hirunan race is one of
! adapting to c}ia ~~~~ Aircurn.tances. I he. bistor.- of our Nation , on

1of4 neetina challeinmes and overcoinin.iiz thein.
t his major leggislation is a necessary first• step on a long und difficult

roand. Thiis energy plan is a good insurance policy for the future, in
v.x h. h rebatfivelh, small premlilil that Xwe pay totday will protect us In
t he~ i'ars 4ahead l,.3ut ift. we faid to act boldly todayv, then we will surely
face a ,reater series of crises toniorrow--xenergy short ages, environ.-
inent al damage, ever more inassive Government. bu.rei •.crac" and
reguiations, and ill-considered, last-minute crash progframs.

I 1[2holpe-i.hat, perhaps a hundredl years. from now, the change to
• inexhaustible energy sources .will have been made, and our Nat'ont's
..conerin about energy will be over. But. we can make that. transition
..snmiotlilv-'for our countirv and for our children and for our grand-
Ahidren-n if we take Ycareful steps now to prepare ourselves for
t ile furtuire.

"D'iring the next few xeeks attention will be focused on the Con-
gress, but the proving of our courage and commitment wvill continue,
in different forms and places,, in the months and the years, even
generations ahead.

It's fitting that I'm speaking to you on an election day, a day
which reminds us that Yoou, thfe people, are the..rulers of this Nation,
th ..at-vour Government will. be as courageous and effective and fair as
YOu denim1i 'that it be.

Tluis wiii not be theýe' last time that I, as President, present diflicult
andl controciral ehoues to you and ask for your help. I licheve that
the dutiets of this ofh e neruit me to do no less. But I'm ('onfi lent that
%ve caan find the wisdom and the courage to make the right decisions--
even wh,'n th( x are unpleasant--so that we might, together, preserve
tie greatonessof our Nation.

Thank you. very mifmch. .,XT.
JIMMY CARTER.'i:THE VVHITE IfousE. November 8,,P7



REMARKS ON SIGNING THE ALASKA NATURAL GAS
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

NOVEMBER 8, 1977

TnE PRESIrDENT. This joint resolution to approve the construction
of the major natural gas pipeline from Alaska down through Canada
to our countr.v is a very iinportant (d.emonnst ration of oi Nat ionr s corn-
rnitimlent to ptrovide adequi (t. energy .,su p1l)T)ies in t hle filtur, to protect
the quality f....f the ,nvironmieit. in our two nationsto. t. ci ork harmoni-
ously in ono of the most co•ilplica ted 'nd iiost expliis'iV1 e(10ineering
projeets~ev\ý.ý underta ken by human being,.

I'm very proud that the House and Senate have approved the route
that was chosen by ourselves and the Canadians for this imajor

roject. This will p~rovide, when it's fully in operation, about 3.6
i!!hion cubic feet of natural gas per day. lt's the largest single project

ever undertaken for the provision of energy and, perhaps, the largest,
single engineering project ever undertaken of any kind.

,Over, a..period of 25 years, which.is the estimuated life of this pipe-
line-it will probably be longer-it would save the American people
more than $6 billion, compared to the alternative route assessed.

But this is just thO first very nminor st.e) in what's going to be a long
journey in engineering, planning, financing, designing and construction
and olperation of this tremendous pipeline project.

Tonight I will talk to the American people about the energy problem
and the enormity of it now and in the future. This is roughly a $14
billion project. Natural gas makes up about 25 percent of our energy
needs. This project, in spite of its enormous size, will provide about.-5
percent of our Nation's natural gas. So, what we ate talking about
here, to show you the size of the energy problem and the energy
industry, is about 1 percent of the energy supplies of just one nation.

I'm particularly glad that the Ambassador for Canada is here. I
hope that he willfrelayl directly to Prime Minister Trudeau my deep
gratitude at. the cooperative attitude that has been taken by the
Canadians in working with us on this project.

I particularly want to thank the Alaskan delegation who are here,
the Congiuess Miembers who have been so instrumental in the pas-sage
of this resblution. Many of them are the s.ame 'Member, of Congress
who> are hnow wýorking on the energy conferenCe c•rmrnittee-Senator
Jackson, Congressmen Udall, John Dingell, Con gresý'nen. . Staggers,
Roncalio, and others. I want to thank them again for their timely and
very effective apiproval of this project.

(429)
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Dr. Schlesinger, the Secretary of Energy, will now begin his detailed
work along with Cecil Andrils, the administrator of the Interior
Department-the Secretary-and also other agencies of the Federal
Government. So, I think," this is a good time for our country, for
Canada, and for the future of the American people.

Again, I want to congratulate the Members of Congress for doing
such a good job in helping to make this possible.

(At this point, the President signed H.f Res. 621 into law.)
Now, Jim, you can go ahead and start working.
Secretary SCHLESINGER. .1 think what the Presidelnt has said under-

scores the close relationships that we should maintain with Canada in
regard to what are corrmmon problems. This will help) restore an era of
good feelings between the two countries and, that this project, large
as it is, is a splendid symbol of that cooperation.

The PRESIDENT. Mike?
Senator GRAVEL. I think that it's not cnly of benefit to the Nation

but, I think, it does lay aside the differences that have arisen in the
context of where the line would go-our differences with Canada. I
think if there's any nation that we have a proximity to, it's that great
country. I think the gas that we've been blessed with in Alaska we've
broglht, more eflicientl and effictively lhiroulgh this pipeline.

We are grateful to the leadership of the Executive, under you, Mr-
President, Mr. Schlesinger, and with the alacrity that the Congress
acted in seeing that this resolution got to your desk as soon as possible.

The PRESIDENT. Thank you. I don't think there were any dis-
senting votes. It was a voice vote. I didn't hear any-

Senator GRAVEL. There were none.
The PRESIDENT. Congressman Staggers?
Representative STAGGERS. I'd say that it's a red-letter day for

America and our future.
The PRESIDENT. Ted?
Senator STEVENS. Mr. President, I think this is just the first of a

series of transportation systenis to bring Alaska's resources to what
we call the South 48. We have a lot more oil and gas and we'll hope-
fully get on to those other areas, too, soon. So, I congratulate you. I
think this is the first time that the Vice President and I have been on
the same side. We both lost. He favored the Arctic route, and I fa-
vored the El Paso route. But we're both happy toda:y. [Laughter.]

OTHER SPEAKER. Mr. President, the Vice President did not lose on
this issue. [Laugh ter.]

The PREsIDENT. I think all Americans won. Although we don't
look on Canada as corning under the purview of the Foreign Relations
Committ•ee, Frank-because they are so much a part of our country--
would you like to say just a word?

Senator CHURCH. Thank you, Mr. President. I think the route
that's been chosen is the correct one. It happens thiat the first leg of
that route will be built into my State, which may havee some influence.
tILaughter.] But I commend youi for another nhileston( and I think
this bill will serve the country well.

The PRESIDENT. Jim?
Mr. MCM1LLIAN. It's my pleasure. This is my project. I want to

thank you for choosing it, the confidence you had in us. We're going to
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uphold that confidence of both yourself and the Congress and do what
w we said to bring this energy source to you as quickly and reasonably
A wS canM.

The PRESIDENT. We worked very closely with Jim, in preparing
this, and I want to thank you for it.

Mn •'.MCMILLIAN. Thank you, sir.
Representative DINGELL. Mr. President, I just look forward to

being back with you when you sign the energy bill very shortly.
[Laughter.]

,JIMMY CARTER.

THEWNVHITE HousE, Noember 8. 1977.

ALASKA NATURAL GAS TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

STATEM3ENT ON SIGNING I[OU.SE JOINT RESOLUTION 621 INTO LAW,
NOVE.MBER 8. 1977

The energy crisis presents an unprecedented challenge that calls for
creative solutions. That is why I take special pride in signing today the
joint resolution of the Senate and House of Representatives approving
my choice of the Alcan project to carry Alaskan natural gas through
Canada to the lower 48 States.This pipeline project will span almost 5,000 miles across the North
American Continent. It will be the largest privately financed energy
project ever undertaken. It will deliver an additional 1 trillion cubic

ifeet of reasonably priced natural gas to American markets every year.
SIt will Save American consumers $6 billion over what other routes

would cost during a 20-year period.
But despite the scope of this project, it is sobering to realize that it

will add only 5 percent to the Nation's supply of natural gas. And
natural gas itself uill account for only 25 percent of our total energy
supply. Even with the Alcan project. we will continue to be gravely
dependent on imported oil to meet our energy needs. Later this evening
I will discuss with the Nation in more detail the enormous challenge
which lies ahead, and the consequences of our failure to act on a
comprehensive national energy program.

I ka'int to compliment the Congress on their swift. response to my
recommendation in the midst of their consideration of the National
Energ- Plan. I also want particularly to thank Senator Jackson, the

:floor leader in the Senate, and chairmen Morris Udall and Harley
Staggers in the House, as well as subcommittee chairmen John Dinmell
and Teno Roncalio for their efforts in securing early approval of the
resolution.

I am asking Ambassador Towe to convey to Prime Minister Tru-
deau the proud sense of pai tnership we feel today at embarking upon
'his new joint venture: As the Prime Minister and .I observed when
our agreement was announced, the two countries working together can
transport more energy more efficiently than. either working alone.
The United States will gain the use of our Alaskan gas reserves at the
lowest: possible cost, and Canada will benefit through access to it•
frontier gas reserves and the economic activity of constructing and
operating this project.
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Ultinrttely, it will be our willingness to consider solutions like this
that may well determine this Nation's ability to survive the threats
posed by the energy crisis, 1 will talk more about that t~onight. Alcan
is just one step in a long series of steps-represented in pIart bW"the
National Energy Plan-that we must take. We should be both proud
of the progress we mark today, and humbled by the task that lies
ahead.

Ji.mmy C.RFIC
THE WHITE HoUSE, November 8, 1977.
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* • THIS INDENTURE, made the L•'4 day of Y ,

'i nineteen hundred and seventy-one, between CONSOLIDATED EDISON

COMPANY OF NEW YORK, INC., a corporation, party of the first

part, and NEW YORK STATE ATOMIC AND SPACE DEVELOPMENT

!~ AUTHORITY, party of the second part:

WITNESSETH. that the party of the first part, in con-

sideration of ten dollars and other valuable consideration

paid by the party of the second part, does hereby grant and
'Ac(0

release unto the party of the second part, its successors

and assigns, forever,

ALL that certain plot, piece or parcel of land, and

under-the-water land, together with all improvements thereon

erected, situate, lying and being in the Village of Buchanan,

Town of Cortlandt, County of Westchester, State of New York,

bounded and described as followss

Beginning at the center point of Consolidated
Edison Company of New York, Inc.'s Indian Point
Generating Station No. I Containment Sphere and
then on a course North 510 43' 04" West. a din-
tance of.722.12 feet to a point in the Hludson
River, and thence from said point on a course
South 380 16' 56" West, 1,015.00 feet to a point
on a sheet pile wall which point is further

*i described as being at coordinates North 462362.364
and East 603569.490 on the United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey Grid System, and which point
is the point of beginning for the (ollowing

*i described parcel:

Beginning at said point and then running along
a line of sheet piling South 368 16' 56" West.
256.98 feet to a pointl thence along a line of
sheet piling South 510 43' 04" East. 70.00 feet
to a point, thence the following courses and
distances:

11111111111111111111 111111111llIIl iii*002171225*..
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N 311 20' 39" E 88.35' N 420 44' 48" E 94.95'
N 710 46' 19" E 39.42' N 340 54' 24" E 41.80'

N 510 43' 04" W 86.00 to the point of place of
beginning.

The aforedescribed parcel lies wholly within the limits

of lands, now or formerly under the waters of the Hudson

River. conveyed to the Consolidated Edison Company of New

York. Inc. by the State of New York by Letters Patent dated

October 27, 1959, recorded on December 14, 1959 in the Office

of the Clerk of the County of Westchester (Division of Land

Records) in Liber 5973, of Deeds, at Page 289.

TOGETHER with the appurtenances and all the estate and

rights of the party of the first part in and to said prom-

ises7 TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the premises herein granted unto

the party of the second part, its successors and assigns

forever.

AND the party of the first part. in compliance with Sec-- ',..

tion 13 of the Lien Law, covenants that the party of the

first part will receive the consideration for this convey-

ance and will hold the right to receive such consideration

as a trust fund to be applied first for the purpose of paying!

the cost of the improvement and will apply the same first to

the payment of the cost of the improvement before using any

part of the total of the same for any other purpose.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the first part has

-2-ii
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LICER.U'U FACE30U0

caused its corporate seal to be hereunto affixed, and these

presents to be signed by its duly authorized officer the day

I| Iand year first above written.

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF
NEW YORK. INC.

Party of the first part

Executive Vice President -

Finance
(Corporate Seal)

Attests

j- " 1.. ,.
° ~4. 4, '"'C .

Assistant Secretaryv"
II

iI

REAL ESTAT1 SATE OF
* 8.•TRANSFE3"X ýNEW YORK

aI _" .0 -3- I. D

-- 3 -



LIBER. X06it PAC1E 3ii1
STATE OF NEW YORK t
COUNTY OF NEW YORK)

On the :-( day of - A-'/ 1971, before me personally

came Walter R. Grant to me known, who, being by me duly

sworn, did depose and say that he resides at No. 7 Orchard

Drive. Greenwich, Connecticut, that he is the Executive Vice

President - Finance of Consolidated Edison Company of New

York, Inc., the corporation described in and which executed

the foregoing instrumentl that he knows the seal of said

corporationy that the seal affixed to said instrument is such

corporate seal, that it was so affixed by order of the board

of trustees of said corporation, and that he signed his name

thereto by like order.

Notary Public

, , . ,''l frAL I York

, xgvfi~illl l,•rt' Mochi~l JU., 1972
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